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Preface

Obeisance to bodhicitta,
That which averts all bad destinies,
Shows the way to good destinies,
And leads [one] to [a state where there is] no aging and dying.
- Maitreyapariprcchiisutra'

My interest in Buddhism goes back to my- high school days when I was introduced to a
Bhutanese commentary on a small text popularly known by its abbreviated title rGyal sras lag
len ('Deeds of a Bodhisattva'). The basic text was authored by the Tibetan scholar dNgul-chu
Thogs-med-bzang-po (1295-1369), who is believed'to have been the incarnation of the Indian
teacher AsaiJ.ga. The commentary by the Bhutanese scholar mGon-po-bstan-'dzin, written in a
very elegant rDzong-kha (the national language of Bhutan), was prescribed, however, as a
textbook on the Bhutanese language, not on Buddhism. The theme of these texts, the
bodhisattva ideals, fascinated me, so much so that it became increasingly clear that what I
wanted to study after my high school graduation was Buddhist philosophy (in the broadest
sense of the term).
Given the poor prospects back then of pursuing an academic study of Buddhism in
Bhutan, the only viable alternative seemed to be to go to India. In the olden days, TibetaRS
travelled to India and Bhutanese to Tibet to study Buddhism, both of which were precarious
undertakings. Ironically, Tibet's tragedy enabled Bhutanese like myself easy and unrestricted
access to the intellectual world of Tibet. The Tibetan Buddhist monastic serninaries that made
this possible for me is my traditional alma mater, Ngagyur Nyingma Institute (NNI), a
stronghold of rNying-ma academia at Bylak:uppe (Mysore District, Karnataka State, South
India). It was established and is still being administered by His Holiness Padma-nor-bu (or
simply Pad-nor) Rin-po-che (b. 1932), one of the leading rNying-ma masters of our time. My
study in India would not have been possible had it not been for His Excellency Jigme Thinley,
the then director general of the Department of Education, Ministry of Social Services, Royal
Government of Bhutan, who in 1987 granted me a Government scholarship to study
Buddhism at the Ngagyur Nyingma Institute. Until this day, I remain grateful to the

, Maitreyapariprcchiisutra (T, fel. 195a4-5; D, fel. 114a4-5):
ngan 'gro thams cad zlog bgyid cing II
mtho ris lam ni rab ston la II
rga shi med par 'dren bgyid pa II
byang chub sems la phyag 'tshallo II.
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Bhutanese Government and His Excellency Jigme Thinley, who is currently the minister of
Home and Cultural Affairs.
I have incurred an unrepayable debt to Pad-nor Rin-po-che, who, in his infinite
graciousness and compassion, allowed unrestricted access to the spiritual, intellectual, and
material resources that abound in the monastic academy founded by him in 1978. I am also
indebted to my astute and compassionate teachers at the NNI including mKhan-po Padmashes-rab, mKhan-po rNam-grol-tshe-ring, mKhan-po Tshe-dbang-rgya-mtsho (alias mKhanpo Gu-ru), mKhan-po dBang-phyug-bsod-nams, mKhan-po Tshe-ring-rdo-rje, mKhan-po
,Jam-dbyangs-tshe-ring (alias mKhan-po Katyayana), mKhan-po ' Jigs-med-skal-bzang,
mKhan-po bKra-shis-tshe-ring (alias mKhan-po Nub-ri), mKhan-po Padma-chos-'phel (alias
mKhan-po Ajita), mKhan-po Sangs-rgyas-rang-byung, mKhan-po rDo-rje-dpal-bzang,
mKhan-po Kun-bzang-bde-chen, and others who have been instrumental in introducing me to
the major Indian treatises translated into Tibetan, centring on Vinaya, Abhidharma, Pramal)a,
Yogacara, Madhyamaka, Prajfiaparamita, Tathagatagarbha, and Tantra, together with their
Tibetan commentaries, and a wide range of other traditional fields of knowledge and texts of
different literary genres. My gratefulness also extends to His Holiness the Dalai Lama,
mKhan-po 'Jigs-med-phun-tshogs (1933-2004), sMyo-shui mKhan-po (1931-1999), Mesmes Bla-ma bSod-bams-bzang-po (1892-1983), sTag-lung rTse-sprul Rin-po-che, sMin-gling
Khri-chen, gDung-sras Phrin-Ias-nor-bu, and Bla-ma Ser-po, from whom I have had the
fortune to occasionally receive initiations, teachings, or transmissions, and with whom I could
establish the so-called 'Dharma connection' (chos 'breI).
I carmot help looking back with a sense of joy and gratitude at my friends, colleagues,
and students from'monastic academia, too numerous to mention by name, who made my
indulgence in the arts of exposition, disputation, and composition a stimulating, enriching,
and memorable experience. I take this opportunity to thank dGa'-rab Rin-po-che, sPrul-sku
, Jam-dpal, Karma-sku-chen Rin-po-che, Gyang-khang sPrul-sku, Rag-mgo mChog-sprul,
sj\1in-gIing mKhan-chen, sMin-gling gDung-sras, Sher-pa sPrul-sku, Zhi-ba sPrul-sku, among
other incarnate masters, for their friendship and inspiration. I also owe thanks to my friends
and colleagues at the NNI, most of whom now live or work in widely different parts of the
world-including Byang-sems bKra-sliis, Lung-bstan-rgya-mtsho (Lungtaen Gyatso, who is
currently the principal of the Institute of Language and Cultural Studies, Royal University of
Bhutan), mKhan-po bsTan-'dzin-nor-rgyas (the current Ram-sbyar Bla-ma), mKhan-po
Sangs-rgyas-dbang-'dus, mKhan-po 'Gyur-med-kun-bzang-bstan-'dzin, mKhan-po mKhyenbrtse-dpal-Idan, mKhan-po bsKal-bzang-nyi-ma, mKhan-po rTa-mgrin-sri-thub, Shing-khar
Bla-ma dNgos-grub, Dr. Karma Phuntsho (now a Spalding Fellow, Cambridge), Slob-dpon
Phrin-Ias-rdo-rje (Thinley Dorjee), Slob-dpon Klong-yangs-seng-ge, and Bla-ma Byangchub-rdo-Ije-for their help and friendship.
Just as my desire to study Buddhist philosophy took me to India, so too did my desire
to trace the Indian roots of Tibetan Buddhism bring me to the University of Hamburg,
Germany, in 1997. In the course of my ten-year interaction in the NNI with Tibetan
Buddhism, it became increasingly clear to me that the best way to deepen my understanding
of this subject is to read the original Indian Buddhist texts in Sanskrit (from which most
Tibetan translations were made) and to analyse Buddhist ideas by employing western
academic approaches. The road to western academia has been, however, by no means smooth.
Nonetheless, the kindness and assistance of several key individuals made my studies in
Germany possible. First and foremost is Prof. Dr. Lambert Schmithausen (now Professor
emeritus), my Doktorvater, without whose support I in all likelihood would not have had the
privilege to study in Hamburg in the first place. My gratitude to him is profound for his
having accepted me as his student, for guiding me, and for helping me to surmount a series of
seemingly insurmountable bureaucratic hurdles. I feel honoured to be the last doctoral student
of this legendary Buddhologist.
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I am also indebted to Prof. Dr. David Jackson who supported me in various ways,
among others by enabling me to teach the Tibetan language and Tibetan Buddhism at the
University of Hamburg from early on, and for being my second supervisor for both the M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees. Moreover, I express my gratitude to Prof. Dr. Harunaga Isaacson
(University of Hamburg) for his support and guidance, and to Prof. Dr. Michael Friedrich
(University of Hamburg) and Dr. Martin Delhey (University of Hamburg) for their ipvaluable
suggestions.
I should also like to take this opportunity to thank a number of other persons for
rendering their help in different ways: Prof. Dr. Albrecht Wezler (Professor emeritus), Prof.
Dr. Katsumi Mimaki (University of Kyoto), Prof. Dr. Florin Deleanu and Prof. Dr. Hubert
Durt (both of the International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies, Tokyo), Prof. Dr.
Karin Preisendanz (University of Vienna), Dr. Anne MacDonald (University of Vienna), Dr.
Felix Erb (University of Hamburg), Prof. Dr. Tatiana Oranskaia (University of Hamburg),
Prof. Dr. Michael Zimmermann (Stanford University), Mr. Burkhard Quessel (British
Library, London), Dr. Mudagamuwe Maithrimurthi (University of Heidelberg), PD Dr.
Klaus-Dieter Mathes (University of Hamburg), Prof. Dr. lan-Ulrich Sobisch (University of
Copenhagen), Dr. Kazuo Kano (University of KyotolHamburg), Dr. Achim Beyer (previously
at the University of Hamburg), Dr. Barbara Schuler (University of Hamburg), and Ms. Ayako
Nakamura (Ph.D. candidate, University of Hamburg). My thanks also go to the other staff and
students at the Department of Indian and Tibetan Studies, Asia-Africa Institute, University of
Hamburg, for their encouragement.
I am also grateful to Philip Pierce, who despite having a long waiting list of editorial
work, not only corrected my English but also made valuable comments and suggestions
pertaining to content, which often made me rethink, refine, or reformulate my thoughts. I also
express my thanks to Prof. Dr. lunkichi Imanishi (Director, International Institute for
Buddhist Studies, Tokyo) and Mr. Shin'ichiro Hori (Acting Director, International Institute
for Buddhist Studies, Tokyo) and other members of the Steering Committee including Prof.
Dr. Florin Deleanu and Prof. Dr. Hubert Durt for consenting to publish this book, a slightly
revised and reorganised version of my dissertation, in the Studia Philologica Buddhica
Monograph Series. Above all, I am indebted to my wife Dr. Orna Almogi (University of
Hamburg) for standing by me in all walks of life, both academic and non-academic, and for
being my first and foremost critic. My thanks are due also to relatives and friends in Bhutan,
particularly to my brother bSod-nams-phun-tshogs and sister-in-law Chos-nyid-dbang-mo for
their unrelenting support. I should also like to express my thanks to my non-academic
German friends, particularly Klaus and Inga Briicken, for their support and help.
In addition to these acknowledgements, I have also some apologies to offer: to my
Tibetan Buddhist teachers for my failure to live up to their expectations-for theorising about
Buddhist teachings instead of practising them and for investigating the idea of bodhicitta
instead of generating it; and to my teachers in the west and all other perfectionists for not
always being able to meet the high standards of scholarship set by them, and for the major and
minor mistakes that certainly abound in this work (for which I am s9lely responsible).
For the sake of transparency, I should perhaps venture a few words about my intellectual
background and the methodological guidelines I have attempted to follow. For several
reasons, it is not feasible to pursue the study of Buddhism in a western academic setting the
same way it is done in a Tibetan monastic seminary, and vice versa. It goes without saying
that the priorities and methods of monastic and western academic training differ, although the
objective of both may be to gain knowledge of Buddhism. Ideally, the priority of a Tibetan
monastic seminary is to train monks and nuns in such a way as to equip them with qualities of
erudition, personal integrity, and conscientiousness (mkhas btsun bzang gsum); and with the
competence to engage in exposition, spiritual practice, and beneficial tasks (bshad sgrub las
gsum). Erudition is attained through learning, contemplation, and meditation (thos bsam sgom
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gsum); personal integrity through the practice of the three trainings (bslab pa sgum), namely,
higher ethical-moral discipline, higher concentration, and higher insight; while a scholar with
conscientiousness can be expected to carry out the tasks of exposition, disputation, and
composition ('chad rtsod rtsom gsum), and thus contribute to the preservation and
propagation of the Buddhist teachings so as to put salvific means at the disposal of other
sentient beings. The pursuit of knowledge for knowledge's sake, permissible in western
academia, would probably be seen as inadequate, although here too there are several Buddhist
(particularly Mahayana) concepts with which one could legitimise one's unquenchable thirst
and quest for knowledge. Perhaps one could say that for traditional Buddhist scholars,
knowledge of Buddhism is desirable primarily for its instrumental value (Le. good as a
means), whereas for western academics it is primarily sought for its own intrinsic value (i.e.
good as an end).
One of the methodological strengths of the monastic academic system, I find, is the
intensiveness and extensiveness of training it can offer in a relatively short period of time.
One of the weaknesses of the traditional system of investigation, however, seems to be its
tendency to regard texts and ideas as though they were static entities with no history of their
own. The strength of the western academic system, by contrast, as exemplified at the
University of Hamburg, is its cultivation of historical-philological skills and tools, based on
the presupposition that ideas, articulated and transmitted to us in the form of written texts,
have a history of their own, just like persons-that they originate and evolve; and that the
authors of texts, analogously to ourselves, wanted to convey definite (and not just any) ideas,
and that researchers, regardless of religious or ideological affiliations, or other personal
predilections, should attempt to determine the authorial intent of a given text by employing
historical-philological tools and skills (without, however, ruling out the usefulness of any
other tool that bids to bring us a step closer to the goal).
There have been other individuals like myself who studied first in a traditional
monastic academy and later pursued their studies in a western university, and there may be
many more in the future willing to do the same. For better or worse, such individuals are in a
unique position, and thus also face unique challenges, including overcoming inner conflictsperhaps a natural consequence of the tension generated between tradition and innovation,
religion and 'science, subjective faith and objective reason, and even between Orientalism and
Occidentalism-and having often to cope with such preconceived notions as that a Buddhist
can never be an objective Buddhologist (or even that only a Buddhist can be a competent
Buddhologist!). Surely individuals deal with such challenges in their own unique way.
My ten years in a Tibetan Buddhist seminary in India and now another ten years in
Europe have imparted to me knowledge and values which I would have otherwise remained
ignorant of. Far from regretting, there are reasons for rejoicing over having had both the
privilege to study Tibetan Buddhism as a Tibetan Buddhist monk and the freedom to give up
monkhood and pursue further studies in Germany. The information gathered during study in a
monastic seminary can indeed be reassessed with the aid of western academic tools.
Methodological precision and the reliability of findings may differ owing to several factors,
but at least for me, one of (if not the most) reliable ways of gaining knowledge of Buddhism
transmitted in the form of written texts seems to be the use of historical-philological tools and
methods, which are not, by the way, completely unknown; at least in some form, in the
Tibetan tradition. I would go so far as to say that if there were one western method that a
judicious traditional Buddhist scholar is likely to find appealing and worth adopting when
analysing Buddhist ideas and textual sources, then that would be the historical-philological
one. Moreover, if we assume that the goal of western scientific enquiry is to determine states
of affairs as precisely as possible, that is, without underplaying or overplaying any factor, I
would argue that it is very much in conformity, at least in theory, with the traditional Indian
and Buddhist notion of knowing things or reality without superimposition
(adhyiirQpa/samiiropa: sgro 'dogs pa) or depreciation (apaviida: skur ba 'debs pa).
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Readers may wonder why I chose to study the concept of bodhicitta (i.e. the resolve to
become a buddha) in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism. The existential significance of the bodhicitta
concept in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism, which I hope will become sufficiently
clear in due course, is what motivated me to study it. Given the vastness of the literature on
bodhicitta (it is in fact overwhelming), I had to be selective in the choice of my materials.
Whenever possible I have based myself primarily on Indian texts (in their original, if
available, or else in their Tibetan translation). I have also resorted to a great deal of
indigenous Tibetan sources, particularly when these discuss bodhicitta from a tantric
perspective, but also when the Tibetan tradition has attempted to systematise various positions
found in Indian sources. Indigenous Tibetan sources have often been very helpful, and at
times even indispensable, in several respects. Unrestrictive use of indigenous Tibetan material
on bodhicitta would have been impossible, and I have hence tried to limit myself to the early
sources, and drawn on later ones only when I could find no earlier source on a given topic.
Two of my criteria for choosing sources have been the accessibility of a given work during
the time of writing this thesis and my familiarity with it. In any case, I have tried to present
Indian ideas and Tibetan ones (be they of the rNying-ma or gSar-ma schools) as objectively
as possible. I have avoided presenting Tibetan ideas as Indian, or rNying-ma ideas as
universally valid for all Tibetan schools. Although I have resorted to more Indian sources than
Tibetan ones and, in the case of the Tibetan sources, employed more rNying-ma than gSar-ma
literature, I believe that this study is, as far as the major issues are concemed, fairly
representative of both Indian and Tibetan Buddhism, and hence can rightly be called a study
of bodhicitta in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism.
This study contains eleven chapters of varying length. In chapter one, I try to provide a
general background on the concept of becoming a buddha, against the backdrop of the
relevant Buddhological, soteriological, ontological, epistemological, gnoseological, and
axiological concepts of Mahayana Buddhism. I also try to bring the major themes addressed
in this book within the compass of these concepts. The second chapter provides an overview
(and when deemed necessary also an assessment) of previous studies done by modem
scholars on the theme of bodhicitta. The third chapter seeks to explore the prehistory of the
bodhicitta concept and discusses doctrinal foundations that may have contributed to its
conception. Chapter four is devoted to the idea ofthe resolve to become a buddha purportedly
made by the historical Buddha for the first time in one of his previous existences. The fifth
chapter discusses three concepts that are closely related to each other, namely, Mahayana, the
soteriological means of awakening; bodhisattva, a sentient being who strives for awakening;
and bodhicitta, the resolve to strive for awakening. Chapter six examines the two traditions of
Mahayana Buddhism found in India and systematised by Tibetan scholars-particularly their
views of issues related to the generation of bodhicitta. The seventh chapter presents a
typology of bodhicitta, namely, ethico-spiritual, gnoseological, ontological (or metaphysical),
psycho-physiological, and semeiological (or symbolical) bodhicitta. Chapter eight brings
together various traditional classifications of bodhicitta found in Indian and Tibetan sources.
The ninth chapter takes a look at the causes and conditions pertaining to bodhicitta. The tenth
chapter thematises the observances of Mahayana, and particularly the maintenance of
bodhicitta as the foundation of a bodhisattva's ethico-spiritual discipline. The eleventh and
last chapter deals with the relapse or loss of bodhicitta and the methods for restoring it. Since
I have made profuse use in this study of Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (i.e. the Cittotptidapatala, the
chapter on the generation of the resolve to become a buddha), which is one of the earliest
pieces of Mahayana literature that deals with the theme, and so is an important textual witness
to the development of the concept of bodhicitta, I have also included a critical edition of the
Sanskrit and Tibetan texts of this chapter as, respectively, appendices A and B.
Given the pervasiveness of bodhicitta in Mahayana Buddhism and the amount of
material found on it, this study cannot claim to have done full justice to the theme. Perhaps I
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have been naIve in venturing to take a flight into the domain of Mahayana that is said to be as
vast as space itsele To use a simile employed by Candraklrti, a bird in flight must finally
land, not because there is no sky left to traverse but because it has exhausted all its energy.3
Similarly, my study comes to an end not because materials on bodhicitta have been exhausted
and everything that needs to be said on the subject has been said, but because a limit has had
to be set so that the deadline for submitting the dissertation can be met. Nonetheless, I do
hope that the present work will be a small contribution towards understanding the concept of
bodhicitta, the elan vital oftantric and non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism.

Dorji Wangchuk

February, 2007, Hamburg

2

See, for example, Ratnagul:/asarrzcaya 1.21.

3

Madhyamakiivatiira 11.32ab:
nam mkha' med pas 'dab chags1dog par mi 'gyur gyi
'di ni rang mthu zad pas [dog par 'gyur de bzhin II.

II

Technical Note

When citing Tibetan canonical works from the bKa'-'gyur, I have employed both the sTog
manuscript (T) and the sDe-dge (Karma-pa)[ xylographic edition (D). For works which are
not available in T, such as the rNying-ma tantras, I have consulted the Peking bKa'-'gyur
xylograph edition (P). When citing works found in the bsTan-'gyur, I have made use of the
Peking edition, the sDe-dge edition,2 and the modern Sichuan (Chengdu) edition (S), which
has the sDe-dge xylographic edition as its basis. This recent edition also takes into
consideration the Peking (P), sNar-thang (N), and Co-ne (C) editions, and records the variant
readings found in them. The variants N and C given by me are based on this edition. Although
it is not a critical edition, S records significant variants fairly accurately (except in some
cases, where variants seem either to have escaped the notice of the editors or to have been
considered insignificant by them). I have not faithfully reproduced all the strokes (shad) while
citing Tibetan texts. Whenever possible, I consulted and made use of existing critical editions,
versions, translations, or studies of texts that I have cited. It was, however, impossible to
discuss the date of composition and authorship in all cases. The respective Sanskrit titles and
authors were in most cases adopted from the available bKa'-'gyur and bsTan-'gyur
catalogues. Nonetheless, as already noted by several scholars, some of them are doubtful.
Short titles have been used for citing primary sources in Sanskrit and Tibetan. The
bibliography and index have been arranged according to the Roman alphabet, including
Tibetan titles and words, in which cases I followed the sequence of the initial letters, not the
main letter (ming gzhi).
The relevant Sanskrit and Tibetan passages have for the most part been quoted in the
footnotes, except for the passages from Bodhisattvabhumi 1.2 (i.e. Cittotpiidapatala). In the
latter case, only the paragraph numbers are provided in the notes, referring to the edited text
included in the appendices, where lists of the sigla used in the editions are also provided.
Archaic orthographies found in some autochthonous Tibetan works, particularly works
of Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, have been retained. These include the archaic suffix d (dq
drag), the archaic employment of the suffix 'a, and the inverted vowel gi gu (marked as z).
Glosses contained in the cited Tibetan texts have been given within braces.

I Although the so-called Kanna-pa edition of the sDe-dge bKa' -' gyur and bsTan-' gyur is said to have undergone
some corrections and hence does not completely represent the original sDe-dge xylographic edition of the
Tibetan canon, I hope that variants resulting from those corrections, if they exist at all, are negligible, and do not
affect the content of the texts that I have cited.
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In cases where the works cited by me are not found in the sDe-dge edition, only P and S have been considered.

Chapter One

A General Introduction: On Becoming a Buddha

There has never appeared, will never appear,
And does not appear a buddha
Who does not depend on bodhicitta.
It is thus always worth being joined in reverence with [bodhicitta].
- Khu-nu B1a-ma bsTan-'dzin-rgyal-mtshan (1894/95-1977), Byang sems bstod pa 331 1

1. Introductory Remarks

Becoming a buddha ('Awakened One') under the Bodhi tree (Ficus religiosa) was
undoubtedly the most significant event in the career of the historical Buddha, and may be
considered the starting point of Buddhism. According to both Mahayana ('Greater Vehicle')
and Hlnayana ('Lesser Vehicle') or non-Mahayana, the historical Buddha had sometime in
the distant past resolved to become a buddha, thereby launching out on the career of a
bodhisattva, that is, a sentient being who strives to attain the highest state of awakening. A
major distinction between non-Mahayana and Mahayana, however, is that for the former the
status of being a bodhisattva or buddha is confined to the historical Buddha (or a few others
like him), while the ultimate soteriological goal of a disciple is Arhatship (that is, the final
state of a saint who has attained release from the cycle of birth and death) primarily for
oneself. For the latter, by contrast, even an ordinary sentient being is capable of undertaking
the long and arduous career of a bodhisattva by generating bodhicitta and finally becoming a
buddha (just like the historical Buddha himself), primarily for the sake of many other sentient
beings. In sum, a person who possesses or has generated bodhicitta is considered to be a
bodhisattva, and the form of Buddhism concerned with the theory and practice of a
bodhisattva is known as Mahayana. The idea of bodhicitta in the sense of the resolve to
become a buddha is hence the bedrock of Mahayana, and is what distinguishes a bodhisattva
Byang sefns bstodpa 331:
byang chub serns /a rna brten par II
sangs rgyas rna byon mi 'byon zhing II
'byon par mi 'gyur de yi phyir II
rtag tu gus pas 'grogs par 'as II.
Cf. the English translation in SPARHAM 1999: 135.
I
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from a sriivaka, Mahayana from non-Mahayana. It is presupposed by all forms of Mahayana
Buddhism including Vajrayana ('Diamond Vehicle'), or tantric Mahayana.
Multiple internal and external factors must have contributed to the formation and
further development of the concept of bodhicitta. The psychological need of the Buddhists to
make up in one way or another for the demise of the historical Buddha may have been one of
the principal internal factors that contributed to the formation of the idea of the resolve to
become a buddha. Such an idea would not have lacked the doctrinal justification or
legitimisation that it needed, for the non-Mahayana sources seem to abound in doctrinal
elements that could easily be used to underpin the concept of bodhicitta. In its early phase of
development, the idea of generating bodhicitta probably meant only the initial resolve to
become a buddha, a momentous decision made by an aspirant seeking Buddhahood
(buddhatva). This was seen as an indispensable but not necessarily a sufficient condition for
the attainment of Buddhahood. However, gradually the idea came to encompass the entire
theory and practice of a bodhisattva and to be considered not only a necessary but in fact a
sufficient condition for such an attainment. In the course of time, even the true reality that a
bodhisattva or buddha experiences as a spiritual event, the meditative insight or gnosis by
means of which the true reality is experienced, and all conceivable resources or means-be
they psycho-physiological, visual, verbal, or visional impulses that could be employed for
becoming a buddha-came to be regarded as bodhicitta. It is this idea as found explicated in
Indian and Tibetan Mahayana Buddhism that the present study seeks to examine.
The concept of bodhicitta, regardless of its type, invariably involves in one way or
another the idea of becoming a buddha. This in tum involves a host of other concepts
pertaining to Buddhology (i.e. the theory of the Buddha or a buddha), soteriology (i.e. tqe
theory of salvation), ontology (i.e. the theory of being or reality as such), epistemology (i.e.
the general theory of knowledge)-particularly gnoseology (i.e. the theory of jiiiina
'liberating insight'i-and axiology (i.e. the theory of values, primarily ethicality or
morality), all of which are, unsurprisingly, conceived of differently in different Buddhist
systems and scriptures. The heterogeneity of the strands of Mahayana Buddhism that
explicitly or implicitly endorse one or more types of bodhicitta, the diversity of the concepts
of Buddhology, soteriology, ontology, epistemology, gnoseology, and axiology proposed in
them, and the divergence and convergence of these strands and ideas make a thematic study
of the bodhicitta concept a daunting task.
What I shall attempt in this chapter is to provide a general introduction to the concept
of bodhicitta by considering the idea of becoming a buddha against the backdrop <if the
relevant Buddhological, soteriological, ontological, epistemological-gnoseological, and
axiological concepts of Mahiiyana Buddhism. I shall, in the process, be trying to bring the
major themes addressed in this book under the umbrella of these concepts.
2. Buddhology

The idea of the resolve to become a buddha inevitably raises the Buddhological question as to
what or who a buddha is, or rather who the historical Buddha was, for the concept of the
historical Buddha seems to be the point of departure for all matters pertaining to Buddhology
in all strands of Buddhism. One of the questions that we never seem to stop asking is who or
what a buddha is. According to the Anguttaranikiiya, one of the earliest Buddhist sources, the

2 The use of the tenn gnosis here is not intended in any way to link the Buddhist concept of jiiiina with the
concept of gnosis in Gnosticism. See SEYFORT RUEGG 2004: 35-35 (particularly n. 49), where problems of
comparativism (i.e. drawing comparisons between Mahayana and Gnosticism and Manichaeism) are discussed.
The case of certain concepts clustering around the notion of what I call 'physiological bodhicitta' is mentioned
there as one example.
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Buddha, upon being asked whether he was a god, some kind of celestial being, demon, or
human being, answered: 3
Just as a blue, red, or white lotus, having sprouted in water, having grown up in water, and
having risen above the water, stands unstained by water, even so do I, born in the world and
grown up in the world, and having overcome the world, dwell unstained by the world. 4
Understand that I am a buddha.

The Buddha wanted us to understand him as a buddha, an 'Awakened One,' and not less and
not more. s The notion of the Buddha found in various schools and strands of Buddhism is, of
course, by no means unifonn. Perhaps the only consensus within Buddhology among all
fonns of Buddhism at all times is the appearance of a phenomenon that we call 'the historical
Buddha.' It is, however, the reflections upon and dissent over the nature of the Buddha, the
teacher (Sastr: stan pa); the spatial domain (sthana: gnas) and temporal dimension (kala: dus)
of his existence, appearance, activities, and influence; his assembly (pari$ad: 'khar) and
teachings (dharma: chas); and the substratum, nature, and scope of the Buddha's body (kaya:
sku), speech (vac: gsung), mind (citta: thugs), qualities (gUl;a: yon tan), and salvific activities
(karman: phrin las) that make Buddhology a fascinatingly complex topic. Several studies
devoted to various Buddhological themes have appeared in recent years. I do not, however,
intend to probe into the overall subject matter of Buddhology, a theme as complex and wideranging as the history and doctrine of Buddhism itself, but merely to touch upon some aspects
of Buddhology which I believe are relevant to the study of the bodhicitta concept.
Several Buddhological themes, particularly those related to the notions of the
historical Buddha, are directly or indirectly addressed in this book. In chapter three, I discuss
a number of issues surrounding the historical Buddha and the aftennath of his demise, with
the aim of providing possible historical and doctrinal background to the bodhicitta concept. I
attempt to show how his demise could. have created an emotional vacuum among his
followers (particularly his lay disciples) and subsequent measures that could be read as ways
to fill this emotional gap. One of these subsequent measures could have been to embrace the
idea of becoming a buddha oneself. As sources of doctrinal justification or legitimisation, I
discuss the ideas of a buddha as a discoverer and proc1aimer of the perpetual true reality; the
plurality of buddhas; the resolve made by previous buddhas to become buddhas; the altruism
of the historical Buddha; and the prerequisites for becoming a buddha as spelled out in
non/pre-Mahayana sources. The fourth chapter seeks to explore the idea of the major events
of the Buddha's career, namely, the initial resolve to become a buddha purportedly made by
him in one of his previous existences; his striving to become a buddha; and the time and place
of his becoming a buddha. I also briefly discuss whether the historical Buddha has been

J

See GETHIN 1998: 29; DEJONG 1979: 27; NORMAN 1983: 67.

See also the Vimalaklrtinirde.iasiitra 1.14c (p. 8.3): jaleruhaf!l va salile na lipyase. Later on the analogy of a
lotus growing in mud and yet remaining unsullied by it is applied also to bodhisattvas. See, for example,
Bodhicittavivara/Ja 89:
sems can bskyab pa '; bsam pa can II
de dag srid pa 'i 'dam skyes kyang II
de byung nyid pas ma gos pa II
chuyipadma'i 'dab ma bzhin II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 63.
4

5

The term buddha was, to be sure, used by many religions of the Buddha's time; see NAKAMURA 1980: 83.

See, for example, GRIFFITHS 1994; WEBER 1994; MAKRANSKY 1997; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c; VETTER 2000;
STEINKELLNER 2000; and the several related contributions in SCHMlDT-LEUKEL 1998. See also LOPEZ 2005. For
a study of traditional Buddhology in its manifold and complex forms as presented by the eleventh-century
Tibetan scholar Rong-zom-pa with special reference to the controversy surrounding the existence of gnosis
(jiiana: ye shes) at the stage of a buddha, see ALMOGl2006.
6
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retrospectively conceived of as a 'king-like' or 'herdsman-like' bodhisattva, that is, whether
his intention was to become a buddha prior to other sentient beings or only after them. Some
of the possible theoretical reflections on Buddhology in Mahayana and non-Mahayana are
also discussed in chapter seven, where I show, for instance, that the body of the Buddha, once
thought of as 'stinking,' gradually began to be seen as pure, luminous, and adamantine.
Let us first of all consider the term buddha itself. It hardly bears mentioning that
buddha means 'Awakened One' and that 'awakening' (bodhi, a verbal noun which, like the
noun buddha, is derived from -,jbudh) is a metaphor for 'eye-opening' comprehension or
realisation. 7 It has been noted that the term buddha I is also used in the J aina scriptures to
designate an insightful person. 8 In the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist tradition it is customary to
explain the term as 'one who has awakened from the sleep of disorientation' (mohanidrii: gti
mug gi gnyid) or 'sleep of ignorance' (avidyiinidrii: rna rig pa 'i gnyid). 9 The term, according
to Candraki'rti and others, can be used to designate all three types of Buddhist saints, namely,
sriivaka saints, pratyekabuddhas, and buddhas (or, to be precise, samyaksambuddhas).10 A
pratyekabuddha is explicitly referred to as a 'middling buddha' (sangs rgyas 'bring), and
thus, analogously, a sriivaka saint and a buddha may be described as 'minor' and 'major'
buddhas, respectively. According to the eleventh-century Tibetan scholar Rong-zom Choskyi-bzang-po (or Rong-zom-pa), however, the term is applicable to a pratyekabuddha, a
bodhisattva of the tenth stage, and a samyaksambuddha.11
Usually a buddha is described, as in the Tattvasamgrahapafijikii, as one who has
known all that is worth knowing, meditatively accomplished all that is worth meditating on,
and eliminated all that is worth eliminating. 12 The idea of the Buddha or a buddha as a person
who is wide awake from the sleep of ignorance-that is, a buddha of spiritual realisationseems to be, however, if the fundamental, not the only type of buddha found in Mahayana

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 8 "Ebendeshalb heiilt er buddha, 'der Erwachte'. Erwachen (bodhi, das Verbalnomen
zu buddha) ist eine Metapher fUr 'augeniiffnendes' Erkennen, Begreifen." See also Sthiramati
*(Mahiiyana}sutralaf!/karavyakhya (P, fol. 200a3-5; D, fol. 170a4-5; S, vol. 72, pp. 413.16-414.1): 'di ltar
sangs rgyas zhes bya ba yang ji snyed du yod pa 'i ehas thams ead kyi don phyin ei ma log par thugs su ehud pa
la [las P] sangs rgyas zhes bya ste I de bas na sa lu ljang pa 'i mda las kyang I de la sangs rgyas beam Idan 'das
gang zhe na I gang gis ehas thams ead thugs su ehud pa 'i phyir I sangs rgyas zhes bya ste I de dang 'phags po 'i
ehas kyi sku dang shes rab kyi spyan gyis byang ehub byed pa dang slob pa dang mi slob pas [= pa'i] ehas gzigs
so zhes gsungs so II. Cf. also the Dhmmasof!/gi'tisutra (T, fol. 254al-2; D, fol. 43a6-7):
byang ehub sus kyang ma byin te II
gang gis kyang ni bzung ba med II
bdag gi ehas mams yangs shes pas II
sangs rgyas la ni sangs rgyas brjad II.
7

8

See NAKAMURA 1980: 60; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 8,n. 15; NAKAMURA 2000: 168,338.

9 Candraki'rti, TrisaralJasaptati 2-4. For the text and a translation, see SORENSEN 1986: 14-17. See also sGra
sbyar bam gnyis, no. 1. Cf. Acintyastava 41:
tat tattvaf!/ paramartha 'pi tathata dravyam i~yate I
bhutaf!/ tad avisaf!/vadi tadbadhad buddha ucyate II.
See LINDTNER 1997: 24 (Tibetan text), 25 (English translation).
JO Madhyamakavatarabha$}'a (p. 3.18-20): sangs rgyas kyi sgra 'di sangs rgyas kyi de nyid nyan thas dang rang
sangs rgyas dang bla na med pa yang dag par rdzags pa 'i sangs rgyas gsum ear la yang 'jug ste I.

II

Rong-zom-pa, dKan mehag 'grel (A, fol. 62bl-5; B, p. 93.7-13).

Kamalasila, Tattvasaf!/grahapanjika ad 3612-3619 (vol. 2, p. 784.26-27)
abhijniitam abhijneyaf!/ bhavan'iyof!/ eo bhavitam I
prahiitavyaf!/ ' prahzlJaf!/ ea tena buddha nirueyate II·
For an English translation, see JHA 1937/39: 1567. 'The edition has ea here.
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sources. For example, we come across ten types of buddhas in the Lokottaraparivarta of the
Buddhiivatarrzsakasutra,13 where they are considered to be the ten worthy things to be
discovered (rjes su rtogs par bya ba: anugantavya)14 by bodhisattvas. The ten may be
rendered tentatively as follows: (1) a buddha who is totally awakened (mngon par byang chub
pa'i sangs rgyas), (2) a buddha who is [awakened in virtue of his] aspirational wishes (smon
lam gyi sangs rgyas), (3) a buddha [awakened in virtue of] the maturation of karma (las rnam
par smin pa 'j sangs rgyas), (4) a buddha [awakened in virtue of] the empowerment [of other
buddhas] (byin gyis briabs pa'i sangs rgyas), (5) a buddha who has manifested [in a certain
animate or inanimate form or being] (sprul pa'i sangs rgyas), (6) a buddha [in the absolute
sense of] dharmadhiitu (chos kyi dbyings kyi sangs rgyas), (7) a buddha [inherent in or
envisioned by] the mind [of sentient beings] (sems kyi sangs rgyas), (8) a buddha [envisiol)ed
through] meditative concentration (ting nge 'dzin gyi sangs rgyas), (9) a buddha by nature
(rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas), and (10) a buddha [fashioned] according to one's inclination
(bsam paji tia ba 'f sangs rgyas).
Nagamitra in his Kiiyatrayiivatiiramukha l5 offers his own interpretation of these ten
kinds of buddhas. For him, the first set of five pertains to the conventional kiiyas, namely, the
two kinds of ropakiiya (i.e. the nirmiilJakiiya and sarrzbhogakiiya), and the second set of five
to the absolute kiiya, namely, the dharmakiiya. This understanding is shared by Jiiiinacandra
in his commentary on the Kiiyatrayiivatiiramukha called the Kiiyatrayavrtti. He, however,
maintains that all of the first set of five refers to both the nirmiilJakiiya and sarrzbhogakiiya
except for the third in the list (i.e. las rnam par smin pa 'i sangs rgyas), which cannot apply to
sarrzbhogakiiya.16 Clearly the idea that a sarrzbhogakiiya should be regarded as the result of
karmic maturation must have been unacceptable for him.
The ten types of buddha found in the Buddhiivatarrzsakasutra have obviously been
interpreted in the light of the idea of a buddha of spiritual attaimnent. A similar list and
explanation of ten types of buddha can be found in the Dharmasarrzgftisutra, 17 which is cited,
for instance, in the bKa' yang dag pa 'i tshad ma l8 and in the Manjusrfniimasarrzgftiffkii.19

13 Buddhiivataf}'lsakasiitra (T, va!. nga, fa!. 203bl--4; D, vol. ga, fa!. 153b4-6): Icye rgyal ba'i sras bcu po 'di
dag ni byang chub sems dpa' mams Icyi sangs rgyas bstan pa rjes su rtogs par bya ste I bcu gang zhe na I 'di ltar
[I] mngon par byang chub pa 'i sangs rgyas dang I [2] smon lam gyi sangs rgyas dang I [3] las mam pal' smyin
po'i sangs rgyas dang I [4] byin gyis brlabs pa 'i sangs rgyas dang I [5] sprul pa 'i sangs rgyas dang I [6] chos
Icyi dbyings Icyi sangs rgyas dang I [7] sems Icyi sangs rgyas dang I [8]ting nge 'dzin gyi sangs rgyas dang I [9]
rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas dang I [10] bsam pa ji Ita ba'i sangs rgyas so II Icye rgyal ba 'i sras bcu po de dog ni
byang chub sems dpa' mams Icyi sangs rgyas bstan po rjes su rtogs par bya ba mams so II. Cf liiiinacandra's
Kiiyatrayavrtti (p, foIs. 35b8-36a3; D, fa!. 32a4-6; S, vol. 63, p. 78.4-11), where this passage has been cited.

14

Mahiivyutpatti, no. 7463.

15

Nagamitra, Kiiyatrayiivatiiramukha (P, fa!. 7a7-8; D, fa!. 6b2--4; S, va!. 63, p. 14.6- 8):
sangs rgyas mtshan nyid las brtsams nos II
)'ig rten 'dasshes [D zhes] bya bayi II
mdo las sangs rgyas bstan mdzad pa II
kun rdzob dang ni don dam 'dod II
tshig ni lnga dang lnga dag gis II
go rim [DC rims] bzhin du de rig bya II
sku gnyis po ni dang pas [po'i N] bstan II
gnyis pa yis ni gsum pa bstan II.

16

liiiinacandra, Kiiyatrayavrtti (P, fol. 36a3-8; D, fa!. 32a6-b2; S, vol. 63, pp. 78.11-79.3).

17

Dharmasaf}'lgltisiitra (T, foIs. 205a2-206b4; D, fols. lOa4-lla6).

18 bKa' yang dagpa'i tshad ma (P, fa!. 87a7-b8; D, fa!. 192a4-b3; S, vo!. 115, pp. 511.21-513.3). The source,
however, is given there as a certain Chos kun 'gro ba 'i mdo.
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Dasabalasnmitra

(ca.

twelfth

or

thirteenth

century),

in

his

Saf!lskrtiismrzskrtaviniscaya,20 subclassifies buddha in yet a different manner, namely, into
true or absolute (piiramiirthika) and designatory or conventional (siil'/zketika). As we shall see
in chapter eight, on the traditional classification of bodhicitta, he also categorises dharma and
saf!lgha in a similar way. His classification of buddha may be summarised in a tabular form

as follows: 21

.

1.1. ,
1.2.
1.3.
relating to
relating to
relating to
.. ;cihar1!!,!I[Jiy.'£.___ L,_,.sg.'l'.J!fJo.g,!k§Ji'l~,_..nJ.rrrziiQ""--iiy-",--_j
i

:'· ·, ..,·-·iI.----;-'--2:'2:----l----z:i---'--r-·'-··z:4':-- ···"1"'------'25.-·
relic
! relic-mound'
image
i object of worship (?) body of a bodhisattva

!

i_,<tilziitu/p..stJE1_L . .J~ti!pal__

:(pra!ibi'1'b<l}~21_J~£ty£1!c<lit)'a)23_,L jb,odhisattvakii),at

1.1.1,
1.1.2.
1
conditioned (salJ1skrta),
non-conditioned (asalJ1skrta),
Le,.ilatlIr,<;. of.!?ucitllz.a s ~p,:,r.i!!~d.t(l~"-(ltii_ ,J__.0.,(l':'<Iliti,,~f'b."Cl'.cll~as,""tenl>alas, etc...._

The types of buddha listed by Dasabalasnmitra are more or less clear, except for the
distinction called for between stupa and caitya, assuming that the Tibetan reading tsi tya
(without any variant) points to citya or caitya. One wonders, though, whether it should rather
read citta, which is not inconceivable, given the concept of sems kyi sangs rgyas found in the
Buddhiivataf!lsakasutra (no. 7). Perhaps pratibimba means any representation of a buddha,
including statues or footprints. The author may not have intended a mentally pictured or
meditatively experienced buddha, as described, for example, in the Bhadrapiilasutra or
Pratyutpannabuddhasaf!lmukhiivasthitasamiidhisutra. In any case, the types of buddha listed
by Dasabalasnmitra are quite noteworthy for both historical and doctrinal reasons.
Historically, the notions of a buddha discussed here can perhaps be best understood on .the
basis of various approaches taken by Buddhists to compensate for the absence of the historical
Buddha, to which we shall return in chapter three. 25

19

MaiijusrfniirnasalJ1gftltikii (P, fols, 152a5-153a8; D, fols. 13la6-132a6; S, va!. 32, pp. 346.12-349.6).

20

For information on this author and work, see MARTIN 2006, s.v. Dasabalasriinitra.

21 Dasabalasrlmitra, SalJ1skrtiisalJ1skrtaviniscaya (P, fols. 76b8-77a7; D, fa!. 168a2-6; S, vol. 63, pp. 441.19442,16): de la sangs rgyas gnyis ni 'di Ita ste I don dam pa [add. pa DJ dang I brdar btags [brtags PJ pa '0 II de la
dang po nl gsurn ste I 'dl Ita ste I ehos kyl sku 'I bdag nyid dang longs spyod rdzogs pa'i sku 'I [am. DJ bdag nyld
dang I sprul pa 'I [pa PJ sku 'I bdag nyid do II de la ehos kyi sku 'I bdag nyld la gnyls ni 'di Ita ste I 'dus rna byas
dang I 'dus byas so II '" brdar blags [brtags PJ pa 'I sangs rgyas kyang rnarn pa bzhl nl 'dl Ita ste I ring bsrel
dang I mehod rten dang I sangs rgyas kyl gzugs brnyan dang I tsi tya '0 II byang chub sems dpa 'I sku dang Inga
yin no zhes byang chub sems dpa 'I thegpa pa srnra'o II.
22

Note the expression stupablmbiinl recorded in BHSD, s.v, stupa.

23

See MW, s.v, citya and caltya; BHSD, s.v. caitya.

24 Dasabalasriinitra states that the body of a bodhisattva is posited as the fIfth kind of designatory buddha by the
proponents of the Bodhisattvayana (bodhlsattvayiinlka). He himself was reportedly affiliated to the Abhayagiri
tradition (a Theravada school). See MARTIN 2006, s,v. Dasabalasrimitra.
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In the Tibetan Buddhist context, it is worth lookirig at what Rong-zom-pa has to say
about the various types of buddhas. He alludes to three kinds in his iTa 'gre!, which figure in
a purely tantric context, during his exposition of the philosophical view (ita ba: darsana) of
the Mahayoga. His explanation maybe summarised in the following tabular form:
·_·_~

____ •· __ ·· ____

buddha
___ '__ -.----------.,.-

~_·_~··_T

1.. ·;;aJ~dcih-a·by··r;a~re-·----·-2~-a-bUddh;;-'in-~~e·'·o'f"reaii~a·tion. '--- -,
! (rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas), i (rtags pa 'i sangs rgyas), i.e. a yogin on !
,

i.e. a sentient being

,

the spiritual path

. --,-,---,._- ._._--_ .. _---'--

I. I :- th~' [~~~~le~-o-f_;;j~~eni;;lr-----1.2~thebases-ofC;n';;sbirth
causes of one's birth [envisioned
[viewed during conception
during conception as] a buddha
as] a buddha (skye ba rten
(skye ba rgyu 'i songs rgyas)
po 'i songs rgyas)

.

of .

3:" f,"uddl;dTfi virtue
attainment (grub pa'i sangs
rgyas), i.e. a yogin who has
... attainedthe spiritual goal

-]:3 .-the att~ifiedbiri.h -(or ensuing
body) [viewed as the body of] a
; buddha (skye ba mngon par grub pa 'i
,
sangs rgyas)

As an aid to the understanding of some of the unusual expressions found here, a translation of
the pertinent passage is attempted as follows: 26
The philosophical view (fta ba: darSana) of the Mahayoga: All phenomena are viewed as
[already] awakened (sangs rgyas pa: buddha) in [the domain ot] {the spontaneously attained}
reflectional (or representational) maw/ala (gzugs bmyan gyi dkyil 'khor). A buddha is said to be
of three kinds: [1] a buddha by nature (rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas), [2] a buddha by realisation
(rtogs pa 'i sangs rgyas), and [3] a buddha by attainment (gntb pa 'i sangs rgyas). [1] A buddha
by nature is the sentient being itself, which is said to be [of three kinds in accordance with its]
three states or circumstances: [1.1] The [complex of elemental] causes of one's birth
[envisioned during conception as a] buddha (skye ba rgyu'i sangs rgyas), [1.2] the bases of
one's birth [viewed as a] buddha (skye ba rtenpa'i sangs rgyas), and [1.3] the attained birth (or
ensuing body) [viewed as the body ot] a buddha (skye ba mngon par grub pa'i sangs rgyas).
[1.1] The [complex of elemental] causes of one's birth envisioned during conception as] a
buddha means that when the seeds (Le. sperm and ovum) of the parents, the cause of a sentient
being's body being formed, are taken possession of by the element of consciousness (mam par
shes pa'i khams: vijiiiinadhiitu) [and] when all the intellectual-emotional defilements (nyon
mongs pa: klesa), the psycho-physiological complex (phung po: skandha), and the sense fields
(skye mched: iiyatana) exist in [their] incipient and elemental states, they can be viewed as
being [already] awakened in the [domain] of the complete divine mm:u;lala. [1.2] The bases of
one's birth [viewed during conception as] a buddha means that all the physiological and

25 SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 12-15. The possibility of a connection among the individual approaches is not ruled
out (ibid., 12, n. 32).

ITa 'grel (A, fols. 251b4-252a4; B, p. 334.10-24): mal 'byor ['byord B] chen po 'i Ita ba Ia I chos thams cad
{lhun gyis grub pa 'I} gzugs bmyan gyi dkyil 'khor du sangs rgyas par Ita ba Ia I sangs rgyas kyi bye brag gsum
du smra ste I [I] rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas dang I [2] rtogs pa'i sangs rgyas dang I [3] grub pa'i sangs rgyas so
II [I] de Ia rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas ni I sems can nyid yin te [am. A]I de yang gnas skabs gsum du smra ste I
[l.l] skye ba rgyu 'i songs rgyas dang I [1.2] skye ba !'len po 'j sangs rgyas dang I [1.3] skye ba mngon pal' grub
pa'i sangs rgyas so II [l.l] de 10 skye ba rgyu 'i sangs rgyas ni I sems can gyl Ius 'grub pa 'j rgyu I pha ma gnyis
kyi sa bon I mam par shes po 'I khams kyis bzung ba 'i dus no I nyan mongs pa [pa' B] dang phung po [po' B]
dang skye mched thams cad ky! [= om.?] sa bon dang khams kyi rang bzhin du gnas pa 'i dus na I de nyid yongs
su rdzogs pa 'i lila'i dkyil 'khor du sangs rgyas par Ita '0 II [1.2] skye ba rten pa 'i sangs rgyas ni I pha ma gnyis
kyi Ius dang sems kyi khams thorns cad Iha 'i dkyil 'khor du grub pal' Ita '0 II [1.3] skye ba mngon par grub pa 'i
songs rgyas ni I rang gi Ius mngon par grub pa [pa' A] 'di ['di' B] nyid I de Ita bu 'i tshul du Ita ba '0 II [2] rtogs
po 'i sangs rgyas ni I de Itar rtogs pa 'I rig 'dzin [' dzin B] gyi so Ia gnas po' mams so II [3] grub pa 'i sangs rgyas
ni [ni A] de nyid mngon du gyur [gyurd A] pa '0 II 'di' moms kyang rang bzhin dang gnas skabs kyi bye brag du
[= tu] 'dod do II. See also ibid. (A, fol. 254a3--4; B,p. 337.6---8).
26
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psychical elements of [one's] parents are envisioned as being attained in the fonn of a divine

malJifala. [1.3] The attained birth (or ensuing body) [viewed as the body of] a buddha means
that the very coming into existence of one's body is [viewed] in that manner (i.e. as the coming
into existence of a buddha's body). [2] Those who are buddhas in virtue of realisation are those
who abide at the stage of knowledge-bearers (rig pa 'dzin pa: vidyiidhara), that is, who, in
doing so, have realised [that all phenomena are awakened in the domain of the divine malJifala].
[3] A buddha by attainment (grub pa'i sangs rgyas) is one who has actualised that (i.e. the
realisation that all phenomena are already awakened in the domain of the divine malJifala).
These [types of buddha], it can be maintained, differ in tenns of nature and circumstances (or
states).

Although the author does not make this explicit, one is tempted to interpret the three kinds of
buddha mentioned here as pertaining to buddhas on the three levels of (a) cause (rgyu) or
basis (gzhi), namely, the state of still being a sentient being, (b) path (lam), and (c) result or
goal ('bras bu), respectively. Interestingly, the author, while describing one who is a buddha
by nature (rang bzhin gyi sangs rgyas), does not allude to the idea of an ontological buddha
but merely to the meditative visualisation associated with the so-called tantric practices of the
generation phase (bskyed pa 'i rim pa: utpattikrama) and completion phase (rdzogs pa 'i rim
pa: ni.ypannakrama) of the Mahayoga system. The idea of the three types (or rather states) of
a buddha by nature may convey the impression that it concerns the actual process of
conception and birth of a person, and presupposes the capacity of a Mahayoga practitioner to
remain conscious of these processes. Yet none of these, in my view, could have been the
intent of the author. 27 The process of conception and birth of a person here should thus be
understood as the enacting of the events of conception and birth meditatively, by mimicking
those of a fully awakened buddha as a form of mental training (bio sbyong ba) so as to realise
and become accustomed to the fact that there is no phenomenon that is not awakened (sangs
ma rgyas pa 'j chos).
I would suggest that the various types of buddhas may be classified as: (a) historical
(i.e. t}Ie Buddha Sakyamuni), (b) mythical (e.g. Dlprupkara, who is said to have lived on earth,
like Siikyamuni himself), (c) celestial or transcendental (e.g. Amitabha, who is said to reside
in the paradise-like realm of Sukhavat!, or the Medicine Buddha), (d) gnoseological (i.e.
nirvikaipajfiiina,28 advayajfiiina, etc.), (e) ontological (i.e. dharmatii,29 dharmadhiitu,
bhutakoti, sunyatii, tathiigatagarbha, etc.), (f) symbolical or representational (Le. physical
symbols or representations, such as relics and footprints of the historical Buddha; verbal
symbols or representations, such as letters and mantras; and mentally envisaged buddhas, i.e.
through samiidhi), (g) manifested or emanated (i.e. as animate beings, such as bodhisattvas,
pratyekabuddhas, sriivakas, kings, teachers, hunters, prostitutes, and animals, or as inanimate
objects, such as bridges and islands). One also finds the idea of a buddha manifesting himself
as dharma and the sal!lgha; dharma manifesting itself as a buddha and the sal!lgha; or the
sal!lgha manifesting itself as a buddha and dharma. 3o
.
27 It is said that only a buddha (i.e. saTf/buddha) is conscious while entering, residing in, and exiting in the womb
of his mother. A pratyekabuddha is said to be conscious wheu entering and residing but not when exitiug, and a
eakravartin ('universal monarch') only when entering. See the Abhidharmakosabhii"ya (p. 128.24--27).
28 Digniiga, Prajiziipiiramitiipil:ufiirtha (as cited in STCHERBATSKY 1932: 537, n. 6): prajiziipiiramitii jiziinam
advayam sa tathiigatal;. For further information on the Prajiziipiiramitiipil:ujiirtha, see MARTIN 2006, s.v.
Navasloka.

Lankiivatiirasutra 239cd (p. 296): sarvadharmiivabodhena cillaTf/ buddham vadiimy aham II. For an English
translation, see SUZUKI 1932: 245. Cf. the term dharmatiibuddha (chas nyid kyi sangs rgyas) also found in the
Lmikiivatiirasutra (TSD, s.v. ehas nyid kyi sangs rgyas). The following famous verse from the
Vajraeehedikiisutra, as cited in the Catu/:lSatakatikii (TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 2, p. 79), may also be mentioned:
dharmato buddhii drastavyii dharmakiiyii hi niiyakiil;l
dharmatii eiipy avijizeyii na sii sakyii vijiinitum II.
29
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More studies will be required in order to determine the interrelationship among these
concepts and to sort them out according to their different historical and doctrinal layers, if
such is possible at alL It is conceivable that one type of buddha may have been juxtaposed to
or superimposed on another type of buddha. But as I noted above, we can at least state, both
historically and doctrinally, that the idea of the historical Buddha Gautama (or Sakyamuni) is
the point of departure for the idea of all other types of buddhas. From a historical perspective,
no Buddhist school of thought could ignore or detach itself from the historical Buddha,
irrespective of how much it may have doctrinall~ digressed from early Buddhist thought, for
doing so would have undermined its own roots. I To be sure, any given school of Buddhist
thought-be it Mahayana or non-Mahayana, tantric or non-tantric Mahayana-may have
rejected others' perception of the historical Buddha or relativised his role, but it would never
have ignored the historical Buddha himself. For example, although the rDzogs-chen tradition
of the rNying-ma school may give the impression that it has little to do with or say about the
historical Buddha, it nevertheless sees the Buddha Siikyamuni as a nirrniilJakiiya of the UrBuddha Samantabhadra. 32 The various schools of Buddhist thought were all but bound to
accept and explain the phenomenon called the historical Buddha, and this has resulted in
multifarious BuddhologicaI concepts.
For the question of how one becomes a buddha, the concepts of gnoseological and
ontological buddhas seem to be particularly significant. As paralleled in the case of the
typology of bodhicitta (which we shall address in chapter seven), one can become a buddha,
like the historical Buddha himself, by generating (or by revealing) the gnoseological buddha,
and thereby gain full and direct access to the ontological buddha. The rest can be seen as
factors conducive to the process of becoming a buddha. It is thus understandable why many
tantric and non-tantric Mahayana sources assert that the quest for Buddhahood is a journey
within one's psycho-physiological complex, one's own mind, for it is there and there alone
that a buddha can either be generated or exposed. For example, the Atyayajiiiinasiitra states: 33
The mind is the cause of the arising of gnosis (i.e. the gnoseological buddha);
Do not seek a buddha elsewhere!
Likewise, the Hevajratantra states: 34
Nowhere else in the spheres of the world
30 Rong-zom-pa, dKon mehog 'grel (A, fol. lIa4-bl; B, p. 37.14-19). See also ALMOGI 2006: 463 (text) and
310-311 (translation).

The Tibetan Bon religion, if regarded as de facto a fonn of Mahayana Buddhism, may be an exception
(although it is said to have its own explanation of the Buddha Siikyamuni).

31

Klong-chen-pa Dri-med-'od-zer (1308-1364), Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (vol. 1, p. 24.4-6): de yang thog mtlla'
med pa 'i dus su mngon par byang chub pa 'i mgon po 'di ni I ehos kyi sku'i gnas skabs na gnyis su med pa 'i ye
shes de nyid ston pa kun tu bzang po zhes bya '0 II longs spyod rdzogs pa sku 'i gnas skabs na rigs Inga'i sangs
rgyas zhes bya'o II sprul pa sku'i gnas skabs na thub pa beom Idan 'das zhes bya'o II.

32

33 Atyayajiianasiitra, as cited by Prajiiasamudra in his Atyayajiianasiitravyakhyana (P, fo!' 208b8; D, fol. l73a6;
S, vol. 67, p. 453.3-4):
sems ni ye shes 'byung ba 'i rgyu II
sangs rgyas gzhan du rna tshol cig II.
See also ibid. (P, fo1. 208a8-b3; D, fol. 173al-2; S, vol. 67, p. 452.6-11). The Atyayajiianasiitra itself does not
seem to have survived.

Hevajratantra 2.4.75:
na buddho labhyate 'nyatra lokadhatusu kutraeit I
cittam eva hi sambuddho na buddho 'nyatra darSita!;
See also ibid. 2.4.69:
sattva buddha eva kim tu agantukamalavrta!; II
tasyapakarsanat sattva buddha eva na samsaya!; II.
Cf. ibid. 2.4.73a: abuddho nasti sattvaika!;.
34
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Can one obtain a buddha.
Mind itself is a perfect buddha;
No buddha has been exhibited elsewhere.
This idea is echoed also in the *Guhyagarbhatantra, one of the most important tantras of the
rNying-ma school: 35
A perfect buddha cannot be obtained
From anywhere else within the four times and ten directions.
Mind itself is a perfect buddha.
Do not seek a buddha somewhere else!
In short, as propagated in these and similar sources, mind is already a buddha (by 'nature');
mind is the cause of a buddha (by 'nurture'). Becoming a buddha means generating or
unfolding a buddha from within, from one's own mind.

3. Buddhist Soteriology
In order to make sense of Mahayana soteriology, according to which the highest salvific goal
is Buddhahood, it is perhaps worthwhile to look at the basic tenets of Buddhist soteriology in
general. We might question the wisdom of employing the term 'soteriology' in the Buddhist
context, particularly if we recall its Greek etymological roots soter ('saviour') and sozein ('to
save'),36 and the possible connotations of the term used in theology. Here as elsewhere,
however, we should, like Tibetan Buddhist exegetes and logicians/ 7 be aware of the
limitations of etymology. Buddhism in general does not embrace the idea of an external
saviour, but if we understand soteriology as a theory or plan of salvation, we cannot deny that
it, like any other religion, does have its own such notions. There are a host of words used in
Buddhism that more or less convey the meaning of salvation, such as release (mukti: grol ba),
complete release (vimukti: rnam par grol ba), deliverance (mo~a: thar pa), complete
deliverance (vimo~a: rnam par thar pa), awakening (bodhi: byang chub), complete
awakening (sa7J1bodhi: rdzogs pa'i byang chub), perfect complete awakening
(samyaksa7J1bodhi: yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i byang chub; abhisa7J1bodhi: mngon par rdzogs
pa'i byang chub), emancipation (apavarga: byang grol), purification (vyavadiina: rnam par
byang ba), cessation (nirodha: 'gog pa), and extinction (nirviilJa: mya ngan las 'das pa) (i.e.
of the fire of sa7J1siira).

(a) Emie and Etie Perceptions of Buddhism
Almost a century ago the famous Belgian Buddhologist Louis de La Vallee Poussin, even as
he was aware of the risks of general definition, ventured to define Buddhism as 'a discipline

*Guhyagarbha/antra (P, fol. 121a5; D, fol. 123b2):
dus bzhi phyags bcu gang nas kyang II
rdzags pa 'i sangs rgyas rnyed mi 'gyur II
sems nyid rdzogs pa 'i sangs rgyas te II
sangs rgyas gzhan na [nas D] ma tshal cig II.
ef. Dohaglti 71 (SNELLGROVE 1954: 233); Kurukullakalpa 2.10:
ce/asa sarvabuddhatvar(l cetasaiva vimucyate I
cetasa mok:;ate bandhas ce/asa muktiman bhavet II.

J5

J6

Webster's, s.vv. soteriology and soterial.

One Tibetan exegetic or hermeneutic maxim runs as follows: sgra bshad pa fa khyab pa med II (lit. "There is
no [logical] pervasion (khyab pa: vyapti) in an etymological explanation (sgra bshad or nges tshig: nirukti) [of a
word]." This means that in a debate or a dialogue the proponent or opponent cannot count on defending or
refuting a thesis on the basis of the etymology of some given term, for etymologies are often inadequate as
definitions.
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of salvation,' a definition obviously approved by a host of other prominent Buddhologists. 38
Indeed, the various notions of Buddhology and Buddhist physiology, psychology, ontology,
epistemology, gnoseology, axiology, cosmogony, cosmology, mythology, and eschatology
(here in the sense of the belief cOl).cerning the ultimate destiny of the external and internal
worlds-the bhiljanaloka ('receptacle world') and sattvaloka ('world of sentient beings')--in
Buddhismi 9 ultimately make sense only in the context of Buddhist soteriology. In particular,
there seems to be no way to understand the idea of becoming a buddha without setting it
within the context of Mahayana soteriology, which in tum revolves around the bodhicitta
concept.
If we were to ask Buddhist scholars of various traditions to explain the teachings of
the Buddha (buddha§iisana: sangs rgyas kyi bstan pa) in a nutshell (Le. just in one verse), we
would probably hear the following verse recited (transmitted with slight variations in the
Udiinavarga, Priitimok.,asutra, and Dharmapada):40
The avoidance of all unwholesome deeds,
The accumulation of all wholesome deeds,
The purification of one's own mindThis is the doctrine of the Buddha.

Although the verse occurs in texts representing a rather conservative strand of Buddhism, I
would argue that it is the foundation and nucleus of tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
spirituality as well. The sublime doctrine or the doctrine of the sublime ones, or even the
eternally (valid) doctrine (saddharma: dam pa'i chos), as Buddhist teachings are often
described, is primarily defmed by its ability to alleviate the suffering and discontent of
sentient beings and purify their intellectual-emotional defilements, as the following verse
states: 41
That which eliminates all suffering or discontent (duJ;kha) and all obscurations (avaralJa)
Is the sublime doctrine (saddharma).

LA VALLEE POUSSIN 1917: I; cf. DE JONG 1979: 50: "La Vallee Poussin has defined Buddhism as NirvaDamysticism. No better definition can be given." FRAUWALLNER 1956: I: "The Buddha himself had admittedly
taught exclusively a salvific doctrine, and in regard to the philosophical questions of his time he hardly took any
stance" (Der Buddha selbst hatte zwar ausschliefJlich eine Erlosungslehre verkiindet und zu den philosophischen
Fragen seiner Zeit kaum Stellung genommen). See also ibid. 9; STCHERBATSKY 1932: 6: "It (i.e. Buddhism) is a
doctrine of salvation."
38

39 It has been pointed that "the overriding focus of Buddhist doctrine in soteriological concerns ultimately
brought even its eschatology within the purview of soteriology; and it is apparently for this reason that the
demise ofthe dharma was defined in terms of the nirvedhabhiigfya-s" (BUSWELL 1997: 598).

Udiinavarga 28. I:
sarvapiipasyiikaralJaf!l kusalasyopasaf!lpada/z I
svacittaparyavadanam etad buddhasya siisanam II.
For an English translation of the corresponding verse from the Priitimo~asutra of the MahlisafTlghikas and
Miilasarvastivadins, see PREBISH 1975: 110-111. The source of the verse is identified in the ITa phreng
attributed to Padmasambhava as the Vinaya, and is cited there as a scriptural source justifYing the austerities
(tapas: dka' thub) of sriivakas. For Rong-zom-pa's commentary on the verse, see his ITa 'grel (A, fo]s. 262b4264al; B, pp. 347.5-348.12). For the Dhammapada version of the verse, see, for example, GETHIN 2004b: 190.
The popularity of the verse makes it impossible to indicate all the primary and secondary sources.
40

An unidentified verse (cited, for example, in the Bu ston chos 'byung, p. 11.15-16; Co ne bstan dkar, p. 39.56):
sdug bsngal dag ni thams cad dang II
sgrib kun sel byed dampa'i chos II.
Cf. MaitreyavyiikaralJa (LEVI 1932: 387; MAJUMDAR ]959: 19): desayi$)'ati saddharmaf!l sarvadu/zkhiipahaf!l
sivam I; Ratniivalr 1.39a: sarvadubkha~ayaf!l dharmaf!l (Tib. sdug bsngal thams cad zad pa yi II chos .... );
Acintyastava 51 cd: deSayiim iisa saddharmaf!l sarvadr#icikitsakam II.
41
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Sakyaprabha in his Prabhiivatl, a commentary on the MiilasarviistiviidisriimalJerakiirikii,42
describes the Buddha's teachings as follows: 43
The wise ones realise that [those teachings]
That are well endowed, [namely,] with three seals,44 teach three trainings (Sik:;iitraya),45
And are wholesome in the beginning, middle, and end
Are words of the Buddha (buddhavacana).

According to the Madhyamaka scholar .Aryadeva, the doctrines of the Buddha are in sum the
doctrine of non-violence (ahirrzsii: 'tshe ba med pa) and of emptiness (siinyatii: stong pa
nyid), which, according to Candraklrti are meant to lead one to the attainment of a higher
destination (svarga: mtho ris; sugati: bde 'gro) and (final) emancipation (apavarga: byang
grol), respectively.46 Tantric Mahayana scriptures, such as the 1)iikinlvajrapaiijaratantra,
seem to have their own perception of the Buddhist doctrine. 47
The classification of saddharma under two headings, scriptural (iigama: lung) and
realisation (adhigama: rtogs pa), is witnessed in Abhidharmakosa 8.39ab, which is a locus
classicus for any Tibetan Buddhist scholar dealing with the theme. 48 According to the
Ratnagotravibhiigavyiikhyii, ascribed to AsaiJ.ga by the Tibetan tradition, the (Buddhist)
doctrine is of two kinds, namely, the doctrine of instruction (ddaniidharma: bstan pa 'i chos)

42

A Sanskrit manuscript of the Prabhiivatlis reported to be extant (MARTIN 2006, s.v. Sakyaprabha).

Sakyaprabha, Prabhiivatl(P, fol. 188b2-3; D, fol. 161b5; S, vol. 93, pp. 417.21-418.2)
phyag rgya gsum dang yang dag [dan II
bslabpa gsum ni rab stan cing II
thog ma bar dang mthar dge ba II
sangs rgyas gsung du mkhas pas rtogs [rtog N] II.
In the Bu stan chos 'byung (p. 33.6-7), the fIrst and secondpiidas are inverted.

43

The 'three seals' alluded to here are: (I) All phenomena are characterised by the absence of a self (nairiitmya).
(2) All conditioned phenomena are momentary. (3) Nirviina is characterised by quiescence. See the Prabhiivatl
(omitted in P; D, fol. 161b3; S, vol. 93, p. 417.15-17):
chos rnams thams cad bdag med de II
'dus byas thams cad skad cig ma II
mya ngan 'das zhi de dag ni II
chos kyi phyag rgya mtshan nyid gsum II.

44

4S

Mahiivyutpatti, nos. 929-932: adhiSila, adhicitta, and adhiprajiiii.

Catu/:lSataka 12.23 (LANG 1986: 116; TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 2, p. 55):
dhal7naf/1 samiisato 'hif/1siif/1 varnayanti tathiigatii/:z I
siinyatiim eva nirviinaf/1 kevalaf/1 tad ihobhayam II
For English translations, see LANG 1986: 117 and TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 1, pp. 132-133. Cf. also Ratniivall
1.10.

46

47 See, for example, the l)iikinlvqjrapaiijaratantra (cited in DASGUPTA 1958: 93, n. 2 according to the
Advayavajrasaf/1graha):
siinyatiikaruniibhinnal!1 yatra cittal!1 prabhiivyate I
so hi buddhasya dhal7nasya sal!1ghasyii'pi hi ddanii II.
For the Tibetan translation of the verse, see the l)iikinlvajrapaiijaratantra (T, fol. 184b2; D, fols. 54b7-55al):
stong pa snying rje tha dad med II
gang du sems ni rab bsgoms pa II
'di ni sangs rgyas chos dang ni II
dge 'dun gyiyang bstanpa'o II.

8.39ab: saddhal7no dvividhal; Siistur iigamiidhigamiitmakal; I. See also the
(p. 459.10): tatriigama/:z siitravinayiibhidharmii adhigamo bodhipak:;yii ily e~a
dvividha/:z saddharma/:z I. For an English translation, see PRUDEN 1988-90: 1281. The two types of dharma are
also briefly described in SEYFORT RUEGG 2004: 29.
48
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and the doctrine of realisation (adhigarnadharrna: rtogs pa'i ehos).49 The two, therefore,
correspond to the theoretical and practical aspects of Buddhist soteriology. This distinction
can be useful for relieving or reducing the tension that seems to exist between theory-oriented
and praxis-oriented Buddhists in real life. If the iigarna were self-sufficient adhigarna would
be superfluous, and vice versa, but for Buddhists no saddharrna can be said to be superfluous.
Although theoretical learning is never conceived of as a substitute for (or alternative to)
practical realisation, the former is certainly a prerequisite for the latter. Being unduly
indisposed to one of the two may lead to the shunning of the saddharrna, and thereby to
retracting the commitment one made while taking refuge in the Three Jewels, and also to
violating the bodhisattva vow, which from the Buddhist perspective would be like a patient
shunning life-saving medicine. We may regard Buddhism as a ~hilosophy or religion (as a
religion of reason or of faith; of intellectualism or of mysticism), 0 but one thing seems to be
clear: it is in the end, from both ernie and etie perspectives, a discipline meant to lead one to
salvation. Because of its extreme emphasis on the role of the mind, it may justifiably also be
called a religion ofthe mind. 51
(b) The Fundamental Features of Buddhist Soteriology
The nature of salvation and those for whose sake one is supposed to seek it is what divides
Mahayana and non-Mahayana. Generally speaking, the Mahayana notion of salvation is
universal in its scope, while the non-Mahayana notion is personal, although both aspects of
universality and individuality of salvation may be found in both traditions. Even in tantric and
non-tantric Mahayana, one's salvific breakthrough needs to be made by oneself (regardless of
the degree of others' help) and is thus individualistic; and even in the non-Mahayana tradition
the prospects of salvation are, in principle, not limited in regard to time, place, or person
(except perhaps according to the agotraka theory of the Yogacara school). The following
verse represents the fundamental outlook of Buddhist soteriology:52
Ratnagatravibhiigavyiikhyii (pp. 18.14-19.1): dvividha dharmab I desaniidharma 'dhigamadharmas ca I tatm
de§aniidharmab sutriidide§aniiyii niimapadavyaiijanakiiyasaf(lgrhliab I sa ca miirgiibhisamayapalyavasiinatviit
kalapama ity uktab I adhigamadharma hetuphalabhedena dvividhab I yad uta miirgasatyaf(l niradhasatyaf(l co I.
For an English translation, see TAKASAKlI966: 182.
49

50

On the difficulty of employing the term 'mysticism' in the Buddhist context, see SEYFORTRUEGG 2004: 58.

See, for example, CatuMatako 12.19 (LANG 1986: 116; TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 2, p. 51):
shii kya gas med bram ze ste II
gsum po rnam kyi'ang ehas yid dang II
mig dang rna bayis 'dzinpa II
de 'i phyir thub pa 'i gzhung lugs phra II.
For an English translation, see LANG 1986: 116. See also TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 1, pp. 130-131. Cf. Suhrllekha
ll7cd:
khyad kyi thugs dul mdzad cig beam ldan gyis II
sems ni ehas kyi rtsa ba lags par gsungs II.
For English translations, see JAMSPAL 1978: 64 and KAWAMURA 1975: 88.
51

" See the verse cited in Prajfiiivarman's UdiinavargavivaralJa (P, vol. du, fol. 83a7-8; D, vol. tu, fol. 72b5-6; S,
vol. 83, p. 188.13-15; BALK 1984: 98):
thub rnams ehu yis sdig pa 'khru bar mi mdzad cing II
'gra ba 'i sdug bsngal phyag gis kyang ni sel mi mdzad II
bdag gis gzhan la rtags [rtog DC] pa spas pa ma yin te II
ehas nyid zhi ba gsung zhing rab tu sgrub pa yin II.
This verse is often cited, though with slight variations. See, for example, the mChims chen (p. 8.23-25), Lam rim
chen ma (fol. 24bl-2), andsJyad Jug tshig 'grel (p. 245.15-17). The mChims chen cites Udiinavarga 12.10
preceded by the phrase 'from the Udiinavarga' (ehed du bdadpa'i tshams las). This is followed by the citation
of our verse which is introduced by the phrase 'in the commentary on it' (de'i 'grel par). 'The commentary on it'
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Sages (muni: thub pal neither cleanse evil deeds (papa: sdigpa) with water,
Nor do [they] eliminate the sufferings of living beings manually,
Nor do they transfer [their] realisation to others.
[They] bring about [salvific release] by teaching [them] true reality, which is characterised
by quiescence.
The Buddha is said to have taught 53
I [can merely] show you the means of salvific release;
[Your] salvific release depends on yourselves. Endeavour [accordingly]!
That one is primarily responsible for one's salvation is made clear also by Niigiitjuna. 54 In the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition, it is said that a thousand buddhas are helpless when it comes to
rescuing one sentient being from falling into lower existences. 55 That the saddharma takes
clear precedence in Buddhism over persons, including even buddhas, bodhisattvas, or gurus,
is perhaps crucial for understanding the spirit of Buddhist soteriology. It is, as the
Dharmasal!lgftisutra states, not sentient beings who rescue or protect the Dharma but the
Dharma that protects them. 56
The Buddhist notion of curatio et salvatio ('healing and salvation') in the broadest
sense of the term is a fascinating theme which cannot be discussed here. What may be merely
stated in general is that the saddharma has often been seen as medicine, and that as with any
medication, there are risks involved. Probably the eleventh-century Tibetan teacher sGam-popa had this in mind when he stated: 57
Dharma, if not practised in conformance with the Dharma, could be a cause of [one's] going to
lower destinations.
And the Tibetan scholar dPal-sprul 'ligs-med-chos-kyi-dbang-po (1808-1887) must have
been thinking of the people's growing resistance to Dharma when he wrote the following: 58

evidently does not mean Prajiiavarman's commentary on that specific verse (Le. Udiinavarga 12.10), as has been
understood in LAMRIM TRANSLATION COMMITTEE 2000: 384, n. 101, but rather the Udiinavarga commentary in
general, for the pertinent verse can be found in the commentary on the Anityavarga (i.e. Udiinavarga I) and not
the Miirgavarga (Le. Udiinavarga 12).
53

See the famous (but not yet identified) citation in Klong-chen-pa's Shing rta chen po (vol. 1, p. 261.1):

ngas ni khyed la thaI' pa 'i tllabs bstan gyis II
thaI' pa rang la rag las brtson par gyis /I.
See also the sPyod 'jug tshig 'grel (p. 245.13-14) by mKhan-po Kun-bzang-dpal-Idan or Kun-dpal (1872-1943).

Cf. LA VALLEE POUSSIN 1917: 155: "Buddhas do not liberate their fellow creatures. A Buddha is only a
preacher, and he teaches men how to liberate themselves."
54

Suhrllekha 52:
thar pa bdag la rag las 'di la ni II
gzhan gyis grogs bgyid ci yang rna mchis pas
thas dang tshul khrims bsam gtan ldan pa yis
bden pa mam pa bzhi la 'bad par mdzad /I.

II
II

For English translations, see JAMSPAL 1978: 31 and KAWAMURA 1975: 48.
The adage runs as follows: sems can gcig ngan song du 'gra ba la sangs rgyas stong yang 'u thug. I have not
been able to trace the source of this statement. However, the idea itself can be found in Gro-Iung-pa's bsTan rim
chen rna (fa Is. Sal, 4Ib5-6).

55

" Dharrnasamgltisutra (T, fol. 264b4; D, fol. 50b3): chas ni serns can marns kyis srung [brung T] ba rna yin gyi
chas I,yis sems can marns srung ba ste I.
57 Kun bzang bla rna 'i zhallung (fol. 6a6-b 1): mnyarn rned dwags pas I «chas chas bzhin rna spyad na I ellas kyis
sial' ngan song du 'gra ba 'i rgyu byed I» ces pa ltar ....
58

Kun bzang bla rna 'i zhallung (fol. 244b6):
sdig can chas kyis thul kyang chas dred chas kyis rni thulll
gyang po snurn gyis thul kyang mar lkog snum gyis rni thuili.
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A sinner (or malefactor) can be disciplined by the Dharma, but one who is resistant to the
Dharma cannot be disciplined by the Dharma.
A hardened [piece of leather1 can be made supple with oil, but a butter [container made of]
leather cannot be made supple with oiL
(c) The Mahayana Perception of the Quintessence of Buddhist Teachings

In what has all but become a cliche, several tantric and non-tantric Mahayana sources state
that 84,000 sets of doctrine (caturasztisahasradharmaskandha: chos kyi phung po brgyad khri
bzhi stong) have been taught by the Buddha as antidotes for the 84,000 intellectual-emotional
defilements (kle.§a: nyon mongs pa)-21,000 sets as antidotes for desire (raga: 'dod chags),
21,000 for hatred (dve.ya: zhe sdang), 21,000 for disorientation (moha: gti mug), and 21,000
for counteracting all three equally. This idea can be found, for example, in the
Ak.yayamatinirddasiitra,59 *Guhyagarbhatantra (to which we shall return briefly in chapter
five),60 and Kun byed rgyal po, a rDzogs-chen tantra. 61 According to dPal-sprul, the
quintessence of all these is bodhicitta: 62

The Akoayamatinirdesasiitra is cited by sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs in his gSung rab rin po ehe (P, fol. 143a4; D, fol.
239a6; S, vol. 115, p. 652.19-11): 'dod ehags la [am. PN] spyad pa nyi khri ehig stong de bzhin du zhe sdang
dang [dad P] gti mug dang eha mnyam la spyad pa ste I spyir brgyad khri bzhi stong nga II. The number 84,000
here refers to types of persons (gang zag). Cf. ibid. (P, fo1. 143a2; D, fol. 239a4; S, vol. 115, p. 652.3-4): mdar
na ehos kyi phung po brgyad khri bzhi stong bstan pa ni tshig 'bru zhes bya'o II. See also the
VikurviilJariijaparipTechiisiitra (T, fol. 351bl-7; D, fo1. 199a5-b2) and the Madhyamakiivatiirabhii,ya (p.
332.1-3). The DhiiralJlsvarariijaparipTeehiisiitra is cited in the latter. Cf. the Tathiigatiicintyaguhyanirde!sasiitra
(T, fo1. 197b3-7; D, fo1. 134a5-7), which states that the number 84,000 was taught by the Buddha only
provisionally and that in fact there is no limit.
59

60

*Guhyagarbhatantra (P, fo1. llla3-5; D, fo1. 113a3-4).

Kun byed rgyal po (P, fo1. 15b3-6; D, fols. 15b5-16al):
'dod chags zhe sdang gti mug gsum byung ste II
de 'dul ba yi gnyen par gsungs pa ni II
ehas kyi sgo ma brgyad khri bzhi stong ste II ..,
'dod ehags zhe sdang gti mug mam gsum byung II
de dag 'dul ba 'i gnyen par sde snad gsum II
'dod ehags 'dul ba 'i gnyen par gsungs pa ni II
'dul ba nyi khri ehig stong gsungs payin II
gti mug 'dul ba'ignyenpor gsungspa ni II
mda sde 'i sde snad nyi khri chig stong gsungs II
zhe sdang 'dul ba 'i gnyen par gsungs pa ni II
mngan pa 'i sde snad nyi khri chig stong gsungs II
dug gsum eha mnyam 'dul ba'i gnyenpo ru II
sde snod gsum las nyi khri ehig stong gsungs II
spyi ru brgyad khri bzhi stong gsungs pa yang II
dug gsum gnyen [snyen P]pas 'dul phyir gsung payin II.
The expression eaturasztisahasradharmaskandha can be found elsewhere in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
sources. See, for example, TSD, s.v. ehas kyi phung po, where the A,!asiihasrikii and Vimalaprabhii are referred
to. In the Abhidharmakasa, however, the number of dharmaskandhas is put at 80,000. See Abhidharmakasa
1.25ab: dharmaskandhasahasriilJi yiiny aSiti",jagau munil; I; ibid, 1.26cd: earitapratipak,as III dharmaskandho
'nuvarlJital; II; Abhidh01wakosabhii,ya (p. 17.18-19): eva", tu varlJayanty asztis earitasahasriilJi satviiniim I
riigadve,amahamiiniidiearitabhedena I te,ii", pratipakoelJa bhagavatiiSitir dharmaskandhasahasralJ), uktiini I·
For an English translation, see PRUDEN 1988-90: 86-87.
61

62 Kun bzang bla ma'i zhal lung (foL 171a4-b2): de Ita bu'i byang chub kyi sems bskyed pa 'di ni I rgyal bas
ehas kyi sga ma brgyad khri bzhi stong gsungs pa thams cad kyi snying po dri/ dri/ ba I yad na des ehag I med
na thabs 'ehags kyi' [= chag gil gdams pa I nad brgya sman gcig I sman dkar po chig thub Ita bu yin I gzhan
tshogs bsags pa I sgrib pa sbyang ba Ilha bsgom pa I sngags bzla ba la sags ehas nyams su len pa thams cad
kyang byang chub kyi sems yid bzhin gyi nor bu 'di rgyud la skye ba'i Ihabs tsam du nyams su len pa yin gyi I
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This generation of bodhicitta is the creme de la creme of 84,000 salvific means or practices
(chos kyi sgo mol taught by the Victorious One. 63 It is an instruction the presence of which
[causes the bodhisattva practice to] be self-sufficient, [and] the absence of which [causes it to]
be impoverished. It is like a panacea, a single medicine for a hlmdred ills. All other spiritual
practices, such as the gathering of [the two] accumulations (i.e. pUlJyasalJ1bhiira and
jiiiinasafJlbhiira), [those aimed at] the purification of obscurations, meditation on deities, and
recitation of mantras, are carried out simply as means of [encouraging] the arising of this wishfulfilling jewel, bodhicitta, in [one's mental] continuum. Without [this] reliance on bodhicitta,
none of the individual paths could [bring about] the attainment of the rank of perfect
Buddhahood. But if bodhicitta has arisen in [one's mental] continuum, whatever spiritual
practice one engages in will cause the rank of perfect Buddhahood to be attained.
Indeed bodhicitta is regarded in several Mahayana scriptures as the causa sine qua non of
becoming
a
buddha,
as
will
become
clearer
in
chapter
five.
The
Kusalamiilasal?lparigrahasiitra, for instance, states: 64
o Ajita, it is as follows: For instance, without butter (ghr1a) the essence of melted butter
(ghrlamalJqa) would cease to exist. Similarly, 0 Ajita, without the generation of bodhicitta a
lalhiigala would not come into being.
According to Santideva, the doctrine of bodhicitta is the fresh butter (navanlta: mar gyi nying
kIm) extracted by churning the (thickened) milk of saddharma (saddharrnak~lra: darn chos 'a

rna).65
(d) Buddhist Soteriological Models and Goals
In chapter five I discuss the Mahayana view of the various models of mundane and
supramundane vehicles or paths (yana: theg pa) that are said to lead sentient beings to the
desired non-soteriological and soteriological goals. There I also point out that the diversity of
soteriological models and goals are conceived of as being due to the diversity of sentient
beings' spiritual and non-spiritual dispositions. Atisa's BadhipathapradTpa and Tsong-khapa's Lam rim chen ma clearly delineate three types of persons (skyes bu gsum) and their
corresponding soteriolopcal and non-soteriological aspirations-a scheme well grounded in
earlier Indian sources. 6 The most modest type of person merely aspires to secure a happy
future state of existence in sal?lsara; the mediocre type aspires to depart from sal?lsara (or

byang chub kyi sems la rna bsten par rang rang so so 'i lam gyis rdzogs pa 'i sangs rgyas kyi go 'phang thob par
mi nus I byang chub kyi sems 'di rgyud la skyes na chos gang bsgrub thams cad rdzogs pa 'i sangs rgyas ~yi go
'phang thob pa 'i rgyur 'gro ba yin ....
63 By his choice of the expression snying po dril dril ba, the author certainly means to say that bodhicitta is not
just the essence but the essence of all essences of the 84,000 salvific means taught by the Buddha. See also the
Kun bzang bla rna 'i zhallung (fa!. 200b3-4): des na rgyal bas chos kyi sgo mo brgyad khri bzhi stong gsungs pa

thams cad kyang
gsungspayin II.

I byang chub

kyi sems stong nyid snying rje 'i snying po can 'di rgyud la skye ba'i thabs su

64 Kusalarniilasalflparigrahasiitra (T, fo!' 73a2-3; D, fa!. 50b5-6): rna pham pa 'di Ita ste I dper na mar med pas
mar gyi snying khu rgyun chad par 'gyur ba de bzhin du I rna pham pa byang chub tu sems bskyed pa med par I
de bzhin gshegs pa mngon par grub par mi 'gyur ro II. This is also cited by sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs in his gSung rab
rin po che (P, fa!. 267b5-6; D, fa!. 354a5; S, vo!. lIS, p. 921.6-8).
65

Bodhicaryiivatiira 3.31 cd:
saddharma~framathaniin

navanftalfl samutthitalfl

II.

For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 22.
66 Bodhipathapradfpa 2-5. For texts and translations, see EIMER 1978: 104--106; SHERBURNE 2000: 4--5, See
also Tsong-kha-pa's Lam rim chen rna (fols. 58a3-65bl). For an English translation, see LAM RIM TRANSLATION
COMMITTEE2000: 129-141.
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attain the state of nirvafla) as soon as possible; and the magnificent type aspires to become a
buddha for the benefit of oneself and others by striking a delicate and precarious balance
between salflsara and nirvafla, a balancing act that a bodhisattva performs on a single pivotal
point, namely, bodhicitta, characterised by upaya (or karufla) and prajfia.
bSod-nams-rtse-mo (1142-1182) in his rGyud sde spJ:i rnam presents four Buddhist
soteriological models (tshul) according to Mahayana sources, 7 namely, those that propose (1)
three soteriological paths and three soteriological goals, (2) one soteriological path and three
soteriological goals, (3) one soteriological path and one soteriological goal, and (4) three
soteriological paths and one soteriological goal. Glo-bo-mkhan-chen bSod-nams-lhun-grub
(1456-1532), in setting forth the exegetical methods (bshad thabs) he employs upon Sa-skya
PaJ;l\lita Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan's (1182-1251) Thub pa dgongs gsal,68 provides some
additional information on systems and scriptures that propose these four soteriological
models:
(I) According to the three-path-and-three'goal model, there are three separate (and
Sravakayana,
Pratyekabuddhayana,
and
independent)
paths,
namely,
BodhisattvayanaiBuddhayana (which we shall re-encounter in chapter five), and three
separate corresponding soteriological goals, namely, sravakabodhi, pratyekabodhi, and
buddhabodhi69/samyaksalflbodhi, which should be sought after by three types of persons
(those endowed with the spiritual disposition of a sravaka, pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva,
respectively). A person whose spiritual disposition is not determined or fixed
(aniyatagotraka) may try treading one of the paths. According to this model, for someone
with no spiritual disposition (agotraka), trying to tread any of the three soteriological paths
would be a labour lost. This soteriological model is said to have been advocated by Yogacara
teachers, such as Asailga, on the inspiration of such scriptures as the Salfldhinirmocanasiltra.
(2) The one-path-and-three-goal model has the seekers of salvation passing through a
single gateway in order to reach their respective soteriological goals. This single passage is
termed the gate of emancipation without a second (advitfyasivadvara: gnyis pa med pa 'i zhi
sgo),70 usually meant in the sense of direct meditative insight into true reality, and this latter
often equated with the non-self or absence of self (nairatmya). For Mafijusnmitra, as we shall
see in chapter five, bodhicitta (in its ontological sense) is itself de facto an advitfyasivadvara.
This model is said to have been accepted by Candraklrti and other proponents of
Madhyamaka (i.e. Prasailgika-Madhyamaka) on the basis of the explicit purport of the
Prajiiaparamita scriptures.
(3) The position and proponents of the one-path-and-one-goal model remain obscure.
bSod-nams-rtse-mo does not identify any of its advocates, although he himself holds that it
and the fourth model are similar in essence (ngo bo mtshungs pa) and tenable ('thad).71 Globo-mkhan-chen reports that according to earlier teachers (snga rabs pa), this model was
proposed by Byang-chub-sems-dpa' -gcig-pur-smra-ba in line with scriptures such as the
A-kasagarbhasutra. Although Rong-zom-pa did not discuss the soteriological model of the

bSod-nams-rtse-mo, rGyud sde spyi rnam (p. 15.1-2): spyi don gsum pa khyad par du 'phags pa de la dbye na
bzhi ste I lam gsum la 'bras bu gsum 'dod pa dang I lam gcig la 'bras bu gsum 'dod pa dang I lam gcig la 'bras
bu gcig 'dodpa dang I lam gsum la 'bras bu gcig 'dodpa'o II·

67

68

Glo-bo-mkhan-chen, bShad thabs lam bzang (pp. 199.18-200.15).

60

See TSD, s.vv. nyan thos kyi byang chub, rang sangs rgyas kyi byang chub, and sangs rgyas kyi byang chub.

70

See below n. 95.

71

rGyud sde spyi rnam (pp. 15.2-16.1).
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gCig-pur-smra-ba (*Ekatvaviida) school, he did explain some -of its fundamental tenets. 72
Based on his explanation, we can perhaps assume that this school would have compared
sentient beings to gold in its umefined state and buddhas to gold in its refined state, and
pointed out they are actually, therefore, two fo=s of the same element. There is thus only one
path, namely, the process of purification; and one goal, namely, the purified state.
(4) The three-path-and-one-goal model is said to have heen proposed by teachers such
as Viriipa on the authority of scriptures such as the SaddharmapUI:ujarfkasutra. One might get
the impression that this model proposes three equally valid (but separate) paths to the same
goal-like three ways of getting to the top of a triangular pyramid. Yet what is actually
intended here is the soteriological model of the Tathiigatagarbha school: A sravaka and a
pratyekabuddha would walk their respective paths or ride their respective vehicles up until a
certain point, but finally they, too, will have to join the bodhisattvas and proceed on until they
all become buddhas. 73
(e) Two Mahayana Soteriological Models of Becoming a Buddha
The type of buddha presupposed by a system or scripture dete=ines the model followed for
becoming a buddha. One can find several less common Mahayana methods of becoming a
buddha (some of them closely related or even overlapping), particularly in tantric scripturessuch as those of paying homage or offering to the buddhas,74 coming into contact with
mantras,15 visualising buddhas through the samadhi of a buddha,16 uniting with all buddhas

See the Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fols. 27b2-28a5, 37bl-4; B, pp. 445.16-446.11, 456.10-19), where some of
the positions of gCig-pur-smra-ba are described. The gCig-pur-smra-ba, according to these descriptions, is
obviously a certain school of Mahayana (probably an offshoot of Yogacara) thought, which postulates a single
cognitive element (shes pa'i khams gcig) Cir a single cognitive nature (shes pa'i ngo bo nyid gcig) and is
contrasted with what one might call the mainstream Yogacara school, which postulates eight perceptualconceptual apparatuses (mam par shes pa tshogs brgyad).

72

In this regard, it is worth considering the attempts made by traditional Chinese Buddhist scholars to classifY
the most important Mahayana scriptures according to doctrinal hierarchy or profundity, and in terms of
soteriol6gical models of simultaneism or gradualism as presented in KAN'NO 2000. A scheme called the 'fiveperiod classification' (wushi jiaopan) was devised during the period of the North-South dynasties in China (very
likely by -Huiguan, a disciple of Kumiirajiva). According to this classification, for example, the
Saddharmapw:lI;iarlkasutra was accorded a higher status than the Prajiiaparamita scriptures, whereas it was
subordinated to the Avatarrzsakasutra and MahiiparinirviilJasiitra. The Avatarrzsakasiitra is said to propose a
soteriology of simultaneism, and the other works a soteriology of gradualism. This scheme was later refuted by
the so-called Three Great Masters of the Sui, namely, lingying Huiynan (523-592), Zhiyi (538-598), and lizang
(549-623), according to whom Mahayana scriptures do not differ in how they reveal ultimate reality. See also
the small Zen story narrated by Deninger-Polzer in BSTEH 2000: 273 (cf. 280), which seems to encapsulate the
soteriological model followed in Zen Buddhism.
73

Kurukulliikalpa 2.7:
buddhebhyo manasii deyii buddhatvaphalakiirrz~ilJii I
anena sarvabuddhatvarrz vidyiidhara/:l samainute II.
See also the Tattvasarrzgrahasiitra (HORIUCHI 1983: 290):
sarvabuddhamahiipwJyakiiyaviikcittavajrajam I
anumodanapiljiitmii buddhatvarrz ~ipram iipnuyiit II.
The Tibetan translation (T, fo!' 354b2-3; D, fo!' 44b4) reads:
sangs rgyas thams cad bsod nams che II
sku gsung thugs ni [kyi T] rdo Ije skyes II
rjes su yi rang bas mchod na II
myur du sangs rgyas 'thob [thob T] par 'gyur II.
74

75

Kurukulliikalpa 2.47:
siddhe siite ca sarrzsrsto yathii svarllO bhaven nidhi/:ll
siddhamantrella sarrzsrs!o buddhakiiyii hi mantriIJal; II.
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(and thereby becoming equal with them),77 and practising buddha recollection
(buddhi'inusmrti).78 The various models can all be perhaps subsumed under one of two
models; what I call the 'generation model' and the 'revelation model,' which, borrowing from
Seyfort Rue~g, could also be termed the 'nurture model' and the 'nature model,'
respectively. 7 Refuting theories that are based on one soteriological model by appealing to
presuppositions of another has been one of the major methodological problems within the
Tibetan Buddhist traditions. Recognising the fact that different theories presuppose different
soteriological models may help us to better our understanding of the controversies
surrounding the issues of gradualism (rim gyis pa) versus simultaneism (cig char ba)8o and
intrinsic (rang stong) versus extrinsic emptiness (gzhan stong)-issues that are crucial to
Indo-Tibetan Buddhism.
According to the generation model, becoming a buddha means generating the two (or
more) buddha bodies (ki'iya) by means of the so-called two accumulations, namely, the
accumulation of beneficial resources (pu/Jyasm!zbhi'ira) and the accumulation of gnosis
(jfzi'inasarrzbhi'ira). The former is said to bring forth the physical bodies (rupakaya), and the
latter the body of true reality (dharmakaya). Tibetan Buddhist scholars often cite Nagarjuna to
authenticate this ideaY Usually a buddha (or perhaps, here, the Buddha) is regarded as the

TatlVasaTflgrahasutra (HORIUCHI 1983: 138):
buddhabimbamayaTfl sarvam adhimucya khadhiitu~u I
'sarvabuddhasamiidhil!l tu" buddhalViiya bhavi'f)'ati II .• Perhaps read 0 dhis tu?
The Tibetan translation (T, fol. 335al-2; D, fol. 29b2) reads:
nam mkha'i dbyings [dbyibs Tl ni thams cad du II
sangs rgyas gzugs su dmigs nas ni II
sangs rgyas kun gyi ling 'dzin las II
sangs rgyas nyid du 'grub par 'gyur II.
76

Buddhasamiiyogatantra-I (T, fol. 289b3--4; D, fol. 188b4--5):
sangs rgyas kun dang mnyam sbyar bas II
sangs rgyas kun dang mnyam par 'gyur II
sangs rgyas kun dang mnyam pas na II
sangs rgyas thams cad rab tu 'grub [' gyur Tlil.
See also ibid. (T, fol. 294bl-2; D, fol. I 92b2). For an explanation of this verse, see Rong-zom-pa's mNyam
sbyor 'grel po (A, fol. 140a4--b6; B, pp. 613.10--{;14.4).
77

TatlVasal!lgrahasfttra (HORIUCHI 1983: 149): buddhiinusmrtisaTflsiddhab SfghraTfl buddhalVam iipnuyiit II. The
Tibetan translation (T, fol. 336b I; D, fol. 30b4--5) reads:
sangs rgyas rjes su dran grub pa II
sangs rgyas nyid du myur du 'gyur II.

78

Note that only the terms 'nurture' and 'nature' (Le. without the word 'model') are employed by him (SEYFORT
RUEGG 1989: 3).

79

For studies on the sudden and gradual approaches to awakening in Tibetan Buddhism, see SEYFORT RUEGG
1989; JACKSON 1994; VAN SCHAlK 2004: 11-19; 71-127. For discussions of the same topic in the context of
Chinese Buddhism, see GREGORY 1987.

80

RatniIvalf3.12-13 (no Sanskrit text extant):
sangs rgyas mams kyi gzugs sku ni II
bsod nams tshogs las 'byung ba ste II
chas kyi sku ni mdor bsdu na II
rgyal po ye shes tshogs las 'khrungs II
de Ita bas nas Ishogs 'di gnyis II
sangs rgyas nyid ni thob pa'i rgyu II
de ltar mdor na bsad nams dang II
ye ses 'di ni rlag brten mdzod II.
See also Yukti~a#ikii 60:
81
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father of the bodhisattvas (pitii bodhisattviiniim: byang chub sems dpa' rnams kyi yab), 82 and
a bodhisattva as a buddha's son or offspring (jinaputra: rgyal ba'i sras;83 jiniiizkura: rgyal
ba'i myu gu; buddhiitmajalbuddhaputra: sangs rgyas kyi sras 84 ). In contrast to a sriivaka or a
pratyekabuddha, who are sometimes pejoratively referred to as the buddha's illegitimate
sons, a bodhisattva is regarded as a buddha's legitimate son (jinaurasa: rgyal ba'i thugs kyi
sras).85 Occasionally, however, a buddha is said to be born from a bodhisattva. 86 It is also
worth recollecting here that in the Prajiiaparamita literature, Prajiiaparamita herself is
regarded as the mother of all buddhas (jinajananl: rgyal ba'i yum) and other Buddhist
saints. 87
The revelation model is based on the presupposition that sentient beings are by nature
buddhas and that the spiritual practices such as those included in the two accumulations
merely serve to reveal their true nature. Under this model, the distinctions among a normal
sattva, bodhisattva, and (anachronistically) vajrasattva (i.e. buddha) are not essential ones,
but ones that are based merely on the absence or extent of adventitious impurities
(iigantukamala: glo bur gyi dri ma).88 This model is propagated by specific strands of
Mahayana, such as the Tathagatagarbha tradition, and by most Vajrayana systems. The
question as to which model the Madhyamaka school follows would be answered differently
by different Tibetan Madhyamaka commentators. These two soteriological models were
recognised in Tibet already in the eleventh century, for example, by Rong-zom-pa. He himself
followed the revelation model, but did not regard it as necessarily contradictory to the

dge ba 'di yis skye bo kun II
bsod nams ye shes tshogs bsags Ie II
bsod nams ye shes las byung ba 'i II
dam pa gnyis ni Ihob par shog II.
82

Mahiivyutpatti, no. 385.

At what juncture or stage a person can be called a rgyal ba 'i sras (or bodhisattva), that is, the rgyal ba 'i sras
threshold (rgyal sras kyi sa mtshams), is a contested issue in Tibet. Siintideva (Bodhicaryiivatiira 1.9; CROSBY &
SKILTON 1995: 5-6) and others take the position that one is born into the Sugata's family the very ftrst moment
one generates bodhicitta, even though one has yet to attain the path of seeing (dadanamiirga). According to
another school of thought represented by Candraklrti (Madhyamakiivatiira 1.5cd), however, a person can
become a bodhisattva only upon reaching the dadanamiirga. Tibetan exegetes have attempted to reconcile the
two positions. One way is to assume that Santideva was employing the conventional bodhicitta as the criterion
for Bodhisattvahood, whereas Candraklrti absolute bodhicitta. Interestingly, these two (apparently) divergent
criteria had already been observed (and even harmonised) by Rong-zom-pa, who also explained that in the
tantric system a person obtains the appellation rgyal ba'i sras upon receiving abhi,eka and becomes one in fact
upon becoming a vidyiidhara. See the dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fol. 143a2--4; B, p. 178.7-12): de la rgyal ba'i sras
zhes bya ba 'i ming gang du thob pa ni I theg pa chen po spyi las I bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i byang
chub tu sems bskyed nas rgyal ba'i sras su ming 'thob bo zhes grags so II bden pa mthong nas dngos gzhi 'thob
bo zhes grags so II de bzhin du gsang sngags kyi tshul las kyang I dbang thob nas rgyal ba'i sras zhes bya ba'i
ming 'thob pas I rig pa 'dzinpar 'gyur nas rgyal ba'i sras nyid du gyur payin no II.
BJ

84

See TSD, ·s.vv. sras, sras po, and sangs rgyas sras.

85

MahiivyuJpatti, no. 641. See also TSD, S.v. thugs kyi sras.

86 Candraki'rti (Madhyamakiivatiirabhiirya, pp. 4.10-6.6) resorts to logical reasoning (yukti) and authoritative
scriptures (iigama) to establish that a buddha arises from a bodhisattva.
87

See, for example, the Abhisamayiilmpkiiravivrti (p. 6.2). Cf. the opening verse of the Abhisamayiilaf!1kiira.

See, for example, Ratnagotravibhiiga 1.47:
asuddho 'suddhasuddho 'tha suvisuddho yathiikramam
sattvadhiitur iii prokto bodhisattvas tathiigatabll.
For an English translation, see TAKASAKI1966: 230-231.
88
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generation model. In commenting on the generation of bodhicitta in the second chapter of the
*Guhyagarbhatantra, Rong-zom-pa explains that although sentient beings are in reality
buddhas, they do not realise it, and hence need to generate the two kinds of bodhicitta.
Nonetheless, aware of the logic that if something is already inherently existent it cannot be
generated, he explains that the process of generating bodhicitta mentioned in the
*Guhyagarbhatantra is merely a revelatory condition and not a generating cause. 89 Therefore,
for him, the two accumulations merely illuminate but do not generate Buddhahood. 9o For
Rong-zom-pi! there is hence no actual contradiction between the two soteriological models,
since the generation model, which is, strictly speaking, based on the principle of causes and
conditions, is in conformity with the manner in which things appear to sentient beings. 91 This
soteriological model automatically implies that the ground (gzhi), path (lam), and result ('bras
bu) cannot actually be distinguished. The very ground is taken as the path, and the result does
not transcend the ground. 92
4. Ontology

The various Buddhist notions of ontology, a term I use here in the sense of a theory of being
or reality as such, are of direct relevance to the study of bodhicitta and the concept of
becoming a buddha, for in Buddhism a salvific breakthrough (including the becoming of a
buddha) is only possible by gaining direct cognitive access to true reality. As I try to show in
chapter three, it is this idea that seems to explain not only the existence and appearance of the
historical Buddha but also to doctrinally justify the concept of multiple buddhas and support
the theory of oneself becoming a buddha. The idea of an ontological buddha that we have just
been considering and that of ontological bodhicitta (which we shall dwell on in chapter seven,

,. dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 92a4-6; B, p. 124.1-4): "According to the popular general [system of Mahayiina],
the 'generation of the resolve to [strive for] awakening' (bodhicittotpada) is considered to be the generation of
insight (prajiiiiJ and compassion (karulJiiJ in [one's] mental continuum, in reliance upon [one's own] spiritual
disposition (gotra) and upon the strength of a spiritual friend (kalyalJamitra). However, here [in this system, the
generation of bodhicitta] is considered merely a revelatory condition of reality, which is primordial. Thus the
expression 'primordially awakened mind' has been used" (de yang thun mong du grags pa ni rigs dang bshes
gnyen gyi stabs la brlen nas I shes rab dang snying rje rgyud la bskyed pa ni byang chub kyi sems bskyed pa
zhes 'dod de I 'dir ni ye nas yin pa 'i don gsal bar byed pa 'i rkyen tsam du 'dod de I de 'i phyir ye nas sangs rgyas
pa 'i sems zhe smos pa yin no II).
90 Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fol. 24a4-5; B, pp. 441.24-442.2): bsod nams dang ye shes kyi tshogs kyis Ius dang
spyod yul yongs su dag pa 'dzin cing snang ba 'i rgyu dang rkyen du 'gyur ba ni bden mod kyi I snang ba 'f dngos
gzhi'i rgyu ni ma yin no II; ibid. (A, fol. 25b3-4; B, p. 443.11-13): de bas na bsod nams kyi las kyang snang ba
dag par byed pa'i rkyen yin yang I dngos gzhi'i rgyu dang rkyen ni ma yin no II ye shes kyi tshogs ~yang ma yin
te I.

'1 Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fol. lI1al-3; B, pp. 536.24-537.2): de la theg pa 'og ma ba 'i tshullas rgyu 'bras kyl

tshul de skad du bshad pa de dag kyang I 'gro ba mams la 'phrul bar snang bar 'gyur ba'i rgyur bshad pa ni
'gal ba myed de I rgyu rkyen sgyu ma las 'bras bu sgyu mar snang ba 'grub pa'fphyir ro II 'on kyang 'gro' ba 'I
don du snang ba mams kyang I de dag kho na la rag las pa 'ang ma yin Ie -I rdzogs pa chen po 'j tshulla de dag
bkag pa 'ang myed de I thabs rgya mtsho bsam gyis mi khyab pa 'i mthus snang ba rgya mtsho 'byung ba zad do
II 'on kyang sangs rgyas kyi yon tan thams cad ni I byang chub sems kyi mthu las brtsal ba myed par 'byung ste I
de yang rang bzhin dang mngon du 'gyur pa'i mthu'o II.

92 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 165b2-4; B, pp. 201.24-202.3): sangs rgyas sa'j chos thams cad kyang 'di'i gnas
skabs su gzhi dang lam dang 'bras bu 'i chos mams rang bzhin bye brag tu gyur pa med de I gzhi nyid lam du
byas pa yin la I 'bras bu gzhi las khyad par 'phags pa med pas I 'di ni sangs rgyas thams cad kyi gsang ba 'i man
ngag nges pa 'f don mthar thug payin no zhes bstan no II. See also the Ratnavrk,1"a (P, fol. 19a4-5; D, fol. 16b67; S, vol. 20, p. 38.18-19): ... byang chub dang lam yang gsal ba dang mi gsal ba'i gnas skabs su gdags pa '0 II·
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where I also discuss synonyms and near synonyms of the term), .along with positive-mystical
and negative-intellectualist perceptions of ontological reality, seem to be particularly relevant
to understanding what it means to become a buddha. They are also, in my view, a key to the
understanding of such tantric concepts as Vajrasattva, the Primordial Buddha Samantabhadra;
Hevajra, and Kalacakra, for part of the significance of these deities seemingly always lies in
the ontological buddha or ontological bodhicitta. Mahayana ontology, despite its
soteriological neutrality (it tilts neither to salflsiira nor nirviilJa), is of utmost soteriological
relevance, since it is nescience or cognisance of true reality, the core of that ontology, that
results in a state of bondage or release.
While various Buddhist systems and scriptures may disagree on the nature of
ontological reality, they all seem to agree on its perpetual existence; and the idea that the true
reality of phenomena exists and endures independently of the appearance of a buddha runs
like a thread throughout the various Buddhist systems and scriptures. 93 Generally speaking,
the principle of dependent origination (pratftyasamutpiida) is what is meant by true reality,
and the direct realisation of it is, as we shall see below, seeing the Dharma and hence also the
buddhas. 94 For most Buddhists (except perhaps for the Vatslputrlyas or Pudgalavadins), true
reality, through the realisation of which one attains salvation, is the non-essentiality or
selflessness (nairiitmya) of the person (pudfala) and of phenomena (dharma), and is called
the one and only entrance gate to salvation. 9 Another designation for true reality is emptiness
(Hmyatii), which is doubtless, in one form or another, universally acceptable to Buddhist
traditions. It is also said that seeing Hmyatii is seeing a buddha. As we shall see in chapter
seven, there are several synonyms of ontological reality, the most important being the
ontological buddha and bodhicitta. However, the demarcation between bodhi, citta,
bodhicitta, and buddha seems to dissolve on the ontologicalleve!. In Mahayana sources, one
often encounters attempts to reduce everything to one leve!. Thus, one particularly interesting
aspect of the concept of becoming a buddha is that all phenomena, including sentient beings
and buddhas, are levelled out onto a common plane. 96 This is perhaps justified if we
understand, as Aryadeva did, that the emptiness of one is the emptiness of al!. 9
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See chapter th~ee, n. 24.
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Suhrllekha 112.

Catub.§ataka 12.13 (LANG 1986: 114; TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 2, p. 39; SUZUKI 1994: 268):
advitfyafT/ sivadviirafT/ kudmfniifT/ bhayankaram I
vi~ayaf:z sarvabuddhiiniim iIi nairiitmyam ucyate II.
For English translations, see LANG 1986 115 and TILLEMANS 1990: vol. I, p. 126). CandrakTrti, Catu/:!satakatfkii
(TILLEMANS 1990: vol. 2, p. 39; SUZUKI 1994: 268): yad advitfyafT/ sivadviirafT/ tan nairiitmyam I. See also the
TSD (s.v. zhi ba'i sgo), where references from the TattvasafT/graha and TattvasafT/grahapaiijikii are provided.
95

See, for example, MahiiyiinavifT/sikii, verse no. 9 (TUCCI 1956: 201):
svabhiivena na cotpannii nirvrtiis ca na tattvata/:!I
yathiikiisafT/ tathii buddhii/:! sattviis caivaikala~a/:zii/:!II.
For an English translation, see TUCCI 1956: 205. Cf. also Acintyastava 42:
buddhiiniifT/ sattvadhiitos ca teniibhinnatvam arthataf:z I
iitm~nas ca pare$iif!l ca samata tena te mata II.
For an English translation, see LlNDTNER 1997: 27.
96

Catub.§ataka 8.16 (LANG 1986: 82):
bhiivasyaikasya yo dra~!ii dra~tii sarvasya sa smrta/:!I
ekasya sunyatii yaiva saiva sarvasya sunyatii II.
For an English translation, see LANG 1986: 83.
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5. Buddhist Epistemology and Gnoseology

This study deals in part, both directly and indirectly, with a number of issues pertaining to
Buddhist epistemology and gnoseology, particularly in chapter seven, where I present a
typology of bodhicitta. My main concern is, however, not Buddhist epistemology (i.e. a
theory of knowledge) per se but the underlying epistemological foundations and
presuppositions of Buddhist soteriology. Gnoseology, here primarily in the sense of a theory
of meditative insight or gnosis (jiiiina: ye shes) within the Buddhist context, may simply be
understood as a kind of 'higher epistemology.'In a certain way, if one were to make a
distinction between mind (citta: sems; manas: yid; vijiiiina: rnam par shes pa) and gnosis
(jiiiina: ye shes), as is done, for example, in some Mahayana and rDzogs-chen sources,
epistemology may be said to encompass the theory of knowledge mediated by the mind, and
gnoseology a theory of transcendental knowledge, or gnosis. Soteriologically, as the concept
of the four types of reliance (pratisaraIJa: rton pa)98 suggests, gnosis is clearly ranked higher
than the mind. For a seeker of salvation within Buddhism, the cognitive acuteness of mind is
certainly a valuable asset, but it can never take the place and role of gnosis, for the only way
to experience ontological buddha, nirviiIJa, bodhi, or bodhicitta in the form of a spiritual
event is through gnoseological buddha, nirviiIJa, bodhi, or bodhicitta.
The actual spiritual breakthrough in Buddhism is an intellectual event, inasmuch as a
direct cognitive insight is called for, not a physiological or emotional one. We need, then, to
ponder the role of cognisance and nescience, the presence and absence of knowledge, within
the mechanism of bondage and release. According to Aryadeva, for instance, disorientation
(moha: gti mug) or ignorance pervades all other kldas, even as the tactile sense faculty
(kiiyendriya) pervades the entire body. Hence, all kldas can be destroyed by destroying
moha. 99 For Aryadeva, moha represents not only a hindrance to mo~a but also to higher
mundane existence. 100 The idea that there is no salvation without the cognition of true reality
(i.e., here, siinyatii), is explicated also in the BodhicittavivaralJa and Yuktiifaiffikii. 101

98

Mahiivyutpatti, nos. 1545-1549.

99 Catuf;Sataka 6.10 (LANG 1986: 66):

Ius fa Ius dbang ji bzhin du II
gti mug kun la gnas 'gyur te II
de phyir nyon mongs thams ead kyang II
gti mug beam pas beom par 'gyur II.
For an English translation, see LANG 1986: 67.
Catuhsataka 12.10 (LANG 1986: 112; TILLEMANS 1990: voL 2, p. 31; SUZUKI 1994: 260):
vighnaf/1 tattvasya yah kuryiid vrto mohena kenacit I
kafyiilJiidhigatis tasya niisti mo/qe tu kii kathii II.
For English translations, see LANG 1986: 113 and TILLEMANS 1990: voL I, p. 124. Cf. Ratniiviifi 2.22:
dUljiiiitena tathiinena viniisarn adhigaeehati I
samyagjiiiitena tu sukhaf/1 bodhif/1 eiipnoty anuttariirn II.
100

Bodhieittavivarara 72:
gang dag stong nyid mi shes pa II
de dag thar pa 'i rten rna yin II
'gro drug srid pa 'i btson rar ni II
rmongs pa de dag 'khor bar 'gyur II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 69. Cf. Yukti$a$tikii 4:
yod pas rnam par mi grol te II
med pas srid pa 'dilas min II
dngos dang dngos med yongs shes pas II
bdag nyid chen po rnam par groili.
101
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Sarrzsiira is conceived of as rotating on a single axle, namely, nescienc.e (expressible in
a number of ways). Ignorance is ultimately responsible for the evolution and dissolution of
the world, which consists of the mundane setting (snod) and its inhabitants (beud), along with
the intellectual-emotional defilements and their undesirable consequences, such as misery and
discontentment. The uncontrollable rotation of the wheel of existence (bhavaeakra: srid pa 'i
'khor 10) can be brought to a momentous halt by putting its axle, ignorance, out of action. In
other words, the seemingly formidable and everlasting complex of sarrzsiira can be
dismantled, like a house of cards, by undermining nescience. All the remaining work is like
clearing up the rubble.
Ultimately, correct perception is the only possible antidote for misperception; and
bondage (bandha: being ba), caused by misperception, can only be eliminated or brought to
cessation-the actual release (mo~a/mukti: grof ba)-by correct perception. This notion of
release upon seein true reality (satyadarSana) is found in both tantric and non-tantric
Mahayana sources. I 2 According to Rong-zom-pa, the idea of release upon seeing true reality
is common to all Buddhist systems. 103 Dharmaklr!i, too, states that one becomes realised upon
seeing emptiness. lo4 For Nagarjuna, there are three ways of dealing with phenomena such as
visible objects. It is not by being attached to or detached from them that one is released but by
knowing their nature. 105 According to Aryadeva, the seed of existence ceases sprouting upon
one's seeing the non-existence of a substantial self (or phenomena).106 Similarly, Santideva
states that kfeSas are weaklinfs to be aonihilated by prajfiii's (mere) glance. 107 The
Vajrar;liikinlguhyatantra states: 10

S

Upon realising [the nature of] one's mind oneself,
'[One realises that every] sentient being has primordially been a buddha.
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See, for example, BodhicittavivarGl:/a 70:

bde ba'i sems ni zhi ba nyid II
sems zhi ba ni rmongs mi 'gyur II
1-mongs med de nyid rtogs pa ste II
de nyid rtogs pas grol thob 'gyur II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 57. Cf. chapter seven, n, I!.
103 Rong-zom-pa, bDen gnyis 'jog tshul (A, fols, I 63b6-164a1; B, p. 32.6-8): 'di Itar nyan thas kyi theg pa nos
gzhi bzung nas I rdzogs pa chen po 'i mthar thug gi bar du I gang zhig yang dag pa 'i don mthong na rnam par
grolla zhes thun mong du grags pa yin la I.
104

For references, see chapter seven, n. 10.

105

Yuktisas/ikii 55:
biiliih sqjjanti rupesu Vliiriigyal!1 yiinti madhyamiih I
svabhiivajfiii vimucyante rupasyottamabuddhayah II.

For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 91.
106

Catuhsataka 14.25 (LANG 1986: 134):
srid pa 'i sa bon rnam shes te II
yul mams de yi spyod yullo II
yulla bdag med mthong na ni II
srid pa 'i so bon 'gag par 'gyur II,

For an English translation, see LANG 1986: 135.
107 Badhicaryiivatiira 4.46d: kle§iih prajfiiidmisiidhyii variikii/;l II. CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 29 "The
defilements are weaklings to be subdued by wisdom's glare." See also the Badhicaryiivatiirapafijikii (p. 47.910).

108

Vajra(iiikinfguhyatantra (T, fo!' 16a4-5; D, fo!' 231a3):
rang sems rang gis rtogs pa na II
sems can gdod nas sangs rgyas so II.
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It is also stated that one who sees dependent origination sees the Dhanna, and one who sees
the Dhanna sees the Buddha 109 A rNying-ma tantra entitled the 'Jig rten snang byed
similarly states that one who sees emptiness sees what one calls a buddha (or perhaps the
Buddha).11O In short, 'one could perhaps, following Rong-zom-pa, say that the nature of
[one's] mind-as it [really] is (sems kyi rang bzhin ji Ita ba)-is the fundamental, actual
gzhi), and one who sees it sees the
[being] of all buddhas (sangs rgyas thams cad kyi dngos
III
.
faces of all buddhas (sangs rgyas lam gyi zhal mthong).

6. Buddhist Axiology
Regardless of the kind of soteriological model presupposed, it is clear that salvific success in
general and becoming a buddha in particular rest on certain sets of modi operandi and modi
vivendi. Chapters nine, ten, and eleven are devoted mainly to ethical-moral aspects of
bodhicitta, namely, its cultivation, preservation, and restoration, respectively. In the belief
that an understanding of Buddhist axiology (particularly of ethics and morality) 112 is crucial
for our understanding of Buddhist soteriology, I shall attempt here to consider some aspects
of Buddhist axiology in the context of the three vows (trisarrzvara: sdom pa gsum), namely,
the priitimok$a, bodhisattva, and mantra VOWS. 113 A detailed analysis of the various tantric
and non-tantric vows and their intricate relationship is, of course, beyond the scope of this
study. For present purposes, I avail myself mainly of two sources, namely, the
Stirrzvarasarrzgraha (perhaps falsely ascribed to Atisa) and Rong-zom-pa's dKon mchog 'grel,
which are very probably some of the earliest sources that deal exhaustively with the matter
and have not yet been studied. I shall, however, concentrate on those passages that deal with
distinotions among the three vows, and it is hoped that the attempted translations will enable
us to gain an idea of how the ethical-moral disciplines of all three vehicles (i.e. Sriivakayana,
Piiramitiiyana, and Vajrayana) stand in relation to each other.
(a) The Three-Vow Scheme
In Tibet it is said: 114

109 Solistambasiitra (SCHOENING 1995: 392). The Sanskrit text of this famous statement is transmitted in
commentaries such as Yasomitra's Abhidharmakosavyokhyo and Prajiiakaramati's Bodhicaryovatorapanjiko
(ibid. 701-702): yo bhi/qava/:I pratftyasamutpodaf!l paiyati sa dharmaf!l paSyati I yo dharmaf!l paSyati sa
buddhaf!l paSyati I. See also NAKAMURA 1980: 65: "Buddha is the one who sees dharma." For the Piili version
of this statement, see GETHIN 2004a: 535-536.

110

III

'Jig rten snang byed (p. 923.5):
stong pa nyid kyi don rtogs na II
sangs rgyas sangs rgyas mthong ba yin

II.

dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 162al-3; B, p. 198.5-10).

112 The term 'axiology' is lexically defined as "the theory and study of values, primarily of intrinsic values (as
those in ethics, aesthetics, and religion) but also of instrumental values (as those in economics) particularly with
reference to the manner in which they can be known or experienced, their nature and kinds, and their ontological
status" (Webster's, s.v. axiology; cf. HWP, s.vv. Axiologie and Wertphilosophie). It is also defined as "the
philosophical study of goodness, or value, in the widest sense of these terms" (EB, s.v. axiology). Thus the term
'axiology' can be used fruitfully in the Buddhist context, mainly, to be sure, in the sense of the Buddhist theory
of ethical and moral val!les.
113 At least two major publications on the study of the three-vow theories in Tibetan Buddhism are available:
RHOTON 2002 & SOBISCH 2002.
.
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The root of [the Buddhist) doctrine is Vinaya (i.e. as representative of Sravakayana). The essence
of [the Buddhist) doctrine is Paramita[yana). The quintessence of [the Buddhist) doctrine is
Mantra[yana).

This conventional fonnulation reflects the true spirit of Buddhist theory and practice among
Tibetan Buddhists. The underlying axiological concepts of these three systems are
encapsulated in the three vows. The tenn smrzvara may be translated as 'restraint,'
'discipline,' or 'vow.' The most conservative conception of the trisarrzvara seems to be that
involving the restraint of body (kiiyasarrzvara: Ius kyi sdom pa), restraint of speech
(viiksarrzvara: ngag gi sdom pa), and restraint of mind (mana/:zsarrzvara: yid kyi sdom pa).115
In the Abhidharmakosa and its commentaries, one finds the concept of three kinds of
sarrzvara, namely, priitimok(;asarrzvara, dhyiinasarrzvara, and aniisravasarrzvara. 116 There is
yet another useful categorisation of Sfla, found (at least explicitly) only in Tibetan sources,
namely, (a) ethical-moral discipline [motivated by the desire for] protection (jigs skyob kyi
tshu! khrims), (b) ethical-moral discipline [motivated by] desirable [worldly] rewards (legs
smon gyi tshul khrims), and (c) ethical-moral discipline [motivated by the sense of]
renunciation (nges 'byung gi tshu! khrims).lI7 These are also called vows (i.e. 'jigs skyob kyi
sdom pa, legs smon gyi sdom pa, and nges 'byung gi sdom pa).118 The last kind of Sfla or
sarrzvara is identical with the priitimok(;asarrzvara, which is said to be exclusively Buddhist
and relevant to a person's salvific aspirations. It is said that an apparent priitimok(;asarrzvara
would only then become an authentic one when a genuine sense of renunciation arises. Based
on the solid ground of higher ethical-moral discipline (adhiSfla), the aspirant may develop
higher meditative concentration (adhisamiidhi) and higher insight (adhiprajfiii), and finally he
or she may indeed attain nirviirza or Arhatship.
But what if one's aim is not merely the attainment of nirviirza or Arhatship, but
Buddhahood itself? Some Mahayana sources state that the priitimok(;asarrzvara does not meet
the aspirations of a bodhisattva. Indeed we can see that the scope of Sf!a has been extended in
Mahayana Buddhism. The old priitimok(;asarrzvara is subsumed under what is called
sarrzvaraSfla, while kusaladharmasarrzgriihakaSfla and sattviirthakriyiiSfla 119 enter as new
elements. The idea is that it is not enough to merely refrain from unwholesome deeds. A
bodhisattva ought to gather wholesome deeds as well, and actively help other sentient beings.
From this perspective, the bodhisattva's ethical-moral discipline does not undennine or
replace the sriivaka's ethical-moral discipline but rather augments it. The ethical-moral
discipline of a bodhisattva in turn undergoes further augmentation in tantric Mahayana.

114 Nyang ral chas 'byung (p. 473.10-11): bstan pa'i rtsa ba 'dul ba yin I bstan pa'i snying po phar phyin yin
bstan pa'i nying khu gsang sngags yin ....

I

See the citation in the Abhidharmakasabha0'a (p. 208.21-22):
kiiyena samvaral:z siidhu siidhu viicii 'tha samvaral:z I
manasii samvaral:z siidhu siidhu sarvatra samvaral:z II.
For an English translation, see PRUDEN 1988-90: 586. See ibid. 716, n. 77, where the sources of this verse are
identified as the Samyuktiigama, Dharmapada, and Udiinavarga.
115

116

See So BISCH 2002: 9-10.

117 mTsha tlk (p. 18.6-7). Note the expression nairyiiIJikam SJlam (nges par 'byin pa 'i tshul khrims) in TSD, s.v.
nges par 'byin pa.
118 The expressions 'jigs skyab kyi sdam pa, legs sman gyi sdam pa, and nges 'byung gi sdam pa, and the
respective motivations, namely, 'jig skyab kyi bsam pa, legs sman gyi bsam pa, and nges 'byung gi bsam pa, are
used in the mTsha Ilk (p. 70.14-21).

119

TSD, s.v. tshul khrims rnam pa gsum.
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(b) Comparing and Contrasting the Three Vows
The Saf!1varasaf!1graha provides thirteen distinctions among the three VOWS: 120
[I] Ofthese [three VOWS],'21 ilie pratimok:ja vow accentuates the [adoption and abandonment of]
wholesome and unwholesome actions. The siltra (i.e. bodhisattva) vow accentuates compassion.
The mantra vow accentuates the indivisibility of body (kaya), speech (vac), and mind (cilia), [2]
The pratimok:ja vow arises from the firm resolve [to strive] for nirvalJa. The bodhisattva vow
arises from excellent altruistic inclination (ad/zyasaya). The mantra vow arises from
bodhicittavajra. [3] Thepratimok:ja vow is [characterised by] seven [kinds of] abandonment. 122
The bodhisattva vow is [characterised by] ten [kinds of] abandonment. The mantra vow is
[characterised by] one [kind of] abandonment. [4] In ilie pratimok:ja treatises, both types of
reproachable [deeds] (avadya) are mentioned. In the bodhisattva treatises, only those [deeds]
reproachable by nature (prakrtisavadya) are mentioned.123 In the tantric treatises, neither of the
two terms is mentioned. [5] The pratimok:,a vow, it is maintained, really exists. The bodhisattva
vow, it is maintained, exists only nominally. In the mantra context, neither of the two terms is
mentioned. [6] The sriivaka vow is [said to] possess many impediments. The bodhisattva vow is
[said to] possess a few impediments. No impediments are explicated in [the context of] the
mantra vow. [7] There is no prospect of retaking ilie first vow if the parajika offence has
occurred. There is the prospect of retaking ilie middle vow [even] if the pariijika offence has

120 SalJ1varasaJpgraha (P, fols. 2S8b4-2S9a8; D, fols. 48a6-49a2; S, vol. 41, pp. 701.1-702.14): [I) de la so sar
[so PN] thar pa 'i sdom pa ni lias dge sdig gtsar stan to II mdo sde'i sdom pa ni snying rje gtsor stan to II gsang
sngags kyi sdom pa ni sku gsung thugs kyi mi phyed pa gtsor stan to [no P]II [2] de [add. de PN]la so sor thar
pa 'i sdom pa ni mya ngan las 'das pa 'i bsam pa brtan po las skye '0 II byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa ni Ihag
pa'i bsam pa bzang po las skye '0 II gsang sngags kyi sdom pa ni rdo rje byang chub kyi sems las skye '0 II [3] de
la so SOl' [so PN] thar pa 'i sdom pa ni spong ba bdun no II byang chub sems dpa 'i sdom pa ni spong ba bcu '0 II
sngags kyi sdom pa ni spong ba gcig go II [4] so sor [so P] thar pa'i gzhung du ni kha na rna tho ba gnyi ga
brjod do II byang chub sems dpa 'j gzhung du ni rang bzhin 'ba' zhig brjod do II sngags kyi gzhung du ni de gnyi
ga 'i tha snyad rna brjod do II [5] yang so sor [so PN] thaI' pa 'i sdom pa ni rdzas kyi bdag nyid du yod par 'dod
do II byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa ni brtag [~ btags] pa tsam du yod par 'dod do II sngags su ni de gnyi go 'i
tha snyad rna brjod do II [6] yang nyan thos kyi sdam pa la bar chad kyi chos mang du yod do II byang chub
sems dpa'i sdom pa la bar chad kyi chos nyung zad cig [gcig PN] go II sngags kyi sdam pa la ni bar chad kyi
chas bshad pa [am. P] med do II [7] yang sdom pa dang po la ni pham pa byung na phyis blizng ba 'i skal ba med
do II bar rna la ni pham po byung na phyis blang ba 'j skal ba yod do II tha rna ni rdo rje byang chub J..yi sems
dang Idan na nyamspa med do II [8) de la sdom [snyom D]pa dang po la ni mkhanpo dang slob dpon dgasso II
bar ma'i sdampa Ia ni bla rna gcig pu'am [po'am N] yang na medpa'a II tha rna de la ni bzhi ste I [a] bla ma'i
zhal nas byung ba'i dbang dang I [b] ye shes lha'i byin gyi rlabs kyi dbang dang I [c] rdo rje mkha' 'gro mas
lung bstan pa'i dbang dang I [d] rang nyid kyi sems kyi rtsal gyis thob pa'i dbang dang nga II [9] yang snga rna
ni gzhan la gnod pa byed pa las ldog go II bar rna ni de'i steng du gzhan 10 phan 'dogs pa '0 II phyi rna ni de 'j
steng du sangs rgyas kyi mdzad spyod nyams su len pa '0 II [10] yang dang po 'i sdam pa ni dgra beam pa rnams
kyi rjes su slob pa '0 II bar ma'i sdom pa ni sngon gyi byang chub sems dpa' rnams kyi Ijes su slob po '0 II
sngags kyi sdom pa ni sangs rgyas rnams kyi rjes su slob pa'o II [II] yang dang po'i sdom pa ni bdag 'ba' zhig
gi don to [no P]II bar rna 'i sdom pa ni gzhan 'ba' zhiggi don to [no P]llphyi ma'i sdompa ni gnyi ga'i don to II
[12] yang dang po 'i sdom pa niji srid 'tsha'i bar du mnos[gnos PN] so II bar rna 'i sdom pa ni snyingpo byang
chub kyi [kyis P] bar du '0 II phyi rna 'i sdom pa ni nam mkha' [ka' P] ji srid gnas kyi bar du '0 II [13] sdom pa
dang po 'i 'bras bu ni mya ngan las 'das pa gnyis so II bar rna 'i 'bras bu ni sa bcu 'am sa bcu gcig pa '0 II tila
ma'i 'bras bu ni sa bcu gnyis pa '0 II.
121 The remaining occurrences of the particles de la and yang in these passages will not be translated. They will
be expressed as units of enumeration.
122

See the mTsha fik (pp. 30.23-31.2).

123 Two kinds of actions are often mentioned, namely, those that are objectionable or reproachable (siivadya: kha
na rna tho ba dang bcas pal and those that are unobjectionable or irreproachable (anavadya: kha na rna tho ba
med pal. Those that are reproachable are further snbdivided into two kinds, namely, those that are by nature
unwholesome and thus by nature reproachable (pra/crtisiivadya: rang bzhin gyi kha na rna tho ba), and those that
are reproachable by agreement/convention (prajiiaptisiivadya: bcas pa 'i kha na rna tho ba) or reproachable in
virtue of prohibition or decree (pralik:;epGlJasiivadya, also rendered into Tibetan as bcas pa 'i kha na rna tho bal.
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occurred. The last vow does not degenerate if [it is] endowed with bodhicittavajra. [8] For [the
assumption of] the fIrst vow, a preceptor (upadhyaya) and a teacher (aca/ya) are required. For
[the assumption of] the middle vow, only one or no master (guru) is required. For [the
assumption of] the last vow, there are four [kinds]: [a] an empowerment that has come into
being verbally from a master, [b] an empowerment [received] through the power of a deity
endowed with gnosis, [c] an empowerment [received] through the prophecy of a Vajra<;liikinl,
and [d] the empowerment received on the strength of one's own mental capacity. [9] The former
[vow] is characterised by avoiding causing harm to others. The middle [vow] is, in addition,
[characterised by] benefIting others. The last [vow] is, in addition, [characterised by]
engagement in the activities of a buddha. [10] The fIrst vow is [tailored] to the practices of
arhats. The middle vow is [tailored] to the practices of past bodhisattvas. The mantra vow is
[tailored] to the practices of buddhas. [11] The fIrst vow [aims at achieving] one's own benefIt
alone. The middle vow [aims at achieving] others' benefIt alone. The last vow [aims at
achieving] the benefIt of both. [12] The fIrst vow is conferred [and persists] as long as one lives.
The middle vow [persists] until [one arrives at] the seat of awakening (bodhima1:u;la, i.e. the spot
under the Bodhi tree). The last vow [persists] as long as space prevails. [13] The result of the
fIrst vow is the two kinds of nirval;la (i.e. sopadhise!janirval;la and nirupadhise!janirval;la). The
result of the middle vow is the ten stages [of a bodhisattva] or the eleventh stage (i.e.
.
buddhabhumi). The result of the last vow is the twelfth stage. 124
The distinguishing features of the three vows as summarised in the !Ta 'gre! are as follows: 125
[1] In brief, the sravaka vow [is characterised] by the refraining from inflicting injury on
sentient beings. The bodhisattva vow [is characterised] by the engagement in benefIting sentient
beings in addition to refraining from inflicting injury on them. The tantric vow [is characterised]
by the conduct of engaging in benefIting sentient beings in addition to refraining from inflicting
injury on them, by practising the activities of a tathagata. [2] Moreover, for the sravaka vow, it
is the conscious thought ('du shes) and the actual [act] (dngos gzhi) that are held to be of prime
[importance]. For the bodhisattva vow, it is compassion (karul;la) that is held to be of prime
[importance]. For the tantric vow, it is insight (prajiia) that is held to be of prime [importance].
[3]. Furthermore, sravakas follow the former noble arhats. Bodhisattvas follow bodhisattvas
who are at high stages (bhumz). Tantric [practitioners] follow the tathagatas themselves. One
could go on [in this way] extensively.
The dKon mchog 'gre! states that the triad of view, conduct, and assistance (Ita spyod grogs
gsum) are said to be common to all vehicles. The view (Ita ha) is equated with
adhiprajiiiisik$ii, conduct (spyod pa) with adhicittasik$ii, and assistance (grogs) with
adhisz!asik!jii. These three differ depending on the type of vehicle. 126 The work goes on to

!24 According to Rong-zom-pa, the concept of the twelve bhumis occurs in the Vajrahrdayiilalf/karatantra.
However, unlike the author of the Salf/varasalf/graha, who seems to suggest here that the result of the tantric
vow is different from and superior to that of the bodhisattva vow, Rong-zom-pa (like many other Indian and
Tibetan scholars) holds that the ultimate goal of both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana is Buddhahood and that
there cannot be a bhiimi superior to the buddhabhumi. The twelve bhiimis in the Vajrahrdayiilalf/kiiratantra,
according to him, refer to different aspects of the buddhabhumi itself, namely, the five kiiyas/kulas (skulrigs
lnga), fivejiiiinas (ye shes lnga), upiiya (lhabs), andprajiiii (shes rab). For details, see his dKon mchog 'gre! (A,
fols. 154b5-155a5; B, pp. 190.18-191.6) and ITa 'grel (A, fols. 260bl-26Ia6; B, pp. 344.17-345.16).

125 ITa 'grel (A, fol. 265b2-266al; B, p. 350.2-12): [I] mdor bsdu' na nyan thos Icyi sdom pa ni I sems can la
gnod par sbyor ba las log pa'o II byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa ni I sems can la gnod par sbyor ba las log gi
steng du yang I sems can la phan 'dogs pa la zhugs pa'o II gsang sngags Icyi sdom pa ni I sems can la gnod par
sbyor ba las log cing phan 'dogs pa la zhugs pa de yang I de bzhin gshegs pa 'i mdzad spyod nyams su blangs te
spyod pa'o II [2] gzhanyang nyan thos kyi sdom pa ni I 'du shes dang dngos gzhi'i sgo nas gtso' bo yin par 'dod
do II byang chub sems dpa' ni snying rje gtso' bo yin par 'dod do II gsang sngags kyi ni shes rab gtso' bo yin par
'dod do II [3] gzhan yang nyan thos kyi ni sngon gyi 'phags pa dgra bcom pa rnams Icyi /jes su bslab pa'o II
byang chub sems dpa' ni sa chen po la gnas pa'i byang chub sems dpa' rnams Icyi ryes su bslab pa'o II gsang
sngags kyi ni de bzhin gshegs pa nyid kyi rjes su slob pa'o II ha cang spros pas chog go II.
126

dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fol. 199a6-b2; B, p. 236.8-12).
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show how the tantric commitment excels the bodhisattva vow in seven ways, and the
vow in tum excels the priitimok$a vow in the same number of ways. The seven
ways in which the bodhisattva vow excels the priitimok$a vow are as follows: 127
bodhisattva

Only the distinction in terms of assistance need be stated here. This is how the bodhisattva vow
excels the priitimok$a vow of the sriivakas in the context of the non-tantric vehicles. The marks
[of distinction] are infmite, but nonetheless, just as [Mahayana is] known to excel [Sravakayana]
by seven kinds of greatness, 128 so does [the bodhisattva vow] excel [the priitimok$a vow] in the
following seven ways]: [1] Just as the greatness of [Mahayana's] object (iilambanamahattva)l29
is characterised by the profundity and vastness of the object it seeks to appropriate, so is [that of]
the accompanying bodhisattva vow [characterised by] the profundity and vastness [of its object
of appropriation]; [it] is not an object [that can be fathomed by] disputants, 130 and goes beyond
the domain of numerical figures. [2] Just as the greatness of practice (pratipattimahattva) [is
characterised by] the fulfilment of one's own objectives and those of others, so is [that of] the
accompanying [bodhisattva] vow [characterised by everything that] is of use in achieving all
[these] objectives. [3] Just as the greatness of gnosis (jfiiinamahattva) [is characterised by] the
realisation that all phenomena are selfless, so is the accompanying [bodhisattva] vow in total
harmony with the non-essentiality of phenomena (dharmanairiitmya). [4] Just as the greatness
of expedient means (upiiyakausalyamahattva) [is characterised by] the fixation on neither of the
two [extremes of] sal!lsiira and nirviiIJa, so is the accompanying [bodhisattva] vow a factor
conducive to the non-fixation on the two extremes. l3l [5] Just as the greatness of activity
(karmamahattva) [is characterised by] the purification of the buddha realms and the ripening of
sentient beings, so is the accompanying [bodhisattva] vow [characterised by] the nondeterioration of these [activities]. [6] Just as the greatness of diligence (vlryamahattva) [is
characterised by] the non-abandonment of perseverance for the sake of just one sentient being so
long as sal!lsiira [exists], so is the accompanying [bodhisattva] vow imbued with that [kind of
diligence]. [7] Just as the greatness of attainment (samudiigamamahattva) [is characterised by]
the perfection of the qualities of buddhas, so does [its] accompanying [bodhisattva] vow exist

127 dKan mchag 'grel (A, fols. 199b2-200bl; B, pp. 236.12-237.10): grogs kyi khyadpar tsam zhig 'dir bljad
par bya ste I de 10 mtshan nyid kyi theg po 'i gnas skabs su nyan thas kyi so sar thor po 'i sdam pa las I byang
chub sems dpa 'i sdam po ji Itar 'phags po ni I sgo mtha' yas kyang chen po mom po bdun gyi sga nos 'phags
par grogs po de bzhin du 'phags po ste I [1] 'di Itar dmigs po chen po zab cing rgya che ba 'i don 10 dmigs pa
bzhin du I de'i grogs su gyur po byang chub sems dpa'i sdam po 'ang zab cing rgya che ba yin te I rtag ge ba
rnams kyi yul rna yin zhing grangs kyi spyad yullas 'das po yin no II [2] sgrub po chen po bdag dang gzhan gyi
don sgrub par byed pa bzhin du I grogs kyi sdam pa 'ang don rna Ius po sgrub par byed po la phon par byed pa
moms yin no II [3] ye shes chen po chas thorns cad 10 bdag med par rtags po bzhin du I grogs kyi sdam po 'ang
chas bdag med po dang mi 'gal ba kha no yin no II [4] thabs chen po 'khar ba dang mya ngan las 'das po gnyis
ka la mi gnas po yin pa bzhin du I grogs kyi sdam po'ang mtha' gnyis 10 mi gnas pa 'i yon lag sgrub pa nyid yin
no II [S]las chen po songs rgyas kyi zhing yangs su dog par bya ba dang I sems can yangs su smin par byed p"
de bzhin du I grogs kyi sdam po 'ang de dag las yangs su nyams par mi 'gyur ba yin no II [6] brtsan 'grus chen
pas sems can gcig gi don ched du yang 'khar ba ji srid bar brtsan po mi 'dar ba yin po bzhin du I grogs kyi sdam
po 'ang de nyid kyis yangs su zin po yin no II [7] yang dag par grub po chen po songs rgyas moms kyi ehas yangs
su rdzags po yin po bzhin du I grogs kyi sdam po 'ang yon tan gyi ehos ji snyed po mngan par sgrub par byed
pa'i rkyen nye bar gnas pa sha stag ste I de 'i phyir byang chub sems dpa 'i sdam pa ni zab cing gting dpag dka'
ba '0 II rgya che zhing grangs las 'das po '0 II bla gros chung ba dang snying stabs chung ba mams kyi yul rna
yin no II de bas no byang chub sems dpa'i yon tan nyan thas las khyad par du 'phags po 'i grangs dang tshad
gzung bar mi nus mod kyi I re zhig yul gyi sga nas mdar bsdu na 'di dag tsam du 'du ru rung bar shes par bya '0

II·
128 For the seven kinds of greatness of Mahayana, see Mahiiyiinasutriilal!lkiira 19.59-60. Cf. chapter five, nn.
107 & 109.
129

Probably to be equated with greatness of scriptnres (dharmamahattva).

130

Cf. Mahiiyiinasutriilal!lkiira 1.17.

131

The exact meaning of this sentence is not quite clear.
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exclusively as a factor conducing to all possible aspects of good qualities. Therefore, the
bodhisattva vow is profound and [its] depth difficult to fathom. It is vast and immeasurable. It is
not a domain for [people with] meagre intellect and meagre courage. Thus, although one cannot
measure the number and mass of the qualities of bodhisattvas [in virtue of which they] excel the
sriivakas, if one provisionally summarises [them] according to [their] objects [of appropriation
and so forth, it] should be known that they come under precisely these [seven kinds of
greatness].
.
It is quite clear that Rong-zom-pa has used the seven kinds of greatness of Mahayana found in
Indian sources such as the Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkara to define the difference between the
bodhisattva and priitimok$a vows. However, it is not clear whether this was his own inspired
idea or whether he had inherited it from his predecessors. (At least some Tibetan scholars,
such asKong-sprul Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho (1813-1899), seem to take it as the former. 132) Rongzom-pa then goes on to show how the mantra vow, too, excels the bodhisattva and
priitimok$a vows in seven ways. But this is not done on the basis of the seven kinds of
greatness found in the Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiira. He has used a passage from the nineteenth
chapter of the *Guhyagarbhatantra on samaya as his textual basis. 133 The seven distinctions
that he draws are as follows: 134
Similarly, one cannot count and express [the ways] the tantric samaya [is superior] to the
bodhisattva vow, because [the tantric samaya] is much more profound and vast [than the
bodhisattva vow]. For the moment, it will be shown here in brief that [the tantric samaya excels
the bodhisattva vow] in seven ways. What are the seven? [1] [Persons who adhere to samaya
possess] qualities that are spontaneously attained without effort, for [they] are sealed with the
seal of Samantabhadra. [2] [They possess] superb power and empowerment, for [they] are

IJ2

Shes bya mdzad (p. 393.31-32:)
theg chen 'og ma 'i bslab gzhi mtha' dag las II
che ba bdun gyis 'phags pa rong zom bzhed II.

133

*Guhyagarbhatantra (P, fa!. 128bl-3; D, fa!. 130a6-bl):
[1] gzhan yang rgyal mchog kun bzang gi II
thams cad ma Ius phyag rgya yi II
sgrub byed dam pa ma Ius 'grub II
[2] de la sogs pa mtha' yas mchog II
rgyal ba 'i rigs mchog 'dzin pa de II
'jig rten gtso dang 'khor gyis bkur II
[3] dam po mchog dang dam pa yis II
sras dang spun dgongs [dgong P] byin gyis rlob II
[4] bde [bderP] gshegs nyid kyiyulla bzhugs II
[5] 'jigs med kun du [= tu] bzang por sbyor II
[6]ji bzhin nyid dang 'dul ba'i thabs II
ji snyed sdom pa bsam yas po II
ma Ius mom dog Ihun gyis grub II
[7] nyams no bskangs pas rdzogs po dang II
de 10 sogs te mtha' yas mchog II.

114 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 200bl-201a2; B, p. 237.11-24): de bzhin du byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa las
gsang sngags kyi dam tshig cis 'phags pa 'i khyad par rnams kyang bgrang zhing brjod par mi nus te I de las
kyang ches zab cing rgya che ba 'i phyir ro II de la re zhig mdor bsdu na khyad par rnam po bdun gyis 'phags
par bstan te I bdun gang zhe na I [I] kun tu bzang po 'i phyag rgyas btab pas yon tan btsal [= rtsol] ba med par
Ihun gyis grub pa dang I [2] 'jig rten gyi gtso bo Iha chen po mams dang de'i 'khor ma mo dang I mkha' 'gro
rna mams kyis bkur gnas dam par mthong bas mthu dang byin rlabs khyad par du 'phags pa dang I [3] songs
rgyas dang byang chub sems dpa' mams kyis nye ba 'i sras dang spun du dgongs pas thugs Ije'i byin rlabs myur
du 'byung ba dang I [4] de bzhin gshegs pa nyid dang spyod yul mthun pas spyod yul khyad par du 'phags po
dang I [5] chos thams cad kun tu bzang po 'i zhing du sbyar bas 'jigs pa dang bag tsha ba thams cad med po
dang I [6] bkri ba dang nges pa 'i don du gsungs pa 'i sdom po ji snyed pa thams cad kyang rang bzhin Ihun gyis
grub par 'dus pa dang I [7] nyams par gyur kyang bskang ba 'i thabs yod pa ste I de Itar rnam pa bdun fa sogs
pa 'i yon tan mtha' yas pas khyad par 'phags so Cpa B] zhes sbyar ro II.
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regarded as sublime objects of reverence by the lords of the world (lokajye:,fha), [namely,] the
great deities and their retinues, the miitrkiis and t;1iikinls. J35 [3] [They] rapidly acquire the
empowerment of compassion, for [they] are regarded by buddhas and bodhisattvas as [their]
intimate sons and brothers. [4] [They range over] a superb [domain of conduct], for [their
conduct] corresponds to the domain of conduct of the tathagatas. [5] [They] are without any
fear and anxiety whatsoever, for [they see that] all phenomena are one with the realm of
Samantabhadra. [6] All vows (sarrzvara) that have been taught in either a provisional or
definitive sense are naturally and spontaneously included [in the samaya of this tantric system].
[7] Even when [the samaya] has deteriorated, there is a method of retrieving [it]. In this way,
one should understand by implication (lit. 'apply' or 'employ') that [the tantric samaya] excels
[the bodhisattva vow] by an infinite number of qualities, such as these seven kinds [of
excell ence]. 136
The idea of taking the pertinent verses of the *Guhyagarbhatantra as a basis for
distinguishing the bodhisattva and mantra vows seems to be Rong-zom-pa's own. Each of
these seven points are explained in great detail in the dKon mchog 'grel. Since it is in these
explanations that we can best see how the three vows are contrasted, we shall consider each of
the explanations in turn. The explanation of the first point is as follows: l37
[1] How are [the observer of samaya] sealed with the seal of Samantabhadra? The sriivakas are
those who are born from the mouth (mukhato jiitab)138 of tathagatas and are not [those who
possess] the spiritual disposition (gotra) to become samyaksarrzbuddhas, and are hence not
sealed by the seal of the buddhas but merely sealed by the seal of the empowennent of buddhas.
The bodhisattvas, [on the contrary,] it is taught in the siltras, are sealed by one or three seals, for
they are going to become tathiigatas, but nonetheless no seal of spontaneous attainment is
commonly known [among them], and hence [it is] maintained that [they] realise the result with
effort, in virtue of [their] spiritual disposition. [According to] the highest (niruttara) tantric
system, [the observer of samaya] is said to be sealed with the seal of Samantabhadra, since there
is no phenomenon that is not primordially awakened in the adamantine malJt;1ala of [awakened]
body, speech, and mind. Therefore, all qualities of the greatness of the result are [said to be]
effortlessly and spontaneously attained.
The following explanation is given of the second point: 139

135 The Tibetan syntax seems to suggest that both miitrkiis and (liikin!s are retinues of the great deities. I am not
sure if this is factuai1y correct. For the term miitrkii, see TSD, s.v. rna rna, and for a discussion of the term (liikin/,
see ENGLISH 2002: 397-398, n. 67.
136

This passage has also been cited in the Shes bya mdzod (p. 349.1-11).

dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 201a2-bl; B, pp. 237.24-238.9): de laji Itar kun tu bzang po 'i phyag rgyas blab
I de la nyan Ihos mams ni de bzhin gshegs pa 'i zhal las skyes pa sle I yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i sangs
rgyas mams su 'gyur ba'i rigs rna yin pas sangs rgyas nyid kyi phyag rgyas rna blab kyi I byin gyi brlabs kyi
phyag I"gyas blab pa Isam rna II byang chub sems dpa' mams ni de bzhin gshegs pa nyid du 'gyur ba 'i phyir I
phyag rgya gcig dang gsum gyis blab par mdo sde nyid las gsungs mod kyi I 'on kyang Ihun gyis grub pa 'i phyag
rgya Ihun mong du rna grags pas I rigs las rlsol bas 'bras bu mngon par 'grub [grub B] par 'dod pa yin no II
gsang sngags bla na med pa 'i [pas A] chos Ihams cad ye nas sku gsung Ihugs rdo rje 'i dkyi/ 'khor du sangs ma
rgyas pa 'ga' yang med pas kun lu bzang po 'i phyag rgyas blab ces bya sle II de bas na 'bras bu che ba 'i yon
Ian Ihams cad rlsol ba med par lhun gyis grub pa yin no II.
137

ce na

m Usually an epithet of sriivaka, but evidently also of a bodhisattva; see Mahiivyulpatti, no. 643, and TSD, s.v.
zhal nas skyes pa. In the Tibetan translations of the Madhyamakiivaliira and Madhyamakiivaliirabhiiiya, the
term used is gsung skyes (in verses). See, for example, Madhyamakiivaliira 1.8, 2.7, 6.225. See also the
Madhyamakiivaliirabhi4ya (p. 341.18-19): bde bar gshegs pa 'i gsung las skyes pa mams Ie nyan Ihos mams so
zhes bya ba'i don to II.
139 dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fols. 201bl-202al; B, p. 238.9-22): gnyis pa 'jig rlen pa 'i glso bo dang 'khor rnams
kyis bkur gnas dam par gyur pa ni I nyan Ihos mams f...}lang Ishangs pa dang brgya byin la sogs pa mams f...}li
bkur gnas yin yang sangs rgyas bzhin du bkur ba ni rna yin no II byang chub sems dpa ' rnams kyang de bas ckes
bkur ba yin mod kyi sangs rgyas bzhin du ni bkur ba rna yin no II yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i sangs rgyas mams ni
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The second [point], being the sublime reverential object of the lords of the world and [their]
retinues: Although sravakas are also reverential objects of [the lords of the world], such as
Brahmii and Sakra, they are not. revered like the buddhas. Although bodhisattvas are revered
much more than them (i.e. sravakas), they are not revered like the buddhas. Samyaksa/!lbuddhas
are to be highly revered. In the same way, people who observe the vow of conduct in their
[respective] domains are also seen as reverential objects in a hierarchical order by the guardians
who protect the Doctrine (dharmapala); that is, those upholding the vow of conduct in the
domain of sravakas are regarded as reverential objects but are not honoured (dam par [byed])
[like those abiding by the bodhisattva and mantra vows]. In the same way, those upholding the
vow of conduct in the domain of bodhisattvas are honoured more but not as highly [those
abiding by the mantra vows]. In the same way, those upholding the vow of conduct in the
domain of buddhas are most highly honoured. Hence all [deities] have committed themselves to
follow [their] instructions and to honour [them] as ornaments of [their] crowns. Therefore, on
account of their (i.e. the deities') assistance (sahfiyaka),140 the power and empowerment [of
those upholding the tantric vow] greatly excel [those of the others].
The third distinction is explained thus: 141
The third [point], namely, being regarded by buddhas and bodhisattvas as [their] intimate sons
and brothers: If a son endowed with the major and minor marks [of a great being] is born to a
universal monarch, [the father] thinks: "This [child] is going to be a universal monarch."
Similarly, if a person endowed with the marks of a vow (sik~a) that accords with the intent and
conduct of buddhas appears, [the tathfigatas] think: "This [person] is upholding the line of the
tathagatas." On account of this, empowerment will occur soon. An alternative [explanation
would be]: Just as a reflection appears in clear water to one who is endowed with pure
perception, noble conduct, and the power [of] an accompanying vow, the empowerment of the
buddhas and bodhisattvas occur naturally and swiftly. For this reason [those upholding the
tantric vow] are designated so.
Concerning the fourth point, Rong-zom-pa states: 142
The fourth [point], a superb domain of conduct: The domain or object of appropriation (i.e. of
the upholder of the mantra vow) is the domain of the conduct of a tathagata; that is, [a
tathfigata,] while abiding in the conduct of non-adoption and non-abandonment (all phenomena
being primordially pure), does not disrupt the continuity of activities for the benefit of sentient

rnchog tu bkur bar bya ba yin te I de bzhin du de mams kyi spyod yul la zhugs po 'i sdom po can gyi skye bo
mams la yang I chos skyong ba'i srung rna rnams kyis bkur gnas rim par mthong bar 'gyur te I nyan thos J..yi
spyod yulla zhugs pa'i sdom po 'dzin pa moms la yang bkur gnas su byed kyang dam par ni rna yin no II de
bzhin du byang chub sems dpa 'i spyod yulla zhugs po 'i sdom pa 'dzin pa mams la yang de bas dam par byed
cing I ches dam par byed po ni rna yin no II de bzhin du sangs rgyas kyi spyod yulla zhugs po 'i sdom po 'dzin po
moms 10 nt ches dam par byed par 'gyur bas I kun kyang bka' nyan cing spyi gtsug rgyan du bkur bar dam bcas
pas I de bas na de dog gi stong [stongs A] grogs kyi dbang gis mthu dang byin rlabs Ihag par 'phags par 'gyur
ro II.
140 TSD, s.v. stong grogs; JASCHKE 1881, s.v. stong grogs.
141 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 202al-5; B, pp. 238.23-239.7): gsum po songs rgyas dang byang chub sems dpas
nye ba'i sras dang spun du dgongs pa ni Iii Itar 'khor los sgyur ba'i rgyal po la mtshan dang dpe byad dang
Idan pa 'i bu skyes par gyur na I 'di las 'khor los sgyur ba 'i rgyal po nyid 'byung ngo snyam du dgongs po bzhin
du I sangs rgyas nyid kyi dgongs spyod dang mthun po 'i bslab po 'i mtshan dang Idan pa 'i gang zag byung na 'di
ni de bzhin gshegs pa nyid kyi gdung nye bar 'dzin po '0 II zhes dgongs po 'i dbang gis byin rlabs myur du 'byung
ngo II rnam po gcig tu chu dwangs pa 10 gzugs brnyan 'byung ba bzhin du I dmigs po dog po dang spyod po
'phags pa dang I grogs kyi sdom po nus pa dang Idan po can la rang bzhin gyis songs rgyas dang byang chub
sems dpa 'i byin rlabs myur ba nyid du 'byung bas de ['de B] skad ces bya'o II.
142 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 202a5-b2; B, p. 239.7-14): bzhi pa spyod yul khyad par du 'phags pa ni I gsang
sngags kyi spyod yul dang dmigs pa ni de bzhin gshegs pa nyid kyi spyod yul te I 'di Itar chos thorns cad gdod
rna nos rnam par dag pas blang dar med po 'i spyod pa 10 gnas bzhin du I sems can gyi don yang gzugs kyi sku
rnampa gnyis kyi sgo nos mdzadpa rgyun migcodpa 'di nispyodyul gcig la mthunparzhugspayin no II sdom
po gzhan ni de Itar rna yin te I sngon gyi 'phags pa dgra bcom pa mams kyi ries su slob pa dang I so chen po 10
gnas pa 'i byang chub sems dpa' chen po mams kyi ries su slob payin no II.
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beings by means of [his] two kinds of corporeal bodies (rilpakiiya). He (i.e. the upholder of the
mantra vow) is one who ranges over a domain of conduct identical [with that of a tathiigata]
and has entered into [it] in a similar manner. The [upholders of the other two] vows are not so.
[The upholder of the priitimok$a vow] follows the ancient noble arhats. [The upholder of the
bodhisattva vow] follows the great bodhisattvas at hilfh [spiritual] stages.
The fifth point is demonstrated with striking examples: 43
The fifth [point,] being without anxiety for any phenomena, [which are seen as being] one with
the realm of Samantabhadra: All phenomena of sal'flsiira and nirviilJa are the realms of
Samantabhadra, since [they are] primordially pure and thus there is nothing to be eliminated or
abandoned. One who has realised this and does not waver mentally from this [insight] is not
apprehensive of the pain [or suffering] of sGl?lsiira. For example, (a) if a person being swept
away by a huge river happens to come across a boat, [the following thought would occur to
him]: "1 will now fmd a way to get to dry land." And there being no danger from [or fear of] the
water, [he] will be saved. (b) Someone dreams of being swept away by water, and [after a
while] becomes slightly wakeful (lit. 'sleep having slightly become shallower'). If [he] happens
to be conscious of the fact that it is a dream, although the watery apparitions have not
withdrawn [yet], the following [thought will occur to him]: "This is [only] a dream. [1 am] not
really being swept away. This appearance will not occur once [I am] awake, and so the fear of
dying by drowning (lit. 'water') will be averted." And thus courage will be summoned towards
simply taking preparatory measures for waking up from sleep. Once [he] is awake, [he] will
realise that there has neither been [an incident of] being swept away by river nor of being saved,
nor will water appear to [his] perception. Similarly, those who have entered the path of the
sriivakas are those who have come across a small boat. It is like a number of individuals who,
accompanied by a few beiollgings, have been rescued [to] one shore and dwell [there]. Those
who have entered the path of the bodhisattvas are like those who have come across a big ship.
With many sentient beings and with a great purpose, [they] sail on luxuriously, thanks to the
prosperity of the land. I44 Those who have entered the path of the Mantranaya are like those who
have been slightly awake from the sleep in which [they dream of] being swept away by a river.
[They are ones who feel] safe from [or reassured in the face of] the dangers of sal!lsiira, for they
have realised the non-duality of sal'flsiira and nirviilJa. With great discriminating insight [they]
make attempts merely to wake up. [They] do not make any effort to eliminate unfavourable
factors or to rely on antidotes, but merely abide [in such a way that] their great attentiveness
(samprajanya) does not dwindle.

143 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 202b2-203b I; B, pp. 239.14-240.11): Inga pa chos thams cad kun tu bzang po 'i
zhing du sbyor bas bag tsha ba med pa ni I 'khor ba dang mya ngan las 'das po 'i chos thams cad ni gdod ma nas
mom par dog pas 'spang zhing' [spangs shing A] dol' bar bya ba med po 'j phyir kun tu bzang po 'i zhing yin no II
'di ItoI' rtogs shing blo gros 'di las mi g.yo ba ni 'khor ba 'i sdug bsngal gyis bag tsha bar mi 'gyur te I dper na
chu klung chen pos khyer ba 'i mi dag gru gzings dang 'phrad par gyur na da ni bdag gis skam sa la phyin pa 'i
lam rnyed do snyam ste I chus 'jigs pa med cing dbugs phyin par 'gyur la I gang zhig rmi lam na chus khyer ba
rmis pa las I gnyid cung zhig srab par gyur te I de nyid rmi lam yin par shes po 'i blo byung na cllur snang ba ma
log Icyang 'di snyam du 'di ni Imi lam yin te dngos su khyer ba med do II snang ba 'di yang gnyid sad po 'i dus na
mi 'byung ste I de bas no bdag chus 'chi ba 'i dus byed pa 'i 'jigs po las log nos I gnyid songs par bya ba 'i sbyor
ba tsam 10 snying stabs bslcyed [skyed A] par 'gyur ro II des gnyid sad par gyur pa de'i tshe cllus khyer ba med
cing chu las thaI' pa med pa yang shes la chu yang mi snang ngo II de bzhin du nyan thos Icyi lam du zhugs po ni
gru chung ngu dang 'phrad pa Ita bu ste I gang zag 'ga' zhig dngos po chung ngu tsam dang 'grogs nas phyogs
gcig tu thor bar byas te gnas pa Ita bu '0 II byang chub sems dpa'i lam du zhugs pa ni gru gzings chen po dang
'plll'ad pa dang 'dra ste I 'gro ba mang po dang bcas don chen po dang bcas nas yul kllams bde bas rgyas par
spyod do II gsang sngags Icyi tshul gyi lam la zhugs pa ni Imi lam na chus khyer ba gnyid cung zad srab [srabs
A] par 'gyur ba dang 'dra ste I 'khor ba dang mya ngan las 'das pa gnyis su med par rtogs pas 'khor ba 'i :iigs
pa las dbugs phyin te I shes rab chen pos gnyid sad pa tsam la rtsol ba tsam byed do II de la mi mlhun pa dang
gnyen po spong ba dang bsten pa 'i rtsol ba ni mi byed Icyi I shes bzhin chen po las mi nyams pa Isam du gnas so

II·
144 It is not clear how yul khams bde bas rgyas par spyod do is to be understood. My translation is thus a mere
attempt to make some sense of the phrase.
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The sixth point is explained in brief as follows: 145
The sixth [point], the inclusion of all vows whatsoever: The bodhisattva vow is not included in
and enhanced by the priitimok$a vow of a sriivaka. The priitimok$a vow of a sriivaka is
included in and enhanced by the bodhisattva vow. Likewise, [the same] may be said of the
tantric pledge. The manner in which these (i.e. the 'lower' vows) are included in and enhanced
by [the 'higher' ones] have already been explained above extensively while demonstrating
superiority.
The seventh and final point is explained as follows: 146
The seventh [point], the quality of [being able to] replenish the [samaya] if it has deteriorated: It
is said that there is no means of restoring a pratimok$a vow of a sriivaka that has deteriorated on
account of [his] attachment to phenomena as if they were substantial and the emphasis he places
on entities through his physical and verbal activities. It is comparable to a broken clay vessel.
As for the bodhisattva vow, it is said that on account of [a bodhisattva's] non-attachment to
phenomena taken [by others] to be substantial and the emphasis [he] places on the mind, even
broken [vows] can be [restored and] enhanced by relying on a spiritual teacher. It is, for
example, comparable to a skilled smith who can turn broken gold and silver vessels into vessels
that are even superior to the [vessels that existed] before. As for the tantric pledge, it is said that
deteriorated pledges can be revived and thus restored by oneself without having to rely on a
spiritual teacher, given the realisation that all phenomena [are characterised by] great
equanimity, the main thing being command over awareness of the illusion-like display [of
phenomena]. For example, dented gold or silver vessels do not have to be made all over again
by the smith. Depending on the extent of the dents, one can gradually repair [them] on the basis
of one's own capacity, and [they] will be straightened out [and assume their] original shape. It
occurs in some tantric systems that [a tantric practitioner] who has let [his samaya] deteriorate
receives it [anew], as a [non-tantric] bodhisattva [receives] empowerments and pledges from a
spiritual teacher by entering a maw/ala. Such [procedures] are, however, merely taught in view
of certain aspirants. Here, the former meaning [is preferred]. Therefore, these seven qualities
[representative] of [the ability to] replenish [the samaya] if it has deteriorated are only a
summary [listing]. It should be known by implication that extensive qualities such as these are
limitless.
The gist of Buddhist axiological principles seems to be that according to the priitimok$a vow,
one tries to refrain from inflicting injury on other sentient beings; according the bodhisattva
vow, one tries to benefit sentient beings, which presupposes that one has already refrained

145 dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fa!. 203bl-3; B, p. 240.11-16): drug pa sdom paji snyed pa thams cad 'dus pa ni I
nyan thos kyi so sor thar pa 'i "dam pa 'i nang du ni byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa rna 'dus shing rna dag go II
byang chub sems dpa 'i sdom pa 'i nang du ni so sor thar pa 'i sdom pa 'dus shing rnam par dag sle I de bzhin du
gsang sngags kyi dam tshig la yang sbyar bar bya '0 II de dagji Itar 'dus shing mom par dog pa 'i tshul ni gong
du che ba bstan po 'i skabs su rgyas par bshad po nyid do II .
146 dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fols. 203b3-204a6; B, pp. 240.17-241.10): bdun pa nyams po bskangs [bskang B] na
rdzogs po 'i yon Ian ni I nyan thos kyi so sor thor po 'i sdom pa ni chos rnams la dngos par zhen po 'i dbang dang
I Ius ngag gi las kyi dngos po la gtso bar bzung [gzung B] ba yin pas nyams pa rnams slar gsa ba 'i thabs med de
I rdza gyo rna chag po dang' dra bar 'byung ngo II byang chub sems dpa 'i sdom po ni chos rnams la dngos par
rna zhen pa 'i dbang dang I sems gtso bar stan pas nyams po moms kyang dge ba'i bshes gnyen 10 brten nos shin
lu Ihag par byar rung ste I dper no gser dngul gyi snod chag ral du gyur no mgar ba mkhas pas snga rna las
khyad par du 'phags po 'i snod dag kyang byar btub po Ita bu '0 zhes 'byung ngo II gsang sngags kyi dam tshig ni
chos thorns cad mnyam po chen par rlogs pa 'i dbang dang I sgyu rna Ita bu 'i rol po la rig po rang dbang sgyur
ba glso bo yin pas dam tshig nyams po rnams kyang dge ba'i bshes gnyen 10 brten mi dgos par bdag nyid kyis
gsos pas skong bar 'gyur te I dper no gser dngul gyi snod zhom po ni mgar bas gzhi nas bya mi dgos Ie I zhom
pa che chung dang sbyar nos bdag nyid kyis rlsol bas rim po bzhin bcos pas ji Ita ba bzhin srongs par 'gyur ba
bzhin no zhes 'byung ngo II gsang sngags kyi Ishul kha Gig las ni byang chub sems dpa' dang mlhun par nyams
po moms dge ba 'i bshes gnyen las dkyil 'khor du zhugs shing dbang dang dam tshig nod par 'byung ste I 'di Ita
bu 'ang gdul bya la la'i dbang du gsungs par zad do II 'dir ni don snga rna nyid de I de bas no nyams po bskangs
[bskang B] no rdzogs po 'i yon tan mom pa bdun tsam ni mdor bsdus po ste I de 10 sags pa yon tan rgyas po ni
mlha' yas zhes sbyar ro II.
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from inflicting injury on them; and that according to the mantra vow, one tries not only to
refrain from inflicting injury on other sentient beings but also tries to actively benefit them,
and that too in the manner of a buddha.
The question is how one is supposed to know what is really beneficial or detrimental.
What if an action executed with benevolent intent turns out to be detrimental to the
beneficiary. Is there not the risk of harming others, although one does something with the aim
of sincerely wishing to benefit them? As far as I can gather from various sources, this risk will
always remain. What a bodhisattva at the most can try to do is to minimise this risk by trying
to maximise his compassion (karUJJii) and foresight or discriminating insight (prajiiii). Not all
bodhisattvas will have the same degree of karuf/ii and prajiiii. Each bodhisattva will make his
own decisions. Hypothetically, for example, even if a bodhisattva endowed with intense
karuf/a (which is by nature wholesome) but lacking adequate prajiiii (but not on account of
moha) were to perform an act that turns out to be detrimental to himself and others, he should
be able to bear all the consequences. Because a bodhisattva dreads the sufferings of others, he
would gladly and readily tread even the lowest deWhs of hell (avici: mnar med), as explicated
in the BodhicittavivarmJa and Bodhicaryiivatiira. 47 The axiological principle is expressed by
Nagarjuna as follows: if it benefits, give even poison; if it does not benefit, do not give even
medicine. 148 An attitude can be said to be ethically and morally right if it is characterised by
benevolence, and wrong if it is characterised by malevolence; an action can be said to be
ethically right if it is beneficial to others, and wrong if it is detrimental to others. 149
One of the difficulties of bodhisattva ethics is: should and can someone who has taken
the bodhisattva vow tolerate those who through maliciousness and perverse ideology
perpetrate horrendous deeds? On the one hand, a bodhisattva is not supposed to regard even a
single sentient being as his foe and thus make it an object of his aversion, for doing so would
mean violation of the bodhisattva vow. On the other hand, how can a bodhisattva regard
someone who perpetrates horrendous deeds out of sheer maliciousness or perverse ideologies
as his friend? Would not a bodhisattva's show of tolerance indicate his intellectual and
emotional consent to such deeds and thereby make himself an accomplice of the perpetrators?
Aryadeva seems to offer an answer to this predicament. According to him, just as a physician
does not regard a patient possessed with a spirit (bhiita: 'byung po) as his foe, so sages regard

BodhicittavivaraJ;a 86:
gang zhig bsgom pas brtan pa ni II
gzhan gyi sdug bsngal gyis bred nas II
bsam gtan bde ba dar nas kyang II
mnar med pa [~par?] yang 'jug par 'gyur II.
For an English translation, see LlNDTNER 1997: 61. See also Badhicaryiivatiira 8.107:
evaf(l bhiivitasaf(ltiinii/:z paradu/:zkhasamapriyii/:z I
aVlcim avagiihante haf(lsii/:z padmavanaf(l yathii II.
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 97.
147

148

Ratniivalf3.63-64:
gcmg la du ni phan 'gyur na II
de la dug kyang sbyin par bgyi II
kha zas mehag kyang mi phan na II
de la de ni sbyin mi bgyi II
sbrul gyis zin la ji Ita bur II
sar ma bead la phan bshad pa II
de bzhin thub pas gzhan phan pa II
mi bde ba yang bya bar gsungs II.

149

Ratniivalf2.35cd:
paraikiintahitaf(l satyam ahitalviin mr$etarat II.
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intellectual-emotional defilements (klesa: nyon mongs pa) as their foes, not those who possess
them. ISO
A final question would be how much a bodhisattva should actively dedicate himself to
the benefit of others. The answer would be 'to the best of one's capacity' (yathiisaktyii
yathiibalam: ci nus ci lcogs kyis), an expression used often in the Bodhisattvabhiimi. A
bodhisattva is not culpable for not having done things that he is not capable of, very much
according to the dictum: Ad impossibile nemo obligatur ("No one is obliged to do the
impossible"). The conscience of individual bodhisattvas alone would stand witness to whether
or not they indeed did their best.
7. Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, one could say that bodhicitta is all about becoming a buddha. Becoming a
buddha in turn means directly experiencing the ontological buddha, true reality, by means of
the gnoseological buddha, the profoundest meditative insight. For someone striving to
become a buddha, any method or resource seems to be acceptable so long as he or she thinks
and acts within the bounds of extraordinary prajfiii and karulJii.

150 CalubSalaka 5.9 (LANG 1986: 56):
khra yang 'byung pas bzung pa la II
sman pa 'khrug pa min pa liar II
Ihub pa nyan mangs dgrar gzigs kyi II
nyan mangs dang 'brei gang zag min II.
For an English translation, see LANG 1986: 57. Cf. also the Calu/:lsalakarlkii (P, fol. 106a2; D, fol. 96b7; S, vol.
60,p.1163.5-7):
'di 'dir sems can skyan min gyi II
'di ni nyan mangs roams skyan zhes II
rnam par dpyad nas mkhas pa rnams II
sems can dag la 'khrug mi byed II.

Chapter Two

Previous Studies on Bodhicitta

Should one initiate [something], one should initiate [it] with bodhicitta.
Should one reflect on [something], one should reflect on bodhicitta.
Should one analyse [something], one should analyse bodhicitta.
Should one investigate [something], one should investigate bodhicitta.
- Khu-nu Bla-ma, Byang sems. bstod pa I

1. Introductory Remarks

In this chapter, I attempt to review studies relating to bodhicitta or cittotpiida previously
undertaken by modem scholars. For a number of reasons, however, my survey will not be
comprehensive. In the first place, I have been selective in my choice of secondary literature,
giving preference to books and articles which deal with bodhicitta as the main topic.
Furthermore, several relevant studies by Japanese scholars will not be discussed because of
. either language barrier or inaccessibility. In spite of these restraints, I hope to provide a
general review of the previous studies.
The notion of bodhicitta or cittotpiida, conceived as it was as the quintessence of
Mahayana Buddhism, received great attention among traditional scholars. sGam-po-pa
(1079-1153), the famous disciple of the Tibetan yogin Mi-la-ras-pa (1052-1135), for
example, thought all Buddhist teachings to be somehow centred around bodhicittotpiida. He
stated that some teachings deal with the foundations (meaning perhaps prerequisites) of
cittotpiida, some with its object, some with its attributes, some with its observances, some
with its benefits, and some with its results. 2 On the other hand, it received relatively less

Byang sems bstod pa 98:
brtsam na byang chub sems las brtsam II
bsam na byang chub sems nyid bsam II
dpyad na byang chub sems su dpyad II
brtag na byang chub sems la brtag II.
Cf. the English translation in SPARHAM 1999: 59.
I

2 Dwags po thor rgyan (pp. 44.16-45.3): de yang chos kha Gig ni sems bskyed kyi rten I chos kha cig ni sems
bskyed kyi dmigs pa I ehos kha Gig ni sems bskyed kyi ehos I ehos kha eig ni sems bskyed kyi bslab bya I ehos kha
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attention among the first scholars of Buddhism in the West. Laurence Austine Waddell
(1854-1939), for instance, whose work served as an authoritative source on Tibetan
Buddhism for many years, did not even mention the word bodhicitta or cittotpiida. 3 This
discrepancy may be explained by the differences in attitude, interests, and priorities between
traditional scholars and modem ones. 4 One ofthe reasons why the theory of bodhicitta has not
received much attention among modem scholars seems to be the assumption that bodhicitta is
of no philosophical interest.
This tendency, however, is changing. There is a growing interest in Buddhist ethical or
moral philosophy, and thus also in the study of bodhicitta. Many scholars have noticed that
the term bodhicitta is used with various meanings. To be precise, the concept of bodhicitta
found in both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana is not uniform within or between either of
them. 5 But up to now no one has proposed a comprehensive scheme to explain these
differences, and it is thus difficult to create a systematic, coherent picture of the preVious
studies relating to bodhicitta. I have devised a scheme (described in chapter seven) that I
believe spans the entire spectrum of meaning expressed by bodhicitta. The five typologies
proposed by me are: (a) ethico-spiritual, (b) gnoseological, (c) ontological, (d) psychophysiological, and (e) semeiological. In my survey, I shall, whenever necessary, use these
typologies to describe the types of bodhicitta studied by previous scholars.
2. The Early Western Knowledge of Bodhicitta

The concept of bodhicitta or cittotpiida probably first became known to a European not
through Sanskrit but through Tibetan sources. Francesco Orazio della Penna (1681-1745), an
Italian Capuchin,6 must have learned about bodhicitta from Tsong-kha-pa B10-bzang-gragspa's (1357-1419) famous Lam rim chen mo, which he trans1ated. 7 As this translation has
unfortunately not been preserved, we do not know how he actually treated the theme. Another
Italian father, the Jesuit Ippolito Desideri (1684-1733), acquired during his five-year stay
(1716-1721) in Lhasa an excellent knowledge of the Tibetan language and religion, and made
excerpts of many Tibetan works starting with the Lam rim chen mo. It is possible that he also
discussed the theory of bodhicitta in the third book of his Relazione (to which I have no
access), which is said to be entirely devoted to a description of Tibetan religions. s

cig ni sems bskyed kyi phon yon I ehos kho cig ni sems bskyed kyi 'bras bu sle I Iheg po chen po 'i ehos ni sems
bskyedpa [=par/la?] ma 'duspo med do II.
3

WADDELL 1895.

4 Walpola Rahula, for example, complained that scholars tend to neglect the ethical aspect of Buddhist teachings:
"Ethical Conduct (Silo) is built on the vast conception of universal love and compassion for an living beings, on
which the Buddha's teaching is based. It is regrettable that many scholars forget this great ideal of the Buddha's
teaching, and indulge in only dry philosophical and metaphysical divagations when they talk and write about
Buddhism" (RAHULA 1974: 46).
5

NAKAMURA 1980: 323, n. 24.

Dena Penna was only one of the many eighteenth-century Capuchins and Jesuits who acquired good
knowledge of Tibetan. He lived in Lhasa from 1716 to 1732 and compiled a Tibetan dictionary (35,000 words),
which was later translated into English by F. C. G. Schroeter and published in Serampore in 1826 (DE JONG
1987a: 12).

6

7 Dena Penna's translation of the Lam rim chen mo is apparently mentioned (among his other writings) in his
chronological summary of Tibetan history published by Antonio Giorgi in his Alphabelum Tibelanum
Missionum Apostolieorum Commodo Editum, Rome, 1762 (DE JONG 1987a: 12).
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The study of the Indian sources of Mahayana Buddhism in Sanskrit began in the West
in 1837, when the Societe Asiatique received from Brian Houghton Hodgson (1800--1894),
who was then in Kathmandu, eighty-eight Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts. That same year,
Eugene Burnouf (1801-1852) started reading the SaddharmapUlJcjarlkasutra, and in 1839 he
completed a translation of it, which appeared only after his death.9 This sutra expounds the
concept of 'one vehicle' (ekayiina: theg pa gcig) and one goal (i.e. Buddhahood). As a means
of attaining this goal, the realisation of emptiness (sunyatii: stong pa nyitf) and the generation
of bodhicitta are taught at the end of the fourth chapter. 10
Unlike L. A. Waddell, Emil Schlagintweit (1835-1904), in his famous book Buddhism
in Tibet (first published in 1863), does mention the idea of bodhicitta at least once, when
discussing the so-called 'code of eight specific duties' drawn up for a more general Tibetan
Buddhist public. I I He based himself on Alexander Csoma de Karas (1784-1842), who in tum
must have based himself on Tsong-kha-pa's Lam rim chen mo.

3. Monographs on the Study of Bodhicitta
I am aware of two monographs on bodhicitta: (a) A Study of Bodhicitta (in Japanese) by
Taishii Tagami, published in 1990,12 and (b) Francis Brassard's The Concept of Bodhicitta in
Siintideva's Bodhicaryiivatiira, published in 2000. Taishii Tagami (Komazawa University)
has devoted much of his research life to the topic, and his monograph, which is an
investigation into the origin and development of the bodhicitta concept, is the product of
several years of study and his most important publication on the subject. His works are often
mentioned by Hajime Nakamura in his book Indian Buddhism when referring to the concept
of bodhicitta. Brassard's monograph is a study of the nature and function of bodhicitta and its
relationship to the spiritual path as delineated by Santideva in his Bodhicaryiivatiira.

(a) Taishii Tagami (1990)
On the basis of a summary and a detailed table of contents in English which Tagami helpfully
provides,13 I shall briefly describe the subject matter of his monograph here. The book
contains eight chapters. In addition, there is a general introduction, conclusion, and appendix
to the book followed by the surmnary and table of contents in English. In the introduction, the
author discusses the problems connected with the study of bodhicitta and provides an outline
of the eight chapters. Two important points are made in the first chapter with regard to nonMahayana Buddhist sutras: (a) several terms, such as sal!lvega, which correspond to the term
bodhicitta, are found in non-Mahayana sutras, but their meanings and functions are different
from those of the term bodhicitta found in Mahayana sutras, and (b) terms such as bodhicitta
The manuscript of Desideri's work was discovered by C. Puini in 1875 but was published only in 1904.
Luciano Petech and Giuseppe Tucci praised his study of Tibetan Buddhism as well in advance of his time (DE
JONG 1987a: 13).
8

9

DE JONG 1987a: 19.

10 Otherwise the theory of emptiness (§iinyatiij seldom occurs in the SaddhaJwapulJ(iarlkasiitra. There seems to
be some disagreement regarding the relative chronology of the individual chapters of the siitra. For details, see
VEITER 2001: 82-87, where it is maintained that the SaddharmapulJ(iarlkasiitra represents a strand of
'Mahayana without Prajiiapiiramita.'

" SCHLAGINTWEIT 1863: 106: "To form in one's mind the resolution to strive to attain the highest degree of
perfection, in order to be united with the supreme intelligence."
12

I am grateful to Kazuo Kana (University of Kyoto/Hamburg) for presenting me a copy of this book.

13

TAGAMI1990: 519-532.
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and sambodhicitta are not found in non-Mahayana siitras. Tagami regards the term afiiiiicitta
as the ~riginal word for what later came to be denoted by bodhicitta. 14 He thus maintains that
the concept of bodhicitta (although not the term) was extant already in the non-Mahayana
siitras. In the second chapter, Tagami discusses the term bodhicitta in Abhidharma literature.
Although two of the three subheadings of this chapter refer to mahiibodhicitta (in the
Prajfiaptisiistra) and bodhicitta (in the Mahiivibhii~iisiistra), it seems that these terms actually
do not occur in the respective two works. Furthermore, Tagami states, the word laukikiigratii
occurring in the Jiiiinaprasthiina is the corresponding Abhidharma term for bodhicitta. I,
however, find this proposition very problematic.
The third chapter examines how bodhicitta figures in the Mahiivastu. The fourth
chapter contains a discussion of the Chinese translations of the word bodhicitta by fifteen
famous translators and an examination of the term bodhicitta in Sanskrit sources, namely, the
Vajracchedikii, Kiisyapaparivarta, A~fasiihasrikii, Sukhiivatzvyiiha, SaddharmapUl:u/arzkasiitra, Dasabhiimikasiitra, and Gwujavyiihasiitra. The fifth chapter presents the features and
functions of bodhicitta. Among other things, Tagami proposes that bodhicitta has a function
similar to that of a mnemonic formula (dhiiriIlJz: gzungs sngags). He also provides cases
where bodhicitta is equated with emptiness (siinyatii: stong pa nyid). The sixth chapter deals
with the nature and development of the bodhicitta concept in some important Mahayana
siitras. Bodhicitta is investigated there under the aspect of its being (a) an indispensable
precondition for the revelation of the buddhadhiitu or tathiigatagarbha, (b) an altruistic
practice, (c) an equivalent of siinyatii, and (d) an equivalent of tathiigatadhiitu. The first two
apparently correspond to what I call ethico-spiritual bodhicitta, and the latter two to
ontological bodhicitta.
The seventh chapter presents the theory of bodhicitta according to various Mahayana
siistras, such as the Mahiiyiinasiitriila1'(lkiira. It also discusses the relationship between the
theory of bodhicitta and that of the tathiigatagarbha. The eighth chapter discusses the place
of bodhicitta within tantric Buddhism, mainly as
exemplified in the
Vairocaniibhisa1'(lbodhitantra. In sum, Tagami comes to the following four conclusions: (1)
The term bodhicitta is uniquely Buddhist but is not found in non-Mahayana sources. (2) The
term found in none Mahayana siitras for bodhicitta is afifiiicitta, and the corresponding nonMahayana term used in Abhidharma sources is laukikiigratii. (3) The term bodhicitta
according to the Mahayana scriptures means 'thought of Enlightenment' and not 'thought to
Enlightenment.' (The difference between the two is, however, not quite clear to me. It may be
that Tagami is making here a case for an ontological or gnoseological interpretation of
bodhicitta (i.e. citta whose nature is characterised by bodhi) against an ethico-spiritual
interpretation (i.e. citta that is directed towards the attainment of bodhi). (4) The function of
bodhicitta is similar to that of a dhiiralJz.
(b) Francis Brassard (2000)

Francis Brassard, in attempting to understand the nature and function of bodhicitta in the
Bodhicaryiivatiira, presents two opposing interpretations by Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki and
Sangharakshita, compares and contrasts them, and then offers his own interpretation.
According to him, Suzuki understood bodhicitta as an 'instigator of a brute force' which is

14 Also noted in NAKAMURA 1980: 70, n. 74. Cf. also CPD, s.vv. aiiiiiicilta and abhiiiiiiicilta. Note, however, that
the Sriivakabhiimi (p. 356.23) has iijiiiicitta (Tib. kun shes par bya ba'i sems). See also the BHSD (s.v. iijiiii,
which indicates the Bodhisattvabhiimi as one of the sources), where the term has been translated as 'a mind
disposed to perfect knowledge.' Presumably, the term iijiiiicilta will have to be examined in the light of the three
undefiled faculties, namely, iijiiiisyiimlndriya (kun shes par byed pa'i dbang po), iijiiendriya (kun shes pa'i
dbang po), and iijiiiitiivlndriya (kun shes pa dang ldan pa 'i dbang po), which are among the twenty-two faculties
(indriya) discussed in the Abhidharmakosa and elsewhere.
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'totally devoid of knowledge' and as having a 'definitive conative connotation,' and thus he
translated it as a 'desire for enlightenment.,ls If this is indeed the case, Suzuki's notion of
bodhicitta would not seem to fit into any of the five typologies of bodhicitta which I discuss
in my work. Sangharakshita, on. the other hand, interprets bodhicitta as a 'will to
enlightenment,' or 'going for refuge,' and that too on a 'cosmic scale.' According to Brassard,
Suzuki interpreted bodhicitta in 'conative,' 'purely motivational' and 'functional' terms, and
Sangharakshita in 'metaphysical' ones. He himself goes on to interpret bodhicitta within what
he calls a 'soterio10gical context,' which takes three aspects of bodhicitta (namely,
'functional,' 'metaphysical,' and.'ethical' ones) into consideration, as well as their role 'in the
process of spiritual transformation.' Bodhicitta, in the context of the spiritual path, can,
according to him, possibly assume three functions, that is, it can function as: (I) a 'desire for
enlightenment,' where desire is an 'act of will,' and by extension a 'commitment,' (2) an
'object of concentration,' and (3) a 'basis for the cultivation of awareness.,16
4. Articles on Bodhicitta

Several articles that deal with bodhicitta or cittotpiida have appeared. In the following few
paragraphs, I shall attempt to review some of the most important ones accessible to me.
(a) Kumataro Kawada (1965)

In 1965 the Japanese scholar Kumatar6 Kawada wrote an article in German about both the
transcendent and immanent nature of bodhicitta. Bodhicitta is discussed there in a
philosophical context under four points: (1) the problems related to the transcendent and
immanent nature of bodhicitta, (2) the relation between bodhicitta and dharmatii, (3)
methodological relativisation, and (4) concluding observations.
(1) Under the first point, Kawada states that the transcendent nature of bodhicitta is
analysed in great detail and with great precision in both llinayana and Mahayana sources,
thereby suggesting that bodhicitta as an idea is common to both the Mahayana and nonMahayana systems. Kawada's assumption seems to be based on his usage of the term
bodhicitta in a strictly 'gnoseological' sense, that is, as the gnosis of a buddha. In any case,
the point he goes on to make is that although it might appear as if only the transcendent nature
of bodhicitta is important in Buddhism, in reality immanence too figures in, if one but
considers the concept of apratisthitanirviilJa, which implies that one is able to transcend
salJ!siira (or attain nirviilJa) and yet remain within salJ!siira and continue carrying out salvific
activities. Kawada also addresses the relationship between the transcendent and immanent
nature of bodhicitta, viewing it as a problem that may be resolved in several ways. One ofthe
ways to explain the link between transcendence and immanence is on the basis of the
relationship between bodhicitta and the highest reality (dharmatii).
(2) Under the second point, he discusses three matters: (a) the notion that the highest
truth or reality (dharmatii) is the 'master,' (b) the idea that one becomes awakened by gaining
insight into the eternal dharmatii, and (c) the Buddhist claim of the absoluteness of truth.
Under the first subpoint, he explains that a buddha, a bodhisattva, and bodhicitta are all
dependent on the dharmatii, whereas the dharmatii is eternal and is independent of them. In
other words, to use my typologies, 'gnoseological' bodhicitta and the beings who possess it
are dependent on the 'ontological' one. Under the second subpoint, he argues that it is by
gaining cognitive insight into the enduring dharmatii that one obtains bodhicitta (in its
IS Cf. SINGH 1977: 31-32, where Suzuki's positions on bodhicitta, as found in his Outlines of Mahiiyiina
Buddhism, have been summarised.
16

BRASSARD 2000: 27.
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'gnoseological' sense) and becomes awakened, and it is at this juncture that both the
transcendent and immanent nature of bodhicitta can unfold. Under the third subpoint, he notes
that Buddhism, like other religions and philosophies, lays claim to the absoluteness oftruth.
(3) Since every philosophy and religion lays claim to absoluteness, it is, according to
Kawada, methodologically sensible for each of them to transcend itself, find its own methods
of putting itself into perspective, and scrutinise the claims regarding the universality of truth
made by it and others; otherwise any mutual understanding among them would give way to
narrow-minded mutual deprecation. For Buddhist philosophy, he recommends the
transcendent and immanent nature of bodhicitta as a suitable and practical point of reference.
(4) In the concluding part of the article, he refers to the four kinds of sraddhii
mentioned in the Mahiiyiinasraddhotpiida, namely, those pertaining to the 'root' (called
pauriiIJasthitidharmatii in the Lm'lkiivatiirasiitra), Buddha, Dharma, and SaIllgha. According
to him, for one who has only the last three in mind, the Three Jewels would remain only
immanent, but for one who has all four in mind, the Three Jewels would be transcendent and
immanent simultaneously.
(b) LaI Mani Joshi (1971)

The article by La! Mani Joshi published in 1971 is one of the most useful on bodhicitta. By
refening to a number of source texts including the Vajradhvajasiitra, A!itasiihasrikii,
Nairiitmyapariprcchiisiitra,
GaIJdavyiihasiitra,
Guhyasamiijatantra,
Hevajratantra,
Bodhisattvabhiimi, Mahiiyiinasiitriilal'{lkiira, Bodhicittotpiidasiistra (attributed to one
Vasubandhu), Abhisamayiilal'{lkiira, Dharmasa/'flgraha (attributed to Nagarjuna),
Sik!iiisamuccaya, Bodhicaryiivatiira, First Bhiivaniikrama, Prajiiopayaviniscayasiddhi (by
Anailgavajra), and Jiiiinasiddhi (by Indrabhiiti), the author attempts a historical survey of the
bodhicitta concept. He makes it clear that the concept does not occur in the early Pali
literature (i.e. in non-Mahayana Buddhism), whereas it is pervasive in both tantric and nontantric Mahayana. He refers to several aspects and types of bodhicitta, including its nature,
subdivisions, causes, significance, and benefits, eulogies of it, and similes for it. Apart from
the common meaning of bodhicitta, he refers to a 'highly philosophical and absolutistic' idea
of bodhicitta (i.e. in the sense of what I call 'ontological' bodhicitta), the idea ofVajrasattva
being bodhicitta, and the design~tion of the union of emptiness (siinyatii: stong pa nyid) and
compassion (karuIJii: snying rje), the union of insight (prajiiii: shes rab) and efficient
strategies (upiiya: thabs), the fluids of virility (sulo-a: khu ba), and great bliss (mahiisukha:
bde ba chen po) as bodhicitta. The various notions of bodhicitta, however, have not. been
placed by him into any historical or doctrinal context, and seem to stand isolated from each
other.
(c) S. K. Nanayakkara (1971)

S. K. Nanayakkara's overview of bodhicitta in the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism published by
the Government of Ceylon is one of the most informative such accounts that I have
encountered. Nanayakkara maintains that bodhicitta is an important concept common to
Theravada (implicitly) and tantric and non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism. He has also showed
that in non-tantric Mahayana bodhicitta 'developed along both ethical and metaphysical
lines,' and that in" due course these two aspects were blended together. Further, he states that
in tantric Mahayana bodhicitta came to be regarded as great bliss (mahiisukha: bde ba chen
po). One of the strengths of this article is that it gives many important primary sources, which
show the historical development of the concept of bodhicitta. However, Nanayakkara makes
some problematic comparisons. For example, he states that in non-tantric Mahayana
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bodhicitta was developed along 'pantheistic lines' and came to be 'analogous to the Brahman
concept of the Upani$ads.'17
(d) Lobsang Dargay (1981)

An article by Lobsang Dargay entitled "The View of Bodhicitta in Tibetan Buddhism" was
published in 1981. In this article, Dargay-taking Tsong-kha-pa and Mi-pham rNam-rgyalrgya-mtsho (1846-1912) as his test cases--demonstrated how Tibetan schoiarsattempted to
harmonise the divergent views of bodhicitta found in Indian sources. As the basis for his
discussion, he employed the commentaries on the Abhisamayiila/!1kiira by Tsong-kha-pa and
Mi_pham. 18 He seems to have chosen these scholars as representatives of the youngest and the
oldest schools of Tibetan Buddhism, respectively.
Three topics regarding bodhicitta are dIscussed: (I) the problem concerning the
placement of prmJidhicitta ('the resolve to aspire') and prasthiinacitta ('the resolve to set
out') on the different levels of the bodhisattva paths, (2) conventional and absolute bodhicitta,
and (3) the issue of whether bodhicitta is mind (citta: sems) or a mental factor
(caitta!caitasika: sems las byung ba). Under the first point, Dargay addresses several issues.
He notes that prasthiinacitta is said to involve the practice of the six perfections (piiramitii:
pha rol tu phyin pa) on the one hand, and to be already active at the intermediate level on the
path of accumulation (sa/!1bhiiramiirga: tshogs kyi lam)-that is, while one is still an ordinary
person (Prthagjana: so so/so'i skye bo)--on the other. Consequently, he raises the following
questions: How can a bodhisattva who is still a prthagjana and who has no direct insight into
true reality possess the perfection of insight (prajfiiipiiramitii: shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin
pa)? Do pra1)idhicitta and prasthiinacitta start simultaneously from the very beginning and
continue until the very end, that is, the stage of a buddha? Or do they start and end at different
levels of the bodhisattva path? Dargay shows that some Tibetan scholars leave some of these
questions umesolved and that various other scholars, even within the same school, come up
with different solutions. He shows, for example, that 'Jam-dbyangs-bzhad-pa (1648-1721),
although a dGe-Iugs-pa, deviates from Tsong-kha-pa, and that Mi-pham, although a rNyingma-pa, deviates from 'Jigs-med-gling-pa (1729/30-1798). Dargay then goes on to present the
explanations of conventional and absolute bodhicitta offered by Tsong-kha-pa and Mi-pham.
The discussion of the third point is based mainly on Indian sources and ends with the
conclusion that although Tibetans were aware of divergent Indian views on this issue, they
held the view of Haribhadra (who flourished in the later part of the 8th century) and his
disciples as authoritative.
(e) Gareth Sparham (1987)

Gareth Sparham's article "Background Material for the First of the Seventy Topics of
Maitreya-niitha's Abhisamayiila/!1kiira," which appeared in 1987, deals with the meaning of
cittotpiida in Abhisamayiila/!1kiira 19-20. The aim of the article is to explain 'what cittotpiida
is and how it is to be defined.' Sparham attempts to do this by (1) supplying the context of the
verses in the Prajfiiipiiramitii tradition in general and in the Abhisamayiila/!1kiira in particular,
(2) explaining some of the metaphysical implications of the verses according to traditional
exegesis, and (3) presenting translations of the pertinent commentaries on the verses, namely,
Haribhadra's Abhisamayiila/!1kiirii!oka and Tsong-kha-pa's Legs bshad gser phreng. The
issue of whether cittotpiida is citta or caitta is also discussed in this context. Furthermore,

17 NANAYAKKARA 1971: 184.
18

That is, Tsong-kha-pa's famous Legs bshad gser phreng and Mi-pham's mNgon rlogs rgyan 'grel.
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according to him, all Indian and Tibetan Mahayana writers seem to agree that a fully qualified
cittotpiida requires two objects of appropriation: (a) bodhi, which a bodhisattva hopes to
attain, and (b) the benefit of other sattvas, which he hopes to accomplish. The first is seen as
the means of achieving the second.
(0 Gareth Sparham (1992)

In 1992 Gareth Sparham wrote another article, entitled "Indian Altruism: A Study of the
Terms bodhicittaand cittotpiida," in which he attempted to trace the origin of the cittotpiida
doctrine and also to demonstrate how its origin differs from that of bodhicitta. He further goes
on to differentiate the meanings of bodhicitta, cittotpiida, and bodhicittotpiida. According to
him, the concept of cittotpiida can be traced in a later part of the A$tasiihasrikii (named by
him the 'Origin-Passage'), which he cites, translates, and comments upon. 19 Noting that the
Origin-Passa~e is corroborated by the Ratnagw:zasaf!lcaya, he then makes the following
.
observations: 0
Based on the Origin-Passage, cittotpiida was originally an attitude, construed out of the wilful
manipulation of ideas or imagination, that welled up within the person banishing negativism and
depression and inspiring further effort. In the earliest formulation of cittotpiida this uplifting of
the heart was to be caused by thinking about living beings in a certain fashion: (a) imagining
them to be relatives and (b) reflecting on the sameness of them and oneself. Such thoughts or
ideas were to make bearable the difficult work of a bodhisattva. Although altruistic sentiments
are clearly identifiable in the Origin-Passage there is no unequivocal altruistic message, in the
sense of an exhortation urging the bodhisattva to make work for others his primary motivation.
It should be stated that although the Origin-Passage does use the expression cittam
utpiidayitavyam twice, the term cittotpiida itself does not occur there. This may be because
the Origin-Passage indeed represents an early pre-terminological passage, that is, one where
the technical term cittotpiida has not yet been fixed. 21 Sparham, however, seems to make no
distinction between what one might call the pre-terminological cittam utpiidayitavyam and the
terminological word cittotpiida, and argues as though the latter can already be found in the
Origin-Passage.
Next, Sparham distinguishes the terms bodhicitta and cittotpiida. 22 According to him,
the component citta in bodhicitta refers to 'something more fundamental' (i.e. prakrtis
cittasya prabhiisvarii: sems kyi rang bzhin 'od gsal ba), and the bodhi in bodhicittq to the
'Prajfiaparamita herself.' On the other hand, citta in cittotpiida (which compound, according
to him, occurs in the Origin-Passage) is understood as something that needs to be generated
by a 'set of notions' (saf!ljiiii: 'du shes). He further states that the meaning of cittotpiida in the
Origin-Passage underwent transformation and was later divided into conventional and
ultimate bodhicittotpiida, as follows: Conventional bodhicittotpiida is 'concerned with
conventional realities such as the needs of other living beings and the attainment of
enlightenment,' whereas ultimate bodhicittotpiida is 'none other than the original bodhicitta'
(i.e. 'the non-dual liberating vision and the ultimate reality called Prajfiaparamita,' which I
call 'gnoseological' and 'ontological' bodhicitta, respectively). According to Sparham,

19 SPARHAM 1992: 224-227.
20

Ibid., 227-228.

This seems to be also the case with the technical term bodhicitta; that is, the terminological word bodhicitta
was developed later from earlier pre-terminological expressions such as bodhiiya cittam utpadyate to which I
shan return later. Schmithausen pointed out to me that a similar case seemingly exists with regard to
satipa!!hiina and satim upa!!hapeti.
21
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bodhicitta and cittotpiida were originally different in meaning, and later bodhicitta became
more popular as a shortened form of bodhicittotpiida.
Sparham then goes on to discuss the lineage of the ¥:ractice of the sameness of self and
others (pariitmasamatii: bdag dang gzhan du mnyam pa). 3 In this context, he, following La
Vallee Poussin, makes the follOWIng two observations about the idea of pariitmasamatii
expressed by Santideva: 24 (1) 'self and other are ultimately undifferentiated,' and (2)
'empathy with the plight of others is natural because one shares feelings of happiness and
sorrow in common with them.' The former is said to be a doctrine of the Prajfiapiiramita
scriptures, whereas the latter, which is not distinctly Buddhist, is said to be found in preMahayana texts. The rest of the article makes an attempt to trace the so-called 'seven-point
lineage' (rgyu 'bras man ngag bdun) recognised in Tibet and concludes with some remarks
about the place of altruism in Mahayana Buddhism?5 I shall return to this article by Sparham
in chapter five, where I discuss some of the ideas presented by him in more detail.

5.. Studies on Bodhicitta in Specific Canonical Works
Although it is beyond the scope of this study to undertake a survey of all editions,
translations, and summaries of Mahayana sutras and siistras dealing in one way or the other
with the topic of bodhicitta, there exist several studies each of which makes a valuable
contribution to understanding how bodhicitta is used in a specific work, and which should
therefore be mentioned here, however briefly. Since numerous publications dealing with
bodhicitta are in Japanese, I shall list here some of them, even though it has not been always
possible to locate them or to assess them.
Ulrich Pagel has discussed bodhicitta or cittotpiida in his studies of the
Bodhisattvapitaka published in 1994 and 1995. The idea that a bodhisattva becomes a buddha
at the very instant bodhicitta is first ~enerated~an idea found in the Satasiihasrikii-has been
noted by David Seyfort Ruegg. 6 Likewise the notion that a bodhisattva attains
vajropamasamiidhi immediately after the generation of bodhicitta, as stated in the
Pancavirrzsatisiihasrikii, has also been pointed out by him?? In 1972 Taishii Tagami addressed
the meaning of upiiya and cittotpiida in the SaddharmapUlJ¢arfkasutra. 28 The chapter on
bodhicittotpiida and vinayacitta in the Dasabhumikasutra was dealt with in a 1966 article by
Yukinori Tokiya. 29 In 1993 Jens Braarvig discussed prathamacittotpiida, the first of the
eighty 'inexhaustible factors' (a~aya: mi zad pa), in his study of the
A~ayamatinirdeSasutra.30 Just as lotuses grow in mud, so too does bodhicitta grow in the
heap of intellectual-emotional defilements (klda: nyon mongs pa); this comparison, found in
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the VimalakirtinirdeSasiitra, is briefly mentioned by A. K. Warder. 31 The account of Mara's
generation of bodhicitta found in the Siiramgamasamiidhisiitra has also drawn the attention of
some scholars. 32 Chish6 Narnai wrote an article on svacittiidhi$fhiina, treating it as an aspect
of bodhicitta in the Gm:u;!avyiihasiitra,33 and another on bodhicittabhiivanii in tantric
Buddhism. 34 Warder has remarked that the main theme of the Gm:u;!avyiihasiitra is the quest
for awakening, which begins with bodhicitta. He has also taken note of the numerous similes
(involving such things as alchemy and a certain gem) used in that siitra to describe
bodhicitta. 35 For the entry bodhicitta in his Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, Franklin
Edgerton has drawn on the Mahiivyutpatti, Lalitavistarasiitra, and Gm:u;lavyiihasiitra. In
particular, he refers to the glorification of bodhicitta in the Gm:u;!avyiihasiitra (cited in the
Sik$iisamuccaya in abbreviated form).36
Helmut Eimer, discussing the four caryiis and ten bhiimis in the Mahiivastu, noted that
the work belongs to a period during which the term bodhicitta was formed, and stated that the
presentation of the praflidhicaryii and bhiimis in it reflects the actual meaning of bodhicitta,
even though the latter has not yet become a fixed term. 37 The technical term bodhicitta,
however, does occur in the Mahiivastu. 38 Seyfort Ruegg, referring to Demieville, pointed out
that the bodhisattva's non-regression after the first generation of bodhicitta is mentioned in
SaI]1gharak~a's supplement to the Yogiiciirabhiim(.39 There exist two articles on cittotpiida in
the Yogiiciirabhiimi, one published in 1971 by T. Tagami,40 and the other in 1981 by K.
Ozawa. 41 Summaries of the cittotpiida chapter of the Bodhisattvabhiimi have been made by
several scholars. 42 Wogihara and Dutt's editions of the text have been valuable contributions
as well. 43 The cittotpiida chapter of the Bodhisattvabhiimi was translated into Japanese by K.
S6ma. 44 The edition and translation of the Mahiiyiinasiitriilamkiira and one of its
31
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commentaries published by Sylvain Levi in 1907 and the edition and translation of the
Sikeiisamuccaya published by Cecil Bendall and W. H. D. Rouse in 1922 should also be noted
here. Deserving mention, too, in this context are a study of cittotpiida in the
Abhisamayiila/'flkiira by Hirofumi Isoda, published in 1970,45 and Naoya Funahashi's 1988
article on the cittotpiida chapter bfthe Mahiiyiinasutriila/'flkiira. 46
Takasaki, in his study of the Ratnagotravibhi'iga, has noted that the main theme of the
*Mahiiyiinadharmadhiitvavise:jasiistra, a small work attributed within the Chinese tradition to
Saramati, is bodhicitta, which is presented there under twelve points of view. The author
takes it to be synonymous with cittapra/q'ti and tathi'igatagarbha. 47 Tagarrii, too, wrote an
article on the concept of bodhicitta in the same text. 48 Another article in Japanese, by Kyosen
Ito, is about the meaning of bodhicitta and tathiigatagarbha in the Ratnagotravibhi'iga. 49
Tesshu Kaneko has studied bodhicitta in the context of Japanese Buddhism with special
reference to the ninth consciousness (i.e. Paramartha's amalavijfiiina).5o The
Bodhicittotpiidasi'istra attributed to one Vasubandhu, which must have been very popular in
China, was studied by Bhadanta Santi Bhiksu51 as well as by Shinten Sakai. 52 A study of the
Chinese commentary on the Bodhicittotpiidasastra by K. Yamaguchi appeared in 1949. 53
Peter Harvey also briefly discussed what I call 'ontological' bodhicitta in the context of the
'shining,' 'radiant,' or 'brightly shining' citta and tathi'igatagarbha, alluding to several
sources such as the A:jfasiihasrikii. 54
Of all works dealing with bodhicitta, Santideva's Bodhicaryiivatiira has received the
greatest attention. One cannot possibly talk about bodhicitta without reference to it. 55
Furthermore, the ten kinds of cittotpiida, each linked with one of the ten bhumis and
piiramitiis in the Madhyamakiivatiira, have been noted by Seyfort Ruegg. 56 The praise of

45

Hirofumi Isoda, "A Study on Cittotpada in the Abhisamayiilmikiira." rBK 19/1, 1970, pp. 71-76.

46 Naoya Funahashi, "A Study on the Cittotpiida Chapter of the Mahiiyiinasutriilaf!/kiira." rBK 3711,1988, pp.
43-49.

47

TAKASAK11966: 45-46.

Taishii Tagami, "On the Thought of Enlightenment (bodhicitta) in the Mahiiyiinadharmadhiitvavise"asiistra."
Komazawa Daigaku Bukkyo Oakubu Kenkyu Kiyo 44/1-1,1986, pp. 418-432.

48

Kyosen Ito, "Bodhicitta and the Meaning of Tathagatagarbha in the Ratnagotra-mahayana-uttaratantra-sastra."
Buzan Kyogaku Taikai Kiyo 14, 1986, pp. 71-82 [not seen].

49

50 Tesshu Kaneko, "Study on Bodhicitta according to Hochibo ShOshin: With Special Reference to the Ninth
Consciousness." Tendai OakuM 26, 1984, pp. 154-157 [not seen].

Bhadanta Santi Bhikshu, Bodhicittotpiidasutra-siistra of Vas[u]bandhu. In Visva-Bharati: Annals BA, vol. 2,
1949 [not seen; ref. according to CLAUSON 1952: 18, no. 171; POTTER 1970: 31, nos. 541, 543].
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52 Shinten Sakai, "About the Bodhicittotpadasastra." Mikkyo Bunka (Kyosan) 2, 1947, pp. 1-5 [not seen; ref.
according to POTTER 1970: 31, no. 542].
53 K. Yamaguchi, "A Study on an Old Manuscript of the Commentary to the Bodhicittotpiida-siistra." Bukkyo
Shigaku 1, 1949, pp. 70-80 [not seen; ref. according to CLAUSON 1952: 56, no. 541].
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HARVEY 1995: 174-179.

The large number of translations into various Western languages is itself testimony to modern scholars'
interest in the Bodhicaryiivatiira. See, for example, the details provided in GOMEZ 1999 and PFANDT 1986: 1819. The extent of its use for thematic studies cannot, however, be assessed here.
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SEYFORT RUEGG 1981: 71, n. 229.
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bodhicitta in the Carytigftikosa has also drawn the attention of some scholars. 57 Along the
same lines, Herbert Guenther wrote an article on the eulogising of bodhicitta. 58 It has been
noted, too, that the fundamental idea of the Subhti$itasarrzgraha seems to be citta or
bodhicitta. 59 The notion of bodhicitta in KamalaSIla's First and Second Bhtivantikrama has
been discussed briefly by both Tucci and Seyfort Ruegg. 60 An article in Japanese on the two
kinds of bodhicitta in the Bhtivantikrama was published in 1988 by Morinobu Asano. 61
Similarly, Atisa's excursus on bodhicitta in his Ratnakarm:u;lodghtita was discussed by Izumi
Miyazaki in 1994. 62 Seyfort Ruegg has drawn attention to the first chapter of
Abhayakaragupta's Munimattilarrzktira, where bodhicitta is treated as the main subject
together with the tathtigatagarbha and ekaytina theories. 63 Schmithausen, in his book Maitrl
and Magic, refers to the occurrence of the bodhicitta concept in the MahtimtiyurWkti and
notes that the text explicitly states that the emergence of bodhicitta in ntigas entails their
.
friendliness towards other sentient beings. 64
Snellgrove'S introduction to the study of the Hevajratantra mentions the various
notions of bodhicitta found in that tantra. 65 The remarkable definition of bodhicitta in the
Guhyasamtijatantra has understandably occupied many scholars. 66 The meaning of bodhicitta
in the Vairocantibhisarrzbodhitantra has been discussed by Nobuo Otsuka, who wrote two
articles on the subject in Japanese. 67 In this connection, three articles in Hindi should be
mentioned, namely, one on the significance of bodhicitta in Buddhist tantric traditions by
Chhog Dorjee, one on absolute bodhicitta in Paramit1iyana and Vajrayana by Acarya Gyaltsen
Namdol, and one on the development of bodhicitta in Vajrayana by Banarasl La1. 68 The last
one contains several particularly useful citations from tantric sources.
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NAKAMURA 1980: 341.

" Herbert Guenther, "In Praise of Bodhicitta." Stepping Stones 118, Kalimpong, 1951. See "Herbert V.
Guenther's Publications" (in KAWAMURA & SCOTT 1977: xv). Although I have not seen this article, it
presumably discusses the eulogy of bodhicitla in the GalJ¢avyuhasutra. See DASGUPTA 1958: 8-9, n. I.
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NAKAMURA 1980: 388.
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First Bhiivanakrama: 157-158; cf SEYFORTRuEGG 1981: 96-99.
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Morinobu Asano, "On the Two Kinds of bodhicitla in the Bhiivanakrama." IBK 36/2, 1988, pp. 916-9·18.

Izumi Miyazaki, "AtHa's Theory of the Bodhicitta." IBK 43/2, 1994, pp. 858-863. Cf Kaie Mochizuki, "Der
Bodhicitta-Abschnitt in Atisa's RatnakaralJ¢odghara." Suguro Shinjo Hakase Kokikinen Ronbunshu, SankibO
Busshorin, Tokyo, vol. I, 1996, pp. 51-85 [not seen].
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SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 115.
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SCHMITHAUSEN 1997: 61--{i2, n. 148.

SNELLGROVE 1959: 25. Tsuyoshi Seki is said to have written an article in Japanese about the concept of
bodhicitta in the Hevajratantra. I have, however, not been able to locate the bibliographical details ofthis article.
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NAKAMURA 1980: 333, nn. 25 & 26.

Nobuo Otsuka, "Idea of Bodhicitta in the VairocanabhisaTpbodhi-tantra." Buzan Kyogaku Taikai Kiyo, vol. 16,
1988, pp. 83-97; "On Bodhicitta as Described in the VairocanabhisaIJ1bodhi-tantra." IBK 3711, 1988, pp. 258260. See also Yiikei Matsunaga, "On the Development of the Teaching of Bodhicitta in Tantric Buddhism."
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The reference to bodhicitta in the early Tibetan work bSam gtan mig sgron as 'great
bliss' (bde ba chen po) has been alluded to by Samten Kannay.69 Kannay also discusses the
idea of bodhicitta found in two Tun-huang manuscripts, namely, those of the Rig pa 'i khu
byug (along with its commentary). and the sBas pa'i rgum chung. 70 He further refers to the
different meanings bodhicitta had for early Tibetan masters, as recorded by Rong-zom-pa in
his commentary on the ITa phreng. 71 The type of bodhicitta thematised in the commentary
seems to be of the psycho-physiological type. Karmay also discusses the 'five excellencies'
(che ba Inga) of the rDzogs-chen 'gnoseo-ontological' concept of bodhicitta as presented by
Rong-zom-pa in his Theg chen tshul jug.72 The importance of bodhicitta in the rDzogs-chen
tradition has been discussed briefly by David Gennano in his study of Klong-chen-pa's Tshig
don mdzod. 73 Finally, Eva Neumaier-Dargyay translated the Kun byed rgyal po, an important
rDzogs-chen tantra which greatly highlights the concept of ontological bodhicitta. 74
6. On Translating the Term Bodhicitta

Looking at how the term bodhicitta has been translated may be expected to give us an idea of
how it has been understood by modem scholars. It has been translated in various ways, some
of which were already noted by Dayal in 1932. 75 The term was translated as 'intelligenceheart' by Suzuki; as 'primordial essence of mind' by Masaharu Anesaki;76 and as 'thoughtenlightenment' by Bendall and Rouse. 77 Erich Frauwallner, in his Die Philosofhie des
Buddhismus, has translated bodhicitta as 'der Gedanke an die Erleuchtung.'7 Moritz
Winternitz has translated it as 'der Wille zu Erleuchtung.'79 And Herbert Guenther has
translated byang chub kyi sems (bodhicitta) in the rDzogs-chen context as 'intending toward
limpid clearness and consummate perspicacity.'8o Furthennore, Brassard records seven

69KARMAY 1988: 117.
See ibid., 41-59 (for the study of the Rig pa'i khu byug along with its commentary); 59-76 (for the study of
the sBas pa 'i rgum chung). These studies include both texts and translations.
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Ibid., 156, n. 88

72

Ibid., 114, n. 40.

73

GERMANO 1992: 878-879.

74

NEUMAIER-DARGYAY 1992.

75

DAYAL 1932: 58-59.

76

Ibid., 58.

BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 53. See the comments in VON STAEL-HoLSTEIN 1933: v: "Bendall and Rouse (page
53) translates the expression bodhicitta by 'thought-enlightenment' in chapter 3 and 4 of the Kal'yapaparivarta
which are quoted in the <;oo,asamuccaya. r am sure that all my readers will agree with me in preferring
Sthiramati's explanation, according to which (p. 37) bodhicitta is the fixed purpose, which the words 'r shall
become Buddha' express."
17

78

FRAUWALLNER 1956: 152-153, n. 1.

79 WINTERNITZ 1930: 51. See also BRASSARD 2000: 7, n. 7, 26, where 'will of enlightenment' and 'will to
enlightenment' are renderings of Sangharakshita's translation of the term bodhicitta. Perhaps the difference is a
matter of style. As r have indicated, TAGAMI 1990: 519 also makes a similar distinction, i.e. between 'thought to
enlightenment' and 'thought of enlightenment.'
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alternative translations according to various scholars: (1) 'thought of enlightenment,''" (2)
'mind of enlightenment,' (3) 'desire for enlightenment,' (4) 'will of enlightenment,' (5) 'mind
turned to enlightenment,' (6) 'awakening mind,' and (7) 'desire for awakening.' Brassard
adds that itis pointless to try to decide which translation is the most appropriate one. 81 In this
regard, Luis O. Gomez makes the following remarks: 82
It is, of course, impossible to translate to anyone's satisfaction tlie term bodhicitta. I prefer the
simple rendering 'thought of awakening,' leaving it to context to clarify its many nuances. A full
discussion of my argument for this choice would take much space. Suffice to say that when we
come to terms such as these, there is even more room for honest, intelligent disagreement.
Schmithausen has, in the context of the ethico-spiritual bodhicitta, translated bodhicitta as
'the resolve for awakening.'83 He has also explained that there is no connotation oflight in the
Sanskrit word bodhi and that hence it would be preferable to translate it as 'awakening' rather
than as 'enlightenment.' But he has also made it clear that since the attained insight is
occasionally designated as 'light' (iiloka), it is not erroneous to translate bodhi as
'enlightenment' as long as there is no implication of an external higher source of the
'enlightenment.'84
.
It is indeed difficult to find a common translation that covers all five types of
bodhicitta, and hence I have, in most cases, refrained from translating it. Nonetheless, I do
think that bodhicitta in the sense of the resolve to become a buddha covers the conative,
cognitive, and emotive components. By 'conative component' I mean the aspect of 'will'
(chanda: 'dun pa) or 'resolve' to become a buddha. Such a resolve can be driven or
accompanied by a 'cognitive component,' that is, insight or knowledge (prajiiii: shes rab)
about the modi operandi and modi vivendi conducive to and necessary for the attainment of
such a soteriological goal. By 'emotive component' I mean the ethical and altruistic aspects
expressed in the form of emotions such as benevolence (maitr/: byams pa) or compassion
(karulJii: snying rje). In my view, all five types of bodhicitta are in one way or -another
connected with or relevant to the realisation of the soteriological objective by oneself and
others, that is, to becoming a buddha.

7. A Study of Bodhicitta: Still a Desideratum
Despite the various studies done on bodhicitta, a systematic and comprehensive study of
bodhicitta is still called for for a number of reasons. First, bodhicitta deserves to be studied in
all its aspects simply owing to its central importance in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
Buddhism, for the absence of bodhicitta would render most forms of Mahayana Buddhism
lifeless and meaningless. Second, even though some studies have already been done on
bodhicitta, I am afraid that they are marginal and minimal in proportion to the vast
GUENTHER 1984: 257, n. 37. Cf. ibid. (237, n. 22), where it is pointed out that byang chub kyi sems is used in
the rDzogs-chen context synonymously with sems nyid, rig pa, and rang byung gi ye shes. For a justification of
his translation, see GUENTHER 1975: 257-258, n. 19.

80

81

BRASSAR02000: 7.

" GOMEZ 1999: 291. See also Luis O. Gomez's contribution in BUSWELL 2004, s.v. bodhicitta (thought of
awakening).
B3

SCHM1THAUSEN 1997: 61, n. 148.

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 8: "Erwachen (bodhi, das Verbalnomen zu buddha) ist eine Metapher fijr
'augen6ffnendes' Erkennen, Begreifen. Oft wird es mit 'Er1euchtung' wiedergegeben, doch enthalt [= entMlt]
der Sanskritbegriff keine Lichtmetaphorik. Insofern die e!Teichte Einsicht jedoch manchma1 auch als 'Licht'
(aZoka) bezeichnet wird, ist 'Erleuchtung' nicht abwegig, vorausgesetzt, man denkt dabei nicht an den EinfluB
einer hoheren Macht a1s Quelle der 'Erleuchtung', sondem einfach an ein Aufscheinen, Sichmanifestieren der
Wahrheit." See also SCHMITHAUSEN 2002: 13, n. 40; NORMAN 1990: 26-27.
84
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unexplored territory. Our understanding of bodhicitta has hitherto mainly been based on the
Bodhicaryiivatiira, the Abhisamayiilarrzkiira, and the Mahiiyiinasutriilarrzkiira, but my
impression is that there exists much more material in other-tantric and non-tantricscriptures and commentaries that await exploration, its surface having so far barely been
scratched.
Third, most of the studies that I discussed above are short articles or only brief
references often made in passing within very general contexts. Moreover, while
acknowledging the contribution of all previous studies done on the subject, I do not
necessarily accept all their conclusions. Some of them have treated bodhicitta as though it
were an idea shared by both Mahayana and non-Mahayana sources, despite the fact that, as
already made clear by Taishii Tagami, the term itself cannot be traced to non-Mahayana
sources. In my view, there is no sense in taking bodhicitta as a pure 'conative' desire to
become a buddha, with no cognitive or ethico-spiritual content. The interpretation of
bodhicitta as an 'instigator of brute force' devoid of prajFiii and karulJii, is, I submit,
indefensible, at least according to the Mahayana ideals of a bodhisattva. Of the two
monographs, Brassard's book concentrates mainly on Santideva's Bodhicaryiivatiira, and
some may wonder to what extent it actually contributes towards understanding Santideva's
idea of bodhicitta. Tagami's monograph, on the other hand, while providing an overview of
the historical development of bodhicitta, unfortunately remains inaccessible to many scholars.
Some of his propositions, such as the suggestion that the Mahayana concept of (though not
the term) bodhicitta can be found in the non-Mahayana sources, and his considering the term
iijFiiicitta to be a non-Mahayana precursor of the term bodhicitta, and the word laukikiigratii
(occurring in the Jiiiinaprasthiina) as a corresponding Abhidharma term for bodhicitta, seem
to be very problematic. Except for Tagami, nobody seems to have attempted a historical
treatment of bodhicitta as a concept. Even those studies that follow a chronological
presentation are by and large descriptive rather than historical or analytical.
Fourth, no one, as far as I can tell, has explained or devised a scheme to explain the
baffling variety of types of bodhicitta pervasive in different degrees throughout tantric and
non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism. The majority of scholars have studied what I call 'ethicospiritual' bodhicitta, which is the most conservative view of bodhicitta. On the whole, most of
the studies deal only with certain aspects from the entire spectrum of meaning expressed by
bodhicitta. For instance, many address the concept of bodhicitta current in tantric Buddhism,
but even here the term 'tantric form of bodhicitta' quite confusingly suggests that there is one
single type of tantric bodhicitta, for tantric Buddhism, as we shall see, presupposes all five
types of bodhicitta defined by me. For all these reasons, further studies of bodhicitta seem to
be fully justified. I cannot, to be sure, claim that my own study of bodhicitta will do full
justice to the topic. Nonetheless, it is hoped that it will make some contribution, small though
it may be, to the field of bodhicitta studies and raise some awareness of the importance of
bodhicitta in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism.
8. Concluding Remarks
The whole sweep of Mahayana Buddhism, tantric as well as non-tantric, seems to be
permeated with the idea of bodhicitta, which makes an exhaustive assessment of previous
studies done on bodhicitta difficult. It is very likely that many studies have escaped my
notice, and even those that I have discussed or mentioned may not have received the attention
and emphasis they merit. Although they have not been discussed in this chapter, I also tacitly
acknowledge several studies on Mahayana Buddhism that, while not mentioning the term
bodhicitta at all, are still valuable for the study of the concept of bodhicitta.

Chapter Three

The Historical and Doctrinal Background of the Bodhicitta Concept

Which to-be-abandoned is not abandoned through bodhicitta?
Which to-be-attained is not attained through bodhicitta?
Which benefit of others is not done through bodhicitta?
Which benefit of oneself is not done through bodhicitta?
- Khu-nu Bla-ma, Byang sems bstod pa 345'

1. Introductory Remarks

An attempt shall be made in this chapter to trace the historical and doctrinal background of
the bodhicitta concept in early non-Mahayana Buddhism, in other words, to identify early
ideas or notions which could have been the 'raw materials' that went into the formation ofthe
concepts of proto-bodhicitta and later of bodhicitta itself. By 'proto-bodhicitta' I mean an
archetypal concept according to which even an ordinary sentient being can in principle
resolve to become a buddha for the benefit of sentient beings. The first concept of this kind,
which historically precedes the term bodhicitta, and which had not yet been put into practice
by anyone, can doctrinally be said to hover on the borderline between Mahayana and nonMahayana Buddhism. It is only when this model becomes prescriptive and begins to be
implemented by those ordinary sentient beings wishing to become buddhas that it can be
called bodhicitta proper. The latter concept thus figures only within the doctrinal domain of
Mahayana Buddhism. I therefore regard the initial resolve that the historical Buddha (or any
other Buddha, such as KiiSyapa) supposedly made in his previous life to become a buddha, as
found in non-Mahayana Buddhism, as embodying neither the concept of bodhicitta nor of
proto-bodhicitta. While non-Mahayana Buddhism may contain doctrinal seeds or even

, Byang sems bstod pa 345:
byang chub sems kyis spang bya mi spong ci II
byang chub sems kyis 'thob bya mi 'thob ci II
byang chub sems kyis gzhan don mi byed ci II
byang chub sems kyis rang don mi byed ci II.

See also the English translation in SPARHAM 1999: 141.
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individual building blocks of proto-bodhicitta and bodhicitta proper, it would be, in my\riew,
inaccurate to state that it actually operates with these concepts. 2
In general, while not denying some outside influences, one may assume that the
impulse for the major part of the development of Mahayana Buddhism can be traced to the
Buddhists themselves, particularly to a psychological need on their part to make up for the
loss of their teacher, the historical Buddha. It is quite conceivable that the idea of bodhicitta
was developed as one of the measures to fulfil this need. Presumably the existing doctrinal
reserve$ found within conservative Buddhism contributed to the development and
legitimisation of this concept. Moreover, the rise of the notion of bodhicitta and both the
problems and possibilities it generated probably lent impetus to further developments and so
unleashed a dynamism of its own.
2. Bodhicitta as a Means of Compensating for the Loss of the Historical Buddha
One popular Tibetan Buddhist maxim runs as follows: 3
Whether [one is] a Buddhist or non-Buddhist is a matter of sara]Jagamana ('taking refuge').
Whether [one is a follower1of the greater or the smaller vehicle is a matter of cittotpiida.
The ideas expressed in it, namely, the search for refuge in the Buddha and the wish to become
a buddha oneself, are relevant for our discussion. The idea that one could become a
bodhisattva by resolving to become a buddha may well have had a historical link with that of
becoming a Buddhist by taking refuge in the Three Jewels (ratnatrayaltriratna): the Buddha
(the teacheQ, the Dharma (the teachings), and the Saqtgha (the ordained community of monks
and nuns). In some Mahayana siitras, such as the Lalitavistarasiitra, the function of
bodhicitta is indeed conceived as the perpetuation of the lineage of the Three Jewels 5 The
expression 'not terminating the continuity of the family of the Three Jewels' recurs
elsewhere. 6 This suggests that the perpetuation of the Three Jewels has been one of the main
.
concerns in the history of Buddhism.

Non-Mahayana Buddhism may also contain doctrinal elements that have given rise to several other ideas
characteristic of Mahayana Buddhism. Such doctrinal elements that have the potential to develop into
characteristic Mahayana views cannot be regarded as yielding exclusively Mahiiyana thought.
2

, The Tibetan Buddhist maxim, for which I could not trace a written source, is as follows:
phyi pa nang pa skyabs 'gro 'i khyad II
theg pa che chung sems bskyed khyad II.
4 However, it should be noted here that the ritual and practice of generating the resolve to become a buddha is
not a substitute for the historically older ritual and practice of taking refuge, and is in fact almost always
preceded by the latter. This is because the Mahayana doctrine presupposes that one becomes a Buddhist (at least
'officially') before becoming a bodhisattva.
5 For the so-called 'eight great treasures,' see the Lalitavistarasiitra (VAIDYA & TRIPATHI1987: 342.13-19; T,
fols. 318b7-319a3; D, fol. 214a6-bl). See also TSD, s.v. gter chen po brgyad. Mi-pham seems to have been
fascinated by the idea of the 'eight great treasures' and mentions or describes it on several occasions, namely, in
his (a) Sanskrit-Tibetan lexicon (also referred to in TSD, s.v. gter chen po); (b) mKhas 'jug (pp. 321.4-322.4),
where the pertinent passage from the Lalitavistarasiitra is cited; (c) mKhas 'jug sdom byang (p. 380.2-4); and
(d) Shes rab ral gri'i mchan (pp. 815.3-817.3). The bodhicittanidhana, which is one of the eight, is said to
guarantee the propagation of the family lineage of the Three Jewels. See the Lalitavistarasiitra (VAlDY A &
TRIPATHI 1987: 342.17): bodhicittanidhanam triratnavamsanucchedanatayii I; ibid. (T, fol. 319a2-3; D, fol.
214b 1): dkon mchog gsum gyi rigs rgyun mi gcod pas byang chub kyi sems kyi gter dang I. See also Mi-pham's
mKhas 'jug (pp. 321.5-322.2) and Shes rab ral gri (p. 816.4-5).

For example, the Siigaramatipariprcchiisiitra states that a bodhisattva, once having generated his resolve to
become a buddha, "is not deterred from the exertion of perpetuating the genealogy of the Three Jewels." See the
citation in the Sik:;iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 184.12-13; VAlDYA, p. 103.2): na bhidyate
triratnavamsanupacchedapariikramat). Cf. BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 180. See also the Siitrasamuccaya (pp.
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Becoming a Buddhist seems to pose no problem so long as the Three Jewels exist, but
what if one or more of them ceases? How can one take refuge in the Buddha if he is not
present? Does the possibility of becoming a Buddhist then cease? Such questions were
probably irrelevant so long as the. historical Buddha Gautama Siikyamuni7 lived, but the
sudden demise of this charismatic teacher and mentor sui generis can be expected to have
created an emotional vacuum among his ordained and lay followers alike. The difficulty in
taking refuge in the Buddha who has gone forever appears all the more acute if we consider
the way the Buddha was perceived at the time by his followers: After his complete extinction
(parinirviilJa) or extinction without remains (nirupadhisesanirviilJa), that is, after his death,
the Buddha was thought to be no longer present in the world and to have completely
disappeared from it. 8 This notion is also supported by the fact that the Buddha told his
disciples that the teachings (dharma) that he gave and the ethical-moral codex (vinaya) should
be their refuge after his death. 9 Thus the role of the Buddha was to be taken over by what he
left behind, particularly his teaching. The Buddha, who was obviously a very charismatic
figure, did not lay much store by his physical person. It is said that in response to a sick
monk's expression of regret for not having been able to see the Buddha previously, the
Buddha stated: "What is the benefit of seeing my stinking body (kiiya)? He who sees my
doctrine (dharma) sees me." On at least two occasions, the Buddha stated that the Dhanna
taught by him is his actual 'body' (kiiya).10
Could and did this solution satisfY the spiritual needs of his followers? Probably it did
not satisfY many of them, particularly not his lay followers. Conceivably, taking refuge in an
impersonal Dharma was not even half as satisfYing as being in the presence of a charismatic
teacher, who showed them the way to nirviilJa, or at least to a better existence in sa7Jlsiira, and
to whom they could personally relate. In his investigation of the development of the 'figure'
(Gestalt) of the Buddha, Schmithausen has observed that a considerable part of the
development of the Buddhist religion can be explained as attempts made by Buddhists to
compensate psychologically in one way or another for the loss of the physical presence of the
historical Buddha. II These attempts bespeak a need on their part of a person to whom they
could relate. The search for direct and effective teaching or guidance on the spiritual path
133.20-134.2): dad pa 'i stabs bskyed pa 'i mda las 'byung ba I 'jam dpal de la dam pa 'i chas yangs su bzung na
I byang chub sems dpa' yongs su bzung ba yin na II byang chub sems dpa' yangs su bzung na dam pa'i chas
yangs su bzung ba yin na II dam pa 'i chas yangs su bzung na I sems can thams cad yangs su bzung ba yin na II
sems can thams cad yangs su bzung na sangs rgyas kyi rigs mi 'chad par byas pa yin na II;
Drumakinnarari'ijapariprcc/zasiitra (p. 131.1-5): byang chub sems dpa' sangs rgyas kyi rigs rgyun mi 'chad par
bya ba 'i phyir brtson 'grus rtsom pa dang I chos kyi rigs rgyun mi 'chad par bya ba 'i phyir brtsan 'grus rtsam
pa dang I dge 'dun gyi rigs rgyun mi 'chad par bya ba 'i phyir br/son 'grus rtsam pa dang .. ..
It has been pointed out that the names SiddhiirthaiSiddhattha and SiikyamunifSakyamuni occur quite seldom in
the earlier parts of the Piili canon and that the name Sakyamuni occurs only in verses of 'keywords' (uddana),
which do not belong to the actual text. See SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 7, n. 9.

7

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 11, 14. One of the so-called 'seven limbs' (yan lag bdun pal is requesting buddhas not
to pass into parinirvalJa. This idea, in my opinion, presupposes that the Buddha once gone is forever gone, or is
at least beyond the reach of ordinary beings.

8

9

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 9, n. 18.

10 See SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 9, nn. 17, 19; GETHIN 1998: 30. In the light of such statements, it is
comprehensible why the Buddha was first depicted by way of symbols such as the Wheel of Dharma
(dharmacakra), an empty throne, his footprints, and the Bodhi tree (Ficus religiosa), and why the deceased
Buddha was represented only symbolically, such as by a stiipa. See SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 9, n. 20; GETHIN
1998: 30.
II Schmithausen notes that this is a fascinating theme for the comparative studies of religions, for the same may
well be the case, for example, with Jesus and Muhammad.
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could have played just as much a role as the desire for happiness, consolation, and safety from
the unwholesomeness and dangers of present and future lives. 12 The spiritual need for a
person to relate to could only have intensified upon witnessing the fast deterioration of the
Dharma, which was supposed to take over the role of the Buddha. According to
Schmithausen, the following six approaches were taken to restore the presence of the
Buddha: 13 (a) the worship of the Buddha's relics, the stupas containing them, and sacred
places associated with major events in the Buddha's life,14 (b) the practice of 'thinking of the
Buddha' (buddhanusmrti) and the attempt to encounter him face-to-face through meditative
visualisation, (c) the hope placed in the future Buddha Maitreya, (d) the introduction of
portraits of the Buddha for the purpose of paying respect and as a basis for meditative
visualisation, (e) the belief that the historical Buddha exists further in a transcendental
paradise-like sphere, and from time to time appears as a phantom (nirmalJa) out of
compassion for the world, and (f) the belief in the simultaneous existence of more than one
buddha in a cosmos which comprises vast and countless world systems. IS The belief in the
Buddha as a living presence in monasteries (vihara) was also surely important. 16 Given the
cause-and-effect or means-and-end relationship between bodhicitta and a buddha, studies on
the development of the figure or notion of the Buddha should prove quite useful for
understanding the history of the bodhicitta concept. A change in the buddha concept would
result in a change in the soteriological model, and thus possibly in the notion of bodhicitta. 17
Doctrinally speaking, Buddhist scholars themselves would not deny that a conditioned
phenomenon is the result of multiple and complex causes and conditions. Historically
speaking, too, we can presuppose that Mahayana in general (on which there is no consensus)
and the bodhicitta concept in particular did not arise on account of a single self-sufficient
cause. Given the supposed multiplicity of causes and complexity of circumstances of the
bodhicitta idea, it would be impossible to reconstruct its history of inception and development
fully and satisfactorily. Any attempt, including my own, to explain the history of bodhicitta, I
am afraid, will have to remain speculative and tentative. What we can at best do is to propose

12

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 11.

13 SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 12-15. The possibility of a connection among the individual approaches is not ruled
out (ibid., 12, n. 32).
'14

See SCHOPEN 1997: 86-164.

15 The notion that a buddha does not pass away into parinirvalJa and that the Dhanna does not disappear, as
professed by the SuvarlJaprabhasotiamasiitra-often referred to in later sources, for example, the
Ratnalokala",kara (P, fol. 342a6-b6; D, fol. 293a6-b5; S, vol. 64, pp. 811.13-812.15)-is perhaps a
generalisation of the fifth point. The pertinent verse is as follows (SuvarI}aprabhaSOtiamasiitra 2.30, Skt. p.
19.1-2):
na buddho parinirvati na ca dhanno 'ntardhryate I
satlvana", paripakaya nirvalJa", tiipadarSayet II.
Cf. the verse cited in the Caryamelapakapradfpa (p. 103.2-3):
na buddha/:! parinirvati na ca dhanna/:! parihryate I
satlvana", paripakaya parinirviilJa", nidariayet II.
See also the SuvarlJaprabhiisottamasiitra (Tib., p. 17.12,-15, n. 241). See also the discussion in the
AnantamukhanirhiiradhiiralJf!fkii (pp. 121.19-123.3). Such a notion can also be found elsewhere, for example, in
the
Tathiigatotpattisambhavasiitra
(as
cited
in
the
Siitrasamuccaya,
p.
115.3-120.6),
Tathiigatiicintyaguhyanirddasutra (T, fols. 292b5-293al; D, fol. I 93b2-4), *Guhyagarbhatantra (P, fol.
Illb2; D, fol. l13b2-3), and dGongs pa 'dus pa'i mdo (P, fa!. 89a2-3; D, fol. 94a7-bl).
16

SCHOPEN 1997: 258-289.

17 For example, a tradition that holds a buddha to be permanent cannot have the same perception of bodhicitta as
one that views a buddha as impermanent. The perception or role of bodhicitta may depend on the kind of
soteriological model a tradition has chosen.
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theories that are possibly quite conceivable. We can assume that there must have been internal
and external factors that were responsible for the inception and development of the bodhicitta
concept. In my view, one of the most likely internal factor seems to have been the
psychological need on the part of Buddhists to somehow make up for the loss of the historical
Buddha and to guarantee the durability of the TIrree Jewels. Probably for some, the best
conceivable way to convince themselves of the existence of the Three Jewels was tCl resolve
to become a buddha themselves. "Instead of seeking refuge elsewhere, let me become a
refuge for myself and others! Let me ensure the existence of the Three Jewels by becoming a
buddha myself.,,18 Such an idea must have appeared appealing to many people, and perhaps
can be seen as the most innovative step taken in this direction. Although we shall never be
able to determine exactly the process of conception, we can state with certainty that the birth
of this resolve to become a buddha oneself by first becoming a bodhisattva was the birth of
the bodhicitta concept, and that the dawn of such a concept was indeed it milestone in the
history of Buddhism. With it we step onto the terrain of Mahayana Buddhism, historically as
well as doctrinally. Once the idea of bodhicitta was conceived and its bounds fixed, several
factors conceivably contributed to its further development.
3. The Doctrinal Foundations of Bodhicitta in Early Buddhism

Although neither the concept nor the term bodhicitta is explicitly documented in the Pali
canon,19 several ideas that may have theoretically been sources of its formation can be
detected in early Buddhist texts. I shall attempt here to consider these various ideas from
various angles and show that they tendentially laid the foundations for the bodhicitta concept,
or at least provided the theoretical conditions for its development.
(a) A Buddha as a Discoverer and Proclaimer of True Reality

The question as to what extent the Buddha's discovery or awakening was 'new' or 'old' or
'timeless' leads to a dilemma. In the historical setting of the Buddha Gautama, it was indeed
something new, and it was considered by him as such. In the course of time, however, the
idea arose that the one and the same true reality is repeatedly discovered by successive
buddhas. 20 Since bodhicitta is primarily about becoming a buddha, it may be worthwhile to
take a look at the early Buddhist notion of the perpetuity of truth and the concept of the
buddha or tathiigata as its re-discoverer and proclaimer at a given point in time and space. A
-tathiigata is one who has cognised (gata) the way to salvation in this manner (tatha), namely,
exactly as it is (yathiibhiitam), even as he himself went along (gata) in this manner (tatha).21

IS If we think of other later re-interpretations (such as of the term dharmakiiya), it is not impossible that the
notion that 'one is the protector (or lord) of oneself' (bdag nyid bdag gi mgon yin gyz) stimulated some people to
want to become a buddha themselves, although I have not come across such a line of thought elsewhere.

19 See JOSHI 1971: 70, where it is reported that the concept of bodhicitla is not found in the Pali literature.
However, it has been occasionally maintained that although the technical term bodhicitla does not occur in Pali
canonical sources, the idea as such is found in non-Mahayana Buddhism. For example, the EoB (p. 184) states
that bodhicitta "is an important concept common to Theravada, Mahayana and Tantric Buddhism. Though not
directly mentioned, the idea is explicit in Theravada Buddhism." However, further on it states: "Though the term
bodhicitla does not occur in Pali, traces of this concept are found in Pali canonical literature .... " Such statements
in which the doctrinal foundations that later gave rise to the theory of bodhicitla are ad sensum referred to as
bodhicitla, are, however, quite misleading.
20

See Schmithausen's comments in BSTEH 2000: 27-29.

'; SCHMlTHAUSEN 2000c: 8; cf. GETHIN 1998: 28. For an elaborate explanation of the word tathiigata in the
Theravada tradition, see HORNER 1980: 77, 82, n. 20; GETHIN 1998: 280, n. 34.
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However, my primary interest here is the philosophical aspect of the question~,d the
implications it has for the study of the origin of bodhicitta. Understanding the Buddha in this
way, in my opinion, presupposes certain philosophical views. The first tacit assumption is that
there is a kind' of truth, reality, or nature of phenomena (whatever it may be) that is
cognisable, timeless, and independent of its cognition, or of the person (e.g. the Buddha) who
cognises it. 22 The second tacit assumption is that the correct cognition or insightful
penetration of the truth has a soteriological or salvific affect on the person who cognises or
penetrates it by means of meditative insight (jfziina). In other words, a person is liberated by
gaining a meditative insight into the truth. The third tacit assumption is that, at least in
principle, anybody, at any given point in time and space, can gain full access to the truth by
means of meditative insight, thereby becoming a fully liberated being, a buddha, a rediscoverer of the true reality, who can and may (but need not necessarily) proclaim it to
others. 23 Speculations regarding the destiny of a buddha after he passes away are of no
spiritual or soteriological relevance. Buddhas may corne and go, but the truth remains as it is
(yathiibhutam), unaffected by its occasional re-discovery or oblivion. This idea can be found
in non-Mahayana as well as in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana. 24
What implications does the concept of the perpetuity of truth.and the possibility of its
repeated discovery have for the study of the origin of bodhicitta? The idea of appearing and
disappearing buddhas, and of the discovery of the eternal truth and its proclamation to others,
opens up the theoretical possibility of developing the notion of oneself" becoming a
bodhisattva and a buddha, which is essentially embedded in the bodhicitta concept. Under
this premise, the truth would not become quantitatively or qualitatively less if more buddhas
happen to discover it, nor would it become better if fewer buddhas discover it. If insightful
penetration of the truth has a soteriological impact not only on the discoverer but also on
others, it should be in the interest of suffering sentient beings to have more such 'discoverers.'
As for the sentient beings who suffer in sal?1siira, there are enough of them, for sal?1siira is
endless?S Pondering over such arguments may perhaps help us to understand why at a certain
point in the history of Buddhism the notion of oneself becoming a buddha became inevitable.

22

See Vetter's remark in BSTEH 2000: 48.

This is perhaps one of the reasons why the idea of a 'successor' for the historical Buddha makes no sense in
Buddhism. A buddha or his successor cannot be 'appointed.' One either becomes a buddha when all the
conditions necessary come together, or one does not.

23

Agama (as cited by CandrakTrti, Prasannapadii, p. 40.1): utpiidiid vii tathiigatiiniim anutpiidiid vii
tathiigatiiniif!l sthitaivai$ii dharmiiniif!l dharmatii I. For the universality of reality and its being independent of
the appearance of a tathiigata in both non-Mahayana and Mahayana sources, such as the Saf!lyuttanikiiya,
Ailguttaranikiiya, Lailkiivatiirasutra, and Saddharmapundarfkasutra, see YAMADA 1980: 282, 291-292, nn. 7072. See also the Jiiiinalokiilaf!lkiirasutra (p. 138.6-7), Madhyamakiivatiirabhii$ya (pp. 305.19-307.8),
Lailkiivatiiravrtti (P, fol. 188b4--5; D, fols. 164b7-165al; S, vol. 69, p. 1216.17-19), and Siilistambakakiirikii (P,
fol. 22b4-5; D, fol. 18b2; S, vol. 65, p. 775.14--15). For a similar idea in tantric Buddhism, see the
Vairocaniibhisaf!lbodhitantra (as cited in the Caryiimeliipakapradfpa, pp. 33.3--6, 220.3-8). For an English
translation, see HODGE 2003: 131. Cf. also the citation in Rong-zom-pa's Songs rgyas kYi sa (A, fol. 216a3-b2;
B, p. 82.6--15). See also the Suvisadasaf!lpu!atfkii (P, fol. 9b5--6; D, fol. 8b2-3; S, vol. 3, p. 19.16-20);
Tarkajviilii (P, fol. 133b5-7; D, fol. 123b3-5; S, vol. 58, p. 302.9-17); Ratniilokiilaf!lkiira (P, fol. 338al-2; D,
fol. 289a7; S, vol. 64, p. 802.1-3); Kr$nayamiiritantrapaFijikii (P, fol. 169a3-5; D, fol. 141 a7-b 1; S, vol. 23, p.
1077.14-19); Saf!ldhinirmocanasiJtra (pp. 52, 158). Cf. Madhyamakiivatiira 6.222. See also the dGongs pa 'dus
pa'i mdo (P, fol. 164a6--8; D, fol. 175a6-7).
24

NORMAN 1983: 77. For a lengthy discussion of the impossibility of buddhas arising at the same time, see
VETTER 2001: 67--68, n. 32, See also SKILLING 1996: 155, cf. n. 5.
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(b) The Plurality of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in Early Buddhism

The notion of resolving to become a buddha oneself automatically implies the multiplicity of
bodhisattvas and buddhas, which became a characteristic feature of Mahayana Buddhism.
This may prima facie seem to contradict the early Buddhist notion of a single buddha, who
was seen as a being sui generis. The early Buddhist view was that only one buddha would
appear at a time, and the reason for this, occasionally stated, is that one buddha is enough to
ensure that all the necessary tasks of a given time are carried out. This argument, however,
seems to presuppose corresponding limited world systems. 26 The development of the idea of
plural buddhas is thus connected with the development of the Mahayana cosmology.27
However, the concept of a plurality of buddhas begins to appear already in the Pali canon. 28
At first, details of six past buddhas who preceded Gautama Buddha are given. 29 Later the
number increases to twenty-five including Gautama Buddha. 3D The fundamental reason for
introducing the previous mythological buddhas was, according to Richard Gombrich, to
authenticate the historical Buddha (as a discoverer and preacher of the eternal truth).31
Furthermore, post-canonical Pali sources speak of ten future buddhas including Maitreya,
who is, however, mentioned only once in the early PaIi canon. 32 It is thus clear that the
concept of past buddhas is older than that of future buddhas. This development of several
future buddhas in the later non-Mahayana traditions is said to be the influence of Hinduism as
well as of Mahayana. 33 Unlike Maitreya, though, the remaining nine future buddhas
mentioned in the post-canonical Pali sources are said to have nothing in common with their
Mahayana counterparts.

26

NORMAN 1983: 90-91.

27 See GOMBRlCH 1980: 65, where it is stated: "It is important to understand that this cosmology allows the line
of Buddhas stretching into the past and the future to be infinite. That it is infinite is certainly the view that
developed; it is however not stated in the earliest texts on the subject, though it may be implicit."

28

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 12-13; cf. DEJONG 1979: 26.

29 SKILLING 1996: 157-158. See also GOMBRICH 1980: 65, 66-67, 72, n. 9; SCHUMANN 1995: 123-125;
NORMAN 1983: 36, n. 29,43,92, cf. 77. Nakamura recalls that the Mahiivastu mentions four buddhas preceding
Gautama Buddha (NAKAMURA 1980: 130).
30 See GOMBRICH 1980: 68, where it is stated: "At an early stage, however, the number twenty-four became
standardised in the Theravadin tradition. This occurred with the composition, perhaps in the third or second
, century B.C., of the Buddha-va1!lsa, one of the last books to be added to the Pali canon. This poem, 'The Lineage
of the Enlightened', gives details of twenty-four Buddhas, with Gautama as the twenty-fifth, in almost identical
terms. The first eighteen of these Buddhas we encounter here for the first time." See also NORMAN 1983: 93. The
model and number of twenty-four past buddhas was presumably borrowed from the Jain concept of twenty-four
'ford-makers' (tlrtha1!lkara). The difference, however, is that the Jain twenty-four include the present
TIrthaf[lkara Mahavira, whereas the Buddhist twenty-four exclude the present Buddha Gautama (GOMBRICH
1980: 64, 68, 72, n. 24). Yet the Buddhava1!lsa is said to mention the names of twenty-seven previous Buddhas,
without, however, giving the details of the first three. The number twenty-eight (including Gautama Buddha) has
reportedly become standard in Burmese Theravada Buddhism (GOMBRICH 1980: 68). For the names of the
twenty-five buddhas, see EoB, s.v. bodhisattva; PED, S.V. buddha; SCHUMANN 1995: 123-125. Note that the last
seven are identical with the group of seven buddhas.

31

GOMBRICH 1980: 64.

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 13, n. 43; NORMAN 1983: 93, n. 423, 41; KITAGAWA 1980: 94; cf. BHSD, s.vv.
maitrfya and maitreya. Maitreya is also mentioned as the fifth buddha of this aeon; see NORMAN 1983: 161;
LAMorrE 1988: 699-710. For the development of the story of Maitreya in Pa!i sources, see COLLINS 1998: 355357.
32

"NORMAN 1983: 162, n. 268; GOMBRICH 1980: 64; cf. DAYAL 1932: 36-38.
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Peter Skilling provides a nuanced account of the development of the idea of ml1}tiple
and infinite number of past and future buddhas found in Theravada and other Buddhist
schools. He points out that (a) the 'open plurality' of past and future buddhas in the earliest
texts tum into an 'open infinity' of past and future buddhas in the latest texts; (b) the evidence
goes against the suggestion that the idea of multiple and infinite buddhas is the outcome of
Mahayana influence; and (c) the plurality and infinity of buddhas, according to the Theravada
tenet, applies only to fast and future buddhas but never to the present, ip contrast to
Mahayana Buddhism. 3 Later, in Mahayana sources, even the Buddha Siikyamuni is
multiplied,35 an idea which seems to have been inspired by the concept of the domain (~etra)
of his influence. The six kinds of Siikyamuni Buddhas or, to be precise, Munis (thub pa)
found in some rNying-ma tantric systems may have developed from the notion of mUltiple
Siikyamuni Buddhas traceable in some Mahayanasutras. 36
If there are multiple buddhas there must also be multiple bodhisattvas who strive to
become buddhas. This simple logic made the concept of multiple bodhisattvas possible,
which is understandably less archaic than the notion of multiple buddhas. In the Pali canon,
only two bodhisattvas are mentioned: 37 the bodhisattva who later became Gautama Buddha,
and the bodhisattva who will become the future Buddha Maitreya. The notion of the present
bodhisattva Maitreya who will become the future Buddha Maitreya is analogous to the notion
of the past bodhisattva of the present Buddha Gautama. In my opinion, this concept already
lays the theoretical foundations for extending and applying this analogy to other bodhisattvas
and buddhas limitlessly in both time and space, that is, to countless buddhas and bodhisattvas
in the past, present, and future, and in the ten directions. 38 Thus the presence of the buddhas
Gautama and Maitreya and their respective bodhisattvas in the Pali canon can be seen as at
least two precedential cases for the Mahayana notion that an ordinary person can become a
bodhisattva and finally a buddha.
(c) The Concept of the Resolve Made by Previous Buddhas
The resolve to become a buddha made by the historical Buddha in the past is a popular theme
(at least from what I know of Tibetan Buddhism), particularly his initial resolve, which I shall
discuss in detail in the following chapter. It is, in my view, this initial resolution (whatever
term the early sources may have used to express it), that is, the initial step taken by Gautama
or any other buddha in setting out on the bodhisattva path, that gave rise to the idea of
prathamacittotpada and prathamacittotpadika. However, the important question here is: Can
one trace such a concept, at least in its germinal stage, to the early Pali canon?
Let us look at one story found in some Piili sources, which predicates a connection
between the Buddha and an earlier buddha called Kiisyapa. It is told that Gautama Buddha
was once born as a young brahman named Jotipala who heard the teachings of Kiisyapa and

34 SKILLING 1996.
35 Buddhadharmakosii~ara (T 257; D 123); rGyab chos pad dkar (p. 910.3); Mahiimo~asiitra (T 153; D 264).
Note that the title of the latter work is doubtful.
36 For the expression 'six Munis' (thub pa drug) and its various interpretations in the *Guhyagarbhatantra (P,
fol. 11lb7; D, fol. l13b7), see the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 58b5-6, 96al-b5; B, pp. 89.7-10, 127.21128.17). It should be noted that not all six Munis mentioned there are conceived of as human beings or monks.
For example, the 'Muni' in the animal realm takes the form of a lion.
37

Cf. NAKAMURA 1980: 152.

38

Cf. Ratniivali2.7ab: asamkhyeyii gata buddhas tathai$yanty atha siimpratiih
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became a monk under him. 39 This connection between Jotipala and Kasyapa becomes closer
still in the Mahiivastu, according to which Jotipala makes a resolution (prwJidhilpraf/idhiina)
in the presence of Kasyapa to attain Buddhahood and receives from him a prediction
(vyiikaraf/a) of its successful fulfilment. 4o Furthermore, the account of Gautama Buddha's
previous birth as Sumedha and the resolution he made and the prediction he received,
according to which he would one day become a buddha called Gautama, is particularly
significant. 41 This initial resolution or the prediction seems to be tendentially considered as a
prerequisite for Buddhahood. 42 Mahayana sources state that bodhicitta consists in an altruistic
inclination (iisayaladhyiisaya),43 and the term iisaya in conservative Buddhism may hint at a
precursory stage of bodhicitta. 44 Other Pali terms such as abhinlhiira ('an earnest wish' or
'aspiration,)45 and afifiiicitta (,liberating insight') and *laukikiigratii ('summit of the mundane
[state]') in the Jfiiinaprasthiina have also been suggested as non-Mahayana terms
corresponding to the term bodhicitta. 46 The question is, of course, whether and to what extent
these three terms exhibit a correspondence to the term bodhicitta. One of the meanings of the
term abhinlhiira given in A Critical Piili Dictionary according to the Buddhava/'flsa is:
'generally in the sense of an earnest wish, aspiration, resolve, determination (to become a
Buddha, a paccekabuddha, etc.),' and paf/idhiina (praf/idhiina) and patthanii (priirthanii) are
given as synonyms.47 The term afifiiicitta seems to apply to liberating insight in general, that
is-also from the perspective of Mahayana-to that of a sriivaka saint, and at best seems to
have in common with bodhicitta the nuance of 'resolve.' Finally, to what extent Tagami's
*laukikiigratii corresponds to bodhicitta has yet to be determined. 48 The resolution (praf/idhi)

39

This story is also briefly discussed in GOMBRICH 1980: 68.

40 GOMBRICH 1980: 68, 72, n. 26. The resolution and the receiving of a prediction from an earlier buddha entail a
logical regressus ad infinitum. However, the tradition does not seem to have regarded this as a problem, for it
was seen as compatible with the Buddhist notion that the world has no beginning (ibid., 69-70). This problem,
however, may have contributed to the development of the notion of an adibuddha.
41

GOMBRICH 1980: 68-69; GETHIN 1989: 18; NORMAN 1983: 78-79.

See GOMBRICH 1980: 68. Both the ritual procedure of accepting the bodhisattva precepts and the text recited
on this occasion (i.e. for taking the 'official step') suggest that the bodhicittotpiida ritual procedure is modelled
on a kind of 'blessing' in the fonn of a vyakaraJla from a previous buddha.

42

See, for example, the Gaganagaiijapariprcchiisiitra (T 160; D 148) cited in the gSung rab rin po che (P, fol.
148bl-2; D, fol. 243b6-7; S, vol. 115, p. 663.3-6) and Bodhimargapradfpapaiijika (P, fol. 296a3-8; D, fols.
256b6-257a3; S, vol. 64, pp. 1688.9-1689.1). See also SHERBURNE 2000: 102-103. Cf. the
Madhyamakavataratlka (p, fol. 82a4-5; D, fol. 68b6-7; S, vol. 61, p. 165.7-9): lhag pa 'i bsam pa ni sems can
rnams sdug bsngaZ dang sdug bsngaZ gyi rgyu las yang dag par 'dren par 'dod pa 'i mtshan nyid can no II; ibid.
(P, fol. 83a3; D, fol. 69b2-3; S, vol. 61, p. 167.4-6): Zhag pa'i bsam pa'i che ba nyid kyis zhes bya ba ni khyad
par du gyur pa 'i bsod nams kyi rgyu byang chub kyi sems dang I snying rye 'i stobs kyis bya ba'i don to II.
4J

Johnston, in his translation of the Buddhacarita, remarked: "It may imply here the Buddha's resolve in past
lives ultimately to become a Buddha, something like the bodhicitta of the Mahayana" (JOHNSTON 1936: part 2,
38, n. 34); See also CPD, s.v. asaya.

44

45

EaB (p. 184); NORMAN 1983: 173. See CPD, s.v. abhi-nihara.

46 TAGAMI 1990: 521-521; NAKAMURA 1980: 70, n. 74. See also CPD, s.v. aiifiiicitta. The word laukikagnata
given by Tagami is apparently a misprint for laukikagratii.

CPD, s.v. abhi-n'hara. See also PED, S.VY. palJidhiina and patthana and BHSD,
andprarthana. See also Badhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§ 1.1.2-1.1.3).

47

S.VY.

pralJidhiina, pra/lidhi,

4B It has been pointed out in BUSWELL 1997: 590 (cf. 592) that the Abhidharmamahavibhii$a (Taishii No. 1545,
vol. 24) divides the path of preparation (prayogamarga)-under which *Zaukikagrata (or perhaps
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and prediction (vyakarm;za) associated with previous buddhas was, in all probabilitx" the
actual keystone of both the theory and the ritual procedure surrounding bodhicitta, which later
gradually became a conditio sine qua non of Buddhahood.
(d) The Altruism ofthe Historical Buddha

As we all know, Mahayana is principally defined by a new goal of salvation: One should not
only seek one's own freedom from saT}'lsara but should become a buddha, whose task consists
in primarily leading others, too, to salvation. One should hence follow the path of a
bodhisattva. Because the way to Buddhahood is much longer and arduous than the direct way
to nirvarza, a strong motivation is required to overcome and endure the difficulties. The
Mahayana texts often mention compassion (karurza) as a decisive motive for this
undertaking. 49 Empathy or compassion is hence seen as the root (mUla) or seed (bija) of
bodhicitta, and bodhicitta as the defining principle of a bodhisattva striving to become a
buddha. Moreover, in some Mahayana sources a buddha appears to be conceived not only as
the end result of compassion but also as an embodiment and source of compassion. And since
the historical Buddha, who was once seen as a kind of mentor for his followers,50 came to be
later regarded as a model or prototype for the conception of a buddha in general, it would be
worthwhile to take a look at the early notion of the historical Buddha in the light of his
compassion and altruism.
Several questions may be asked in this connection: Why, according to the early
Buddhist sources, did the Buddha appear? For whom did the Buddha become a buddha? And
what was his motive for teaching and founding a community of ordained followers (saT}'lgha)?
There is no canonical evidence for the theory that the main motive for the Buddha's
appearance in the world was for the sake of others. This idea is found only in the postcanonical literature. The overwhelming majority of the canonical material suggests that the
Buddha's renunciation of worldly life and his search for salvation from saT}'lsara were
exclusively or primarily motivated by the realisation that he himself was inevitably affected
by aging, sickness, and death, and that he was concerned with his own release (vimukti).51
Once he had attained his own release from saT}'lsara, he could have, if he wanted, retreated
and acted like a 'solitary awakened one' (pratyekabuddha), that is, without propagating his
teaching systematically or founding a community of monks and nuns. 52
What, then, was the Buddha's motive for setting the Wheel of Dharma into motion?
Schmithausen has made it clear that the Buddha's teaching or his founding of a tradition of
teaching and a community of monks and nuns was neither an obligation nor the mechanical
laukikiiglyadhanna) should actually be subsumed-into two aspects, namely, the remote and proximate,
consisting of the mok$abhiigfyakusalamiilas and nirvedhabhiigfyakusalamiilas respectively, and that the text, 'in
a provocative passage,' as he puts it, defines the former in implicitly Mahayana terms as follows: "The remote
preparatory [stage) refers to the initial [resolve) not to backslide from the bodhicitta, and so forth." Even
according to such an interpretation, however, the correspondence between bodhicilla and *laukikiigratii, which
seems to mean the summit of the mundane factors, is incomprehensible.
49 Apparently compassion is the 'ideal' motive for a bodhisattva's endeavour. Nonetheless other motives have
also been suggested. For example, according to Scbmithausen (based on Paul Harrison) the prospect of acquiring
the status and supernatural powers of the Buddha may also have played some role in this regard (SCHM1THAUSEN
2000b: 438, n. 8,452, n. 84; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 16). In the Siira/'f1gamasamiidhisiitra, even Mara generates
bodhicilla, not out of compassion but out of deceit. See chapter nine, n, 1. See also LAMOTTE 2003: 10;
SNELLGROVE 1987a: 65-66.
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MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 180, n. 39.

51

SCHMITHAUSEN 1997: 24, n. 53.

52

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 122-123, n. 16.
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effect of some earlier impetus. Teaching or similar efforts were obviously not perceived to be
a sine qua non for awakening or release-not for the Buddha and certainly not for those who
followed his instructions. 53 The Buddha's com~assion is thus not conceived in early
Buddhism as an automatic result of his awakening. 4 There are several indications in the Pali
canon that the Buddha was quite reluctant to share his profound spiritual experience with
others. Because of the profundity of his discovery and the inadequacy of the mental capacity
of the people, he thought, the latter would not be able to understand him, and teaching would
thus be a futile gesture. Therefore, he decided not to commit himself to any special round of
activity (appossukkatii). It required the intervention of the god Brahma Sahampati to make the
Buddha reconsider his decision. 55 In the Tibetan tradition, the reluctance of the Buddha to
teach has often been interpreted as an expedient means of 'expressing the excellency of the
doctrine' (chos kyi che ba brjod pa).56 Also the fact that precisely the highest god of the
Brahmans is portrayed as asking the Buddha for the teaching can be seen as a type of
propaganda aimed at glorifying the doctrine of the Buddha. This, in a way, implies that
teachings are given only when asked for. Moreover, even if one is requested to teach, it is
considered improper to give teachings to the disrespectful. 57 The practice of requesting a
teacher to teach is ingrained in the Theravada as well as in the Tibetan tradition. 58 The
underlying philosophy of teaching is that teaching should be beneficial, not detrimental, to the
recipient. This may also explain the apparent secretiveness of the tantric tradition.
In most early sources, however, compassion is given as an additional motive for
teaching on the part of the Buddha. The supposition that compassion must have been the
Buddha's motive for teaching makes perfect sense particularly if one considers the complete
irrelevance and redundancy of the teaching for his own salvation. There are numerous
episodes or incidents narrated in the Pali canon reflecting the Buddha's compassion, even
though the word karulJii does not seem to occur frequently. 59 Instead near synonyms such as
care (anukampii) and concern (anuddayii) are found. 6o Later the Buddha is credited with
having not only compassion but even great compassion (mahiikarulJii).61 However, the word
mahiikarulJii as an attribute of the Buddha is not found in the first four Nikiiyas. It occurs for
the first time in a later stratum of the Pali canon, in the Patisambhidiimagga.62 In the course
of time, this compassionate or altruistic motivation seems to have been increasingly placed

53

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 123.

~54 MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 125-126.

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 120 (particularly n. 3, where several sources indicating the Buddha's reluctance to
teach are given); MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 126; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 16, n. 60; VETTER 2000: 15; GETHIN 1998:
24-25,279, n. 27; NORMAN 1983: 40.

55

56

For a similar explanation, see Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.17 (WOGIHARA, pp. 271.16-272.5; DUTT, p. 184.17-27).

57

See, for example, Bodhicmyavatara 5.88; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 42.

58 GETHIN 1998: 25, 279, n. 28. In the Tibetan tradition, this custom of requesting seems to be extended to
include the composition of Buddhist texts.
59 To be. sure, in the Mahavagga (Vinaya 1.6), the word karuiiiiata is used. See DP, s.v. kiiruiiiia; PED, s.v.
kiiruiiiiatii.

See CPD, s.vv. anukampa and anuddaya; MAITHRrMURTHI1999: 125, cf. 166, n. 12. See also Maithrimurthi's
comments in BSTEH 2000: 481.

60
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MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 253, n. 112.

62

EoB, s.v. mahiikarUtya.
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further back chronologically: first, after the Buddha's awakening, then after his renunc\ation,
and then back in the distant past-for example, in the liitakanidiinakathii, when the Buddha
took birth as Sumedha during the time of the Buddha Dlparpkara. 63 As already stated, such an
initial resolution (motivated by compassion), said to have been made by the historical Buddha
in the past, is of tremendous significance, because with great plausibility it served as a model
for the Mahayana concept of bodhicitta.
(e) Altruism in Early Buddhism

The altruistic attitude and actions of a bodhisattva crystallised in the form of bodhicitta,
which may, as opposed to the altruism found in conservative Buddhism referred to by
Maithrimurthi as 'passive altruism,' be designated as 'active altruism. ,64 Active, for a
bodhisattva chooses not only to avoid harming other sentient beings (who are all suffering in
one way or another in saTflsiira) but tries his best to be of benefit to them. But where did this
principle of 'active altruism' found in Mahayana come from? How did it arise? In order to
answer these questions, perhaps the only sensible thing to do is to look for traces of 'active
altruism' in early Buddhist spirituality.
There has been disagreement as to which of the two poles of spirituality-the inner
detachment from the world expressed by the term upek$ii (,spiritual state of equanimity') and
the care and concern for others expressed by the term karurtii ('compassion')-is central in
early or conservative Buddhism. Some have maintained that the state of spiritual equanimity
plays the central role, whereas others have contended that it is altruism or compassion.
However, both Schmithausen and Maithrimurthi have convincingly demonstrated that it is
indeed the spiritual equanimity that is pivotal to early Buddhist soteriology,65 while at the
same time showing that compassion, too, is an essential factor in it, with an increasing
tendency to gain a dynamism of its own. It is this very dynamism in early Buddhist
spirituality that heralds the dawn of the bodhicitta concept. 66
But let us first return to the essentials of early Buddhist spirituality. The principal goal
of spiritual practice in early Buddhism is the release from saTflsiira, and in the first place one's
own release. Thus striving for or attaining salvation is seen as a private affair, for the Buddha

63 VElTER 2000: 14; NORMAN 1983: 78. Cf. RAy 1994: 51, where 'compassion is identified as a central
component of the Buddha's enlightened personality.' It would also be interesting to examine how a buddha's
compassion or altruistic motivation is treated in strands of thought where a buddha is conceived to have always
been a buddha, that is, an iidibuddha. In such a case, it is quite likely that compassion would be held to have an
ontological status. This seems to be the case, for example, in the rDzogs-chen system, where the so-called 'allembracing compassion' (thugs rje kun khyab) is said to be one of the triad of qualities immanent in the 'universal
ground' (gzhi). For the various notions of the Buddha Dlpal]lkara, see Ratnakarasiinti's Ratniilokiilaf!/kiira (P,
fols. 355b3-356bl; D, fols. 305b3-306a7; S, vol. 64, pp. 841.9-843.7).
64 Maithrimurthi deems the three kinds of ethics named in connection with early Buddhism (i.e. egocentric,
altruistic, and hybrid or mixed ethics) misleading (MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 183), and instead uses the term
'passive altruism' to describe early Buddhist spirituality (ibid., 184-185).

MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 1-2, 161-185, 429; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 119. See particularly MAITHRIMURTHI
1999: 149-152, where the soteriological relevance of spiritual equanimity is discussed. According to
Maithrimurthi, it is originally not only the most decisive factor on the path to salvation but ultimately the essence
of salvation itself.

65

66 See SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 119, where it is stated: "Ich selbst will versuchen, beiden Polen die gebiihrende
Aufmerksarnkeit zuteil werden zu lassen; wenngleich ich den Eindruck habe, daB der Gleichmut im Zentrum der
friihbuddhistischen Spiritualitat steht, ist doch auch das Mitgefiihl ein wesentlicher, zur Eigendynamik neigender
Faktnr." See also MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 34, n. 34, and 185, where it is stated: "Eine gewisse Eigendynamik, die
sich bei Bedarf in spontaner Hilfeleistung auBem kann, diirfte aber schwer abzustreiten und im Mahayana zu
voller Entfaltung gekommen sein."
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as well as for his followers. 67 Self-responsibility is stressed in early Buddhism,68 the Buddha
being only a 'good (spiritual) friend' (kalyiirzamitra), or a guide who shows the path, but not a
saviour. 69 As for the practice of compassion (karurzii), it is primarily recommended for
combatting one's own negative emotions, such as hatred and pleasure in the pain of others. 7o
Hence compassion does not play an overly prominent role in early Buddhism. Furthermore,
there is no conclusive or otherwise convincing evidence in the Piili canon to show that active
social engagement was prescribed for or expected from the monks and nuns who were its
.
main addressees. 71
Does this imply that early Buddhism professes an egoistic or exc1usivistic ethic? The
individual monks and nuns, and originally also the Buddha himself, were indeed concerned
about their own salvation. Nevertheless, they were not so in an egoistic manner, but rather
allowed and wished others the same sort of salvation. Although the inner state of equanimity
is the zenith of spiritual perfection, it does not nullify other apramiirzas but merely deemotionalises or de-personalises them.72 An altruistic ethic is not categorically ruled out in
early Buddhism. One is not supposed to harm the interests of others, at least not in a
conscious, direct, and aggressive manner. One can help others after freeing oneself. 73 There is
no conflict between one's own salvation and that of others. Providing help in sf,iiritual matters
to others is thus a by-product of one's own salvation, but not an actual goal. 4 According to
Maithrimurthi, the kind of altruism promoted in the Dfghanikiiya does not involve rendering
immediate practical help but rather placin.g soteriological resources at others' disposal and
making them available as long as possible. The best way the ordained community can be of
help is thus by being a mentor who lends 'moral support.' 76 There is also a kind of 'reciprocal

67 Maithrimurthi uses the German term Heilsprivatismus (which may be translated as 'salvific privatism') coined
by S. A. Srinivasan to describe the striving for salvation in early Buddhist spiritual practice. According to
Srinivasan, the notion of Heilsprivatismus was readily adopted throughout the entire range of Indian religiosity
(with a few exceptions, such as the later Mahayana Buddhism); see MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 184, n. 52. One may
say that even Mahayana Buddhism (including Vajrayana, despite the immense weight of the role of a guru)
tacitly presupposes that one is responsible for one's own salvation, and thus implies the idea of Heilsprivatismus."
(I shall leave it up to the I6do-shinshii specialists to answer the question whether and to what extent
Heilsprivatismus is applicable also to the Pure Land Buddhist notion of salvation.)

68

MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 144-145, n. 22.

69

MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 120-121.

70 SCHMITHAUSEN 1985: Ill. Compassion in the context of the four 'immeasurables' (apramii(w) is more of a
meditative practice (described by Maithrimurthi as 'Gedanken-Ethik') serving to enhance one's spiritual
development than one's actions; see MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 117, 120, 127, 137.
71 See MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 115, 146, n. 25, 147, n. 27, 162,428. Maithrimurthi summarises his own position
in the following manner: "I show that the Buddhist lay ethic does have strong social components, and that the
practice of the apramiilJGs, or at least of mailrf and karulJii, can promote social engagement, but that this social
engagement is, in the normative ethics of the Pali-canon, not intended for monks" (MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 429).
See also NORMAN 1983: 42.

For the de-emotionalisation or de-personalisation of compassion and friendliness, see MAITHRIMURTHI 1999:
148-149, n. 29.

72

73

MAITHRIMURTH 1999: 183.

74

SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 119 .

.75 MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 180-181, n. 41. For a translation of the pertinent passage from the Dfghanikiiya, see

ibid. (167,168, n. 16).
76

MAITHRIMURTHI 1999: 180, n. 39; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 125.
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altruism' in early Buddhism. The lay Buddhist followers offered the ordained comrpunity
material gifts (iimisadiina) in return for gifts of teaching (dharmadiina). These 'spiritual gifts'
were important for preventing the criticism that the monks and nuns were parasites on society.
Hence the ordained community lives according to the ethical principles of not harming others,
of advising others on spiritual matters (in return for material support), and of being a mentor
by living in spiritual purity (soceyya) and wishing others well. Apart from these, it neither
meddles in the private affairs of others nor is it held responsible for their actions.
Nevertheless, beside the general notions of 'passive altruism' and 'reciprocal
altruism,' one also finds in the Piili canon passages to the effect that one who strives for the
salvation of oneself and others is esteemed more than one who strives only for one's own
salvation. 77 Such statements, however, were by no means intended to question the legitimacy
of limiting oneself to one's own salvation or to downgrade it,78 but rather to suggest that
while refraining from harming others may be good, actively benefiting them (if one can) is
better, and similarly, while there is nothing wrong with not interfering in the affairs of others,
it is better to lend a helping hand when they are in trouble. In all probability, it is through the
application of such simple ethical common sense that the 'active altruism' (recommendable
for anyone seeking Buddhahood) in Mahiiyana Buddhism came into being. If the teaching
activity of the Buddha can be assumed to have been motivated by his compassion, it can well
be seen as the first and foremost instance of active altruism, which, although perhaps only
feasible for someone like the historical Buddha, might have served as a model or doctrinal
legitimisation for developing the concepts of other forms of active altruism, ones which can
be implemented not just by the Buddha, but by any ordinary being resolving to become a
buddha.
(I) Prerequisites for Becoming a Buddha in Early Buddhism

According to early Buddhism, the salvation of a buddha, a pratyekabuddha and a sriivaka
saint is qualitatively the same. 79 The difference lies in the fact that while a buddha and a
pratyekabuddha make their soteriological breakthrough on their own, that is, without the help
of a teacher, a sriivaka has to depend on a teacher. Furthermore, the difference between a
buddha and a pratyekabuddha is that a buddha establishes a tradition of teaching and teaches
systematically, whereas a pratyekabuddha cannot or does not want to do so. A sriivaka saint
cannot establish a tradition of teaching, because he already finds himself in an established
tradition. With such a doctrinal presupposition, which presupposes the same spiritual goal
among all three, the question as to what made the Buddha a buddha would not seem a
pressing one. The existing spiritual theories and practices would have adequately explained
the soteriological goal aspired to. But as the notion of the Buddha changed and as he was
increasingly seen as transcendent or supramundane, the question as to what makes one a
buddha must have become increasingly urgent. The spiritual views and practices presented in
the early Buddhist canon could not have satisfactorily explained the result of Buddhahood as
conceived .with later strands of thought. Some Buddhist thinkers must have reasoned: The
Sriivakayiina may be sufficient to produce a sriivaka saint, but can by no means yield a
77 SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 125, n. 25. See also SCHMITHAUSEN 2004, where a comparative evaluation of
exertions made for the welfare of oneself and others, as found in Angutlaranikiiya 7.64, is discussed in detail.
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SCHMITHAUSEN 2000b: 439.

The Samayabhedoparacanacakra (attributed to Vasumitra), for instance, states that according to the
Mahisasakas, the spiritual path and the salvation of the sriivakos and buddhas are the same (p, fo1. l76a3; D, fo1.
l46bl; S, vol. 93, p, 1139.4-5): sangs rgyas rnams dang nyan thos mams [om. PN] ni lam gcig go II 'rnam par
grol ba gcig go II' [am. PNJ). See also Bhavya's Nikiiyabhedavibhangavyiikhyiina (p, fo1. 182a6; D, fo1. 150b6;
S, vol. 93, p. 1153.20): sangs rgyas dang nyan thos kyi mam par grol ba ni gcig go II.
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buddha. In order to produce a saint who is far superior to a sriivaka saint, there must be a
yiina which is far superior to the Sravakayana. Thus, without the existence of a Buddhayana,

Bodhisattvayana, or Mahayana, there is no way one can explain the existence and the
appearance of a buddha or a bodhis(lttva (or mahiisattva). It is precisely such an argument that
has been employed by the followers of Mahayana. 8o The Buddhist thinkers must have availed
themselves of the doctrinal resources embedded in the accounts of the Buddha's previous
lives found in the Jiitaka and Avadiina literature. 81 The heroic altruist deeds described in this
literature were then probably assumed to be the factors that made the Buddha a buddha, and
not a pratyekabuddha or a sriivaka saint. However, these accounts of the Buddha's previous
lives seem to have served only as a model for the practical deeds expected of a bodhisattva,
which are schematised into the six or ten perfections (piiramitii),82 but not for the theoretical
doctrine of bodhicitta. 83 The eight prerequisites necessary for the attainment of Buddhahood
listed in the Buddhavarrzsa (Khuddakanikiiya) may have well been the result of an attempt to
explain the causes that go into the making of a buddha.
(g) The 'Golden Rule' in Early Buddhism

Although one witnesses an ontological (or metaphysical) interpretation of bodhicitta, the
concept of bodhicitta seems to have primarily arisen within the contextual framework of
ethics or ethical-moral discipline (slla). If one looks at how the perfection of the ethical-moral
discipline (Sflapiiramitii) is conceived in early Mahayana literature, such as the
Bodhisattvabhumi, it becomes clear that the first slla (namely, sarrzvaraSfla) reflects in
essence the 'passive altruism' found in early Buddhism, that is, refraining from unwholesome
actions so as to attain spiritual purity, whereas the last two Sflas (namely,
kuSaladharmasamgriihakaSlla and sattviirthakriyiiSfla)84 give force to the aims of 'active
altruism.'
If the new Mahayana concept of slla is rooted in the old non-Mahayana concept of
Sfla, the question to be asked is which element of the old sfla the new one is based on. It
would appear to be: on the element most fundamental to Buddhist ethics, namely, non-injury
(ahirrzsii). As the infliction of pain on living beings (the ultimate form being the killing of a
sentient being out of hatred and anger) is the gravest offence from a Buddhist ethical-moral
point of view (for lay followers as well as for the ordained), the practice of non-injury is most

Mahiiyiinasutriilaf/1kiirabhiisya (p. 3.15-16): sriivakayiinaf/1 buddhavacanaf/1 na mahiiyiinam iii na yujyate
vinii buddhayiinena buddhiiniim anutpiidiit I; ibid. (p. 4.12-13): na ca sriivakayiinenaiva cirakiilaf/1 bodhau
gha/amiino buddho bhavitum arhati I.
80
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For the difference between Jataka and Avadana, see NORMAN 1983: 89.

The earliest enumeration of the ten perfections is found in the Buddhavaf/1sa and the Cariyapi/aka (VElTER
2000: 14, n. 8; NORMAN 1983: 94--95). The concept often perfections was quite likely developed later than that
of six (EoB, p. 288). Note, however, that the ten perfections found in the Sanskrit literature do not exactly
correspond with the ten found in Pali sources. For the ten perfections occurring in the Sanskrit sources, see
DAYAL 1932: 168. Also note that the term used for 'perfection' in the Pa1i sources is either paramlor paramitii
(MAITHRIMURTHI1999: 169, n. 19). See also SKILLING 1996: 179.
82

Many of the stories in the Jatakas. are said to be non- or pre-Buddhist in origin (NORMAN 1983: 79ff.). To the
extent that they were adopted by Buddhists prior to the rise of Mahayana, however, such an origin does not
affect the assumption that they were used as sources of inspiration or as a model for the bodhisattva's altruistic
deeds. On the overall role of the Jatakas, see SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 11.
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84

For these terms, see TSD, s.v. dge ba'i chos sdud pa 'i tshu! khrims.
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fundamental to Buddhist ethics. 85 The underlying explanation is the Buddhist version of the
Golden Rule: 86 "Just as I wish to be left in peace, so too do others wish to be left in peac'e."
It is indeed an extension of this same Golden Rule that can probably explain the rise of
the concept of bodhicitta along with attendant ethical principles, namely, "Just as I wish to be
helped when I am in trouble, so too do others wish to be helped when they ~re in trouble."
The Mahayana version of the Golden Rule has been formulated explicitly by Santideva, who
flourished in the first half of the eighth century.87 In early Buddhism, for the sake of 'spiritual
purity,' one is cautioned not to violate the principle of non-injury, even when inspired by
compassion. To be sure, radical acts motivated by compassion can be found in the Pali
Vinaya, where it is narrated, for example, how a monk out of compassion recommends a
fellow monk to take his own life,88 but such conduct is censured. In Mahayana the reverse is
true: in cases of conflict, compassion and altruism outweigh the principle of non-injury.89
There are cases where even killing out of compassion is sanctioned. 9o The question is where
to set limit. Perhaps the Golden Rule is applicable even in this extremely exceptional and
risky situation. The Golden Rule seems to presuppose free will and self-responsibility. The
execution of such an extreme measure as killing out of compassion would demand unusual
insight (or foresight) and an extraordinary amount of compassion. Only a bodhisattva would
know if he fulfilled both criteria. He would proceed only after considering the givens with
both compassion and insight. If he indeed decided to carry the plan out, then he alone would
bear all the consequences, whatever they might be. His insight and compassion should guide
him not to cause more pain or suffering in sa7!1sara than there already is. This Golden Rule, in
my view, is also applicable in the context ofVajrayana ethics. The Golden Rule, of course, is
only applicable if we can presuppose that sentient beings by nature desire to live and live
happily, and resist being injured or killed. It can thus be counterproductive in the case of, for
examples, an arhat who no longer clings to life,91 and is, so to speak, indifferent (though still
not immune) to suffering and death; one who, for whatever reason, has no regard for the lives
of oneself and others; one who is insensitive, indifferent, or immune to the feeling of pain and .
suffering; one who finds pleasure in inflicting pain (e.g. a sadist) or in it being inflicted upon
oneself (e.g. a masochist). Theoretically, a Buddhist saint could allow himself or herself to do
anything with unlimited immunity without fearing any kind of karmic retribution, for the very
basis of karmic mechanism has been rendered dysfunctional, but nonetheless it is said that it
is impossible for a Buddhist saint to deliberately kill a sentient being. 92

a
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See chapter one, n. 46.

86 The notion of a 'golden rule' is also found in non-Buddhist Indian sources (SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 127-128,
nn. 41,42).

Badhicaryavatara 8.94; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 96; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000d: 31, 33-35, 38, 40, 41-42, n.
74,74-75; 1999c: l3Uf.
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" SCHMITHAUSEN 1985: 114.
89 SCHMITHAUSEN 1985: 119. Non-injury in both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana would be defmed primarily
by attitudinal or motivational impulses such as compassion or benevolence, not by physical or verbal action or
non-action. This becomes clear in the context of the 'four cases' (mu bzhi) pertaining to 'transgression' (ftung
ba) and 'non-transgression' (!tung med), discussed, for example, in sDam gsum rab dbye 2.30cd-35 and the Rig
'dzin 'jug ngags (pp. 156.16-159.9). For an English translation of the former, see RHOTON 2002: 298-293.

For a Theraviida view on the issue, see GETHIN 2004b. On Buddhism and violence in general, see
SCHMITHAUSEN 1998; id. 2003; ZIMMERMANN 2002b, and the various contributions in ZIMMERMAN 2006.
Particularly for the Buddhist views on suicide, see DELHEY 2002 and id. 2006.
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See SCHMITHAUSEN 2002: 16.
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The question is, of course, what the doctrinal foundations were for such ethically
problematic practices prescribed for or expected of a capable bodhisattva or a Buddhist tantric
yogin. Even in the conservative Vinaya system, the borderline between transgression and nontransgression is not always c1ear-c:ut. Whether or not an ordained monk or nun commits a
cardinal transgression (muliipatti)-and the severity of the offence-is not dependent on the
action alone but also on a number of other criteria. 93 The existence of such criteria leaves
room for equivocality. This may have occasioned some followers of tantric or non-tantric
Mahayana to introduce and legitimise ethically problematic or risky practices.
4. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has attempted to provide the historical and doctrinal background to the key
Mahayana concept of bodhicitta. Although neither the term bodhicitta nor the concept can be
traced in the early non-Mahayana sources, there seem to be ample doctrinal resources which
could have easily contributed to the conception and development of a notion such as
bodhicitta. Thus I have argued that the exploitation of doctrinal strands of thought found in
the early canonical and post-canonical sources, driven by a psychological need on the part of
Buddhists to compensate for the loss of the historical Buddha and to guarantee the durability
of the Three Jewels, probably gave rise to the notion of bodhicitta, that is, quintessentially,
the resolve to become a buddha onese1fby first becoming a bodhisattva.

" Bahudhatukasiitra (T. fol. 151a2-b1; D, fol. 300b2-6): gnas ma yin zhing go skabs med pa ni gang Ita ba
phun sum tshogs pa 'i gang zag bsams bzhin du pha dang I ma dang I dgra bcom pa gsod par 'gyur ba dang I dge
'dun gyi dbyen byed par 'gyur ba dang I de bzhin gshegs pa la ngan sems kyis khrag 'byin par 'gyur ba ni gnas
ma yin no II 'di ni gnas yin te so so 'i skye bo gang yin pa '0 II gnas ma yin zhing go skabs med pa ni gang Ita ba
phun sum tshogs pa 'i gang zag bsams bzhin du srog chags kyi srog gcod par 'gyur ba dang I ... 'di ni gnas ma
yin no II 'di nignasyin te I so so'i skye bo gangyinpa'o II.

See, for example, the Vinayakarika (P, fols. 8a8-13a3; D, fols. 7a1-11a5; S, vol. 93, pp. 15.19":26.7), where
the four pariijikas are discussed. According to some Tibetan sources, a cardinal transgression occurs only if the
following four criteria are met: (1) the 'target' or 'object' (gzhz) must be unmistakable, (2) the offender must be
compos mentis and must have a corresponding 'motive' or 'intention' (bsam pa) for carrying out the act, (3) the
actual 'committing' (sbyor ba) of the act should take place as planned, and (4) the 'completion' (mthar thug) of
the act must be accompanied by a sense of gratification or lack of remorse. See, for example, the Rig 'dzin 'jug
ngogs (pp. 52.13-56.13).
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As for me, [I] generated the resolve to [attain] awakening for the first time
In [one of my] previous lives when I was a physician,
[In the presence of] Tatllagata Siikyamuni, offering [him]
A [bowl of] rice gruel.
- Bhadrakalpikasiitra l

1~ Introductory Remarks

The first step that an individual takes towards becoming a buddha is the generation of the
resolve or aspirational wish (pralJidhiina) for the highest awakening. This step marks one of
.the most significant events of a bodhisattva's career. The idea as such is, of course, a
commonplace in Mahayana literature. What is perhaps not a commonplace is its historical
background. It is quite possible that this later idea of an initial resolve of a bodhisattva was
'conceived and modelled on the earlier initial resolve said to have been made by the historical
Buddha in the distant past, as recorded in Mahayana as well as in non-Mahayana sources. The
Buddhist traditions want us to believe that the historical course of events leading up to the
,appearance of the Buddha took place in the following progression: The historical Buddha had
first of all, sometime in the distant past, made his initial resolve to become a buddha; he
consequently lived up to his commitment by satisfying one by one all the prerequisites
hecessary for becoming a buddha; and finally he became a buddha. However, these three
stages, which define the career of the Buddha, were possibly developed exactly in the reverse
sequence. That is, the notions of the Buddha's first resolve to become a buddha and of his
satisfYing the prerequisites necessary for the awakening were a direct or indirect consequence
of reflecting on the very nature of the historical Buddha and the causes of his attaining
awakening (bodhi). In other words, the notions of the Buddha's first resolve and his
!Bhadrakalpikasutra (T, fol. 406aI-2; D, fo1. 288a4-5):
nga ni sngon tshe sman par gyur pa na II
de bzhin gshegs pa shiikya thub pa [de D]la II
'jams gang zhig ni dbul bar [ba T] byas nas kyang II
.'
dang par byang chub tu ni sems bskyed do II.
Cf. the citation in the mChims chen (p. 450.22-24). See also the rGyah elias pad dkar (p. 888.4-5). Cf. n. 28;
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subsequent endeavour came into being or were introduced to explain the very appearance and
existence of the Buddha in the world. 2 That is why these events in the Buddha'~ career,
especially his first resolve, are particularly significant in the history of badhicitta as a concept.
2. The Historical Buddha as One of Many and Yet One of a I(ind
Despite the multiplicity of buddhas in Mahayana Buddhism, the historical Buddha still seems
to enjoy a status of his own, and is perceived as someone special (at least as far as I can judge
from Tibetan Buddhism). In the Maitreyapariprcchasiitra,3 the resolve of the historical
Buddha is contrasted with the resolve of Maitreya. Maitreya resolved to act for the sake of
sentient beings that are easy to· deal with, that is, those endowed with scarcely any
intellectual-emotional defilements (klesa), whereas the historical Buddha resolved to do
precisely the opposite. He resolved to deal with difficult sentient beings endowed with intense
intellectual-emotional defilements. 4 The bleak picture portrayed of the sentient beings of our
era and th~ resolve and readiness of the historical Buddha to come to their assistance make
him look all the more sympathetic and magnanimous. This seems to set him apart for many
Buddhists despite his being one of countless buddhas in a limitless expanse of space and time,
for he is the one with whom they have the most immediate ties spatially, temporally, and
emotionally. Tibetan Buddhists thus understandably refer to the historical Buddha as 'our
teacher' (bdag cag gi stan pa) or, so to speak, the 'Buddha of our Destiny.' It is said that the
buddhas cannot be differentiated qualitatively, that is, on the basis of the quality of their
elimination (spang ba) of obscuration (sgrib pa), realisation (rtags pa), or great compassion
(thugs rje chen pa).5 The distinction, if it is made at all, is hence almost always subjective;
that is, whether or no.1, and how much, one values a buddha depends on the spiritual profit
gained from him or his teaching.
The logic of evaluating the worth of the historical Buddha in this way seems to have
been later transposed or extended to evaluating one's spiritual friend (kalyavarnitra) or master
(guru), particularly in Vajrayana. The spiritual teacher had by· then taken on the role of the
historical Buddha himself. The historical Buddha, as benevolent as he might be, had come
and gone. Not everybody had the fortune to be at the right place at the right time, and hence to
experience the presence of the historical Buddha personally. The person one looked to was
now one's own spiritual teacher, who lived and transmitted the teachings of the Buddha,
which otherwise would have remained inaccessible to ordinary beings. This perhaps also
explains the tremendous importance attached to the role of the bla rna in Tibetan Buddhism
(thus formerly called 'Lamaism')-a result perhaps, among other things, of the need to
compensate for the loss of the historical Buddha.
3. Three Events Marking the Career of the Buddha
When and how the historical Buddha resolved to become a buddha for the first time was
perceived differently at different times and places in different texts and traditions. In other

2 Cf. DAYAL 1932: 292: "The doctrine of a bodhisattva's career was also promulgated in order to explain and
interpret the historic fact of his marvellous virtue and wisdom. In Buddhist philosophy and history, all roads lead
to G.utama Buddha."
3 Maitreyapariprcchiisiitra

(T, fols. 296b4-297b5; D, fols. 115.6-11602).

This point is also made in the rGyab chos pad dkar (pp. 200.2-202.4), where the pertinent passage from the
Maitreyapariprcchiisiitra is quoted.
4

, mChims 'Jarn-pa'i-dbyangs, mChims chen (p. 690.15-24).
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words, the changing view of the nature of the Buddha directly affected how his initial
resolution was viewed. The diversity of ways the Buddha was conceived in the various
Buddhist systems ranging from Sravakayana to Vajrayana precludes a one-dimensional
presentation of the Buddha's initiai resolve to become a buddha. Several questions have to be
clarified first: On the brink of becoming a buddha-that is, let us say,. when Gautama
Siikyamuni sat down under the Bodhi tree (Ficus religiosa) the night before his awakeningwas he a bodhisattva (in a non-Mahayana sense), albeit an ordinary person subject to birth
and death, or was he a bodhisattva of the tenth stage (bhiirni), or was he already a buddha?
Had he been an iidibuddha in the sense of one who has never. experienced sar{lsiira as a
sentient being? And how could he have made the initial resolution if he had been an
iidibuddha?
Despite the numerous Buddhist views regarding the true nature of the historical
Buddha and the time and place of his awakening, the later non-Mahayana and Mahayana
sources more or less seem to agree that the Buddha's career was marked by the three great
events mentioned above, also known as the events at the beginning (thog rna), the middle
(bar), and the end (tha rna). The following verse from the Dviidasakiiranayastotra attributed
to NagiiJjuna, for example, describes Buddha Siikyamuni thus: 6
I extol You, Protector of the world (or living beings),
Who now [engage in] far-ranging [salvific] activities,
Having first generated the resolve to [strive for] awakening,
And gathered the [two] accumulations of beneficial resources (pwJya) and gnosis (jriana).
Similarly the A:ftarnahiisthiinacaityastotra, also ascribed to Nagilljuna, states: 7
Obeisance to the stupa (or caitya) [that symbolises or commemorates the event] of the great
awakening [of the Buddha],
Who first resolved to [strive for] the supreme awakening,
[Then] gathered [the two types of] accumulation for three countless aeons,
[And finally] conquered the [four] maras and became a buddha on the seat of awakening
(bodhimalJda) [under the Bodhi tree].
It is interesting to note that the deeds of the Buddha as narrated in the
Bodhisattviivadiinakalpalatii by the eleventh-century Kashmirian poet K~emendra (ca. 10001070) are fitted into the framework of these three events. 8 Of the one hundred eight 'sprigs'
(pallava) of the Bodhisattviivadiinakalpalatii, the first and the hundredth (i.e. the
Prabhiisiivadiina and the PUlJyaprabhiisiivadiina)9 deal with the generation of bodhicitta in
the past by the historical Buddha. 10 In a similar fashion, Sraddhiikaravarman states: I I

(P, fol. 95b2-3; D, fol. 82b3-4; S, vol. I, p. 255.4-6):
gang gis dang par byang chub thugs bskyed nas II
bsod nams ye shes tshogs gnyis rdzogs mdzad cing II
dus 'dil" mdzad pa rgya chen 'gro ba yi II
mgon gyur khyod la bdag gis bslod par bgyi II.

6 Dviidasakiiranayastotra

(P, fols. 94b8-95al; D, fol. 82a4; S, vol. I, p. 252.5-7):
dang po byang chub mchog [om. Pjlu thugs bskyed nas II
bskal pa grangs med gsum du tshogs bsags Ie II
byang chub snying par sangs rgyas bdud ni blulll
byang chub chen po 'i mchod rten phyag 'Ishallo II·
Cf. MEJOR 1992: 58-59, nn. 18 & 19.
7 As!amahaslhiinacaityastotra

8 For general
,DEJONG
9

information about the textual history of the Bodhisattviivadiinakalpalatii, see
1979b: 3-7; MEJOR 1992: 1, n. I.

DE JONG

1977: 27-38;

For the Sanskrit and Tibetan texts of the IOOthpallava, i.e. the PUlJyaprabhiisiivadiina, along with text critical
see DE JONG 1979b: 252-253.

;~emarks,

10 MEJOR

1992: 159.
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The Well-gone One (suga/a), the font of all virtues, at the beginning generated the resolve
[to strive for awakening],
In the middle gathered the two [types of] accumulation, and at the end attained
The Body of Reality (dharmaki'iya), and [for] the purpose of others
Manifested himself in the form of a Material Body (rilpakaya) out of the state of nonorigination.
.

Kong-sprul cites a certain Yon tan yongs su bkod pa'i mdo (perhaps
*GUI)akarm:ujavyuhasutra) which also seems to allude to these three events in the career of
the historical Buddha. 12 According to Nyang-ral Nyi-ma-'od-zer (1136-1204), the three great
events are enacted for the benefit of sentient beings, and are thus the reason why buddhas and
bodhisattvas deserve the gratitude of sentient beings. 13 The late non-Mahayana and the
Mahayana traditions may differ in the terminology they employ in this context and in where
they draw the borderlines between these three great events, but in essence both traditions
seem to presuppose them.
(a) The First Event: The Initial Resolve to Become a Buddha

Of the three great events of the Buddha's career, the most significant for this study is his
initial resolve to become a buddha. It should, however, be remembered that the generation of
an initial resolve as such is not limited to the historical Buddha. 14 One can also find accounts
of sravakas and other bodhisattvas making their own initial resolution. I shall, however, limit
myself to the accounts of the historical Buddha's initial resolve.
As has been already stated, according to both non-Mahayana and Mahayana traditions,
the historical Buddha made his initial resolution to become a buddha in the distant past.
Nevertheless, they disagree, according to Tibetan sources, on how he did SO.15 This is also
applicable to the tantric and non-tantric Mahayana sources, and thus we are confronted with
several versions of the Buddha's first resolution, which, of course, neither can nor should be
interpreted as historical accounts, for doing so would result in irreconcilable contradictions. 16
For the Buddhist traditions, the issue of multiple 'first times' is, strictly speaking, rather a
doctrinal than a historical problem, and hence the attempts that have been made by traditional
Tibetan scholars, for instance, to resolve these contradictions have been exclusively doctrinal
in nature. This does not, however, mean that these accounts of legendary character are of no
use to us. In fact, such accounts seem to contain traces of ideas that very likely contributed to

11

Yogiivatiirasar(/graha (P, fol. 116a2-3; D, fol. 104b3-4; S, vol. 41, p. 279.9-11):
bde gshegs yon tan kun gyi 'byung gnas kyis II
thog mar thugs bskyed bar du tshogs gnyis bsags II
tha mar chos sku brnyes nas gzhan don ni II
skye med ngang las gzugs kyi skur bstan te II.

12 Kong-spru1, Shes byo mdzod (p. 149.1-5). I was not able to locate a sutra in the bKa'-'gyur with the title
GW;/akiirOl;II;iavyithasutra, but see the [AvalokiteSvaraguna]kiiran<favyuhasutra (Taisho 1050).
13

Nyang ral chos 'byung (pp. 2.13-4.13).

14 Bhadrakalpikasutra (T, fols. 405b1-474a4; D, fols. 288al-336b2). See also, for example, DORJE 1998: 29-89,
where the names of one thousand and five buddhas occurring in the Bhadrakalpikasutra have been listed along
with the manner in which each buddha is said to have generated bodhicitta for the first time. See also the citation
in the Sutrasamuccaya (pp. 26.3-27.1).
15

See, for example, mKhas-pa lDe'u, IDe 'u chos 'byung (p. 26.16-17); ... sems bskyed par mthun yang bskyed

lugs theg pa che chung du byung ngo

I.

16 That there are several versions of the Buddha's first resolution has already been noted by Har Dayal, who is
also quick to point out that "[it] is not possible to reconcile these conflicting accounts" (DAYAL 1932; 293).
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the development of the bodhicitta concept, and hence can be valuable for the study of the
history of it and related ideas.
The Tibetan tradition considers the account of the Buddha's initial generation of the
resolve to strive for awakening found in the legend of King Prabhasa (or Suprabhasa)17 and
the elephant tamer as the non-Mahayana version of this event. 18 The story can be found in the
Vinayavastu of the Mulasarvastivada school, upon which traditional Tibetan scholar~ seem to
have mainly drawn,19 and the Jiitaka and Avadiina literature,20 and also in the Tibetan version
of the *Darnarniikasiitra and in the Tibetan supplement to Aryasiira's Jiitakarniilii by Kannapa Rang-byung-rdo-Ije (1284-1339)Y As I have stated, the story has been often recounted by
Tibetan scholars, albeit with varying details and emphases, and has also drawn the attention of
several modem scholars, some of whom have provided summaries oftheaccount. 22
King Prabhasa (who is the Buddha in one of his previous existences) came to realise
that while the skilled elephant tamer could train an elephant physically so well that it could
even be made to swallow a red-hot iron ball, he is powerless against the surging passion of the
elephant. The king was overcome by compassion for the elephant, which was both so wild
:md so submissive. Analogously, the king then realised that other sentient beings in saT[lsiira
also succumb to the power of passion and pain, and thus felt compassion towards them, too.
Subsequently, the king wanted to know from the elephant tamer if he had ever seen or heard
of anyone who was free from passion and able to tame the passion of sentient beings. The
trainer told him that only buddhas are able to do so, and the king, upon hearing this, was

17 The name of the king is given as Suprabhiisa in the Jiilakamiiliivadiinasiilra and Mahajjiitalakamiilii (HAHN
1985: 31) and as Prabhasa in other sources. The name of the king is usually translated into Tibetan as 'Od-Idan
(PANGLUNG 1981: 286), perhaps from *Saprabhasa, but according to Mi-pham, it also occurs as Rab-snang and
Rab-gsal in the Jiilaka literature, which he naturally assumed to be synonymous (Mi-pham, rGyab chos pad
dkar, p. 887.2): skyes rab gzhan las rgyal po rab snang dang rab gsal zhes gsungs pa ming gi mam grangs yin
par mngon no Ill. Cf. the Bu sian chos 'byung (p. 61.1), where the king is called Rab-grags.
IS Vinayavastu (T, vol. kha, fols. 365a5-367b3; D, vol. kha, fols. 273a3-273b5). It has almost become a custom
among Tibetan scholars writing on the origin of the Buddha or Buddhism to recount the story of King Prabhasa
and the elephant tamer. The story is told in the context of explaining how the historical Buddha, according to the
non-Mahayana tradition, first resolved to become a buddha. See, for example, the Bu sian chas 'byung (pp.
60.22-61.16); mChims chen (p. 451.6-12); Gur bkra chas 'byung (p. 19.1-13); sDe dge bslan dkar (pp. 40.141.14); Co ne bslan dkar (p. 12.4-13.21); Baitjiirya ser po (p. 347.15-24); Mi-pham, rGyab chas pad dkar (pp.
882.6-883.3); Kong-spml, Shes bya mdzad (p. 142.27-31).
19 While some Tibetan scholars, such as Bu-ston, do not indicate their source for the story, others give it simply
as 'Dul ba lung = Vinayiigama (e.g. Kong-spml, Shes bya mdzad, p. 142.27) or as 'Dul ba gzhi = Vinayavaslu
(e.g. Mi-pham, rGyab chas pad dkar, p. 884.3), and still others specifY it as the sMan gyi gzhi = Bhaisajyavaslu
(e.g. Baitjiirya ser po, p. 347.15; PANGLUNG 1981: 223).

For example, it is found in the Jiilakamiiliivadiinasulra (HAHN 1985: 5); Mahajjiilalakamiilii, no. 7 (HAHN
1985: 86-100), Kumaralata's KaipaniimalJtjitikii, no. 53 (PANGLUNG 1981: 218), Haribhana's Jiilakamiilii, no. 1
(HAHN 1985: 5), Gopadatta's introduction to the Jiitakamiiliivadiinasiilra (HAHN 1985: 31); Gopadatta's
Jiilakamiilii, no. 1 (HAHN 1985: 5); K~emendra's Bodhisaltviivadiinakalpalatii, nos. I & 100 (MEJOR 1992: 36,
~nd 48; PANGLUNG 1981: 209; DE JONG 1997: 348-349); the Khotanese Jiilakaslava, no. I (PANGLUNG 1981:
214); Damamiikanidiinasulra, nos. 21 and 49 (PANGLUNG 1981: 218). See also the sources indicated in
PANGLUNG 1981: 50.
20

21 sKyes rabs brgya pa (no. 71, pp. 475.12-480.7). In the Tibetan tradition, the Jiitakamiilii by fuyasiira, which
consists of thirty-four pallavas, and Rang-byung-rdo-rje's supplement, consisting of sixty-seven pallavas, are
called collectively the sKyes rabs brgya pa. See the publishers' introduction to the sKyes rabs brgya pa (p. 1.12J5). We still, however, need to trace the source/s ofRang-byung-rdo-rje's compilation.

22 TAKAKUSU 1901; DAYAL 1932: 293; TUCCI 1949: 442, 529; SCHLINGLOFF 1977. For summaries of the story in
German, see HAHN 1985: 30-31 and PANGLUNG 1981: 49-50.
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overwhelmed with faith towards the buddhas. These realisations are said to be responsible for
prompting the king to resolve to become a buddha?3 In the Vinayavastu, the Buddha narrates
the story upon being asked by the sravakas where he made his resolution to become ~ buddha
for the first time. The Buddha's answer is summarised as follows: 24
Having heard that [only] buddhas are free from passion,
Having seen a proud powerful elephant [overcome by passion],
And [having seen] the suffering of the world,
I generated the resolve to [strive for] awakening [for the first time].

In the Drin Ian bsab pa 'i mdo, the Buddha, upon being asked when he generated the thought
of kindness and benevolence towards monks, narrates the following story:25 Countless aeons
ago, the Buddha was once born in hell as a strong man (gyad)26 who, together with a weaker
co-worker, had to draw a bullock cart for the torture guard. When the guard tortured his
colleague for being unable to pull the cart faster, the Buddha, overwhelmed with compassion,
pleaded with the guard to show some sympathy and instead allow him to pull the cart alone.
The guard became furious at his audacity and tortured him to death. This is often said to be
the first time that the Buddha generated unswerving benevolence. The sutra itself, however,
does not refer to it as the first time. In contrast to many others, mKhas-pa IDe'u considered
the account in the Drin Ian bsab pa 'i mdo to be another non-Mahayana version of the story.27
According to the Mahiivastu, the historical Buddha aspired to the awakening (bodhiiye
prm:zihitam) in the presence of the past Buddha called Tathagata Siikyamuni during his life as
a merchant or guildsman (sre$thin).28 The Abhidharmakosa tradition seems to take this as the
very first such resolution on the part of the historical Buddha. 29 However, there is nothing to
this effect in the Mahavastu. The account of the initial resolution made in the presence of the
past Buddha Siik{;amuni can also be found in other Mahayana sutras, such as the
Triskandhakasutra 0 and Bhadrakalpikasutra,31 although the name of the past Buddha occurs

See, for example, Kong-sprul, Shes bya mdzod (p. 142.25-27): sngon 'das pa'i dus na stan pa 'di rgyal po 'ad
Idan du gyur pa 'i tshe I rgyu mtshan gsum la brten nas sbyin pa sbyin smon lam btab eing bla na med pa 'i byang
chub tu thugs mehog bskyed par gsungs te I.

23

Vinayavastu (T, va!. kha, fa!. 369bl; D, va!. kha, fa!. 276a2):
sangs rgyas 'dod chags bral thos shing II
glang po dregs pa 'i shas chen dang II
'jig rten sdug bsngal gyur mthong nas II
ngas ni byang chub sems bskyed do II.
The verse is cited also in the mChims chen (p. 451.8-9).
24

The story is narrated in the fourth chapter of the Drin Ian bsab pa'i mdo (T, fols. 291.2-292.5; D, fols.
117.3-118.2) and the forty-fourth chapter of the *Damamiikasiitra (T, fa!. 229a4--b4; D, fols. 282b4--283.6).
Both of these siitras were obviously translated from the Chinese and hence bear no S.nskrit titles. The story has
been retold in varying details in a number of Tibetan works. See, as examples, the lDe'u ehos 'byung (pp. 26.1827.11); Bu slon ehos 'byung (p. 65.13-18); Bai¢iirya ser po (p. 348.13-23); Sum-pa mKhan-po, dPag bsam /jon
bzang (pp. 44.18-45.4); Mi-pham, rGyab ehos pad dkar (pp. 883.3-884.2); Kong-sprul, Shes bya mdzod (p.
144.4--10).
25

26

See TSD, s.v. gyad.

27

lDe'u ehos 'byung (p. 26.18). The siitra is, however, not specified by name there.

Mahavastu (va!. 1, p. 47.12-16): ito mahiimaudgalyana aparimita asaf(lkhyeya kalpa yaf(l sakyamunir nama
lalhagata ". II siikyamunisya khalu punaJ:! mahiimaudgalyana kapilavasluf(l nama nagaraf(l ". Illadaham sre~!hi
abh;:"i II vyagiipanaf(l krtva bodhiiyeprmJihilam II. Cf. n. 1.

28

Abhidharmakosabha~ya (pp. 266.23-267.1): sakyamunir nama samyaksaf(lbuddhaJ:! piirvaf(l babhiiva I yalra
bhagavata bodhisaltvabhiitenadyaf(l prm;idhanaf(l krtam evaf(lprakara evahaf(l buddha bhaveyam iii .. "

29
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in the latter as *Mahiisiikyamuni. This was perhaps in order to distinguish him from the
historical Siikyamuni. According to both the Mahiivastu and the Triskandhakasutra, the
historical Buddha was then born into a merchant's family. In the Bhadrakalpikasutra,
however, he is born as the son \khye'u) of a poor potter (rdza mkhan). According to the
Ajiitasatrukaukrtyavinodaniisiitra, 2 the Buddha generated his initial resolve to become a
buddha at the feet of Tathiigata Mi-thub-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan, as a son of a merchant (sre$!hin)
called Dri-ma-med-pa'i-dpung-pa, and at the initiative ofMafijusri, who had taken birth as the
Dharma exponent *Jfiiinariija. 3 According to the Du/:lSilanigrahasutra,34 the Buddha made
the resolution to become a buddha at the feet of the Tathiigata gZhan-gyis-mi-thub-pa'i-rgyalmtshan, forty million aeons after the bodhisattva Maitreya-then ruling as a universal king
(cakravartin)-had made his own such resolution in front of the Tathiigata *Prabhiisa or
*Suprabhiisa (Shin-tu-'od). The KarUl;iipwu;!arzkasutra35 narrates that the generation of
bodhicitta by Siikyamuni Buddha occurred in the presence of the Tathiigata Ratnagarbha, after
the former had been born as BriihmaJ).a Samudrarel).u (also referred to as Bodhisattva
Mahiikiirul).ika). The Bodhisattvapitakasiitra,36 too, is referred to as a source, according to
which the Buddha, having taken birth as *Vlryaciira (brTson-' grus-spyod), resolved to
become a buddha in the presence of Tathiigata *Mahiiskandha (Phung-po-chen-po).
Occasionally the Lalitavistarasutra 37 is also drawn upon as a source documenting the
Buddha's initial resolution, here made before the Tathiigata Amoghadarsin. Finally,
Dasabalasrimitra's Sal'J!skrtiisal'J!skrtaviniscaya38 records the position of the Sthiivira school,

3D Triskandhakasiitra (T, fo1. 209b3-5; D, fo1. 68a6-7): 'il Itar bcam Idan 'das de bzhin gshegs pa shakya thub
pa tshang dpon gyi bu mngan dgar gyur pa na I bcom Idan 'das de bzhin gshegs pa mdzes chen la brten te I dang
po byang chub tu thugs bskyed pa de bzhln du bdag kyang byang chub tu sems bskyed par bgyi 'a II.
31

For the pertinent verse from the Bhadrakalplkasiitra, see n. 1.

Ajatasatrukauicrtyavlnodanasiitra (T, fols. 289b4-292b1; D, fols. 227b5-229b5). The Sanskrit fragments of
this sidra (HARTMANN & HARRISON 1998) do not contain this story. The story has been narrated in varying
details in various Tibetan works such as the /De'u chos 'byung (pp. 27.17-29.11); mChims chen (p. 451.3-5);
Mi-pham, rGyab chos pad dkar (pp. 881.6-882.5).
32

33

Cf the Madhyamakavatarabhasya (pp. 4.20-5.4).

" DulyHlanlgrahasiitra (T, fols. 400b7-401b2; D, fols. 57b3-58a5). See also Mi-pham, rGyab chos pad dkar
(pp.882.6-883.3).
35 KarUiJapWII;larfkasiitra (YAMADA 1969: 352.11-18): tat kll!! manyadhve kulaputranyaly sa tena kiilena tena
samayena mahakarUiJiko nama babhiiva I na canyo drastavyo 'hal!! sa tena kalena tena samayena mahakarwJiko
nama babhiiva ratnagarbhasya tathiigatasya pita I ayal!! me prathamacittotpado 'bhiit anuttarayal!!
samyaksaf(lbadhau I prathamacittotpiidena ca me gaIJanatlkrantaly sattvaly samiidapita anuttariiyiil!!
samyaksaf(lbodhau I ayal!! me prathamaly siirabhavab siirakaryal!! ca I. For the Tibetan translation, see the
Karw;zapuIJdarfkasiitra (T, fo1. 203a7-b3; D, fol. 271a2-4). See also the mChlms chen (p. 450.24).
36 Badhlsattvaplfakasiitra (T, fols. 349b7-350b3; D, vol. ga, fols. 192b5-193a5). See also the mChims chen (p,
451.1-2).

See, for example, Kong-sprol, Shes bya mdzod (p. 144.13-15): rgya cher 1'01 par I «thog mar khyod kyl [=
kyis] don yod mthong la sa la'i me tog gls nl mchod II»' ces de bzhln gshegs pa mngon sum du mdzad nas thugs
bskyed pa'i thog ma de bzhln gshegs pa donyod mthong gl drung du yin par gsungs so II. 'LaUtavlstarasiitra (T,
fa!. 129a7; D, fa!. 87a3): thog mar khyod kyls donyod mthong [thong T]la sa la'i me tog gls nl mchod II. The
Sanskrit text of the pertinent pada reads (LaUtavlstarasiitra, V AIDY A & TRIPATHI 1987: 134.13-16): prathamena
37

te amaghadarsl Siilapuspapiijito ....
Sal!!sicrtiisaf(lskrtaviniScaya (P, fo1. 38bl-4; D, fa!. 136a7-b2; S, va!. 63, p. 362.9-15): rab tu spros pa nl dga'
ba zhes bya ba'i bskal pa grangs med dang po la beom Idan 'das Ihag pa 'I Iha zhes bya ba 'khor los [10 PN]
,sgyur ba mi'l [mi yi P] bdag pOI' gyur pas thog ma med pa'i 'khor ba ru sngon ma mthong ba sangs rgyas
38
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according to which the historical Buddha made his initial resolution in the presence of the
Buddha *Brahmiideva. 39
(i) Attempts to Resolve the IDogicality of Several 'First Times'
The fact that each of these siitras has its own account of the Buddha's resolve to become a
buddha for the first time (as already mentioned, some are not explicit in this regard) shows
that those siitras originated at varying times and places. The traditions which take these
accounts as reflecting the word of the Buddha are thus obliged to explain these contradictions,
~ince logically there cannot be several first ·times. The historical anachronism and
inconsistencies in the authoritative scriptures regarding this event have often been interpreted
as efficient strategies employed by the Buddha with the diverse perceptive capacities and
predispositions of sentient beings in mind. There are, however, several other attempts at an
explanation. Some have tried to interpret the various instances of the initial resolve as
pertaining to pra/Jidhicitta and prasthiinacitta. 40 Others, while noting that the discrepancies
are due to the different contexts and mental states of the sentient beings before whom such
teachings were given, and that there is no point in insisting on one version of the Buddha's
initial resolve to become a buddha, still suggest interpreting the various views as pertaining to
conventional and absolute bodhicitta, and the like. 41
As an example, I shall present here Mi-pham's attempt to resolve this inconsistency.
Mi-pham employed the five causes of samiidiinasii7flketikacittotpiida' found in
MahiiyiinasiitriiZa7flkiira 4.7 to explain these several 'first times.' It is unclear to me, however,
whether this interpretation is his own or whether he adopted it from an earlier Indian or
Tibetan source. In any case, the generation of the Buddha's resolve to strive for awakening
for the first time found in the AjiitasatrukauJqtyavinodaniisiitra is explained by him as being
the result of the strength of a friend (mitrabala); that is, the Buddha generated bodhicitta at
the initiative of his spiritual friend, MafijuSrl. The initial resolutions spoken of in the
Du/:tsfZanigrahasiitra and Drin Ian bsab pa 'i mdo are said to have been due to the strength of
cause (hetubala) or spiritual disposition (gotra). The initial resolve to strive for awakening
mentioned in the Bhai/iajyavastu is ascribed to the strength ofheanng (srutabala); and in the
Bhadrakalpikasiitra, to the strength of the basis (miiZabala) of virtues (kusaZa). BriihrrulQ.a
SamudrareQ.u's initial resolution, narrated in the Karu/JiipUl:ujarfkasiitra as well as in the
BhadrakaZpikasiitra, is explained as being the first extraordinary such resolution made by the
Buddha on the strength of the repeated practice of positive (attitudes and actions)
(subhiibhyiisa), that is, on account of his readiness to appear in our world syStem, which is
inhabited by the most difficult sentient beings. Such resolve made him special among all

tshangs pa'i.lha mthong bas rnam pa· 'di Ita bur bdag sangs rgyas nyid du gyur cig ces bsams pa tsam gyis
mngon par 'dod do II grangs med dga' ba de la sangs rgyas tshangs pa 'i lha la sags pas [pa P] sangs rgyas lnga
stong mnyes par byas so II.

3. See" also the Shes bya mdzod (pp. 143.3-8; 145.16-17).
40 See, for example, Sum-pa mKhan-po, dPag bsam /jon bzang (p. 45.10-12): ... sems dang po bskyed par
gsungs pa sags mang yang dmyal ba'i shing rta 'drenpa'i gyad kyi dus su smon sems dang khye'u snang byed
kyi dus 'jug sems thog mar bskyed pa yin nam snyam mo II.
41 Kong-spml, Shes bya mdzod (p. 144.15-19): de ltar thog mar thugs bskyed tshul theg pa che chung gi khyad
par dang I theg chen nyid /a'ang mdo rnams su mi 'dra ba du mar 'byung ba rnams ni gdul bya'i dus skabs
bsam pa 'i khyad par dang I smon 'jug don dam gyi thugs bskyed pa 'i khyad par sogs dgongs gzhi mang pas tlta
dad du gsungs par mngon pas I thugs bskyed kyi thog ma 'di klto na '0 zhes phyogs gcig tu mngon par zlten zhing
go rim dkrigs char bsgrigs pa la ni snying po med do II.
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bodhisattvas. Mi-pham, however, notes that it is not easy to determine the chronology of such
events by employing logical analysis. 42
(ii) Was the Historical Bodhisattva 'King-Like' or 'Herdsman-Like'?

As we shall discuss in greater detail later, the Tibetan tr<ldition refers to three kinds of
bodhisattvas, n<lmely, 'king-like,' 'boatman-like,' and 'herdsman-like.' Such a distinction is
made on the basis of the bodhisattva's magnanimity as reflected in his attitude or resolve. The
immediate question is: What kind of bodhisattva was the historical Buddha? How
magnanimous was he, how selfless was his resolve? Tibetan Buddhist scholars have pondered
upon such questions and come to different conclusions. According to Klong-chen-pa, the
historical Buddha was a herdsman-like bodhisattva and his resolve was the most
magnanimous. 43 The dGe-lugs-pa historian Sum-pa mKhan-po Ye-shes-dpal-'byor (17041788), however, maintained that the resolve of the historical Buddha was that of a 'king-like'
bodhisattva. 44 rDo-grub Kun-bzang-gzhan-phan alias 'ligs-med-'phrin-las-'od-zer (17451821), in commenting on 'ligs-med-gling-pa's Yon tan mdzod, does not follow Klong-chenpa and give the bodhisattva that became the historical Buddha as an example of a herdsmanlike bodhisattva, but instead names the so-called 'Lords of the Three Families' (rigs gsum
mgon po), namely, Maiijusrl, Avalokitesvar<l, and Vajrapal).i, who, although they fulfilled all
the prerequisites for becoming buddhas, postponed full attainment of their Buddhahood, and
have thus remained as bodhisattvas of the tenth stage (bhiimi), and will continue as such for
as long as there are suffering sentient beings in sm!lsiira. 45
Klong-chen-pa's identification of the historical Buddha's resolve as that of a
herdsman-like bodhisattva seems to be influenced by a passage from the Ratnakii{asiitra,
which states that a herdsman-like bodhisattva takes three countless aeons, to become a
buddha, and indeed the historical Buddha is said to have taken three countless aeons
according to both non-Mahayana and most Mahayana traditions. But such a proposition, if
understood as an exact description of the actual course of events, would have undesired
illogical consequences, namely: (a) the historical Buddha actually did not become a buddha,
because if he had become a buddha, this would imply that there was no suffering sentient
being left in safJ1siira, or (b) the historical Buddha did not keep his commitment. Neither of
the two alternatives is, of course, doctrinally acceptable. It seems that it was for this reason

42 Mi-pham, rGyab chos pad dkar (pp. 893.5-984.4): 'di dag smon 'jug sags sems bskyed pa 'i gnas skabs so so
la bzhed pa 'ang yod mod mdo rang gisji ltar gsal ba las mtha' gcig tu 'di dag gi snga phyi 'di zhes nges pa dka'
mod I gang Itar kyang thog mar thugs bskyed pa 'i tshul 'di yang je bzang je brtan du song nas bram ze rgya
mlsho'i rdul gyis Ihugs bskyed pa 'i Ishe Iheg pa chen po la yid ches pa 'i dad pa drag pas sems can gzhan mang
po Iheg chen la bkod pa dang I bdag nyid kyis snying rje chen pas zhing ma dag pa ched du bzung ba'i thugs
bskyed thog ma yin par mngon no II des na thog mar 'jam dpal gyis bla med byang chub lu thugs bskyed du
gzhug pa 'i sa bon las theg pa chen po 'i rigs sad de phyi ma 'di mams rim bzhin 'byung yang rung la I khye 'us
sangs rgyas su smon lam blab pa 'am I gyad pa~i tas byams pa 'i sems bskyed dang par byas nas tshong dpon
gyi bu sags rim bzhin yin kyang 'gal ba med mod lung gis gsal ba med na rigs pas mtha' gcig lu dpyad par dka '0
II des na snga ma de dag gi go rim ci Itar byas kyang thugs bskyed pa thog mar gsungs pa 'i don la ni gnas skabs
so so 'i dbang gis 'gal ba med par snang ngo II.
'3

Klong-chen-pa, Shing rIa chen po (vol. I, p. 637.1-6).

Sum-pa mKhan-po, dPag bsam !jon bzang (p. 44.12-13): sems bskyed tshul gyis rgyal po mnyan pa rdzi bo Ita
bu gsum bshad pa las rang cag gi stan pas sems bskyed Ishul dang po yin la I.

44

•, rDo-grub Rin-po-che, Yon tan mdzod Ide (p. 338.12-17): chen pas sems can thams cad sangs rgyas Ayi sa fa
• ma bkod par rang don mi gnyer ba grangs med gsum nas sangs rgyas par gsungs pa byang chub mchog tu sems
bskyed nas bslab bya fa bslabs shing nus pa rdzogs kyang I sa bcu 'i sems dpa'i tshul gyis 'gro don mdzad pa la
'khor baji srid bar sangs mi rgya ba rigs gsum mgonpo Ila bu'o II·
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that Sum-pa mKhan-po decided that the historical Buddha had not been a herdsman-like
bodhisattva. Apparently, some scholars held the boatman-like or herdsman-like bodhisattva to
be impossible and their respective resolutions to be pseudo-bodhicittotpada. According to
such an interpretation, all bodhisattvas must resolve to become buddhas first, an approach
which seems practical and realistic. This interpretation, in my view, reflects the typical dGelugs-pa tendency to 'de-mysticise' Buddhist thought.
Nonetheless, many Tibetan scholars have understood these three kinds of
bodhisattvas, defined by three kinds of corresponding bodhicittotpiida, as essentially
expressing varying magnanimous attitudes rather than a course of events during their career.
According to this standpoint, there is no contradiction in the historical Buddha nourishing
such a noble attitude and yet becoming a buddha before many other sentient beings have been
able to. Such an explanation will become more comprehensible if we examine the actual
process of perfection (piiramitii) as presented by Siintideva in his Bodhicaryiivatiira. For
example, the perfection of giving (diinapiiramitii) by no means implies the elimination of
poverty through giving, for if it were so, such a perfection would be unattainable. The
perfection of giving is thus the perfection of the thought of giving or the readiness to give. In
principle, therefore, one could attain the perfection of giving without having given even one
cent to anybody. In theory, the reverse can also be true: one ~ves everything and yet has not
attained even an iota of the perfection of giving. This is said to be similarly true of the
remaining .perfections. This point, I believe, is crucial in understanding the essence of
bodhisattva ethics in genera1. 4
(b) The Second Event: Striving to Become a Buddha
The Jatakas, Avadiinas, and other related Buddhist literature are said to provide narrative
accounts of the efforts made by the historical Buddha in the past to become a buddha. Here,
we shall merely look into the different perceptions of the time taken by him to do so.
According to the Abhidharmakosa tradition, the historical Buddha, having made his initial
resolution at the feet of the past Buddha Sakyamuni,47 rendered service and paid respect to
75,000 buddhas for the duration of one immeasurable aeon. After the elapse of this first aeon
there appeared the Buddha Ratnasikhin, and then he proceeded to render service and pay
respect to 76,000 buddhas for another immeasurable aeon. 48 Thereafter the Buddha Vipasyin
appeared, and then one more immeasurable aeon elapsed, during which he rendered service
and paid respect to 77,000 buddhas. 49 Now if the Buddha-to-be had indeed accumulated all

The tradition of the Abhidharmakosa also concerns itself with the historical Buddha's practices of the six
perfections. However, the non-Mahayana notion of perfection as foundin the Abhidharmakosabhii~ya is rather
modest when compared with the Mahayana notion of perfection (Abhidharmakosabhii~a, p. 267.10-17).
According to it, one attains, for example, the perfection of giving (diinapiiramitii) if one is able to give purely
out of compassion and with no expectation of anything in return. Such giving is presupposed in Mahayana, but is
insufficient to allow it to be designated as a perfection. This perhaps explains why according to the nonMahayana doctrine one can be an ordinary person (Prthagjana) and yet accomplish the perfections. According to
Mahayana, a bodhisattva would begin to accomplish the perfections only from the fIrst stage (blzumi) onwards,
that is, when he is no longer aprthagjana.
46

47

The past Buddha Sakyamuni is not to be mistaken for the historical Buddha, who is also called Sakyamuni.

48

Ablzidharmakosa 4.110b-d:
... asaT[lkhyeyatrayiintyajiib I
vipasyf dfpakrd ratnasikhf siikyamunib purii II.

49 Abhidharmakosabhii~ya (p. 266.14-16): atha bodhisattvabhuto bhagaviin kiyato buddhiinparyupiisayiim iisa I
prathame kalpiisaT[lkhyeye paficasaptatisahasrii(li, dvitrye ~a!saptatiT[l, trtrye saptasaptatim I; ibid. (p. 266.20-
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the prerequisites necessary for becoming a buddha during these three immeasurable aeons, he
must have, according to the Abhidharmakosa, become a buddha sometime shortly thereafter.
But since he is said to have become a buddha only much later, this would imply that there
was an idle period of time during which he did not exert himself towards his awakening. Such
an implication was obviously a problem for PUI1).avardhana, a commentator of the
Abhidharmakosa. This he attempted to resolve by specifYing that the Gautama Buddha did
indeed fulfil (yongs su rdzogs) the prerequisites in three immeasurable aeons, but not in all
respects (rnam pa thams cad dU).50 According to Dasabalasnmitra, this is the position of the
Kiismlra-Vaibhii~ika school. 51
The account in the Vinayavastu is somewhat different. It is said there that the
historical Buddha made his initial resolution in front of the past Buddha Siikyamuni and that
until the time of the Buddha Rii~trapiila he rendered service and paid respect to 75,000
buddhas for the duration of one immeasurable aeon. From the time of the past Buddha
Dlparpkara until the Buddha *Indradhvajamuni (dBang-po'i-rgyal-mtshan-thub), he is said to
have rendered service and paid respect to 76,000 buddhas for the duration of another
immeasurable aeon. Finally, from the time of the past Buddha *Siidhukiirin (Legs-mdzad)
until the Buddha Kiisyapa, he is said to have rendered service and paid respect to 77,000
buddhas for the duration of one more such aeon. 52 This position is identified by
DaSabalasnmitra as being that of the Sfupmitlya school. 53 In addition, he also provides the
position of the Sthiivira school, according to which the Buddha took a period of twenty
immeasurable aeons and 100,000 aeons to attain Buddhahood. 54
Kong-sprul considers the Abhidharmakosa and Vinaya accounts to derive from the
Vaibhii~ika system, specifYing that the former represents the position of the Kashmiri
Sarviistiviida school in particular, while the latter probably reflects positions of other
conservative Buddhist schools (nikiiya). He further states that according to the Mahiisiirpghika

21): ratnasikhini samyaksalJ7buddhe prathamo 'salJ7khyeyal; samaptal; I dipalJ7kare bhagavati dvitiya/:l I
vipasyini tathagate trtiyal; I; see also the mChims chen (pp. 451.12--453.7); mChims chung (fols. 217a3-218al).
50

mChims chen (p. 452.10-16); mChims chung (fol. 217a6-b2).

51

Sa~lskrtasalJ7skrlaviniscaya (P, fols. 37b3-38aII; D, fols. 135b4-136a3; S, vol. 63, pp. 360J5-361.l6).

Vinayavastu (T, vol. kha, fols. 368b5-369a2; D, vol. klta, fa!. 275bl--4).
sangs rgyas shakya thub pa nas II
'drenpayul 'khorskyong gi bar II
de'i bar bdun kiwi Inga [bdun TJ' stong gi II
sangs rgyas rnams ni ngas mchod do II ...
sangs rgyas mar me mdzad nas ni II
dbang po 'i rgyal mtshan thub pa 'i bar II
bdun khri drug stong dag gi ni II
sangs rgyas rnams ni nga yis mchod II ...
sangs rgyas legs mdzad nas bzung ste II
sangs rgyas 'ad srung [srungs T] bar dag tu II
bdun khri bdun stongnga yis mchod II.
See the Shes bya mdzod (pp. 144.22-27, 144.31-33), where the total number of buddhas (the historical Buddha
rendered service to and honoured) is correctly given (i.e. according to the Vinayavastu) as 230,000. Cf.,
however, Klong-chen-pa's Pltyogs bcu'i mun sel (pp. 123.2-124.2) and the mChims chen (pp. 452.21-453.1).'
That the reading in T must be a scribal error is supported by the fact that a similar verse recurring on some folios
-later (T, va!. kha, fol. 370a5) indicates the number as 75,000 and not 77,000.

-$2

53

SalJ7skrtasalJ7skrtaviniScaya (P, fol. 37bl-3; D, fol. 135b3-4; S, va!. 63, p. 360.8-15).

54 Ibid. (P, fols. 38a4-40a8; D, fols. 136a3-138al; S, va!. 63, pp. 361.16-366.4). Part oflhe pertinent passage
_has been translated in SKILLING 1996: 163.
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school, the time it takes a person to become a buddha would vary from ten to thirty
immeasurable aeons, but adds that he had seen no sources that give the details. 55
In the Mahayana sources, it is not always clear whether the description of tpe time
taken to become a buddha applies only to the historical Buddha or to bodhisattvas in general.
Generally speaking, there are .aIlusions to three, seven, and thirty-three immeasurable aeons as
the required period. 56 But if we concentrate on the Mahayana account of the historical
Buddha's career, the common perception is that he became a buddha in three immeasurable
aeons. 57 Some, however, maintain that he took four immeasurable aeons or 'a little more than
three immeasurable aeons' (grangs med gsum lhag tsam) to become a buddha. 58
It may be mentioned here that the generation of initial resolve is no guarantee of a
successful bodhisattva career. There is always the chance that a bodhisattva will suffer a
relapse. Thus depending on the bodhisattva's faculties (indriya), the irreversibility is said to
be as foIlows: a bodhisattva of the first calibre is irreversible from the moment the initial
resolution is made; a bodhisattva of medium calibre, from the path of seeing (darsanamiirga)
onwards, and a bodhisattva of lesser calibre only from the eighth stage (bhiimi) onwards.
According to Dharmamitra, the historical Buddha was a bodhisattva of the first calibre and
attained irreversibility from the moment he made his initial resolution to become a buddha. 59
(c) The ~hird Event: The Time and Place of the Buddha's Awakening
According to the greater part of non-Mahayana tradition, the Bodhisattva Siddhiirtha, despite
his long and arduous preparation, was an ordinary person (prthagjana) burdened with all the
forms of bondage (sakalabandhana) when he sat down under the Bodhi tree before his
awakening;60 that is, he was a bodhisattva in his last birth (antyajanman) who had reached the
greater path of accumulation (tshogs lam chen po), the last phase of the first bodhisattva path
(miirga).61 It is said that a buddha-to-be (andpratyekabuddha) can traverse all the remaining
four paths in just one sitting (ekatraiviisane) by taking the fourth meditative state (dhyiina) of

55

Kong-sprul, Shes bya mdzod (p. 145.11-25).

See the Madhyamakapradfpa (P, fol. 363b3-5; D, fol. 288a6-7; S, vol. 57, p. 1558.16-19): ... brtson 'grus
dang 1 dbang po rab kyis bskal pa grangs med pa gsum gyis sangs rgyas nyid thob la 1 de las gzhan pa nyid J.yis
bskal pa grangs med pa bdun dang 1bskal pa grangs med pa sum cu rtsa gsum gyis so II; cf. the Bu stan chos
'byung (p. 71.15-17).

56

57

See, for example, Kong-sprul, Shes bya mdzod (pp. 146.33-147.9).

58

Ibid: (p. 147.9-16).

59

Ibid. (p. 148.1-8).

60 mChims chen (p. 464.25): de ni bye brag tu smra ba so so'i skye bar 'dod do II; Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (pp.
34.6-35.1): de la tshe 10 brgya pa 'i dus 'dir skdkya thub pa byon tshul ni 1 theg pa chung ngu rnams ni so so
skye bo 'ching ba mtha' dag dang bcas pa gcig gis lam bsgrubs pas sangs rgyas par 'dod la .... See also Kongsprul, Shes bya mdzod (p. 148.26): ... rdo rye 'i gdan la bzhugs pa tshun chad so so 'i skye bo 'ching ba kun Idan
yin la I.... It should be noted that not all non-Mahiiyana schools considered the ('historical') Bodhisattva to be an
ordinary person (Prthagjana). According to Vinltadeva, the Haimavatas were one such example. See the
Nikiiyabhedavibhallgavyiikhyiina (p, fol. 181a3-4; D, fol. 150a2; S, vo!. 93, p. 1151.20-21): de lagangs ripa'i
rtsa ba'i dam tshig ni byang chub sems dpa' ni so so'i skye bo mayin [add. pa PN] zhes bya'o II. Another such
were the Lokottaraviidins. See the NikiiyabhedopadeianasalJ'lgraha (P, fol. 188a3-4; D, fo!' 155al; S, vo!. 93, p.
1167.9-10): byang chub sems dpa' la ni 'dod chags fa sags pa skye ba dang 1 mer merpo fa sogs pa las skye ba
meddo II.

61

For details, see the Shes bya mdzod (p. 148.15-31).
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the material realm (rupadhtitu) as his mental base. 62 Thus the path of preparation
(prayogamtirga), path of seeing (darianamtirga), path of practice or meditation
(bhavantimtirga), and path of .no more training (a§ai~amtirga) were all attained by the
Buddha in just one sitting.
According to some Mahayana sources, the Buddha, before his awakening, was a
bodhisattva of the tenth stage &bhumi), that is, a bodhisattva at the last continuum of the ten
stages (sa bcu'i rgyun mtha ,).6 Most Mahayana traditions maintain that the Buddha actually
became awakened (and simultaneously assumed the form of his sarrzbhogaktiya) in the
Akani~tha realm, where the empowerment of great ra~s ('od zer chen po'j dbang) was
bestowed upon him by the buddhas of the ten directions, 4 and then proceeded to perform his
remaining deeds in the world. This idea seems to be based on the Lanktivattirasutra,
Ghanavyuhasutra, Ratnagotravibhaga, the commentary to the Vytikhyayukti and the writings
of VagfsvarakIrti (Ngag-gi-dbang-phYUfgrags-pa):65 (Just what Akani~tha means in this
context would require a separate study. 6) According to some other tantric and non-tantric
Mahayana traditions, the Buddha became a buddha while already undergoing austerities at the
bank of the river Nairafijana. The actual awakening, however, did not take place there. Instead
he is said to have left his physical body, which was the result of the maturation (viptikaktiya)
of previous karmic deeds, at the river and went in his body of gnosis (jntinaktiya) to
Akani~tha, where he became awakened, thereby assuming the body of enjoyment
(sGl'J1bhogaktiya). He then returned and re-entered his viptikaktiya on earth imd demonstrated
the remaining activities including going to Bodh-Gaya and becoming awakened. This is said
to be the position favoured by the rNying-ma tantra sGyu 'phrul bla rna, Buddhajfianapada's
Muktitilaka, Slikyamitra of the Guhyasamtija tradition, some commentators of the
Hevajratantra,
and
Rin-chen-bzang-po.67
However,
according
to
the
Pittiputrasamtigamanasutra,68 SaddharmapUlJ4arfkasutra,69 and Tattvasarrzgrahatantra,70 the

62

Abhidharmakasabhli~ya(p. 348.19-21); cf. WAYMAN & WAYMAN 1974: 91-92, n. 70.

"See, for example, Klong-chen-pa's Yid bzhin mdzad 'grel (p. 3S.1-2): theg po chen po kho Gig dga'ldan nos
'pha ba nos bzung ste rda rje'i gdan du bzhugs nos bsam gtan bzhi po 10 mnyam par gzhag tshun chad so bcu
pa 'i sems dpa' las I de nos sangs rgyas po '0 zhes 'dod Ging I....
Mahiiyiinasutrlila/f1klira (P, fo1. 3b6; D, fol. 3bl; S, vol. 70, pp. 808.20-809.1):
songs rgyas kun gyis 'ad zer chen pas dbang bskur byin II.
RatnavaliS .S9:
bcu po chos kyi sprin yin te II
dam pa chas kyi char 'bebs phyir II
byang chub sems dpa' songs rgyas kyis II
'ad zer dog gis dbang bskur phyir II.
The corresponding Sanskrit texts are missing in both the Mahiiylinasutrlila/f1klira and the Ratnavall.
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Bu stan chas 'byung (pp. 81.4-82.S).

For the various IndocTibetan concepts surrounding Akanislha, see the Phyags bcu'i mun sel (pp. 40.4-S0.1);
Tshangs dbyangs 'brug sgra (pp. 3.10-14.18); Shes bya mdzad (pp. ISI.2S-IS3.8) .
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•7

Bu stan chas 'byung (p. 82.6-11); Shes bya mdzad (p. IS0.18-32) .

Pitiiputrasamligamanasutra (T, fols. 114b4-119aS; D, fols. 30a3-33a6). See also the Shes bya mdzad (p.
149.7-14); Bu stan chas 'byung (p. 80.17-2S).

•8

SaddharmapUipjarikasulra (p. 269.4-6): kulapulrli bahiini mama kalpakalfnayutasatasahasrlilJY anuttarii/f1
samyaksa/f1badhim abhisa/f1buddhasya I.... Cf. the Tibetan translation (T, fol. 176a4-S; D, fol. 118b I): rigs kyi
bu dog nga ni bskal po bye ba khrag khrig brgya slang mang po nos I bla no med po yang dog par rdzags po 'i
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historical Buddha had already become a buddha an innumerable number of aeons before, and
hence all his three great events were merely a perfo=ance for the benefit of sentient beings.
Moreover, according to the Sa/'fldhinirmocanasiitravyiikhyiina, all the deeds of the Buddhabeginning with his residence in Tu~ita and ending with his passing away (including the event
of awakening)-were manifested simultaneously.71 This model seems to presuppose the
Ratnagotravibhiiga model of a buddha's activities combined with the presumption that the
Buddha had already in the distant past become a buddha. What is perhaps worth mentioning
here is that some tantric notions of the Buddha's awakening seem to be more conservative
than other, non-tantric ones. For example, the idea that the Buddha became awakened while
undergoing austerities at the bank of the river Nairafijana suggests that the Buddha had not yet
been a buddha before. This idea is obviously more conservative than the idea found, for
example, in the Saddharmapw:ujarlkasiitra, according to which the Buddha had already
become a buddha in the distant past.
4. A Historical Sketch of the Buddha's Initial Resolve to Become a Buddha
Let us examine the historical background of the Buddha's initial resolve to become a buddha.
In this context, I again find Schmithausen's statement that a greater part of the development
of Buddhist ideas can be explained by the deVelopment of the perception of the Buddha very
enlightening. Buddhism began with the Buddha. Different Buddhist traditions at different
times and places may argue about what or who the Buddha was or is, but what is inarguable is
the appearance of the historical Buddha; 72 that is, someone took birth as Gautama, went forth
and became a mendicant, became awakened under the Bodhi tree, hesitatingly (for whatever
reason) founded a community of monks and nuns, taught for many years and finally passed
away. The notion of the Buddha's initial resolve seems to be one of several outcomes of the
attempt to explain this unique person called Gautama Buddha, at the root of which were two
questions: What was the driving force behind the appearance of the Buddha? And what
motivated him to found a community of monks and nuns and establish a tradition ofteaching?
Although rather rare, early canonical sources do mention compassion as the prime
motive behind the Buddha's appearance on the scene and his salvific activities. 73 In the course
of time this motive seems to have been increasingly placed further back in time: at first, prior

byang chub mngan par rdzags par sangs rgyas so
andBu stan chos 'byung (p. 81.1-3).

II. See also the citation in the Shes bya mdzad (p.

149.14--15)

Shes bya mdzod (p. 149.15-17): rgyud de nyid bsdus pa las I beam Idan 'das bskal po bsam gyis mi khyab par
mngan par rdzogs par songs rgyas nos shakya'i rigs su skye ba stan par mdzad do II zhes sags byung nga II.
This citation, which Kong-sprul thought to be from the Tattvasaf/1grahatantra (i.e. the Tattvasaf/1grahasiitra), is
not to be found there; it is nonetheless quoted in Anandagarbha's conunentary, the
Tattvasaf/1grahatanfravyakhya (p, vol. zi, fol. 44a7-8; D, vol. Ii, fol. 38b2; S, vol. 29, p. 88.12-15): beam Idan
'das bskal po bsam gyis mi khyab par mngan par rdzogs par sangs rgyas nas shakya'i rigs su skye ba stan par
mdzad do zhes [ces PN] gsungs pas na I shakya'i rigs su skye ba bzhes nas zhes bya ba 'di la mi rigs so II·
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71 Saf/1dhinirmacanasiitravyakhyana (P, fol. 19b5-7; D, fa!. 17bl-3; S, vol. 115, pp. 1047.16-1048,1): zhugs
po 'i sku dang fdan pa zhes bya ba ni I )'ig rten gyi khams de dag gi gling bzhi pa 'i jig rten gyi khams thams cad
du sprul po 'i skus [sku PN] dang po dga' Idan gyi gnas nos 'bab pa nas I tha ma yangs su mya ngan las 'das pa
chen po stan pa 'i bar gyi sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa beu gnyis 10 sags po cig car stan po sfe I de ni dga' Idan gyi
pha brang nos 'bob po 10 sags pa kun tu [du D] stan pa'iyon tan gyi khyad par yin no II. See also the remarks iu
the Bu stan ehas 'byung (p. 80.14--17).
72 Nineteenth-century European scholars did not believe that the Buddha was a historical person. For instance,
Emile Senart (1847-1928) held that he was a 'solar god.' For details, see DE JONG 1987a: 26-29. Very few
scholars today would doubt the historicity of the Buddha (see SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 6).
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See DP, s. v. karunna:- sattvesu ea karunnataf/1 palieea ....
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to the awakening, then prior to his renunciation, and finally back in the distant past. In
Mahayana sources, not only the initial resolution made by the Buddha is pushed back ever
further into the distant past, but also the time of his awakening, until it becomes timeless. The
need to close the temporal gap between the first resolve to strive for the highest awakening
and the awakening itself is noticed, 'for example, in the Buddhiivata'flsakasiitra.74 The concept
of sudden awakening is apparently rooted in such a theoretical base. 75 There are also traces of
another line of thought where the closure of this gap is taken a step further: not only the gap
between the initial resolve and the highest awakening but also that between the initial resolve
and the setting of the Wheel of Dharma into motion is closed; that is, the generation of the
initial resolve is immediately followed by (or even occurs simultaneously with) the turning of
the Wheel of Dharma. 76 Such an idea presupposes perhaps the notion of iidibuddha.
According to Klong-chen-pa, the iidibuddha can still, as an efficient strategy, demonstrate to
sentient beings the generation of an initial resolve to strive for awakening. 77
In the tradition of the *Guhyagarbhatantra, the Ur-Buddha Samantabhadra does
generate both conventional and absolute bodhicitta. It is explained that although all sentient
beings are in reality already buddhas, he nonetheless generates the two kinds of bodhicitta for
the benefit of sentient beings who have not realised this. 78 The event of awakening itself
seems to be superfluous in the tradition of the *Guhyagarbhatantra. Here the generation of
bodhicitta seems not to be conceived as an actual resolve to strive for awakening (at least not
for the Ur-Buddha himself) but rather as a kind of compassionate impulse to teach.
5. Concluding Remarks
What I have suggested in this chapter is the idea that the bodhisattva's generation of the
resolve (cittotpiida) to seek the highest awakening was possibly inspired by or modelled on
the Buddha's first resolve to become a buddha. I have also attempted to explain the Buddha's
initial resolve by putting it into its historical and doctrinal context; that is, to show that both
the history of and doctrine associated with the Buddha's first resolve to become a buddha
seem to largely depend on how the Buddha was perceived at a given time and place, and
above all, on questions such as when and where the Buddha made the initial resolve, became
a buddha, and set the Wheel of Dharma into motion.

74 HIRAKAWA 1990: 282. See also SEYFORT RUEGG 1989: 166-167, where the idea of attaining
vajropamasamiidhi immediately after the first cittotpiida or bodhicitta is mentioned, with textual support from
the Satasahasrikii and Paiieavimsatisiihasrikii.
7S

See BIELEFELDT 1992: 491.

Ajiitasatrukau!qtyavinodaniisiitra (T, fols. 27Ib6-272al; D, fa!. 215a3-4): de de Itar zhugs na sems bskyed
ma thag tu ehos kyi 'khor 10 skor [sgyur T] bar 'gyur ro II de ei'i phyir zhe na I de Itar byang chub sems dpa' des
sems bskyed rna thag tu rgyu dang dmigs pa 'i rkyen [skyen T] ma skyes pa 'i phyir ehos thams cad ma skyes pa
dang I de bzhin gshegs pa 'i byang chub kyang ma skyes pa las rtogs par 'gyur fa I byang chub ji Ita bar cilos ~yi
'kilor los [10 T] sgyur ba 'ang [ba yang T] de bzhin du shes Ie I sems kyi bsam pa 'i go cha de dog gis thams cad
mkilyen pa rtogs par nus so II. Cf. the name of a bodhisattva called Sacittotpadadharmacakrapravartin in CONZE
1973: 221, 228.

76

Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (va!. 1, p. 35.5-6): 'dir ni de thams cad thog ma med pa 'i dus su sangs rgyas pa de'i
mam 'phrul de Itar bstan par 'dod pas I dang po sems bskyed pa nas songs rgyas kyi sprul par 'dod pa yin no II·

,77

78

dKon mchog 'grel (A, fa!. 58a5-b5; B, pp. 88.19-89.7).
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May the immaculate, excellent bodhicitta,
Which, if present, would be sufficient for procreating a buddha,
[But] which, if absent, would deprive [one] of all means of procreating a buddha[May this] unmistakable seed for procreating a buddha arise!
- dPal-sprul 'ligs-med-chos-kyi-dbang-po {l808-l887)1

1. Introductory Remarks
The notions of bodhicitta, bodhisattva, and Mahayana are so intricately linked with each other
that it seems to be almost impossible to deal with one of them without referring to the others.
Doctrinally speaking, there cannot be a bodhisattva without bodhicitta, and no Mahayana
without a bodhisattva. That bodhicitta is of existential significance for a bodhisattva and that
Mahayana would be impossible without bodhicitta is reiterated in several Mahayana sources.
For example, it is said in the Siitriirthasamuccayopadda that just as a sattva (,sentient being')
cherishes the life-force and depends on it for his existence, so does a bodhisattva cherish and
depend on bodhicitta. 2 The Bodhisattvapifakasiitra states: 3
1 This famous verse from a small untitled aspirationa1 prayer (sman lam: pralJidhiinalprm;1idhl) found in the
collected writings of dPal-sprul (PK, vol. ea, p. 956.3-4) reads:
yad na sangs rgyas sgrub la des ehag cing II
med na sangs rgyas sgrub la thabs ehags [= chag] pa II
sangs rgyas 'grub [= b/sgrub?]pa'i sa ban rna nar ba II
mam dag byang ehub sems mehog 'bskyed par [= skye bar] shag II.

Siitriirthasamueeayopadda (P, fol. 354a6-7; D, fol. 304bl-2; S, vol. 64, p. 1828.10-12); de Itar sems ean
[add. mams DC] la srag gees shing srag la brten pa de bzhin du byang ehub sems dpa' la yang srog Ita bu'i
byang ehub kyi sems gees shing de /a brtenpa'a II.
2

" Badhisattvapi{akasiitra (T, fol. 4Ib3-5; D, fol. 282a7-bl); shii ri'i bu byang chub sems dpa' ehas gcig dang
[dan no sangs rgyas kyi ehas 'di dag dang gzhan yang dpag tu med pa dag yangs su 'dzin to II ehos geig po [pu
T] gang zhe [zhes T] na I 'di Ita ste I bsam pa phun sum tshogs pa'; byang ehub kyi sems te Ishii ri'i bu byang
ehub sems dpa' [dpa'i T] ehos geig po [pu T] de dang Idan na sangs rgyas kyi ehos 'di dag dang I gzhan yang
dpag tu med pa dag yongs su 'dzin to II.
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Sanputra, if a bodhisattva is endowed with one factor, he would possess these and other
infinite, qualities of a buddha. What is that one factor? It is bodhicitta, the excellent, altruistic
inclination. 0 Sariputra, if a bodhisattva is endowed with this one factor, he would possess these
and other infinite qualities of a buddha.
In the Siigaramatipariprcchiisiitra, the bodhisattva Sagaramati asks the Buddha: 4
o Venerable One, what are the factors that constitute Mahayana?'
Thereupon, the Buddha answers: 5
o Sagaramati, there is one factor that constitutes Mahayana. What is that one factor? It is not
forgetting bodhicitta and being vigilant. 0 Sagaramati, this is the one factor that constitutes
Mahayana.
According to the Dasadharmakasiitra, a bodhisattva is said to have properly embarked upon
Mahayana only if ten criteria are fulfilled, two of them being wishing bodhicitta and not
wishing to pass away into nirviifla by means of vehicles that accommodate sriivakas and
pratyekabuddhas. 6 Likewise, the Bodhicittavivarafla (ascribed to a certain NagiiJjuna) states
that bodhicitta is the best factor in Mahayana. 7 According to NagiiIjuna's Ratniivalf2.74 and
Candrakirti's Madhyamakiivatiira 1.1, a bodhisattva is born of three factors, namely, karuflii,
a mind of non-duality (i.e. non-dual prajiiii), and bodhicitta. 8 According to Ratniikarasanti,
one is said to embark upon Mahayana after he has generated bodhicitta. 9 In Jayananda's
words, the twenty-two cittotpiidas which encompass the entire spiritual career of a
bodhisattva are called Mahayana. lO Elsewhere, it is said that the bodhisattva's task is to bring
other sattvas to (spiritual) maturity and protect the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma), II that is,
those parts of the doctrine pertaining to the various yiinas. Because the concepts of bodhicitta,
SiigaramatipariPTcchiisiitra (T, fol. 84a7; D, fol. 58b4-5): bcom Idan 'das theg pa chen po sdud par 'gyur ba 'i
chos rnams ni gang lags I.
'

4

5 Siigaramatipariprcchiisiitra (T, fo1. 84b3-4; D, fols. 58b7-59al): blo gros rgya mtsho theg pa chen po sdud
par 'gyur ba'i chos gcig ste I chos gcig po gang zhe [zhes T] na I 'di Ita ste I byang chub kyi sems brjed 'pa med'
[par mi byed T] cing bag yod pa ste I blo gros rgya mtsho 'di ni theg po chen po sdud par 'gyur ba 'i chos gcig
go II. Note that this passage is cited in the Siitrasamuccaya (p. 134.13-17).

6 Dasadharmakasiitra (T, fo1. 243al-4; D, fo1. I 65a4-6): rigs kyi bu byang chub sems dpa' chos bcu dang Idon
no theg pa chen po la yang dag par zhugs pa yin te I bcu gang zhe na I 'di Ita ste I ... [4] byang chub Icyi sems
'dod pa yin I ... [10] nyan thos dang I rang sangs rgyas dang Idan po 'i theg pas yongs su mya ngan las 'da' bar
mi 'dodpayin no II.

BodhicittavivararJa 105:
byang chub sems 'di theg chen po II
mchog ni yin par bshad pa ste II
mnyam par gzhag pa 'i 'bad po yis II
byang chub sems ni bskyed par gyis II.
For an English translation, see LINOTNER 1997: 69.
7

• See also SEYFORTRUEGG 2004: 7.

Ratniilokiilal/1kiira (P, fo1. 344a6-7; D, fol. 295a4; S, vol. 64, p. 816.3-4): byang chub tu sems bskyed po nas
theg pa chen po la zhugs pa '0 II; ibid. (P, fo1. 300al; D, fo1. 256a2; S, vol. 64, p. 716.19-20): ... byang chub J..yi
sems ni theg pa chen po 'i lam du 'gro bar byed pa 'i phyir ro II.
9

10 MadhyamakiivatiiratZkii (p, fo1. 20b7-8; D, fol. 17b2; S, vol. 61, p. 41.2-4): byang chub tu sems bsf..yed pa nyi
shu rtsa gnyis 10 theg pa chen po zhes kyang bya fa I de nyid fa 'bras bu dang bcas po 'i byang chub sems dpa 'i
lam zhes kyang bya '0 II. See also the Munimatiiial!1kiira (P, fol. 215a8-bl; D, fol. 16Sb3; S, vol. 63, p. 1296.34).

" Vikurvii~ariijapariprcchiisiitra (T, fol. 34Sbl-2; D, fol. 197a4-5): byang chub sems dpa 'i las ni mam pa gnyis
so II gnyis gang zhe no I 'di Ita ste I sems can thams cad yongs su smin par bya ba dang I dam pa 'i chos yongs Sll
gzung ba '0 II. Cf. the citation in the gSung rab rin po che (P, fo1. 143b6-7; D,fol. 239b7; S, vol. 115, p. 653.17IS).
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bodhisattva, and Mahayana were formulated in broadly Buddhist terms, it is essential that we
view them not only in their Mahayana setting, but in a wider Buddhist context as well. One of
the ways to do this would be to consider the general understanding of bodhi, citta, sattva, and
yana in both Mahayana and non~Mahayana Buddhism, a detailed discussion of which is,
however, beyond the scope of this study. This chapter instead seeks to discuss briefly the idea
of yana with special reference to Mahayana (including Vajrayana); the various kinds of
sattvas, with an emphasis on bodhisattvas and vajrasattvas; and finally the term bodhicitta
and its importance within the bodhisattva doctrine, or Mahayana spirituality, more generally.
2. The Concept of Yiina in Buddhism

In the following few sections, we shall first take up the various yanas in general and then
discuss in greater detail those yanas that are primarily defined in terms of bodhicitta. The
objective of the presentation is, however, merely to put the notion of bodhicitta into
perspective, not to treat the topic ofyana comprehensively.
Somewhat hesitantly, I have employed the expression non-Mahayana instead of
Hinayana. '2 The term Theravada Buddhism is too narrow since there are other non-Mahayana
schools that do not belong to it. Although some traditional sources seem to use Sravakayana
in the sense of non-Mahayana, it, too, is too narrow, particularly if used alongside
Pratyekabuddhayana. I have restrained myself from employing terms such as primitive
Buddhism, early Buddhism, and conservative Buddhism owing to their vagueness. And
although the expression non-Mahayana is not absolutely satisfactory, given its undesired
implication that Mahayana is the standard for other forms of Buddhism, it seems, nonetheless,
to be a relatively better choice. 13
Similarly, I have decided to employ 'non-tantric Mahayana' in juxtaposition to 'tantric
Mahayana"4 (or 'Vajrayana'). The use of 'Mahayana' as if opposed to 'Vajrayana' is
problematic, for this implies that Vajrayana is not Mahayana Buddhism. The term
Bodhisattvayana offered as a contrast to Vajrayana is not satisfactory either, insinuating as it
does that those who practise Vajrayana are not bodhisattvas. One could use 'Piiramitayana,'
but it tends to be understood in the sense of the Prajiiapiiramita system,'5 to the exclusion of
the Yogacara and Tathagatagarbha systems. Thus, while not the ideal solution, 'non-tantric
Mahayana' and 'tantric Mahayana' seem to be reasonably acceptable.
Because one can hardly talk about bodhicitta without alluding to Mahayana, it is
perhaps imperative that I make clear what I mean by 'Mahayana.' Mahayana may be defined

;12 Cf. SEYFORT RuEGG 1967: 161-162: "It should moreover always be kept in mind that the Buddhist sources
attest various uses of the terms 'ffinayana' and 'Sriivakayana,' and that while some of them may be motivated in
·polemics, others possess a perfectly evident and valid psychological and soteriological foundation; before these
terms can be properly and meaningfully used by a modern scholar in his investigations their application in
varying contexts needs to be exactly analyzed with a view to determining what role these expressions can play in
studies on Buddhist thought." For further discussions, see id. 2004: 7-12.
For a recent discussion on the various terms pertaining to yiina (viz. Mahayana and Bodhisattvayana in
relation to Sriivakayiina, Irmayana, and SthaviravadaiTheravada), see SEYFORTRUEGG 2004: 5-12, of 28-31.

)3

.14 The term mantramahiiyiina is attested, for example, in the Yogaratnamiilii (p. 138.36). Note, however, that
some Japanese scholars as well as David Snellgrove have distinguished between Mantrayana and Vajrayana, and
that some Indianscholars such as B. Bhattacharyya (cf. DASGUPTA 1958: 63, 64, 144) have employed terms such
',as Sahajayana and Kalacakrayana, thereby distinguishing them from Vajrayana, but as pointed out in NEWMAN
1987: 16, n. 2, these terms are 'neologisms' and their distinction from Vajrayana 'artificiaL'

)1 Tilmann Vetter had argued that there existed a major difference between Prajiiaparamita and Mahayana at an
early time and that the former was connected with the sriivakas rather than with the bodhisattvas. See VETTER
1994: 1241-1281; id. 2001: 58-89; SEYFORTRuEGG 2004: 10, n. 14.
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as a fonn of Buddhism that presupposes that even an ordinary sentient being can generate
bodhicitta and become a bodhisattva or a buddha, and advocates that they do so, According to
this proposed definition, Mahayana would include Yogaciira, Prajiiapiiramita, Madhyamaka,
Tathagatagarbha,16 Yajrayana, a combination of two or more of these fonns, and any other
fonn of Buddhism that recognises Buddhahood as the ultimate soteriological goal ot (many or
all) sentient beingsP With this definition in mind, I shall avoid setting off, for example,
Prajiiapiirarnita or Yajrayana from Mahayana, for in my view both Prajiiapiiramita and
Yajrayana are fonns of Mahayana Buddhism,
(a) The Various Models of Yiina

The tenn !sana will be employed here in the sense of 'vehicle' and 'way' (or 'carrier' and
'course'), 8 and as referring to the means or methods that lead one to a desired destination, as
explained in the ITa ba'i khyad parbyYe-shes-sde: 19
A yiina resembles a carriage, It carries [passengers] and causes [them] to arrive at different
destinations, and hence [it is called] a yiina ('vehicle'), It is like a bridge, a boat, or a ship, [It is
called] yiina, too, because [one] arrives at the other shore of the great river of samsiira by means
of the lift and support lent by it.
The ways or means that lead to an undesirable destination are usually not referred to as
yana,20 One can find multifarious models ofyana in Indian and Tibetan Buddhism, although
some are certainly more popular than others, Most models describe only yanas pertaining to
the Buddhist soteriQlogical goal, but some also relate to desirable human and celestial
existences, Although not consistent with the historical development, I shall, for practical
reasons, present the various models of yiina in an ascending order, beginning with the 'one
vehicle' (ekayiina) model and concluding with the 'no vehicle' (ayiina) model. It should be

16 Note that some modem Japanese scholars denounce the tathagatagarbha doctrine as non-Buddhist. For a
discussion of this issue, see ZIMMERMANN 2002a: 82-84,

11 The notion of becoming a buddha can also be found in what is known as If'mayiina, but in its case, this may be
considered an exception rather than the rule since it applies only to a few instances, such as the Buddha Gautama
or the future Buddha Maitreya, If'mayana does not hold to the idea that anyone (with the right spiritual
disposition) can become a buddha and thus should generate bodhicitta, I have not included various forms of
Chinese and Japanese Buddhism in my discussion. Nonetheless, these forms of Buddhism, too, insofar they
presuppose Buddhahood as the ultimate soteriological goal of sentient beings, can justifiably be called Mabayana
Buddhism. According to the Japanese Buddhologist Susumu Yamaguchi, for example, Pure Land Buddhism
(and other schools such as Hua-yen and Zen) is a part ofMahiiyiina tradition based on Nagiiljuna's Madhyamaka
and Vasubandhu's Yogaciira thought; see KlYOTA 1978: 252, 254-255,
18

See VETTER 2001: 62; SEYFORTRUEGG 2004: 5, n, 5,

'9

ITa ba"ilthyadpar (P, fol, 254a3-4; D, fol. 215a2-3; S, vol. 116, p, 565.10-13): thegpa zhes bya ba ni bzhon
[gzhon PNJ pa dang 'dra ste I des theg cing so so 'i gnas su son [ston DJ par byed pas theg pa '0 II zam pa dang
gru dang gzings dang 'dra ste I des bteg cing blien nas [add, I Pj '/thor ba'i chu 00 'i pha rol tu phyin pas na
yang theg pa'o II, See also the dKon mchog 'grel (A, for. 19b1-2; B, p, 46,15-17): spyi/' theg pa zhes bya ba'i
nges tshig ni I ya [= yiij na zhes bya ba 'gro ba'i bya ba ston [smon Aj pa 'i tshig yin pas tshig gzugs pOl' lam la
bya'o II brgyud nas ni mya ngan las 'daspa dang I gzhung [gzungA] gi tshogs dang I bljod bya Ita buyang 'jug
par shespar bya '0 II,
In the AkyayamatinirdeSa{fka (P, fol. 180b2-5; D, fol. 147b2-5; S, vol. 66, p, 358,9-19) it is explained that
although unwholesome ways or means that lead to lower destinations can also be called yanas, they are not
referred to as such, since they cause suffering and are not a basis conducive to the realisation of the truth,

20
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remarked that some of the terms concerning certain vehicles are found only in Tibetan
sources, and these will be identified as such. 21
(i) The One-Vehicle Model

The view that there is only one vehicle (ekayiina), namely, the buddha vehicle (buddhayiina),
is advocated primarily in the SaddharmapulJrj.arzkasutra,22 and has been upheld by both the
Madhyamaka and Tathagatagarbha traditions. Besides the SaddharmapulJrj.arzkasutra, a
number of other Mahayana sutras are cited by the Sutrasamuccaya in support of this
position?] However, while maintaining the view of one (final) vehicle, the Sutrasamuccaya
seems to deny neither the diversity of sentient beings nor the existence and legitimacy of
multiple (provisional) vehicles. 24 The ekayiina theory is also fleetingly mentioned in
NagaIjuna's Ratniivalz 4.88. This stance was adopted in tum by Candraktrti, a PrasangikaMadhyamika, who referred to both the SaddharmapulJrj.arzkasutra and Sutrasamuccaya, and
attempted to establish it on a logical footing. The gist of his argument is that because there is
only one true reality (tattva) as the object (vi"aya), its subject (vi"ayin) can be gnosis of only
one quality, and hence only one (final) vehicle is possible and not three (with qualitative
differences)?S The doctrine of three vehicles is termed provisional, while the one vehicle is,
for him, Mahayana. In the Tathagatagarbha tradition, the argument is that all sentient beings
have the same or one spiritual disposition (gotra) and that there is only one (final) nil1!iilJa,
namely, Buddhahood. 26 The Madhyamaka and Tathagatagarbha traditions, however, disagree
regarding the immanence of positive qualities attributed to the spiritual disposition.
Haribhadra, an important commentator of the AbhisamayiilalJ1kiira, belongs to the tradition
that interprets the idea of one vehicle as definitive and that of three vehicles as provisional. 27

21 Some of the Sanslait tenns pertaining to yiinas recorded in the Mahiivyutpatti are: mahiiyiina (no. 1250),
pratyekabuddhayiina (no. 1251), sriivakayiina (no. 1252), sriivakapratyekabuddhayiina (no. 186), hlnayiina (no.
1253), priiddikayiina (no. 1254), ekayiina (no. 1255), tathiigatayiina (no. 1263, in a compound), paramayiina
(no. 795, in a compound).

See, for example, the SaddharmapUl:u!arlkasutra 2.54 (p. 43.9-12):
ekaiJ1 hi yiinaiJ1 dvitiyaiJ1 na vidyate trtiyaiJ1 hi naiviisti kadiici lake I
anyatr' upiiyii puru~ottamiiniiiJ1 yad yiinaniiniitv' upadarSoyanti II.
The ekayiina concept, of course, is found in a number of other Mahayana scriptures such as the
Lmikiivatiirasiitra (see n. 76). For a discussion, see SUZUKI 1930: 358-361.
22

23

Siitrasamuccoya (pp. 126.1-131.20).

24

Ibid. (pp. 132.1-133.17).

25 Madhyamakiivatiirabhii~ya (p. 400.4-9): gang gi phyir de Itar de kho na nyid gcig nyid yin pas I de kho na
nyid kyi yul can ye shes tha mi dad pa de 'i phyir theg pa gcig kho na bas theg pa gsum yod pa ma yin te I 'ad
srungs chos thams cad mnyam pa nyid du rtogs na mya ngan las 'das pa yin la de yang gcig nyid yin gyi gnyis
dang gsum ni ma yin no zhes 'byung ba 'i phyir 1'0 II. For the entire discussion, see ibid. (pp. 399.9-402.19). See
also SEYFORTRuEGG 2004: 6-7, n. 8; 45-46, n. 70.

1.94:
ato 'niigamya buddhatvaiJ1 nirvii(laiJ1 niidhigamyate I
no hi sakya/:1 prabhiirasmlnirvrjyapre~ituiJ1 ravi/:1l1.
For an English translation, see TAKASAKI 1966: 266. For the importance of the ekayiina theory in the
Ratnagotravibhiiga, see ibid. (p. 38).
16 Ratnagotravibhiiga

27 AbhisamayiilaiJ1kiiravivrti (p. 36.9-11): triyiinavyavasthiinam iibhipriiyikaiJ1 na lii~a(likam iti nyiiyiid
anuttarasamyaksaiJ1bodhiparyavasiina eva sarvo jana ity ato vltariigetarayoginii buddhatvapriiptaye miirgajiiatii
bhiivanlyeti vyiiptib I.
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Kamalaslla, too, a Yogacara-Madhyamika, supports the notion of one vehicle in his
Madhyamakaloka, thereby rejecting the interpretations of vehicles found in some Yogacara
texts such as the MahiiyiinasutriiIalJlkara and MahiiyiinasutriiIalJlkiirabha$ya,28 where the one
vehicle is expounded in several ways, and so shown to be of provisional meaning?9 ~ut at the
same time he also seems to reject the position of Candrakirti (particularly his interpretation of
the tathiigatagarbha concept). The idea of one vehicle later recUrs in the Vajrayana context,
where it is equated with the resultant vehicle. 30
The notion that there is ultimately only one vehicle has gained universal acceptance in
Tibet. I am not aware of any Tibetan author or work that rejects this idea. This can perhaps be
explained by the fact that, philosophically, Tibetan Buddhism is principally defined by the
doctrines of Madhyamaka, Prajiiaparamita, Tathagatagarbha, and Vajrayana, .all of which
subscribe to it. Already in the early ninth century, Ye-shes-sde in his ITa ba 'i khyad par had
shown an unequivocal preference for the one-vehicle theory.31
The relevance of the one-vehicle theory for the bodhicitta concept is that for those
who accept that it is of definitive meaning, there is only' one ultimate goal, namely,
Buddhahood, and only one ultimate way, namely, the Mahayana; and everybody can, in
principle, generate bodhicitta and finally become a buddha. For those who interpret the onevehicle theory to be of provisional meaning, Buddhahood is one of three alternative
soteriological goals. 32
(ii) The Two-Vehicle Model

There are several two-vehicle models, the commonest being the Small Vehicle (hlnayiina)
and the Great Vehicle (mahayiina).33 The former includes both the Sravakayiina and
Pratyekabuddhayana, and the latter both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana (at least from the
perspective oflater Mahayana commentators).34 According to another two-vehicle model, the
yiinas are the Vehicle of Characteristics (*Ia~a7.layiina)' and the Diamond Vehicle
Madhyamakiiloka (p, fols. 158b6-160a1, 265b3-269a4; D, fols. 146b5-147b5, 237a4-239b7; S, vol. 62, pp.
1146.4-1148.14,1369.20-1376.14).

28

See MahiiyiinasiitriilafTIkiira 11.53-53:
dharmanairiitmyamuktfniifTI tulyatviit gotrabhedatal;ll
dvyiisayiiptes ca nirmiipiit paryantiid ekayiinatii II
ii!<;ar$apiirtham eke$iim anyasafTIdhiirapiiya ca I
dditiiniyatiiniifTI hi safTIbuddhair ekayiinatii II.
See also theMahiiyiinasiitriilafTIkiirabh~a (p. 68.17-6).

29

See nn. 58 & 52, and Ratniikarasiinti's interpretation of ekayiina in the Triyiinavyavasthiina (p, fol. 115a6-b5;
D, fol. 104al-7; S, vol. 41, pp. 275.13-276.5). See also the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 19b3--4; B, p. 46.20-22):
'di ltar 'phagspa rtogs chenphyag rgyapa las I «thegpa nigcig tu bas te I gnyis dang gsum du ma mchisso II»
zhes gsungs pa Ita bu ste I 'di ltar yang dag par rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas gcig kho na'o II. This citation has not
been identified.
30

31

ITa ba'i khyadpar (P, fols. 256b3-257a6; D, fo1. 217a5-b6; S, vol. 116, pp. 570.16-572.5).

32

See also SEYFORTRUEGG 1989: 49-50.

A systematic study of the distinction between If'mayiina and Mahiiyana as found in primary literature is still a
desideratum. For a recent contribution on this topic, see Mario D' Aniato, The Mahiiyiina-Hinayiina distinction in
the MahiiyiinasiitriilafTIkiira: A Terminological Analysis. University of Chicago thesis, 2000 [ref. SEYFORT
RUEGG 2004: 48, n. 77].
33

34 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 19b5-6; B, p. 46.22-23): theg pa gnyis su yang bstan te I. theg pa chung ngu dang I
'thegpa' [~m. B] chen po '0 II. SeeBHSD, s.vv. hfnayiina andyiina.
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(vajrayiina).35 The tenn *lak$Wlayiina has, however, not been located in Sanslait sources. The
Ak$ayamatinirdeSa(ikii, attributed to Vasubandhu, also speaks of two vehicles, namely, a
Supramundane Vehicle (*lokottarayiina) and a Mundane Vehicle (*laukikayiina).36 The

former comprises the Sravakayana, Pratyekabuddhayana, and Bodhisattvayana, and the latter
the 'vehicle of celestial beings' (devayiina) and the 'vehicle of human beings'
(*manu$yayiina).37

While there is probably no disagreement regarding the distinctions between mundane
and supramundane vehicles, there seem to be, broadly speaking, divergent positions in India
and Tibet regarding what sets non-Ma13ayana apart from Ma13ayana, and non-tantric from
tantric Ma13ayana. One significant issue in this regard is whether non-Ma13ayana and
Mahayana and non-tantric and tantric Mahayana can be distinguished on the basis of prajiiii
(or view of sunyatii), a matter which is beyond the scope of this study. One point, however,
upon which possibly all Indian and Tibetan Ma13ayana sources would agree is that the
presence of the bodhicitta concept distinguishes tantric and non-tantric Ma13ayana from nonMa13ayana.
(iii) The Three-Vehicle Model

There are several three-vehicle (yiinatraya or triyiina)38 models evincing varying degrees of
conservatism and scope. Some three-vehicle models include only non-tantric vehicles,
whereas others include also tantric ones. The commonest and certainly the oldest one is the
three-vehicle model comprising the Sravakayana, Pratyekabuddhayana, and Mahayana or
Bodhisattvayana. 39 Edgerton observed that the Mahiivastu mentions three vehicles, without,
however, specifYing them by name, and that "it is specifically stated that one can attain
parinirvii1,1a by any of them, and no preference is expressed.,,4o Seyfort Ruegg also points out
that the Abhidharmakosabhii$ya and Vibhii$iiprabhiivrtfi on the Abhidharmadfpa contain
references to the idea of the three vehicles. 41 In the Bodhisattvabhumi, ten areas of expertise
ITa phreng (pp. 161.4-162.1): 'jig rlen las 'das pa'i lam fa yang mam pa gnyis Ie I mlshan nyid kyi Iheg pa
dang I rdo rje'i Iheg pa'o II. See also the dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fol. 19b5; B, p. 46.23): yang gnyis Ie I mlshan
nyid kyi Iheg pa dang I rdo rje'i Iheg pa gnyis so II.

35

J6 Ai0ayamalinirde§a!ikii (p, fols. 179b8-180al; D, fol. 147a3; S, vol. 66, p. 357.7-9): de la theg pa Ihams cad
ni bsdus na rnampa gnyis Ie I 'jig rlen las 'daspa'i thegpa dang I 'jig rlengyi Ihegpa'o II.
)7 Ai0ayamalinirdesarikii (P, fol. 180a2-3; D, fol. 147a4-5; S, vol. 66, p. 357.11-16): nyan Ihos dang rang sangs
rgyas dang I byang chub sems dpa'i Iheg pa 'di gsum ni 'jig rlen las 'das pa 'i Iheg pa zhes bya sle I ci 'i phyir
zhe na 'khor ba las [Ia PN] 'byin par byed pa 'i phyir 1'0 II 'jig rten gyi Iheg pa bstan par bzhed nas I gzhan yang
Ihegpa gnyis Ie I gnyis gang zhe na Ilha'i Iheg pa dang mi'i Ihegpa'o zhes bya ba gsungs pa '0 II.

), The lean Iriyiina is attested, for example, in the LaJ1kiivaliirasuira (see n. 76) and Abhisamayiilaf!lkiiravivrti
(p.36.9).
See, for example, Ihe Anavataplaniigariijapariprcchiisulra (T, fol. 277a3-4; D, fol. 243b4-5): rigs kyi bu
beam Idan 'das shiikya Ihub pa de bzhin gshegs pa theg pa gsum las [om. T] brlsams Ie chos sIan to II gsum
gang zhe na I nyan thos kyi Iheg pa dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi Iheg pa dang I Iheg pa chen po sle I theg pa
gsum po de dag go II; Madhyamakiiloka (P, fol. 158b6-7; D, fol. 146b5-6; S, vol. 62, p. 1146.4-6): 'phags pa
blo gros mi zad pas [par PN] bstan pa las kyang (<gsum po 'di dag ni nges par 'byin par byed pa 'i theg pa yin Ie
I 'di Ita sle nyan Ihos kyi theg pa dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi Iheg pa dang I theg pa chen po '0 [po DC]» zhes
gsungs so II. See also the ITa ba'i khyad par (P, fols. 254a3; D, fol. 215a2; S, vol. 116, p. 565.8-9): Iheg pa
gsum ni nyan thos kyi Iheg pa dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa dang I Iheg po chen po '0 II.
39

4<l

See BHSD, s.v. yiina; Mahiivastu (vol. 2, p. 362.8-15).

" See SEYFORT RUEGG 2004: 28, n. 38, 30, n. 42.
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(kausalya) of a bodhisattva are enumerated, the last three being expertise in the three vehicles
(i.e. Sravakayiina, Pratyekabuddhayana, and Mahayana).42 It is unclear if the tenn'yanatraya
is actually employed in this context since the pertinent reading of the Sanskrit text is
somewhat uncertain, and it is found elsewhere only in a compound. 43 In any case, it is
accepted in general that a bodhisattva should be proficient in matters pertairi:ing to the
Sravakayana and Pratyekabuddhayana so that he is capable of assisting sravakas and
pratyekabuddhas in their soteriological endeavours. Also, one of the commitments in
Vajrayana is to uphold the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma) 'of the three vehicles'
(traiyanika).44 According to the Viniseayasal!lgrahm:zz, the vehicles are three in number owing
to the three different capacities of sentient beings. 45
In later Indian sources, the existing three-vehicle model has been reinterpreted in such
a way that Vajrayana can be incorporated into it. This is clearly the case, for example, in
Ratniikarasanti's Triyanavyavasthana, where the expression 'vehicle endowed with
profundity and vastness' (zab cing rgya ehe ba dang ldan pa 'i theg pa) is used in place of
Mahayana or Bodhisattvayana. 46 The third vehicle is further subclassified into two, namely,
Paramitayana (or Paramitanaya) and Mantrayana (or Mantranaya).47 Similarly, according to
Rong-zom-pa, the third vehicle in this three-vehicle model is the Highest Vehicle (bla na med
pa'i theg pa).48 I have, however, not been able to trace an equivalent Sanskrit tenn
(*niruttarayana or *anuttarayana) in Indian sources.
There is one more three-vehicle model, which is known only in rNying-ma tantric
literature, such as the dGongs pa 'dus pa 'i mdo. It consists of the 'vehicle [characterised by
means] of deliverance [from] the origin (or existence) [of sal!lsara]' (kun 'byung 'dren pa 'i
Bodhisattvabhiimi 2.2 (WOGlHARA, p. 308.9-16): tatra katamad bodhisattvasya kausalyam I tat samiisato
dasavidham veditavyam I .. , sriivakayiinakausalam I pratyekabuddhayiinakausalam I mahiiyiinakausalam I, Cf.
the readings in DUlT, p. 212.3-8.

42

43
See
Bodhisattvabhiimi
l.l8
yiinatrayavyapadeSopasamhiirelJa .. ..

(WOGlHARA,

p.

287.4-5;

DUlT,

p.

194.14-15):

Durgatiparisadhanatantra (as cited in TSD, s.v. gsang ba):
saddharma". pratigrhIJiimi biihyam guhyam traiyiinikam I
'Tlahiipadmakule suddhe mahiibadhisamudbhave II.
Cf. the Durgaliparisadhanalanlra (p. 288.1-2). See also Prajiiasn's Abhi$ekavidhi (P, fo1s. 48b8-49al; D, fo1.
40a5; S, vol. 5, p. 1037.15-17):
byang chub chen po las byung ba II
padma 'i rigs mchagdag [dam DClpa la II
phyi nang [= dang] gsang ba 'i theg pa gsum II
dam pa'i chas kyang gzung bar bgyi II.
Cf. n. 51.
44

45 ViniscayasamgrahalJ! (P, vol. 'i, fol. 16b2; D, vol. zi, fol. 15bl-2; S, vol. 74, p. 779.19-21): dbang po rnam
po gsum yad pa 'i phyir Iheg pa gsum gyis rnam par 'jog ste I theg pa gnyis kyang bia no med po yang dog par
rdzags pa 'i byang chub kyi theg pa 'i rlsa ba can yin pa'i phyir 1'0 II.
46 Ratnakarasanti, Triyiinavyavasthiina (P, fol. Illa3; D, fol. 100a6; S, vol. 41, p. 266.8-10): theg pa rnams ni
gsum nyid du rnam par gzhag [bzhag PN] par mthang ste I nyan thas dang Idan pa 'i theg pa dang I rang songs
rgyas kyi theg pa dang I zab cing rgya che ba dang Idanpa'i theg pa '0 II.

47 Triyiinavyavasthiina (P, fol. 112a2-3; D, fol. 101a3-4; S, vol. 41, pp. 268.16-269.1): zab cing rgya che ba
dang Idan pa 'i theg pa ni rnam pa gnyis Ie I zab pa 'ba' zhig dang Idan pa dang I zab pa dang I rgya che ba gnyi
ga dang ldan pa '0 II 'di dag nyid la theg pa chen po zhes brjad cing I dbye ba rnam pa gnyis nyid la slob dpan
snga mas pha 1'01 tu phyin pa 'i tshul dang I gsang sngags kyi tshul gyi theg pa chen po zhes kyang gzhag pa '0 II·
48 dKan mchag 'grel (A, fol. 19b4-5; B, pp. 46.24-47.1): theg pa ni gsum du yang bslan te I nyan thas kyi theg
pa dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa dang I bla na med pa 'i theg pa '0 II. See ibid. (A, fol. 178b4; B, p, 215.67) where the tenn bla med theg pa is equated with the tenn vajrayiina.
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theg pa), 'vehicle [characterised by] austerity and knowledge' (dka' thub rig byed kyi theg
pa), and 'vehicle [characterised by] means of transformation' (dbanf sgyur thabs kyi theg pa).
The exact meaning of these expressions is, however, notclear. 4 Each of these three are
further subdivided into three, and hence form the basis of the nine-vehicle model (at least for
later rNying-ma doxographers), to which we shall later return.
(iv) The Four-Vehicle Model

There are several four-vehicle models: In what seems to be virtually a citation from the
K$itigarbhasiitra, Kr~lfapada mentions four kinds of yanas, namely, *Svargayana (i.e. the
vehicle that leads to good destinations), Sravakayana, Pratyekabuddhayana, and Mahayana. 5o
The four-vehicle model Rong-zom-pa proposes consists of one outer (bahya) vehicle, that is,
non-tantric Mahayana, and three secret (guhya) vehicles, that is, the three tantric vehicles
pertaining to kriyatantra, caryatantra, and yogatantra. 51 The Mafijusrfnamasal'(lgfti seems to
suggest another four-vehicle model, namely, three causal vehicles (i.e. Sravakayana,
Pratyekabuddhayana, and Bodhisattvayana, i.e. non-tantric Mahayana) and one resultant
vehicle (i.e. Mantrayana).52 Although the idea of a resultant vehicle ('bras bu'i theg pa) is
found in Indian tantric sources, the Sanskrit term (*phalayana) does not seem to be attested. 53

dGong pa 'dus pa'i mdo (P, fo1. 192a8-b1; D, fo1. 204a3):
don dam nges pa 'i theg pa ni II
gsum du nges par snang ba ste II
kun 'byung 'dren dang dka ' thub rig II
dbang sgyur thabs kyi theg pa '0 II.
For mKhan-po Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho's explanation of these terms, see the Rig 'dzin )'ug ngogs (p. 13.6-8): theg
pa de gsum po sangs rgyas kyi zhing kun tu 'byung zhing gdul bya thar par 'dren pa 'i lam yin pas kun 'byung
'drenpa'i theg pa zhes kyang bya'o II; ibid. (p. 15.17-19): de gsum gyis phyi'i dka' thub la brten nas nang gi
don rig par byed pas dka' thub rig byed kyi theg pa zhes bya '0 II; ibid. (p. 21.10-12): de gsum gyis nyon mongs
thams cad ched du gnyen pos spong mi dgos par rig pa 'i ye shes kyis dbang bsgyur te lam du byed pa 'i thabs
dang ldan pas dbang bsgyur thabs kyi thegpa zhes bya'o II.
49

~itigarbhasiitra, as cited by KrsQapada in his Mahiiyiinameliipakapradlpa (P, fo1. 234a6-7; D, fol. 2bl-2; S,
vol. 41, p. 572.18-21):
gang la mtho ris theg pa yod min II
de la nyan thos theg pa med de II
gang la nyan thos theg pa yod min II
de la rang rgyal theg pa med de II
gang la rang rgyal thegpayod min II
de la theg pa chen po med de II.

50

5ldKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 19b6-20a2; B, p. 47.1-7): theg pa bzhir yang bstan te I gsang ba 'i tllig Ie nor bu 'i
rgyud la sogs pa 'i padma 'i rigs kyi sdom pa gzung ba 'i skabs las I <iphyi nang [= dang] gsang ba 'i theg pa gsum
II dam pa'i chos kyang rab tu gzung II» zhes gsungs po Ita bu ste I phyi'i theg po ni I mtshan nyid kyi theg par
bsdus po mtha ' dag go II gsang ba 'i theg pa gsum ni I bya ba'i rgyud dang I spyod pa 'i rgyud dang I mal 'byor
gyi rgyud de I 'di gsum ni sku gsung thugs kyi gsang ba bstan po yin te I 'di dag gi don ni 'og nas rgyud kyi dbye
ba bstan pa 'i skabs su 'chad pas der rig par bya '0 II; cf. n. 44.
"MaiijusrlniimasalJ1glti 9.17cd: yiinatritayanilyiita ekayiinaphale sthitabll; cf. n. 58.
,53 He

ru ka'i galpo (NyG, p. 225.7):
mtshan nyid rgyu yi theg po yis II
sems nyid sangs rgyas rgyu ru shes II
'bras bu sngags kyi theg pa yis II
sems nyid sangs rgyas nyid du bsgom II.
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(v) The Five-Vehicle Model

In the Lmikiivatiirasiitra, the following five yiinas are mentioned: 54 (l) Devayana, (2)
Brahmayana, (3) Sravakayana, (4) Pratyekabuddhayana, and (5) Tathagatayana. It is not clear
why Brahmayana has been treated separately from Devayana and whether deva in D'evayana
is meant to refer only to celestial beings in the celestial realm of desire (kiimadhiitu) or to
such human beings as kings as well. The Ak$ayamatinirdeiasiitra for its part seems to
propose the following five vehicles: 55 (1) Devayana, (2) Manu~yayana, (3) Sravakayana, (4)
Pratyekabuddhayana, and (5) Mahayana. In substance, the concepts *Lokottarayana and
*Laukikayana found in the Ak$ayamatinirdesa(ikii, mentioned above, can be expressed in
terms of these five vehicles and vice versa; that is, Devayana and Brahmayana can be
subsumed under the mundane vehicle and the remaining three under the supramundane
vehicle.
A similar division of vehicles is proposed in the *Guhyagarbhatantra: 56 (1)
*Devamanu~yayana,57 (2) Sravakayana, (3) Pratyekabuddhayana, (4) Bodhisattvayana, and
(5) Mantrayana. It goes on to suggest that the first four vehicles are causal vehicles, whereas
the last one is resultant. 58 The *Guhyagarbhatantra remarks that the 84,000 sets of doctrine
(caturasltisahasradharmaskandha) said to be taught by the Buddha as antidotes for the
84,000 intellectual-emotional defilements (kleia) are included in these five vehicles. It may be
recalled that bodhicitta is considered by some to be the quintessence of all 84,000 teachings
taught by the Buddha.

Lmikavatarasiitra 2.203 (pp. 134.16-135.1) and 10.457 (p. 322.13-14):
devayana1?1 brahmayani11?1 sravakfya1?1 tathaiva ca I
tathiigata1?1 ca pratyeka1?1 yanan etan vadamy aham II.
See also the citation in TSD, s.v. tshangs pa'i theg pa and KAPsTEIN 2000: 208-209, n. 59. For an English
translation, see SUZUKI 1930: 360; id. 1932: 116. Cf. Candrakirti, Catu/lSatakatlka (P, fol. 117a7-8; D, fo1.
106b3-4; S, vol. 60, p. 1186.2-4):
Iha yi theg dang tshangs pa 'i theg II
nyi tshe ba yi theg pa gang II
Ihams cad theg pa chen po yi II
gnas chen 'dir ni 'du bar 'gyurll.

54

Ak$ayamatinirdeSasiilra (T, fol. 71a4--6; D, fols. 126b7-127a2): de la byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa 'kun la'
[thams cad D] mkhas pa gang zhe na I gsum po 'di dag [am. T] ni theg pa ste 'nges par 'byin pa 'a' ['byung ngo
T]II gsuin po gang zhe na I 'di Ita sle I nyan thos kyi theg pa dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa dang I theg po
chen po'o II gzhan yang theg pa gnyis te I gnyis gang zhe na Ilha'i theg pa dang I mi'i theg pa'o II. Cf. the
citation in the gSung rab rin po che (P, fo1. 142b5; D, fo1. 238b7; S, vol. 115, p. 651.12-13).
55

*Guhyagarbhatantra (P, fol. lI1a3-5; D, fol. 113a3-4): 'dul ba'i dbang gis Iha dang I mi'i theg pa dang I
nyan thos kyi [kyis P] theg pa dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa dang I byang chub sems dpa 'i theg pa dang I
bia na med pa 'i theg pas ma rig pa 'i mam par rtog pa nyon mongs pa stong phrag brgyad bcu [cu D] rtsa bzhi'i
gnyen par chos stang phrag brgyad bcu [cu D] rtsa bzhi gsungs sa II gsung nga II gsung bar 'gyur I"a II. See also
the dKan mchag 'grel (A, fol. 16b5-6; B, p. 43.18-20): theg pa Inga ni Ilha dang mi 'i theg pa dang I nyan thas
kyi theg pa dang I rang byang chub kyi theg pa dang I byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa dang I gsang ba bla na
med pa'i theg pa'o II. Note that the term theg pa Inga recurs also elsewhere in the dKan mchag 'grel (A, fols.
96a4, 97a3; B, pp. 128.2, 129.2).
56

According to a Tun-huang document, mi'i theg pa and Iha'i theg pa are included in the nine-vehicle scheme
(KARMAY 1988: 148,172).

57

"*Guhyagcirbhatanlra (P, fol. Illbl; D, fol. 113bl-2):
Iheg pa bzhi yis nges 'byung Ia II
theg pa gcig gis 'bras bur gnas II.
Cf. n. 52.
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(vi) The Nine-Vehicle Model

The nine-vehicle model is an important doxographical scheme followed in the rNying_ma59
and Bon6o traditions. The scheme .of nine vehicles in the rNying-ma tradition, which varies
slightlt; from source to source, has been discussed by Samten Kannay in his rDzogs-chen
study. I According to the ITa phreng, the nine vehicles are as follows: 62
.
.__ ... _--------- ---

, nyan thas kyi theg po

J.

r;:a;;gs(;;;gs-rgy-;s-f9,.t th~g pa--------------

mtskan nyid ~yi
theg po rnam po
gsum

byang chub sems dpa'i theg po
J.

ka 'i rgyud leyi theg po
--, - rna! 'byar gyi rgyud
rna! 'byar phyi po thub
kyi thegpa
, pa:irgyUl;JJryUhegp,,__ ___ ._
bskyed po 'i tshu!
rna! 'byar nang po
thabs kyi rgyud kyi
thegpa

2.

rda rje theg po
rnampagsum

3.

rdzags po chen po 'i tshu!

Although it is true that the nine-vehicle model as such cannot be traced in Indian Buddhist .
sources, such a scheme is not completely at odds with the Indian Buddhist traditions,
particularly if we consider the numerous models of vehicles found in Indian sources.
The last three vehicles are called the Mode of Generation (bskyed pa 'j tshu!), Mode of
Perfection (rdzogs pa 'i tshu!), and Mode of Great Perfection (rdzogs pa chen po 'j tshu!). The
use of 'mode' or 'method' (tshu!) in place of 'vehicle' (theg pa) is in agreement with Indian
sources, where naya and yiina have been used interchangeably, the fonner being seemingly
even more prevalent than the latter. 63 We should perhaps also remember that yiina is

" dKon mchag 'gre! (A, fo!' 20a2-3; B, p. 47.7-9): theg po ni mom po dgur bstan po yang yad de I man ngag
Ita ba 'i phreng ['phreng A] ba las gsungs po ItoI'I mtshan nyid sde gsum dang I phyi rgyud sde gsum dang I
nang rgyud sde gsum rna II.
60 There are said to be two completely different models of nine vehicles in the Bon tradition, namely, those
according to the Central Treasure (dbus gter) and Southern Treasure (lha gter); the latter has been studied by
David Snellgrove (KARMAY 1988: 148). See also MIMAKl1994: 126-132 and KAPSTEIN 2000: 14-15, 16 (table
containing the nine-vehicle model according to the Central Treasure of Bon).

KARMAY 1988: 146-149, 172-174 (diagrams of various nine-vehicle models). See also MIMAKI 1994: 123126, EHRHARD 1990: 8-16, and KAPSTEIN 2000: 13-14, 16 (table containing the nioe-vehicle·model accordiog to
the ITa phreng and a Tun-huang document). There seems to be no study devoted exclusively to the various ninevehicle models.

6J

ITa phreng (p. 162.1-2): mtshan nyid kyi theg po 10 yang mom po gsum ste I [1] nyan thas kyi theg po dang I
[2] rang songs rgyas kyi theg po dang I [3] byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa '0 II; ibid. (p. 163.4-5): rda rje theg
pa 10 yang rnam pa gsum ste I [4] bya ba'; rgyud ky;theg pa dang I [5] gnyis ka rgyud kyi theg pa dang I mal
'byar gyi theg pa'a II; ibid. (p. 164.3-4): mal 'byar rgyud kyi theg pa la zhugs pa mams kyi Ita ba ni mam pa
gnyis te I [6] mal 'byar phyi pa thub pa 'i rgyud kyi theg pa dang I mal 'byar nang po thabs kyi rgyud kyi theg
pa'a II; ibid. (pp. 164.6-165.1): mal 'byar nang pa thabs kyi rgyud kyi theg pa la zhugs po rnams kyi Ita ba ni
rnam pa gsum ste I [7] bskyed po 'i tshul dang I [8] rdzags pa'i tshul dang I [9] rdzags po chen po 'i tshulla II·
62

63 For the employment of the terms piiramitiinaya and mantranaya, see, for example, TSD, s.w. pha 1'01 tu phyin
pa'i tshul and sngags kyi tshu!.
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employed in Pali sources for the eightfold Noble Path, and it is byextension of this use that
terms such as Mahayana and Hlnayana came to be used. 64
Sa-skya Pal).c;iita Kun-dga' -rgyal-mtshan (henceforth Sa-pal).) asserted that the view
(lta ba) of Atiyoga (in the sense of rDzogs-chen) should be taken as gnosis and, not as a
vehicle.~5 In this context, Sa-pal). understands 'vehicle' (theg pa) as a doxographical position
or system and not as an actual path or means of release; hence for him, a vehicle (which is
endowed with manifoldness) and gnosis (which is free from manifoldness) are mutually
exclusive. 66 The proponents of the nine-vehicle model, however, understood yana in a
number of ways. For example, Rong-zom-pa states that Mahayana can mean path (lam), result
('bras bu), absolute reality (don darn pa), and treatises or philosophical positions (gzhung).67
If 'vehicle' is understood in the sense of path, it is clear that Sa-pal). would no longer regard a
vehicle and gnosis as mutually exclusive, for occasionally a great vehicle is considered
omniscient gnosis. 68
(vii) The n-Vehicle Model

The notion of an inconceivable number of vehicles, which has occasionally been expressed by
terms such as nanayana,69 is found, for example, in the Lankavatarasiitra. 70 The plurality of
vehicles, in Ratniikarasanti's view, however, does not mean that they cannot be
accommodated within the three-vehicle model. For him, a vehicle or view that is not
subsumable. under the three-vehicle model would be a non-Buddhist view.71 Nonetheless, he

64 BHSD, s.v. yiina. It has also been pointed out that yiina in early Mahayana literature was understood in the
sense of 'path' or 'way,' and this is supported by a very early Chinese translation (VEITER 2001: 64-67).

See sDom gsum rab dbye 3.282abc:
lugs 'di legs par shes gyur na II
a tiyo ga'i Ita bayang II
ye shes yin gyi theg pa min II.
For an English translation, see RHOTON 2002: 133; cf. KARMAY 1988: 147.
65

66 If we study the context of sDom gsum rab dbye 3.275-3.282, it becomes clear that the pertinent discussion is
about the tantric classification or system (rgyud sde'i rim pal according to the rNying-ma and gSar-ma traditions
and that 'vehicle' is understood by Sa-pal) strictly in the sense of a doxographical system. It is important to note
that Sa-pal) does not categorically reject here the idea of nine vehicles or rDzogs-chen, Cf. the discussion in
KARMAY 1988: 147-148.
67 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fa!. 66a4-5; B, p. 97.4-5): theg pa chen po 'i sgra yang I lam dang 'bras bu dang don
dam pa dang gzhung gi tshogs dang bcas pa la 'jug pas rtags kyang de Ita bur sbyar bar bya'0 II.

See, for example, the Suvikriintavikriimipariprcchiisutra (p. 19.18): katamac ca mahiiyiinafJ1? sarvafJ1jiiiinm!l
mahiiyiina!?,; Tib. (T, fa!. 21al; D, fo1. 31b6-7): thegpa chen po gang zhe na I thams cad mkhyen pa 'iye shes ni
theg pa chen po '0 II; Yogaratnamiilii (p. 105.7-8): mahiijiiiiniini mahiiyiinapra(1ltii dharmii/; I.
68

69

MaiijusrlniimasafJ1glti 9.17a: niiniiyiinanayopiiyab.

Lmikiivatiirasiitra 2.204 (p. 135.2-3) and 10.458 (p. 322.15-16):
yiiniiniifJ1 niisti vai ni#hii yiivac cittafJ1 pravartale I
citte tu vai pariivrtte na yiinafJ1 na ca yiiyinab II.
This is also cited in KApSTElN 2000: 209. For an English translation of the pertinent verse from the
Lmikiivatiirasiitra, see SUZUKI 1932: 116, cf. id. 1930: 360. See also the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fa!. 20a3-5; B, p.
47.9-13): theg pa mtha' yas par bstan pa yang yod de I chos kyi sgo mo brgyad khri bzhi slong dang I bsam gyis
mi khyab pa dang I gzhan yang gsang sngags kyi gzhung las kyang I 'di nyid las I <<srid gsum 'gro ba ji snyed
pa'i II rtog 'dul dam tshig de snyed spro II» zhes gsungs palla bu dang I mdo sde langkar [langgar B) gshegs pa
las kyang I <<ji srid sems 'jug gnas pa 'i bar II theg pa 'i mtha' la thug pa med II» ces gsungs pa Iia bu '0 II.
70
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does state that seventeen vehicles are also taught and that the means of benefiting sentient
beings are numerous. As we have alreadr: seen, however, it is the one-vehicle model that is
for him of definitive meaning (nftiirtha). 2 For Rong-zom-pa, too, the number of vehicles is
indefinite73 (and possibly infinite),. with the Mode of the Great Perfection (rdzogs pa chen
po'i tshul) being the supreme vehicle (paramayiina).74 In the dKon mchog 'grel, he maintains
that all the inconceivable number of vehicles can be subsumed under the five philosophical
tenets (siddhiinta).75
(viii) The No-Vehicle Model

The term ayiina seems to be employed in the sense of both 'no-vehicle' and 'non-vehicle.' In
the Lalikiiviitarasutra, where the term is found/ 6 it clearly means 'no-vehicle.' In the
expression yiiniiyiina, however, ayiina is clearly used as the opposite of yiina, perhaps in the
sense of a vehicle or way that leads to an undesirable mode of existence. 77 The logic behind
the idea of no vehicle seems to be that vehicles are for delivering different kinds of sattvas
(,sentient beings') endowed with citta ('mind') to the desired (mainly soteriological)
destination, and once they arrive there, or once their mind has been transmuted (pariivrtta),
there is no longer either an act of travelling or a vehicle. In other words, a vehicle is relevant,
and its existence possible, only as long as there are sentient beings. Such a notion echoes the
idea that a person, upon reaching the soteriological further shore, leaves behind the dharmas
(be they wholesome or unwholesome), just as a traveller leaves behind the boat once the river
has been crossed. Rong-zom-pa seems to reserve the no-vehicle model for the meta;'hysical
dimension where the frontiers separating vehicle, traveller, and destination dissolve. 7 Seyfort

71

Triyiinavyavasthiina (P, fo1. 115b2-5; D, fo1. 104a4-7; S, vol. 41, p. 276.5-13).

72 Ratniilokiilmrzkiira (p, fo1. 35Ib3-4; D, fo1. 302al-2; S, vol. 64, p. 832.12-15): de Ita bas na theg pa bcu bdun
du gsungs pa lias kyang gdul bya la phan pa dpag tu med pa mdzad pa 'i thabs mnga' bas [pas Pl theg pa gsum
du ci Itar nges I nges pa'i don ni theg pa gcig tu sngar gtan la phab pa bzhin no II. It is not clear which

seventeen vehicles these are.
7J dKon mchog 'grel (A, fo1. 19b2-3; B, p. 46.17-20): theg pa Ingar rnam par gzhag pa 'di ni I dpal gsang ba'i
snying po 'di nyid kyi dbang du bshad par zad kyi I bka' spyi'i gzhung la grags pa Itar na theg pa la ni grangs
nges pa kho na gzung du yod pa ma yin te I.

See Rong-zom-pa's explanation of the expression Ihams cad kyi yang rise ('the culmination of all vehicles') in
the Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fo1. 53a2-b3; B, pp. 473.17-474.8).

74

75 The five siddhiinlas are grouped as follows: I. Yogacara and Yogacara-Madhyamaka, 2. Vaibhasika,
Sautrantika, and Sautrantika-Madhyamaka, 3. Kriyatantra, Caryatantra, and Outer Yoga, 4. Mahayoga, and 5.
*Guhyagarbhatanlra. See the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 22b4-23b3; B, pp. 50.5-51.5).

Lailkiivaliirasiilra 2. 130ab (p. 65.11):
Iriyiinam ekayiinaf!l ciiyiinaf!l ca vadiimy aham I.
Cited also in TSD, sew. theg pa gcig, Iheg pa gsum, and Iheg pa med pa. For an English translation, see SUZUKI
1930: 359-360; id. 1932: 58.
76

77

See, for example, TSiJ, s.w. theg pa dang Iheg pa ma yin pa, theg pa ma yin pa, etc.

78 dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fols. 20a5-b3; B, p. 47.13-21): thegpa medparyang bstan te I mdo sde de nyid las I
«'du shes med par gyur pa na II theg pa med cing 'gro ba 'ang med II» ces gsungs pa Ita bu dang I yang mdo sde
dkon cog brtsegs pa las I «de bzhin gshegs pa dge chos zag med ni II chos kyi sku mchog yin te de la ni II de
bzhin nyid med de bzhin gshegs pa med II 'jig rten dag na gzugs brnyan kun tu snang II» zhes gsungs pa Ita bu
dang I gsang sngags kyi gzhung las kyang I «bgrod du med po lam gyi mchog I» ces gsungs po Ita bu ste I tshul
'di Ita bU'i don gyis na I theg pa dang I 'gro ba po dang I bgrod par bya ba 'i gnas rnams tha dad du gzhag tu
[duAl med do II Ishul 'dis ni thegpa medparyang 'dodpa'o II.
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Ruegg observes that the deconstruction or 'zeroing' of the very notion of yiina is very
characteristic of Mahayana thought and that the idea of ayiina is no doubt linked with the idea
of the so-called Aryan Silence (iiryatiiel'lfbhava).79
(b) Which Vehicles Are Buddhist?

Both Indian and Tibetan scholars have attempted to make sense of the mUltiple models of
vehicles. One of the concerns of these scholars has been where one ought to draw the line
between Buddhist and non-Buddhist vehicles. In India, Vajragarbha, the author of the
Hevajrapil'lejiirthatfkii, stated that the Sravakayana, Pratyekabuddhayana, and Mahayana are
the three Buddhist vehicles, and so a fourth or a fifth vehicle (if it existed) would not conform
to the intention of the Sage (and thus would not be Buddhist).8o In Tibet, this statement has
been employed to criticise the rNying-ma concept of nine vehicles. 8) For the rNying-ma-pas
themselves, however, all nine vehicles can be subsumed under Sravakayana,
Pratyekabuddhayana, and Mahayana. In other words, of the nine vehicles, the first two belong
to non-Mahayana and the remaining seven to tantric and non-tantric Mahayana. From a
Buddhist perspective, the expressions 'Buddhist vehicle' and 'non-Buddhist vehicle' seem to
be vacuous; one should rather speak of vehicles (as we have seen above) in terms of mundane
(laukika) and supramundane (lokottara).
Nonetheless, the question whether a doctrine can be accepted as Buddhist is by no
means insignificant. Buddhist traditions of different times and places have different answers
to this question, a question which is tantamount to whether release from the bondage of
sa'!lsiira is possible independently of the Buddhist teachings. Schmithausen, in a typica11y
enlightening manner, explains that although sources such as the Uttiyasutta and the ninth
chapter of Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosabhiieya do assert the absoluteness of the Buddhist
soteriological means, they premise salvation not upon affiliation with a religious institution
but rather upon a certain spiritual practice or theoretical views, thereby leaving some room for
'anonymous Buddhists.' Nor is everyone required to tread the Buddhist soteriological path.
To be sure, one who does not do so must continue to suffer, and in practice there were
naturally problems caused whenever Buddhism was instrumentalised. 82 According to some
Mahayana sources, such as the Adhyiisayasa'!lcodanasiitra, all 'well-expounded' (subhiieita)
doctrines are 'Buddha-expounded' (buddhabhiieita) doctrines. According to the
Angulimiilfyasiitra, all teachings in the world that are consistent with. the teachings of the
Buddha should be regarded as his teachings. 83 From a Buddhist perspective, whether a
79

SEYFORT RUEGG 2004: 9, 57-58, n. 103.

Vajragarbha, HevajrapilJ<!arthatfka (SHENDGE 2004: 10):
yanatrilayanilyala ekayanaphale sihilab I
sravakalfl pratyekaii catra mahayanalfl trtfyakam II 1.39
calurlhalfl nasli bauddhanalfl palflcamaii ca matalfl muneb I 1.40ab.
For the critical apparatus, see SHENDGE 2004: 257. The Tibetan translation is as follows (ibid., p. 70):
theg pa gsum gyi nges 'byung las II
theg pa gcig gi 'bras bur gnas II
nyan Ihos rang sangs rgyas dang' dir II
Iheg pa chen po gsum pa sle II
sangs rgyas pa la bzhi pa dang II
lnga ba [= pa ]thub pa 'i dgongs pa min II.
See also KARMAY 1988: 147, n. 55.
'0

'I See KARMAY 1988: 147-148. One of the sticking points in such a debate is the question whether the number
of vehicles can be fIxed.
" See BSTEH 2000: 271-272, 305.
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doctrine is admissible or not would thus depend on how consistent it is with those said to be
taught by the Buddha. Thus on the premise that the Buddha did not sanction, for example,
hate-motivated killing, a doctrine that sanctions such a practice would under no circumstances
be permissible, not even accordingtp Vajrayana.
(c) Mahayana

In the following passages, a few matters pertaining to Mahayana will be discussed, namely,
disagreement regarding its origin, its content, and its professed indispensability. My focus
will not be on the historical but rather on the doctrinal (and philosophical) aspects of
Mahayana; my approach ernie rather than etie.
(i) Dissent on the Origin of Mahayana

The question regarding the origin of Mahayana is a highly controversial one, a fact of which I
am only too aware, and yet it cannot be left unstated, given the strong link between the
underlying idea of bodhieitta and that of Mahayana. At the moment, a consensus among
Buddhologists on the origin of Mahayana is not in sight. What I shall attempt here, however,
is merely to draw attention to the difficulties and controversies surrounding the origin of
Mahayana Buddhism and provide a sketch of some of the important positions.
Some scholars have alluded to Asoka's Eighth Rock Edict as containing the idea of
Mahayana, but this suggestion has not been widely accepted. 84 According to 1. S. Cousins,
even in the second century CE, we "do not yet have anything which we can truly call
Mahayana Buddhism.,,85 The A~tasiihasrikii is the oldest extant Mahayana source to mention
the term Mahayana. 86 The important question is: Who initiated Mahayana, or how did it come
into being? Several theses have been proposed, some not very different from each other.
According to scholars such as Har Dayal, the bodhisattva (i.e. Mahayana) ideal was
introduced as a protest against the monastic elitism and in response to the spiritual needs and
concerns of the laity.87 The thesis that Mahayana arose as a lay movement associated with the
Adhyiisayasal!1codanasutra cited in the Sik!;iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 15.19; VAIDYA, p. 12.25): yat kil!1cin
maUreya subhii$ital!1 sarval!1 tad buddhabhii$itam I; AngulimiilijJasulra (T, fol. 255a5-6; D, fols. 197b7-198al):
'jam dpal gyis gsol pa I bcom ldan 'das 'jig rten pa 'ang ring zhig tshun [tshud T] chad bdag nyid sha za ba la mi
gnas so II bcom ldan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa I gang 'jig rten pa la sangs rgyas kyi tshig dang 'thun pa yod pa de
yang thams cad du thams cad sangs rgyas kyi tshig tu rig par bya '0 II; cf. the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 54b655al; B, p. 85.4-6): mu stegs can gyis legs par bshad [dpyod A] pa'i gzhung yang sangs rgyas rnams kyis byin
gyis brlabs pa dang sprul pas bshad pa yin pa I sangs rgyas nyid kyis lung bstan pa yin .... This idea has been
employed by Rong-zom-pa to defend the authenticity of the *Guhyagarbhatantra. See W ANGCHUK 2002: 282285. For additional information on primary and secondary sources, see GETHIN 1998: 47, 281, n. 20.
83

84 See VETTER 1994: 1243, n. 3, where this suggestion of Arthur L. Basham is treated with scepticism, in view of
Schmithausen's argument that only the idea of attaining heaven occurs in other Asoka edicts. See also a similar
discussion in ROTH 1982: 372-374, particularly the statement (p. 374): "There are also no traces of the 'Grand
Vehicle' in Asoka's inscriptions .... The word Bodhisattva, which so dominantly figures in the Mahayana texts,
is not used once in all the Asoka inscriptions .... " Cf., however, SEYFORT RUEGG 2004: 13-4, particularly, n. 17.

" See COUSINS 2003: 18, where he states: "We certainly have a literature to which the label Mahayana can be
attached, but even that is to some extent retrospective. Some of the works which are later to be the core literature
of the Mahayana certainly exist at this time, but in earliest recensions which do not contain all of the distinctive
features oflater Mahayana."
" NAKAMURA 1980: 152, n. 22. For an explanation of the meaning of Mahayana, see the A$lasiihasrikii (pp.
11.31-12.24); Tibetan translation (T, fols. 18a3-19a5; D, fols. l3a5-14a3).
87 See DAYAL 1932: 2-4, particularly the following passage: "The bodhisattva doctrine was promulgated by
some Buddhist leaders as a protest against this lack of true spiritual fervour and altruism among the monks of
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worship of stupas h~s been proposed by Akira Hirakawass .~~ continu~d and !ll0difi~d blo
Tilrnann Vetter. S9 Hirakawa's theory, however, has been cntlclsed by Richard Gombnch,
while Richard Robinson has criticised the arguments that stress. the importance of lay
believers. 91 Reginald Ray has spoken of 'three kinds of actors in Buddhist history,' namely,
'forest renunciant,' 'monastic renunciant,' and 'lay person,' and suggested that Mahayana
Buddhism arose in restricted circles, chiefly those of forest remmciants or meditators. 92 Paul
Harrison for his part answered his se1f-fonnu1ated question "Who gets to ride in the Great
Vehicle?". as follows: Judging by the eleven early Mahayana sutras, those who thought they
were riding the Great Vehicle were mostly monks (bhi~u) or other males, and Mahayana
remained a minority movement in the land of its origin. 93 Andrew Rawlinson, however, has
suggested that a multidimensional model existed in Mahayana from the very beginning. 94 In
the view of some scholars, such as Paul Mus and Richard S. Cohen, the Mahayana is the
legitimate evolutionary successor to the earliest Buddhism. 95
(ii) The Content of Mahayana

In primary sources, Mahayana is rarely understood in the sense of an institution, as it often is
in secondary sources. The A$tasiihasrikii ex~lains that Mahayana is an appellative
(adhivacana) for immeasurability (aprameyatii).9 According to the Lankiivatiirasutra,97 the
that period. . .. The bodhisattva ideal can be understood only against this background of a saintly and serene, but
inactive and indolent monastic order.... The bodhisattva ideal was taught in order to counteract this tendency to
a cloistered, placid, inert monastic 1ife.... The bodhisattva doctrine was promulgated also as a protest against this
theory of arhatship, which was regarded as donbly defective." See also ibid., 45, 222-225. For some additional
references to such a position, see HARRISON 1987: 87, II. 1. See also RAy 1994: 22, 425, n. 18, where Lamotte is
referred to as the proponent of a similar position.
88

See HIRAKAWA 1963. See also HIRAKAWA 1990: 223-311.

See VETTER 1994: 1241, where the following thesis has been proposed: "The first [part of the essay] tries to
show that lay believers played an important role in what I consider the group of initiators of Mahayana buddhism
[sic]. custodians and visitors of stiipas which were supposed to contain relics of the Buddha. One or more of
them is likely to have conceived the idea to become like the Buddha and to imitate, for that purpose, heroic acts
of his former lives, as they were told and depicted at such a site." For detailed arguments, see tlie same article.

89

90

GOMBRICH 1998. For the assessment of Hirakawa's theory, see also SASAKI 1997.

See Richard Robinson, ''The Ethic of the Householder Bodhisattva." Bharati, 1966, pp. 31-55 [ref. GRONER
1990: 340; GOMBRICH 1998: 44].

91

92

RAy 1994: 410.

93

HARRISON 1987.

Andrew Rawlinson, "The Problem of the Origin of Mahayana." In Traditions in Contact and Change, eds. P.
Slater & D. Wiebe. Waterloo, Ontario: Canadian Corporation for Studies in Religion, 1983, pp. 163-170 [ref.
VETTER 1994: 1279].

94

95 For deiails on this position, see COHEN 2000: 22-23, n. 51. Those interested in keeping track of research on
the origin of Mahayana Buddhism may consult DELEANU 2000 and ARAMAK12003.

Mltisiihasrikii (p. 12.4): mahiiyiinam iti subhiite aprameyatiiyii etad adhivacanam I; Tibetan translation (T, fol.
18a6; D, fol. 13bl): rab 'byor theg pa chen po zhes bya ba 'di ni gzhal du med pa'i tshig bla dags so II.

96

Lalikiivatiirasiitra 6.5 (p. 229.6-7) and 10.638 (p. 344.5-6):
paficadharmii/:l svabhiivas ca vijfiiiniiny a$la eva ca I
dve ·nairiitmye bhavet krtsno mahiiyiinaparigraha/:lll.
See also SUZUKI 1930: 33. For an English translation, see id. 1932: 198.
97
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entire (doctrinal content of the) Mahayana is included in (the doctrine of) (a) the five dharmas
(or vastus),98 namely, designation (ntima), characteristics (nimitta), concepts
(vikalpa/saY[lkalpa), correct insight (samyagjiiiina), and true reality (tathatii); (b) the (three)
(svabhiiva),
namely,
the
imagined
(parikalpitasvabhiiva),
dependent
Natures
(paratantrasvabhiiva), and perfected natures (parini$pannasvabhiiva); (c) the eight
conceptual-perceptual apparatuses (vijiiiina) , namely, five sense-perceptions, mental
perception-or-conception,
defiled mind (kli$tamanas),
and fundamental
mind
(iilayavijiiiina);99 and (d) two kinds of non-self (nairiitmya), namely, nonexistence of a
substantial self or of person (pudgalanairiitmya) and non-substantiality or non-essentiality of
the phenomena (dharmanairiitmya). The Angulimiilryasiitra states that the 'Middle Way'
(madhyamii pratipat) is an epithet (adhivacana) for Mahayana,100 and according to the
SrlmiiliisiY[lhaniidasiitra, saddharma itself is a similar epithet. 101 Sagaramegha regards both
the path and goal of a bodhisattva as definitive of Mahayana. 102 For Nag1iIjuna, Mahayana
consists of the six perfections (piiramitii) and two types of accumulation (saY[lbhiira).103 For
Candrakjrti, the various kinds of emptiness (siinyatii) distinguish what is called Mahayana. 104
Further, a commentary on the Bhadracaryiiprwzidhiina, attributed to Dignaga, states: 105
It is called the 'Great Way,106 because it is the way of the great bodhisattvas. To be precise, the
two accumulations (saY[lbhiira) of beneficial resources (pwJya) and gnosis (jiiiina), which are the
means of attaining the awakening of a buddha (buddhabodhi) are called yanas, and [because1
they are furnished with the perfections (piiramitii), they are called Mahayana.
Ratniikarasanti for his part explains the term Mahayana thus: 107

98

For a recent study of the early Yogiiciira theory of five vastus, see KRAMER 200S.

99

For a monumental study of the concept of alayavijiiana, see SCHMITHAUSEN 1987.

100 Angulimalfyasutra (T, fa!. 2S7b3; D, fa!. 199b3-4): dbu ma'i lam zhes bya ba ni theg pa chen po'i bla dags
so II sarma 'i phreng ['phreng A] bas smras pa I dbu ma'i lam mi shes pas sems can mams dbu rna 'i lam gzhan
du rtog [rtag T] go II. This is cited by sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs in his gSung rab rinpo che (P, fol. IS2a2-3; D, fol.
247al-2; S, va!. liS, p. 670.lS-16).
101 Srfmalasimhanadasutra (T, fa!. 413al-3; D, fol. 263al-2): bcom Idan 'das dampa'i chos zhes bgyi ba de ni
theg pa chen po 'i tshig bla dags [add. lags T] so II de d'i slad du zhe na I bcom Idan 'das nyan thos dang I rang
sangs rgyas kyi thegpa thams cad dang I 'jig rlen pa dang 'jig rten las 'das pa 'i dge ba'i chos thams cad ni theg
pa chen pas rab tu phye ba'i slad du'o II. Cf. the citation in the Sutrasamuccaya (p.139.3-7) and gSung rab rin
po che (P, fa!. 177b4--S; D, fol. 270a4--S; S, vol. liS, p. 726.1-S). For an English translation of the passage, see
WAYMAN & WAYMAN 1974: 78.
102

Bodhisattvabhumivyakhya (P, fa!. 2a2-b6; D, fols. la3-2bl; S, vol. 7S, pp. 609.7-610.16).

103

RatnavaIl4.80-83.

104

Madhyamakavatarabhii$ya (p. 303.16): stong pa nyid 'di mams ni thegpa chen po zhes bya'o II.

105 PraJ:lidhanarthasamgraha (P, fa!. 223bS-6; D, fa!. 193b6-7; S, vol. 67, p. 1264.16-20): ... byang chub sems
dpa' chen po 'i theg pa yin pas na I theg pa chen po ste I dngos su na sangs rgyas kyi byang chub thob par byed
pa'i lam bsod nams dang ye shes kyi tshogs gnyis la theg pa zhes bya'o II yang na pha rol tu phyin pa mams
dang bcas pa la thegpa chen po zhes bya'o II.

106 I take yana here as a near synonym of marga, that is, the factors (dharma) that constitute the path, as is
usually the convention in the Abhidharma and Yogiiciira systems.
107 Ratnalokalamkiira

(P, fol. 2SSbl-4; D, fa!. 317a3-S; S, vol. 64, p. 619.2-11): theg pa chen po zhes bya ba la
ni bzhon pa la bya ste I gzhan du khyer bar byed pa 'i phyir ro II chen po zhes bya ba ni chos
chen po dang Idan pa '0 II chos chen po gang zhe na I 'phags pa klu sgrub kyi zhal snga nas sbyin pa dang tshul
khrims dang bzod pa dang brtson 'grus dang bsam gtan dang shes rab dang snying Ije ni theg pa chen po '0 zhes
gsungs so II 'dir ['di PN] 'phags pa thogs med kyi zhabs kyis ni [I] chos chen po las shin tu rgyas pa'i sde dang I

I theg pa 'i sgra
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In the word Mahayana, the term yana refers to a vehicle (at means of transport) (bzhon pa),
since [what it denotes] carries [one] to another [place]; the word maM [refers to] that which is
endowed with the great dharmas. What are the great dharmas? Arya Nagarjuna l08 has taught
that [the perfections of] giving (dana), ethical-moral discipline (SUa), patience (keanti), diligence
(vfrya), meditative concentration (dhyiina), discriminative insight (prajiia), and <iompassion
(karulJa) are [collectively] called Mahayana. Arya Asangapada 109 has, however, in this [regard],
taught that Mahayana is that which is endowed with seven kinds of [gr~atness]: [I] the greatness
of the Dharma (dharmamahattva), on account of its vastness (mahiivaiplllya), [2] the greatness
of cittotpada (cittotpadamahattva), [3] the greatness of trust (adhimllktimahattva) in the great
doctrine, [4] the greatness of altruistic inclination (adhyasayamahattva), [5] the greatness of
accumulation (sarrzbMramahattva), [6] the greatness of [the extent of] time (kiilamahattva), and
[7] the greatness of arrival or attainment (samlidagamamahattva).IIO
Furthermore, in the Siigaramatipariprcchiisutra, Mahayana is described as a yiina that plies
against the current of the everyday world: 111
This Mahayana is ayana that is opposed to the entire world. How so? The sentient beings of the
world follow the current. I, however, claim to attempt [to be moving] against the current. 112
For Sthiramati (ca. 510-570),113 non-conceptual gnosis (nirvikaZpajfiiina) is at the core of
Mahayana. 114 Kamala:ma, citing the GayiiSfr$asutra in his Third Bhiivaniikrama; explains that
prajfiii and upiiya constitute Mahayana, and that according to the Tathiigataguhyasutra the
entire path of a bodhisattva can be subsumed under prajfiii and upiiya. 115 Thus, if bodhicitta is
[2] sems bskyed chen po dang I [3] chas chen po la mas po chen po dang I [4]lhag pa'i bsam po chen po dang I
[5] Ishags chen po dang I [6] dus chen po dang I [7] yang dag sgrub po po chen po dang I mom po bdun ni Iheg
po chen po '0 zhes gsungs .... See also the Saf!ldhinirmacanasiitravyCikhyCina (P, fa!. 5a6-b2; 0, fols. 4b7-5a2; S,
va!. lIS, pp. 1016.13-1017.1): Iheg pa zhes bya ba ni 'di las 'gra [grol PN] bar byed pas Iheg pa'am bgrad par
bya ba yin pas theg pa ste I lam dang 'bras bur 'brei po 'i Iheg po zhes bya bar sbyar ra II chen po zhes bya ba ni
nyan Ihas 10 sags po 'i theg pa las chen po mam po bdun po chas chen po dang I sems bskyed po chen po dang I
mas po chen po dang Ilhag pa 'i bsam po chen po dang Iishags [add. pa DC] chen po dang I dus chen po dang I
yang dag par 'grub pa chen pas khyad par [am. par PN] du 'phags pas no byang chub sems dpa' moms kyi Iheg
pa ni Iheg po chen po zhes bya'a II chen po bdun po de dog las dang po drug ni Iha ma 'i rgyur gyur po yin 10 I
tho ma ni dang po drug gi 'bras bur gyur par rig par bya'a II. See also the ITa ba'i khyad par (P, fol. 256a4-b3;
0, fols. 216b5-217a5; S, vol. 116, pp. 569.15-570.16).
108

Ratnakarasanti is clearly referring to RalnCivaif 4.81.

109 Ratnakarasanti is evidently alluding to Badhisattvabhiimi Ll8 (BadhisaltvagUiJapatala), where the seven
greatnesses (mahattva) are explained (WOGIHARA, pp. 297.7-298.2; DUTT, pp. 201.20-202.9).

110

See BHSD, s. vv. samudCigama and samudCigamana.

111 SagaramatipariprcchCisiitra (T, fo!. 20a6-7; 0, fol. 14a7): 'di Ita sle I Iheg po chen po 'di ni 'jig rlen thorns
cad dang mi mlhun ['thun 0] po 'i Iheg po '0 II de ci'i phyir zhe no I sems can de dog ni rgyun gyi rjes su 'gra ba
dog ga II bdag ni rgyun las Idag par rtsal bar [bas T] 'dod pa'a II. This passage is cited in the Siksasamuccaya
(according to the Tibetan translation) but the corresponding Sanskrit text is missing. For the Tibetan text and an
English translation of the passage, see the SiksCisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 185-186, n. 2). Cf. the
Dharmasaf!lgftisiitra (T, fol. 313a6-7; 0, fa!. 83b6-7): byang chub sems dpa' ni yang dog par so sar rtag pas I
songs rgyas kyi byang chub khang du chud do II bcam Idan 'das de bas no byang chub sems dpas [dpa' T] rgyun
las bzlag ste I 'jug par par bgyi [bgyi'o I T] rgyun gyi rJes su [add. mi T] 'jug par mi bgyi'a II.

112 The idea of the Buddha's or Buddhist attitude of moving against (and along with) the current of the world
found in Mahayana and non-Mahayana literature is an interesting theme that would require further studies, and
would be particularly relevant to the Madhyamaka system in which one finds both situations of compliance and
noncompliance with the worldly norms.

113

SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 61, 69.

114 *(MahiiyCina)siilriilaf!lkaravyCikhyCi (P, vol. mi, fol. 83b5; 0, vol. mi, fol. 73b3; S, vol. 71, p. 1079.21): mom
par mi rlag po 'i ye shes ni theg po chen po sle I.
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understood as a synthesis of prajfiii and upiiya, it would follow that the entire content of
Mahayana is merely bodhicitta. (In the Guhyasiddhi, the ultimate sameness of phenomena is
similarly called Vajrayana. 116)
(iii) Is Mahayana Indispensable?

Is Vajrayana Indispensable?

There is the tendency to hold one's own 'vehicle' to be indispensable, not only for the
attainment of Buddhahood but also for release from sarrzsiira. For e)!:ample, the
Mahiiyiinavirrzsikii attributed to Nagarjuna maintains: 117
In the ocean of sarrzsiira
Filled with the water of conceptual thought,
Who will cross over to the [other] shore
Without embarking on [the ship] of Mahayana!

Similarly, Indrabhiiti' s Jiiiinasiddhi states: 118
In the great ocean of saf/lsiira
Filled with the water of conceptual thought,
Who will arrive at the [further] shore
[Without] 119 embarking on [the ship of] Vajrayana!

It is clear that the latter is based on the former. Likewise, Candrakirti has maintained what one
might call 'soteriological exclusivism,' namely, that one who deviates from the path of
Nagarjuna has no other means of attaining cessation. 120 In the Lokiitltastava attributed to one
Nagiirjuna, however, the argument seems to be that release from sarrzsiira cannot be attained
unless one resorts to signlessness (virtually a synonym of siinyatii), as has been greatly
emphasised in the Mahayana. 121
The statement that the Mahayana or Vajrayana is indispensable-not only for the
attainment of Buddhahood but also for mere release from sarrzsiira-if taken at face value can
115 Third Bhiivanakrama (p. 14.16-19): etavad eva ca sam10iptam mahayanam yad uta prajiiopayas ca I
yathoktam aryagayaSlr~e I «dvav imau bodhisattvaniim sam10iptau margau I katamau dvau I yad uta praj"a
copayas ca I» aryatathagataguhyasutre coktam I «imau ca prajiiopiiyau bodhisattvanam
sarvaparamitasamgrahaya samvartete» iti I.
116

Guhyasiddhi 2.11 (p. 13.3-4):
atyantaguptam udghatya vajrayiinam anuttaram I
sarvadharmasamaikatvam yat !vaya bha~itam prabho

II.

Mahiiyanavimsika, verse no. 28 (TUCCI 1956: 203):
kalpanaja/apuriJasya samsarasumahodadhebl
anakramya mahiiyanam ko va param tari~yati II.
Cf. the English translation in TUCCI 1956: 207.
117

118

Jiianasiddhi 11.8 (p. 127.15-16):
ka/panajaiapllrl)asya samsarasya mahodadheb I
vajrayanam samaruhya ko va paraT{l gami~yati II·

119

Note that the text has no negation.

6.79 (cited in the Subha~itasamgraha, Part 1, p. 396.3-6):
acaryanagarjunapiidamargad bahirgatiinam na sivabhyupayab I
bhra~la hi te samvrtisatyamargat tadbhramsalas casti na mo10asiddhibll·
The Sanskrit verse is cited also in MIMAKI 1982: 164, n. 451.
120 Madhyamakavatara

121

Lokatftastava, verse no. 27:

animillam anagamya mo10o nasli !vam uklavan
atas tvaya mahayane lal saka/yena de.iilam II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 11.
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cause insunnountable problems historically as well as doctrinally. One of the solutions would
be to understand Mahayana and Vajrayana (like bodhicitta itself) in their ontolggical and
gnoseologica1 senses and to interpret them retrospectively, in the way the indispensability of
bodhicitta has been interpreted by Mafijusrunitra 122 Under suchan iriterpretation, Mahayana
or Vajrayana is understood in the sense of true reality (Le. ontological) or of ins\ght into it
(i.e. gnoseo10gical), and a minimum mandatory dosage of Mahayana or Vajrayana is
presupposed for all Buddhist saints. Analogously to Mafijusnmitra's interpretation of
bodhicitta, one might propose that a sriivaka saint partakes of Mahayana or Vajrayana to a
small degree; a pratyekabuddha, to an intermediate degree; and a bodhisattva saint, to a
greater degree still. This is, however, a purely retrospective interpretation prompted by one
current oftantric and non-tantric Mahayana, and historically inaccurate.
3. The Concepts of Sattva and Bodhisattva
The notion of sattva in general and bodhisattva in particular is of relevance to the study of
bodhicitta. Schmithausen has remarked that the Buddhist position on environmental ethics
could be deScribed as 'sentient-centric' and not as anthropocentric. 123 We can extend this
sentiment and describe Buddhism in general as a 'sentient-centric' religion, for its target is
not limited to human beings but is in fact all sentient beings (including animals). The
significance of 'sentient-centrism' becomes more conspicuous in Mahayana Buddhism. A
bodhisattva is in the first place a sattva, and if there were no other sattvas (Le. ifhe were the
only sattva), the concept of bodhisattva would serve no purpose. Furthermore, a bodhisattva
who disregarded the needs of another sattva would run the risk of breaking his bodhisattva
vows (and of severing bodhicitta, which is the tendon that binds a bodhisattva and another
sattva).124 In the following few sections, we shall consider the terms sattva, bodhisattva, and
vajrasattva, and their link with the concept of bodhicitta.
According to the Buddhist view, the world comprises the 'container world'
(bhiijanaloka) and its content, that is, the 'world of sentient beings' (sattvaloka), \25 which
includes not only human beings but also other sentient beings, such as animals. Any being
capable of feelings, such as pain, is a sattva. 126 Several virtual synonlF,s of sattva are used in
Buddhist literature, such as priilJQ (or priilJin), jfva, and bhilta. 1 7 However, the line of
demarcation between sentience and non-sentience in earliest Buddhism was not very clearcut. Schinithausen has shown that plants were originally regarded in Buddhism as a borderline
case, but practical considerations gradually led to ignoring the sentience of plants and finally
to denying it. 128
122

See the discussion in chapter seven.

123

SCHMITHAUSEN 1994: 181.

124

See, for example, Nag-tsho Lo-tsa-ba, bsTod pa rgyad bcu pa 045 (EIMER 2003: 33):
khyod ni pha rol phyin pa 'i sgor zhugs nas II
lhag pa 'i bsam pa rnam par dag pa yi II
byang chub sems kyis 'gro rnams mi gtong ba 'i II
blo ldan snying tje can la phyag 'tshallo II.

125

I have not been able to locate the Sanskrit term for the Tibetan expression 'world of content' (bcud kyi 'jig

rten). Could it simply be an alternative translation for sattvaloka (sems can gyi 'jig rten)?
126

Schmithausen in BSTEH 2000: 364.

127

SCHMITHAUSEN 1991: 1-2, n. 7.

12' SCHMITHAUSEN 1991: 69, n. 106. Schmithausen has thoroughly discussed in this'monograph the problem of
the sentience of plants in early forms of Buddhism.
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Human beings are one among a broad spectrum of sentient beings; a bodhisattva is
one among a broad spectrum of sattvas. In this context, we may refer to Schmithausen's
statement that in Buddhism one may speak of not only 'human dignity' (Menschenwurde) but
also of the 'dignity of all forms of life' (Lebewesenwurde).129 If I may again employ the
axiological terminology, a distinction between the various sentient beings cannot be made in
terms of their intrinsic value, particularly not if the tathiigatagarbha theory is presupposed.
Nonetheless, one could perhaps say that in Buddhism there is a difference in the instrumental
value of various sentient beings. Human beings, owing to their possibility and the ability to
make the soteriological breakthrough, are conceived of as possessing special value among
sentient beings, and in this regard human existence is even more valuable than the state of a
celestial being.
(a) No Bodhisattvas without Sattvas

In Mahayana, the entire concept of bodhicitta and bodhisattva would collapse or make no
sense without sattvas, for a bodhisattva is, in the first place, a sattva whose citta is directed
towards attaining the highest state of bodhi for the sake of other sattvas. Not only is the
bodhicitta of a bodhisattva dependent on sentient beings, but also his practices of the
perfections (piiramitii) are in one way or another connected with them. A bodhisattva
becomes a buddha by relying on sentient beings. l3O For Santideva, it is impossible for a
bodhisattva to possess bodhicitta and yet be unhappy at the well-being of other sentient
beings. l3l He also explains in detail why and in what respects sentient beings are equal to
buddhas and deserve equal respect. 132 According to Rong-zom-pa, one attains the state of
awakening (bodhi) by depending on sentient beings, but one also commits transgressions
(iipatti) bi doing the same, and hence one must regard them as much as one regards the
buddhas. 1 3 For him, both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana presupgose that great bodhi is
attained with the help of sentient beings and the 1bree Jewels. 4 Thus a bodhisattva,
depending on how he interacts with sentient beings, can either flourish or perish.
According to some Y ogacara sources, a bodhisattva respects all sentient beings the
way he respects himself (in the sense of the Golden Rule) and assumes the view ofa great self
(mahiitmadr$ti), for he experiences (on the first Mumi) the sameness or omnipresence of true
reality (dharmadhiitu), or non-substantiality (nairiitmya), in all sentient beings. This
experience of the omnipresent true reality, which is the self (iitman) shared by him and other
sentient beings, imparts to the bodhisattva a new dimension of self and tears down the barriers'

129

In BSTEH 2000: 330-331.

IlO

BodhicOIyiivatiira 5.80; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 41.

Bodhicaryiivatiira 6.83:
sa ki'l1 necchati sattviinii'l1 yas tesiil!1 bodhim icchati I
bodhicittal!1 kutas tasya yo 'nyasa'l1padi kupyati II.
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 57.
III

132

Bodhicaryiivatiira 6.112-6.134; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 60-62.

133 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 151a3-5; B, p. 246.17-21): gzhan yang sems can mams la brten te skyes pa 'i dge ba dang
mi dge ba'ang de bzhin du gsungs te Iji skad du I sems can la brten nas byang chub thob par 'gyur zhing I sems
can la brten nas !tung ba 'byung bar 'gyur bas I de bzhin gshegs pa dang 'dra bar sems can yongs su gzung bar
bya'o II zhes gsungspa Ita bu'o II. See also the Miiyiijiilatantra (T, fol. 71a6-7; D, fol. 134a2): sems can rnams
la brten te byang chub thob par 'gyur bas sems can la bslu bar mi bya '0 II zhes shes par byas nas de bzhin
gshegs pa 'i lam de nyid la sems can de dag sbyar bar bya '0 II.

ll. Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fol. 76a6-77a1; B, pp. 499.19-500.10).
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of the old self, never to be confronted thereafter. Also, for the Tathagatagarbha tradition, all
sentient beings (including animals) should be respected like a tathiigata, for they already bear
a tathiigata within them (like an embryo in a hidden form or as a potential). 135
The idea of tathiigatagarbha is also used as an argument in Vajrayana ethics. For
example, the Dam tshig gsal bkra ascribed to Vilasavajra, in explaining one of ,the five
primary tantric commitments (samaya) of the *Guhyagarbhatantra tradition, speaks of four
kinds of kindred (mched) towards whom one should be benevolent: (I) general kindred (spyi 'i
mched), (2) distant kindred (ring ba 'j mched), (3) close kindred (nye ba'i mched), and (4)
intimate kindred (nang 'dres pa 'i mched). First, all sentient beings are general kindred of the
Vajrayana practitioner, for they are bound by one tathiigatagarbha and are potential future
buddhas. Second, all Buddhists are his or her distant kindred. Third, all (Buddhists) who share
the same view and conduct are his or her close kindred. Fourth, all those with whom he or she
has received tantric empowerment are his or her intimate kindred. 136
(b) Faith-oriented and Reason-oriented Sentient Beings
Buddhism in general recognises the diversity of sattvas. This is even true in the case of
traditions which maintain that all sattvas possess the same spiritual disposition, namely, the
tatluigatagotra, for they accept that different vehicles are necessary (at least temporarily) for
sattvas with different predispositions and that insisting on one model for everyone makes
little sense. Broadly speaking, both Mahayana and non-Mahayana sources seem to recognise
two types of sattvas, namely, sraddhanusiirin (Le. faith-oriented) and dharmiinusiirin (i.e.
reason-oriented),137 and correspondingly two different salvific approaches-that is, one that
emphasises the component of sraddhii and another that emphasises that of prajnii-until a
person can combine or possess both. It is also accepted that, in principle, both sraddhiigenerated prajnii and prajnii-generated sraddhii are possible. Such a stance may serve to
revise the perception of Buddhism as being either purely rational or purely devotional.
The varying degrees of emphasis laid on the prajnii-oriented and sraddhii-oriented
soteriological approaches and the insistence upon only one of the two (from an unwillingness
of opposing factions to concede that the authoritative sources upon which they rely contain
alternative approaches) seem to have been partly responsible for several of the intra-Buddhist

135

SCHM1THAUSEN 2000b: 449--450.

136 Dam

tshig gsal bkra CP, fols. 574a8-575al; S, vol. 43, p. 1192.1--4):
bde gsltegs snying po 'yun ring' [= can yin?] phyir II
rna 'ongs sangs rgyas rang bzhin yin II
spyi yi mehod [= mched] de pha tshan bzhi II
sangs rgyas eltos zhugs ring ba dang II
Ita spyod mthun pas nye bar bshad II
pha eig [= gcig] dam tshig nang 'dres pa II.
See also the 'Od gsal snying po Cp. 164.4-6): spyir mehed la bzhir bsltad de I sems can thams cad bde gshegs
snying po geig gis bsdus pas spyi yi mehed I sangs rgyas kyi bstanpa la zhugs pa thams cad ring ba 'i mehed I Ita
spyod mthun pa nye ba'i mehed I dbang lhan gcig zhus pa nang 'dres pa 'i mehed do II yang bzhi po de steng I
bla ma geig pa mdzes pa 'i mehed I ehos Ihan eig nyan pa nye ba 'i mehed gnyis bsnan te drug tu yang bshad la I
thams cad la yang byams pa'i sems btang bar mi bya'o II. Cf. the dKon mehog 'grel CA, fols. 189a6-190bl; B,
pp.226.3-227.8).
137 See, for example, Jiianagarbha's AnantamukhanirhiiradhiirOlJi}lkii Cp. 173.1-2): gdul ba ni mam pa gnyis te I
ehos kyi Ijes su 'brang ba dang I dad pas ryes su 'brang ba '0 II. See also TSD, s.vv. dad pas ryes su 'brang ba
and ehos kyi rjes su 'brang ba. Sanskrit sources for the corresponding terms rigs pa'i rjes 'brang
(*nyiiyiinusiirin) and lung gi rjes 'brang C*iigamiinusiirin) used in Tibetan (e.g. Tshig mdzod chen mo, s.v.) have
yet to be traced. See also PED and CPD, s.v. anusiirin.
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doctrinal disputes. 138 One representative instance in the context of bodhicitta: Is bodhicitta an
outcome of the realisation of emptiness (siinyatii) or is it a cause of such a realisation?139 In
other words, should one first generate bodhicitta or should one first seek the correct cognition
of emptiness (siinyatii)? Not everyone, however, categorically insisted upon one approach and
ruled out any other option. For example, Santarak~ita, who apparently did not consider
himself a sraddhiinusiirin,140 recognised two alternative approaches in his .Madhyamakiilarrzkiiravrtti, one for reason-oriented sattvas and the other for faith-oriented ones.
According to him, a reason-oriented sattva should first -seek the correct knowledge of true
reality (albeit theoretical), then generate compassion towards those who are submerged in
wrong views (thereby generating bodhicitta) and engage in the ascetic practice of a sage
(munivrata) adorned with bothprajnii and karw:zii. A faith-oriented sattva, on the other hand,
should first generate bodhicitta and then seek the correct view.141
(c) The Term Bodhisattva

As we have already seen, the term bodhisattva is central to Mahiiyiina. 142 In the
Brahmavise$acintipariprcchiisiitra we can find several reasons listed why a bodhisattva is
called bodhisattva. 143 One of the explanations is as follows: 144

138 The dispute over which of the two methods of meditation-analytical meditation (dpyad sgom) or nonanalytical meditation characterised by keeping (one's mind in the state of tranquillity and non-conceptuality)
('jog sgom)-is, in my view, a typical example.
139 This issue has been thematised in the report of the bSam-yas debate between the Simultaneists (cig char ba)
and Gradualists (rim gyis pal. The former maintained that the method of religious practice that included taking
refuge and generating bodhicitta in an ordinary way (rang rgyud du) is the approach by ascent (mas 'dzeg),
contrasted with the approach by descent (mas babs), according to which great compassion (i.e. apparently
bodhicitta) arises naturally (rang shugs su) once view (lta ba) is realised, so that one abides in a state of the
union of emptiness and compassion (stong nyid snying rje chen pa can du gnas). See the Nyang ral chas 'byung
(pp.401.17-402.6).
140 See his Tattvasamgraha (cited in TSD,
priirthayiimahe II.
141

S.V.

dad pa'i ,Yes su 'brang ba min): vayam asraddhiiniis tu ye yuktfb

Madhyamakiilamkiiravrtti (P, fols. 83b8-84a3; D, fol. 83a4-6; S, vol. 62, p. 973.7-14):
yang dag shes tshal sngan btang ste II
.
don de rnam par nges byas nas II
Ita ngan 'tMbs gnas .'jig rten la II
snying rje kun tu bskyed nas su II
'gra don byed 'pa par (par dpa' N] gyur pa II
byang chub blo rgyas mkhas pa ni II
bla dang snying rjes brgyan pa yi II
thub pa 'i brtul zhugs yang dag spyad II
yang dag dad pas rjes "brang ba' ['brangs pa DClII
rdzags pa 'i byang chub sems bskyed nas II
thub pa 'i brtul zhugs blang byas Ie II
de ni yang dag shes tshal brtsan II
bla mig zhib pa 'i bla ldan dag II
lam gang nas ni 'jug 'gyur ba II
lung dang rigs pa gsalldan pa II
de Itar phyags tsam bstanpayin II.

142 The badhisattva ideal, it is maintained, is found also in Jainism. See NAKAMURA 1980: 154: "The ideal of the
Bodhisattva is noticed among the Jains also, parallel to that of Buddhism. But in later days this became
peculiarly Buddhistic." I shall leave it up to specialists in Jaina studies to assess the textual evidence for this
statement. Cf. DAYAL 1932: 7, where it is stated that some scholars have tried to associate the term badhisattva
with the term buddhisaltva, used in the system of the non-Buddhist Yagasiitra, but such a connection is
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Bodhi stated: "0 Venerable One, it is as follows: If a man or a woman does not digress from the
'eight-limb sabbath' (a${iingapo$adha) [VOW]145 and abides by [it], [he or she] will.be regarded
as one who has assumed the eight-limb sabbath [vow]. 0 Venerable One, likewise a bodhisattva
does not deviate from his bodhicitta, beginning from the generation of the initial resolve until
the [arrival at the] seat of awakening (bodhimm;uja). He is for this reason called a bodhisattva."
The term bodhisattva has been discussed by sundry scholars. 146 Dayal preseflted seven
interpretations of the term bodhisattva in the Buddhist context. 147 I summarise them here,
leaving the two components bodhi and sattva untranslated:
i sattva

I.

'essence'._

' Bodhisattva
.. ;~Q~.Vrhoha~~<i<ihiaihls:'at£Va;

;:i::~~~;i~~l·}~1~!:9i:q~~P~qYEl:=~=:J:~~~~~;~iaj.&"~~I:e~oo~~.QE'~f:r~_~==-~= ...._..

4.

i. 'ernb!)'{)'

5.
6.
7.

:'intelJigence' (buddhi)

__ .. __. __............

r'attac.hed'(;aki,;)149
'ellergy' (>r 'co\lrage '. ...

_'...'oP". irl.",hoIIl}c<J£iJ1iJ.s.~!~~a.s_".sattv-"' ..

.......... i'olle ",~oP088esse~ti1.e sClttva.ofb<J£ih.i'_ .... .
,'(m" ",hoi~sakta(:<sClttva)tobodhi' ....... .
..' .'onewh()se sattvais <iirected to\v"F.dsiJgdhi' ..

Of the seven, Dayal accepts only two (nos. 2 and 6). Kajiyama has reassessed Dayal's
discussion of these seven interpretations and thereby enhanced our understanding of the term
bodhisattva. He agrees with Dayal that interpretations 1, 4, 5, and 7 (except the Tibetan
interpretation discussed within no. 7) do not yield a simple and natural sense. However, he
disagrees with him on several points: (a) He regards Dayal's rejection and ridiculing of
Ghosa's interpretation of bodhisattva as 'one who has sattva and bodhi as his object of
appropriation (iilambana),' which is alluded to under interpretation no. 2, as unjustified. (b)
Dayal's rejection of interpretation no. 3 is also considered by him to be unjustified. (c) He
disagrees with Dayal's inclusion of the Tibetan interpretation of the term bodhisattva under
interpretation no. 7 and suggests that it should be subsumed under no. 3.
I find the following note by Schmithausen particularly useful for an understanding of
the term bodhisattva, and translate it here into English: 150
apparently unfounded. Historically, it is important to note, as already stated, that there is no trace of Mahayana in
Asoka's inscriptions, the tenn bodhisattva not occurring even once in them. See ROTH 1982: 374; VETTER 1994:
1243, n. 3.
143

Brahmavise~acintipariprcchiisiitra (T, fols. 216b5- 220b4; D, fols. 66a2-68b4).

Brahmavise~acintipariprcchiisiitra (T, fol. 217a4-7; D, fol. 66a6-7): byang chub kyis gsol pa I beam Idan
'das 'di Ita ste I skyes pa 'am [pa 'am TJI bud medji Ita bur bstan pa'i yan lag brgyad dang Idan pa 'i gso sbyin
[= sbyongJla ma ral ma zhig par nye bar gnas na de yan lag brgyad kyi gsa sbyin [= sbyongJ yang dag par
blangs pa zhes bgyi ba'i grangs su mehi '0 II bcom Idan 'das de bzhin du byang chub sems dpa' sems dang po
bskyed pa nas bzung ste I byang chub kyi snying po 'i bar du byang chub kyi sems las ma g.yos pa lags te I de ni
de'i slad du byang chub sems dpa ' zhes bgyi'o II.
144

145

SeePED, CPD, NYANATlLOKA 1989, s.v. uposatha; BHSD, s.v.po~adha.

146 The tenn bodhisattva has been discussed in great detail in KAiIY AMA 1982; cf. DAYAL 1932: 4-9. For the
tenns bodhisattva and mahiisattva, see also ZIMMERMANN 2002a: 94-96, n. 10. One fact to be noted is that the
term bodhisattva is older than mahiisattva.
147

DAYAL 1932: 4-9. The seven points have been summarised in KAiIYAMA 1982: 253-254.

148

Bodhicmyiivatiirapaiijikii (p. 200.29); JOSHI 1971: 70.

149 See Schmithausen's response to a question in BSTEH 2000: 385, where he states: "Ich bin mit Herro Vetter
v6lJig einer Meinung, daB -satta hier sk!. -sakta ('hiingend', 'strebend nach') entspricht und nicht, im Sinne der
spateren Sanskritisierung, -sattva 'Lebewesen' oder -sattva 'Energie' (Jetzteres kommt im Kanan gar nicht vor)."
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[The term bodhisattva1is often rendered as 'enlightenment being.' However, in the first place,
bodhi has metaphoric overtones not of light but of awakening. Secondly, one would naturally
associate the expression 'awakening being' with a being characterised by awakening, that is, the
Buddha himself after his awakening. According to autochthonous explanations, [the tennl
bodhisattva is understood as .'one whose energy, or heroic attitude, is directed towards
awakening' (cf. also Tib. byang chub sems dpa '),151 which is fine as far as content is concerned,
but has the disadvantage that sattva (or Middle Indic satta) does not seem to be attested in this
meaning in the old canon (where the term bodhisattva already occurs). What is plausible, in my
view, is the assumption of an ahistorical Sanskritisation of Middle Indic bodhisatta <
*bodhisakta 'clinging to awakening' in the sense of 'striving for awakening,' traces of which
can indeed still be found in the exegetical tradition. That this meaning was given up early on can
be explained easily by the fact that sakta underwent a negative development in meaning, and
later on only meant 'clinging to' in a spiritually negative sense.
The compound bodhisattva, which was very likely Sanskritised ahistorically from the Middle
Indic bodhisatta, is open to more than one interpretation. 152 Modem scholars have taken note
of the Tibetan translation of the term according to the common understanding of it, such as
the one recorded in the sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa. IS3 The works of Rong-zom-pa, however,
reveal that several other ways of construing the compound bodhisattva have also been
explored. Explaining the term Bodhisattvayana in his dKon mchog 'gre!, Rong-zom-pa
states: 154

150 Schrnithausen has often rendered bodhisattva into Gennan as nach dem Erwachen Strebende. He states:
"[Der Begriff Bodhisattva wird] oft als 'Erleuchtungswesen' wiedergegeben. Aber zurn einen schliellt bodhi
keine Lichtmetaphorik ein, sondem die des Erwachens, zurn anderen wiirde man den Ausdruck 'ErwachensWesen' doch natiirlicherweise auf ein durch Erwachen charakterversiertes Wesen beziehen, also auf den Buddha
selbst nach seinem Erwachen. Einheimische Erkliirungen verstehen bodhisattva als 'den, dessen Energie, oder
heroische Gesinnung, auf das Erwachen gerichtet is!' (vg!. auch Tib. byang chub sems dpa '), was inhaltlich
treffend ist, aber den Nachteil hat, daB sattva (bzw. mittelindisch salta) in dieser Bedeutung im alten Kanan (wo
der Begriff bodhisattva bereits vorkommt) nicht belegt zu sein schein. Niiherliegend ist m.E. die Annahrne einer
unhistorischen Sanskritisierung von mittelindisch bodhisatta < *bodhi-sakta 'am Erwachen hiing,md' im Sinne
von 'nach dem Erwachen strebend', wovon sich in der Tat in den Auslegungstraditionen noch deutliche Spuren
tinden. DaB diese Deutung schon fiiih aufgegeben wurde, liiBt sich leicht mit der Tatsache erkliiren, dall sakta
eine negative Bedeutungsentwicklung durchlaufen hat und spiiter nur noch 'haftend an', in spirituel! stets
negativem Sinne, bedeutet" (SCHMITHAUSEN 2002: 13, n. 40) .

Cf. Vimalakirtinirddasutra 4.§ 14 (p. 511-2): yatha pralyarthikanirghatac chura ily !lcyante, evam eva
jaravyadhimaral}adubkhopasamanad bodhisattva ily ucyante I.

. Ill

152 See also the explanation of bodhisattva and mahasattva in the A.,!asahasrika (pp. 9.22-10.22); Tibetan
translation (T, fols. 14a4-15b7; D, fols. IOb2-11b4).

sGra sbyor bam gnyis (no. 65): bodhisatva zhes bya ba bodhau satvanw) ye$am te bodhisatva zhes bya ba ste
ba 'am snying stobs che ba la bya I bla na med pa 'i byang chub
sgrub pa la gcig tu brtul zhing mi nul' bas na byang chub sems dpa' I. See also the
Samdhinirmocanasutravyakhyana (P, fa!. 34b2-3; D, fo1. 28b6-7; S, vo!' lIS, p. 1076.12-16): byang chub sems
. dpa' zhes bya ba'i [ba ni PN] tshig gi don ni bla na med pa 'i byang chub dang sems can thams cad la dmigs te
sems bsleyed pa '0 II yang gdg [cig PN] lu na byang chub ces bya ba ni rtogs pa dang Idan pa yin la I sems dpa'
zhes bya ba ni snying stobs dang [dan pa la bya '0 II.
153

I bodhi ni byang chub I satva ni sems dpa[ ']

15, dKon mchog 'grel (A, fo1. 19a2-5; B, p. 46.3-10): d'i phyir byang chub sems dpa' zhes bya zhe na II bo dhi
satwa zhes bya ba bo dhi ni a ba bo dlli ste I khong du chud dng rtogs pa 'i tshig go II yang bo dhi ni sleyon dag
cing byang ba la yang bya bas don des na byang chub [add. sems A] zhes bya'0 II satwa ni sgra don drug la 'jug
ste I [I] snying stobs te zhe sdang dang I [2] dpa' zhing brtan pa dang I [3] 'dun pa dang I [4] shes rig dang I [5]
srog chags dang I [6] bsdus pa rnams la 'jug go II de las 'dir yang byang chub leyi phyir bsam pa brtan zhing mi
nul' ba yod pas byang chub 'dod pa dang I byang chub dang sems can la dmigs pa yod pas byang chub sems
dpa' zhes bya'o II shes rab leyi pha rol tu phyin pa las ni I sems can byang chub pas byang chub sems dpa' zhes
bya'o II.
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Why is bodhisattva called [so]? [Of the two components of] the. tenn bodhisattva, bodhi is
[semantically identical with] avabodhi,l55 which means [cognitive] penetration and realisation.
Bodhi also refers to the purification and cleansing of all imperfections, and hence [the Tibetan
lenn] byang chub (lit. 'purification and [cognitive] penetration') [was coined].I56 The [tenn]
sattva is applied in six senses: (1) 'vital energy' or 'vehemence,' (2) 'courage' and 'firmness,'
(3) 'resolution,' (4) 'consciousness,' (5) 'sentient being,' and (6) 'essence.'157 Whence, in this
[system], [someone] is called a bodhisattva on account of his having a steadfast and
unyielding158 resolve to [attain] bodhi, and his fixing on bodhi and sattva as his objects.
According to the [system of] Prajiiaparamita, however, [someone] is called bodhisattva because
[he] is a sattva characterised by bodhi. 159
A similar explanation can also be found in his commentary to the iTa phreng: 160
Within' the word byang chub sems dpa', the [first two syllables] byang chub, [used to translate
the Sanskrit word] bodhi, mean the 'purification and exhaustion of all defilements' and 'correct
realisation and [cognitive] penetration,' [respectively]. This is the reason why the tenn byang
chub is. applied. As for the word sems dpa " it is derived from [the Sanskrit] word sattva, which
signifies [1] 'desire,' [2] 'courage,' [3] 'stable and unwavering resolve,' [4] 'sentient being,' [5]
'consciousness,' and [6] 'compendium.' Here, it is called so because of one's desire [to attain]
awakening, or the stability of [one's] resolve [to attain] awakening, or one's possessing [the
resolve that] is directed towards awakening and sentient beings, as stated in the following
[verse]: 161
Awakening, the characteristic [of which is similar to that] of space,
Is free from all [dualistic] conceptions;
One who desires to realise this
Is called a bodhisattva.
The Prajiiaparamita [texts], however, explain that 'it is because sentient beings are awakened
that they are called bodhisattvas.' This would imply a realisation that sentient beings are of an
awakened [nature]. Furthennore, in the phrase 'a sentient being [resolved to attain] awakening,'

155 Mahiivyutpatti, no. 2885; BHSD, s.v. samyagavabadhi. However, note that only avabadha is recorded in Pali
and classical Sanskrit.

156 To render the Sanskrit badhi, Tibetans have coined the technical term byang chub, which actually contains
two components, namely, byang and chub (JASCHKE 1881, s.w. 'byang ba and chub pal.
157 Cf. PW,

S.V.,

where nine meanings of satIVa are given (cf. also MW,

S.V.

satIVa).

15' Cf. JASCHKE 1881, S.V. nurba.
159 Anandagarbha, Paramiidyatikii (P, vol. Ii, fol. 29b2; D, vol. i, fol. 26bl; S, vol. 31, p. 61.13): byang chub kyi
rang bzhin gyi sems dpa' ni byang chub sems dpa '0 II. See also the following translation from the ITa 'grel.
160 ITa 'gre! (A, fol. 233al-b2; B, pp. 313.13-314.2): byang chub sems dpa' zhes bya ba la I byang chub ni ba
dhi zhes bya ba'i sgra I dri rna thams cad zad cing dag pa' la yang snyegs I phyin ci [ni A) rna log par rtags
shing khong du chud pa la yang snyegs pas byang chub ces [cing A) btags I sems dpa ' zhes bya ba ni I sa twa
zhes bya ba'i sgra las drangs na I [1) 'dod pa dang [2) snying stabs dang [3) bsam pa brtan zhing mi nur ba
dang [4) sems can dang [5) shes rig dang [6) sdud pa dag la 'jug sle I de la 'dir ni byang chub 'dod pa'am I
byang chub kyi phyir bsam pa brtand pa 'am I byang chub dang sems can la dmigs pa yod pas de s!rad ces bya
sle I 'di' Itar I (,byang chub nam mkha'i mtshan nyid de II /run tu [du B] rtag pa [pa' A] thams cad spangs II gang
zhig de rtags 'dad pa de II byang chub sems dpa' zhes bya 'a II» zhes bya ba la' stsags pa gsungs pa' bzhin na II
shes rab kyJ pha [pa A) raltu phyin pa las ni I sems can byang chub pas byang chub sems dpa 'a [pa' '0 A) zhes
bshad de [do A) I de Ita na yang sems can byang chub tu rtags pa'a zhes bya bar 'gyur ra II gzhan yang byang
chub sems can zhes bya ba'i sgra Itar na I sems can ni srag chags kyi sgra ste I byang chub kyi sems dang Idan
pa 'j [dp.'i A) srag chags gang dag yinpa de ni I byang chub sems dpa' 'a zhes bya bar 'gyur ra II byang chub
kyi [ky1 A] sems ni mdar bsdu' na shes rab dang snying rje zung du 'brei ba'a II.

161 This verse is from the Vairacaniibhisal!lbadhitantra (T, fol. l53b6-7; D, fol. 251a2). Compare the English
translation of the verse in HODGE 2003: 378.
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a sentient being is a 'living creature' (priilJin), and a living creature who possesses bodhicitta is
called a bodhisattva.'62 Bodhicitta, in short, is the union of insight (prajiia) and compassion

(karwJa).

Jiianagarbha states that one who is endowed with prajiiii and upiiya is a bodhisattva. 163 It has
been pointed out that bodhicitta is sometimes used as an equivalent of bodhisattva. 164 In such
a case bodhisattva should perhaps be understood as 'one whose citta is [directed towards]
bodhi.' To sum up, the term bodhisattva may be explained in the following ways: (1) one who
is attached (sakta) to awakening (bodhi), (2) one whose energy (sattva) is directed towards
awakening, (3), one who has sentient beings (sattva) and awakening as objects of concern, (4)
a sentient being (sattva) who possesses [the resolve to strive for] awakening, and (5) a
sentient being (sattva) who is characterised by awakening. The meaning of bodhi obviously
affects the way the compound bodhisattva is understood. For example, it would be impossible
to explain the compound bodhisattva according to no. 5 if we only allow the conservative
Buddhist notion of bodhi, but it would not be if bodhi is understood in a metaphysical or
ontological sense. Following Schmithausen, we can assume that meaning no. 1 is the original
one and hence also the oldest. Nos. 2--4 may be grouped together as belonging to the nontantric Mahayana in general. And no. 5 is perhaps exclusive to selected Mahayana traditions,
both tantric and non-tantric.
(d) Synonyms of Bodhisattva

Fifteen synonyms (or more accurately perhaps: metonyms) of bodhisattva are given in
Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.18 165 and MahiiyiinasiitriilalJlkiira 19.73-74: 166 (1) bodhisattva (byang
chub sems dpa'), (2) mahiisattva (sems dpa' chen pO),167 (3) dhlma(n)t (blo (gros) ldan
(pa),168 (4) uttamadyuti (gsa I ba'i mchog), (5) jinaputra (rgyal ba'i sras),169 (6) jiniidhiira
(rgyal ba'i gzhi), (7) vijetr (rgyal bar byed pa / rnam par rgyal bar byed pa), (8) jiniinkura
(rgyal ba'i myu gu), (9) vikriinta (rtsal ba dang ldan pa), (10) paramiirya (phags pa'i
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A similar explanation can be found, for example, in the Bodhisattvapitakasiitra (T, fol. 43a5; D, fo1. 283b2):

sM ri'i bu byang chub sems dpa' bsam [bsams T] pa dang I byang chub kyi sems de fta bu dang fdan pa ni
byangchub sems dpa' zhes bya'o II.
163 AnantamukhanirhiiradharmJ/tlkii (p. 117.22-25): shes rab dang thabs dang ldan pa ni byang chub sems dpa'
,zhes bya ba ste I sgra 'di gnyis ni shes rab dang thabs fa bya bar don yod zhags pa 'i mdo las 'byung ba 'i phyir
1'0

II.
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SPARHAM 1992: 239-240, n. 17.

165 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.18 (WOG1HARA, p. 299.17-20; DUlT, p. 203.10-12). It is interesting to note that the
Tibetan 10 tsii bas translated the pertinent prose passage in the Bodhisattvabhiimi into verses almost identical
with the translation of the corresponding verses in the Mahiiyiinasiitriila",kiira.
166 Mahiiyiinasiitriila",kiirabhii~a (p. 174.2): bodhisattvasiimiinyaniimavibhiige astau Slokiib I; ibid. (174.7):
etiini sor;iasa sarvabodhisattviiniim anvarthaniimiini siimiinyena I; see also the Ratniilokiifa",kiira (P, fol. 261a35; D, fol. 212a2-3; S, vol. 64, p. 631.8-13); See also Mahiivyutpatti, nos. 625-643.

167

For the usage of the word mahiisattva in the As!asiihasrikii, see VElTER 2001: 69.

168 See TSD, s.vv. blo gros Idan pa and Idan, where several Sanskrit equivalents (such as buddhimiin, dhfman,
priijiiii, matimiin, buddha, and dhlra) are given.
169

Cf. Madhyamakahrdaya 1.24:

triratnava",sasthitaye sthiipayitvii gU/Jiikariin
satputriin devaniigiidiciir;iiimahitasiisaniin II.

I

For commentary on the verse, see the Tarkajviilii (P, fol. 50b5-7; D, fol. 47bl-3; S, voL 58, p. 120.11-17);
Ratnavalipaiijikii (p. 13.12). See also Bodhicittavivarara 103.
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mchog),170 (11) siirthaviiha (ded dpon), (12) mahiiyasas (grags pa'i mchog), (13) /qpiilu
(snying rje can), (14) mahiipw:zya (bsod nams che ba), (15) isvara (dbang phyug), and (16)
dhiirmika (chos dang ldan pa). The Bodhisattvabhumi states that these desip'!ations reflect the
qualities of a bodhisattva, implying that they are not mere empty titles.17 There may be, of
course, several other metonyms, such as bodhiputraka I72 and badhisattvayiinika. 113 Most of
these terms are also found in one lexicon or another. 174 According to Paul Harrison, some
modem scholars have suggested a distinction between mahiisattva and bodhisattva, for which
he sees no evidence, either in the Chinese translations of the eleven earliest Mahayana sutras
or in later Mahayana sources, such as the Mahiiyiinasutriilarrzkiira.175 Jfianagarbha, for
example, seems to be referring to the cognitive (i.e. cognition of the great non-essentiality),
emotive (i.e. great altruistic inclination), and conative (i.e. great resolution) elements of a
bodhisattva in his three alternative explanations of mahiisattva. 176

(e) Types of Bodhisattvas
One necessary preamble to a discussion of bodhisattva and bodhicitta is' distinguishing
between the various types of bodhisattvas. The different kinds of bodhisattvas in Mahayana
are analogous to the various kinds of bhik$us in the Vinaya tradition. 177 It may be assumed
that in the beginning there were not many kinds of bodhisattvas. 178 However, these gradually
burgeoned, reflecting the historical development of the concept, and in particular such things
as gender, mode of life, degree of magnanimity, background, and spiritual maturity. Reginald
A. Ray, in his Buddhist Saints in India, classified bodhisattvas into three types: those of
forest, city, and monastery.179 We find numerous other ways of classifying bodhisattvas, some'
of which I shall discuss below.

170 Levi's edition reads paramiiscarya, but according to the Bodhisattvabhiimi and the Tibetan translations of
both the Bodhisattvabhiimi and Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf!1kiira it should read paramiirya.

171

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.18 (WOGIHARA, p. 299.17-20; DUIT, p. 203.10-12).

172

See TSD, s.v. byang chub sras. The Hevajratantra is indicated as the source.

173 Ratniilokiil~kiira (P, fo!' 294b4; D, fo!' 251a7; S, vol. 64, p. 705.6): rang bzhin gyi rigs dang ldan zhing
sems bslcyed pas na theg pa chen po pa'o II; see also HARRISON 1987: 73. It IS also noted there that the word
bodhisattva is almost always transliterated as pusa in the Chinese translations of early Mabayiina siltras, and
occasionally translated as kaishi ('the revealer') or mingshi ('the awakened one').

174

For example, see the mNgon brjod tshig mdzod, s.w. byang chub sems dpa' and byang sems.

175

HARRISON 1987: 79.

176 Anantamukhanirhiiradhiiraflitikii (pp. 117.25-118.4): stong pa nyid la gnas pa dang ldan pa ni sems dpa'
chen po zhes bya ba ste I chos thams cad Icyi ngo bo nyid med pa chen po la sems pa 'i phyir ro II yang na sems
can gyi khams ma Ius pa yongs su bslcyab pa 'i bsam pa dang Idan pa ste I bsam pa che ba 'i phyi,. ro II yang na
smon lam chen po dang Idan pa ste I sngon byang chub tu smon lam btab pa 'i phyir te I de bas na de dag gi
bsam pa che ba 'i phyir sems dpa' chen po smos so 11.
177

mChims chen (po 378.19-21).

17. See, however, SKILLING 1996: 160-165, where the concept of three types of bodhisattas found in Theravada
sources is discussed.
179

RAy 1994: 251.
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(i) Historical, Celestial, and Earthly Bodhisattvas

From the point of view of the historical development of the concept of bodhisattva, the
following three types may be dls#nguished: (1) the Bodhisattva who was the historical
Buddha prior to his awakening (found also in the Pali canon l80 and presupposed by the
Mahayana systems), (2) celestial bodhisattvas such as Maitreya, I 81 Avalokitesvara, Vajrapal)i,
and Mafijusrf, and (3) those sentient beings who aspire to become buddhas. These three types
of bodhisattvas will be referred to here as 'historical,' 'celestial' and 'earthly' bodhisattvas,
respectively.182 It is the latter that we are particularly concerned with in this study.
While it may be ~ossible that the idea of celestial bodhisattvas came into existence
under outside influence, I 3 I hold the idea of a bodhisattva endowed with bodhicitta to be
uniquely Buddhist. We have seen that only two bodhisattvas are mentioned in the early Pali
sources: the bodhisattva who later became Gautama Buddha, and the bodhisattva who will
become the future buddha Maitreya. 184 However, the bodhisattva Maitreya is mentioned onk
once in the early Pali canon. 185 Elsewhere he is mentioned as the fifth buddha of this aeon. I 6
According to Mahayana, Maitreya is a celestial bodhisattva, like Mafijusrf, but according to
the non-Mahayana tradition, he belongs to the category of historical bodhisattvas, like
Gautama Buddha prior to his awakening. It is conceivable that, for an earthly bodhisattva, a
celestial figure may be a more attractive ideal or model than a historical one. This may
perhaps explain why some celestial bodhisattvas, such as Avalokitesvara, VajrapfLl)i, and
Mafijusrf, occasionally playa more important role than the historical Buddha himself. 187
The concept of historical bodhisattvas is undoubtedly older than that of celestial and
earthly bodhisattvas. Nevertheless, as we can assume that the concepts of the various celestial
bodhisattvas came into existence gradually over a fairly long period of time, some of them
may be older than that of earthly bodhisattvas. 188 Historical and celestial bodhisattvas are
perhaps possible without the notion of bodhicitta, but the. concept of earthly bodhisattvas is

180 According to the conservative tradition, the historical Buddha had been a bodhisattva not only in his previous
lives but also in his last earthly life before he became a buddha, which implies that he was not born as a buddha.
For additional sources on the bodhisattva concept in the Pali canon and Theravlida tradition, see SEYFORT
RUEGG 2004: I 1, n. 15.
181 Note that some earlier scholars, including Sir Charles Eliot and A. Basham, have maintained that the idea of a
future buddha (Maitreya) came into being under Zoroastrian influence (KITAGAWA 1980: 93-94).

182 The classification of bodhisattva into these three types has been, as far as 1 am concerned, not made explicit
by previous scholars. Nonetheless, it has been in one way or another implied, for example, in SNELLGROVE
1987a: 58-79 and id. 1987b.
183

DAYAL 1932: 38-39.

184 Ct:, however, NAKAMURA 1980: 152, where it is stated: "In early Buddhism there was only one Bodhisattva
(Singular) who was regarded as the Sakyamuni in his previous existences. The Bodhisattva idea was fused later
into Jiitaka stories." See also VETTER 2001: 69.
185 SCHMITHAUSEN 2000c: 13, n. 43; NORMAN 1983: 93, n. 423, 41; KITAGAWA 1980: 94. Cf. BHSD, s.w.
,maitri'ya and maitreya.

186 NORMAN 1983: 161. For the development of the account of Maitreya in Pali sources, see COLLINS 1998: 355357.

187

See Schmithausen's remark on the bodhisattva-buddha relationship in BSTEH 2000: 394-395.

188

For a general outline of such a development, see SNELLGROVE 1987a: 59-{)1.
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clearly not, either historically or doctrinally. Nevertheless, it may be presumed that the idea
was later retrospectively imposed upon all three types of bodhisattvas, thereby creating a
uniform conc1t according to which, doctrinally, bodhicitta serves as the universal mark of a
bodhisattva. 18
,
It is noteworthy that celestial bodhisattvas are identified with proper nrupes, whereas
earthly bodhisattvas are commonly anonymous. We may consider, for example, the
VimalakIrti of the Vimalaklrtinirdesasiitra, as a named bodhisattva belonging to the category
of earthly bodhisattvas, but we do not know whether such a person ever existed. Such a model
w~s perhaps felt necessary in order to forestall the social rroblems that might ensue as a result
of individuals claiming themselves to be bodhisattvas. 19 To be sure, a person with altruistic
traits might be designated as a bodhisattva by others, but to my knowledge, rarely would a
person advertise himself or herself as one. Doing so would be blatant self-praise in
contradiction of the very norms of a bodhisattva. Yet have' not historical persons made that
claim for themselves? ,Santideva states: 191
Today my birth is fruitful.
My human life is justified.
Today I am born into the family of the Buddha.
Now I am the Buddha's son.
From both the tone and context of the verse, however, it is clear that Santideva is here
celebrating the arising of bodhicitta in himself with joy and extreme humbleness. He
compares himself to a blind man who happens to stumble upon a precious jewel in a heap of
rubbish. In stating that he is fortunate to be born into the buddha-family, he manages to assign
more weight to the buddhas than to his being a bodhisattva. This may thus be seen as an
attempt to avoid or lessen such intellectual-emotional defilements (klesa) as arrogance. The
first two kinds of bodhisattvas are meant to serve as models for the third kind. For example,
Maiijusn-who is seen as a paragon of insight and the father of all buddhas, and who is
invoked with songs of praise, mantras, mudriis, and samiidhi-is ultimately explained
(particularly in the tantric context) as nothing less than bodhicitta itself.
(ii) Human and Non-human Bodhisattvas

It has been stated above that Buddhism may be designated as a sentient-centric religion and
that sentient-centrism is conspicuous in Mahayana Buddhism. It is hence not surprising to
find the presence of non-human bodhisattvas in Mahayana literature. There are several
Mahayana scriptures where non-humans are portrayed as generating bodhicitta or conceived
as highly developed bodhisattvas. 192 This is in keeping with the notion that it is the attitude
(i.e. bodhicitta) that makes one a bodhisattva and not one's temporary physical frame. We
shall see, however, when discussing the two bodhicittotpiida traditions, that the more
conservative-practical Maitreya-Asaftga tradition rejects non-human candidacy for
bodhicittotpiida, whereas the more liberal-idealistic Maiijusn-Nagiirjuna tradition admits such
189

See also RAy 1994: 261.

190 Schmithausen has remarked on the bodhisattva ideal and the tension caused in society by it; see BSTEH 2000:
388-390.

Bodhicaryiivatiira 3.25:
adya me saphalalfl janma sulabdho miinu~o bhava(l[
adya buddhakulejiito buddhaputro 'smi siimpratalfl [= °lamlil.
The English translation is according to CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 22,
191

For ~xample, see the R~trapiilapariprcchiisiltra (p, 59.17-19):' asmin khalu punar dhQ/maparyiiye
trif!lsatiim niyutiiniim sadevamiin~iisuriiyiis ca prajiiyii anutpadantapilrviiW anuttarasyiim
samyaksambodhau cittiiny utpanniini I.
192

bhii~amii1Je
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candidates. Interestingly, the idea that a bodhisattva can be non-human can be traced back to
non-Mahayana sources. The Buddha, while still a bodhisattva, is said to have assumed
various fOnTIS of life, including those of different animals, as illustrated in the Jiitaka stories.
Thus even the historical bodhisattVa is not always conceived as a human being. It is, however,
maintained that in his last incarnation, in which he attains Buddhahood, he is inevitably a
male human being.
(iii) Male and Female Bodhisattvas
It is beyond the scope of this study to delve into gender issues in Buddhism, but because the
question as to whether a woman can be a bodhisattva or not is indeed pertinent to the study of
the bodhisattva-and thus also of the bodhicitta-concept, a brief treatment of the issue

seems called for. There is, however, no single position on (or interpretation of) the matter that
is binding for all Buddhist traditions. In general, it has been claimed that a female cannot
attain the following statuses: (1) a universal king (cakravartin), (2) Sakra, (3) Brahma, (4) the
four guardian gods, (5) Mara, the evil one, (6) a solitary awakened one (pratyekabuddha), (7)
a bodhisattva who is irreversible (avinivartanfya), and (8) a perfectly awakened one
(samyaksambuddha). Of the eight, the Kiiral)aprajfiapti, a non-Mahayana text, indicates that
it requires extraordinary will (chanda: 'dun pa), strength (bala: stobs), and faculties (indriya:
dbang po) to attain the status of a universal king, Indra, Brahmli, Mara, a pratyekabuddha,
and a buddha, and because only a male is endowed with these qualities, only a male can attain
these statuses. 193 In the Saddharmapul)t;iarrkasfltra, a Mahayana text, Sariputra tells the
daughter of Sagara, the Naga king, that there are five stations a female cannot occupy,
namely, those of Brahma, Indra, the four guardian gods, a cakravartin, and an irreversible
bodhisattva. The Naga princess nonetheless becomes a buddha by transfonTIing herself into a
male. 194 The ability of a woman to attain Arhatship, however, has never been questioned. 195
Peter Harvey, who discusses sexual equality in his book on Buddhist ethics, devotes
several passages to the issue of whether a woman can be a bodhisattva or not. 196 In my view,
the question as to whether an earthly bodhisattva can be female is especially pertinent, and
thus it is imperative that the concept of historical, celestial, and earthly bodhisattvas be taken
into account. For the non-Mahliyana traditions that do not recognise the three types of
bodhisattvas, a bodhisattva (understood in the sense of the historical bodhisattva) can be said
to be invariably a male. 197 While there is some doubt as to whether the idea of a female
historical bodhisattva can be traced in the Mahayana sources,198 the existence of female
celestial and earthly bodhisattvas seems to be simply taken for granted. 199

193 Kiira/Japrajnapti (P, fols. 166b8-167a5; D, fol. 139a6-b3; S, vol. 78, pp. 980.18-981.10); HARVEY 2000:
371-372.
194

KAJlY AMA 1982: 56.

lOS

See, for example, HARVEY 2000: 357-361.

196

HARVEY 2000: 373-376.

191 Hence the expression' ... no Bodhisattva can be female' in GOMBRICH 1980: 70, refers only to the nonMahayana idea of bodhisattva. In the Jiitaka stories of the Pllli canon, there indeed seem to be no female
bodhisattvas. See also HARVEY 2000: 373.
198 1 have not been able to trace a Mahayana source where the historical Buddha (as the Bodhisattva) is said to
have taken birth as woman. But there is an idea prevalent in Tibet that the historical Buddha had taken five
hundred pure births (dag pa'i skye ba lnga brgya) and five hundred impure births (rna dag pa'i skye ba lnga
brgya). See, for example, the Nyang ral ehos 'byung (p. 62.15-(6): ... beam ldan 'das kyis dag pa 'i skyes rabs
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However, the fact that certain sources concede the ability of a female to become a
bodhisattva does not automatically imply that such sources concede her ability tbbecome a
buddha. For example, Bodhisattvabhumi 1.7 does not rule out the Bodhisattvahood of female
aspirants, but it does explicitly state that they cannot attain bodhi (clearly meant in the sense
of the samyaksalJ'lbodhi of a buddha). This statement of Bodhisattvabhumi 1.1 and the
statement in the Kiirm:wprajFiapti that a female cannot attain the status of a buddha are
perhaps based on the idea that a historical bodhisattva in his last existence, during which he is
destined to become a buddha, must be a male human being, and that too a full-fledged monk
(bhik~u: dge slong)--an idea which is probably professed by both Mahayana and nonMahayana traditions.
This gender inequality is, of course, subject to scrutiny and interpretation, an example
of which can be found in the aforementioned book by Peter Harvey, and in an article by
Yuichi Kajiyama. 20o It is perhaps up to the modem Buddhists to resort to creative and
constructive interpretations, without, however, denying the historical past by failing to
acknowledge the fact that some of the sources indeed contain elements of androcentrism that
are unacceptable by modem standards.
It is necessary to make a distinction between the ways a woman is perceived in nonMahayana, tantric and non-tantric Mahayana, and try to determine how and why a woman is
perceived in a certain way in the ethico-spiritual context of the priitimo~a, bodhisattva, and
mantra vows. It may be that some of the alleged misogynistic components are not so
misogynistic as they first appear to be, or some of the apparently feministic images depicted
in a number of tantric and non-tantric Mahayana sources so feministic as we would like to
have them.
I do not believe that the sexual disparity in the Vinaya has much to do with machismo,
misogyny, or misogamy, but may be best understood in its socio-cultural and spiritual
contexts. In a culture or society where a woman who chose not to commit herself to a marital
relationship could easily be perceived as having chosen immorality or infidelity instead, the
difficulty in gaining the respect of a society, without whose support she could not live as a
nun, is not at all difficult to comprehend. Perhaps the only viable way for a full-fledged
Buddhist nun (bhi~W:lf: dge slong rna) to win a degree of acceptance, support and respect
from the society in which she lived, and thus be able to pursue her salvific quest, was to set a
standard of integrity higher than that of her male counterpart, a full-fledged Buddhist monk
(bhi~u: dge slang pha). This seems to have been indeed the strategy ofthe Buddha, and it
serves to explain, too, why a bhi~W:lfhas more vows to keep than a bhi~u.

Inga rgya dang I rna dag pa'i skye ba Inga brgya ste stong bzhes pa'i sa na .... (This statement, however,
suggests that the one thousand births occurred in one place.) The impure births may refer to various non-human
species such as animals. It would be surprising if the Bodhisattva was conceived of as having taken birth only as
a male human or non-human being.
199 See, for example, *Kalyal)adeva's Bodhisattvacaryiivatiirasaf(lskiira (P, fa!. 27b5-<i; D, fa!. 22b2-3; S, vA!.
62, pp. 52.19-53.2): byang chub sems dpa'i so sor [so PN] thar pa las kyang rigs kyi bu mo zhes gsungs Ie I bud
med nyon mongs pa'i shas chung ba byang chub don du gnyer ba byang chub sems dpa'i bslab pa la slob par
'dod pa dag/ayang byang chub kyi bar du sdam pa 'di skye bar 'gyur zhing I skye ba gzhan dag tu yang 'gyur
ra II; and also Vibhilticandra's Vise~adyolanr(P, fol. 253b6; D, fol. 213a2; S, vol. 62, p. 558.4-5): sdom pa 'di
bud med la yang nyan mangs pa chung zhing 'gra ba fa phan pa 'i phyir byang chub 'dod 'pas skye 'a' [pa skYe
P] II· As noted by SNELLGROVE 1987a: 65, in the Surangamasamiidhisulra, too, women are portrayed as
generating badhicitta.

200

HARVEY 2000: 373; KAJIY AMA 1982.
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(iv) Ordained and Lay Bodhisattvas

The historical bodhisattva in his I,ast existence, like a pratyekabuddha, is conceived of as a
self-ordained monk. Interestingly, a. celestial bodhisattva is never regarded as a monk or nun,
but as a princely male or female, such as Mafijusri or Tara (although these are mainly thought
of as buddhas). One of the reasons perhaps for not portraying a celestial bodhisattva as a
monk or nun is that according to the Vinaya tradition a non-human bhik$u or bhik$wJI is
impossible. This, however, does not rule out the possibility of a celestial bodhisattva
manifesting as a monk or nun, just as a niiga sometimes does. The fact that an earthly
bodhisattva can be either a householder (grhapati) or ordained mendicant (pravrajita) is
confirmed by a number of tantric and non-tantric Mahayana sources. 20I One, however, also
occasionally comes across references where the distinction between the laity and mendicancy
of a bodhisattva is played down. The AsokadattavyiikaralJasiitra, for instance, states that a
bodhisattva should not be viewed in terms of being a householder (i.e. living in family
surroundings) or ordained mendicant (i.e. homeless), for a bodhisattva is defined not on the
basis oflivelihood but on that of altruistic inclination (iisaya), discerning insight (prajfiii), and
gnosis (jfiiina ),z02 In theory, a bodhisattva could dwell anywhere, in a forest, city, or
monastery, or may not have a fixed place of residence at all. However, a bodhisattva who
apart from observing his bodhisattva vows also observes full priitimok$a vows is more
esteemed than a lay bodhisattva who observes only bodhisattva vOWS. 203
(v) Bodhisattvas with Different Backgrounds

As already stated, according to the Y ogacara school, which considers the plurality of spiritual
dispositions (gotra) and vehicles (yiina) as definitive, an individual who possesses the gotra
of a sriivaka would follow the Sravakayana, and one who possesses the gotra of a bodhisattva
the Bodhisattvayana. Even those whose gotra has not yet been fixed or decided may follow
one of the vehicles. But according to the Madhyamaka and Tathagatagarbha traditions, which
postulate the singularity of gotra and yiina as definitive, even the sriivakas and
pratyekabuddhas will have to one day enter the Bodhisattvayana. It is under this doctrinal
presupposition that three kinds of bodhisattvas are theoretically possible: (1) a bodhisattva
with a sriivaka career behind him, (2) a bodhisattva with a pratyekabuddha career behind
him, and (3) a bodhisattva who began his career from the very outset as a bodhisattva. In the
Tibetan tradition, the first and the second are collectively called 'bodhisattvas who have a

20J For example, see the Vairocaniibhisaf(lbodhitanlra (T, fol. 208b2-3; D, fol. 220bl-2): gsang bapa'i bdag po
de fa byang chub sems dpa' ni mam pa gnyis Ie I gnyis gang zhe na I 'di 'Ita sle' [ltar D] khyim pa dang I rab III
byung ['byung D] ba'o II. For an English translation, see HODGE 2003: 341. This is cited also in the mDo rgyas
(A, fol. 160al; B, p. 257.5-6). See also NAKAMURA 1980: 151.

AsokadattavyiikaralJasutra (T, fol. 394a6-7; D, fol. 236a7-bl): blsun pa rab 'byor byang chub sems dpa'
sems dpa' chen po fa ni khyim pa'am I rab IU byung ba zhes gzung bar mi bya '0 II de ci'iphyir zhe na I de dag ni
bsam pas phye ba yin I shes rab kyis phye ba yin I ye shes kyis phye ba yin pa 'i phyir 1'0 II. The passage is also
cited by sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs in his gSung rab rin po che (P, fol. 153a6-7; D, fol. 248a3-4; S, vol. 115, p. 673.710).

202

The Bodhisattvabhumi, while recognising both ordained and lay bodhisaltvas, also clearly recognises the
hierarchical difference between the two. See, for example, Bodhisaltvabhumi 2.2 (WOGIHARA, pp. 310.10-311.4;
DUlT, p. 213.12-24). See also Ratnakarasanti's Ratniifokiifaf(lkiira (p, fol. 300b6-7; D, fol. 256b5-6; S, vol. 64,
p. 718.15-18). In SKILLING 1997: 605-606 attention is drawn to an issue taken up in Bhavya's Tarkajviilii and
Candraki'rti's TrisaralJasaptati regarding whether a monk abiding by priitimo~a vows should show his respect
to a bodhisattva who is a householder, and to 'the practical ramifications of the controversy,' as exemplified in
the biography of Chag Lo-tsa-ba Chos-tje-dpal (1197-1263/64). Cf. the account of King Khri-srong-lde'ubtsan's encounter with Santarak>ita and Padmasambhava in the dBa' bzhed (pp. 40-41, 54, n. 152).
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lesser path behind them' (dman lam sngon song gi byang chub sems dpa ,), and the third a
'bodhisattva whose spiritual dis~osition has been certain [from the very beginning]' (rigs
nges kyi byang chub sems dpa '). 2

4

(1) The Sriivaka-Bodhisattva Distinction

Understanding how the difference between the sriivaka and bodhisattva is conceived of in
Mahayana literature will help us to better understand the concept of bodhisattva, and hence
also of bodhicitta. In general, it may be stated that in India the Yoglicara-Tathligatagarbha
tradition played up the difference between a sriivaka and a bodhisattva, whereas the
Prajiiliparamitli tradition played it down: The position of the Madhyarnaka tradition is varied
and open to debate.
The ViniscayasaTflgrahar:zf, before discussing at length the sriivaka-bodhisattva
distinction, mentions four kinds of sriivakas: 205 (1) manifested sriivakas, (2) conceited
sriivakas, (3) sriivakas who have turned to the supreme awakening, and (4) sriivakas who are
on a single-track journey to cessation. It is clear from the explanations that follow that the
first kind is in reality a bodhisattva who has manifested in the form of a sriivaka; the second
kind is one who merely knows the non-existence of a substantial self or person
(pudgalanairiitmya) and has a misconceived notion of the non-substantiality of phenomena
(dharmanairiitmya); the third kind is one who has been a sriivaka before and is now strivin~
for the attainment of the supreme awakening; and the fourth kind is a main-stream sriivaka?O
.
The fourth kind is compared with a bodhisattva on the basis of thirteen pointS: 207
Suppose that there are two princes born in similar circumstances and equal in terms of royal
lUXUry. Of the two, one is skilled in the fields of royal administration, science, and art; the other
one is not. The two ·wouldbe distinguished merely on this basis, and the distinction would not
be on account of [their] royal luxury. So should the distinction in the undefiled sphere between a
bodhisattva and -a sriivaka who is on a single-track journey to cessation be understood. The
distinction between the two should be understood on the basis of the following: [1] inclination

204 These two terms, which require verification, seem to correspond to two other types of bodhisattva (or
mahiiyiinika), namely, one whose spiritual disposition is certain (rigs nges pa) and one whose is not (ma nges
pa). See the Tshig mdzod chen mo -(s.v. theg chen pa gnyis). That two such kinds of bodhisattvas are
presupposed can be deduced from the context of several Tibetan controversies, such as the ones regarding the
status of a bodhisattva with a sriivaka career behind him and whether a third category of Buddhist saint ('phags
pa phung gsum pa) is possible. See, for example, the Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (vol. 2, p. 541.1-4) and Grub mtha'
mdzod (pp. 160.2-161.2).
20S ViniscayasaTflgrahQlJf(P, vol. 'i, fol. 127b3-5; D, vol. zi, fols. 113b7-114al; S, vol. 74, p. 1015.5-10): nyan
thos ni du I ... nyan thos ni rnam pa bzhi'o II ... sprul pa 'i nyan thos dang I mngon pa 'i nga rgyal can gyi nyan
thos dang I byang chub tu yongs su 'gyur pa 'I' ['gyur ba'i PN] nyan thos dang I zhi ba'i bgrod pa gcig pa 'i nyan
.
thos so II.

206

ViniScayasaTflgraharzf(P, vol. 'i, fols. 127b5-12Sa4; D, vol. zi, fol. 114al-6; S, vol. 74, pp. 1015.10-1016.S).

ViniscayasaTflgraharzf(P, vol. 'i, fol. 12Sa4-S; D, vol. zi, fol. 114a6--b3; S, vol. 74, p. 1016.8-20): 'di Ita ste
dper na rgyal po 'i bu gnas mtshungs par skyes shing I rgyal po 'i bde ba 'i longs spyod kyis mtshungs mnyam par
gyur pa gnyis shig yod pa las I de la gcig ni rgyal po 'i bya ba dang I bstan bcos dang I bzo 'i gnas la mkhas pa
yin la I cig shos ni de Ita ma yin na I de gnyis ni yan lag des bye brag tu gyur par zad kyi I rgyal po 'i bde ba'i
longs spyod kyis bye brag tu gyur pa ni ma yin pa de bzhin du zag pa med pa 'i dbyings na byang chub sems dpa'
dang zhi ba'i bgrod pa gcigpa'i nyan thos kyi bye brag kyang rig par bya ste I de gnyis kyi bye brag ni [I] bsam
pa dang I [2] dkar po 'i chos yang dag par 'grub pa dang I [3] shes pa yang dag par sgrub pa dang I [4] rjes su
'gro ba dang I [5] rigs dang I [6] gdung yang dag par 'dzin pa dang I [7] sbyor ba dang I [S] mthu dang I [9]
sgrub pa d{1ng I [10] sbyin gnas kyi 'os nyid dang I [II] khyadpar can las khyad par du 'phags pa dang I [12]
rgyu dang 'bras bu dang I [13] 'byung ba'i rten las kyang rig par bya'o II.
207
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(iisaya), [2] attainment of wholesome qualities, [3] aitainment of insight, [4] following the
course, [5] spiritual disposition (gotra), [6] proper upholding of the lineage, [7] practical
undertakings (pfayoga), [8] splendour (prabhiiva), [9] attainment [of the power to heal], [10]
worthiness of offerings, [11] transcending the transcendental ones, [12] cause and result, and
[13] the point of origination.

The Viniscayasarrzgraha/:zf then goes on to explain the thirteen features distinguishing a
sravaka from a bodhisattva as follows: 208
[1] A sriivaka is characterised by the inclination to abide alone in [the state of] cessation for [he]
is not predisposed to impulses (sal!/skiira) or intellectual-emotional defilements or to the welfare
of sentient beings. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, is opposed to it (i.e. cessation), despite [his]
attainment of cessation.209 [2] A sriivaka is endowed with a few wholesome qualities that cause
his own happiness to increase. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, is endowed with countless
wholesome qualities that cause the happiness of all sentient beings to increase.2IO [3] A sriivaka
renders himself free (lit. ineffective or hollow) of [his] intellectual-emotional defilements
through [his] insight into the non-conditioned (i.e. nirodha). A bodhisattva, on the other hand,
[renders the intellectual-emotional defilements of] all sentient beings of the four directions
[ineffective].211 [4] A sriivaka, despite having arrived (samudiigata) [at his soteriological goal]
by focusing his attention on the supreme qualities of complete release (vimukti), is not the son of
the Buddha. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, despite having arrived [at his soteriological goal]
by focusing his attention on impUlses (sal!/skiira), sentient beings, and negative phenomena, is
the son of the Buddha.212 [5] A sriivaka may have exerted himself, be skilled in the [four noble]
truths (satya), and [be able to] properly place the mind in meditative equipoise, but lacking the
characteristics of a buddha's spiritual disposition (or lineage), he is, unlike a bodhisattva, not
embraced (parigrhlta) by the buddhas. With a bodhisattva, however, the case is just the
opposite. 213 [6] A sriivaka, despite [having acquired] matured faculties, is afterwards incapable
of carrying out the activities of a buddha, since [he] has come to the ultimate end [of his career].
A bodhisattva, on the other hand, is capable [of doing so] the very instant he generates his initial
resolve.>14 [7] A sriivaka, despite having come to the ultimate end [of his career], is not worthy
of the tributes and praise of gods or humans, [not even] like a beginner bodhisattva who has
[just] launched upon [his] p,ractical undertaking. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, is [worthy of
such tributes and praise]. 2 5 [8] A bodhisattva, despite not having come to the ultimate end [of

ViniscayasalJ'lgrahm;'(P, vol. 'i, fols. 128a8-129b2; D, vol. zi, fols. 1I4b3-115b2; S, vol. 74, pp. 1016.201019.3). The Tibetan text has been numbered and inserted as separate footnotes after the corresponding
translations,
208

209 [IJ nyan thos ni 'du byed dang nyon mongs pa dang I sems can gyi don fa mi phyogs po 'i pltyir gcig tu ziti bar
gnas pa 'i bsam po can yin gyi I byang chub sems dpa' ni zhi ba thob kyang de las bzlog po yin no II.

,"210 [2] nyan thos ni bdag nyid kyi bde ba yang dog par 'phel bar byed po dkar po 'i cltos cltung ngu dog dang

Idan po yin gyi I byang chub sems dpa' ni sems can tltams cad kyi bde ba yang dog par 'pltel bar byed pa dkar
'po'i chos tshad medpa dang Idan po yin no II.

[3J nyan tit os ni 'dus ma byas kyi shes pas bdag nyid nyon mongs po moms kyis gsog dang gsob tu byed par
"zad kyi I byang chub sems dpa' niphyogs bzhi'i sems can thams cad do II.

'211

W [4 J nyan thos ni mom par grol ba'i chos mchog 10 dmigs po 'i yid 10 byed po las yang dag par grub kyang
songs rgyas kyi sms su mi 'gyur gyi I byang chub sems dpa' ni 'du byed dang I sems can dang I clzos ngan po fa
clmigs pa 'j yid 10 byed po las yang dog par grub kyang songs rgyas kyi sras su gyur po yin no II.
213 [5J nyan thos ni brtson 'grus brtsams siting bden po 10 mkhas po dang I sems legs par mnyam par gzhag
kyang songs rgyas kyi rigs kyi mtshan nyid dang mi Idan pa'i pltyir byang chub sems dpa' Itar songs rgyas
moms kyis yongs su mi gzung gi I byang chub sems dpa' ni de las bzlog pa yin no II.
214[6] nyan tltos ni mthar thug par gyur po yin po 'i pltyir dbang po yongs su smin po yin yang phyis songs rgyas
kyi mdzad pa byed mi nus po yin gyi I byang chub sems dpa ' ni skad cig de la dang po sems bskyed pas kyang
~us so II.
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his career], is [able to] overwhelm all sriivakas and pratyekabuddhas by [his] splendour
(prabhiiva) and knowledge. 216 [9] A sriivaka, despite having obtained the medicip.e of insight to
heal the disease of intellectual-emotional defilements, does not heal the disease of intellectualemotional defilements of sentient beings. The case of a bodhisattva, however, is just the
opposite, for [he] is one who engages in benefiting other [sentient beings].217 [10] A sriivaka,
despite having come to the ultimate end [of his career], is not like a bodhisattva: who has not
[yet] exhausted [all] intellectual-emotional defilements [and yet] is worthy of the offerings of
the world [of sentient beings], including gods, because [he] provides the light of insight to
sentient beings. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, is [worthy of such offerings].218 [11] The
tathiigatas greatly transcend sriivakas at all times. Bodhisattvas transcend them both even more,
since the latter originate among them (i.e. bodhisattvas). It should be known that [bodhisattvas]
greatly transcend [tathiigatas and sriivakas] for two reasons, namely: [i] they cause sentient
beings to mature completely and [ii] cause the qualities of a buddha to mature completely. For
these [two reasons], a result, awakening, is attained. They [also] make [other] sentient beings
attain release according to the manner in which they have caused them (i.e. sentient beings) to
mature. For example, a sense of amazement (or admiration) arises towards one who arranges
and prepares [delicacies], not towards one who eats. It should be known that this case is
similar.219 [12] A sriivaka, despite having correctly taken on and supported the cause of the
absolutely pure dharma (i.e., perhaps, nirviilJa) and having been taken care of by many
[spiritually] favourable companions, will not accomplish the result, namely, great awakening. A
bodhisattva, on the other hand, will accomplish [it] even under the opposite [conditions].22o [13]
Sriivakas arise on account of bodhisattvas. Bodhisattvas do not arise on account of sriivakas. 221

(g) The Concept of Vajrasattva
The idea of vajrasattva is particularly relevant to the concept of ontological bodhicitta, as we
shall see in chapter seven. Although vajrasattva is commonly depicted and understood as a
tantric deity, it is the adamantine true nature of all saltvas (including bodhisattvas), of all

215 [7] nyan thas ni mthar thug par gyur kyang ji ItoI' byang chub sems dpa' las dang po pa 'i sbyar ba 10 zhugs
po de ital' Iha dang mi moms kyis mchad par bya ba dang bstod par bya ba'i 'as rna yin gyi I byang chub sems
dpa' ni yin no II.

216 [8] byang chub sems dpa' ni mthar thug par gyur po rna yin yang mthu dang shes po dog gis nyan thos dang
rang songs rgyas thorns cad zil gyis gnon pa yin no II.
217 [9] nyan thos ni nyon mangs po 'i nad zhi bar byed pa ye shes kyi sman yangs su grub pa yin yang sems can ~
moms kyi nyan mangs po 'i nod zhi bar byed po rna yin gyi I byang chub sems dpa' ni gzhan gyi don la zhugs
po 'i phyir de las bzlag po yin no II.

[10] nyan thas ni mthar thug pal' gyul' po yin yangji ItoI' byang chub sems dpa' [dpa'i DC] nyan mangspa
rna [am. DC] zad po sems can mams la ye shes kyi snang ba byed po 'i phyir Iha dang bcas po 'i 'jig rten gyi
sbyin gnas kyi 'as nyid du gyur po de Ita bu rna yin gyi I byang chub sems dpa' ni yin no II.
2"

[11] de bzhin gshegs po moms ni dus rtag tu nyan thos pas ches khyad par du 'phags pa yin 10 I de dog bas
kyang byang chub sems dpa' moms ches shin tu khyad pal' du 'phags po yin te I de dog las de dog yang dog pal'
'grub po 'i phyil' 1'0 II de dag ni I'gyu gnyis kyis [am. DC] no ches shin tu khyad par du 'phags pa yin pal' rig par
bya ste I 'di Ital'de dag gis sems can yangs su smin pal' byas po dang I songs rgyas kyi chas yongs su smin par
byas pa'i phyil' te I de las byang chub kyi 'bras bu brnyes po dang Iji ItoI' [add. na DC] yongs su smin par byas
pa'i sems can moms mom par gral bar mdzad de I 'di Ita ste dper na sgl'ub pa po dang g.yas mkhan 10 ngo
mtshar gyi bla 'byung ba Itar I za ba po la de Ita rna yin pa de bzhin du 'di fa yang rig pal' bya '0 II·
219

220 [12] nyan thos ni gcig tu mom par dog po 'i chos kyi rgyu yang dog par blangs te gnas shing dge ba'i bshes
gnyen du mas yongs su gzung yang I byang chub chen po 'i 'bras bu mngon par 'grub par mi 'gyur gyi I byang
chub sems dpa' ni de fas bzlog pas kyang 'grub pal' byed do II.
221 [13] byang chub sems dpa' la brten nos ni nyan thos moms 'byung bar 'gyur gyi I nyan thos 10 bl'ten nos ni
byang chub sems dpa' moms mi 'byung ngo II.
.
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cittas (including bodhicitta, as understood in its conventional sense), and, in fact, of all
phenomena. In other words, vajrasattva is conceived of as a new and deeper metaphysical
dimension of sattvas, bodhisattvas, and bodhicitta, as something which transcends all
manifold divisions, and yet is the indivisible and universal foundation of all manifold
existence. In the world ofVajrayami, all conceivable phenomena are expressed and viewed in
terms of their adamantine vajra-like nature, and vajrasattva forms the common substratum
and common nucleus of everything. There are various principal deities in Vajrayana
Buddhism, but all of them are expressed either implicitly or explicitly as vajrasattva. Perhaps
one could call vajrasattva the 'grandfather' of all principal deities in Vajrayana. The one and
the same vajrasattva is given different names and appearances in different tantric systems. 222
The Bodhicittabhavananirdda attributed to Mafijusnmitra explains the term
vajrasattva in the following manner: 223
[It] is not destroyed by anything in any place or time, and if one realises it, the nets of
obscuration are cut away. Hence [it] is called 'diamond' (vajra), while the non-erroneous
cognition of the reality (dharmata) of the mind (citta) is called vajrasattva. [It] is also called
bodhicitta. On account of the non-cognition of the characteristics (lak_aT:ta) of the mind, [things]
appear wholly as defiled phenomena, but then when one realises the unmistakable diamond[like] (vajra) nature of the mind, [they] appear as a cluster of the excellent results of liberation
(vimukti)224

Rong-zom-pa provides a very comprehensive and systematic explanation of vajrasattva 225something rather rare. Given the difficulty in identifYing his sources, a translation of the entire
passage will, however, not be attempted here. I shall merely summarise his presentation. He
basically seems to classify vajrasattva into two parts, namely, the signified and the signifier
(without, however, employing these terms). The expressions he uses are the 'intrinsic nature
of reality' (don rang gi ngo bo) and 'its appearance [in the form] of symbolic signs' (de'i
rtags kyi phyag rgyar snang ba). The signified vajrasattva is nothing but bodhicitta,
designated by him as bodhicitta!,ar excellence (samantabhadrarrz bodhicittam), an expression
also found in Indian sources. 22 The signifier vajrasattva is the representation of bodhicitta
par excellence in forms of deities, explained by him according to Mahayoga, Yogatantra,
Kriyatantra, and non-tantric Mahayana. What is interesting is that the bodhisattva Vajrapal).i is
considered the signifier vajrasattva according to the non-tantric Mahayana. In the tantric
context, one also encounters terms such as samayasattva, samadhisattva, and jfianasattva,227
and it remains to be seen if these are in one way or another related to the idea of vajrasattva.

222 See, for example, Yogaratnamiilii (p. 105.7-8): vajrasattva ityevam kathito dharmakiiyo I; GUiJavatl (pp.
27.19-28.5): vajrasattva/:! srlheruka/:!, tena sama/:z sadrsa/:! I; Ratniivali'paiijikii (p. 44.17): vajrasattva eva krslJa
iii krtvii ....

223 Bodhicittabhiivaniinirdda (P, fol. 57b3-5; D, fol. 46b4-6; S, vol. 33, p. 185.13-19): dus dang gnas kun tu cis
kyang mi [rna PN] shigs la 1 de rtogs na sgrib pa 'i dra ba gcod pas rdo rje ste 1 sems kyi chos nyid ma nor bar
rig pa la rdo rje sems dpa' zhes kyang bya 1 byang chub kyi sems zhes kyang bya ba ste 1 sems kyi mtshan nyid
rna rig pa 'i bla thabs kyi [kyis PN] sgo nas 1 kun nas nyon mongs pa 'i chos thams cad du snang la 1 sems I.yi
i'ang bzhin ma nor ba'i rdo Ije la sems pa [dpa' PN] de'i tshe I rnam par grol ba'i 'bras buphun sum tshogs pa
rnams su yang snang ....
224

See also Hevajratantra 1.1.4:
abhedyalf1 vajram ity uktam sattva", tribhavasyaikatii I
anayii prajiiayii yuktyii vajrasattva iti smrtabll.

'25 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 24b6-26b4; B, pp. 52.14-54.1 I).
~.26 Caryiimeliipakapradi'pa (p. 43.1): ... samantabhadralf1 bodhicittalf1 .... See also the Samayasalf1graha (P, fol.
258b3-4; D, fa!. 48a6; S, vol. 41, pp. 700.19-701.1).
127 For

a long note on these terms, see ENGLISH 2002: 470-472, nn. 41 1-413.
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One cannot help but wonder if these three tenns correspond to fila, samiidhi, and prajiiii,
respectively.

4. The Term Bodhicitta and Its Defmition
Tenninologies and ideas often go hand in hand, and hence an attempt will be ~ade in the
following passages to understand the development of the concept of bodhicitta on the basis of
its tenninological development. Two early Mahayana siitras (the A~tasiihasrika and
Drumakinnaratiijapariprcchasiitra) and one early Mahayana fiistra (the Bodhisattvabhiimi)
will be considered here. I shall argue that the concept of bodhicitta in the Bodhisattvabhiimi is
more archaic and conservative than the one found in the two early Mahayana siitras.

(a) The Term Bodhicitta in the A~!asiihasrikii
The ~tasiihasrika and its metrically corresponding RatnaguflasaTJ'lcaya are generally
regarded as the oldest extant Mahayana scriptures. The relative chronology of the two has,
however, not yet been fixed?28 In any case, the RatnaguflasaTJ'lcaya is the only known
Prajiiaparamita text composed in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, and according to some scholars
its first two chapters, which represent the initial phase ofPrajiiaparamita thought, may well go
back to 100 BCE. 229 The first chapter of the A~!asiihasrikii, in which the tenn bodhicitta
appears,230. may be the oldest part of the text and thus significant for the study of the
development of the bodhicitta concept. However, as Schmithausen has demonstrated, the
textual history of the first chapter of the A~tasiihasrikii is full of incoherencies and other
complex problems. What is more, the tenn bodhicitta lies at the very centre of these textual
problems ..
The decisive question is whether the term bodhicitta featured at all there ab initio or
was a later interpolation. Which of the two readings-*bodhisattvacitta (in Chinese
translations) and bodhicitta (in the Sanskrit text)--is authentic? According to Schmithausen,
neither of the two is without its problems. It is conceivable that either the original but
incoherent reading teniipi bodhicittena was replaced by the smoother reading teniipi
bodhisattvacittena; or thilt the original but non-terminological *bodhisattvacitta was replaced
by the later terminological bodhicitta.231 If teniipi bodhicittena is the authentic reading, then
the first chapter of the A~tasiihasrika can be regarded as one of the earliest Mahayana sources
(if not the earliest) that documents the tenn bodhicitta.232
.
The A~!asiihasrikii-assumed to be the earliest Mahayana scripture to mention the
tenn bodhicitta-seems to represent a stage of development where the process of deemotionalisation of bodhicitta was seen to be necessary. The A~!asiihasrika professes that a
bodhisattva should practise the prajiiiipiiramitii in such a way that he or she, by relying on
bodhicitta, does not fall into a misconceived haughtiness. The reason given is that citta in
reality is not citta at all, its true nature being luminously pure. 233

228

SC!iMITHAUSEN 1977: 35,39.

229

NAKAMURA 1980: 162.

230

See, for instance, the A#asiihasrikii (p. 10.5); Tibetan translation (T, fa!. 15a3-5; D, fo!' lla4).

231

SCHMITHAUSEN 1977b: 47ff.

The term bodhicitta occurs also in. the RatnagUlJasalflcaya but, as already stated, its chronological relation to
the A#asiihasrikii has not yet been determined.

232

233

See FRAUWALLNER 1956: 152-153; SCHMITHAUSEN 1977b: 41.
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(b) The Term Bodhicitta in the Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra
Although no Sanskrit text of the Drumalannarariijapariprcchiisutra is extant, on the basis of
the Chinese and Tibetan translations it can confidently be asserted that the sutra must have
explicitly mentioned the term bodliicitta. The sutra belongs to a small group of Mahayana
scriptures translated into Chinese in the second half of the second century CE (i.e. 170-190 CE)
by the Indo-Scythian Lokak~ema. Lokak~ema's translation of the sutra is therefore one of the
earliest datable literary sources for the study of Mahayana. The second Chinese translation is
by Kurnarajiva from the early fifth century. The sutra was translated into Tibetan roughly six
centuries after Lokak~ema's Chinese translation. A comparison ofthe three versions made by
Paul Harrison has yielded the following results: the two Chinese versions are very close, and
they do not vary substantially from the Tibetan. 234
The first occurrence of the term bodhicitta in the Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisutra is at
the very beginning of the sutra, where numerous attributes of the bodhisattvas gathered there
to listen to the pertinent teaching are listed: 235
... [those who] themselves do not abandon bodhicitta, [those who] cause other sentient beings to
assume bodhicitta ....
The position of these two attributes associated with bodhicitta in the list is noteworthy, given
that the list is not arranged randomly but obviously follows a certain (if not strict) sequential
pattern. The two attributes are preceded by iisaya, adhyiisaya, and prayoga, and followed by
the piiramitiis. My impression is that already at this stage bodhicitta roughly corresponds to
both iisaya and adhyiisaya, and prayoga to the piiramitiis. The fact that one or more near
synonyms of certain elements are given by way of explanation can be noticed elsewhere in
the list.
The second occurrence of the term bodhicitta is in the. context of ethical-moral
discipline (szla). One of the several questions the bodhisattva *Divyamukuta (Lha'i-cod-pan)
asks after paying homage to the Buddha is: 236
How are bodhisattvas adorned with the ornament of impeccable ethical-moral discipline (SlIa)?
The Buddha answers: 237
o Son of a noble family (kulaputra), bodhisattvas are adorned with the ornament of impeccable
ethical-moral discipline (Sfla) if [they are] endowed with four attributes. What are the four? [I]
Being endowed with the ornament of bodhicitta [even] while being a universal king
(cakravartin), [2] being endowed with the ornament of bodhicitta [even] while being Indra, the
king of gods, [3] being endowed with the ornament of bodhicitta [even] while being Brahma,
the lord of the world (sahiipati), [4] being endowed with the ornament of bodhicitta [even] while
taking birth as gods or human beings once they have terminated all lower destinations. 0 Son of

The details on the Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra are based on Paul Harrison's introduction to his critical
edition of the Tibetan translation (HARRISON 1992: xiii-xv).
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:235 Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (p. 4.6-8): bdag nyid byang chub kyi sems mi 'dar ba 1 sems can gzhan
.byang chub kyi sems yang dagpar 'dzin du 'Jug pa I.

~J6 Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiilra (p. 19. I 1-12):ji Itar no byang chub sems dpa' tshul khrims kyi rgyan gyis
brgyan pa mams lags I.
Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (pp. 27.12-28.8): rigs kyi bu byang chub sems dpa' chos bzM dang Idan
na I tshul khrims kyi rgyan gyis brgyan pa mams yin te I bzhi gang zhe na I 'khor 10 sgyur ba 'j rgyal par 'gyur
~hing I byang chub kyi sems kyis brgyan pa dang I Iha'i dbang po brgya byin du 'gyur zhing I byang chub kyi
:sems kyis brgyan pa dang I mi mjed kyi bdag po tshangs par 'gyur zhing I byang chub kyi sems kyis brgyan pa
,lfang I ngan 'gro Ihams cad yang dag par bead nas Iha dang mil' skye ba yongs su bzung bar gyur [= ' gyur1cing
dbyang chub kyi sems kyis brgyan pa yin Ie I rigs kyi bu byang chub sems dpa' ehos bzhi po 'di dag dang Idan
.'fa I Ishul khrims kyi rgyan gyis brgyan pa mams su rig par. bya '0 II.
237
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a noble family, know that bodhisattvas endowed with these four attributes are adorned with the
ornament of impeccable ethical-moral discipline.
It should be noted that the tenn bodhicitta is obviously not understood here as the initial
generation of the resolve to strive for awakening, but rather as its mairitenance.
The third occurrence of the term bodhicitta is the Buddha's answer to thf following
question: 238
.
In what way are bodhisattvas those who never fail to see the tathiigatas?
The Buddha answers: 239
o Son of a noble family (kulaputra), bodhisattvas are those who never fail to seethe tathCigatas
if [they are] endowed with four attributes (i.e. if they fulfil four criteria). What are thefour?
They are the following: [1] causing sentient beings to take on themselves [the meditative
practice of] encountering buddhas, [2] causing sentient beings to take on themselves [the
practice of] listening to the teachings, [3] causing sentient beings to assume bodhicitta, and [4]
not parting from the meditative absorption (samiidhi) of recollecting or visualising) buddhas
(buddhiinusmrti). 0 Son of a noble family, those bodhisattvas endowed with these four
attributes never fail to see the tathiigatas.
Associating bodhicitta with the practice of buddhiinusmrti is from a historical perspective
significant, for we have seen in chapter three that one of the measures taken by Buddhists to
meet their psychological need to compensate for the absence of the historical Buddha was the
practice of buddhiinusmrti, and that the conception of bodhicitta, too, could have been
triggered by a similar motive, namely, to propagate the lineage of the Three Jewels so as to
guarantee their continual felt presence in the world.
The questions and answers conclude with two more references to bodhicitta, one
while presenting the idea that those sentient beings who do not part from bodhicitta are under
no circumstances endowed with inferior basic wholesome virtues (kusalamula),24o and the
other while stating that after the teaching bodhicitta arose in 84,000 gods and human
beings. 241
The chapter that follows begins with a piece of 'propaganda,' in which the Buddha teIls
the bodhisattva *Divyamukula that those who uphold and teach such a sutra242 are endowed
with eight qualities. Although the term bodhicitta is not explicitly mentioned, near synonyms
of it, such as iiSaya, are listed among the attributes. 243 The next occasion bodhicitta occurs is
in a somewhat polemical context. The spectacular arrival of the powerful bodhisattva
Drumakinnarariija with thousands in his retinue and the demonstration of their magnificence,
miracles, 'and music unsettle the sriivakas, causing them to shake and quiver like smaIl
children. The bodhisattva *Divyamukula asks Mahiikiisyapa the cause of their nervousness._
238 Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (p. 21.8-9): ji ltar na byang chub sems dpa' de bzhin gshegs pa rnams
mthong ba dang mi 'bral ba rnams lags I.

Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (pp. 40.9-41.1): rigs Icyi bu byang chub sems dpa' chos bzhi dang [dan na
'bral ba mams yin te I bzhi gang zhe na I 'di Ita ste I sems can rnams
sangs rgyps la Ita ba yang dag par 'dzin du 'jug pa dang I sems can rnams chos nyan Pa yang dag par 'dzin du
'jug pa dcmg I sems can rnams byang chub Icyi sems yang dag par 'dzin du 'jug pa dang I sangs rgyas Ijes su
dran pa'i ting nge 'dzin dang mi 'bral ba yin 'te I rigs Icyi bu byang chub sems dpa' chos bzhi po 'di dag dang
ldan na I de bzhin gshegs pa mthong ba dang mi 'bral ba rnams yin no II.
2.19

I de bzhin gshegs pa mthong ba dang mi

240 Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (p. 45.7-8): byang chub Icyi sems dang mi 'bral ba'i sems can de dag ni
dge ba'i rtsa ba ngan ngon dang ldan pa ma lags te I.

241 Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (p. 46.5-6): lha dang mi'i srog chags brgyad khri bzhi stong ni bla n~.
med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i byang chub tu sems slcyes so II.
-.,

Inlere~tingly,

the siitra is not referred to here as the Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (or any similar namef
but as the *TathiigataparinirviilJasiitra (Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra, p. 4 7 . 8 - 9 ) . 1 ;

242

--~

243

Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra (pp. 47.8-48.12).
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Kasyapa explains that the aspirations (pralJidhiina), beneficial resources (pulJya), and
meditative insight (jiiiina) of the bodhisattva King Drumakinnararaja far surpass those of the
sriivakas. In response the bodhisattva *Divyamukuta tells Mahakasyapa: 244
o Venerable Mahakasyapa, tIie music of the vfIJii cannot move or sway the irreversible
bodhisattvas, on account of their glory (sri), splendour (ojas/tejas), and power (bala). Therefore,

o

Venerable Mahakiisyapa, who would not [then] generate the resolve for the sake of the
highest perfect awakening (samyaksa1!1bodhi)! Why [should One do] so? Just consider that this
music from a vfIJii [is able to] overshadow the power and splendour of those endowed with
limited insight [but] is not able to overshadow the power and splendour of those who have set
out On the path of Mahayana.
It is interesting to note that the power and splendour of a bodhisattva are obviously portrayed
here as incentives (if not as primary motives) for the generation of bodhicitta. 245 It is clear
from the context that it is the pralJidhiina, pUlJya, and jiiiina of a bodhisattva that lend him his

power and splendour, and not vice versa.
Further on in the sutra, Drumakinnararaja requests the Buddha to give teachings on
the samiidhi of the bodhisattvas called the 'Jewel Mine' (ratniikara). The Buddha proceeds to
talk about eighty jewels of citiotpiida (*cittotpiidaratna), beginning thuS: 246
o Drumakinnararaja, a bodhisattva observes these eighty cittotpiida jewels in order not to allow
a break in the continuity of the Buddha Jewel, the continuity of the Dharma Jewel, and the
continuity of the SalJ1gha Jewel. What are the eighty? They are: [I] not forgetting the jewel
thought of omniscience, [2] not abandoning the jewel thought of altruistic inclination (iisaya),
... [58] the jewel thought of remembering ethical-moral discipline (Sfliinusmrti) in order not to
deviate from bodhicitta ....
All eighty jewels of cittotpiida are seen to be measures that the bodhisattvas take to guarantee
the continuity of the Three Jewels (triratna). The eighty 'jewel thoughts' include major

Buddhist topoi found elsewhere in the Mahayana literature. (The eighty 'inexhaustibles' in
the Ak$ayamatinirde.sasutra may be related to them.) It may be noted that our list apparently
begins with the idea of bodhicitta, although the term is not explicitly used there, but first
occurs in the fifty-eighth item-again, in the context of remembering ethical-moral discipline
(Slliinusmrti). The tenn bodhicitta also occurs several times in the later part of the sutra, but
'these instances will not be discussed here,z47

,.j'DrumakinnarariijaparipTcchiisiitra (pp. 59.9-60.4): btsun pa 'od srungs chen po phyir mi Idog pa'i byang
"hub sems dpa' mams kyi dpal dang I gzi bljid dang I stobs la gang gi phyir pi wang gi sgra des bsgul ba 'am I
bskyod par mi nus pas I btsun pa 'od srungs chen po su zhig bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i byang chub
lu sems mi skyed I de ci 'i phyir zhe na I gang nyi tshe ba 'i ye shes dang Idan pa mams kyi stabs dang I gzi bljid
iie ni pi wang gi sgra 'dis zit gyis non to II gang theg pa chen po layang dag par zhugs pa rnams kyi stabs dang
I, gzi bljid de la ni zit gyis gnon par mi nus pa ia Itos I.
245

Various motives for becoming a buddha seem to be implied.

'i.6DrumakinnarariijapariPTcchiisiitra (pp. 77.7-82.12): mi 'am ci'i bdag pa 'di la byang chub sems dpa' ni
~angs rgyas dkon mchog rgyun mi 'chad pa dang I chas dkon mchog rgyun mi 'chad pa dang I dge 'dun dkon
~chog rgyun mi 'chad par bya ba 'i phyir I sems bskyed pa rin po che brgyad cu po 'di dag ia 'jug ga II brgyad
:"u gang zhe na I 'di ita ste I de thams cad mkhyen pa 'i sems rin pa che mi bljed pa dang Ilhag pa 'i bsam pa 'i
)ems rin po che mi gtong ba dang I byang chub kyi sems las mi g.ya ba 'i phyirl tshul khrims 11es su dran pa 'i
rin po che dang I.

'!emS

~~r'In

00.

addition to the passages already discussed, the term badhicitta (byang chub ~yi sems) is found in the
1?~umakinnarariijapariPTcchiisiitra (pp. 96.10,120.9-10,134.11,147.12,152.7-10,153.2-5, 161.13-16, 190.5§o; 259.8-10, and 284.4). Likewise the expression byang chub tu sems bskyed can be found in ibid. (pp. 150.7-8,
\173.5-7, 185.11-12,205.1,225.2-9,247.11-14,251.6, 256.11-12, 274.7, and 276.1-6).
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(c) The Term Bodhicitta in the Bodhisattvabhiimi

The Bodhisattvabhiimi belongs to the earliest strata of the Yogiiciirabhiimi. It must have
already been in existence in the early third century CEo There are reasons to believe that,
within the Bodhisattvabhiimi itself, the first part (yogasthiina), containing the ~hapter on
cittotpiida, may well be the 01dest. 248 However, since we do not know how long it took to
compile the entire Yogiiciirabhiimi, we do not know to what extent the oldest material of the
Bodhisattvabhiimi goes back to before the third century.
The tenn bodhicitta does not seem to be attested in the Bodhisattvabhiimi. All three
instances in which the tenn bodhicitta occurs certainly do' not represent the original
reading. 249 The absence (or the rarity) of the technical tenn bodhicitta in the
Bodhisattvabhiimi suggests that, at this stage, it had not yet been fixed or established. We
cannot, however, assume that the compiler (or compilers) did not know or was not concerned
with the theory of bodhicitta. In fact, one whole chapter is devoted to the idea of cittotpiida,
the generation of bodhicitta. It seems that the idea of bodhicitta in its rudimentary stages
merely entailed a verbal (or conceptual) fonnulation of the aspirational wish (pra/:zidhiina) to
become a buddha, but that fonnulations such as cittam utpadyate bodhiiya and bodhiiya
cittal'[l pra/Jidadhiid250 in particular contributed to the eventual crystallisation of the
compound bodhicitta.
(d) The Relative Chronology of the A!j{asiihasrikii and the Bodhisattvabhiimi

Virtually nobody contests the chronological anteriority of the A$tasiihasrikii to the
Bodhisattvabhiimi. However, in view of the history of the bodhicitta concept, this chronology
can be called into question. If we assume that the tenn bodhicitta indeed stood ab intitio in the
A$fasiihasrikii, we shall have to conclude that the concept of bodhicitta was already fixed
tenninologically in the milieu in which that work was compiled (or composed), whereas it
had just begun to fonn in the milieu in which the Bodhisattvabhiimi was compiled.
What conclusion if any can one draw from this? One possibility would be to challenge
the hitherto assumed relative chronology of the A$fasiihasrikii and the Bodhisattvabhiimi and
propose that the fonner is in fact not older than the latter. Such a proposition, however, would
cause insunnountable problems and needs to be ruled out. The other possibility is to assume
that although the A$fasiihasrikii is indeed older than the Bodhisattvabhiimi, the parts of the
text containing the tenn bodhicitta are a later interpolation. This is conceivable, but how
could one then explain the fact that other Mahayana siitras that are older than the
Bodhisattvabhiimi also contain relatively developed ideas of bodhicitta. The third and perhaps
best solution may be to assume that although the redaction of the A$tasiihasrikii took place
earlier than that of the Bodhisattvabhiimi, the Bodhisattvabhiimi contains elements or strata
that are even more archaic than those of the A$tasiihasrikii. At least this seems to be the case
in the context of the development ofthe bodhicitta concept.

248

ROTH 1975176: 171-172.

249 Bodhisattvabhumi 1.7 (NAKAMURA 2004: 28): yasminn eva divase pak~e mase sal]1vatsare ekena 'bodhau
cittal]1" pralJihilal]1 1lasminn eva divase pa~e mase samvatsare sarvai/:z I. ' Note that the readings of several
manuscripts (recorded by NAKAMURA 2004: 28) tell against the reading bodhicittal]1 in WOGIHARA, p. 92.12-15.
This is also the case in Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§ 1.2.1 and §4.6.0), where the reading bodhicitta in some versions
of the text is opposed by other readings.

See below, n. 255 and BHSD, S.VV. pralJidadhati and pralJidheti. See also, for instance, the A#asahasrika (p.
52.3): ... prasannacilto bodhaya ciitam utpiidya .... The Tibetan translation reads (T, fo1. 77a6; D, fo1. 57bl): ...
sems dang bas byang chub tu sems bskyed nas I.
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(e) The Terms Cittotpiida, Bodhicitta, and Bodhidttotpiida

We have seen in the chapter on previous studies of bodhicitta that Gareth Sparham attempted
to differentiate cittotpiida, bodhicftta, and bodhicittotpiida in terms of their origin and
meanings. According to him, the origin of the term cittotpiida is what he calls the OriginPassage of the Aetasiihasrikii. He does not specifY the origin of the term bodhicitta, but
merely states that the opening verses of the RatnagUl;asal!lcaya 'refer explicitly to
bodhicitta,' without, that is, asserting that these verses or the passage in the A~tasiihasrikii
containing the term bodhicitta coined it. For Sparham, bodhicittotpiida is the outcome of a
later systematisation of the early notions of cittotpiida and bodhicitta, with the original
cittotpiida being designated as conventional bodhicittotpiida and the original bodhicitta as
absolute bodhicittotpiida. Later, however, bodhicitta came to be used (in a historically
inappropriate way) as an abridged form of bodhicittotpiida. Sparham's attempted explanation,
if not quite convincing, is certainly food for thought.
In the following few paragraphs I intend to assess Sparham's discussion of these terms
and point out where I agree or disagree. Firstly, I find it necessary to distinguish between the
idea as such and the corresponding technical term for it (cittotpiida, bodhicitta, and
bodhicittotpiida), which Sparham does not seem to do. For example, although the term
cittotpiida (i.e. a noun) does not occur in what he calls the Origin-Passage, he treats it as if it
does. In general, it can be presupposed that the attempt to express an existing idea in words
gives rise to a technical term and not vice versa. That is, a certain idea may be extant for some
time before a technical term for it is coined.
Secondly, it is useful to distinguish technical terms from their non-terminological
counterparts. This seems to be particularly necessary in the case of the term cittotpiida. (As
far as I can tell, the terms bodhicitta and bodhicittotpiida are employed in the Mahayana
context only terminologically, and hence there does not arise the need to distinguish them
from non-terminological expressions.) The term cittotpiida is apparently not used in nonBuddhist sources, and, according to Franklin Edgerton, it is a common Hybrid Buddhist
Sanskrit term,251 its Pali equivalence being cittuppiida. 252 However, even in the Buddhist
context it need not necessarily mean an 'act of generating the resolve to strive for awakening,'
but can also refer to the resolve to attain any profane goal driven by any profane motive. Also,
even if the term is employed in a soteriological sense, it does not necessarily mean generating
the resolve to become a buddha, since three kinds of bodhi are presupposed, namely, those of
a sriivaka saint, pratyekabuddha, and buddha.
Must generating the resolve to strive for perfect awakening (samyaksal!lbodhi), then,
necessarily mean cittotpiida in its technical Mahayana sense? Not necessarily. As I have tried
to make clear in the chapter on the doctrinal and historical background of the bodhicitta
~oncept, the non-Mahayana traditions have their own idea of the historical Buddha (and also
of other buddhas, such as the Buddha DIparpkara), and accordingly their own idea of the
initial resolve to strive for perfect awakening supposedly made by them in the past. I
differentiate such ideas found in non-Mahayana sources from those found in Mahayana
Sources. The former may have been the historical or doctrinal precursors of the latter, but the
two cannot be treated as though they were identical. I thus contend that cittotpiida in its
Mahayana technical sense always denotes the resolve to become a bodhisattva or a buddha,
which can be generated by ordinary individuals equipped with the correct and sufficient
emntive, cognitive, and conative prerequisites.

2'.! BHSD,

s. v. cittotpiida.

'S2 PED, s.v. cittuppiida.
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Some Tibetan scholars, such as Sa-pal)., felt the necessity to distinguish between
various kinds of cittotpiida, even when used in the Buddhist soteriological context. Sa-pal).
classifies cittotpiida into two categories: non-Mahayana and Mahayana. He further classifies
non-Mahayana cittotpiida into three types, namely, those of a sriivaka saint, pratyekabbudha,
and buddha, and the Mahayana cittotpiida into those of the Madhyamaka a!!f1 Cittamatra
traditions. 253 Particularly noteworthy is his distinction between generating the resolve to strive
for the supreme awakening according to the non-Mahayana and Mahayana traditions. It is
clear that for him, too, such generation according to the non-Mahayana traditions should be
understood primarily as involving the resolve to become a buddha made by the historical
Buddha sometime in the distant past, whereas according to the Mahayana as involving the
resolve to become a buddha that can be made by any sentient being with the right
prerequisite.
Given the multiple applications of the term cittotpiida, it was perhaps necessary to
specify it as bodhicittotpiida. Occasionally generating the resolve to become a sriivaka saint
or pratyekabuddha is also referred to as bodhicittotpiida, but such cases should be considered
to be non-terminologica1. 254 Apparently the term bodhicittotpiida came to be used in these
senses only retrospectively, and in analogy to the bodhicittotpiida of a bodhisattva. If this
were not the case, we ought to find the term also in non-Mahayana sources, where it is, to my
knowledge, not attested.
Thirdly, although Sparham somehow makes clear that the original terms cittotpiida
and bodhicitta are more archaic than the term bodhicittotpiida, he does not specify which of
the former two is more archaic. It is perhaps reasonable to assume that the technical term
cittotpiida is more archaic than the term bodhicitta. Having said that, I hasten to recall that a
terminological archaism need not necessarily correspond to the age of a text, for even a recent
work may contain very archaic terms and conservative ideas.
Fourthly, Sparham has sought to point out the difference in origin, and the original
meanings, of cittotpiida and bodhicitta, as if they had originally nothing to do with each other.
Examination of the conventional-absolute classification seems to indicate that there existed
two strands: Strand A (represented by texts such as the Bodhisattvabhiimi and the
MahiiyiinasiitriiZalJ1kiira), which conspicuously employs terminologies such as
piiramiirthikacittotpiida and siilJ1ketikacittotpiida, and Strand B (represented by the
Prajiiaparamita and Madhyamaka literature), which rather employs terms such as
piiramiirtliikabodhicitta and salJ1vrtibodhicitta in making this particular distinction (see
chapter eight). The two strands seem to have conceived the conventional-absolute
classification differently, at least in the beginning. However, in some later texts the two
strands have converged, or else the distinctions between them have become less pronounced.
In addition, I find the implication that the term bodhicitta from the very beginning had
a gnoseological and ontological connotation quite problematic. My own hypothesis is that the
terms cittotpiida, bodhicitta, and bodhicittotpiida have enjoyed varying degrees of

sDomgsum rab dbye 2.1~2:
sems bskyed la ni nyan Ihos dang II
Iheg pa chen po 'i lugs gnyis yod II
nyan Ihos rnam la sems bskyed gsum II
dgra bcom rang rgyas sangs rgyas so II ...
Iheg pa chen po 'i sems bskyed la II
dbu rna sems Isam rnam pa gnyis II.
For an English translation and comments, see RHOTON 2002: 81, 90~91, n. 1.
253

254 For example, Rong-zom-pa on one occasion employed the expression byang chub lu sems bskyed pa
(bodhici/tolpiida) in these senses. See the ITa 'grel (A, fol. 232b4-5; B, p. 313.6--8): rnam pa gcig du byang
chub sems dpa' liar sems can mang po 'I phyir byang chub lu sems mi bskyed kyl I bdag gcig pu grol bar bya
'ba 'I phyir' [ba'i phyl A] sems bskyed pas de skad ces bya'o II.
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terminological predominance in various Mahayana texts and traditions, but semantically they
have always been associated with the resolve to become a buddha or a bodhisattva, that is,
even in cases where citta is described as acitta, as in the A$tasiihasrikii. The fact that bodhi
and citta (like all other phenomena) are deconstructed in the context of the doctrine of
emptiness (siinyatii) is, in my view, by no means an indication that bodhicitta has a different
origin and meaning in the Prajiiaparamita. On the contrary, it is an indication that even such
traditions have presupposed the conservative idea of bodhicitta. Thus we can regard the
attempts made by the Prajiiaparamita and Madhyamaka traditions to establish all phenomena
as empty (siinya) as attempts to expose the underlying essencelessness of all phenomena, so
that the deconstruction, or rather de-emotionalisation, of bodhicitta is in itself an indication of
the basic presupposition regarding bodhicitta.
Fifthly, Sparham's claim that cittotpiida in its original sense was later called
conventional bodhicittotpiida, and bodhicitta in its original sense was later called absolute
bodhicittotpiida requires further investigation. What I merely want to point out here is that
both cittotpiida and bodhicitta seem to have each been subdivided into conventional and
absolute forms, while, as already mentioned, the technical term cittotpiida (if not always
explicitly) seems to have meant bodhicittotpiida. I argue that the terms cittotpiida (in the
sense of the generation of the resolve to become a buddha), bodhicitta, and bodhicittotpiida
all owe their formation to expressions such as: cittam utpadyate bodhiiya,z55 In any case,
bodhicitta and cittotpiida came to be understood synonymously. For instance, the
Madhyamakiivatiirabhii$ya (at least in the Tibetan translation) e~uates bodhicitta with
cittotpiida. In the pre-commentary to verses l.4cd and 1.5ab, it states: 2 6
Desiring to explicate the ten types of bodhicitta of the bodhisattvas [and] taking into
consideration the first [type of] bodhicitta ....
The post-commentary of the same verses goes on: 257
The bodhisattva stage (bhiimi) of Utter Joy (pramuditii) is the' first [type of] cittotpiida of the
bodhisattvas, and the Cloud of Dharma (dharmameghii), [which is] the last, is the tenth
cittotpiida.

The fact that the ten stages of the bodhisattvas are designated by Candrakirti as either
bodhicitta or cittotpiida suggests that, for him too, the two terms are synonymous. No
semantic distinction between the two is made either among Tibetan scholars, as can be seen in
various writings on the topic. 258
(I) Some Definitions of Bodhicitta or Cittotpiida

There is no formal definition of bodhicitta or cittotpiida given in the Bodhisattvabhiimi or its
two commentaries. However, the Bodhisattvabhiimi, in explaining the (intentional) aspect
(iikiira) of cittotpiida, states: 259

255 See, for example, Bodhisattvabhumi 1.2 (§.1.1.2, 2.2.0 and 4.5.0); see also ibid. 1.11 (WOGIHARA, p. 191.26;

DUTr, p. 132.7-8): ... bodhiiya Gittam utpiidayatii ....
MadhyamakiivatiirabhiioYa (p. 11.15-16): byang chub sems dpa' mams kyi byang chub kyi sems kyi dbye ba
rnam pa bcu brjod par 'dod pas lie [= de] byang chub kyi sems dangpo'i dbang du byas nas ....

,256

257 Madhyamakiivaliirabhii~ya (p. 12.13-15): de /a byang chub sems dpa'i sa rab lu dga' ba ni byang chub sems
dpa' rnams kyi sems bskyed pa dang po yin la mlhar chos kyi sprin ni sems bskyed pa bcu pa '0 II.
258 See, for example, the Theg chen Ishul jug (A, fol. 77a4-5; B, p. 500.16-17): de la byang chub kyi sems ni
\'dir shes rab dang snying Ijes bsdus pa'i sems bskyedpa'o II.

~1S9 Bodhisaltvabhumi 1.2 (§ 1.1.2).
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Furthermore, the bodhisattva, when fixing his thought on awakening, collects [his] thoughts and
articulates [his] words thus: "Oh, may I be perfectly awakened unto the higgest, perfect
awakening, may I be the benefactor of all sentient beings and may I establish [them] in the
absolutely perfect (or firm) extinction and in the insight of the tathiigata!" In this way, one
generates the resolve [to become a buddha] when striving for one's own awakening and for the
J
welfare of sentient beings.
And in explaining the objective support (iilambana) of cittotpiida, the Bodhisattvabhumi
states?60
Furthermore, one strives to generate the resolve [to become a buddha] by taking this awakening
and the welfare of sentient beings as an [objective] support for it (i.e. the resolve) [and] under no
circumstances without taking [them] as [an objective] support. Thus generation of resolve [to
become a buddha] has awakening [as its objective] support, and the welfare of sentient beings
[as its obj ective] support [as well].
The Bodhisattvabhumivrtti by GUI;!aprabha (only on Bodhisattvabhumi 1.1....,1.9) and the
Bodhisattvabhumivyiikhyii by Sagaramegha contribute little to the definition of cittotpiida.
What is striking in the latter work is that, while some significant developments can be noticed
in it, the term bodhicitta is not employed by Sagaramegha. The MahiiyiinasutriilalJ2kiira
states: 261
The arising of the resolve [to become a buddha, comprising] two objectives,
Is the will ofthe bodhisattvas,
[Characterised by] great enthusiasm, great endeavour,
Great purpose, [and] great outcome.
The MahiiyiinasutriilalJ2kiirabhii$)la makes it clear that the verse deals with the definition of
generating the resolve (cittotpiidalak$m:za):262
A verse concerning the definition of generating the resolve [to become a buddha]:
... [Mahiiyiinasiitriilal!1kii 4.1]. ... [The generation of the resolve] is characterised by: [1] great
enthusiasm (mahotsiiha), in view of [the preparatory] perseverance in [putting on] the armour
(sal!1niihavirya), knowing that [it] will withstand serious (gambhira), difficult (du$kara), and
long-lasting (dirghakiila) obstacles (pratipak$a); [2] great undertaking (mahiirambha), in view
of [his] persevering in practical application in accordance with [the preparatory putting on of]
the armour; [3] great purpose (mahiirtha), in view of [his being dedicated to] the benefit of
oneself and others; and [4] great outcome (mahodaya) due to the complete attainment of the
great awakening (mahiibodhi). The following three merits are elucidated in this [verse]: the
merit of exertion (puru$akiira),263 as expressed by two words (i.e. mahotsiiha and mahiirambha),
and the merit of salvific activity [for the sake of others] (arthakriyii) and that of accepting the
result (phalaparigraha), as expressed by two [other] words (i.e. mahiirtha and 'mahodaya,
respectively). [The generation of resolve is] characterised by a twofold purpose, for [it has] the
great awakening and activities for the welfare of sentient beings as its objective supports. Thus a
260 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§1.1.3); JOSHI 1971: 71.
261 Mahiiyiinasiit"iilal!1kiira 4.1:
mllhotsiihii mahiirambhii mahiirthiitha mahodayii I
cetanii bodhisattviiniil!1 dvayiirthii cittasal!1bhava/:1 II.
For a French translation ofthe verse, see LEVI 1911: 32; see also JOSHI 1971: 71.

262 Mahiiyiinasiitriilal!1kiirabhii$ya (pp. 13.18-14.4): cittotpiidalak$a(le sloka/:1 I... [Mahiiyiinasiitriila1'!1kiira
4. I]...
mahotsiihii sal!1niihavfrye(la gambhfradu$karadfrghakiilapratipak$otsahaniit I mahiirambhii
yathiisal!1niihanaprayogavfrye(la I mahiirthii iitmaparahitiidhikiiriit I mahodayii mahiibodhisamudiigamatviitl so
'yal!1
trividho
gura/:1
paridfpitaJ:z
puru$akiiragu(lo
dvyiibhyii1'!1
padiibhyiim
arthakriyiigurab
phalaparigrahagunas ca dvyiibhyiil!1 I dvayiirthii mahiibodhisattviirthakriyiilambanatviit I iti trigu(lii
dvayiilambanii ca cetana cittotpiida ity ucyate I.
26' The term puru$akiira is called so because of the resemblance to manly actIvity. See the
Abhidharmakosabhii$Ya (p. 95.2-4): puru$abhiiviivyatirekiit puru$akiiral:z puru$a eva I tasya phalal?1 pauru$am I
ko 'yal!1 puru$akiiro niima I yasya dharrnasya yat kiiritram I puru$akiira iva hi puru$akiirab I. See also PRUDEN
1988-90: 288; Cox 1995: 357, n. 25.
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will which possesses the three merits and two objective supports is called generating the resolve
(cittotpiida) [to become a buddha].
What is noteworthy here is that the Mahiiyiinasiitriilar}'lkiirabhii~ya still does not use the term
bodhicitta. However, *Asvabhiiva does seem to use the expression bodhicittotpiida at this
point. He also correctly takes cittasar}'lbhava in the verse to be semantically equivalent to
cittotpiida. 264 Sthiramati for his part used the term bodhicitta profusely, to judge by the
.
Tibetan translation of the *(Mahiiyiina)siitriilar}'lkiiravyiikhyii.
The Abhisamayiilar}'lkiira, the locus classicus for the definition of bodhicitta not only
for traditional exegetics but for modern scholars as well, defines the generation of bodhicitta
as follows: 265
To generate the resolve [to become a buddha]
Is to desire perfect complete awakening for the sake of other [sentient beings].
The Abhidharmasamuccaya does not mention the term bodhicitta, unlike the
Mahiiyiinasar}'lgraha, which mentions it in the context of the thirty-two attributes of a
bodhisattva,z66 However, one cannot deduce from this fact that the author of the former work
did not know of the concept or was opposed to the theory associated with it. The
Abhidharmasamuccaya indeed presupposes the concept of bodhicitta, the reason for not
mentioning the actual term having to do with the immediate purposes of the work itself.. The
work, as its title shows, is not meant to be a typical discourse on the theory and practice of a
bodhisattva, unlike the Mahiiyiinasar}'lgraha, which, again as its title shows, is precisely such
an exegesis.
The first chapter of the Madhyamakahrdaya deals with the non-abandonment of
bodhicitta (bodhicittiiparityiiga). The pertinent verses that contain the term bodhicitta shed
light on the concept of bodhicitta in this Madhyamaka work, and the status assigned to it. It
states: 267
Not abandoning bodhicitta;
Seeking support in the discipline of the Sage,
And questing for the knowledge of reality
Are the [three] practices leading to the achievement of all goals.
It again states: 268
Bodhicitta is the seed of Buddha[hood] (buddhabija),
Which has great friendliness (mailri), compassion (karwJii)
And gnosis (jfiiina) as [its] ornaments (bhu$Qfta).
Therefore the wise exerts himself not to abandon it.
The Tarkajviilii provides the following explanation of this verse: 269

264 Mahiiyiinasutriila",kiira!ikii (P, fol. 6Gb3; D, fol. 53b3; S, vol. 71, p. 135.3-4) states: sems 'byung ba zhes bya
ba la I 'byung ba dang bskyedpa zhes bya ba ni don tha dadpa mayin no II.
265

Abhisamayiila",kiira 1.18ab: cittotpiida/z pariirthiiya samyaksa",bodhikiimatii

I.

Mahiiyiinasa",graha 2.§34 (p. 45.18-19): spyod lam thams cad du byang chub kyi sems yongs su spyod par
byed pa .... See also ibid. (p. 46.3): byang chub kyi sems de sngon du 'gro ba ....

266

267

268

Madhyamakahrdaya 1.5:
bodhicittiiparityiigo munivratasamiisraya/z I
tattvajfiiinai$aflii ceti caryii sarviirthasiddhaye

II.

Madhyamakahrdaya 1.6:
bodhicitta", mahiimaitrikarufliijfiiinabhU$aflam I
buddhablja", yato vidvii",s tadatyiigiiya yujyate II·

Tarkajviilii (P, fols. 45b5-46a5; D, fo1s. 42b4-43a4; S, vol. 58, pp. 108.19-109.20): byang chub kyi sems zhes
bya ba de ji Ita bu zhe na I... [Madhyamakahrdaya 1.6] zhes bya ba ste I byams pa chen po zhes bya ba ni [I]
sems can thams cad bsgral ba dang I [2] sgroi ba dang I [3] mngon par byang chub par bya ba dang I [4] yongs

269
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What is so-called bodhicitta? ... [Madhyamakahrdaya 1.6J. ... '[Endowed with] great
friendliness' means having the [following] four [reasons for] generating resolve (Gittotpiida): [1]
all sentient beings are to be rescued [from sal!lsiira], [2] [I am] rescuing (or going to rescue
them), [3] [I will] cause [them] to become fully awakened, and [4] [cause them to] attain
complete extinction (parinirviilJa). '[Endowed with] great compassion' means having the
[following] four [reasons for] generating resolve (cittotpiida): [1] carrying dIlt [beneficial
activities] for the sake of all sentient beings, [2] protecting [them] from lower destinations, [3]
retrieving [them] from lesser vehicles (hfnayiina), and [4] establishing them in the correct path.
'Great gnosis' is of two kinds: the gnosis of strategic means (upiiya) and the gnosis of
discriminating insight (prajnii). Of the [two], the gnosis of strategic means implies perfecting
the three [kinds of] accumulatiod'70 [by, for example], generating all basic wholesome virtues
endowed with the total purity of the 'three circles' (trimaIJlJala),271 sharing [them] with all
sentient beings, dedicating [the anticipated beneficial resources] to [the attainment of] the
highest perfect awakening, confessing misdeeds, rejoicing at beneficial resources, and so forth.
The gnosis of discriminating insight (prajnii) implies the generating of gnosis (jniina), both [of
the type] characterised by analytical investigation and [that] endowed with one moment
(ekak$fIlJa or ekak$OI}acitta),272 for all factors of existence (dharma) are imperceptible, without
signs [of appearance] (nimitta), without agitating impulse, unborn, without substance, and
wholly non-existent. The seed of Buddha [hood] adorned with these is bodhicitta. [As for] bodhi,
[it] is the knowledge, perfect in all respects, of all factors of existence. Bodhicitta is resolve
(citta) [gathered up] for the sake of awakening (bodhi). Because it is the seed of Buddha[hood],
it is judicious on the part of the wise, who have [the welfare of] sentient beings in view, not to
abandon [altruistic] inclination (iisaya), superior [altruistic] inclination (adhyiisaya), confidence
(adhimok$a), and great confidence.
Later exegetes discussed whether bodhicitta is mind (citta) or a mental associate (caitta), but
this will have to be dealt on another occasion.

(g) How Indispensable Is Bodhicitta for a Bodhisattva?
The importance of bodhicitta has been expressed in numerous ways: through logical
reasoning, authoritative scripture, similes, and eulogies. Although it is by no means conceived

su mya ngan las 'da' ba 'i sems bskyed [bskyad P]pa bzhi dang ldan pa'o II snying de chen po zhes bya ba ni [1]
sems can thams cad kyi don bya ba dang I [2] ngan 'gro las yongs su bskyab po dang I [3] theg pa dman pa las
bslang ba dang I [4] yang dag pa 'i lam du dgodpa 'i sems bskyed pa bzhi dang ldanpa'o II shes pa chen po zhes
bya ba ni rnam pa gnyis te I thabs kyi shes pa dang I shes rab leyi shes pa '0 II de fa thabs kyi shes pa ni 'lehor
gsum yongs su dag pa dang fdan pa 'i dge ba 'i rtsa ba thams cad skyed [bskyed PN] cing I sems can thams cad
dang thun mong du byas shing I bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i byang chub tu yangs su bsnga ba dang
I sdig pa 'chags pa dang I bsad nams kyi des su yi rang ba la sags pa dang I tshags [tshigs P] gsum yongs su
rdzags par byed pa'o II shes rab kyi shes pa ni chos thorns cad dmigs su med pa dang I mtshan ma medpa dang I
mngan par 'du bya ba med pa dang I skye ba med pa dang I dngos po med pa dang I yangs su rna grub pas so
sal' rtog [rtogs PN] pa 'i ngo bo nyid kyi shes pa slead cig gcig dang ldan pa bskyed pa '0 II de dag gis brgyan pa 'i
sangs rgyas kyi sa bon ni byang chub kyi sems yin te I byang chub ni chos thams cad rnam pa thams cad du [da
P] yangs su mkhyen pa'o II byang chub kyi sems ni byang chub kyi phyir sems pa '0 [dpa' '0 PN]II gang gi phyir
de sangs rgyas kyi sa bon yin pa de 'i phyir mkhas pa sems can la blta bas bsam pa dang I Ihag pa 'i bsam pa
dang mos pa dang mas pa rgya chen po de mi gtang [btang PN] bar bya ba'i rigs so II.

270 It is not clear what the three kinds of accumulation (saf/1bhara) are.
See BHSD, s.v. trimalJ¢ala. From a Mahayana perspective, the practice of giving (dana), for example, is only
pure (or supramundane) if the giver, act of giving, and recipient can be viewed as empty (siinya) and if there is
no attachment to the three. See, for example, Madhyamakavatara 1.16,2.9,3.10.

271

I do not understand the meaning of this expression, but I should guess that jiiana characterised by analytical
investigation is conceptual gnosis (perhaps in the post-meditative state of a bodhisattva) and jiiana endowed
with one moment (ekak~alJa) the non-conceptual gnosis that is the direct perception of true reality in the
meditative state. For the occurrence oftenns such as ekakyalJa, see, for example, Abhisamayalaf/1kara 7.5.
272
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of as the only (i.e. as a self-sufficient) cause of Buddhahood, it is considered to be virtually an
indispensable cause-a sine qua non. It determines the very nature of a bodhisattva. The
question is: Is bodhicitta really indispensable in all forms of Mahayana Buddhism? I shall
contend that the concept of bodhisattva is accentuated or presupposed in all forms of
Mahayana, and that the idea of bodhicitta is as well. In other words, it will be argued that
bodhicitta is explicitly or implicitly considered to be indispensable, both within traditions that
propose or presuppose the validity of multiple spiritual dispositions and vehicles, and within
others that propose or presuppose the validity of one ultimate spiritual disposition and one
ultimate vehicle. The Bodhisattvabhumi, which propounds the theory of five spiritual
dispositions and three vehicles as final and valid, states explicitl~ that the generation of
bodhicitta is indeed indispensable for the attainment of Buddhahood: 73
Moreover, by generating that resolve, a bodhisattva gradually awakes completely unto the
highest, perfect awakening, and by failing to do so does not, under any circumstances. 274
Therefore, this generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] is the basis of the highest, perfect
awakening.
If we view the structure of the Bodhisattvabhumi as encapsulated in its synoptic verses
(uddiina), we see that the work is conceived in such a way that its ten topics encompass the
entire bodhisattva path (miirga) and its fruition (phaia).275 In particular, gotra, cittotpiida, and
b'odhisattvacaryiiprayoga ('exertion in accomplishing the deeds of a bodhisattva') form an
integral part of the first topic, called the 'substratum' (iidhiira).276 The gotra is conceived as
indispensable for cittotpiida, cittotpiida indispensable for bodhisattvacaryiiprayoga, and
bodhisattvacaryiiprayoga indispensable for Buddhahood. 277 The Bodhisattvabhumi, however,
makes unequivocally clear that while the presence of the right gotra is no guarantee for the
attainment of Buddhahood,278 the absence of such a gotra totally undermines the possibility of

273

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§ 1.2.2).

Cf. Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.18 (WOGIHARA, pp. 290.24-291.2; DUlT, p. 197.10-13), where the generation of the
resolve to become a buddha for the fIrst time is counted as one of the fIve things a bodhisattva aspiring to
complete awakening cannot afford to do without.
274

275 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1 (DUlT, p. 1.1-6): daseme dhal7niib sophalosyo bodhisottvamiirgasya mahiiyanasya
saf/1grohiiya sOf/1vartante I kotome dosa I iidhiiro liligof/1 palqo 'dhyiisayo vihara upopattib porigroho bhiimiS
caryii protisfhii ca II uddanom I
adhiiro lingof/1' 'palqo 'dhyiisoyo vihiirii,b upapattib I
parigroho bhumi' caryii pratislhii poscimii bhovet II
'liIigaI]1] em., linga DUlT; b palqo 0] em., palqadhyasayavihiira WOGIHARA, DUlT. Note that the metre ofpiidas
a and b in the uddiina verse is obviously an Arya, but as it stands it is flawed. Gustav Roth has asked the
question why this uddiina, which introduces the whole text, is of such an aberrant type. According to him, the
structure of the introductory uddiina seems to be closely linked with the history of the composition as a whole
(ROTH 1975176: 171-172). Note that the Sanskrit text at the beginning of Bodhisattvobhiimi 1.1 does not appb~r
in WOGIHARA.

276 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1 (DUlT, p. 1.7-8): "What is the [one] among these [called] the substratum? [It is] one's
own spiritual disposition (i.e. that of a bodhisattva), the fIrst act of generating the resolve [to become a buddha];
and all the factors having to do with the awakening are here called the substratum" (tatriidhiirab kOlamobliho
bodhisattvosya svagotraf/1 prathomas cillotpiidab sarve ca bodhipalqyii dharma iidhara ity ucyate I).
277

See Bodhisattvabhumi Ll (DUlT, pp. 1.8-2.3).

278 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1. (DUlT, p. 1.19-20): sacel punaI' gotrasthos cillaf/1 nolpiidayati bodhicaryasu na
proyujyate na lqiprof/1 bodhim iiriigayati.. .. The Tibetan translation (filling the lacunae in WOGIHARA, p. 2.2023) reads here byang chub myur du 'grub par mi 'gyur 1'0 and seems to suggest na lqipraf/1 bodhim ariidhayati.
See also ibid. (WOGIHARA, p. 11.2-3; DUlT, p. 7.13-14): caturbhib kiiralJair [Onail) WOGIHARA] evOll'
gotrasampanno 'pi bodhisattva [Oal) WOGIHARA] na 'aknoty anuttariif/1 somyoksaf/1bodhim abhisof/1boddhum
[OdhuI]1 WOGIHARA].
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becoming a buddha?79 According to it, the excellence of the spiritual disposition
(gotrasampad) is the first of the four prerequisites (hetu) for the arising. of the resolve to
become a buddha?80 It also makes clear that the first of the four causes (kiirmJa) of the
relapse (vyiivrtti) of cittotpiida is not being endowed with the spiritual disposition
(gotrasampanna) of a bodhisattva. 281 This shows that a person without the bq,dhisattvagotra
may generate bodhicitta and may temporarily even follow the path, but he or she is prone to
relapse. What is important to note here is that works such as the Bodhisattvabhiimi do not
question the validity of the bodhi of a sriivaka saint or a pratyekabuddha, nor do they contend
that the generation of bodhicitta is mandatory for all who seek release from sarrzsiira.
Other forms of Mahayana Buddhism, such as Madhyamaka, Prajfiapiiramita,
Tathagatagarbha, and Vajrayana, all of which propose the validity of one ultimate spiritual
disposition and one vehicle, would not reject the indispensable role of bodhicitta for the
attainment of Buddhahood either. Those who maintain the immanence of buddha qualities in
all sentient beings (and follow the revelation or nature model of soteriology) and those who
do not accept the immanence of buddha qualities (and follow the generation or nurture
model), may disagree in regard to what bodhicitta is or how it is brought about, but none of
them would deny the indispensability of it. NagarJuna's Ratniivall states that those who wish
to attain Buddhahood should rely on bodhicitta. 28 Likewise, the BodhicittavivaralJG ascribed
to NagaIjuna asserts that the very best feature of Mahayana is bodhicitta and that other than
bodhicitta no means of benefiting oneself and others has ever been discovered by the
buddhas?83 Occasionally we may get the impression that the notion of bodhicitta is
undermined in the Prajfiaparamita sources, but, as already pointed out, if we consider the
bodhisattva ideals proposed there, it should become clear that such a process is not meant as a
denial of bodhicitta, but rather as an attempt to de-emotionalise the attitudes and actions of a
bodhisattva. I may, however, point out what seems to be an anomaly. In the
Angulimiilryasiitra, one of the Mahayana siitras expounding the tathiigatagarbha theory, it is

279 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1 (Dun, p. 1.16-18; cf. WOGIHARA, p. 2.13-17): agotrastha/:! pudgalo gotre 'sat!
cittotpade 'pi yatnasamasraye saty abhavyas canuttaraya/:! samyaksambodhe/:! paripiirayel; ibid. (WOGIHARA, p.
11.18-19; Dun, p. 7.23-24): asati tu gotre sarve(1a sarvam sarvatha bodher apraptir eva veditavya I. For a
discussion, see D' AMATO 2003.

280

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§3.1.2).

281

Bodhisattvabhiimi l.2 (§3.2.0).

2B2

Ralnavalf2.73cd-74ab:
bdag nyid dang ni 'jig rten 'dis II
bla med byang chub Ihob 'dod na II
de yi rlsa ba byang chub sems II
ri dbang rgyal po Itar brian dang II.

No Sanskrit text of these verses has survived.

cr. also ibid. 3.86.

Bodhicillavivara(1o 105-106:
byang chub sems 'di theg chen po II
mchog ni yin par bshad pa ste II
mnyam par gzhag pa '; 'bad pa yis II
byang chub sems ni bskyed par gyis II
rang dang gzhan don bsgrub don du II
srid na Ihabs gzhan yod rna yin II
byang chub sems ni ma glogs pas II
sangs rgyas kyis sngar Ihabs ma gzigs II.
The Sanskrit text is said to be extant in Tibet (or China) but not accessible. For an English translation, see
LINDTNER 1997: 69. See also Bodhicalyavatara 4.3; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 25.
283
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stated that one can become a bodhisattva by merely hearing the name of Buddha
Sakyamuni :284
By merely hearing the name of Tathagata Sakyamuni, one in whom the resolve [to become a
buddha1 has not [yet1 arisen'8' will become a bodhisattva.
Such a statement gives the impression that there is an alternative to bodhicitta, and if taken at
face value could be problematic within the general Mahayana system. However, we know
quite well that the main concern of such texts is not bodhicitta (in a conservative sense) but
rather the tathiigatagarbha doctrine, and that their tone is fairly propagandistic. The firm
conviction is that even if those who condemn the theory of tathiigatagarbha doctrine were to
hear the name of Sakyamuni Buddha, they would become bodhisattvas and ultimately
buddhas, on account of the aspirational wish made by him in the past. One may, of course,
interpret this statement as meaning that hearing the name of Sakyamuni would cause
bodhicitta to arise in one, for being a bodhisattva automatically implies possession of
bodhicitta. This is essentially the same as in the cases where the resolve to become a buddha
is made possible by hearing about the excellent qualities of a buddha. In any event, it will be
instructive to collect more such passages, which seemingly bypass or subordinate the role of
bodhicitta.
In general, the extent to which the role of bodhicitta is relativised or absolutised seems
to depend on how narrow or broad bodhicitta is defined. If bodhicitta is understood in the
narrow sense of the resolve to become a buddha (sometimes even oblivious of the need for
compassion and discriminating insight), as apparently in Madhyarnakiivatiira l.lcd (where
bodhicitta is juxtaposed to krpiicitta and *advayarnati), its role is accordingly relativised. But
if it is understood in such a way as to incorporate all conative, emotive, and cognitive
components, and as both the initial resolve and the resolve that accompanies all of the
bodhisattva's attitudes and actions at all stages of the path, then its role is absolutised, and it
is regarded as the single necessary and sufficient condition for attaining Buddhahood. The
idea of bodhicitta as such a condition is perhaps best demonstrated by dPal-sprul's
comparison of bodhicitta to a panacea, a single medicine for a hundred ills, which we
encountered in chapter one?86
The question whether bodhicitta is indispensable also in the eyes of the Pure Land
Buddhism, a form of Mahayana called by some the 'school of devotionalism,' according to
which one can be assured entry into the pure realm of Sukhavat! by invoking the grace of
Buddha Arnitabha (or Amitayus) with absolute devotion, may best be answered by specialists.
One could tentatively argue that the indispensability of bodhicitta is implied in Pure Land
'Buddhism by the idea of a bodhisattva propounded, for example, in the two siitras called the
Larger and Smaller Sukhiivatlvyiihasiitra. That is, to be born in Sukhavat! means to become a
bodhisattva (although perhaps not invariably, because sriivakas are also said to exist there),
and the idea of bodhisattva (as understood in the Mahayana sense) always implies bodhicitta.
The fact that Pure Land Buddhism emphasises sraddhii ('faith') would pose no doctrinal
inconsistencies, for, as I have tried to show above, Buddhism offers both faith-oriented and

284 Aitgulimalfyasiitra (T, fo!' 249a7; D, fo!' 193b4): gang de bzhin gshegs pa shiikya thub pa 'i mtshan [add. de
T]thos pa tsam gyis kyang sems rna skyes [bskyed D] pa yang byang chub sems dpar [dpa' T] 'gyur ro II·

m According to the reading in D, "one who has not [yet] generated the resolve [to become a buddha]."

dPal-sprul's use of the metaphor of the 'sufficient white remedy' (dkar po gcig thub) recalls the Tibetan
controversies surrounding the issue of awakening by a single means (studied in JACKSON 1994 and 1990), and
one cannot help but feel a subtle sense of irony. He seems to suggest that if there is any necessary and sufficient
remedy in Mahayana Buddhism at all, it is bodhicitta and nothing else.
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reason-oriented soteriological models. According to some Tibetan scholars, the generation of
bodhicitta is considered to be one of the criteria for entry into Sukhavati?87
.
The indispensability of bodhicitta (in its most conservative meaning of the resolve to
become a buddha) is also presupposed in Vajrayana Buddhism. The Subiihupariprcchiitantra
states that one will be ruined if magical formulas (mantra) are recited without h,!ving obtained
knowledge formulas (vidyii) and tantric commitments (samaya), without having compassion
(karUlJii), without havin~ generated bodhicitta, without havin~ respect for buddhas, and by
relying on other deities? 8 The Vajrapiiflyabhieekatantra states: 89
o MaiijusrI, only those bodhisattvas who are engaged in the practice of bodhicitta and have
become accomplished in bodhicitta should, 0 MaiijusrI-[if they wish to] resort to bodhisattva
practices [involving] the methods (sgo) of Mantra[yana]-be pennitted into this mmJcfala of
mnemonic formulas (dhiiralJi) [employed] for initiating [candidates] into the great gnosis [or
empowering them with it]. Those whose bodhicitta has not been perfected should not be
pennitted into the malJcfaia, and they should not even be pennitted to look at it. They should not
be shown the mudriis and mantras either.
Rong-zom-pa adds that the foundation stone (rdo gzhi) for the recipient oftantric teachings is
endowment with bodhicitta?90 He also notes in passing that relying on bodhicitta in the effort
to harness one's body, speech, and mind to the yogic practice associated with tantric deities is
the actual (dngos gzhi) tantric commitment (samaya)-an idea shared by both the Kriya and
Yoga tantric systems-and that the Vajrapiiflyabhieekatantra seeks to reinforce this point by
appealing to three authorities, namely, valid instructions (man ngag tshad ma), valid
scriptures (lung tshad ma), and valid logical reasoning (rigs pa tshad ma).291 The
Subiihupariprcchiitantra for its part avers that the practitioner, having generated bodhicitta,
should not resort to worldly deities in order to obtain the fruits of tantric accomplishment
(siddhi)/92 in order to obtain such fruits the practitioner should rather be the bearer of a stable

287

SCHWIEGER 1978: 78-79, 119-120.

Subiihupariprcchiilanlra (T, fol. 39Ia4-5; D, fa!. 119a5):
'rig dang' [rigs dad T] dam Ishig rna Ihob [mthong T] snying rje med II
de bzhin byang chub sems ni rna bskyed cing II
sangs rgyas rna dad [dang T]lha gzhan la brlen pas II
nga yi [yis T] gsang sngags bzlas na phung bar 'gyur II.
These verses are also cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fa!. I 85b5; B, p. 287.13-15),
288

289 Vajrapiil}yabhisekatantra (T, fol. 224a3-6; D, fa!. 149b4-6): 'jam dpal gang dag byang chub kyi sems sgom
pa la zhugs pa dang I [am. D] gang gi Ishe de dag gi byang chub kyi sems grub par gyur ba de 'i Ishe I 'jam dpal
byang chub sems dpa'i spyod [spyad D] po gsang sngags kyi sgo spyod po 'i byang chub sems dpa' de dog ye
shes chen por dbang bskur ba'i gzungs sngags kyi dkyil 'khor 'dir [du D] gzhug par bya'i I gang dog gi [gis T]
byang chub kyi sems rdzogs par rna gyur pa de dog ni gzhug par mi bya sle I de dag ni [gis T] dkyil 'khor yang
liar mi gzhug go II de dag la ni phyag rgya dang gsang sngags kyang bstan par mi bya '0 II; cf. the text cited in
the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 20Ibl-2; B, p. 305.17-21). See also the citation in Tsong-kha-pa's Lam rim chen mo
(fol. 222al-2) and the corresponding English translation in LAMRIM TRANSLATION COMMITTEE 2002: 87.
,"0 mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 20Ib2-3; B, p. 305.21-22): gsang ba bstanpa'i snod kyi rdo gzhiyang byang chub kyi
sems dang Idan po nyid yin no II.

291 mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 20105-6; B, p. 305.13-17): mdor na byang chub kyi sems 10 brten nas rang gi Ius ngag
yid gsum Iha'i mal 'byor du bya ba 'di ni dam Ishig thams cad kyi dngos gzhir gyur pa bya ba 'i rgyud dang rnal
'byor gyi rgyud gnyis gar Ihun mong du grags par gyur po [ba B] yin Ie I man ngag dang lung dang rig [= rigs]
pas grub po '0 zhes lung nyid las gsungs pa '0 II.
291

Subiihupariprcchiilantra (T, fol. 412b6-7; D, fa!. 135a4-5):
gang zhig byang chub sems ni blangs pa las II
rmongs pas 'jig rlen Iha Ishogs phyag byas na II
de dag de la mi dgar gyur nas su II
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bodhicitta.293 The Vajrasikharatantra also makes it clear that in order to attain siddhi, the
practitioner must generate bodhicitta, be without doubt, follow instructions, and have faith
(sraddhii),z94 A commentary on the Vairocaniibhisarrzbodhitantra states that even those who
are proficient in the tantras should be initiated only after practising bodhicitta,z95 The stability
of bodhicitta is considered by the Trisamayariija to be one of the factors responsible for the
success of mantras,296 although Santideva clarifies that the stability of bodhicitta as a
prerequisite for the attainment of the ~oal is meant for worldly people (Prthagjana), not for
those on the bodhisattva stages. 29 He further states that the force of bodhicitta
(bodhicittavega) along with the force of faith (sraddhiivega) and similar factors is more
important than the precision of mantra recitation,z98 Indeed, not generating bodhicitta is often
seen as one of the hindrances to the attainment oftantric accomplishments. 299

de yi gsang sngags dngos grub nyams par byed II.
See also the citation in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 194b6; B, pp. 297.24-298.2).
Subiihupariprcchiitantra (T, fol. 415bl-2; D, fol. 137a4-5):
gang zhig theg mchog rgya chen klog pa dang II
de la dad cing de nyid 'chad par spro II
brtson 'grus che zhing byang chub sems brtan pa II
de la nga yi gsang sngags mchog sbyin mdzad II.
See also the citation in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 196a4-5; B, p, 299,14-16),

193

Vajrasikharatantra, as cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 220b3-4; B, p, 328.2-3):
byang chub sems ni ma bskyed dang II
Ihe Isham yad pa nyid dang ni II
gang zhig bka ' sisal mi byed dang II
madadpasnimi 'grubba II,
See also the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 14Ial-2; B, p, 176,2-4), Cf. the Vqjrasikharalanlra (T, fol. 56b5; D, foL
182bl):
dad pa med par gnas pa dang II
gang Ishe Ihe Isham za 'gyur ba II
de nyi rnal 'byor nyams par 'gyur II
byang chub sems ni yongs ma bzung II,
294

'Vairocaniibhisa1!lbadhilanlrabhii~ya (P, foL 134bl-4; D, fals, 109b7-110al; S, voL 35, p, 288.8-13): rgyud
la sags pa rnams la ni mkhas kyang I byang chub' ky; sems ma bsgoms pa na I byang chub kyi sems sgom du
bcug sle phyis dbang bskur bar bya 'a II de las gzhan [add. mams PNJ phal rnams kyis ni [add. sa nas kyang PN]
rgyud kyang mi shes I byang chub kyi sems kyang ma bsgams phyis kyang shes par mi 'gyur I byang chub I.yi
sems kyang mi sgom pa ni [am. PN] phal rnams Ie I dus gnyis kar yang dbang mi bskur gyi I byang chub kyi sa
ban du 'gyur ba'i phyir dkyil 'khor du gzung nga II.

295

Trisamayariija, as cited in the Si~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p, 140,2-3; VAIDYA, p, 77.28-29):
bodhicitta1!l drrfha1!l yasya ni/:zsa1!lgii ca malir bhavel I
vicikilsii naiva karlavyii lasyeda1!l siddhyali dhruvam II,
For an English translation, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 137,

296

297
Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p, 140,4-5; VAIDYA, p, 77.30-31): bodhicittadrrfhalii ciilra
prlhagjanacalacittaliiyii' niyamiirlham uklii na lu bhiimipravi$tam adhikrtya II, ' Note that the Tibetan
translation of the Si~iisamuccaya (P, foL 92bl; D, foL 79a2-3; S, voL 64, p, 1191.1-3) reads: sa sa [so'i DC]
skye ba 'i sems slobs dang Idan par, suggesting that the Tibetan translators read bala instead of cola,

298 Si~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p, 140,10-12; VAIDYA, p, 78.2-3): ki1!l lu sraddhiivegaql bodhicittavega1!l
sarvolsargavega1!l ca pramiilJ/krtyiiviciirala/:z pravartitavyam avasya1!l buddhabodhisattvam' ihaiva
yalhe$tasiddhiS ca bhavali II. ' The Tibetan translation suggest here a different reading, perhaps
°badhisaltvadarianam (byang chub sems dpa' mlhong ba), The exact meaning of the passage is, however, not
clear to me, For an English translation of the passage, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 137-138,

299 One of the four hindrances to the attainment of tantric accomplishments is not generating bodhicitta, See the
mNyam sbyar 'grel pa (A, foL 25bl; B, p, 485,8-9): dngas grub kyi gegs kyi rtsa ba byang chub kyi sems ma
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(h) Benefits and Functions of Bodhicitta
Countless positive effects are attributed to bodhicitta. The Bodhisattvabhumi, for example,
presents six pairs of such effects that accrue to the bodhisattva from having generated
bodhicitta. The first pair is the so-called two unique (lokasiidhiiriilJa) qualities: 30o
These two are the unique, amazing, [and] extraordinary qualities of a bodhis"attva who has
firmly generated the initial resolve [to become a buddha]. What are the two? [a] [He]
embraces301 all sentient beings as [though they were his] wife, and [b] yet is not tainted by the
fault of having taken a wife. In this regard, the fault of taking a wife is this: the defiled
gratification or hostility (kli,tiinurodhavirodha) that comes from the benefit [received or]
detriment [sustained by one's] wife. But these two are not found in a bodhisattva.
The second pair of benefits attributed to the bodhisattva who has generated bodhicitta is the
two kinds of altruistic inclination (adhyiisaya):302
These two sublime altruistic inclinations of a bodhisattva who has firmly generated the initial
resolve [to strive for] awakening [that are directed] towards the sentient beings originate-andcontinue. [What are the twO]?303 [a] An altruistic inclination [aimed at] benefiting
(hitiidhyiisaya) [sentient beings], and [b] an altruistic inclination [directed towards] the
happiness (sukhiidhyiisaya) [of sentient beings] as well.,o4 The altruistic inclination [aimed at]
benefiting [sentient beings] consists in [his] being desirous of establishing [them] in a
wholesome state (i.e. a state characterised by wholesome attitudes and activities) after first
lifting [them] up out of an unwholesome state. 305 The altruistic inclination [directed towards] the
happiness [of sentient beings] consists in being desirous of providing gratifying things-

bskyed pa I. See also the Trisamayavyiihatantra (T, fol. 383b7; D, fol. 216bl): 'grub par mi 'gyur ba ni gnyis te
dad pa [rna T) med pa dang I byang chub tu sems ma bskyed pa'o II.
'00

I

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§4.1.0).

'01 The choice of the verb parigrhIJiiti is noteworthy here because it means not only 'to embrace' and 'to assist'
(among many other things), which fit the context better when sentient beings in general are the object, but also
means 'to take (a wife), or 'to marry' (MW, s.v. pari-..,grah). The pun, which is certainly intended, conveys the
idea that a bodhisattva careS for all sentient beings as a man does for his wife but still remains unaffected by the
worldly aspects of such a bond. This issue is addressed onCe again in Bodhisattvabhiimi 3.2 (WOGIHARA, p.
362.5-10; DUlT, p. 249.5-7): "Even upon his having first generated the resolve [to become a buddha). all
sentient beings are embraced by a bodhisattva as [though they were his) wife. [He will make the following
resolution:) 'For them, all types of [resources required for) their benefit and happiness will be gathered by me to
the best of [my) ability and to the best of [my) power.' And [he indeed) does just that. This is the bodhisattva's
simultaneous embracing of all sentient beings" (prathama eva cittotpiide bodhisattvena sarva/:l sattvadhiitu/:l
kalatrabhiivena parigrhfta/:l I e~iil!l mayii yathiisakti yathiibalal!l sarviikiirahitasukhopasal!lhiira/:l karaIJZya iti I
tathaiva ca karoti I ayal!l bodhisattvasya sakrtsarvasattvaparigraha/:l I). This simile was already noted by
DAVAL 1932: 63.
302

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§4.2.0).

303 The Tibetan translation adds the question gnyis gang zhe na (*katamau dvau) which is not found in any of the
Sanskrit manuscripts.

'04 The terms hitiidhyiisaya and sUkhiidhyiisaya seem to be, respectively, synonymous with the terms hitiisaya
and sukhiisaya, which are enumerated as two of the fifteen adhyiisayas in the Adhyiisalapa!ala in
Bodhisattvabhiimi 2.3 (WOGIHARA, p. 314.1-3; DUlT, p. 215.12-13). The two are defined there in the following
manner: "The .desire to confer wholesome virtues upon sentient beings is called benefit-directed altruistic zeal.
The desire to confer favours (in matters concerning the present life) upon sentient beings is called happinessdirected altruistic zeal
(sattve~u
kusalopasal!lhartukiimatii hitiisaya ity
ucyate
I sattve~v
anugrahopasal!lhartukiimatii sukhiisaya ity ucyate I).

305 Note that the relative pronoun yii is used here and in the following paragraph (i.e. §4.2.0) as a periphrastic
idiom and hence is not rendered in the English. See SPEllER 1886: 352-353.
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excluding defiling ones (i.e. things that lead to unwholesome attitudes or activities)-for
sentient beings who are needy (vighiiti), helpless (aniithiina), or without protection
(apratisarGljiina ).306

The third pair of benefits is the two kinds of exertion (prayoga):307
These two are the exertions (prayoga) of a bodhisattva who has firmly generated the initial
resolve [to become a buddha]: [a] the exertion entailed by altruistic inclination
(adhyiisayaprayoga), and [b] the exertion entailed by conduct (pratipattiprayoga). The exertion
entailed by altruistic inclination is the daily enhancing of exactly the same altruistic inclination
[just mentioned], [aimed at] benefiting [others] and [advancing] their happiness. The exertion
entailed by conduct is the daily exertion of ripening one's own buddha qualities
(buddhadharmaparipiikaprayoga )'08 and the exertion of conferring benefit and happiness
(hitasukhopasaTJ'lhiiraprayoga) upon sentient beings by simply relying on the altruistic
inclination to exert oneself to the best of [one's] ability [and] with all [one's] power.
The fourth pair of benefits is the two sources of income (iiyadviira) in the form of wholesome
factors: 309
These two are great sources of income (iiyadviira) [in the form] of wholesome virtues
(kusaladharma) in a bodhisattva who has firmly generated the initial resolve [to become a
buddha]: [a] exertion for one's own sake (sviirthaprayoga), so that [one] completely attains the
highest, perfect awakening, and [b] exertion for others' sake (pariirthaprayoga), so that all
sentient beings are freed from all [types of] suffering (sarvadul:tkhanirmolqa). Just as the two
sources of income [have been explained], so [too310 should] the two great gatherings of
wholesome virtues; the two immeasurable (aprameya) heaps of wholesome qualities
(kusaladharmaskandha), and so forth31 I [be understood].
The fifth pair of benefits is the two kinds of superiority in terms of possessing wholesome
virtues (kusalaparigrahavaise$ya), which is explained as follows: 312
These two are the two [kinds of] superiority in terms of acquiring wholesome virtues
(kusalaparigrahavaise~ya) [required] for the awakening-ever since the initial generation of the
resolve [to become a buddha]~f a bodhisattva who has [firmly] generated the initial resolve
[to attain the state of] awakening, [the attainment of which stands out] when compared313 to the
acquiring of wholesome virtues (kusalaparigraha) other than that. [The two are]: [a] the

The Sanskrit text of these two defInitions has been cited and translated into Gennan by MAITHRIMURTHI
1999: 238-239, n. 64, where he also discusses the tenn upasa",harat;la at length.

306

307

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§4.3.0).

Both Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.6 (Paripiikapafaia) and the ninth chapter of the Mahiiyiinasiitriiia",kiira are
devoted to the theme of 'ripening' (paripiika). According to the fonner,one of the twenty-seven strategies
directed towards ripening (paripiikopiiya) is that of exertion (prayoga).

308

309

31

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§4.1.0).

°The Tibetan has yang here.

According to Edgerton (BHSD, s.v. peyiila), the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit word peyiiiam (probably an
accusative adverb) occurs regularly, whereas the instrumental form peyiiiena is rarely found. He assumes
peyiiiam to be a Middle Indic form (Palipey'yiiiam, for which see PED, s.v.) for the classical Sanskritpa/yiiya
(in the accusative case). Following Edgerton, I have translated peyiilam here as the equivalent of et ceteta.
However, the Tibetans have regularly translated it as sbyar ba 'apply' (e.g. Mahiivyutpatti, no. 5435). Thus, de
bzhin sbyar ba 'applying similarly,' gong ma bzhin du sbyar ba 'applying as [stated] above,' snga ma bzhin du
sbyar ba 'applying as [stated] earlier.'
311

312

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§4.5.0).

313 WDN read upanidhiiya; We reads upadhiiya. In Sanskrit, the fanner reading means 'having put down near to'
(MW, s.v.), and the latter 'having placed or rested upon' (MW, s.v.). Contextually, the reading upanidhiiya,
which in both Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit (BHSD, s.v. upanidadhiiti) and in Piili means 'comparing or drawing a
comparison between,' is defmitely preferable here.
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superiority of the cause (hetuvaisesya) and [b) the superiority of the result (phalavaisesya). This
very acquiring of wholesome virtues (kusaZaparigraha) by a bodhisattva is the cause of the
highest, perfect awakening-and this [highest, perfect awakening) is the' 'result of it. [An
acquiring) other than that,3l4 [that is), the acquiring of all the wholesome virtues by sravakas and
pratyekabuddhas,315 is not [the cause of the highest, perfect awakening), and how, much less
(prag eva) [the acquiring of the wholesome virtues) by sentient beings cother than them!
Therefore, the acquiring of wholesome virtues by bodhisattvas is distinguished from the
acquiring of all wholesome virtues other than that [definable) in terms of causality and fruition.
The sixth pair, which is explicitly referred to as the two 'benefits of generating resolve'
(cittotpiidiinusaf!lsa), is explained as follows: 316
These two are the benefits of generating the resolve of a bodhisattva who has firmly generated
the initial resolve [to become a buddha): [a) On the one hand, immediately after the generation
of the resolve, [he) becomes a [worthy recipient) of reverential offerings (daksi1;lzyablnita), a
venerable [person) (gurubhilta),317 a field of beneficial resources (pU/;lya~etra)318 for all sentient
beings, and like a father (pitrkalpa)319 for the people, and [b) on the other hand, [he) comes into
possession of beneficial resources that produce invulnerability.320

314 Note that WDN read na tadanya/:z, whereas P reads na tv anya/:z.
I am not certain if sarva in the compound sarvasravakapratyekabuddhakusalaparigraha should be construed
with kusala or with sriivakapratyekabuddha, as the Tibetan translation apparently does: nyan thos dang rang

315

sangs rgyas thams cad kyi dge ba yongs su 'dzin pa.
316

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§4.6.0).

317

Cf. Bodhicaryiivatiira 1.9; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 5.

In general, the so-called 'field' (k:ietra) in snch Buddbist contexts seems to be the domain (usually sentient
beings, ordinary or transcendental) in which one can sow the seeds of either positive or negative thoughts or
actions and from which one would consequently reap the corresponding beneficial or unpleasant fruits.
Vasubandhu (Abhidharmakosabhii$Ya, p, 271.10) defmes it thus: "[The object) upon which [the thoughts or acts
of] benefit and harm are exercised is called the field" (ks etraf?1 niima yatra kiiriipakiiriib kriyante I). Four types
of ideal 'fields' are mentioned (Abhidharmakosa 4.17ab): "The field is distinguished on account of the state of
existence, suffering, benefit, and quality" (gatidubkhopakiiritvagUl;wib k:ietraf?1 visisyate Ill. Hence one may use
the terms 'field with reference to state of existence' (*gatiksetra), 'field with reference to suffering'
(*du/:zkhaksetra), 'field with reference to benefit' .(*upakiirak:ietra), and 'field with. reference to qualities'
(*gUlJak:ietra), as is done by Yasomitra (Abhidharmakosavyiikhyii, p. 435.9: gatidubkhopakiirigwJak:ietro). The
compound gw;/Opakiirik:ietra also occurs in Bodhicaryiivatiira 5.8Icd. For the use of the terms suksetra and
kuk:ietro, see the Abhidharamakosavyiikhyii (p. 463.23-29). In our passage, a bodhisattva is said to become the
pUlJyak:ietra of all sentient beings. However, it is equally true that all sentient beings may conversely be
considered the pWJyak:ietra of the bodhisattvas, although the term used is sattvak:ietra ('sentient beings who are
the fields') in contradistinction tojinaksetram ('the Victorious Ones who are the fields'). See Bodhicaryiivatiira
6.122ab: sattvak:ietraf?1 jinak:ietram ity ato muninoditam I; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 61. The term buddhaksetra
used in the Dharmasaf?1gftisiitra (cited in the Sik:iiisamuccaya, BENDALL, p. 153.7-8; VAlDYA, p. 85.8-9) does
not seem to be semantically identical withjinaksetra: "For a bodhisattva, the sentient beings [who are] the fields
are the field of a buddha, and it is [that] field of the buddha from which buddha qualities are obtained"
318

(sattvaksetraf!l bodhisattvasya buddhak:ietraf?1 yatos ca buddhak"etriid buddhadharmii(liif?1 liibhiigamo bhavati
I). Here, buddhak:ietra does not seem to mean a 'field [that is] a buddha' but rather a 'field [from which] buddha
[qualities] can be obtained.' Cf. BENDALL & ROUS,E 1922: 152. One also comes across other related terms
elsewhere, such as siddhik:ietra in the Sik:iiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 155.7; VAlDYA, p. 86.15): "There is no
field of attaimnent [of Buddha qualities] in the world other than sentient beings" (siddhik~elraf?1 niinyat
sattvebhyo vidyatejagati II). Cf. also Bodhicaryiivatiira 6.113-118; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 60-61.

See also Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf?1kiira 19.12-13, where a bodhisattva is said to be like a father to all sentient
beings on account of five actions engaged in by him: "[I] On account of planting [seeds of] faith in all sentient
beings at all times, [2] coaching [them] in ethical-moral discipline and so forth, and [3) directing [them) to
freedom, [4] appealing to the buddhas [on their behalf], and [5] freeing them from hindrances. [In playing these]
five kinds of roles, the Sons of the Victorious One are like a father to sentient beings" {Srd.ddhiiyiib sarvasattvesu
319

sarvadii ciivaropa(liit

I

adhiSlliidiSik:iiiyiif!l vimuktau ca niyojaniit

II

buddhiidhyesa(latas caisiif?1 iivrteS ca
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The beneficial resource that produces invulnerability is [i]321 one thanks to which a"
bodhisattva endowed with [it] is protected (lit. by a protection) twice as strongly as a universal
" king (cakravartidvigur;eniirak~er;iira~ita)322 The protection [provided] by it (i.e. pur;ya) being
always present, wild animals (vyiiqa), malignant beings (yak~a), demons (or perhaps 'inhuman
beings') (amanu~ya),323 or moristers (naiviisika)324 are not able to do [him] any harm, even

during sleep, insanity, [or] carelessness. 325
[ii] Further, this bodhisattva, who has exchanged [his] life [for another] (i.e. in his next
and following lives), [will,] possessing as he does the beneficial resources, become someone
who hardly suffers from disease, [someone who] is healthy by nature and [will] never be
affected by either long-term or severe disease. And when he strains [himself] bodily for the sake
of sentient beings, concerning the affairs of sentient beings, and expounds the teachings

vivarjaniit I paiicabhi/:l karmabhi/:l sattvapitrkalpii jiniitmajii/:l ID. See also the gur;iidhikiira of the
Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf(lkiira, where a bodhisattva is compared to a mother (miitr), a relative (bandhu), a friend
(mitra), a servant (diisa), a teacher (iiciirya), and a preceptor (upiidhyiiya) of sentient beings, based on
corresponding sets of five roles that he plays.
For the term avyiibiidhya, see CPD, s.v. avyiipajja, where two meanings are provided: (a) 'not (to be)
injured,' and (b) 'not injuring.' Cf. also BHSD, s.v. avyiibiidhya. In the Bodhisattvabhiimi, avyiibiidhya has been
used to refer to beneficial resources (pU/Jya) (as in this case), to happiness (sukha), and to a bodhisattva. See
Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.3 (WOGIHARA, pp. 25.11-13,26.9-12,27.6-8; DUTr, pp. 17.14-15, 18.3-4, 18.17-18),
ibid. 1.5 (WOGIHARA, p. 73.20-21; DUTr, p. 51.20-21).
320

321 In my division of the passage (i-v), I follow here Sagaramegha's Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (P, fol. 35a5-6;
D, fol. 30b7; S, vol. 75, p. 679.15-16), who comments under five points on the advantages for a bodhisattva in
possessing beneficial resources that produce invulnerability. According to him, such a bodhisattva enjoys: (i)
invulnerability in this lifetime and the next, (ii) indefatigability (i.e. experiencing neither mental nor physical
exhaustion), (iii) ideal physical and mental bases (i.e. being free from baseness), (iv) effectiveness of speech (i.e.
mantras used by him are effective), and (v) magnanimity of mind (i.e. tolerance and benignity).

It should be noted that the text does not intend to imply here that a universal king (cakravartin) is defended or
protected (iirak~ita), or needs protection at all. On the contrary, a universal king is portrayed as being invincible.
He is said to be accompanied by a spontaneous presence of his armed forces at all times. See SCHMITHAUSEN
1999a: 55a .
322

W and MS N add 'or human' (manusyiiva). Nevertheless, its omission by D and MS P, and by both Chinese
and Tibetan translations as well, is too significant to be brushed aside. I have the impression that manu~yii vii
could well be a secondary reading: The phrase could have been added by the scribe/s as a result of the erroneous
presumption that amanusyii vii must be preceded by its antithesis manusyii vii (as is commonly the case when
listing classes of sentient beings). Contextually, however, the text obviously does not intend to provide such a
list but rather to express the notion that a person who has generated the resolve to become a buddha is immune to
harm caused by yaksas or any potentially dangerous non-humans, even when in the most vulnerable states, such

.123

as sleep, insanity, or carelessness.

324 The word naiviisika as an adjective of niviisa (PW, s.v. naiviisika)-also recorded by BHSD, s.v. naiviisika,
PED, s.v. neviisika and CPD, s.v. iiviisika-means 'resident.' Especially when referring to Buddhist monks,
naiviisika is used in contradistinction to iigantuka 'visiting.' See CPD, s.vv. iigantuka and iiviisika. In the present
context, however, naiviisika is used to denote a category of beings explained by Edgerton (BHSD, s.v. naiviisika)
as 'some sort of monster, python or the like.' This meaning does not seem to be known in Pali or in classical
Sanskrit. The Tibetan translation does not appear to have taken naiviisika as a category of beings but rather as an
adjective qualifying other categories, which may indicate that the manuscript(s) used by the Tibetan translators
did not read vii after naiviisikii: gdug pa 'am gnod sbyin nam 1 mi rna yin pa gnyug mar gnas pa rnams kyis gtse
bar mi nus pa '0 I. The Chinese translation has characters for 'house spirit.'
325 Cf. RatniivaIl3.17-18; Bodhicaryiivatiira 1.19:
tatab prabhrti suptasya pramattasyiipy anekasab I
avicchinniib pur;yadhiirii/:l pravartante nabha/:lsamii/:l
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 41.
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(dharma) verbally, [his] body does not become at all exhausted, or [his] attention lax, [and his
concentrative] thought (cittai 26 does not deteriorate.
.
[iii] A bodhisattva who abides in [his] spiritual disposition (gotrastha) is, in the first
place, oflesser baseness by [his] very nature. However, [a bodhisattva] who has generated the
resolve [to become a buddha] (utpiiditacitta)327 becomes of much less baseness,328 [as far as] the
baseness of body (kiiyadaU${hulya),329 the baseness of speech (viigdau~{hulya),J3O and the
baseness of mind (cittadaU$!hu.lya) [are concerned].
[iv] And even those magical formulas (mantrapada) [and] formulas of knowledge
(vidyiipadai 3 I-[namely], the pacifiers of plague, calamities, [and] contagious diseases [that
affect] sentient beings-[that were previously] ineffective in the hands of sentient beings other
than that [bodhisattva], become effective [once they] have come into his hands. What need is
there to speak of [formulas being] effective [in the hands of other sentient beings]!
[v] And ~he] happens to be endowed with additional patience [and] benignity
(k~iintisauratya). 32 [He] is someone who endures the pain caused by others but who does not
inflict pain on others. [He] is extremely distressed upon perceiving someone being hurt by
somebody else. And [even if] his defilements, such as wrath, jealousy, deviousness, and
evasiveness, occasionally arise in him, yet [their] impetus is impeded, and being weakened,
[they] soon recede. And in what[ever] locale in the village [he] resides, the hitherto unarisen
hazards of danger, terror, [and] famine and calamities caused by non-humans do not arise there, .
while [those that have already] arisen become pacified. Moreover, if a bodhisattva who has
gene,ated the initial resolve [to become a buddha] happens to be (re)born in the hell realms, the

Contextually, the tenn citta here does not seem to stand for bodhicitta or to be used in a technical sense (set
off against caitta) but rather is a virtual synonym of samiidhi.
.

326

327

Cf. Wand D' which read 0 bodhicittas.

328 The comparative fonn mandatara (as read by PDWK) is perhaps contextually preferable to mandao (read by
Wand D\ MS N, too, though badly damaged, seems to have the same reading as PDWK •

See the explanation of kiiyadau$fhulya given in the DaSadharmasutra (cited in the Sik$iisamuccaya,
BENDALL, p. 116.16-17; VAIDYA, p. 66.14-15): "[This has] also been taught in the DaSadharmasutra. The
shaking of hands, the shaking of legs, running, roaming, and jumping-this is called the baseness of body"
(tathii dasadharmasiitre 'pi deSitam I hastavik$epab piidavik$epo dhiivanal/1 paridhiivanal/1 langhanal/1
plavanam idam 'ucyate kiiyadau$!hulyam iti II). According to this explanation, kiiyadaU$fhulya Seems to mean
'physical hyperactivity' or the 'lack of bodily ·control.' However, it can also mean 'physical heaviness or .
stiffness.'
.
)29

330 Note that viigdaU${hulyena has been omitted in MSS P and N. Wogihara remarks that it was also omitted in
both the Chinese and Tibetan translations. However, in the case of the Tibetan, this is not quite precise. Although
the Tibetan translation indeed omits viig, it does not seem to have omitted dau#hulyena (if not this very fonn),
for it reads sems kyi gnas ngan len gyi gnas ngan len for the immediately following cittadau#hulyena. It is
unclear whether the original reading had viigdaU${hulyena, which was later mistakenly omitted (fIrst partiallY,
provided the MS/Sused for the Tibetan translation had dau$fhulyena three times, and later wholly, as in MSS P
and N) or whether it had nothing corresponding to viigdaU$fhulyena at all, which would mean that the phrase
may be a later interpolation (possibly first mistakenly adding daU$fhulyena and later deliberately adding viig,
assuming that all three-body, speech, and mind-are contextually relevant here).

Perhaps it is necessary to note that the occurrence ofthe tenns mantrapada and vidyiipada here by no means
implies any affiliation with Vajrayiina. The belief in the power of mantras and their use for non-soteriological
purposes seem to be a common pan-Indian phenomenon (within both Buddhist and non-Buddhist traditions). See
SCHMITHAUSEN 1997, where a detailed study of aspects of the Buddhist attitude toward what by nature is
dangerous, particularly the use of friendliness (mailn') and magical fonnulas as methods of self-defence. See also
SKILLING 1992: 109-182. In non-tantric Mahayana sources, then, there are various references to mantra, vidyii,
and dhiira{1!, which cannot be discussed here (MUlamadhyamakakiirikii 24.11; Badhicaryiivatiira 3.19; CROSBY
& SKILTON 1995: 21). The various mantras prescribed in the Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 138.14-142.15;
V AIDYA, pp. 77.8-79.5), for example, are obviously all meant for non-soteriological purposes.
331

332

For the word sauratya (Piili saracca), see BHSD, s.v. surata.
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lower destinations, he is freed from hell333 very quickly, experiences the feeling of suffering less
vehemently and generates intense agitation (saJ?Jvega)'34 (i.e. a great sense of renunciation) and
compassion in his heart (karUlJiicitta) towards these sentient beings, in virtue of possessing the
beneficial resources that produce invulnerability.
In this way, a bodhisattva who has generated the initial resolve [to become a buddha1
experiences many such benefits, because he possesses the beneficial resources that produce
invulnerability.

One finds similar eulogies of bodhicitta in several other Mahayana sources. For
example, it is said that all the remaining bodhisattva practices are ancillaries of bodhicitta. J35
According to Atisa, bodhicitta is that which causes the erosion of all lower modes of
existence, release from all obstructions, and bestows the state of complete awakening. 3]6
According to the Ratnakii{asiitra, as cited in the Si~iisamuccaya, bodhicitta precedes all
courses of actions of a bodhisattva. 337 The BodhicittavivaralJa states that the benefit of
meditating upon bodhicitta even a moment cannot be estimated even by the Buddha, while
precious bodhicitta free from intellectual-emotional defilements (klda) is the only supreme
wealth that can be neither damaged nor stolen by any robber like Mara who takes the form of
intellectual-emotional defilements (kldamiira).338 In the Bhadrakalpikasiitra, it is stated that

333

Note that the Tibetan translation does not have an equivalent for the term narakebhya/:!.

334 The term saT?Jvega translated as 'perturbation' (BHSD, s.v.) or as 'eine heftige Gemiithsaufregung' (PW, s.v.)
does not seem to mean in a Buddhist spiritual context such as this any kind of normal agitation, but rather a
specific sense of agitation at what Johnston calls 'the inherent rottenness of the world' (JOHNSTON 1936: 32, n.
4), and one which causes a person to renounce worldly aspirations and to seek spiritual goals such as
Buddhahood. Note, however, that all editions of the Tibetan translation consulted read skye ba, which makes no
sense. This faulty reading does not seem to reflect a mistake made by the translators, for in the preceding chapter
(Gotrapatala) the contextually relevant expression adhimiitraT?J saT?Jvegam utpiidayati (Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1,
WOGIHARA, p. 10.16-17; DUTT, p. 7.4) has been correctly translated as shas cher skyo ba bskyed par 'gyur roo
Thus the misreading of the word skyo ba as skye ba, which can easily be explained orthographically, must have
been made during the textual transmission, and that too, perhaps, at a relatively early stage, for all editions
unanimously read skye ba. Repeated occurrences of words like skye ba and bsJ..yed in the neighbouring text may
have been the main reason why the editors of the various Tibetan editions did not become aware of the
misreading. The reading skye ba does not make sense here, but since expressions such as skye ba'i skye ba
(jiitijiiti) and skye ba skye ba (utpiida utpadyate) are not unknown to Tibetan scholars, they may have interpreted
the adverb shin tu in the sentence skye ba yang shin tu.skye bar 'gyur ro as 'repeatedly,' thus reading 'birth is
also taken repeatedly.' Having an acceptable, if improvable, reading, the editors doubtless felt no need to emend
the text, let alone look for similar readings elsewhere in it.

Bodhicittavivara1;la 100:
gzungs mams dang ni sa mams dang II
sangs rgyas pha rol phyin gang dag II
de dag byang chub sems kyi char II
kun mkhyen rnams kyis gsungs pa yin II.
For an English translation, see LiNDTNER 1997: 67.
135

336

CittotpiidasaT?Jvaravidhi (P, fol. 284a2; D, fol. 245a3; S, vol. 65, p. 667.5-7):
ngan song thams cad 'jig pa dang II
sgrib pa thams cad las grol zhing II
rdzogs sangs go 'phang stsol mdzad pa II
byang chub sems la phyag 'tshallo II.

Sik~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 53.17-18; VAIDYA, p. 34.4-5): ratnaku/e 'bhihitam-sarveryiipath€$l1
badhicittaparikarmalJatayii bodhicittapul-vaT?Jgamatayii ceti II. Cf. the English translation in BENDALL & ROUSE
1922: 54.

m

3J8

BodhicittavivaralJa 108-109:
skye bu gang zhig skad cig tsam II
byang chub sems ni sgam byed pa
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the amount of merit acquired by generating bodhicitta once would surpass even the amount of
merit accrued by providing happiness to all sentient beings for thousands of aeons. 339 The
generation of bodhicitta is also praised as one of the three best ways to honour and render
service to the Buddha. 34o The following stanza from the Vlradattapariprcchiisutra has often
been cited by Indian and Tibetan authors to demonstrate the potentiality of Q,odhicitta to
generate an immeasurable amount ofmerit: 341
If the beneficial resources [accrued] from badhieitta were material,
They would fill the sphere of space, and would [even] exceed [it].

5. Concluding Remarks

The sum and substance of this rather long chapter is that bodhicifta-fundamentally, the
desire to become a buddha for the sake of other sattvas-is what defines a bodhisattva and
sets him apart from a nonnal sattva, and that the vehicle in which a bodhisattva (or a sattva
with bodhicitta) advances is called Mahayana. We have also considered various models of
vehicles corresponding to sentient beings with various predispositions and alternative
destinations. According to the general Mahayana perception, the only way to Buddhahood is
through Mahayana, the only person eligible to enter Mahayana is a bodhisattva, and the only
factor that makes one a bodhisattva is bodhicitta. I have also tried to argue, albeit only briefly,
that analysing the concept of vajrasattva may reveal at least a piece of the underlying
philosophy of Vajrayana or tantric Mahayana. Specifically, the notion that the quest for bodhi
de yi bsod nams phung po ni II
rgyal ba yis kyang bgrang mi spyod II
nyon mangs med pa 'i rin chen sems II
'di ni nor mchog gcig pu ste II
nyan mongs bdud sags chom rkun gyis II
gnod minphrogspar bya ba min II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 69.
JJ9

Bhadrakalpikasiitra (T, fa!. 25b5-6; D, fa!. 18a2):
gang gis bskal pa bye ba stong tshang bar II
sems can kun la bde ba byin pa bas II
la las byang chub mchog sems gcig bskyed pa II
'de yi' [de'i TJ bsod nams dper yang bzod mi 'gyur II.

340 Siigaramatipariprcchiisiitra, as cited in the Si~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 313.6-7; VAIDYA, p. 166.18-19):
trflJ.miini siigaramate tathiigatasya niruttariilJi piijopasthiiniini I katamiini trflJi Iyac ca bodhicittam utpiidayati I
yae ca saddharmaf!1 parigrhlJiiti I yac ca sattve$u mahiikarUlJiicittam utpiidayati I. For an English translation, see
BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 279. Such an idea is expressed also in the Tathiigatiicintyaguhyanirddasiitra (T, fa!.
305bl-4; D, fa!. 201bl-3). For some additional sources, see ZANGMO & CHIME 1993: 8-9, n. 2.

Viradattapariprcchiisiitra, as cited in the First Bhiivaniikrama (p. 192.10-11):
. bodhicittiid vai yat pUlJyaf!1 tac ca riipi bhaved yadi I
iikiisadhiituf!1 saf!1piilya bhiiyas cottaritaf!1 bhove/II.
The verse is found also in the Tathiigatiicintyaguhyanirddasiitra (T, fa!. 192a4-5; D, fol. 130b5-6), which is
cited in the Siilrasamuccaya (p. 24.8-13). See also the Rim gyis 'jug pa'i sgom don (P, fa!. 401a5-6; D, fa!.
343b5; S, vol. 64, p. 963.9-12); Theg pa'i bye brag (A, fol. 172a6-bl; B, p. 40.11-14). Cf. also
BodhiciliavivaralJa 107:
byang chub sems bskyed tsam gyis ni II
bsod nams phung po gang thob pa II
gal Ie gzugs can yin na ni II
nam mkha' gang ba las ni Ihag II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 69. Cf. Maiijusrlmitra's Bodhicittabhiivanii (P, fol. 5a8-bl; D,
foL 4b2; S, voL 33, pp. 815.20-816.1):
de phyir byang chub sems kyi bsod nams de la gzugs yod na II
nam mkha' bar snang de yang snod du chungs [chugs DJ zhes rgyal bas mlshungs par gsungs II.
341
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in a sattva's citta itself, and that the true nature of bodhi, citta, and sattva is one, indivisible,
and indestructible, like a diamond (vajra), seems to be crucial for understanding the concepts
of Vajrayana, vajrasattva, and bodhicittavajra. An attempt has been made to trace the
historical roots of the term bodhicitta and discuss its definitions, benefits, and functions on the
basis of some of the most important'Mahayana sources.

Chapter Six

The Two Bodhicittotpiida Traditions

Those who hold the reins oflogical reasoning (nyaya)
While riding the chariots (ratha) of the two systems (naya),
Would, for that [very] reason,
Earn the meaningful [appellation] 'Mahayanika.'
- Santarak~ita, MadhyamakalarJ1kara 93'

1. Introductory Remarks

Sa-paJ). raised three important issues concerning the generation of bodhicitta by ritual
procedure (vidhi).2 Firstly, he made a case for recognising the existence of two ritual
traditions relating to bodhicittotpada, namely, that of the Yogacara and that of the
Madhyamaka, and argued for clearly distinguishing them from one another. Secondly, he
critically examined the authenticity of generating absolute bodhicitta by means of ritual.
Thirdly, Sa-paJ). criticised what he called the tradition of the 'dream-based cittotpiida [rite]'
(sems bskyed rmi lam mal attributed to dGe-bshes Phyag-sor-ba. 3 The two traditions of
bodhicitta (or cittotpiida) seem to be of great significance for the theory and practice of the

, MadhyamakalaTflkara 93 (ICHIGO 1989: 222):
tshul gnyis shing rta zhon nas su II
rigs pa 'i srab skyogs 'ju byed pa II
de dag de phyir ji bzhin don II
theg pa chen po pa nyid 'thob II.
Cf. the English translation in ICHIGO 1989: 223. See also below n. 7.
2 For

a brief discussion ofthe expressions 'ritual' and 'ritual procedure,' see §8.

sDom gsum rab dbye 2.5:
fa fa skye bo 'ga' zhig gi II
rmi lam gyi ni rjes 'brangs nas II
sems can kun fa sems skyed byed II.
For an English translation, see RHOTON 2002: 81. The 'some' (fa la.) in the verse has been identified by Gorams-pa bSod-nams-seng-ge (1429-1489) as dGe-bshes Phyag-sor-ba (RHOTON 2002: 92, n. 3; JACKSON 1994:
167-168, n. 343).
J
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Indo-Tibetan Mahayana doctrine. 4 I shall, therefore, attempt to present in this chapter an
account of the Tibetan perceptions of the two bodhicittotpada traditions, with particular
reference to the ritual procedures of each. In the process, I shall demonstrate how some
Tibetan scholars have sought to distinguish or pry apart the two traditions, whereas others
have tried to harmonise or synthesise them.
2. The Two Bodhicittotplida Traditions
It has widely been accepted in Tibet that two traditions of bodhicittotptida once existed in
India, and were designated, for example, by Sa-pal)., as the Madhyamaka tradition (dbu ma'i
lugs) and Cittamatra tradition (sems tsam pa'i lugs).5 Some Tibetan authors have made a case
for the need to keep these two traditions separate by emphasising their differences, whereas
others have argued for a syncretism of the two by de-emphasising the same. Did two such
traditions, however, indeed exist in India, or were they purely Tibetan inventions? While I am
not sure whether the Indian authors actually employed the terms 'Madhyamaka tradition' and
'Cittamatra tradition' (which, although certainly justifiable, have for doctrinal reasons been
found problematic by some Tibetan scholars), they clearly recognised the existence of two
bodhicittotptida traditions often associated with two distinct groups of textual authorities,
such as the Bodhicarytivattira and Bodhisattvabhilmi, and personal authorities, such as
Nagarjuna and Asailga. Moreover, the Tibetan attempts to segregate or syncretise the two
traditions also seem to have their Indian antecedents.
Broadly speaking, two traditions of Mahayana Buddhism have existed in India,
namely, Prajiiaparamita-Madhyamaka and Yogacara-Tathagatagarbha. Following Tibetan and
some modem scholars, we may designate these traditions as the Maiijusrf-Nagarjuna
'negative-intellectual' school and the Maitreya-Asailga 'positive-mystical' school,
respectively, around which the entire history of the Tibetan reception and systematisation of
Indian Mahayana Buddhism (including Vajrayana) is, in one way or another, centred. 6 For
Indian scholars such as Santarak~ita and KamalaSIla, the entire Mahayana doctrine can be
contained in the dual systems (naya: tshu!) of Y ogacara and Madhyamaka/ which by and
large correspond to the two pioneering Mahayana traditions designated by Tibetans (and
probably based on Madhyamaktila1!lktira 93 cited above) as the 'Two Chariots' (shing rta
gnyis).
In the context of bodhicitta or cittotptida, too, as I have indicated in chapter four and
shall show in chapter seven, two strands of Mahayana can be traced in Indian sourcesdesignated by me as Strand A and Strand B--each of which seems to differ in its

It will be interesting to know whether any comparable doctrinal issue has been raised in other Mahayana
traditions, such as Chinese or Japanese Buddhism.

4

sDam gsum rob dbye 2.2cd:
theg po chen po 'i sems bskyed 10 II
dbu ma sems tsam rnam po gnyis II.
RHOTON 2002: 23-24, 81. See also SEYFORT RUEGG 1981: 88, n. 283.

5

6 For a discussion of the 'negative-intellectual' and 'positive-mystical' currents in India and Tibetan ways of
dealing with them in the context of the tathagatagarbha theory, see WANGCHUK 2004: 191-203.
7 See n. I and the Madhyamakiilaf!lkiiravrtti (P, fols. 79b7-80a3; D, fols. 79b7-80a3; S, vol. 62, pp. 964.20965.10), where LaJikiivatlirasiitra 6.5 and 10.638 (see chapter flve, n. 97) is also mentioned in this regard. See
also KamalasrIa's Madhyamakiilaf!lkiirapaFijikii (P, fol. 138b7; D, fol. 129b6; S, vol. 62, p. 1094.9-10) which
states: tshul gnyis zhes bya ba ni dbu ma po dang rnal 'byor spyod pa zhes bya'o II. The attempt to harmonise
the positions of Nagarjuna and Asanga can be seen, for example, in Ratnakarasanti's Ratniilokataf!lkiira (P, fol.
340a6-bl; D, fol. 29Ib2-3; S, vol. 64, p. 807.8-12). See also SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 122-124.
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terminological preferences, perhaps also in regard to the place and time of inception and in its
degree of conservatism. Strand A seems to more or less correspond to the Cittamatra tradition,
and Strand B to the Madhyamaka tradition. This is particularly conspicuous if one compares
the criteria for candidates as prescribed in the two traditions, a point to which we shall return.
It is said that according to the Madhyamaka tradition one does not even need to be a human
being in order to generate bodhicitta, whereas according to the Cittamatra tradition one is
required to have taken some sort of priitimok$a vow as a prerequisite. I believe that,
disregarding the various Tibetan interpretations for the time being, this point simply shows
that Strand A, which corresponds to the Cittamatra tradition, is conceived along less idealistic
lines and is indeed quite realistic and down-to-earth in its approach. For example, the
Bodhisattvabhumi (which I said represents the textual tradition of Strand A) was very likely
compiled for human beings who wanted to become bodhisattvas; the possibility of a niigaking reading it was not entertained! I have, however, also mentioned that the two strands do
not seem to have run parallel to each other all the way along, but merged at a certain point in
time.
We should certainly like to know when and where the two traditions of
bodhicittotpiida are explicitly spelt out for the first time in Tibet. Although Sa-pal). was indeed
responsible for emphasising the distinction between the two traditions, neither he nor his
Indian teacher Siikyasn"bhadra (1140-1225)8 appear to have been the first scholar to introduce
or thematise them. The position that Sa-pal). criticised in his sDom gsum rab dbye must have
existed even before his time. If the dating ofbKa'-gdams-pa dGe-bshes Sha-ra-ba Yon-tangrags (1070-1141)9 is correct, and if the relevant citations from his Lam rim \0 are reliable,
then there must have been a position that is similar to, if not identical with, the one proposed
by Sa-pal)., for it is precisely such a position that Sha-ra-ba seems to reject. We shall,
however, return to this point later. Sha-ra-ba's own position may be traced back to the works
of Atisa (or works ascribed to him), for Sha-ra-ba was a direct disciple of Po-to-ba Rin-chengsal (1031-1105), who in tum was a disciple of 'Brom-ston rGyal-ba'i-'byung-gnas (10051064), one of the three main Tibetan disciples of Atisa. But what about the position that Sapal). himself maintained? While Siikyasnohadra influenced Sa-pal). in these matters, he had
apparently not been his only source. In fact, Sa-pal).'s response to the query of Chag Lo-tsa-ba
Chos-rje-dpal, or simply Chag-lo (1197-1264), suggests that while Siikyasnohadra
recognised the existence of the two traditions in India and disproved the mixture of the two,
he did not in fact properly transmit either of them, for he had forgotten to bring the relevant
manuals with him to Tibet. This suggests that the local Tibetans were already knowledgeable
about the two traditions. I I Sa-pal). seems to have thus thematised and systematised the two
traditions of bodhicittotpiida known to his Indian and Tibetan predecessors. 12

8 For some bibliographical details of SakyasrThhadra, see JACKSON 1987: 183. n. 24, and for accounts of SapaQ's studies with Sakyasnohadra and his disciples, see ibid. 26-27, 107-112; RHOTON 2002: 11-12.
9

SEYORT RUEGG 2000: 26. See also Tshig mdzod chen mo, s.v. sha ra ba.

10 This may be what is also known as the Be'u 'bum dmar po (SEYFORT RUEGG 2000: 25-26). Cf. Tshig mdzod
chen mo, s.w. be 'u bum khra bo and be 'u bum sngon po.
II In his response to the next query, Sa-paQ once again underscores the differences between the two traditions.
For the pertinent queries, see the Chag 10 'i zhu ba (pp. 456.5-457.2). For Sa-paQ's responses, see the Chag 10 'i
zhus Ian (pp. 463.1-466.5; 473.4-475.4). For an English translation, see RHOTON 2002: 215-218.

12 Sa-paQ's uncle Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1147-1216), in his sKyabs sems eho go (p. 438.3-5), discusses the
custom of two lineages (brgyud po gnyis kyi lugs) in regard to the bodhicittotpada ritual procedures. It is clear,
however, that the two lineages in question are those of the Nagarjuna-Naropa and the Viriipa-Gayadhara
lineages, and not to be equated with the Madhyamaka and Cittamatra traditions. Kong-sprul also notes that the
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3. Tibetan Assessments of the Two Bodhicittotpiida Traditions

As I have just pointed out, the two strands of the bodhicittotpiida tradition had probably
existed in Tibet prior to Sa-pal), although it was clearly he who spelled out the differences for
the first time and thus left an indelible mark on the history of the bodhicitta doctJ;jne in Tibet.
This, however, by no means implies that Sa-pal)'s view of this issue was received with
unanimous approval. On the contrary, it received mixed reactions from various Tibetan
scholars, whom I categorise into three groups:
(a) The first group comprises mainly mainstream Sa-skya-pas along with scholars
from other traditions including the rNying-ma scholars Klong-chen-pa I3 and mNga'-ris Pal).chen Padma-dbang-rgyal (1487-1542) who looked upon Sa-pal).'s proposition approvingly,
and so for the most part followed the Madhyamaka tradition. Let us call this group, which
emphasised the qualitative distinctions and other differences between the two bodhicittotpiida
traditions, 'Group A.' 14
.
(b) Another group, which judged the two traditions of Nagarjuna and Asanga to be of
equal rank, seems to have viewed Sa-pal)'s position with a certain degree of ambivalence. In
principle, they probably had no difficulty with the distinction between the two traditions as
such, only with the basis upon which the distinction was made, namely, the philosophical
view (lta ba). Thus this group, while accepting the distinction, attempted to ha=onise them.
The shift of te=inology from dbu ma'i lugs and sems tsam pa 'i lugs to zab mo lta ba'i srol
and rgya chen spyod pa 'i srol, respectively, is, in my view, not coincidental. We shall call this
group 'Group B.'
(c) The third group represents the rival position towards which Sa-pal)'s critique was
directed, namely, the followers of the bKa'-gdams-pa tradition (such as Sha-ra-ba) and their
successors, primarily the dGe-Iugs-pas. Sha-ra-ba argued that if the bodhicittotpiida ritual
taught by Asailga had been exclusively according to the Cittamatra tradition, the
Madhyamikas would not have followed it, but Atisa, who was a Madhyamika, did. In
addition, KamalaSila, who was also a Madhyamika, explained in his Second Bhiivaniikrama
the generation of the resolve to strive for awakening according to the ritual taught in the
S/lapa/ala of the Bodhisattvabhiimi (ascribed to Asailga). Therefore, for Sha-ra-ba, the
difference between the two traditions is unclear or superfluous. IS One of the main concerns of
this group seems to be to associate Atisa and the bKa' -gdams-pas with the Cittamatra
tradition. This group obviously makes a case for the syncretism of the two traditions by
adopting two strategies, namely, (i) by arguing that the two traditions are essentially the same
and that the claims regarding the dissimilarities between them is not justified, for they see no
Sa-skya-pas have yet another Madhyamaka-like bodhicittotpilda tradition transmitted from VirUpa and Naropa,
which is, however, not counted as a third tradition. See the Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.18-20): yang grub chen bi ru
pa dang nil 1'0 pa 'i gdams ngag rje btsun sa skya pa chen po la bka' babs pa dbang gi sngon 'gro'i sems bsJ:yed
kyi elto ga dbu ma dang cha mtltun pa zur du bzltugs kyang shing rta'i ring srollogs su mi bgrang ngo II.
13 It must be said, however, that although Klong-chen-pa mainly followed the Madhyamaka tradition, a slight
tendency to harmonise the two bodhicittotpilda traditions can be noticed in his writings.
14 Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.13-15): bod 'dir klu thogs rnam gnyis dbu sems Ita bu 'i rkang btsugs mkhan du bzlted
pa mang bas sems bskyed lugs gnyis kyang dbu sems kyi lugs gnyis zhes shin tu tha dad cing mchog dman che
bar mdzad la ....

15 sPyod 'grel bum bzang (pp. 130.22-131.3): lugs de gnyis la dbu ma lugs dang sems tsam lugs kyi tha snyad
mdzad pa sogs mi 'thad par dge bshes sha ra ba 'i lam rim du bshad do II de nyid las I «Ita ba tha dad pas kyang
khyad par de dog sgrub par mi nus pas dbu ma pa dang sems tsam gyi sems bskyed pa gnyis mi mtltun par 'dod
pa gzhung gi dgongs pa ma yin no II» zhes dang «'phags po thogs med kyis gsungs pa 'i eho go sems tsam klto
na'i lugs su nges no dbu ma pas de mi byed par 'gyur no I jo bo rje dbu ma po yin yang cha ga de'i lugs su
mdzad pa dang I slob dpon ka ma la shilas sgom rim bar po las tsltul khrims Ie 'u las bstan po 'i cho gas sems
bskyed par bshad pas lugs nges po med par gsallo II» zhes gsungs I.
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basis of such dissimilarities, and (ii) by pointing out that such a syncretic tradition has its
Indian antecedent, which, according to them, was practised by various Indian masters such as
Bodhibhadra, Abhayakaragupta, and Atisa. 16 The line of demarcation that Sa-paI:t drew
between the two bodhicittotpiida' traditions seems to have put this group into a state of
doctrinal discomfiture, and it want~d this line deleted. We shall call the third group 'Group
C.' Followers of sGam-po-pa such as Kun-mkhyen Padma-dkar-po (1527-1592) and dPa'-bo
gTsug-lag-'phreng-ba (1504-156411566) also belong to this group, which rejects any
difference as far as both terminologies and contents are concerned. Padma-dkar-po even
resorted to authoritative scriptures and logical reasoning to establish the uniformity and
equality of the two traditions and to criticise the position which held the two traditions to be
separate and qualitatively different. 17 In the following few paragraphs, we shall tilke a closer
look at each of the attributed distinctions between the two traditions and see how each is
assessed, broadly speaking, by these three different groups of scholars.
4. The Names of the Two Bodhicittotpiida Traditions
The first issue I should like to discuss is the terminology used to designate the two traditions,
which, as I have already noted, may vary from one group to another. As indicated above, it is
doubtful whether any of the terminologies employed by Tibetan scholars to do so can be
traced as such to Indian sources. Group A, represented by Sa-paI:t, labelled the two as the
Madhyamaka and Cittamlitra traditions. This is easily justifiable if, as one is very inclined to
accept, the Bodhicaryiivatiira by Santideva is regarded as a Madhyamaka work, and the
Bodhisattvabhumi, attributed to AsaiJ.ga by the Indo-Tibetan tradition as a Y ogliclira work.
However, it seems that the designation of the Maitreya-Asailga tradition as Cittamlitra was
found by Group B to be imprecise, or perhaps denigrating, since the Cittamlitra or Y ogliclira
system is considered only second in rank in the fourfold Buddhist doxographical schema. The
less-favoured term 'Cittamlitra tradition' was therefore replaced by the term 'Tradition of
Vast Conduct' (rgya chen spyod pa'i srol), while the Mafijusrf-Nliglirjuna tradition came to be
called the 'Tradition of the Profound View' (zab mo Ita ba'i srol).18 Group C rejected the
terms 'Cittamlitra tradition' and 'Madhyamaka tradition' in deference to dGe-bshes Sha-raba's Lam rim, according to which Atisa (in his commentary on the Bodhipathapradfpa) made
a distinction between the ritual procedure of bodhicittotpiida and that of the bodhisattva vow,

16 Tsong-kha-pa is said to have maintained that the Indian masters Bodhibhadra and Abhaylikaragupta performed
the badhicitlotpiida ritual as a mixture of the two traditions. See the sPyod 'grel 'bum bzang (p. 131.4-5): gzhan
yang slob dpon byang chub bzang po dang mkhas pa chen po a bhyii [= bha yli] ka ras shing rta chen po gnyis
kyi lugs bsres nas mdzad pa dang I.. Cf. the Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.16): slob dpon a bha yas [= ylis] de gnyis
khyad par med par bzhed la I.

17 Shes bya mdzad (p. 354.16-18): kun mkhyen pad dkar zhabs sogs kyis de mtshungs su sgrub cing snga ma la
lung rigs kyis 'gog par mdzad I dpalldan gtsug lag phreng ba sags kyang rje sgam po ba'i rjes su 'brang nga II.
Padma-dkar-po's discussion of the two bodhicittotpiida traditions in general can be found in his sDam gsum
snying po (pp. 538.5-558.2); sDam gsum rgyan (pp. 604.3--{) 1 1.3); sDam gsum rgyan 'grel II (pp. 6.6-99.2).
The position of gTsug-1ag-'phreng-ba regarding the two traditions can be found in his sPyad 'jug rnam bshad
(pp. 52.2-55.1).

These designations are used, for example, by mNga' oris Pal)-chen. See his sDam gsum rnam nges (p. 20.1-2):
'jam dbyangs bka' bsdus klu sgrub sags kyis bkralll
zhi ba Ihas spel zab mo Ita ba'i lugs II
byams pas bka' bsdus thags med sku mched bkralll
jo ba rjes spel rgya chen spyad pa'i sroili.
Padma-dkar-po (sDam gsum rgyan, p. 604.3-4), however, uses terms such as the 'Two Traditions of the Great
Chariots' (shing rta chen po'i srol gnyis), specified in his sDam gsum snying po (p. 538.5--{)) as the 'Route of the
Vast Conduct' (rgya chen spyad pa'i phyogs) and the 'Route ofthe Profound View' (zab mo Ita ba'i phyogs).
18
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but since his own tradition in this regard accords with the traditions (lugs) of Niigfujuna,
Asailga, and Siintideva, there is in reality (don la) no difference between the .bodhicittotpada
ritual procedures of Niigfujuna and Asailga. 19 This is why the terms 'Tradition of the
Profound View' and 'Tradition of Vast Conduct' are preferable from the standpoint of Group
C. It will be interesting to find out when these terms were used for the first tiWe in Tibet, and
whether they can be traced in Indian literature. 2o
Gro-Iung-pa Blo-gros-'byung-gnas (fl. the second half of the eleventh century and
early twelfth century), in his bsTan rim chen mo,21 obviously recognised these two traditions
of the bodhicittotpiida ritual grocedures, but he did not use the terms 'Cittamiitra tradition'
and 'Madhyamaka tradition.' This is also the case in the Dwags po thar rgyan. 23 Both Grolung-pa and sGam-po-pa have apparently followed the Bodhimiirgapradfpapafijika (ascribed
to Atisai4 in this regard. Gro-Iung-pa, however, mentions Atisa in the lineage of the Maitreya
tradition. In the following, I shall employ the terms 'MafijusrI-Niigiirjuna tradition' and
'Maitreya-Asailga tradition' instead of the designations 'Tradition of the Profound View' and
'Tradition of Vast Conduct' or the designations 'Madhyamaka Tradition' and 'Cittamiitra
Tradition' employed by Tibetan scholars.

1. sPyod 'grel bum bzang (p. 130.19-21): jo bos sems bskyed dang sdom pa 'i cho ga so sor mdzad la de yang
shing rta chen po klu sgrub thogs med gnyis dang rgyal sras zhi ba'i lha dang gsum ka'i lugs yin par lam sgron
'grel par gsungs pas na klu thogs gnyis sdom pa len pa 'i cho ga la don -/a khyad par med do II. Atisa outlines
positions of several Indian masters in the Bodhimiirgapradfpapanjikii (P, fols. 287b2-288b3; D, fols. 249b3250b1; S, vol. 64, pp. 1670.21-1673.3; SHERBURNE 2000: 72-73), and adds that, according to his masters, one
should follow the traditions one has received from one's guru and that since his own gurus, Bodhibhadra and
Suvart)advlpa, followed the traditions of NiigaIjuna, Asaliga, and Siiotideva, he does the same. He explicitly
states that the bodhicittotpiida ritual procedure he has written is in accordance with the traditions of these three
masters. See ibid. (P, fol. 288b3-7; D, fol. 250bl-4; S, vol. 64, p. 1673.3-14).
20 Of course, compounds such as gambhirodiira (zab cing rgya che ba) and gambhirodiiradharma (zab cing rgya
che ba'i chos) are attested in Indian sources (TSD, s.v.). Interestingly, bodhicitta may even be equated with
gambhirodiiracitta (zab cing rgya che lalba'i sems) inasmuch as it is understood as a citta directed towards
gambhfrodiiradharma having the nature of emptiness and compassion (siinyatiikarUlJiitmaka). See the
Vimalaprabhii ad 3.4 (vol. 2, p. 7.12-13; TSD, s.v. zab cing rgya che la sems): iti gambhirodiiradharme
siinyatiikarufliitmake cilia", yasya sa gambhirodiiracitta iti.... Also note that Mahayana has already been
described as extremely vast and profound by Nagiiijima (Ratniivalf 4.79):
atyaudiiryiitigiimbhiryiid vioaflflair a/crtiitmabhi/:! I
nindyate 'dya mahiiyiina", mohiit svaparavairibhi/:! II.

For a brief survey of Gro-Iung-pa's bsTan rim chen mo, see JACKSON 1996: 230-231. Cf. JACKSON 1989:
164-165.

21

bsTan rim chen mo (fol. 205b4-5): 'di la dam pa'i skye bo mkhas pa dag gis lung so so la brten pa bla ma
brgyud pa 'i man ngag cho ga'i tshul tha dad pa du ma snang ste I slob dpon rje btsun dpal mar me mdzad ye
shes kyis ni mgon po byams pa nas bla ma gser gling pa la thug pa 'i man ngag brgyud pa las .... See also ibid.
(fol. 206a2): slob dpon byang chub sems dpa' zhi ba lhas ni bden pa gzigs pa 'i slob dpon klu sgrub nas brgyud
pa 'i man ngag las ....
22

sGam-po-pa speaks about the Siiotideva tradition transmitted in succession from NiigaIjuna and the
Suvart)advlpa tradition transmitted in succession from Maitreya and Asaliga. See the Dwags po thaI' rgyan (p.
145.12-18): byang chub kyi sems de blang ba'i cho ga ni I bla ma mkhas pa dag gi brgyud pa'i man ngag las I
tshullugs tha dad pa du ma snang ngo II de ltar snang yang ni I 'dir 'phags pa 'jam dpal nas slob dpon klu
sgrub na mar labrgyud pa slob dpon zhi ba lha'i lugs dang I 'phags pa byams pa nas slob dpon thogs med na
mar brgyud pa I jo bo gser gling pa 'i lugs dang gnyis su shes par bya '0 Ill. See also the Shes bya mdzod (p.
354.15-16): rje zla 'od gzhon nus dbu sems kyi ming ma btags I.
23

24 See SEYFORT RUEGG
1989: 104, where it is stated that the Bodhipathapradfpapanjikii [=
Bodhimiirgapradfpapaiijikiij is perhaps incorrectly ascribed to Atisa.
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5. The Two Bodhicittotpiida Traditions: The Basis of the Distinctions
Let us now consider what the distinctions made between the two traditions are based on.
Group A, again represented by Sa-paJ!, maintained that the philosophical-doctrinal view (lta
ba) was the basis for distinguishing between the two traditions. 25 Group B has rejected this
claim, either implicitly or explicitly. For it there is no qualitative difference between the
philosophical-doctrinal views of the Mafijusn-NagaIjuna and the Maitreya-Asanga traditions.
In this context, mKhan-po Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho (b. nineteenth century), (who, I believe,
represents Group B) notes that the rNying-ma philosophical-doctrinal view accords with the
Madhyamaka view professed by both traditions. That is, according to him, Asanga, too, had
maintained a Madhyamaka view. He adds that this does not .contradict the fact that Asanga
mainly taught Yogacara doctrines. 26 For Sha-ra-ba (who in retrospect represents Group C),
the two traditions may differ in their philosophical-doctrinal views but not in their
bodhicittotpiida ritual. The philosophical-doctrinal view has always been a complicated and
sensitive issue. All three groups would agree, though, that the philosophical-doctrinal view of
the Yogacara or Cittamatra system takes second place to the Madhyamaka view. The dispute
is, therefore, not really about 'rescuing' or promoting the status ofYogacara.
Varying motives seem to be behind these disputes, and often it is the pursuit of subtle
doctrinal agendas. The reason why Group B cannot accept the philosophical-doctrinal view as
the basis of the distinctions between the two traditions is that such a basis implies a qualitative
difference between the philosophical-doctrinal views of the two traditions. That is, if
Asanga's tradition is regarded as the Yogacara tradition, this would imply that his tradition is
qualitatively inferior to that of NagiiIjuna. The motive of Group B, therefore, is to preserve
the prestige of Asanga's view by detaching it from the Yogacara view and thus give it due
place of honour alongside NagiiIjuna's view, namely, Madhyamaka. The question now comes
down to what the Madhyamaka view is-a question representing the tip of the iceberg of the
complex Tibetan controversy over 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' emptiness (rang stong and gzhan
stong). The primary motive of Group C for rejecting the basis of the distinction seems to be
still another: not to raise the status of Asanga's view but rather to preclude any association of
Atisa's bodhicittotpiida tradition with Asanga's, and thus with Yogacara.

6. The Two Bodhicittotpiida Traditions: Personal Authorities
A second distinction between the two traditions can be made on the basis of the pertinent
personal authorities in India and their followers in Tibet. The 'Tradition of the Profound
View' is said to have come down from Mafijusn and been transmitted to the Sa-skya-pas. 27
Thus it is quite justifiably designated as the 'Mafijusn-NagiiIjuna tradition.' The 'Tradition of
Vast Conduct' is said to go back to Maitreya and Asanga and to have been passed down to the

sDam gsum rab dbye 2.3:
de gnyis Ita ba tha dad pas II
efta ga yang ni tha dad yin II
Itung ba dang ni phyir bcas dang II
bslab par bya ba 'ang so sar yad II.
See also RHOTON 2002: 81.

25

26 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 120.9-13): Ita ba ni srol gnyis ka dang mthun par snang ngo II de yang rgya chen
spyod pa 'i srol 'byed pa par grags pa 'i 'phags pa thogs med sags kyi Ita ba dbu mar nges kyang grub mtha'
gdul bya rnams kyi ngor sems tsam du bkral ba shas che yang 'gal ba med do II.
27 Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.7-9): dang po ni I rje bstun 'jam dbyangs nas 'phags pa klu sgrub yab sras la brgyud
de rgyal sras zlzi ba lila 'i phyag sroljo bo pu (lye [= Dya] shrflas byung ba rje btsun sa skya pa mams J..yi phyag
len du mdzad pa 'di nyid yin la I.
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bKa'-gdams-pas and Dwags-po bKa'-brgyud-pas. 28 Thus the designation 'Maitreya-Asanga
tradition' is from this traditional point of view also quite justified. mNga' -ris Pal)-chen states
that the tradition inspired by Padmasambhava conforms to Nagarjuna's tradition,z9 He is, it is
clear, making a fine distinction here. He is not claiming that Padmasambhava's tradition is
identical with Nagiirjuna's. There is good reason for this intended nuance. The issue of
lineage in the rNying-ma tradition is, in general, a delicate one. Yon-tan-tgya-mtsho also
explains that the rNying-ma bodhicittotpiida tradition, that is, the bodhicittotpiida ritual
prescribed in the rNying-ma tantras, along with most of the precepts that follow from it, is in
conformity with Nagiirjuna's tradition. 3o The distinction between the two traditions in terms
of personal authorities and followers may be expressed 'thus in tabular form:
....M"iilisti-N1ig~~~iii4it{~r;·=T~:=::..=:~:=....M~{lrEY~-A§~~g~I~iti91'..
Maiijusti --+
Nagarjuna & Aryadeva --+
Santideva --+
PUQyasri -+
S,,:~l<ya:Jl."s" .... ................. ___ ...

,

t

_=_.

Maitreya --+
Asailga & Vasubandhu --+
Candragomin --+
Atisa -+
. .1:>I(~~:,g<!aIllS....P."~.Ii<})\\',,gs:Jl.()..1)~a:::2~g)'tl<!:Jl.a.s:

Group C, consisting of the followers of or other persons· connected with the Old and New
bKa' -gdams-pa traditions, cannot, of course, accept the distinction presented above,
particularly in view of the fact that the proposed distinction excludes Atisa from the
'Tradition of the Profound View.' As already stated, according to this group, Atisa inherited
the traditions of both Nagiirjuna and Asanga.
7. The Two Bodhicittotpiida Traditions: Scriptural Authorities
In the bsTan-'gyur, we find some practical manuals describing the ritual procedure for
conferring bodhisattva vows. One such manual is attributed to Naga1una/i one to
Bodhibhadra/ 2 one to Jetiiri,33 one to Atisa,34 and one to Abhayakarawpta. 5 There is also
one manual by Mafijusnmitra36 and one by an anonymous author. 3 Furthermore, short

28 Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.11-13): gnyis pa ni I 'phags pa byams pa nas thogs med sku mched la brgyud de slob
dpon tsandra go mf'i [= mi'i] phyag srol jo bo rje las byung ba bka' gdams pa dang mnyam med dwags po bka'
brgyud pa mams kyi phyag len du mdzad pa 'di nyid yin la I.
29

sDom gsum mam nges (p. 20.2):padma'i ring lugs no.ga [= gal rdzu na mthun

II.

Rig 'dzin 'jugngogs (p. 120.6-9): padma sa", [= sam] bha ba'i rjes su 'jug pa snga 'gyur gyi ring lugs pa
mams ni sngags kyi rgyud sde mams las gsungs pa 'i byang sdom gyi thob tshul dang I de'i bslab bya'i rkang
grangs phal cher nO. gii rdzu na'i lugs dang mthun pa 'i gnad kyis de dang mthun la ....

30

JI

Bodhicittotpiidavidhi (P 5361; D 3966; S 3197, vol. 65).

32

Bodhisattvasa",varavidhi (P 5362; D 3967; S 3198, vol. 65).

Bodhicittotpiidasamo.diinavidhi (P 5363; D 3968; S 3199, vol. 65). According to Sa-paQ's answer (no. 8) to the
query of Chag-lo, this must be Jetiiri's manual of bodhicittotpiida rites (in accordance with the Madhyamaka
tradition), which Sakyasnohadra forgot to take with him to Tibet (RHOTON 2002: 216).

33

34

Cittotpiidasamvaravidhi (P 5403; D 4490; S 3200, vol. 65).

J5 Bodhisattvasamvaragrahavavidhi (P 5365; D 3970; S 3201, vol. 65). This must be the ritual text which Chag10 said was used by Abhayakaragupta to confer the bodhisattva precepts upon all people, and which was not seen
by Sa-paQ. See the eighth question posed by Chag-lo to Sa-paQ (RHOTON 2002: 215-216).
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manuals can be found imbedded in other works. 38 The dBu rna'i lugs kyi sems bskyed kyi ello
ga by Sa-pm;:l may be one of the earliest among the numerous ritual manuals for bestowing
and taking the bodhisattva vow composed in Tibe2 9 (all of them cannot be mentioned here).
It must be said that, strictly speaking, most of these man,uals are not compositions but rather
compilations, for the greater part of such texts merely consists of passages or verses found in
Indian sources, the most popular being verses from Siintideva's Bodhiearyiivatiira.
There are several reasons why we cannot find one uniform and standardised
bodllicittotpiida manual, the most important being variations in the performance. of the rituals.
Occasionally such texts would consist of only the minimum necessary components of the
procedure. The bodhieittotpiida ritual prescribed in the Bodhisattvabhurni may be one of the
oldest, if not the oldest, of its kind. The scriptural authorities associated with the two
traditions are as follows:
L~==~~==-_.-,Maiij~sIi-Ni8~naTraditi~·- --- --~~==r~==~-~ Ma!~Y.~~b!~~_I~~!J~J~~ __ "__.

.f '
o

~

.....

!
tl
en

!

Ii Siitras

i

Ga(!¢avyiihasiitra
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8. The Historical Background of the Bodhicittotpiida Ritual
Before I move on to discuss the likely doctrinal and historical background of the
bodhicittotpiida ritual, it is perhaps necessary to devote a few words to the term 'ritual
procedure' or 'ritua!.'. I use the expression 'ritual procedure' in the sense of the Sanskrit term
vidhi, which can (among other things) mean 'method, manner or way of acting' or 'any
prescribed act or rite or ceremony. ,43 The term vidhi has been translated into Tibetan as eho

Maiijusrimitra's Cittotpiidavidhi (p 3388; D 2561; S 1467, vol. 33) is found in the tanmc section of the bsTan'gyur. The names of the translators are not given in the colophon.

36

37 The CittotpiidasafTIlqiptavidhi (P 4743; S 2619, vol. 43) by an anonymous author is not found in the sDe-dge
bsTan-'gyur. Cf. the 'Phang thang ma (p. 33.10), where a certain Byang chub tu sems bskyed pa (containing
forty-seven Slokas) is mentioned.

See, for example, the TrisafTIvarakrama (P, fol. 304a7-b4; D, fol. 258al-5; S, vol. 65, pp. 714.14-715.8) and
the Caturaligadharmacaryii (P, fol. 298a2-8; D, fol. 258bl--4; S, vol. 65, p. 718.7-11).

38

39 JACKSON
40

1987: 57, works nos. 8 and 17.

sDom gsum rab dbye 2.10-2.11; RHOTON 2002: 82.

41 The stistra sources are mentioned by Kong-spru1 in his Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.9-10): de'ang klu sgrub kyi
sems bskyed kyi cho ga dang I dze tii ri 'i yi dam blangs pa 'i cho ga dang I zhi ba lha 'i spyod 'jug bslab btus sogs
las 'b)'ung ba Itar 1'0 II. Note that Sa-pal). did not mention the Bodhicittotpiidavidhi attributed to Niigiirjuna and
the Silqiisamuccaya explicitly by name but simply stated that the Madhyamaka tradition relating to
bodhicittotpiida can be found also in the writings of Niigiirjuna and Siintideva (sDom gsum rab dbye 2. 11cde;
RHOTON 2002: 82).
42

Shes bya mdzod (p. 354.13): de'ang byang sa dang sdompa nyi shupa sogs las 'byung ba Itar 1'0

II.

MW, s.v. vidhi. See also the PW (s.v.) particularly in the sense of (b) 'Verfahren, Weise, Art' or (e) 'ein
feierlicher Act, Ceremonie.'
43
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ga,44 which commonly means 'the way or method of doing a- thing.' Jiischke, however,
expressed doubt as to whether the term can be used safely to mean religious rites or
ceremonies in general. 45 The term 'ritual' is defined or described in the Encyclopaedia
Britannica as 'the performance of ceremonial acts prescribed by tradition or -by sacerdotal
decree.'46
Buddhism in general is not a ritual-oriented religion. It has been a)ready pointed out
that early Buddhism (according to the canonical texts) rejected Vedic-Brahmanical ritualism.
Buddhist criticism was directed particularly against two aspects of ritualism: (a) the
externality of ritual performances such as washing and their ineffectiveness regarding the
post-death state or salvation, and (b) the killing ofliving animals, felling of trees, and razing
of grass, which are incompatible with Buddhist ethics. Two types of reaction occurred: (1) the
introduction of bloodless rituals (including 'non-injury of plants') as substitutes, and (2) the
ethicising or spiritualising of rituals in the sense that the word 'sacrifice' (yafifia) has been
retained but de facto the ritual has been replaced by such practices as donations, the
observation of moral codes and spiritual practices on the actual path of salvation. The former
reaction led, in course of time, to more and more ritual elements gaining admission in or
toleration by Buddhism. It may have also even led, in certain strands of development, to a
reverse process. That is, contrary to the old tendency of replacing rituals with moral and
spiritual practices, moral and spiritual practices have been ritualised or even repressed. 47 Thus
several kinds of ritual can be found in the Vinaya tradition, not to mention ones in Mahayana
Buddhism, particularly in Vajrayana. Several types of texts that are entitled 'ritual procedure'
(vidhi) can be found in the bsTan-'gyur, including ritual procedures for the confession of
transgressions (iipattidesanavidhi), consecrations (prati$!hiividhi), [tantric] configurations
(maorjalavidhi), sacrificial fires (homavidhi), [offerings of] sacrificial cakes (balividhi),
[tantric] initiations (abhi$ekavidhi), [ritual] baths (sniinavidhi), and feast [offerings]
(gaoacakravidhi).
For our purposes here, I shall define the 'ritual procedure for the generation of the
resolve [to strive for] awakening' (bodhicittotpiidavidhi) as 'a modus operandi for formally
generating bodhicitta or for taking the bodhisattva vow (bodhisattvasa/!lvara)-individually
or collectively, with or without an officiant, for the first or nth time-which has a beginning
(or preparatory phase), a middle (or main phase), and an end (or concluding phase), and
during which the candidate is involved mentally, verbally, and physically.' The middle or
main part may be seen as the compact nucleus of the ritual. The whole may be incorporated
into other tantric and non-tantric Mahayana rituals, and may even take place in totally
unritualised or minimally ritualised contexts. Rituals are, I believe, tendentially spontaneous
and simple by nature, although they may start off complex and be simplified or otherwise
modified. One may categorise bodhicittotpiidavidhi into two types: (a) one that is selfcontained- and complete in itself, whether used for the generation of bodhicitta or the bestowal
and assumption of the bodhisattva vow, and (b) another which has been incorporated into and
become an integral part of a whole ritual of much broader dimensions. 48 The one we are
concerned with here is the former kind.

44 Of course, several synonyms and near synonyms of vidhi (e.g. vidhiina, salflvidhiina, kalpa, iiciira. ciiritra,

upaciira,prayoga, and tantra) have also been translated into Tibetan as cho ga (see TSD, s.v.).
45 See JASCHKE 1'881, s.V. cho gao
46 For an outline of the leading theories of ritual over the past century and a discussion of the role of ritual in Zen
Buddhism, which has long been regarded as the least ritualised fonn of Buddhism, see SHARF 2005.

47 SCHMITHAUSEN 1999b: 229-231.
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Like the concept of bodhicitta itself, the bodhicittotpiida ritual must have a history of
its own. The ritual of taking the bodhisattva vow may have been modelled on the procedure
of taking the priitimok$a vows of the Vinaya tradition. The'Vinaya sources known in Tibet
speak broadly of two kinds of propedures for ordination: (a) the previous ritual procedures
(puriikalpa: sngon gyi cho ga) and (b) the present ritual procedure (da ltar gyi cho ga).49
However, only the one said to have been devised by the Buddha himself and conducted by a
committee of monks consisting of five or ten members depending on the remoteness of the
place in which it is conducted, and which is found in both previous and present ritual
procedures, is regarded as a ritual by definition. 50 The first of the ten kinds of previous ritual
procedures is a sort of self-ordination. Indeed, most of the ten cases are characteristically
spontaneously effectuated in the presence of the Buddha. They are simply the result of an
unpremeditated decision to become a bhik$u upon encountering the Buddha and obtaining his
immediate consent. Such procedures were, of course, possible only as long as the Buddha still
walked the earth. We can perhaps reasonably assume that not only the formalised ritual of
taklng the bodhisattva vow of ethical-moral discipline (Si'lasaTf/vara) was inspired ,by or
modelled on the formalised Vinaya ordination (as found in the Pravrajyiivastu); the ritual
procedures for confession (as in the PO$adhavastu) and the restoration (pratikriyii) of broken
vows, along with the Mahayana conventions relating to cardinal (or mortal) transgressions
(miiliipatti) or cardinal offences (piiriijika), were also styled according to the corresponding
Vinaya conventions. The idea of taking the bodhisattva vow on one's own, that is, without an
officiant, may be compared to, and indeed was probably modelled on, the self-ordination of
pratyekabuddhas and of the historical Buddha himself, who is, by the way, conceived in the
Vinaya tradition as the bhik$u par excellence. Similarly, the Buddha's first five disciples are
said to have become bhik$us in virtue of their glimpse of true reality (dharmatii).51
Some Tibetan scholars have realised that a formalised ritual procedure for taking the
bodhisattva vow of ethical-moral discipline (SllasaTf/vara), which is equated by some with the
assuming of prasthiinacitta, can be found in the Bodhisattvabhiimi, but not the corresponding
ritual procedure of assuming pral)idhicitta. They knew, of course, that Atisa had explained the
ritual procedure of assuming pral)idhicitta according to the Maitreya-Asailga tradition-a
procedure for which there seemed to exist no scriptural evidence. In order to resolve this
discrepancy, somebody seems to have conjured up a new explanation: The tradition of
conferring the vow of gra!lidhicitta was initiated by Maitreya and transmitted orally (snyan
brgyud) down to Atisa. 2 Nevertheless, the ach!-al reason why the ritual procedure of assuming
pra!lidhicitta is not found in the Bodhisattvabhiimi or any other work attributed by the
Tibetans to Asailga seems to lie elsewhere. I have already stated that the terms pra!lidhicitta
and prasthiinacitta are not typical of Strand A (represented by the Bodhisattvabhiimi) but
rather of Strand B (later represented by works such as the Bodhicaryiivatiira). Having said
48 The fact that the generation of bodhicitta has been incorporated into most ritual procedures in Tibetan
Buddhism has been, in my view, adequately demonstrated by Stephan Beyer in his studies on the cult of Tara.
See the index in BEYER 1973: 537-538, under the entry 'Thought of enlightenment.'

While the Sanskrit term for sngon gyi cho ga is attested (e.g. Mahiivyutpatti, no. 9281; TSD, s.v. sngon gyi clIO
ga; cf. MW, s.v. puriikalpa), the Sanskrit term for da lta'i cho ga has not been traced. For a detailed discussion
ofsngon gyi cho ga and da ltar gyi cho ga, see the mTso !ik(pp. 46.3-61.21).

49

so See, for example, the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p: 37.6): sngon chog mtshan nyid pa ni gsol bzhi'o II; ibid. (p.
39.10-11): sngon chog gi rjes su bcas pa'i gsol bzhi'i cho ga 'khor bcas da Ita'i cho ga dngos yin zhing I.
Such a precedent could be used by a lay tantric practitioner to claim the status of not only a normal bhi{qu but
indeed of a bhi{qu par excellence.

SI

52 Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.7-8): len pa 'i cho ga thogs med sogs Icyi gzhung d" smon sems le~ pa 'i sgros mi gsal
yangjo bo rjes gsal bar gsungs pa byams mgon nas brgyud pa'i man ngag snyan brgyud du bzhed ....
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that, this does not mean that the Bodhisattvabhiimi of Strand A has no parallel for the terms
prwzidhicitta and prasthiinacitta. In fact, pra/:zidhicitta can be equated with or subsumed
under the prathamacittotpiida of the Bodhisattvabhiimi, which is defined there as the most
excellent of the prarzidhiinas, while prasthiinacitta can be equated with or subsumed under
prayoga or caryii, which includes the Sllasarrzvara formally taken by a bodhisattva as part of
the ritual procedure (explicitly described in Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.10). The candIdate taking the
sflasarrzvara is spoken of as either a householder or an ordained bodhisattva. 53 It is significant
that he is further described as someone who has already made a resolution (krtaprarzidhiina)
to strive for the highest awakening. 54 The question now is: at what point does the
Bodhisattvabhiimi teach about formally becoming a bodhisattva?
The complex ritual procedure for the generation of prarzidhicitta according to the

Maitreya-Asanga tradition said to have been transmitted by Atisa may have been based on
Bodhisattvabhiimi l.2 (§1.1.2), where the method for formally becoming a bodhisattva, that
is, for generating the initial resolve (prathamacittotpiida) to become a buddha, is given in

clear and simple terms, which in tum may be, as I have already tried to show, modelled on the
initial resolve said to have been produced by the historical Buddha in the past. But although
such initial resolve can be made during or by means of a ritual, I do not contend that the
method of generating bodhicitta taught in Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§ 1.1.2) is a full-fledged
bodhicittotpiida ritual, at least not in the sense of what we know from later manuals. What is
perhaps worth recollecting here is that the initial resolve to become a bodhisattva seems to be
less formal or even less significant in the Bodhisattvabhiimi than in the Mafijusn-Nagarjuna
tradition, probably because, according to its theory of spiritual disposition (gotra), only those
who by nature possess the spiritual disposition of a bodhisattva can become bodhisattvas.
9. What Is Actually Generated by the Ritual?

There does not seem to be one simple answer to the question what is actually generated by
means of the ritual. Prajfiakaramati, in commenting upon the expression
sugatiitmajasarrzvariivatiira (in Bodhicaryiivatiira l.lc), obviously distinguishes two
consecutive processes, namely, 'taking hold of bodhicitta' (bodhicittagraharza) and 'fully
accepting the bodhisattva vows' (bodhisattvasi~iisamiidiina).55 In other words, the
generation of bodhicitta and the formal commitment to keep the bodhisattva vow are
considered by him to be two different consecutive steps. According to some, it is only the
'conventional' bodhicitta that is generated by ritual, whereas according to others the
'absolute' bodhicitta is too. We shall return to this controversy below. Even among those who
maintain that 'conventional' bodhicitta is generated by means of ritual, there does not seem to
be a consensus. According to Kong-sprul's understanding of the Mafijusn-Nagarjuna tradition
and of Santideva, the arising of the 'mere thought of attaining bodhi' (byang chub 'thob par
'dod pa 'i blo tsam) is not dependent on ritual, whereas prarzidhicitta, identified with the
actual cittotpiida, and prasthiinacitta, identified with the actual vow (sarrzvara), are both
dependent on ritual procedures. 56 The Sa-skya-pas are said to make distinctions between
prarzidhicitta and prarzidhicittotpiida, and between prasthiinacitta and prasthiinacittotpiida as
well. Mere prarzidhicitta and prasthiinacitta are, according to them, not vows (sarrzvara),

53

Bodhisattvabhumi 1.10 (WOGIHARA, p. 152.22-23; DUTr, p. 105.8).

54

BodhisattVabhumi 1.10 (WOGIHARA, p. 152.24-25; DUTr, p. 105.8-9).

55 Bodhicaryiivatiirapaiijikii (p. 2.17-18): te~iim samvariivatiiram
samvara(J, bodhicittagrahalJapurvakam bodhisattva§i~iisamiidiinam I.
56

Shes bya mdzod (p. 352.30-33).

samvarmJam samvriyate vii aneneti
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whereas pra/Jidhicittotpiida and prasthiinacittotpiida are. 57 Kong-sprul himself distinguishes
three kinds of bodhisattva vow taken in accordance with ritual procedures: one common
(taken together withpriitimo~a), one uncommon, and one undergone in the tantric context. 58
In any case, we can take for grarit~d that what is hoped will be generated by means of the
ritual is resolve to become a buddha. In reality, as ' Jigs-med-gling-pa puts it, what is decisive
here is not the act of generating bodhicitta but the actual arising of it. 59
10. The Optionality of an Officiant in the Two Traditions

An officiant is not considered indispensable for either tradition. If no officiant is available,
one can perform the rites on one's own before a reverential object that represents the
buddha's body, speech, or mind, such as a statue, scripture, or stiipa, respectively. If
something like this is not available, one should visualise buddhas and bodhisattvas in the
space in front of and above oneself.6o Although the absence of an officiant is permissible in
both traditions, the Maitreya-Asanga tradition is stricter in its definition of situations in which
this exception is made. There, one can proceed without an officiant only after searching far
and wide for one, or if one's life or celibacy (in case of ordained monks and nuns) is at risk. 61
It is said that according to Bodhibhadra and others an officiant may be absent only during
conferral rites, and not, therefore, during rites of restoration. 62 The difficulty is that there seem
to be several kinds of restoration depending on the nature and extent of the damage, and it is
not quite clear what kind of restoration is meant here. In any case, the ritual procedure for the
initial bodhisattva vow is described in the Bodhisattvabhiimi in such a way that it seems
impossible to perform without an officiant. 63 By contrast, for the ritual of reconfirming the
bodhisattva vow, the optionality of an officiant is there made explicit. 64 Klong-chen-pa offers
an alternative explanation of the optionality and obligatoriness of an officiant. According to

57

Shes bya mdzod (pp. 352.33-353.4).

58

Shes bya mdzod (pp. 353.32-354.4).

59

Yon Ian mdzod (p. 44.3-4): sems mchog bskyed pa mi glso skyes pa glso

II.

60 The optionalily of an officiant in both traditions is made clear in the Bodhimiirgapradfpapanjikii. For the text
and translation of the pertinent passage, see SHERBURNE 2000: 154-155. See also the Yid bzhin mdzod (p. 77.23):
ji Itar bskyed Ishul rnam pa gnyis yin Ie II
bla ma mchog dang dkon mchog drung du len II.
sDom gsum mam nges (p. 21.4):
rgyaf ba 'i rten fa 'ang rung bar srof gnyis mthun II.
See also the Shes bya mdzod (pp. 355.1-3, 358.3-4).

61 To authenticate this statement, Kong-sprul (Shes bya mdzod, p. 358.4-6) cites a passage from the
Bodhisattvabhiimi, which I have not been able to locate, at least not in the S'fapatafa.
62 Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.6-7): nyams na gso ba la bla ma nges pa [= par?] dgos pa gnas brtan byang bzang
sogs bzhed do II. The position of Bodhibhadra, however, seems to be rather more complex and requires further

verification.
63

See Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1 0 (WOGIHARA, pp. 152.22-155.21; DUn", pp. 105.7-107.5).

Bodhisattvabhiimi
1.10
(WOGIHARA,
p.
181.15-18; DUn", p.
124.25-27):
etad api
bodhisattvasaf!1varasamiidiinam I yadi lair gUiJair [= °nail) WOGIHARA] yuktal; pudgalo na saf!1nihilal; syiit I
lato bodhisaltvena tathiigalapratimiiyiiil puralal; svayam eva bodhisattvaHlasaf!1varasamiidiinaf!1 kara!llyO/.n I·
The fact that the optionalily of an officiant here applies to the reconfirmation and not the initial acceptance of the
bodhisattva vow is clear from the context. See ibid. (WOGIHARA, pp. 180.21-182.5; DUn", p. 124.10-16).
64
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him, some superior individuals from the very outset take the bodhisattva vow before the
Three Jewels on their own. As for average people, they take it from a master (guru) for the
first time, but later, at the time of restoration or while repeating the acceptance of the
bodhisattva vow, they can do so without a master before the Three Jewels. 65 However, Yontan-rgya-mtsho adds that the practice of performing ritual oneself (if one is capable of doing
so) is in accordance with Atisa's Bodhipathapradfpa, which explairis this'practice according
to the Maiijusrfbuddha~etriilal!lkiirasutra. 66
The optionality of an officiant in the bodhicittotpiida ritual mentioned in some sources
is traditionally interpreted in such a way as to bring it into harmony with the obligatoriness of
an officiant expressed in other sources. If, however, we ignore such interpretations, the
practice seems to reflect the historical background of the bodhicitta doctrine, for it is
reminiscent of self-ordination in the Vinaya tradition. In the later systematised ritual
procedure of the priitimo~a vow, a committee of ten (or five) members chaired by the
leading officiant is indispensable. The only cases of self-ordination mentioned in the Vinaya
context are that of a pratyekabuddha and that of the Buddha himself. Since bodhicitta is
fundamentally the resolve to become a buddha, it is historically conceivable that the
generation of such resolve was originally not envisaged along the lines of a ritual dependent
on an officiant, but as in the case of the Buddha or of a pratyekabuddha in the Vinaya context.
Nevertheless, for traditions that insist on the continuity and indispensability of a lineage and
on dependence on a master (guru), the optionality of an officiant would be counterproductive,
for it would render a transmission lineage redundant. In my view, it is for similar reasons that
a pratyekabuddha came to be later reinterpreted as one who had once been a sriivaka of
special calibre and who, in his last existence, awakened independently, without, that is, any
formal teacher and in the absence of an established teaching tradition.
11. Qualifications for Officiants in the Two Traditions

The Tibetan discussions of qualifications for teachers according to the Vinaya and the tantric
and non-tantric Mahayana require a separate study. One may consult the writings of Klongchen-pa, where the various qualifications are discussed in great detai1. 67 What we shall look at
here is the qualifications of the officiant performing the bodhicittotpiida rites. The
qualifications are more or less the same within the two traditions. The following verse from
the Bodhicaryiivatiira is often cited in Tibetan sources as the scriptural authority of the
Mafijusri-Nagarjuna tradition relating to the criteria for an officiant: 68

Yid bzhin mdzod 'gre! (vol. 2, p. 824.4-6): gang zag dam pa kha cig dkon mchog drung du rang gis len pa yin
la I phal pa dag bla ma las len to II len tshul 'dra '0 II phyis gso dus sam yang nas yang du bskyed dus bla ma las
gzhan dkon mehog gi drung du byed pa yin no II.
65

Rig 'dzin Jug ngogs (p. 128.7-9): rang stobs kyi nus pa yod na rten med kyang rgyal ba sras beas mdun
mkhat bsam la de'i drung du Zen par yang Jam dpal zhing bkod kyi mdo las gsungs pa Itar lam sgron du bshad
do II. See EIMER 1978: 116-117; First Bhiivaniikrama (po 193.8-9): yathii maiijusriyii 'mbarariijabhutena
bodhicittam utpiiditam tathotpiidanryabl.
66

6' See, for example, the Yid bzhin mdzod (pp. 38.3-44.4); Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (pp. 204.2-272.3); Sems nyid
ngal gso (pp. 38.5-49.3); Shing rta chen po (vol. I, pp. 369.5-421.2). See also the Shes bya mdzod (pp. 303.9310.24).
68

Bodhiealyiivatiira 5.102:
sadii kalyiitlQmitram eajlvitiirthe 'pi na tyajet I
bodhisattvavratadharam mahiiyiiniirthakovidam

II.
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Never, even at the cost of one's life, should one forsake a sf.iritual friend who upholds the
bodhisattva vow and is skilled in the meaning of the Mahayana. 9
Correspondingly within the Maitreya-Asailga tradition, the following verse from the
Bodhipathapradlpa is often cited: 70
One who is skilled in the rinial of the vowWho himself abides by the vow,
Shows readiness to confer the vow, and is compassionateShould be known as a good master. 71
Generally, it is agreed that the spiritual friend or teacher who confers the vow should have
taken the bodhisattva vow himself, be an expert in the ritual procedure, have no material
interests and be benevolent. 72
12. The Eligibility of Candidates in the Two Traditions

Tibetan scholars, in discussing the eligibility of candidates, often speak about two kinds of
receptacles (rten), namely, the receptacle for the arising (skye ba'i rten) and the receptacle for
the subsistence (gnas pa 'i rten) of bodhicitta or the bodhisattva vow. The former is further
subdivided into a physical receptacle (Ius kyi rten) and mental receptacle (bsam pa 'i rten).73 It
is very clear that according to the Maiijusn-Nagfujuna tradition it is the mental receptacle, that
is, the mental receptivity, that is decisive, and not the physical receptacle, or the physical form
of life. In other words, being a woman, a lay person, a non-Buddhist, someone who has
committed one of the five heinous deeds, or even a non-human being is in principle no barrier
to the generation of bodhicitta or to the acceptance of the bodhisattva VOW. 74 The notion that
even non-humans can generate bodhicitta is based on siitra references where gods (deva),
niigas, demigods (asura), and so forth are said to have generated the resolve to strive for the
highest awakening. 75 According to the Maitreya-Asailga tradition, the physical receptacle

69

The English translation given here is according to CROSBY & SKILTON 1995; 43.

Bodhipalhapradfpa 23 (EIMER 1978; 116.1-4):
sdam pa 'i cho ga la mkhas dang II
bdag nyid gang zhig sdam la gnas II
sdam pa 'bogs bzod snying rjer Idan II
bla ma bzang pOl' shes par bya II.
For text and translations, see EIMER 1978: 116-117; SHERBURNE 2000: 8-9. For the text and translation of the
commentary, see SHERBURNE 2000: 150-153.

70

71 Cf. the First Bhiivaniikrama (p. 193.5-6); sal71varas ca vijiiiilapralibalasaJ?1varasthitii[tJ kalyii(1amilriit purato
griihya/:ll; EIMER 1978; 116-117.

See, for example, the sDom gsum rnam nges (p. 21.2); len Ishul sdom gnas dge ba 'i bshes gnyen la
the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 125.18-126.6); Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.1-3).

72

73

II. See also

Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 155.10-156.4). See also the Dwags po thaI' rgyan (pp. 132.17-133.5).

74 Grub mtha' mdzod (pp. 190.5-191.2): dbu ma pa'i lugs kyi Iheg chen la mos sizing sangs rgyas thob 'dod can
gyi Iha dang klu la sogs pa la 'ang skye bar 'dod de I shes rab kyi pha 1'01 tu phyin pa brgyad stong pa las I ...
rgya mtshos zhus pa las I ... skyes zin gnas pa 'i rlen ni 'gro ba rigs Inga gang la 'ang rung ngo II. sDom gsum
rnam nges (p. 21.2): theg chen snod gyur dad Idan slob ma .... Cf. also ibid. (p. 24.4-5):
skye ba'i rten ni Iha klu 'phrog ma sags II
sdig can la yang skye bar klu sgrub bzhed II.
See also ibid. (p. 24.5-6), where reference to the verse from the Ratnolkiidhiira(1' cited in the Sil~iisamuccaya
(BENDALL, p. 2.16-17; VAIDYA, p. 4.22-23) is made.
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must be under at least one of the seven kinds of pratirnok!;a vow (i.e. must be a human being
who is a lay or ordained Buddhist).76 All the criteria a candidate for the priitirnok!;a vow is
expected to fulfil according to the Vinaya tradition are thus automatically presupposed here. 77
Needless to say, according to both traditions there must be a mental receptacle that is
saturated with the desire to become a buddha for the sake of all sentient beings. 78 Unlike the
priitirnok!;a vow, which is automatically annulled after death, the bodhisattva vow is supposed
to persist. And hence, according to Klong-chen-pa, any of the five forms of existence can be
the 'receptacle for the subsistence' of the bodhisattva VOW. 79 This, however, presents a
problem for the Maitreya-Asanga tradition, especially when it insists on the need for the
physical receptacle to be under a priitirnok!;a vow.
One of the Tibetan scholars who attempted to harmonise the two traditions regarding
the eligibility of candidates was Klong-chen-pa: 8o
[I] take the two traditions to be non-contradictory in essence for the following [reasons]: When
one generates the resolve [to strive for awakening], [it] may not be called a priilirnok$a vow, but
in reality it must be something essentially similar, such as the capacity to pledge not to kill
[sentient beings]. Hence, from this standpoint, the similarity of the receptacles is ascertained. In
fact, [bodhicitta in both cases] is certain to arise [only in an individual whose] mind has turned
away from [the thOUght of] injury. [According to both traditions, the candidate] must be
someone who is capable of observing one of the priilirnok$a vows; otherwise [bodhicitta] cannot
arise in [the continuum of] anybody, inasmuch as [the non-observance of the priilimok$a vow]
contradicts the cittolpiida vow.
The point Klong-chen-pa is trying to make is that there cannot possibly be a bodhisattva who
is incapable of observing at least one of the pratimok!;a vows. This notion is very much
consistent with the ethical-moral discipline of the three vehicles (yana), according to which a
sravaka strives to refrain from harming or injuring others, a bodhisattva not only refrains

from harming or injuring others but even tries to benefit them, and a practitioner ofVajrayana
not only tries to benefit other sentient beings, but attempts to do so in the manner of a buddha.
And therefore, so long as there is the thought of injuring others, there cannot be the thought of
benefiting others, these two thoughts being simply incompatible.
Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho who to a great extent followed Klong-chen-pa and incorporated
his method of harmonising the two traditions, recorded an alternative way of resolving the
apparent contradiction between the two traditions: The criteria prescribed by the MafijusriNagarjuna tradition for candidates are interpreted as applying merely to the generation of
75 See, for example, the Samiidhiriijasiilra (according to REGAMEY 1938: 48-49): aprameyal)am ca saltviina~1
devamiinu$ikiiyai} prajaya anuttarayam samyaksambadhau cittiiny ulpanniini.... See also the Rig 'dzin 'jug
ngags (pp. 154.17-155.1).
76

See Badhipalhapradfpa 20. For text and translations, see ELMER 1978: 114-15; SHERBURNE 2000: 8-9.

77 Grub mlha' mdzad (p. 190.4): dang po ni sems Isam pa Itar na so sal' Ihar pa rigs bdun dang Idan pa ni Ius kyi
rlen du 'dod de I lam sgran las .... Cf. Shing rIa chen po (vol. I, pp. 538.4-539.2). See also the sDam gsum rnam
nges (p. 24.5): Ihags med de 'i rlen so Ihar dgas zhes gsungs II.
78 Cf. the Grub mlha' mdzad (p. 191.4): bsam pa'i rlen ni dad sags bsad nams kyi bla khyad par can dang Idan
pa '0 II; Siring rIa ch,)!) po (vol. I, pp. 539.4-5): dad sags bsad nams kyi bla khyad par can ni bsam pa 'i rlen yin
Ie I dkan mchag la la la'i mdo las .. ..

Shing rIa chen po (vol. 1, p. 539.6): gnas pa'i rlen niyang I gang la skyes pa de'i rlen la nyams pa 'i rgyu rna
byung gi bar du gnas so II.

79

80 Shing rIa chen po (vol. I, p. 539.2-6): lugs 'di gnyis kyang don gyis mi 'gal bar go sle I 'di lIar sems bsJ..yed
dus so sal' Ihar pa 'i sdam par ming rna blags kyang I don 'dra bar srog mi gcod par dam 'cha' nus pa la sags pa
dgos pas I de'i cha nas rlen 'dra rung du nges Ie I don la gnod pa las blo log pa zhig la skye nges so II so sal'
thaI' pa 'i sdom pa gang rung sdom nus pa zhig med na gang la 'ang mi skye sle I sems bskyed de nyid kyi bslab
pa dang 'gal ba 'i phyir 1'0 II.
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pra/Jidhicitta, not, that is, to the generation of prasthiinacitta.· Conversely, the criteria
prescribed by the Maitreya-Asanga tradition are interpreted as applying merely to the
generation of prasthiinacitta, not to the generation of pra/Jidhicitta. In this way, even by the
standards set by the MafijusIi-NagijIjuna tradition, a candidate must be a human being who
abides by at least one of the priitimo~a vows in order to qualifY as a candidate for the
generation ofprasthiinacitta. Likewise, by the standards set by the Maitreya-Asangatradition,
a candidate need not be a human being who abides by at least one of the priitimo~a vows in
order to generate merely pralJidhicitta. And therefore, according to this solution, although the
two traditions may appear to differ in regard to the range of the receptacles (rten rgya che
chung), the flexibility of admission ('jug sgo yangs dog), and so forth, they are, in reality, of
the same quintessence (gnad gcig).81
Thus Tibetan scholars have, exegetically speaking, made quite ingenious attempts to
hannonise the two bodhicittotpiida traditions, namely, the naive or idealistic MafijusrINagaIjuna tradition and the rather pragmatic and realistic Maitreya-Asanga one. I offer my
own assessment of the two traditions in terms of the receptacle (rten). These idealistic and
realistic perceptions of the receptacle seem, in my view, to be rooted in doctrinal or
philosophical differences between the two traditions as regards sentient beings, particularly in
their theories of the spiritual disposition (gotra). The reason why the MafijusIi-NagaIjuna
tradition professes a rather idealistic view of the receptacle is probably due to its ekagotra
theory, according to which there is only one universal spiritual disposition, which implies that
there is no sentient being that does not possess the capacity or potential to become a buddha.
The universal spiritual disposition presupposed by it was not, however, understood in a
positive sense, as was done in the Tathagatagarbha tradition.
The pragmatic and realistic notion of the receptacle in the Maitreya-Asanga tradition,
on the other hand, seems to be rooted in the Yogacara theory of five kinds of spiritual
dispositions, according to which not all sentient beings possess the same desire and capacity
to reach the goal of Buddhahood, and certain sentient beings possess no spiritual disposition
at all. The Bodhisattvabhumi, representing the Maitreya-Asanga tradition, makes it
unequivocally clear that while the presence of the right gotra is no guarantee that
Buddhahood will be attained,82 the absence of such a gotra (in spite of all attempts to generate
the resolve to strive for awakening) totally deprives one of the chance to become a buddha. 83
Thus the differences in the perceptions of the eligibility of a bodhicittotpiida candidate in the
MafijusIi-NagiiIjuna and Maitreya-Asanga traditions is,· in my view, doctrinally connected
with the differences in their perceptions of gotra. This explanation not only supports my
theory of different grades of conservatism in the two strands of bodhicittotpiida traditions but
also supports Sa-paIJ.' s proposition that the differences of the two traditions rest on the
differences in their philosophical view (lta ba). However, later Tibetan scholars seem to have
understood Sa-paIJ. as referring to philosophical views only in connection with reality or
emptiness. If my assessment here holds, it would imply that Sa-pal).'s designation of this

81

Rig 'dzin Jug ngogs (p. 155.1-10).

82 Bodhisaltvabhiimi 1.1 (DUIT, p. 1.19-20): sa cet punar gotrasthas cillaf!1 notpiidayati bodhicmyiisu na
prayujyate na ~ipraf!1 bodhim iiriigayati [= aradhayati?] .... The Tibetan translation (WOGIHARA, p. 2.20-23)
here reads byang chub myur du 'grub par mi 'gyur ro and seems to indicate na ~ipraf!1 bodhim iiriidhayali. See
also ibid, (WOGIHARA, p. 11.2-18): caturbhi/:l kiiral;1ai/:l evaf!1 gotrasampanno 'pi bodhisattva/:l no saknoty
anullariif!1 samyaksaf!1bodhim abhisaf!1boddhuf!1 ....

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1 (Durr, p. 1.16-18; cf. WOGIHARA, p. 2.13-17): agotrastha/; pZldgolo gotre 'sali
cillotpiide 'pi yatnasamiisraye saty abhavyas ciinullariiyii/:l samyaksaf!1bodhe/:l paripiirayel; Bodhisattvabhiimi
1.1 (WOGIHARA, p. 11.18-19; DUIT, p. 7.23-24): asati tu golre sarvel;1a sarva", sarvathii bodher apriiplir eva
veditavyii I.
83
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tradition as the 'Cittamiitra tradition' is justified purely from the viewpoint of the gotra
theory, especially if one takes works such as the Bodhisattvabhumi as the scriptural authority
of this tradition.
13. The Preparatory Procedures of the Bodhicittotpiida Ritual

The bodhicitta ritual traditionally consists of three steps, namely, the preparatory procedures
(sbyor ba), main procedures (dgnos gzhi), and concluding procedures (rjes or mjug),
collectively referred to as sbyor dngos rjes (or mjug) gsum. For several reasons, it is quite
difficult to form a clear and comprehensive picture of the supposed differences between the
ritual procedures of the two traditions. Nonetheless, in order to convey an impression of how
at least some Tibetan scholars have perceived these distinctions, I shall attempt to present
them mainly along the lines ofYon-tan-rgya-mtsho's Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs:

-+_:' '" ___ ._.

'Ma.iiI\lIIi:.!'if~g~Dll!,~jI~_diii~;;
)vlahrex~:JI,s,!ilga Tradition,_
; Pra(lidhicitta and Prasthiinacitta ;
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Prasthiinacitta
-( I) -RectifYing one' s- attin,d~ (bY; (ij\;eriry;;g-tlWrec.;pta~i~ -r- (i)The~~d{&te;-s' makillgthe
bcas pal through three special
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three instructions
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The pra/:zidhicitta and prasthiinacitta vows are bestowed on the same occasion according to
the MafiJusrl-Niigiirjuna tradition, 84 but separately according to the Maitreya-Asailga
tradition. 5 The three methods of generating enthusiasm for bodhicitta mentioned in the table
above are (1) generating a sense of discontent with the extreme of saT[lsiira ('khor ba'i mtha'
la skyo ba bskyed pa), (2) putting a stop to the attachment to the extreme of nirviil)a (zhi ba'i
mtha' la zhen pa bkag pa), and (3) avoiding the two extremes of saT[lsiira and nirviil)a (mtha'
gnyis spong ba).86 The preparatory procedures (sbyor ba) of the bodhicittotpiida ritual seem to
differ from source to source. I have followed Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho's Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs both

sDam gsum mam nges (p. 21.2-3):
yan lag bdun mthar sman 'jug stabs gcig tu II
len cing rang gzhan dga' ba sgam pa mams II
klu sgrub lugs yin ....
Rig 'dzin 'jug ngags (p. 126.18-19): ... sman 'jug gnyis stabs gcig tu len ....
84

&S

sDam gsum mam nges (p. 21.3--4): ." thags med bzhed pa ni

86

Rig 'dzin 'jug ngags (p. 126.12-14).

I ... sman

'jug cha ga so so 'i sgo nas len

II.
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for the Mafijusn-Nagiitjuna tradition87 and for the pra/Jidhicitta of the Maitreya-Asanga
tradition,88 and Kong-sprul' s Shes bya mdzod for the prasthiinacitta of the Maitreya-Asanga
tradition. 89 Some of the preparatory processes of the Maitreya-Asanga tradition, such as the
candidate's initial request, can be found in the Bodhisattvabhiimi. 9o

14. The Main Procedures of the Bodhicittotpiida Ritual
The most significant part of the ritual is of course the main procedure (dngos gzhi), in regard
to which the two traditions again differ. The differences may be summarised as follows:
.. - . ,-

.--.--~.---.--.-.-,

..-.-,..--

Maiijusri·Nagrujuna Tradition

Maitreya-Asailga Tradition

P;:al;lldhicitta and Prasthii~acitta

Prasthiinacitta

(I) Trainmg one's mind (blo~~-T(ijASsu~gp;:al'idhi~itia(a)o~~~~~'s ".1'1,,, officiant asks the
sbyong) by practising the exchange own strength (rang stobs), by awakening i candidate three times
of one's happiness for the snfferings lone's spiritual disposition (gotra), (b) on 1 ifhe or she wants to
of others (bde sdug gtong len)
! the strength of others (gzhan stobs), by i take the vow of
(2) Drawing the attention [of
witnessing the benefit of perfect
ethical-moral
buddhas and bodhisattvas] three
awakening and so forth, (c) on the
; discipline (sila), and
times (dgongs gsol gsum)
strength of preparatory practice (sbyor
each time the
ba 'i stobs), which involves the
candidate answers:
(3) Reciting the ritual text
(cho ga 'i tshig) which contains the
generation of three notions ('du shes i "Yes, [1 want to] take
ritual words for generating both
gsum bskyed)
it.,,9)
pral;lidhicitta and prasthiinacitta
(2) Drawing the attention [of buddhas
three times
and bodhisattvas] three times
(4) The vow is complete at the end
(dgongs gsol gsum)92
of the third recitation"
(3) Reciting the pertinent ritual

i

_.~ __ ~_,_ .. __~ ____._.,. ________ ~ ___1~ ____ ~ ____ !..~~!_t4!'.~,~!~~§. _______ _

The three notions are, according to Kong_sprul,94 discontentment with saTflsiira ('khor ba fa
skye ba), detachment from nirvii/Ja (myang 'das fa mi zhen pa), and enthusiasm for bodhicitta
(byang chub kyi sems fa spro ba). We have seen that the three are also called three

Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 126.11-16). Cf. the Shes bya mdzod (p. 355.3-4). See also the Grub mtha' mdzod (p.
198.3-6): sbyor ba ni dkon mchog gi drung du mchod pa bsham ste 1 slob mas phyag dang malJqal phulla 1 slob
dpon gyis sems bskyed pa 'i phan yon la sogs pas blo beos te 1 sems tsam pa Itar na bar chad dri ba dang bslab
pa khas blang pa la sogs pa byas nas sems bskyed 'bogs kyang 'dir dbu ma pa'i lugs kyis 1 ... yan lag bdun pa
rgyas bsdus gang rung byas la I.
87

" Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 127.6-10). Cf. the Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.11-12).
89 The preparatory procedures (sbyor ba) are presented here according to the Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.16-18). See
also the Rig 'dzin 'jugngogs(p.127.15-17).
90 The candidate approaches a qnalified bodhisattva teacher and requests conferral of the bodhisattva vow. See
Bodhisattvabhumi 1.10 (WOGIHARA, p. 153.2-5; Dun, p. 105.11-12): taviiha/fl kulaputrii/fltikiid
bodhisattvaSflasa/flvarasamiidiinam akii/fl~iimy iidiitum 1 tad arhasy anuparodhena muhurtam asmiikam
anukampayii diitu/fl srotu/fl ca I.

91 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 126.16-19). Cf. the Shes bya mdzod (p. 355.4-5).
92 This step is included in the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 127.12) but excluded in the Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.1213).

93 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 127.17-20); Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.18).
94

Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.14-15).
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instructions (gdams ngag gsum) or three efficient strategies (thabs gsum).95 The procedure of
reciting the pertinent ritual text three times is omitted by Kong_spru1 96• but included by
mKhan-po Y on-tan-rrora-mtsho who cites the beginning and end of the ritual text read out
during the proceedings. 97
15. The Concluding Procedures of the Bodhicittotpiida Ritual

The following chart shows the concluding steps of the bodhicittotpiida ritual according to the
two traditions:

~ L~~~j~~~~~~:r~:~~~~-~~L=~~;;i~~~~~iti~~e~~~:~T;!2!~1:~:;tt~
~._~
i
e!
I
i:
i
i
i
...

(I) Rejoicing to oneself
, (I) Generating joy (spro
(rang dga' ba sgom pal
ba bskyed pal
(2) Letting others rejoice
(2) Explaining precepts
o
,
(gzhan dga' ba sgom du gzhug)
(bslab bya bstan pal
~
OJ)
(3) Explaining precepts in brief (bslab !,
(3) Offering gifts
S i
byamdotsambshadpa)
of thanks
'g , (4) Offering some gifts of thanks ! (gtang rag gtang bar
-u§'
(gtang rag 'bul ba)98
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_~
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(I) Requesting that notice be taken

,

1

'I'

!

I:

(mkhyen par gsol ba)
(2) Explaining the benefits
(phan yon bstan pal
(3) Counselling to be discreet
(gsangbargdamspa)
(4) Explaining precepts
(bslab bya bstan pal
(5) Offering some gifts of thanks

__________.________-'_____________ .1. ___ ___ (g!'!1JgJEZ...:pu.(~lI)'OO

16. Observances and Offences Presented in the Two Traditions

As Ratniikarasanti's Ratniilokiilal'J'lkiira suggests, 10 1 there must have been various positions in
India regarding the precise number of miiliipattis taught in the Akiisagarbhasutra, which has
been cited by both the Sutrasamuccaya and the Si~iisamuccaya. In order to show how
bodhicitta was cultivated in the broader context of bodhisattva ethical-moral discipline, I here
briefly present, primarily following the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs, the cardinal transgressions and
venial offences (du$krta) according to the two traditions. It should be noted in general that
according to the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs, these transgressions are relevant only for bodhisattvas
(humans and non-humans) who are still worldly beings (Prthagjana), that is, those who have
not yet attained the path of seeing (darSanamiirga~, since the bodhisattva saints are
considered to be ethically and morally incorruptible. 02 This is reminiscent of .the non-

95

Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 126.12-14).

96

Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.12-13).

Rig 'dzin 'jugngogs (p. 127.12-14): "From '1, who am called by name so and so, in this lifetime and .. .' until
'will liberate [them] into the state of nirviilJa'" ( ... bdag ming 'di zhes bgyi ba skye ba 'di dang I zhes pa nas
mya ngan las 'da' bar bgyi'o zhespa'i bar.... ).

91

Shes bya mdzod (p. 355.5-6); Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 126.19-20). Note that whereas Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho
places 'offering gifts of thanks' at the end, Kong-sprul has 'explaining precepts in brief.'

98

99

Shes bya mdzod (p. 358.14-15); Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 126.19-20).

100

Shes bya mdzod (p. 355.18_20); Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 127.20-128.2).

101

Ratniikarasiinti, Ratniilokiilal/lkiira (p, fols. 319b5-320a4; D, fol. 273a4-b2; S, vol. 64, pp. 760.17-761.17).

102 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 134.15-17): de dag byang sems kyi spyod pa la zhugs pa yan chod [= chad]la rtsa
!tung 'byung ba mi srid pas so skya'i [= skye'i] gang zag mi dang gnod sbyan [= sbyin] sogs gang yang rung
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Mahayiina notion that an arhat is incapable of deliberately hurting another sentient being. The
infallibility (or fallibility) of the ethical-moral discipline of Buddhist saints is in itself an
interesting theme, but one which cannot be elaborated in this study. The cardinal
transgressions and venial offences, as presented in the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs, are as follows:
Maitreya-Asailga Traditio;';
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(a) The Cardinal Transgressions in the Mafijusri-Nagarjuna Tradition

The Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs lists twenty cardinal transgressions in the Maiijusn-Nagarjuna
tradition. Eighteen out of the twenty are cited according to the Akiisagarbhasutra in the
Sik$iisamuccaya by Siintideva. The number eighteen is, however, not explicitly mentioned in
the latter. For the sake of convenience, Siintideva has summarised these cardinal
transgressions in verses. 103 An additional cardinal transgression, found in the
Upiiyakausalyasutra, is also cited by Santideva without being termed the 'nineteenth cardinal
transgression' (described by Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho as the abandonment of prm:lidhicitta).104
The twentieth cardinal transgression, which is apparently not mentioned by Siintideva, is
drawn from the RatnakUtasutra and described by Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho as the abandonment of
prasthiinacitta. 105

ba'i byang sems kyi sdam ldan la ltung bayin par gsungs so II. Cf the Sikeiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p, 64.17-18;
tasyiidhikarmikasya badhisattvasya yathii samutthitiis tii iipattlb pratideSayati I.

VAIDYA, p, 40.1-2):
10J

Sikeiisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp, 66,15-67.13; VAIDYA, p. 4U-18); for an English translation, see BENDALL

& ROUSE 1922: 70-71.
104 See the Sikeiisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 66.9-14; VAIDYA, p, 40.25-30); for an English translation, see
BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 70. See also the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 134,17-135.1).
105 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 134.17-135.3), Cf., however, SOBISCH 2002: 91, n, 249: " ... they are nineteen or
twenty roots according to the Miidhyamikas. They are nineteen according to Siintideva's Sik$iisamuccaya, which
quotes the Akiisagarbhasutra, and twenty according to the Ratnaku{a ...." There seems to be some confusion
here, Siintideva's citation of the Akiisagarbhasiitra does not contain all nineteen cardinal transgressions.
According to the Tibetan tradition, it contains only eighteen, The nineteenth cardinal transgression is drawn from
the Upiiyakausalyasiitra, and the twentieth (and not all twenty!) from the Ratnakii!asutra.
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The five cardinal transgressions liable to be committed by (or occur to) kings (rgya po
la 'byung nye ba)106 may be summarised as followS: 107 (1) plundering or causing to plunder
tbe property of tbe Three Jewels, (2) denouncing the Buddhist doctrine (be it Mahayana or
non-Mahayana) and causing it to be destroyed, (3) causing any member of tbe ordained
Buddhist community (saTflgha) to be disrobed, assaulted or killed, (4) c01I1J.11itting one of the
five deeds of immeasurable gravity (i.e. patricide, matricide, killing an arhat, causing a
schism in tbe Saqtgha, and malevolently causing a tathiigata to bleed), (5) holding false views
(such as tbe denial of tbe principle of cause and effect and future existences) and causing
otber sentient beings to exhibit unwholesome attitudes or actions.
Of the five cardinal transgressions liable to be committed by ministers, the first four
are identical witb tbe first four relating to kings. The fifth cardinal transgression is tbe
extermination of villages, towns, and cities out of malevolence. 108 The eight cardinal
transgressions liable to occur to normal citizens may be paraphrased as follows: 109 (l)
prematurely giving teachings on emptiness (sunyatii) to other beginner bodhisattvas and
thereby provoking fear in them and thus causing tbem to abandon bodhicitta, (2) discouraging
otber beginner bodhisattvas by telling tbem tbat since tbey are incapable of practising the six
perfections (piiramitii) and attaining Buddhahood, tbey would do better to generate resolve
according to tbe Sravakayana and Pratyekabuddhayana so as to be released from saTflsiira
soon, (3) discouraging a beginner bodhisattva from observing priitimokya and the Vinaya
ethical-moral discipline in favour of the Mahayana precepts, (4) discouraging a beginner
bodhisattva from reading the scriptures of tbe SravakaYiina and encouraging him instead to
read and tea,ch only scriptures of tbe Mahayana, (5) disparaging otbers and praising oneself
out of jealousy and attachment to worldly concerns (e.g. possessions and admiration), (6)
glorifying oneself witb lies about one's spiritual achievements, (7) creating discord between
powerful laity and ordained individuals and exploiting tbe situation for one's benefit, and (8)
depriving practitioners (of meditation) of their daily necessities and giving tbem to those
studying, or else causing them to abandon tbeir spiritual practices, such as samatha, by
introducing adverse political rules.
Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho explains tbat tbe eighteen cardinal transgressions are based
merely on tbe likelihood of committing tbem, so tbat one type of person may commit a
cardinal transgression applicable to anotber type. In fact, all eighteen cardinal transgressions
can be committed by all types of persons. He also clarifies that the number eighteen is only
nominal (ming du) arid that actually (rdzas su)'tbere are only fourteen, since tbe first four
cardinal transgressions liable to occur to kings are identical witb the first four liable to be
committed by ministers. The cardinal transgressions also reflect tbe faculties of bodhisattvas.

106 The expressions 'liable to occur to kings' (rgyal po la 'byung nye ba) and so forth are not employed in the
Silqiisamuccaya.
\01 See the Silqiisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. S9.10-60.8; VAIDYA, p. 37.1-16; for an English translation, see
BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 61-62); Siitrasamuccaya (pp. 82.13-84.3; Buddhagho~a's DhiitagulJanirdesa (P, fol.
202aS-b7; D, fols. 16Sb2-166a2; S, vol. 93, pp. 1202.12-1203.IS); Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp, 131.17-132.14).
The five cardinal transgressions kings have to answer for are explicitly enumerated in the Si!qiisamuccaya and
the Siitrasamuccaya.
108 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p, 132.14-20). Cf. the Silqiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 60.8-9; VAIDYA, p. 37.16-17);
for an English translation, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 62; Siitrasamuccaya (p. 84.4-26). All five cardinal
transgressions liable to occur to ministers are enumerated in the Siitrasamuccaya but not in the Silqiisamuccaya
and the DhUtagulJanirdesa (p, fols. 202b7ff.; D, fols. 166a2ff.; S, vol. 93, pp. 1203.ISff.).

Silqiisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 60.9-64.13; VAIDYA, pp. 37.17-39.31); for an English translation, see
ROUSE 1922: 62-68. The eight cardinal transgressions are explicitly enumerated in the
Silqiisamuccaya but not in theSiitrasamuccaya. See also the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 133.1-134.10).
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Those with sharp faculties are expected to refrain from all eighteen, while those with medium
faculties are to refrain from the four cardinal transgressions mentioned also in the
Sil~iisamuccaya, and ,those of dull faculty only from the abandonment ofpralJidhicitta. [[0

(b) The Cardinal Transgressions in the Maitreya-Asailga Tradition
There are commonly said to be four cardinal transgressions according to the Maitreya-Asailga
tradition. Candragomin's Sa7!lvaravi7!lsaka[ [[ is fven as the scri~tural source, which is in turn
said to be based on the Bodhisattvabhumi. II The four are: [3 (1) praising oneself and
disparaging others out of a desire for material gain or admiration, (2) not affording (or giving)
teachings and wealth to those who are in need or in pain, (3) beating sentient beings despite
pleas by others not to do so, and (4) abandoning Mahayana and teaching spurious Buddhist
doctrines. The Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs, however, considers these four to pertain to prasthanacitta
and analyses them as four in terms of attitude (kun slang gi sgo nas bzhi), namely, attachment
(zhen pa), greediness (ser na), fury (khro ba), and confusion (gti mug), and 'eight in terms of
actions' (sbyor ba'i sgo nas brgyad), namely, praising oneself, disparaging others, not
affording others teachings and wealth, scolding and beating others, and abandoning
Mahayana and propagating pseudo-doctrines. The four cardinal transgressions pertaining to
pralJidhicitta are the engaging in the so-called 'four black practices' (nagf(.0'i Chos bzhi) or
the failure to engage in the 'four white practices' (dkar po 'i chos bzhi). 4 The four black
practices are: llS (1) deceiving those worthy of respect, (2) having regrets about things that are

110 Rig

'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 135.3-17).

111 Salflvaravilflsaka (p, fo!. 192al-b8; D, fols. 166bl-167a5; S, vo!. 78, pp. 447.1-449.10). The Tibetan text
(although not a critical edition) of the Salflvaravilflsaka can be found also in TATZ 1982: 371-372 and an English
translation in ibid. 369-371 and id. 1985: 27-29.
112 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.10 (WOGIHARA, pp. 158.2-159.8; DlJIT, pp. 108.11-109.2). See the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs
(p. 138.7-9): 'jug sems kyi mi mthun pa 'i phyogs rtsa ba'i ltung bar gyur pa mdo sde na 'thor ba mams thogs
med kyis byang sar bsdus pa .... Explicit references to the Bodhisattvabhiimi are made by Siintarak~ita in his
Salflvaravilflsakavrtti (p, fo!' 193a3; D, fo!' 167bl; S, vo!. 78, p. 451.8-9): 'dis byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa
nodpa'i cho ga bstan 'te I' [toll PN] byang chub sems dpa'i sa las de skad [ad. du PN] 'byung ba'iphyir ro'il.
See also ibid. (P, fol. 198a6; D, fo!' 17lb7; S, vol. 78, p. 462.17). See also SOBlSCH 2002: 91, n. 249. Although I
have not been able to consult it for this present study, I should mention here Mark Tatz's study of the Sflapafala
of the Bodhisattvabhilmi (i.e. Mark Tatz, Asanga's Chapter on Ethics with Tsong-kha-pa's Commentary.
Lewiston, New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 1986).,

SalflVaravilflsaka 6-7 (p, fo!' 192a5-7; D, fo!. 166b4-5; S, vo!. 78, p. 448.1-5):
myed dang bkur sti chags pa yis II
bdag bstod gzhan la smod pa dang II
sdug bsngal mgon med gyur pa fa II
ser snas chos nor mi ster dang II
gzhan gyis bshags kyang mi nyan par II
khros nas gzhan fa 'tshog pa dang II
theg pa chen po spong byed cing II
dam chos 'drarsnangstonpa'o II.
Cf. the verses cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 159al-6; B, pp. 255.22-256.11) and the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fo!'
18Ibl'-3; B, p. 218.4-7). For comments on these verses, see the Salflvaravilflsakavrtti (p, fols. 197b2-198a2; D,
fo!. 171a6--b4; S, vol. 78, pp. 461.8-462.8) and the Salflvaravilflsakapafijikii (P, fols. 231a2-233a2; D, fols.
200bl-202a4; S, vol. 78, pp. 537.2- 541.5). See also the Shes bya mdzod (pp. 358.24-359.1). For an English
translation of the pertinent verses, see TAlZ 1982: 370; id. 1985: 28,33-34 (commentary).
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'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 137.1-138.20).
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not regrettable, (3) disparaging sublime personalities, and (4) deceiving sentient beings. The
textual source is the Ratnakutasutra, which is cited in the Sik:,iisarnuccaya. The expressions
'four black practices' and 'four white practices' are, however, not employed in these citations.
We shall return to these qualities in chapter eleven.
(c) The Venial Offences in the Two Traditions

The following table contains an enumeration of venial offences:
... Maitreya-Asanga Tradition'

Ca) 34 opposedto-kuXaia-

.-- (~jbi~~eg~~d~gi:llep;;i~,;;;Xpl;;as~reof'
others: 2 (not removing pain and grief of
others despite the ability to do so & not
engendering well-being and happiness of
others despite the ability to do so) x 2
(physical & mental pain) x 2 (pertaining to 24
the present & future) x 3 (striving physically,
verbally, and mentally)
(b) Disregarding the practice: 0) 2 (not
engendering small antidotes for greater pain ,
and grief) x 2 (in this & the next life) x 2 (in i
the continua of oneself & others) = 8
.
(il) 2 (Ietting.small prerequisites for greater ! 16
well-being and happiness decline) x 2 (of
this & the next life) x 2 (in the continua of
oneself & others) = 8

dhannasal}1graha:
(i) 7 opposed to dana
(ii) 9 opposed to .fila
(iii) 4 opposed to ~anti
(iv) 3 opposed to vlrya
(v) 3 opposed to dhyana
(vi) 8 opposed to prajM
; 40

I

34

.. (b) 12 ~pp~s"d io
sattvarthakriya:
(i) 4 pertaining to slackening of ;
the effort to strive for the
.
12
welfare of others
(ii) 6 pertaining to having not
benefited others
(iii) 2 pertaining to not
censuring when necessary

Toial . i x2(te-mp~;,;r{iy&pe;""anently) ___. ___ L.~~]_~ J_----.------The

thirty-four

lapses

opposed to the accumulation of wholesome virtues
in the table above are said to be in accordance with the
SalTlvaraviTpsaka. lI It is, however, not the SalTlvaravilTlsaka but Bodhibhadra's commentary
that explicitly mentions the number of venial offences, forty-six, indicated above. II7
Concerning the twelve lapses opposed to striving for the welfare of the sentient beings
(sattviirthakriyii), Y on-tan-rgya-mtsho notes that in the various commentaries the degree of
accountability in each case can be classified under one of three possibilities, depending on the
underlying cause: (a) If the failing occurs as a result of lack of respect (probably for the
precepts and sentient beings) or slothfulness, it is a defiled failing (nyon rnongs pa can gyi
nyes pa); (b) If the failing occurs as a result of forgetfulness, it is an undefiled failing (nyon
rnongs pa can rna yin pa 'j nyes pa); (c) If the failing occurs as a result of a disturbed state of
mind (serns 'khrugs pa), it is, in reality, not a failing, the bodhisattva being in such a case
innocent. lIB
(kusaladharrnasalTl~raha)

mchod 'os bslu dang 'gyod med 'gyod pa bskyed II
dam par skur 'debs 'gro la g.yo sgyus spyod II
nag po 'i chos bzhi spang zhing ldog pa ni II
dkar po 'i chos bzhi yin pas kun tu spyad II.
116 SamvaravimSdka 9-20b (P, foI. 192a7-b7; D,foL 166b6-167a5; S, vol. 78, pp. 448.7-449.8). These verses
are paraphrased in the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (pp. 139.1-142.2). For an English translation of the pertinent verses,
see TATZ 1982: 370-371; id. 1985: 28-29, 34-38 (commentary).
117

See the Samvaravimsakapaiijikii (P, foL 236a2ff.; D, fols. 204b6ff.; S, vol. 78, pp. 547.14ff.).
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Some sources explicitly count the abandonment of bodhicitta as one of the four
cardinal breaches of the bodhisattva vow. Even according to the tradition that does not
explicitly count the abandonment of bodhicitta as one of the cardinal transgressions, it is
contextually clear that loss of it can remove the very foundation upon which all other
bodhisattva vows are based. In fact, the very existence of a bodhisattva hinges on his
bodhicitta.
17. Reestablishing a Broken Vow in the Two Traditions

Most vows of a bodhisattva can either be invalidated or damaged. According to the Maiijusri'Nagiitjuna tradition, the vow is completely nullified if the bodhisattva loses or renounces his
pra/Jidhicitta, which is the whole basis (rten gzhi) of his vow, or if he violates or repudiates
the vows. Should one of these two occur, the bodhisattva is faced with the choice of whether
to reestablish the bodhisattva vow. If a cardinal transgression other than the abandonment of
pra/Jidhicitta occurs, he must apply the appropriate antidote within the following period of
four hours (thun). Otherwise such a transgression is called a 'transgression whose deadline
has expired' (thun 'das kyi ltung ba) or a 'transgression [resulting in) deterioration' (nyams
pa'i !tung ba). A particular restoration procedure is called for in this case. 119 It is said,
however, to depend on the person's faculties. A person with weak faculties (dban~ po dman
pa) restores the vow by confessing on the basis of the four strengths (stobs bzhi).12 A person
with average faculties (dbang po 'bring) restores it by confessing in front of the bodhisattva
Akasagarbha. 121 A person with superior faculties (dbang po rab) restores it by confessing
verbally before all buddhas and bodhisattvas in a dream-like manner and by abiding in the
meditative state of true reality.122 Moreover, the recitation of the Triskandhakasiitra is
recommended for the recovery from venial offences (dw;/q'ta).123
According to the Maitreya-AsaiJ.ga tradition, the primary cause leading to
pra/Jidhicitta being abandoned is an unequivocal sense of resignation as far as other sentient
beings are concerned, and the secondary cause is the perpetrating of four black practices (nag
po'i chos bzhi). The abandonment of pra/Jidhicitta would of course automatically entail the
abandonment of prasthiinacitta. According to this tradition, the transgressions are classified
under three categories, namely, transgressions caused by fetters (paryavasthiina) which are
excessive (adhimiitra), medium (madhya), or mild (mrdu).124 A transgression is major if four
criteria are fulfilled, namely, perpetrating the four black practices (a) constantly, (b)
shamelessiy, (c) with 'great delight, and (d) indeed even cherishing the quality of such acts. A
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Rig 'dzin Jug ngogs (pp. 141.17-142.2).

119

Ibid. (p. 159.10-17).

Ibid. (p. 160.13-19). The four strengths are: the strength of reproaching (one's misdeeds)' (I'nam pal' sun
'byin pa 'i stabs or sun 'byin pa 'i stabs), (2) the strength of support (rten gyi stabs), including taking refuge in the
Three Jewels and not abandoning bodhicitta, (3) the strength of applying antidotes (gnyen po kun tu spyod pa 'i
stabs), and (4) the strength of recovering from (one's) transgressions (sal' chud pa 'i stobs or nyes pa las sial' Idog
pa'i stobs). The Catul'dharmakasiitra cited in the Silqiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 160.4-11; VAIDYA, pp. 89.28120

90.3) is the common source text on the four strengths. For an English translation, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922:
158-159. Of the four, only two are attested in the form of compounds, iisrayabala and pratipattibala.
121

Rig 'dzin Jug ngogs (pp. 159.17-160.13).

122

Ibid. (pp. 160.19-161.4).

123

Ibid. (p. 161.4-7).

124 The three kinds of fetters (paryavasthiina) are explicated in the Bodhisattvabhiimi (WOGIHARA, pp. 189.26181.11; DUIT, p. 124.14-22).
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transgression is medium if one of the four criteria is fulfilled and if the bodhisattva, being
ashamed, gives up his deeds at the suggestion of others. A transgression is minor if one of the
four criteria is fulfilled and if the bodhisattva, being ashamed, immediately gives up his acts
on his own. If a transgression caused by major fetters occurs, a bodhisattva invalidates his
vow and must take it anew by confessing and by performing acts of purification before at
least four bodhisattva teachers. The vow, according to the Maitreya-Asailga tradition, cannot
be reassumed more than three times. If a transgression caused by medium fetters occurs, a
bodhisattva should confess and perform acts of purification before at least three bodhisattva
teachers. If a transgression caused by minor fetters occurs, a bodhisattva should confess
before at least one bodhisattva teacher. The SalJlvaravilJlsaka is here cited as scriptural
authority.125 Y on-tan-rgya-mtsho adds that the vow and the methods of restoring it within the
Maitre~a-AsaIi.ga tradition are meant for beginners (las dang po pa) and are hence very
strict. I 6
18. Concluding Remarks

What I have attempted in this chapter is to present the two traditions in terms of their
bodhicitta doctrine, and particularly in regard to their bodhicittotpada ritual. I have argued
that there are two bodhicittotpada traditions in India and tried to describe the way Tibetan
scholars have systematised and assessed these two traditions. The two traditions are seen to
differ in a number of ways, including the categorical distinctions they make and the scriptural
and personal authorities they follow, above all in regard to their ritual procedures, precepts,
and definition of transgressions, and in the methods they employ to restore broken vows. I
have also tried to show how several Tibetan scholars attempted to harmonise or synthesise the
two traditions.

125 For the methods of restoring vows according to the Maitreya-Asanga tradition, see the Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs
(pp.161.14-163.4).
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Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 163.4-6).

Chapter Seven

A Typology of Bodhicitta

By seeing the Dhanna, one sees the Buddha. By seeing the Buddha,
one sees all sentient beings. By seeing all sentient beings, one sees
causes and conditions. By seeing causes and conditions, one sees
emptiness. Seeing emptiness is not seeing [any phenomenon]. 0
Illustrious One, not seeing any phenomenon is the correct seeing!
- Subhiiti in the Dharmasa1!1gltisiitra J

1. Introductory Remarks

Anyone who has worked with the concept of bodhicitta in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
Buddhism can easily be baffled by the diverse employment of the term. Although the primary,
standard meaning of bodhicitta is the resolve (citta) to attain the highest state of awakening
(bodhi), that is, the resolve to become a buddha, one sees, particularly in the later tantric and.
non-tantric Mahayana sources, that bodhicitta can also mean other, sometimes even
unexpected things. For example, siinyatii and tathiigatagarbha are referred to as bodhicitta.
Occasionally, the gnosis or insight of a bodhisattva or buddha is also referred to as bodhicitta.
In the tantric systems that contain sexual-yogic practices, the seminal fluids of 'virility' and
'fertility' are designated as bodhicitta. In addition, tantric deities such as Kalacakra and
Hevajra are called bodhicitta.
These facts raise a number of questions: Are these various meanings of bodhicitta at
all related to each other? Is it sheer coincidence that different things, most of which have
nothing to do with the original term and its meaning, are called bodhicitta? Are they, that is,
related to each other only nominally, and hence can be dismissed as irrelevant to the study of
the concept of bodhicitta? I for my part believe that the various kinds of bodhicitta are
doctrinally and historically related to each other, and that a study of bodhicitta that does not
take all these types into consideration will not be complete. Several modem scholars have
J Dharmasaf!1gftisiitra (T, fol. 29Ia5-7; D, fol. 69b5-6): chos mthong bas sangs rgyas mthong ngo II songs
rgyas mthong bas sems can thams cad mthong ngo II sems can thams cad mthong bas rgyu dang rkyen mthong
ngo II rgyu dang rkyen mthong bas stong po nyid mthong ngo II stong po nyid mthong ba ni mthong ba ma mchis
pa'o II bcom [dan 'das [add. gang de !tar T] chos thams cad ma [mi T] mthong ba ni yang dag par [pa D]
mthongba'o II.
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taken note of most types of bodhicitta. None of them, however, as far as I can tell, has corne
up with a typology that can explain their entire spectrum of meaning. I have therefore made
an attempt to devise a typology which accounts for the concept of bodhicitta in all its phases
of historical development and doctrinal usage. The typology proposed here lays no claim to
being perfect, and may certainly require much improvement or refinement. Nonetheless, it is
hoped that this attempt will stimulate the interest of other scholars wdrking in this field.
2. An Overview of the Five Types of Bodhicitta
I have categorised bodhicitta under the following types:
(a) ethico-spiritual
(b) gnoseological
(c) ontological
(d) psycho-physiological
(e) semeiological
I shall first of all explain what I mean by these terms: (a) 'Ethico-spiritual' bodhicitta is the
idea of bodhicitta in its most basic sense, that is, the resolve to become a buddha out of
compassion or altruism, that is, for the sake of other sentient beings. It is only in this sense
that the word bodhicitta can be translated as 'resolve [to strive] for awakening.' Unless
specified otherwise, the term in this study has been employed primarily with this meaning. (b)
Occasionally knowledge (vidyii: rig pa), discriminating insight (prajiiii: shes rab), or
meditative insight or gnosis (jiiiina: ye shes) is considered to be bodhicitta. I call such a type
of bodhicitta characterised by cognitive insight 'gnoseological' bodhicitta. (c) By 'ontological
bodhicitta,' I mean the concept of bodhicitta in its deepest sense, that is, cases in which the
very ultimate reality or 'being as such' (i.e. siinyatii, tathatii, dharmadhiitu, bhiitakoti, etc.) is
considered to be bodhicitta. 2 (d) By 'psycho-physiological' bodhicitta I mean 'semen' (sukra:
khu ba) and occasionally also female 'blood' (solJita or rakta: khrag), referred to as 'white'
and 'red' bodhicitta, respectively, and closely associated with the sensation of ecstasy or bliss
(sukha: bde ba). (e) 'Semeiological' bodhicitta denotes a visual, vocal (verbal) or visional
sign or symbol which expresses one or more of the four preceding types of bodhicitta. I have
borrowed the term 'semeiological' from semiotics or the study or science of signs. Unlike in
semiotics, however, I make no distinction between sign and symbol. Although semeiological
bodhicitta, as a representative of the. other four types, is not exactly on a par with them, it can
nonetheless be considered a 'type' of bodhicitta because it, like psycho-physiological
bodhicitta, is conceived of as an effective means of access to gnoseological bodhicitta, and in
a certain sense even as a visual, verbal, or visionary expression of ontological bodhicitta
itself.
Since I have not been able to locate any Indian source that suggests these five types of
bodhicitta in one place, I shall present here a translation of a passage from Rong-zom-pa's
commentary on the *Guhyagarbhatantra, which seems to do so:

2 As for my preferring the term ontological to the term metaphysical, see the EB (s.v. ontology) where ontology
is described as "the theory or study of being as such; i.e., of the basic characteristics of all reality," and where it
is also stated that "though the term was first coined in the 17th century, ontology is synonymous with
metaphysics or 'first philosophy' as defmed by Aristotle in the 4th century Be. Because metaphysics came to
include other studies (e.g. philosophical cosmology and psychology), ontology has become the preferred term for
the study of being."

dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. Illa5-bl; B, p. 144.2-5): de la spyir byang chub sems zhes bya ba stong pa nyid
dang snying rje 'brei ba la yang 'jug I dbyings dang ye shes gnyis su med pa 'i don ma nor ba rtogs pa 'i rig pa
'byung ba la yang 'jug I sems kyi rang bzhin ji bzhin pa la yang 'jug ste I de'i rtags kyi phyag rgya dang sgor
gyur pa ni lhag pa 'i byang chub sems so II.
3
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The tenn bodhicitta is generally employed [1] [to designate] the union of emptiness (Sunyatii:
stong pa nyid) and compassion (karUlJii: snying rje). [2] [It is] also employed [to designate] the
arising of knowledge (vidyii: rig pa) of properly realising the reality consisting in the oneness of
the sphere [of reality] (dhiitu: dbyings) and gnosis (jiiiina: ye shes). [3] [It is] also employed [to
designate] the nature of mind as 'it actually is. [4] The symbolical signs (mudrii: phyag rgya)
corresponding to these and [5] the means of access [to them] are called 'surplus bodhicitta'
(*adhibodhicitta: [hag pa 'i byang chub kyi sems).
Broadly speaking, one can describe most types of bodhicitta as being characterised by the

union of emptiness and compassion. However, in the passage above, the expression is
obviously employed in a narrow sense to refer to only ethico-spiritual bodhicitta, and thus the
first three types mentioned there seem to correspond to our ethico-spiritual, gnoseological and
ontological bodhicitta, respectively. The fourth and fifth, which Rong-zom-pa designates
collectively as *adhibodhicitta, can be perhaps equated with our semeiological and psychophysiological bodhicitta, respectively. As for the term *adhibodhicitta, I have not been able to
trace it in Indian sources. It is, however, obvious from the context that it does not mean
'superior bodhicitta' but rather 'surplus bodhicitta.' In any case, the last two types of
bodhicitta are, for Rong-zom-pa, obviously not on the same level as the first three types.
3. Ethico-Spiritual Bodhicitta

The term bodhicitta is primarily understood in its ethico-spiritual sense, that is, as an earnest,
compassion-driven wish to become a buddha, which is unique to Mahayana or the
bodhisattva doctrine. Whether bodhicitta or cittotpiida is mind per se (citta: sems) or a mental
derivative (caitasika or caitta: sems las byung ba) has been spiritedly argued over in India
and Tibet. Some scholars have maintained that it is a principal mind and some a mental
derivative or factor. Others have attempted to resolve the issue by contending that a mind and
its mental factors, as a rule, never arise in isolation from each other, and thus the two
positions are not contradictory. Accordingly, this would mean that bodhicitta possesses
components of both mind and the mental factors. Indeed we have seen in the second chapter
that ethico-spiritual bodhicitta should be viewed as possessing conative, cognitive, and
emotive forces corresponding to the elements of will (chanda: 'dun pal, discriminative
insight (prajiiii: shes rab), and compassion (karU/Jii: snying rje), respectively.
An attempt was made in chapter three to present a number of factors that could have
contributed to the conception of ethico-spiritual bodhicitta. The idea of ethico-spiritual
bodhicitta in its early historical phase was probably limited to the initial resolve to become a
buddha, but in the course of time not only the altruistic inclination (iisaya: bsam pa) but also
the actual undertaking (prayoga: sbyor ba), including the spiritual practice of the six
perfections (piiramitii: pha 1'01 tu phyin pal, came to be regarded as part of bodhicitta or
cittotpiida. Such a development doubtless went hand in hand with subclassifYing it into
various double sets, namely, into the resolve characterised by aspiration (praf/idhicitta: smon
pa'i sems) and the resolve characterised by (or present during) the act of setting out
(prasthiinacitta: 'jug pa'i sems); into generation of the resolve that is gestural (or indicatory)
(sii1Jlketikacittotpiida: brdar btags pa'i sems bskyed) and generation of the resolve that is
actual or ultimate (piiramiirthikacittotpiida: don dam pa 'i sems bskyed); or into conventional
bodhicitta (sa1Jlvrtibodhicitta: kun rdzob kyi byang chub kyi sems) and absolute bodhicitta
(piiramiirthikabodhicitta: don dam pa 'i byang chub kyi sems). Such a traditional classification
of bodhicitta would accommodate not only ethico-spiritual bodhicitta but the proposed
ontological and gnoseological types of bodhicitta as well. Attempts were obviously also made
to interpret entire theories and practices, including the paths and attainments of a bodhisattva,
in terms of bodhicitta or cittotpiida.
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Ethico-spiritual bodhicitta remains essential even in highly developed forms of tantric
Buddhism. However, the underlying idea of it may vary according to the soteriological model
followed; that is, the notion of the resolve to 'become' a buddha is no longer applicable in a
system that presupposes that all sentient beings already 'possess' the Buddha Nature or 'are'
already buddhas. In such cases, one resolves merely to 'expose' the buddha within or to
'recognise' one's state of being a buddha. 4

4. Gnoseological Bodhicitta
It is not possible to do full justice here to such a weighty topic as gnosis, upon which the
concept of gnoseological bodhicitta is largely based. What I shall merely attempt instead is to
explain what I mean by gnoseological bodhicitta and to discuss some of its potential
synonyms or near synonyms, its salient features and the question regarding who actually
possesses it. In addition, the idea that gnosis exists in the body-particularly relevant to
psycho-physiological bodhicitta-and the different modes of its emergence as propounded in
some rNying-ma sources will be presented.

(a) What Gnoseological Bodhicitta Is
One may say in general that a Buddhist saint is primarily defined by gnosis (jiiiina: ye shes).
It is, however, necessary to determine an exact relationship between gnosis itself and
gnoseological bodhicitta. Not all kinds of gnosis will be regarded here as gnoseological
bodhicitta. If no qualitative difference is recognised between the gnosis of a 'sriivaka saint,
pratyekabuddha, and a buddha, one could, theoretically and retrospectively, designate the
gnosis of non-Mahayana saints as gnoseological bodhicitta, but I see no benefit in doing so,
because, in the first place, the term bodhicitta is not applicable to non-Mahayana Buddhism.
Nor should the so-called 'subsequently obtained gnosis' (Pr$thalabdhajiiiina: rjes las thob
pa'i shes )-that is, gnosis which is present only during the post-meditative state of a
bodhisattva who has gained direct meditative access to reality, or ontological bodhicitta-be
considered gnoseological bodhicitta. In some specific non-tantric Mahayana sources (such as
the literature dealing with the tathiigatagarbha theory) and related tantric sources, gnosis is
conceived of as being immanent or innately present in all sentient beings. Such gnosis in a
subliminal state will not be regarded as gnoseological bodhicitta either, but rather as the
ontological type. In short, by gnoseological bodhicitta I mean a kind of gnosis, be it generated
or merely exposed, that has ontological bodhicitta as its veritable and immediate object. A
subject-object dichotomy is, however, not posited.

(b) Some Synonyms of Gnoseological Bodhicitta
There are several references where bodhicitta is understood in its gnoseological sense. For
example, in the commentaries of the Mahiiyiinasiitriila7]1kiira, what is known as absolute
bodhicitta in the traditional sources is defined in its gnoseological sense, and concretely as
non-conceptual gnosis (nirvikaipajiiiina: rnam par mi rtog pa'i ye shes). Likewise, the
BodhicittavivaralJatlkii explains that bodhicitta is a 'diamond-like gnosis,' which cognises all
phenomena correctly. 5 In one tantric commentary, the knowledge of the non-substantiality of

4

See, for example, the dGongs pa 'dus pa'i mdo (P, fa!. 152a5-6; D, fa!. 162b5):
bdag cag mtha' yas sems can mams II
don gyi sangs rgyas yin mod kyang II
rtog pa 'i dbang gyis 'khor ba fa II
byang chub mchog tu sems bskyed do II.
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phenomena (dharmanairiitmya: chos kyi bdag med pa) is also identified as bodhicitta in its
gnoseological sense. 6 In some other tantric sources, the mirror-like gnosis seems to be
equated with bodhicitta. 7 In the Madhyamakapradipa, the self-arisen gnosis
(svaya/'flbhiijiiiina: rang byung gi ye shes) is apparently used in apposition to bodhicitta in its
.
gnoseological sense. 8
Not only bodhicitta but also any te= in Mahayana that is understood in a
gnoseological sense can be regarded as a synonym of it. In the non-tantric Mahayana, so long
as te=s such as bodhi, buddha, prajiiiipiiramitii, and madhyama pratipat imply a veritable
non-conceptual gnosis that cognises true reality (i.e. siinyatii, tathatii, etc.), they can be
equated with gnoseological bodhicitta. In the tantric context, too, several te=s that denote
direct cognition of true reality, such as the te= tantra itself, can be considered synonyms of
gnoseological bodhicitta.
(c) Some Salient Features of Gnoseological Bodhicitta

The concept of gnoseological bodhicitta is based on the general Buddhist notion that the
actual soteriological breakthrough comes in the fo= of an intellectual event, gnosis, and not
an emotional one, no matter how positive, such as benevolence (maitrz: byams pa)-a point
which has been explicated by the Buddhist logician Dha=aklrti.9 It is one's view of or
insight into siinyatii, then, which actually releases one from the fetters of sa/'flsiira. 1o This
notion of release upon seeing true reality is found in several Mahayana sources, such as the
Abhisamayiila/'flkiira and Ratnagotravibhiiga. 11 According to the Hevajratantra, one is called
5 BodhicittavivaralJa(,kii (P, fa!. 461a3-4; D, fa!. 122b3; S, va!. 18, p. 1099.7-8): de la byang chub sems ni stong
pa chen po rdo rje Ita bu 'i ye shes te I chos thams cad phyin ci ma log par Ihag par rtogs pa 'i phyir ro II.

Caturmigasiidhana!ikii (P, fa!. 283b7-8; D, fa!. 8b6-7; S, va!. 22, p. 20.11-13): rdzogs pa'; byang chub sems
ni zhes bya ba ni rdzogs pa 'i byang chub Icyi rang bzhin du zhugs pa 'i byang chub Icyi sems te chos bdag med
par shes pa zhes bya ba'i don to II.
6

Vairocanayamiiryabhisamaya (P,fo!. 79b3-4; D, fa!. 65a6; S, va!. 24, p. 197.5-7):
sangs rgyas rdo rye rtag pa 'i dpalll
me long ye shes byang chub sems II
.'od gsal rdo Ije kun zhi ba II
gti mug rdo rje la phyag 'tshaili.
See also Buddhaguhya's *Vairocaniibhisa",bodhitantrabhii$Ya (P, fa!. 92a2-3; D, fols. 76b7-77al; S, va!. 35, p.
208.10-11): de bzhin du gzhung gzhan las Icyang I ye shes bzhi las mnyam pa nyid Icyi ye shes ni byang chub Icyi
sems su bshad II.
1

8

See n. 86.

PramiilJaviirttika 1.211-212:
iitmagrahaikayonitviit kiiryakiirmJabhiivatal; I
riigapratighayor biidhii bhede 'pi na paraspara", I
mohiivirodhiin maitryiidel; nii'tyanta", dO$anigrahal; I
tanmiiliis ca maliil; sarve sa ca satkiiyadarsanam II.
For a Gennan translation and detailed notes, see VETIER 1990: 111-114.

9

10 PramiilJaviirttika l.253ab: muktis tu siinyatiidr$!es tadarthiil; se$abhiivaniil; II; VETIER 1990: 147. Cf.
SEYFORT RUEGG 1977: 298 (English translation), 309, n. 104 (text); PramiilJaviirttika 1.214cd: virodhal;
sunyatiidr~!el; sarvado$ail; prasidhyati I; VETIER 1990: 115. Cf the *(Mahiiyiina)sutriila",kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol.
tsi, fol. 13a7-bl; D, vol. tsi, fol. Ila7-bl; S, vol. 72, p. 27.13-15): bsam gtan gyis nyon mongs pa "jil bar' ['di
la par D] byed pa tsam du zad de I nyon mongs pa rtsa ba nas mi 'byin gyi I shes rab Icyis nyon mongs pa rtsa ba
nas 'byin te I.

II

Abhisamayiiia",kiira 5. 21; Ratnagotravibhiiga 1.154:
niipaneyam atal; ki",cid upaneya", na ki/pcana I
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a buddha because of one's understanding of phenomena. 12 The Caturdevipariprcchiitantra
states that all the 84,000 teachings of the Buddha will be fruitless if one does not know true
reality.13 Correct cognition always seems to imply the notion of knowing true reality without
superimposition (adhyiiropa/samiiropa: sgro 'dogs pa) or depreciation (apaviida: skur ba
'debs pa), although here too the concept of superimposition and depreciation differs from
system to system.
.
Since a detailed analysis of the salient features of gnoseological bodhicitta is not
possible here, I shall merely summarise them as follows: (1) Gnoseological bodhicitta is nonconceptual (nirvikalpa: rnam par mi rtog pa) by nature. (2) It is undefiled (aniisrava: zag pa
med pa). It is no longer subject to the ills of saTflsiira. (3) It is a direct yogic perception and
hence a valid cognition (pramiilJa: tshad ma). Thus it neither superimposes qualities on its
object nor denies it the ones it has. In other words, it is fully objective. (4) It is born of
meditation (bhiivaniimaya: sgom pa las byung ba), that is, the combined practice of quietude
(samatha: zhi gnas) and superior insight (vipasyanii: lhag mthong). (5) It has ontological
bodhicitta as its object and is free from the subject-object dichotomy.14 (6) Its has a
soteriological impact on the person who possesses it. (7) It is by nature stronger than the
factors opposed to it, 15 and thus never succumbs to them. (8) Its soteriological effect is
irreversible. (9) It destroys the. very foundations of immoral attitudes and actions. Thus a
person who possesses it is incapable of deliberately inflicting pain on others. (10) It is the
only means of access to ontological bodhicitta. Without it, ontological bodhicitta will never
be experienced as a spiritual event.

dra$favyaTf1 bhiitato bhiitaTf1 bhutadari[vimucyate II.
See also the CaryiimeUipakapradfpa (p. 102.11-12); the Pratftyasamutpiidahrdaya (P, fol. 166a5~; D, fol.
146b6; S, vol. 57, p. 403.~); Pratftyasamutpiidahrdayavyiikhyiina (P, fol. 168b2-3; D, fol. 149al-2; S, vol.
57, p. 410.7-9); Abuddhabodhaka (P, fol. 169b4-5; D, fol. 150a2; S, vol. 57, p. 414.15-17);
Madhyamakapradfpa (P, fol. 354bl-2; D, fol. 281a5~; S,.vol. 57, p. 1542.4-5); Candraharipiida's Ratnamiilii
(P, fol. 69b5~; D, fol. 71b3; S, vol. 63, p. 1046.12-(4); SEYFORT RUEGG 1973: 132, n. 1. Cf. also the Rin chen
bkodpa'i rgyud (pp. 854.7-855.1):

mtha' bral ye shes phyogs cha bralll
gzung 'dzin rtog pa ka nas dag II
yang dag nyid la yang dag Ita II
yang dag mthong na mam par grolil.
Hevajratantra 2.2.37b: buddho 'haTf1 vastubodhaniid I; Marmakalikiipafijikii (p. 8.4-5). Cf. Hevajratantra
1.1.11 ab: badhyante bhiivabandhena mucyante tatparijiiayii I; Marmakalikiipafijikii (p. 7.21): bhiiva eva paraTf1
mitraTf1 bhiiva evaparaTf1 ripul;z I; ibid. (p. 7.19).
12

\3

Caturdevfpariprcchiitantra, as cited in the Caryiimeliipakapradfpa (p. 2.9-10):
caturaiilisiihasre dharmaskandhe mahiimunel;z I
tattvaTf1 vaiye najiinanti sarve te m'$phaliiya vai II.

14

See also Acintyastav", 50:

jfiiine sati ya,thi'IjfieyaTf1 jiieye jiiiinaTf1 tathi'I sati I
yatrobhaycim anutpannam iti buddhaTf1 tadiisti kim II.
.
See LINDTNER 1997: 29. RatniikaraSiinti's RatniilokiilaTf1kiira (P, fol. 341b4; D, fo1.

292b5~;

S, vol. 64, p.

810.6-7):

dus mams kun du de bzhin gshegs pa ni II
dbyings dang ye shes gnyis med rang bzhin gyis II
chos kyi sku ste ....
This verse is apparently a quotation.
" For an analogy drawn with eliminating darkness through light, see, for example, Kiil)ha's Yogaratnamiilii (p.

137.5-8): nanu siigaropamiid vipa~ariisel;z kathaTf1 devatiiyogamiitriit samuttaraf,laTf11 yathii giriguhiiyiiTf1 salqd
jvalito vahnil;z I cirakiilam upacitaTf1 tamasskandham upahanti I tathiiyam api nairiitmiihevajrabhiivaniiviSe$a iti
bhiival;z I.
.
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(d) Who Possesses Gnoseological Bodhicitta?

The question regarding who possesses gnoseological bodhicitta is tantamount to the
complicated Indian and Tibetan isslle of who realises the non-substantiality of phenomena
(dharmanairiitmya: chos kyi bdag med pa), or in other words, to the issue regarding whether
the sriivaka saints and pratyekabuddhas realise dharmanairiitmya, a question that is answered
differently in different scriptures and systems. In keeping with my definition of gnoseological
bodhicitta, it will be argued that only those bodhisattvas (including tantric yogins) who have
direct access to true reality as defined in the Mahayana-that is, bodhisattvas who have at
least attained the path of seeing (darSanamiirga: mthong ba'i lam)-will be regarded as
bearers of gnoseological bodhicitta.
Two different viewpoints traceable in certain Mahayana sources may prima facie
suggest that bodhicitta is common to all Buddhist saints. The first one is that sriivaka saints,
pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas arise frombodhicitta. It can be assumed that
bodhicitta in such a context is to be understood in its ethico-spiritual sense. The second
viewpoint is that Buddhist sainthood is possible only through realisation of bodhicitta,
obviously here understood in its ontological sense. According to this position, one who does
not realise bodhicitta even to the smallellt degree has not the slightest chance to attain release
(mo~a: thaI' pa).16 Both of these viewpoints may be used to argue that all Buddhist saints
indeed possess both ethico-spiritual and gnoseological bodhicitta.
Nonetheless, .a closer look at the explanation of the first point of view reveals that
ethico-spiritual bodhicitta is not attributed to all Buddhist saints. It is not presupposed that
sriivaka saints and pratyekabuddhas must generate ethico-spiritual bodhicitta in order to
attain their soteriologica1 goal. The rationale behind such a perception is that ethico-spiritual
bodhicitta gives rise to a bodhisattva, a bodhisattva to a buddha, and a buddha to sriivaka
saints and pratyekabuddhas, and hence the origin of all Buddhist saints can be traced back to
ethico-spiritual bodhicitta. 17 This is, of course, by no means the same as contending that one
must generate ethico-spiritual bodhicitta to become, for instance, a sriivaka saint. In the
Prajiiapararnita systems, all Buddhist saints are born from the Prajiiapararnita l8-a position

16 MaiijuSriinitra, Bodhicittabhiivanii (P, fol.
2bl-3; D, fol. 2al-2; S, vol. 33,
BodhicittabhiiV121liinirdesa (P, fol. 57a2-b2; D, fol. 46a5-b3; S, vol. 33, pp. 184.12-185.9).

Vajrasilcharatantra (T, fol. 120a7-b2; D, fol. 230b2-4):
byang chub sems ni ma rtogs par II
thog ma med ldan 'Ichor ba las II
'byung ba cung zadyod ma yin II
nyan thos dang ni rang rgyal dang II
byang chub sems dpa'i rnam 'phrul ni II
byang chub kyi ni sems med par II
'gas kyang mya ngan 'da' mi nus II
gal te sangs rgyas 'byung med na II
nyan thos dag ni ga las 'byung [byung DJII
sangs rgyas 'byung ba yod min na II
rang rgyal de ni 'byung mi 'gyur /I
gal te byang chub sems dpa' med II
sangs rgyas rnams ni gang las 'byung /I.
Cf. also Madhyamakiivatiira 1.1 (p. 1.12-15):
nyan thos sangs rgyas 'bring rnams thub dbang skyes II
sangs rgyas byang chub sems dpa' las 'lchrungs shing II
snying rje 'i sems dang gnyis su med blo dang /I
byang chub sems ni rgyal sras rnams kyi rgyu II.
See also theMadhyamakiivatiirabh~a (pp. 2.1-7.14).
11

18

Cf. Abhisamayiila/'flkiiravivrti (p. 6.19-20).

p.

810.3-7);
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which is prone to all kinds of.interp7etations and is bitt~r1y disputed in. Tibet. Si~ilarl(9 for
Manjusrimitra, all BuddhIst samts anse from the realIsatIOn of (ontologIcal) bodhlcltta, but
this does not mean that all those who realise ontological bodhicitta automatically become
bodhisattvas. For him, realisation of (ontological) bodhicitta to a small, medium, or great
degree gives rise to a small, medium, or great degree of soteriologi,.al attainment,
respectively. One who does not realise it at all will not attain even the least soteriological
goal. Maiijusrimitra has, in this way" clearly attempted to reinterpret the entire non-Mahayana
and Mahayana Buddhist soteriology in te=s of ontological and gIloseological bodhicitta.
Thus, for him, it would be correct to maintain that a sravaka saint possesses a small dose of
gIloseological bodhicitta, a pratyekabuddha an inte=ediate dose, and a Mahayana saint a
greater dose still.
(e) Gnosis as Abiding in the Body

The idea that gIlosis abides in the body is widespread, and is particularly interesting in the
context of psycho-physiological bodhicitta. The underlying reason seems to be this: Gnosis
can be elicited from the body by manipulating the latter skilfully, just as oil and butter can be
gained from sesame and milk, respectively, inasmuch as gIlosis pervades the body.2o The idea
of gIlosis abiding in the body can be found in several MalJayana sources. For example, the
Dharmadhatustava attributed to one NagiiIjuna states: 21
For example, in a container
Water is mixed with milk;
A swan drinks the milk
And the water remains as it is.
Similarly, gnosis abides in the body
Wrapped in kldas;
A yogin receives the gnosis
And the ignorant one rejects [it].

According to the Hevajratantra, the great gIlosis abiding in the body is devoid of all
conceptual thought; it abides in the body and yet is not born in it. 22 The
Caryamelapakapradfpa cites two verses (apparently a rough citation from the
Dharmadhatustava), which state: 23

19

Cf. also Ratnagw;asar{lcaya 5.5-8.

20 Cf. the Tattvasar{lgrahapaiijikii.d 2843-2846 (va!. 2, p. 639.8-9; .lso cited in TSD, S.v. til mar): na hy asanto
vyomakusumiidaya!:z kvacid api salcyante kartum, sikatiisu vii tai/am I. Note, however, the context. For an English
translation, see JHA 1937/39: 1284.
21

Dharmadhiitustava (P, fa!. 76a2-3; D, fa!' 66a2-3; S, va!. I, pp. 183.19-184.2):
ji ltar 'a ma dang 'dres chu II
snad gcig la [na DC] ni gnas pa las II
ngang pas [po DC] 'a ma 'thung byed cing II
chu ni ma yin de bzhin gnas II
de bzhin nyan mangs Icyis g.yags nas II
ye shes Ius 'dir gcig gnas Icyang II
mal 'byar pa yis ye shes len II
mi shes pa ni 'dar bar byed II.

22

Hevajratantra 1.1.12:
dehasthar{l ca mahiijiiiinar{l sarvasar{lkalpavaljitar{ll
vyiipaka!:z sarvavastiiniir{l dehastha 'pi na dehaja!:z II.

23

Cited in the Caryiimeliipakapradfpa (p. 61.7-10):
yathii dfpa ghafiinta!:zstha biihye naiviivabhiisate I
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For example, a lamp inside a pot
Will not shine outside [the pot];
But if that pot is broken,
The flame of the lamp will then shine.
In the same way, one's body is like a pot,
And reality is like a lamp;
If [the former is] broken completely by the master's organ of speech,
The gnosis ofa buddha will become manifest. 24

In some sources, it is said that also the Prajiiaparamita exists in the body.25 The Guhyasiddhi
states that the supreme pure gnosis that exists in one's body can be realised with effort, by the
grace of a master. 26 In the Caturdevfpariprcchiitantra, the role of p~cho-physiological
bodhicitta in the evolution of the psycho-physical world is underscored. 2 All elements are
called dharmadhiitu, and from them arises what is apparently psycho-physiological
bodhicitta. The Yogaratnamiilii states that there is no bliss without physicality and no
physicality without bliss. 28 According to the Hevajratantra, ecstasy (or inexplicable bliss) and
gnosis should arise from within?9

bhinne tu tad ghate pasciid dfpajviiliibhibhiisate II
svakiiya eva hi ghalO dipa eva hi tattvakam I
guruvaktrelJa salflbhinne buddhajiiiina/ll sphufa/ll bhavet II.
Cf. the Dharmadhiitustava (P, fol. 73b2--4; D, fol. 64al-2; S. vol. 1, pp. 178.10-179.4).
24 Cf. Vanaratna in his Rahasyadfpikii (p. 85.17-18): ... salllVrtam api suvisuddhadharmadhiitujiiiina/ll svadehe
sthita/ll vadanti buddhii iti.... The Tibetan translation (pp. 151.12-152.2): kun rdzob tuyang rang gi Ius la gnas
pa'i ye shes chen po ni shin tu mam par dag pa'i ye shes su sangs rgyas mams gsung bar mdzad do zhes bya
ba ... ) presupposes °suvisuddhajiiiina/ll mahiijiiiinalflo.
25

As cited by Vanaratna in his Rahasyadfpikii (p. 50.5): prajiiiiparamitii hy etiib sarfre sa/llvyavasthitiib I.

26

Guhyasiddhi 1.31 (p. 8.5-6):
tad viditvii prayatnena svadehe sa/llvyavasthitam I
bodhicitta/ll para/ll suddha/ll gurupiidtiprasiidatab fl.

27

Caturdevfpariprcchiitantra (T, fol. 257b3-5; D, fol. 280a4-6):
gzugs dang sgra dang dri dang ni II
de bzhin ro dang reg la sogs II
khams bco [bcwa DJ brgyad po de dag Icyang II
chos Icyi dbyings zhes bya 'ba '0' [ba'o DJII
de dag nyid las byung ba ni II
byang chub sems zhes shes par bya II
byang chub sems las gong bu slcye II
gong bu las Icyang yid slcyed do II
yid las nam mkha'i khams Icyang ni II
khams mams dal'Jg ni slcye mched mams II
dbang po phung po 'byung ba mams II
de ltar dbyings su bsdus [bsdu TJ pa ste II
bsdu ba de ni batan byas pa II
chos Icyi dbyings Icyi sgrub pa yin II.

2. Yogaratnamiilii (p. 139.14-15): yathii sukha/ll vinii na dehiidi, tadvad deha/ll viniipi na tad iti I.
29

Hevajratantra 2.5.70a-d:
paSciid utpadyate jiiiinalfl kumarfsuratalfl yathii I
kim apy utpadyate tatra miirkhasya hi svapna/ll yathii II.
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(f) The Three Modes of Emergence Open to Gnosis
KuddaIapada, one ofthe eighty-four mahiisiddhas, states in his Acintyiidvayakramopadda:30
Gnosis, a great mystery comprising insight [and] efficient strategy,
Having compassion [and other] inconceivable characteristics,
[And] beyond [expression] by verbal means,
Arises on its own [spontaneously].
Some rNying-ma sources, such as Mi-pham's bKa' brgyad rnam bshad (which is apparently
based on much older sources), allude to three modes of emergence open to gnosis (ye shes
'char lugs gsum), namely, (a) the emergence of gnosis posteriorly (ye shes chen po rgyab nas
'char ba), (b) the emergence of gnosis anteriorly (ye shes chen po mdun nas), and (c) the
emergence of gnosis interiorly (ye shes chen po khong nas 'char ba). To put the concept of
gnosis and gnoseological bodhicitta into perspective, a translation of the pertinent passage
from the bKa' brgyad rnam bshad is presented here. Firstly, the posterior emergence of
gnosis is described as follows: 31
.
The mode of emergence of gnosis pertaining to the three causal vehicles of characteristics
(*lalqCllJayana) is called the 'emergence of great gnosis posteriorly.' How does it come about? It
is maintained that just like the emergence of a reflection upon the clearing up of turbid water,
omniscience [emerges] upon one's becoming a buddha at the [eleventh] stage of 'Total
Radiance' (samantaprabhii) at the end of the ten stages and after the dregs of conceptuality,
consisting of intellectual-emotional defilements (k/da), have been gradually clearea away.
Because such a gnosis is said to arise after three countless aeons and so forth, [the arising of
gnosis according to these three systems] is called the 'emergence of gnosis posteriorly.'
Secondly, regarding the emergence of gnosis anteriorly, the bKa' brgyad rnam bshad states: 32
[According to the] three outer tantric systems of the Mantra[yana], it is called the 'emergence of
great gnosis anteriorly.' That is to say, [according to these systems], the Victorious Ones,
comprising three or five families (kula), together with their entourage-[all] residing at present
in Akani~tha-are invited and seated in front of the space [above oneself] and elsewhere, and
then after homage is paid and the [appropriate] offerings are made, the tantric attainments
(siddhz) are received. Thus the view [of these tantric systems] is that tantric attainments are
bestowed by these deities. And because the way of those who maintain that the ultimate result is
achieved ip seven or sixteen human life spans and so forth is swifter-as far as achieving the
result is concerned-than the causal vehicles of characteristics, due to the employment of
profound methods of producing a favourable constellation of oneself, deities, and substances,
[the arising ofgnosis according· to these three systems] is called the 'emergence of great gnosis
anteriorly.'

3. Acintyiidvayakramopadeia 2 (p. 195.5--6):
praji'lopiiyam mahiiguhyalp karu1)iicintyala/qa1)am
svayam utpadyate ji'liinalp viikpathiititagocaram II.

I

ef. also ibid. 15 (p. 196.15-16).
J\ bKa' brgyad mam bshad (pp. 43.6-44.3): rgyu mtshan nyid kyi theg pa gsum gyi ye shes 'char lugs ni ye shes
chen po rgyab nas 'char ba zhes bya ste I ji Itar na chu rnyogs pa dwangs pa las gzugs brnyan 'char ba Itar
mam par mi rtog pa la yun ring gnas par byas pas rim gyis nyon mongs pa 'i mam rtog snyigs ma dwangs nas sa
bcu'; mthar kun tu 'od kyi sa la sangs rgyas nas thams cad mkhyen par 'dod pa ni I ye shes de Ita bu bskal pa
grangs med gsum sogs nas phyis 'byung bar 'dod pas ye shes rgyab nas 'char ba zhes bya'o II.

n bKa' brgyad mam bshad (p. 44.3-5): sngags phyi rgyud sde gsum ni ye shes chen po mdun nas 'char ba zhes
bya ste I da Ita nyid du 'og min na bzhugs pa'i rgyal ba rigs gsum mam rigs Inga 'khor bcas spyan drangs te
mdun mkha' sogs su bzhugs pa la phyag 'tshal zhing mchod pa phul la dngos grub nod par byas pas Iha des
dngos grub ster bar Ita zhing I bdag dang Iha dang rdzas kyi rten 'brei zab mo 'i thabs kyis bsgrub [= sgrub?] pas
I mi tshe bdun dang bcu drug la sogs pas mthar thug gi 'bras bu 'grub par 'dod pa de dag gi lam rgyud mtshan
nyid kyi thegpa las 'bras bu thob pa la myur ba'i phyir ye shes mdim nas 'char bazhes bya'o II.
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Thirdly, the emergence of gnosis interiorly is described as follows: 33
[According to] the three vehicles of means (*upiiyayiina) of the inner Mantra[yana], [the arising
of gnosis] is called the 'emergence of great gnosis interiorly.' Because no phenomenon [ever]
diverges from the nature of self-arisen gnosis (svayal!lbhiljfiiina), [gnosis] becomes manifest in
this very lifetime, there being no'need to seek [the state of] a buddha elsewhere, for the state of
one's own mind abides in the nature of the great bliss, Thus [the arising of gnosis in these three
systems] is called the 'emergence of gnosis from the interior.'
'
I have not been able to locate any Indian source for such an idea.

5. Ontological Bodhicitta
In the following few paragraphs, an attempt will be made to explain the concept of
ontological bodhicitta. The term bodhicitta is very pregnant and expressive, particularly if one
thinks of Buddhism as a 'bodhi-oriented religion' or as a 'citta-oriented religion.' As has
already been pointed out, the compound bodhicitta allows fundamentally of two
interpretations: (1) as citta that is aimed at the attainment of bodhi and (2) as citta which is
characterised by bodhi (or citta which is in essence bodhi), The latter understanding of the
compound combined with the philosophical reflection on the deeper meanings of citta and
bodhi may have contributed to the formation of the idea of ontological bodhicitta. For
example, the Bhadrapiilasutra explicitly states that one's own citta is in essence bodhi. 34
Similarly, the Vairocaniibhisaf!1bodhitantra states: 35
Bodhi is the complete koowledge of one's citta just as it is,
In other Vajrayana contexts, bodhicitta is explicitly explained as citta characterised by
bodhi. 36 The Kosaliilamkiira states that it is because it is both bodhi and citta that it is called
bodhicitta (implying that the compound has been taken as a karmadhiiraya).37 This is also
primarily the stance taken in the rDzogs-chen system. 38 In addition, the words bodhi and citta
can be employed conveniently in a number of ways to express pithily various aspects of
Mahayana philosophy. For example, bodhi is nothing other than the correct knowledge of
one's citta or its nature. One should seek one's bodhi in one's citta. One should recognise

bKa' brgyad rnam bshad (pp, 44,6-45.1): sngags nang pa thabs kyi theg pa gsum ni ye shes chen po khang
nas 'char ba zhes bya ste I chas thams cad rang byung gi ye shes bdag nyid chen pa 'i ngang las rna 'das pas na I
rang gi sems nyid bde ba chen pa 'i de nyid la gnas bzhin du sangs rgyas gzhan du Ishol mi dgas pa tshe 'di nyid
fa mngan du 'char bas na ye shes khang nas 'char ba zhes bya'a II,

33

34

Bhadrapiilasulra (p, 37.13-20):
sems kyis sangs rgyas byed pa ste II
sems nyid kyis kyang mthong ba '0 II
sems nyid nga yi sangs rgyas te II
sems nyid de bzhin gshegs pa 'a II
sems nyid nga yi ius yin Ie II
sangs rgyas sems kyis mthong ba 'a II
sems nyid nga yi byang chub ste II
sems nyid rang bzhin medpa 'a II.

35 Vairocaniibhisalflbodhitantra, as cited in the Cmyiimeliipakapradfpa (p. 38.11-12): svacittasya 'yathiibhuta~7
parijiziinalfl" bodhi/; I. ' Perhaps to be read as a compound,

36

Yagaratnamiifii (p. 125.33-34): badhisvabhiivalfl cittalfl bodhicittalfll,

Kasalii!alflkiira (P, fo1. 23b1; D, fol. 20b6; S, vol. 28, p. 50,6-7): byang chub kyang yin fa sems kyang yin pas
na byang chub kyi sems te [ta P]I.

37

Theg chen tshu! 'jug (A, fol. 56bl-2; B, p. 477.13-15): ... rdzogs pa chen po 'i tshu! 'di yang mdor bsdus Ie
bstan na I chas thams cad kyi rtsa ba ni [ni A] sems dang sems snang ba tsam du 'dus!a I sems kyi rang bzhin
nyid byang chub yin pas byang chub kyi [kyi A] sems zhes bya 'a II·
38
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one's citta as being bodhi at its core. One attains bodhi by penetrating one's citta with insight.
Citta when bound is called sarrzsiira; a citta free from all fetters-intellectual-emotional
defilements and conceptual thought-is called nirviifla (or bodhi). Of course, bodhicitta
yields to interpretation depending on how bodhi and citta, and the correlation between them,
are understood. It is only when it refers to true reality, not the cognition of true reality, that
the given type of bodhicitta can be called ontological bodhicitta.
(a) The Conception of Ontological Bodhicitta

Already in the non-tantric Mahayana sources bodhicitta is described as luminously pure. For
example, the Sagaramatipariprcchiisutra states: 39
One could [hypothetically) defile space [with intellectual-emotional defilements);
One could [hypothetically even) leave behind [one's) footprints there (i.e. in space).
One could, however, never defile the perfect bodhicitta,
Which is by nature luminous.
Such a statement is, of course, open to more than one interpretation. For example, the type of
bodhicitta referred to here may be simply understood as ethico-spiritual bodhicitta, which has
been described as luminous because of its pure altruistic nature, free from negative emotions
such as hatred. If the term sarrzbodhicitta is interpreted as the buddha's omniscience, it would
qualify as gnoseological bodhicitta but not necessarily ontological bodhicitta.
Nonetheless, there are instances where the nature or luminous nature of the mind is
referred to as bodhicitta, and where it can onl6' be interpreted as ontological bodhicitta. For
example, the Bodhisattvapitakasutra explains: 4
Moreover, 0 Sariputra, the mind (dtta) is what has awakening (bodhi) as [its] nature, and hence
it is called bodhicitta.
In the eleventh century, Ratnakarasiinti in India and Rong-zom-pa in Tibet explicitly
described the luminous nature of mind as bodhicitta. Ratniikarasiinti III his
Guhyasamiijamaflrjalavidhitfkii states: 41
That which is by nature luminous
Is the unsurpassable bodhicitta.
Rong-zom-pa, too, explains: 42
Because the nature of the mind is primordially free from all stains, it is called bodhicitta. It
transcends the domain of thoughts, in [its) profundity and vastness is the source (or foundation)
of the inexhaustible attainment of bliss, and is unyielding like a diamond (vajra). Therefore, it is
vajrasattva.

Siigaramatipariprcchiisiilra (T, fol. 19a6-7; D, fol. 13b4):
ji sle nam mkha' nyon mongs bya bar nus II
de la ryes kyang bslan par nus srid kyi II
rang bzhin 'od gsal rdzogs pa 'i byang chub sems II
de ni nam yang nyon mongs byar mi nus II.
See also the 'Od gsal snying po (p. 197.3-4), where this passage is cited.

39

Bodhisaltvapifakasiilra (T, fol. 43a3; D, fol. 283b2): yang shii ri'i bu sems de ni byang chub kyi rang bzhin Ie
de 'i phyir byang chub kyi sems zhes bya' 0 II.

40

I

Krodhariijasarvamanlraguhyalantra, as cited in the GuhyasamiijamalJ(ialavidhi!zkii (P, fol. 420b3; D, fol.
l13b5-6; S, vol. 22, p. 282.4-5):
rang bzhin 'od gsal gang yin de [te Plil
byang chub sems ni bla med yin II.

41

mNyam sbyor 'grel pa (A, fol. 2Ib3-5; B, p. 481.3-6): sems mams kyi rang bzhin ni gdod ma nas dri ma
thams cad dang bral bas byang chub kyi sems zhes bya sle I de nyid bsam pa 'i yul las 'das Ie zab cing rgya che
ba fa bde ba 'i dngos grub zad pa med pa 'i gzhir gyur pas rdo rje liar brian pa 'i phyir rdo rye sems dpa' yin no II.

42
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The question now is: how did the luminosity of the mind come to be regarded or described as
bodhicitta? We know that the concept of luminous mind is pervasive in Sravakayana,
Paramitiiyana, and Vajrayana. Not all non-Mahayana Buddhist schools that can be subsumed
under Sravakayana, however, accepted the concept. In two different articles Eli Franco has
brought to our notice the issue of whether consciousness is luminous by nature
(prakrtiprabhiisvara), as debated in the so-called Spitzer Manuscript,43 which according to
him is 'the earliest philosophical manuscript that has come down to us,' being datable
palaeo graphically to the Ku~fu).a period. 44 Although he has had to base himself on only scanty
fragments, Franco has managed to piece together some of the intricate arguments for and
against the concept of natural luminosity of mind, and so shed some light on the historical
development of the concept among non-Mahayana schools. The fact that an entire chapter
was devoted to the controversy suggests that the issue was quite significant. 45 Jikido Takasaki
identified four non-Mahayana schools which accepted this concept, namely, Sthavira (or
Theravada), Vaibha~ika, Vatsfputrfya, and Mahaslll11ghika. 46 Johannes Rahder added to the
list a fifth school, the Vibhajyavada. 47 The concept of purity of mind can be traced in several
Pali sources, such as the Aizguttaranikiiya48 and SalJ1yuttanikiiya. There are also several
scriptures of the Paramitayana, includin~ the A stasiihasrikii,49 Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisutra,50 JfiiiniilokiilalJ1kiirasutra, I and Bhadrapiilasutra,52 where the nature
of mind is described as luminously pure. The concept seems to have become even more
pronounced in the Vajrayana, as can be seen, for example,. in Naropa's Sekoddesatikii. 53
However, in Mahayana sources such as the Bhadrapiilasutra54 and the

43

See FRANCO 2000: 77-110 (particularly, 87, 94-98); id. 2001: 3.

44

FRANCO 2001:

2.

45

FRANCO 2000:

98.

46

TAKASAKI 1966: 34, n. 57.

47

RAHDER 1966: 420; FRANCO 1997: 886.

48

FRANCO

49

See SCHMITHAUSEN 1977: 41.

1997: 83.

'0 Drumakinnararajapariprcchasiitra (p. 69.7-10): gang mi 'jig pa de dang ba'o II gang dang ba de dag pa'o II
gang dag pa de dri ma med pa'o II gang dri ma med pa de 'od gsa! ba'o II gang 'od gsa! ba de sems Icyi rang
bzhin no II.
" JFiana!okatamkarasiitra (p. 86.4-6): prakrtiprabhasvaram cillan tac cagantukair upakleiair upaklisyate I na
ca prakrti/:r samklisyate I ya ca prakrtiprabhasvarata/:r [= °la] I sa asamkleiata I; ibid. (p. 102.2-4): bodhir
maFijusrf/:r prakrtiprabhiisvara/:r [= °prabhasvara] I cillaprakrtiprabhiisvaratayii tena kiiralJenocyate I
prakrtiprabhiisvareti I ya sa prakrti sa asamkli.ta akasasama I iikasaprakrti akasasamavasaralJa iikasopama
atyantaprabhiisvara prakrti I; ibid. (p. 130.2-6): bodhir maFijusrf/:r ... anm;galJas tatra maiijusrf/:r ... katamad
anm;gmJam ... prabhasvarata ana/;galJam I.
52

Bhadrapalasiitra (p. 78.5-8):
sangs rgyas byang chub sems Icyis brtags pa yin II
sems Icyang mam dag rang bzhin 'od gsal thing II
rnyog med 'gro ba kun dang ma 'dres par II
gang gis shes pa byang chub mchog 'tshang rgya II.

" See SEYFORT RUEGG 1971: 466, n. 82.

" Bhadrapalasutra (p. 131.23-24): chos 'di dog thams cad ni rang bzhin gyis 'od gsal bas my a ngan las 'das pa
dang mnyam pa'o II.
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AjiitaSatrukaulqtyavinodan&l'utra,55 it is not simply the nature of mind. which is described as

luminously pure but the nature of all phenomena.
The concept of luminosity is pervasive in Buddhism but it is by no means
homogeneously so. And not all allusions to it can be regarded as allusionS to the concept of
ontological bodhicitta. If this were the case, one could posit that the idea of ontological
bodhicitta is found already in non-Mahayana sources, such as the Angutta'ranikiiya-a thesis
that would be, in my view, hard to defend. Thus the luminous nature of the mind as
understood on th~ relative level of momentariness-for instance, in the Pramii/Javiirttika 56cannot be designated as 'ontological' bodhicitta, for it is obvious that only the luminosity or
purity of mind in the sense of absolute reality, as understood in certain Mahayana traditions,
can fulfil the criterion of ontological bodhicitta. It will thus perhaps be necessary to classify
the luminosity of the mind under two types, namely, one that is conditioned (or momentary)
and one that is unconditioned (or not momentary), it being the latter that came to be equated
with ontological bodhicitta. One other important point is that both these types of luminosity
seem to be presupposed on the level of sentient beings, that is, to refer to the nature of mind
of any sentient being.
For the. sake of discussion, let us designate the luminosity characterised by
momentariness as 'luminosity on Ground A' and the luminosity that is not characterised by
momentariness as 'luminosity on Ground B.' The question that needs to be addressed is how
the luminosity on Ground B has come to be regarded as ontological bodhicitta, whereas the
luminosity on Ground A not. Did the idea of luminosity on Ground A, found in the nonMahayana and in certain conservative Mahayana systems, directly lead to the formation of the
concept of ontological bodhicitta in tantric and some non-tantric Mahayana systems? In other
words, can we assume a direct historical link between the two conc~ts of luminosity? I
would like to propose the following hypothesis: The idea of ontological bodhicitta or the
luminosity on Ground B, traced only in some Mahayana traditions, does have a historical link
with the idea ofluminosity found in the non-Mahayana sources, but this link seems to be only
an indirect one. That is to say, the original or conservative idea of luminosity on Ground A
does not seem to have given rise to the idea of the luminosity on Ground B directly, but rather
seems to have been first attributed to the Buddha as one of his several supreme qualities-to
the level of the ultimate result, as it were-and this development in tum led to the formation
of the idea of ontological bodhicitta.
Thus I hypothesise that the extension of the idea of luminosity on Ground A to that of
luminosity on Ground B is connected with the development of the notion of the historical
Buddha or of any buddha. The original idea of luminosity is that the nature of the mind is
such that it is capable of clearing up the intellectual-emotional defilements (klesa: nyon
mongs pa), for these are merely adventitious and actually do not belong to the inherent nature
of mind, just as muddied water is capable of clearing up because mud does not belong to the
inherent nature of water. Such an idea could have also implied that in becoming a buddha,
one has eliminated one's intellectual-emotional defilements, with one's pristine and
immaculate mind being what remains behind.
Theoretical reflections on the nature of the Buddha have been carried out
systematically, particularly in Mahayana Buddhism. Nevertheless, one can find decisive st~s
in this direction being taken already in some non-Mahayana Buddhist schools. The old

<p.

Cited in the Siltrasamueeaya under the title Ajiitasatruparivarta
149.20-23): rgyal po chen po ehos thams
cad rang bzhin gyis 'od gsal bas 'brei ba med pa'o II rgyal po chen po ehos thams cad dag pas rang bzhin gyis
'od gsal ba'o II; ibid. (p. 150.13-15): rgyal po chen po ehos thams cad rang bzhin gyis 'od gsal ba'iphyir sdug
pa'oll·
55

PramiilJaviirttika 1.208ab: prabhiisvaram idaf!l eittaf!l prakrtyii' 'gantavo maliib
English translation and discussion, see FRANCO 1997: 85-93.

56

I; VElTER 1990:

108. For an
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canonical texts, especially those of the Theravadins, still present a human picture of the
Buddha that is relatively close to that of a historical person. What was crucial, however,
according to the Buddha himself (and his disciples) was that he was able independently to
gain liberating insight into the foUr Noble Truths and thereby to stifle the seeds of future
births in sarrzsQra and pass away into nirvQl;la without remain (nirupadhise$anirvQl;la).
Liberating insight and nirvQl;la were accessible to other human beings, too, but this. required
the teachings of the Buddha. It also presupposed an exceptional strength of mind, as
characteristic of the Buddha himself, whose distinct supremacy over other sentient beings
imparted to him a sense of uniqueness. Still, he did not keep his insight to himself buthowever reluctant in the beginning-taught his fellow human beings. These teachings, the
liberating truth transmitted in them, and the practices are what is essential; the Buddha as a
person often retreats into the background. The fact that the Buddha disappears with his death
from the world is insignificant. His visible material body is meaningless, and it, like all
conditioned phenomena, is subject to fmpermanency and repulsiveness. It is merely a
'stinking body' (putikaya), and nothing is lost with it. What is essential in the Buddha is the
salvific insight contained in his teachings. He who comprehends the teachings sees the
Buddha, and the essential part of him. He sees the actual-the essential-'body' of the
Buddha, the dharmakaya. In short, it is the 'mind' (citta) of the Buddha characterised by
liberating insight and his salvific activities (karman) or teachings expressed in the form of his
speech (VQc) that are crucial, and not his physical or material body (kaya).
The development of Buddhology, however, did not stop here. Already during the
lifetime of the Buddha, despite counsel against it, there must have been a tendency among
many of his disciples, particularly among the lay ones, to transpose the dignity the teachings
were treated with onto the teacher, thereby destining the Buddha to become an object of
reverence in his own right. This tendency, in the course of time, led to ever increasing
supramundane qualities being ascribed to the Buddha, particularly in the school of the
Mahiisaq1ghikas, where he is extricated from the earthly domain and divinised into a
transcendent realm. In the process, magical and paranormal powers were attributed to himwhich he used (contrary to Briihmanical ascetics) for salvific purposes-and his knowledge
reinterpreted. Originally, his knowledge was considered superior to that of others only.
because he had won his liberating insight (into the wholesome und unwholesome) by dint of
personal capacity. Now his knowledge was elevated to total omniscience. While other nonMahayana schools saw in the Buddha's omniscience merely the ability to cognise any desired
object at any time, just as a fire has the ability to bum all kinds of fuel without having to bum
perpetually, the Mahiisaq1ghikas went so far as to postulate that every moment the Buddha is
cognisant of each individual phenomenon. It is understandable, in view of the fullness of
power and knowledge attributed to the Buddha, that his physical body could no longer be
allowed to retain an impure character. The image of a stinking body was no longer befitting.
His physical body, recognised as the result of an extraordinary richness of wholesome virtues
accumulated by him during his previous existences, must thus be distinguished from the
bodies of other, ordinary beings. To his body were attributed the so-called 'thirty-two major
signs of a great man' and the 'eighty minor signs.'
There had often been attempts to summarise the multiple excellent qualities of the
Buddha, one of which was to express them in terms of the body (kQya), speech (VQc), and
mind (citta). It is not surprising that the mind of the Buddha is now described as luminously
pure and immaculate. 57 What is surprising is that even his body, once described as stinking, is

Samiidhiriijasiitra (p. 55, verse no. 27):
yasya ca mrdukf sa/TIjiiii niimariipasmi varttate [
agrddha/TI niimariipasmi citta/TI bhoti prabhiisvaram II.
See also ibid. (p. 55, verse no. 29a): aniisrava/TI ca me cittam; for an English translation, see
91-92.
57

REGAMEY
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now considered luminously pure. 58 The speech or voice of the Buddha is also considered
luminously pure. The body, speech, and mind of the Buddha (and sometimes also of a
bodhisattva) came to be regarded as the 'Three Inconceivable Secrets (or Mysteries)' (gsang
ba bsarn gyis rni khyab pa gsum), namely, as the 'Secret of the Body' (kiiyaguhya: sku yi
gsang ba), the 'Secret of the Speech' (vii/f;guhya: Jpung gi gsang ba), and tqe '.Secret of the
Mind' (cittaguhya: thugs kyl gsang bal. There IS also the tendency to descnbe the body,
speech, and mind of the Buddha as being 'endowed with all excellent features'
(sarviikiiravaropetii: rnarn pa kun gyi rnchog dang ldan pa). This is significant because the
concept of 'emptiness endowed with all excellent features' (sarviikiiravaropetii siinyatii: rnarn
pa kun gyi rnchog dang ldan pa'i stong pa nyid)60 seems to have thereby assumed an
ontological sense, particularly in the Tathagatagarbha and Vajrayana traditions. The primary
motive for laying extreme emphasis on the positive qualities of the body, speech, and mind of
the Buddha seems to have been to contrast them sharply with those of ordinary sentient
beings. The body, speech, and mind of ordinary beings are imperfect, impennanent, and
unreliable, and hence are not worth the striving done in their name, whereas the Buddha's
body, speech, and mind are perfect, pennanent and reliable, and hence are worth such effort. 61
In short, sentient beings were therefore motivated to generate ethico-spiritual bodhicitta and
thus become buddhas.
Such an emphasis on the perfection and pennanency of the Buddha's qualities,
however, seems to have led to unanticipated historical and doctrinal consequences. If the
perfect qualities of the Buddha are pennanent, he must have had them already when he was an
ordinary sentient being endowed with intellectual-emotional defilements. Ifhe, as an ordinary
sentient being, had all these perfect pennanent qualities, why cannot we, as ordinary sentient
beings, also possess them now? Such reflections could have easily contributed to the
development of the idea that all sentient beings possess the perfect pennanent qualities of the
Buddha here and now. This tendency to attribute the resultant qualities of the Buddha, such as
the luminosity, to ordinary sentient beings may be given here as an example of the 'process of
ontologisation.' In my view, such a process may have contributed to the fonnation of not only
the idea of ontological bodhicitta but also several other notions usually considered identical
with it.

Samiidhiriijasutra (p. 53, verse no. 14):
pUlJyanirjiitu buddhasya suddhal; kiiyal; prabhiisvarab I
sameti so 'ntari".el)a niiniitvaf!/ niisya labhyate II.
See also ibid. (p. 58, verse no. 49):
aprameyii hi Ie dharmiib kalpako{yo ni~evitiib I
tena acintiyab kiiyo nirVrlo' me prabhiisvaral;ll.
For an English translation of these verses, see REGAMEY 1938: 89 and 96, respectively. See also the
Talhiigaliicintyaguhyanirddasutra (T, fo1. 160a5; D, fo1. 109b6): rang bzhin gyis 'od gsal ba'i sku I. 'Perhaps
better nivrtto (Tib. grub).
58

59 For example, see the Dasabhumikasiitra (p. 87.5-6; TSD, S.v. thugs kyi gsang ba): samyaksambuddhiiniilJ1
guhyasthiiniini yad uta kiiyaguhyaf!/ vii viigguhyam vii cittaguhyaf!/ vii. See also the
Tathiigaliicintyaguhyanirddasutra (T, fo1. I 85b2-3; D, fo1. 126bl-2): zhi ba'i blo gros gsum po 'di dag ni de
bzhin gshegs pa 'i gsang ba '0 II gsum gang zhe na 'di Ita sle I sku 'i gsang ba dang I gsung gi gsang ba dang I
thugs kyi gsang ba'o II.

For the expression sarviikiiravaropelii sunyatii, see SEYFORT RUEGG 1981: 84,97,98; id. 1989: 184, 190. See
also id. 2004: 54.

60

61 Note that the idea of the adamantine body (vajrasiirasarlra: rdo rje snying po 'i sku) can be found also in the
Bodhisattvabhumi 1.15 (WOGlHARA, p. 229.9-10; DUTT, p. 157.15-16).
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(b) An Outcome of a Philosophical Quest?

The historical Buddha is said to have discouraged pure philosophical speculation as being
irrelevant or obstructive to soteriolQgical aspirations. It may be assumed, however, that to
certain inquisitive Buddhist thinkers some philosophical enquiry did appear to be of
relevance. Perhaps the role of human beings' curiosity and quest for new and more
satisfactory explanations should. not be underestimated either. The various kinds of bodhicitta,
particularly ontological, gnoseological, and psycho-physiological bodhicitta, suggest that
there had been a continuing enquiry into the origin of existence, that is, the receptacle-world
or habitat (bhiijanaloka: snod kyi 'jig rten) and the world consisting of sentient beings or
inhabitants (sattvaloka: sems can gyi 'jig rten).
According to Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosa, which is representative of the nonMahayana Buddhist traditions, the diversity of the world arises from karma, that is, the
volition and volition-driven actions of sentient beings. 62 As karma in tum is not possible
without intellectual-emotional defilements (klda: nyon mongs pa), the root (mula: rtsa ba) of
existences (bhava: srid pa) is the underlying defilements (anusaya: phra rgyas), namely,
passion (riiga: dod chags), anger (pratigha: khong khro), pride (miina: nga rgyal), ignorance
(avidyii: rna rig pa), (false) views (dr$ti: Ita ba), and doubt (vicikitsii: the tshom).63 These are
identified the way a disease is diagnosed, so that one can be treated and cured as soon as
possible. From a purely practical and soteriological point of view, such a diagnosis seems to
be adequate. From a philosophical point of view, however, the question as to where these
underlying defilements come from still remains unanswered.
For the Yogacara school of Mahayana Buddhism, for one-according to the
Viniscayasa/'flgrahQ/Jf-the so-called 'fundamental mind' (iilayavijiiiina: kun fzhi rnam par
shes pa) is said to be the root cause of the physical world and its inhabitants. 6 It needs to be
made clear that iilayavijiiiina is understood as a substratum only of mundane phenomena
pertaining to sa/'flsiira and not of supramundane phenomena pertaining to nirviilJa. Thus,
when one becomes a buddha, iilayavijiiiina is either eliminated or transmuted. Candraklrti,
who represents the Prasangika-Madhyamaka school, has stated: 65
Mind alone designs the extremely manifold
World of sentient beings and the receptacle-world,
For the entire world is taught as having arisen from karma;
But once the mind has been discarded, karmano longer exists.
Leaving aside the problematic issues regarding Candraklrti's stance on the external world and
iilayavijiiiina, it is clear that he regards mind, however one defines it, as the shaper of the
world and as an entity that ceases or is emptied upon one's becoming a buddha. 66 The
question regarding the origin of mind itself is, however, not addressed. These Buddhist
62 Abhidharmakosabhii$ya (p. 192.1-3): atha yad etat sattvabhiijanalokasya bahudhii vaicitlyam uktaf!1, tat kena
krtam I na khalu kenacid buddhipiirvakaf!1 krfam I kif!1 tarhi I sattviiniif!1 «karmajaf!1 lokavaicifryaf!1»
[Abhidharmakosa 4. I a]. For an English translation, see PRUDEN 1988-90: 551.

Abhidharmakosabhii$ya (p. 277.1-3): «karmajaf!1 lokavaicitryam» [Abhidharmakosa 4.la) ity uktam I fiini
karmiilJY anusayavasiid upacayaf!1 gacchanfi anfarelJa ciinusayiin bhaviibhinirvarllane na samarthiini bhavanti I
ato veditavyiib, «miilaf!1 bhavasyiinusayiib» [Abhidharmakosa 5.la]. For an English translation, see PRUDEN
63

1988-90: 767.
64

SCHMITHAUSEN 1987: 203.

65

Madhyamakiivatiira 6.89 (cited in the Bodhicaryiivatiirapanjikii, p. 52.4--5; Subhii$itasaf!1graha, p. 19):
sattvalokal!' atha bhiijanalokal7l cillam eva racayaty aticifram I
kGlmajal7l hi jagad ukfam ase$al7l karma cillam avadhiiya ca niisti II.

See also SEYORT RUEGG 2002: 204.
66

See also Madhyamakiivatiira 11.2.8d (p. 361.14): sems 'gags pas de skuyis mngon sum mdzad II.
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systems apparently limit themselves to identifying the ongm of sarrzsiira, comprising the
physical world and its inhabitants. The RatnagUl:zasarrzcaya states that the root of sarrzsiira is
ignorance (avidyii: ma rig pa), and the root of nirviirza the 'Perfection of Insight'
(pra) fiiipiiram itii). 67

Some Mahayana sources, however, apparently go a step further..jor example, in the
Vimalakfrtinirdeiasfltra Vimalakfrti tells Mafijusrf that no phenomena are based on any

substratum: 68
[Mafijusrf] asks: "What is the root of wholesome and unwholesome [attitudes and actions]?"
[Vimalakfrti] replies: "The root is the assemblage of[perishable] existences."
[MafijusrJ] asks: "What is the root of the assemblage of [perishable] existences?"
[Vimalakfrti] replies: "The root of the assemblage of [perishable] existences is desire and
attachment."
[Mafijusrf] asks: "What is the root of desire and attachment?"
[Vimalakfrti] replies: "The root of desire and attachment is incorrect conceptual thoughts."
[Mafijusrf] asks: "What is the root of incorrect conceptual thoughts?"
[Vimalakfrti] replies: "The root of incorrect conceptual thoughts is wrong notions."
[Mafijusrf] asks: "What is the root of wrong notions?"
[Vimalakfrti] replies: "The root of wrong notions is the lack ofa substratum."
[Mafijusrf] asks: "What is the root of the lack of a substratum?"
[Vimalakfrti] replies: "0 MaiijusrT, what root could there be of what has no substratum! Thus all
phenomena subsist on a root which has no substratum."
In the Ratnagotravibhiiga it is stated: 69
Earth is supported by water,
Water by air, and air by space;
Space has, however, no support
Either in air, or in water, or in earth.
Similarly, the psycho-physical complex, elements, and faculties
Have [their] substratum in karmas and klesGs.
And karmas and kle§Gs always have [their] substratum in erroneous conceptual thoughts.
The erroneous conceptual thoughts have [their] substratum in the purity of the mind.
The nature of the mind has no substratum in any phenomena.
A similar idea can be found also in the Ratnagurzasarrzcaya. Despite the textual difficulties, I

attempt an interpretative translation of the pertinent verse as follows: 70

67

Ralnagw:zasal!1caya 28.5-6.

Vima/akfrtinirdesasillra 6.§5-6 (p. 68.4-16): aha I kusa/asyiikusa/asya ca kil!1 mil/am I iiha I salkiiyo mil/am I
aha I salkiiyasya ca puna/:z kil!1 mil/am I aha I salkiiyasyeccha/obhau mil/am I aha I iccha/obhayo/:z kil!1 mil/am I
aha I iccha/obhayor abhillaparika/po mil/am I aha I abhillaparika/pasya kil!1 mil/am I iiha I abhillaparika/pasya
viparyasla sal!1jiia mil/am I iiha I viparyasliiya/:z sal!1jiiiiyii/:z kil!1 mil/am I iiha I viparyasliiyii/:z sal!1jiiiiyii
aprati~!ha mil/am I iiha I aprati~!hiiyii/:z kil!1 mu/am I iiha I yan maiijusrfr' aprati~!hiinal!1 lasya kil!1 mu!al!1
bhavi$Yati I iii hy aprati~lhanamu!aprati~lhitii/:z sarvadharmii/:z I. Cf. the citation in the dKon mchog 'gre! (A,
fols. 14b5-15al; B, p. 41.11-17) .• Note that this sal!1dhi (after a vocative case) is not supplied by the editors.
68

6, Ratnagolravibhiiga 1.55-57:
prthivy ambauja/al!1 viiyau viiyur vyomni prati~lhila/:z I
aprati~lhilam iikiisal!1 viiyvambu~itidhaIU~U II
skandhadhiiIVindriyal!1 ladvat karmak/eiapratis!hilam I
karmak/eiii/:z sadiiyonimanaskiiraprali~lhitii/:z II
ayonisomanaskaras citlasuddhiprali~!hitab I
sarvadharme~u citlasya prakrtis IV aprali$!hilii II.
Cf. the English translation in TAKASAKI 1966: 236.
70

RalnagulJasal!1caya 20.5 (YUYAMA 1976: 75; Tib. p. 177):
iikiisa nisrayi samiirula apaskandho tahi nisrilii ima mahiiprlhivfjagac ca I
salIViina karmaupabhoganidanam eval!1 iikiisaslhiinu kulu cinlayi elam arlhal!1
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In space rests air, in the latter rests the mass of water,

In the latter rests this great earth, in the latter rests the world.
Such is the cause of (or motive for) sentient beings' engagement in [their] karma.
Where does space stand? Reflect on this meaning!71
The idea that the absence of a conCrete substratum is the substratum of phenomena can also
be found in tantric texts such as the *Guhyagarbhatantra, where mind itself, which has no
root, is said to be the root of all phenomena. 72 The Guhyasamiijatantra, too, states that all
phenomena are based on the mind, mind on space and space on nothing. 73
The development of the concept of a substratum for nirvii[1a seems to have played a
part in the development of the idea of a cornmon substratum for both pollution (sa/flklda: kun
nas nyon mongs pa) and purification (vyavadiina: rnam par byang ba). The seeds (bija: sa
bon) of phenomena-either with defilements (siisrava: zag pa dang bcas pa) or without
defilements (aniisrava: zag pa med pa)-may be particularly relevant in this regard, but they
are beyond the scope of this study. It has been pointed out that the role of iilayavijiiiina as a
substratum of sa/flsiira seems to have been extended, and later on even to have assumed the
role of a substratum for nirvii[1a too. The kind of iilayavijiiiina envisioned as the common
substratum of sa/flsiira and nirvii[1a may be seen as a doctrinal transition from Y ogacara to the
Tathagatagarbha system. Thus, for certain schools of thought, such as the rDzogs-chen
tradition in Tibet, it was inevitable that they should differentiate between the two kinds of
iilayavijiiiina or 'universal substratum' (iilaya: kun gzhi), namely, one that is a substratum for
only sa/flsiira and one that is a substratum for both sa/flsiira and nirvii[1a. Of the two strands
of non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism in Ihdia, namely, negative-intellectual and positivemystical,74 one would expect that the former would posit no concrete substratum, whereas the
latter would. Nonetheless, both strands reached a point where they could no longer posit any
sllbstratum. For instance, even for the Ratnagotravibhiiga tradition, which clearly represents
the positive-mystical strand, the purity of the mind, which is the substratum of everything,
itself has no substratum anywhere. In certain tantric texts, however, the non-dual gnosis is
positively affirmed to be the origin of all individual existence. 75 Further, in the Kun byed

Cf. the readings in OBERMILLER 1937: 72-73. This verse is quoted by Candraklrti in his Prasannapadii
1976: 75, n. 5). See also Rong-zom-pa's dKon mchog 'grel (A, fo!' 15a2-3; B, p. 41.18-20).

(YUYAMA

71 I follow one of the two completely different interpretations found in the Tibetan translations (see

YUYAMA

1976: 76, n. 5d).
*Guhyagarbhatantra (P, fo!' 113a4; D, fo!' 115a5):
rtsa ba med pa 'i sems nyid ni II
clzos mams kun gyi rtsa ba yin II.
Cf. ibid. (P, fa!. 113b2; D, fa!. 115b4):
gzhi [bzhi P] rtsa med pa 'i sems nyid ni II
pho mo ma yin ma ning min II.
72

7J The ITa phreng attributed to Padmasambhava states (p. 167.3-4):ji skad du I cilos rnams thams cad ni sems la
gnas so II sems ni nam mkha' fa gnas so II nam mkha' ni ci la yang mi gnas so II zhes 'byung ba dang I· Rongzom-pa identifies the source of this citation as the Guhyasamiijatantra. See the fTa 'gref (A, fo!' 258b2-3; B, p.
340.2-4). The Sanskrit text of the pertinent passage from the Guhyasamiijatantra (p. 85.4-7) reads:
sarvatathiigatadharmii Magavan kutra sthitii!;l kva vii sambhiitii!;l I vajrasattva iiha I svakiiyaviikcittasalJ1sthitii!;l
svakiiyaviikcittasambhiitii!;l I bhagavantal; sarvatathiigatii iih,,1; I svakiiyaviikcittavajralJ1 kutra sthitam I
iikiisasthitam I iikiisalJ1 kutra sthitam I na kvacit I. For the Tibetan translation, see the Guhyasamiijatantra (T, fo!.
6Ial-3; D, fo!' 132b2-4; NyG, p. 888.1-3).

I have elsewhere alluded to these two currents in both non-Mahayana and Mahayana Buddhism in India in
regard to the background to the Tibetan interpretations of the tathiigatagarbha doctrine-there drawing on the
works of Lambert Schmithausen, David Seyfort Ruegg, and Louis de La Vallee Poussin; see WANGCHUK 2004:
191-201.
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rgyal po and other such rDzogs-chen tantras which lay great emphasis on the idea of
ontological bodhicitta, bodhicitta is called the all-creating king (kun byed rgyal po) and
regarded as the ultimate origin of all phenomena.
(c) Synonyms and Near Synonyms of Ontological Bodhicitta

The commonest description of ontological bodhicitta is the one given in the
Bodhicittavivarara,76 namely, as being unconditioned and devoid of any defining
characteristics or signs, like space and bodhi itself. It is further described as tranquil, because
it undergoes no change in regard to the three times and exhibits no characteristic marks or
manifoldness. 77
Ontological bodhicitta has several common synonyms or near synonyms which I
should like to discuss briefly. It may be assumed that not all these synonyms were conceived
as such from the very outset or at the same time, but rather that their number increased
gradually as similar ideas with originally different backgrounds began to overlap. The
Caryiimeliipakapradfpa provides almost one hundred synonyms or near synonyms
(niimaparyiiya: ming gi rnam grangs) of the absolute truth (paramiirthasatya: don dam pa 'i
bden pa), such as prabhiisvara, buddhajiiiina, vajrajiiiina, nirviira, dharmakiiya, bhiitako!i,
dharmadhiitu, prajfiiipiiramitii, tathatii, and samata, all of which could be taken as synonyms
of ontological bodhicitta. 78 Similarly, a number of synonyms of ontological bodhicitta can be
found in rNying-ma tantras, such as the Kun byed rgyalfg0' Dharmadhiitu, svayalJ1bhiijiiana,
and dharmakiiya are mentioned amongst several others. 9 The Bodhicittavivarwza!fkii makes

75

Acintyiidvayakramapadda 83-85 (p. 203.13-18).

BadhicittavivarmJa 46:
alalqwlJam anutpiidam asaTf/sthitam' aviilimayam I
iikiisaTf/ bodhicittaTf/ ca bodhir advayala/ci;arii II.
LINDTNER 1997: 173 (Sanskrit text), 48 (Tibetan text), 49 (English translation). ' Cf. the citation in the
Bodhicmyiivatiirapaiijikii (p. 200.27-28), which reads asaTf/skrlam. See also Bodhicittavivarara 71:
de bzhin nyid dang yang dag mtha ' II
mtshan ma med dang don dam nyid 1/
byang chub sems mchog de nyid dang II
stong nyid du yang bshad pa yin II.
For an English translation, see LINDTNER 1997: 57.
76

77 mNyam sbyor 'gre! pa (A, fol. 125a3; B, p. 596.16-17): byang chub kyi sems ni dus gsum du 'gyur ba dang
spros pa 'i mlshan ma med pas zhi ba '0 II.

Cmyiimeliipakapradfpa (pp. 64.11-65.8); cf. the Tarkajviilii (P, fol. 44a4-5; D, fol. 4Ia4-5; S, vol. 58, p.
105.5-9): de nyid ces bya ba ni khyad par dag bslan du zin kyang I khyad par gyi gzhi'i ming ma bslan na de mi
rlogs pas de 'i phyir I de nyid ces smos Ie I 'jig rten pa dang I 'jig rlen las 'das pa 'i dngos po de dag gi de nyid de
I de bzhin nyid dang I chos kyi dbyings dang I slang pa nyid ces bya ba dag gi mam grangs so II; mNyam sbyor
'gre! pa (A, fol. 24a3-4; B, p. 483.22): byang chub sems ni de kho na bzhin Ie 'gyur ba med pa 'i de kho na nyid
do II.
78

79

Kun byed rgyal po (P, fol. 54b2-6; D, fol. 58a5-bl):
kun byed nga yi rang bzhin 'gcig pu' [pcig bu P]la II
'khar gyi 'dod pa mams kyis ming blags [rtags P] pa
la las byang chub sems su ming blags la II
la las chas kyi dbyings su ming yang blags II
la las nam mkha 'i khams su ming yang blags II
la las rang 'byung ye shes ming yang blags II
la las chos kyi sku ru ming yang blags II
la las longs spyod rdzogs par ming yang btags II
la las sprul pa 'i sku [skur P] ru ming yang blags II
fa las sku gsung Ihugs su ming yang blags II
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explicit that siinyatii is the best bodhicitta. 80 The commentary on the *Guhyagarbhatantra
ascribed to Siiryaprabhasi!p.ha interprets tathiigatagarbha as absolute bodhicitta. 81 The
Middle Way (madhyamii pratipat: dbu ma'i lam), which is devoid of appearances (snang
med), has also been equated with ontological bodhicitta in the Bodhicittabhiivanii. 82
The notion of self-arisen gnosis (svayaT{lbhiijfiiina) is of particular interest in the
context of ontological bodhicitta. The tenn svayaT{lbhiijfiiina can be found in some of the
earliest Mahayana sources. However, its meaning seems to have undergone change in the
course of time. Very probably svayaT{lbhiijfiiina originally meant the gnosis or insight of a
self-arisen buddha (svayaT{lbhiibuddha), a self-arisen buddha being either a buddha83 or a
pratyekabuddha. 84 The idea that buddhas and pratyekabitddhas attain gnosis or make their
soteriological breakthrough on their own is an old concept, which continued to figure in the
Mahayana tradition. In fact, according to the non-Mahayana tradition, this is what
la las Ihams cad mkhyen par ming yang blags II
la las mam pa Ihams cad ming yang blags II
la las ye shes bzhi dang gsum du blags II
la las ye shes lnga ru ming blags la II
la las dbyings dang ye shes ming blags pa II
rang 'byung byang chub sems ni gcig la blags II.
See NEUMAIER-DARGYAY 1992: 164; Chos dbyings mdzod(fols. 22a, 23b). Klong-chen-pa, probably inspired by
the Kun byed rgyal po, also equates ontological bodhicitta with the nature of the mind, which is identical with
prajiiiipiiramilii, madhyamaka, zhi byed, mahiimudrii, and rdzogs chen. Shing ria mam dag (p. 119.3-5): sems
nyid gshis kyi don de mlhong ba la II [om.] shes rab kyi pha rollu phyin pa dang I dbu rna dang I zhi byed dang I
phyag rgya chen po dang I rdzogs pa chen po la sogs ming ci blags kyang I don [add. du] ngo bo gcig sle rig pa
byang chub kyi sems kun byed nam mkha' lla bu'o II. See also EHRHARD 1990: 259, n. 10. Mi-pham even
interpreted Padmasambhava to be, in terms of definitive reality (nfliirlha), (ontological) bodhicitta,
samanlabhadra, iidibuddha, dharmadhiilu, bhulako!i, lalhalii, paramiirlhasatya, svayambhujiiiina,
lalhiigatagarbha, and the so-called 'Three Great Ones' (chen po gsum): the Great Middle Way (dbu rna chen
po), the Great Seal (phyag rgya chen po), and the Great Perfection (rdzogs pa chen po). See his rNam bshad pad
dkar (pp. 320.3-321.2): nges pa don gyi sangs rgyas padma 'byung gnas nyid ngos bzung ba'a II de'i mlshan gyi
mam grangs gzhan yang I gzhung so so'i dgongs pas dbang gis btags pa I kun tu bzang po dang I dang po'i
sangs rgyas dang I chos kyi dbyings dang I yang dag pa'i mtha' dang I chos nyid byang chub kyi sems dang I de
bzhin nyid dang I don dam pa'i bden pa dang I rang byung gi ye shes dang I bde gshegs snying po dang I srid zhi
kun khyab kyi ye shes dang I rang bzhin 'ad gsal gnyug ma'i sems dang I 'da' dka' Ihugs kyi ye shes dang Ilhan
skyes bde ba chen po dang I rgyu'i he ru ka dang I dbu rna chen po dang I phyag rgya chen po dang I rdzogs pa
chen po ste chen po gsum gyi glan la phab pa'i mlhar thug gi don dang gzhan yang mdo rgyud mams nas
mtshan gyi mam grangs du mas bstan pa'i don 'di nyid kho na'o II.
80 BodhicittavivaralJa!ikii (P, fols. 475b8-476al; D, fol. 135b5"'{); S, vol. 18, p. 1129.16-18): ... byang chub
sems mchog de nyid ni stong pa nyid ces rab tu gsungs Ie I rang bzhin med pa'i slong pa nyid ni byang chub
sems kyi nang na rab lu gsungs pa'i phyir ro II.

"*Guhyagarbhaffkii (P, fol. 263a2-3; S, vol. 43, p. 534.4-7; NyK, p. 184.3-4): sems can Ihams cad la de bzhin
gshegs pa'i snying po don dam pa'i byang chub kyi sems 'sangs rgyas kyi ye shes' [sangs chung rgyas pa'i P] ye
nas rang la yod pa [pas P]I de liar rna rlogs te rang gi phyin ci log gi rtog pa'i las kyis [kyi P] sprul zhes gsungs
I; ibid. (P, fol. 264a3-4; S, vol. 43, p. 536.6-9; NyK, pp. 187.6-188.2): sems can thams cad ni de bzhin gshegs
pa'i snying po can yin no zhes so II de la de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po ni gang la bya na I de ni don dam pa'i
byang chub sems la bya sle I rang gi sems kyi chos nyid la bya'o II; cf. the Giang chen rab 'bog (p. 257.4-5):
bde gshegs snying po byang chub sems II
Ihams cad bskyed pa'i sa bon nyid II.
82 Bodhicillabhiivanii (P, fol; 4b2; D, fol. 3b6; S, vol. 33, p. 814.4-5): snang med dbu ma'i lam de byang chub
sems zhes bde gshegs gsungs [gsung P]II.
8J For example, see the Tathiigatagarbhasutra (ZIMMERMANN 2002a: 338-339) where the expression rang
byung sangs rgyas myur du 'gyur occurs. For a translation and remarks, see ibid. 151-152, n. 277. See also
TAKASAKI1966: 296, where the Buddha is referred to as svayambhu.

84

For example, see TAKASAKI 1966: 202, n. 24, where pratyekabuddha is called svayambhu.
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distinguishes a buddha or pratyekabuddha from a srtiwika. The difference between a buddha
and pratyekabuddha is that the former founds a systematic teaching tradition and the latter
does not. Of course, later on an increasing qualitative distinction was made between srtivakas,
pratyekabuddhas, and buddhas. It appears that the term svayarrzbhujFztina, although originally
used for the gnosis of both buddhas and pratyekabuddhas, came to be used dominantly in the
sense of a buddha's gnosis. For example, it is clear that the term svayarrzbhu/fitina that occurs
within a long compound in the Bodhisattvabhurni refers to the gnosis of the Buddha. 85 The
Madhyarnakapradipa not only mentions svayalJlbhujFztina but does so in the context of
bodhicitta, in its gnoseological sense. 86 What it seems to be suggesting is that the
Madhyamikas cannot be charged with postulating the extreme view of annihilationism, for
they posit svayalJlbhujFztina, despite the fact that nothing that may be called absolute prajFzti or
non-conceptualgnosis (nirvikalpajFztina) is perceived. Since they maintain that all phenomena
are illusion-like on the conventional level, they cannot be charged with postulating the
extreme view of etemalism. The term svayarrzbhujiftina87 appears in the Madhyarnakapradipa
in another instance, where it is stated that once the vajroparnasarntidhi is attained, a buddha is
always in a meditative state, because his bodhicitta, equated with svayarrzbhujFztina, undergoes
no change, inasmuch as it neither advances nor retreats. 88 In the course of time,
svayalJlbhUjFztina took on additional meanings. Having formerly been conceived as applicable
only at the stage of a buddha, it was now admitted on the level of sentient beings. The
question that still remains is what svayarrzbhujFztina immanent in ordinary sentient beings
really means.
(d) Two Distinct Perceptions of Ontological Bodhicitta

The list of synonyms mentioned above may create the impression that the idea of ontological
bodhicitta is, in principle, acceptable to all Buddhist schools and that there is general
consensus on the issue of what true reality is. Such an impression is, however, deceptive. The
various schools may agree that true reality can be designated as sunyatti, tathatti, dharrnatti,
tathtigatagarbha, and so forth. But one and the same term can be interpreted differently in
different texts and traditions. It comes as no surprise, then, that ontological bodhicitta,
although accepted as true reality, should be interpreted in several ways. Ontological
bodhicitta can be broadly categorised under two types, namely, one as perceived within the
so-called positive-mystical current of Mahayana Buddhism in India, and the other as
perceived within the negative-intellectualist current. The negative-intellectualist current

85 BodhisattvabhUmi 2.4 (WOGIHARA, p. 326.18-22; DUTT, p. 223.18-20): samyag asu ca
sarviikarasarvabodhisaf/1bharcmukulaf/1 sattve$u [sarvasattve~u DUTT] sarvakarabodhisattvakrtyanukUiam
anutlarasamyaksaf/1bodhisvyayaf/1bhiiiFianapralilaf/1bhanukUlaf/1 sarvakarabuddhakrtyakara(lanukiilaf/1 lac
cillam ulpadyale I.

Madhyamakapradfpa (P, fol. 329a6-7; D, fols. 26Ib7-262a2; S, vol. 57, p. 1493.9-13): yang kun rdzob kyi
bden pa snang ba'i phreng ba 'di dagii Iia ba bzhin du kun rdzob kyi bden pa sgyu rna Ita bur 'dod pas skyon
gyi dri ma gang gis kyang bdag cag la gnod pa med do II gzhan yang don dam pa'i bden pa'i [pa DC] shes rob
ces bya ba rnam par mi rlog pa 'i ye shes chos nyid byang chub kyi sems rang byung gi ye shes chen po 'i mdun
na ci yang med pas chad par smra ba yang ma yin Ie I.
86

87

Note, however, that the reading in P and N is rang byang chub kyi ye shes.

88 Madhyamakapradfpa (P, fol. 356a4--6; D, fol. 282b3-4; S, vol. 57, p. 1545.5-9): gang gi Ishe sangs rgyas kyi
sa rdo rie lla bu'i ling nge 'dzin brnyes par gyur nas ni I rjes las Ihob par mi mnga' sle I mal 'byor gyi dbang
phyug chen po dus rlag lu mnyam par bzhag [gzhag DC] cing rang 'byung gi' [byang chub kyi PN] ye shes chos
nyid byang chub kyi sems chen po la 'gyur bami mnga' zhing 'byung ba dang 'jug pa med pas so II.
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apparently ascribes no positive qualities to ontological bodhicitta, whereas the positivemystical one does. Ontological bodhicitta is perceived by both currents to be constant. Both
currents would also agree that ontological bodhicitta is directly realised by means of
gnoseo10gica1 bodhicitta. In other words, for both currents, the immediate soterio10gica1 goal
is gnoseological bodhicitta, although the existence and persistence of gnosis at the stage of a
buddha would be viewed by them differently.
However, the means of generating gnoseo10gical bodhicitta depends on the respective
soterio10gica1 model presupposed by the two currents. In this regard, it should be recalled that
two soteriologica1 models are presupposed in Mahayana Buddhism, namely, the generation
model and revelation model, or the nurture model and nature model. Although one might
think that the negative-intellectualist current would, as a rule, follow the nurture model, and
the positive-mystical current the nature model, this does not seem to be necessarily the case.
While it is true that the positive-mystical view tends to follow the nature model, not all those
who belong to the negative-intellectualist persuasion necessarily follow the nurture model. In
any case, according to the nurture model, gnoseo10gical bodhicitta has to be generated from
scratch. According to the nature model, by contrast, it is nothing other than ontological
bodhicitta revealed or exposed. In other words, gnosis, which lies latent in ontological
bodhicitta, is made patent through spiritual practice. 89 In neither of these two models is
ethico-spiritual bodhicitta dismissed as redundant. Under the nurture model, it is a generating
cause of gnoseo10gica1 bodhicitta, and under the nature model, an exposing or revealing
cause.
(e) Some Salient Features of Ontological Bodhicitta

Of all the various features of ontological bodhicitta, the following two seem to be particularly
significant: (1) It remains constant and independent of verbal expressions, concepts, persons,
and cognition. It remains unaffected by spatiality and temporality, and can neither be
increased nor decreased. The buddhas may come and go but ontological bodhicitta remains.
(2) It is soteriologically neutral, and yet the ability or inability to penetrate it with
gnoseologica1 bodhicitta correlates with one's freedom or bondage. Thus it is said that it is
neither sa'!1siira nor nirviirra, and yet can cause both.90
6. Psycho-Physiological Bodhicitta

Psycho-physiological bodhicitta is a fascinating topic, one which would require much more
study than can be devoted to it here to be able to do it justice. What I shall attempt to do in the
following few paragraphs is, first of all, to explain the expression 'psycho-physiological
bodhicitta' and to justifY the employment of such an expression. Secondly, and more
importantly, I should like to discuss not details of the practical aspects of sexual-yogic
exercises associated with psycho-physiological bodhicitta, but rather the doctrinal
background, and to propose a plausible historical development.

This is the reason why the dharmakiiya can be said to be revealed or exposed ontological bodhicitta, as is
apparently propounded, for example, in the BodhicittabhiivaniinirdeSa (P, fo!. 56b4-5; D, fo!' 46al; S, vo!' 33, p.
183.17-19): shes rab Icyi bla dang Idan pas byang chub Icyi sems mngon du gyur pa de la longs spyod rdzags
pa'i sku la sags Ie I sku gsum gyi nang na mchag IU gyur pa chas Icyi sku zhes byang chub Icyi sems de la bya sle
89

I·
90

Cf. Mulamadhyamakakiirikii 16.10:
na nirviifJasamaropo na salJ'lsiiriipakar$alJam I
yalra kas lalra saf!1siiro nirvii1)af!1 kif!1 vikalpyale II·
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(a) What is Psycho-Physiological Bodhicitta?
We already know that in certain Vajrayiina sources semen virile '(Sukra: khu ba) is called
bodhicitta. We also know that the great bliss (or ecstasy) (mahasukha: bde ba chen po)
invariably associated with sexual-yogic practices is likewise called bodhicitta. Semen virile is
so designated, for example, in the context of the destruction 'or lo~s of bodhicitta
(bodhicittapralJasa: byang chub kyi sems nyams pa), which is the fifth cardinal transgression
(miilapatti.' rtsa ba'i !tung ba) of the mantra vows according to 'several tantric systems in
which bodhicitta is identified as semen virile. 91 It is true that bodhicitta in its physiological
sense is predominantly used for semen virile, male reproductive seed, but it is also true that
occasionally both male seed and female menstrual blood are referred to as bodhicitta92sometimes designated in Tibetan sources as 'white' and 'red' bodhicitta, respectively.93 The
expressions 'white' and 'red' bodhicitta, however, seem to be alternative renderings of the
Sanskrit terms sukra and sOlJita (or rakta), respectively, since sukra means both 'seminal
fluid' (khu ba) and 'white' (dkar po), and sOlJita or rakta both 'blood' (khrag) and 'red'
(dmar pO).94
The quality or function attributed to white and red forms of bodhicitta suggests that
they are fluids of virility and fertility, respectively, and thus the identification of red
bodhicitta with blood (rakta: khrag), or specifically with menstrual blood (stripu~pa: zla
mtshan),95 can be explained perhaps by what one might call Buddhist or Indian
metaphysiology. The type of bodhicitta under consideration here seems not to be limited
purely to the physiological realm but to include, more importantly, a psychical aspect. Thus
sexual-yogic practice culminates in the production of physiological bodhicitta in the form of
fluids potent with virility and fertility, and psychical bodhicitta in the form of the
accompanying sexual bliss or ecstasy (mahasukha). In order to capture both of these
meanings, I have used the expression psycho-physiological bodhicitta. The fact that this type
of bodhicitta has both psychical and physiological components has been made explicit by an
Indian tantric commentary.96 ,
The nature of the great bliss connected with psycho-physiological bodhicitta has been
disputed in India and Tibet. Some have identified it as a 'mere sensation of bliss of the
[sexual] union' (snyoms 'jug gi tshor ba bde ba tsam), 'mind free of [sexual] desire' (chags
bral gyi sems), a 'mere correlative of the understanding of emptiness' (stong /fa 'i go yul
tsam), the 'notion of. grasping emptiness' (stong 'dzin gyi 'dushes)" and so forth. For some,

Vimalaprabhii ad 3.102 (vol. 2, p. 97.21): iha bodhicittam ~ukram, tasya viniisiid acyutasukha", na bhavati I;
Yogaratnamiilii (p. 134.35): bodhicittam sukram. See also TSD, s.v. byang chub sems.

'1

92

SeeMW, s.v. sukra, where one of the meanings of sukra is given as 'seed of animals (male and females).'

mChod bsgrai rnam bshad (A, fol. 183a6; B, p. 51.5-6): gsang bar thabs shes rab kyi byang chub sems dkar
dmar gnyis rdo rje'i chu dang sbyar nas I yi ge gsum gyis byin gyis brlab pa'o II; ibid. (A, fal. 183b3; B, p.
SUO-II): gsang ba ni yab yum gyi byang chub sems las dri byung ba '0 II; ibid. (A, fol. 184al; B, p. 51.19):
gsang ba ni yum gyi byangsems so II .
93

•4

See MW, s. vv. sukra, s01;tita, and rakta.

95

See, for example, the Yogaratnamiilii, as cited in the TSD (s.v. khrag): raktam iti strlpu~pa", ....

96 Prakiisikiivyiikhyiifikii (p, vol. ki, fol. 205b8; D, vol. khi, fol. 123b6; S, vol. 17, p. 294.3-4): 'on kyang byang
chub kyi sems fa cha gnyis te I rdzas kyi cha dang bde ba chen po 'i cha '0 II.

97 All of these explanations are rejected by Mi-pbam. His discussion in tli.e 'Od gsal snying po (pp. 9.4-10.1)
actually deals with the 'goosis of the fourth' (bzhi pa 'i ye shes), that is, the goosis brought forth during or by
means of the 'fourth empowerment' (caturthiibhi$eka: dbang bzhi pa). Cf. the Marmakalikiipiiiijikii (p. 25.13-
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the great bliss in question is not just ordinary sexual bliss but undefiled (aniisrava: zag pa
med pa) great bliss-undefiled, that is, by intellectual-emotional defilements (klesa).98 The
cause of the dispute seems to lie in the fact that those traditions that presuppose the revelation
model of soteriology posit a gnOseological component of psycho-physiological bodhicitta,
and unlike common sexual bliss, gllosis, by definition, cannot be defiled. For these traditions,
the physiological and psychical components are perceived as the bearers of the great bliss that
undefiled gnosis is. For those traditions that presuppose the generation model of soteriology,
however, psycho-physiological bodhicitta seems to include only the psychical and
physiological components, and so not gnosis (i.e. gnoseological bodhicitta), which is regarded
as the goal of psycho-physiological bodhicitta.
In addition, there seems to have been a debate as to whether psycho-physiological
bodhicitta, when understood as possessing a cognitive nature, is a principal or a secondary
mental factor. As we have seen, such a discussion among Indian and Tibetan scholars
occurred also in the context of ethico-spiritual bodhicitta. The ITa phreng attributed to
Padmasambhava suggests that psycho-physiological bodhicitta emerges when three factors,
namely, a sense organ of the body (kiiyendra: luskyi dbang po), a perception (vijiiiina: rnam
par shes pa), and an object (vi,mya: yul), interact. 99 It is in this connection that the
commentators of the *Guhyagarbhatantra in Tibet thematised the nature of psychophysiological bodhicitta, as is evident from Rong-zom-pa's report: 100
Earlier teachers (purviiciirya) have explained that 'object' (vi~aya: yul) refers to the [awakened]
body (kiiya: sku), 'sense organ' (indriya: dbang po) to the [awakened] speech (viie: gsung), and
'perception' (vijiiiina: rnam par shes pa) to the [awakened] mind (citta: thugs). The Popular
Tradition of Kharns (yongs grags khams lugs pa) maintains that [the phrase] 'the [psychophysiological] bodhieitta that has arisen from them' refers to the element of mind (manodhiitu)
that arises subsequently to bodily perception (kiiyavijiiiina). The Tradition of Central [Tibet]
(dbus lugspa) maintains that [psycho-physiological bodhicitta] refers to the sensation that arises
from bodily contact (kiiyasal[lsparsqjii vedanii). Thus it is asserted [that psycho-physiological]
bodhicitta is the experience of bliss [arising from or associated with] the union of efficient
strategy (upiiya) and insight (prajiiii). In general, [I] see no contradiction in [taking] it as mind
(Gitta) or a mental factor (eaitta) that arises from the coming into contact of a bodily sense organ
(kiiyendriya), an object (vi~aya), and a perception (vijiiiina).
The same discussion can be found in Rong-zom-pa's commentary on the
*Guhyagarbhatantra, and reinforces our understanding of the issue. 101 For instance, it

15), where three types of bliss-meagre (mrdumiitra), mediocre (madhyamiilra), and excellent (adhimiilra)-associated with psycho-physiological bodhicitta are mentioned.
98

Guhyendulilakalanlra, as cited in the Jiiiinasiddhi (p. 141.18-19):
bodhicittiid rle niinyal saukhyam asli Iridhiiluke I
bodhicittam ayam saukhyam sarvasaukhyaprasarpa(lam II.

99 ITa phreng (p. 166.4-5): Ius ky; dbang po dang I mam par shes pa dang I yul dang de las byung ba'i byang
chub kyi sems ni khro bo bzhi'i rang bzhin I. For a discussion of this matter, see KARMAY 1988: 156, n. 156.
100 ITa 'gre! (A, fols. 255b4-256a2; B, p. 339.5-12): yul sku I dbang po gsung I mam par shes pa Ihugs I zhes
sngon gyi [kyi A] slob dpon mams ky!s [kyi A] bshad do II de las byung ba'i byang ehub ky! sems zhes bya ba ni
I Ius kyi mam par shes pa'i rjes su skyes pa'; yid kyi khams la bya zhes yongs grags khams lugs pa' gsung ngo II
Ius kyi 'dus Ie reg pa'f rkyen gy!s [~ gyi] Ishor ba la bya zhes I dbus lugs pa gsung [gsungs A] sle I de Iia na
yang Ihabs dang shes rab gnyis su myed par [bar A] sbyor ba'i bde' [bde A] ba myong ba'i byang chub kyi sems
yin no zhes 'chad I yong ni 'di' Ius ky! dbang po dang I yul dang I rnam par shes pa gsum phrad pa' las skyes
pa'i I sems dang sems las byung ba gang yin yang 'gal ba rna mlhong [mthang B] ngo II·

101 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fo!' 87a4-b2; B, pp. 118.23-119.7): Ius kyi mam par shes pa dang I dbang po dang I
yul rnams ni dngos su bslan par zad I reg shes zhes bya ba ni I man ngag Ita phreng ['phreng A] las I de las
byung ba'i byang chub kyi sems zhes bshad de I de gsum las skyes pa'i sems su bshad pas I khams dang skye
mched du sbyar na yid kyi dbang po la sbyar bar rigs so zhes yongs grags pa kha cig gsung ngo II slob dpon
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specifies perception (vijniina) in the indicated triad as bodily perception (kayavijniina). It also
makes clear that, for some proponents of the Popular Tradition of Khams, the reason for
considering the psycho-physiological bodhicitta as a faculty of thought (manai'ndriya), which
is identical with the element of mind (manodhiitu: yid kyi khams), is that the ITa phreng has
explained it as mind (citta: sems) that arises from the interaction of the tri&.d, and that if
expressed in te=s of the eighteen elements (dhiitu: khams) or the twelve senses and sense
objects (iiyatana: skye mched), it is logical to consider it as the element of mind. It should,
however, be pointed that, following the Abhidha=a systematists, manodhiitu and manaiiyatana are not coextensive, for all seven elements of perception (vijniinadhiitu)-the seventh
being manodhiitu or manai'ndriya-are subsumed under mana-iiyatana. Thus, for some,
psycho-physiological bodhicitta is a principal mental element (i.e. manodhiitu, which follows
kiiyavijniina), while for others it is a secondary mental element (i.e. kiiyasa7J!spadajii
vedanii). Rong-zom-pa's own stance is that there is not much of a contradiction-showing a
subtle attempt to reconcile the two positions. He does not, however, provide any reason for
this. 102
(b) Some Salient Features of Psycho-Physiological Bodhicitta
Before attempting to trace its historical route, it is perhaps useful to look at some of the salient
features of psycho-physiological bodhicitta: (1) It is found only in the tantric context, and that
too, only in certain Vajrayiina scriptures or systems that presuppose sexual-yogic practices. It
must be, historically, the last kind of bodhicitta to be recognised as such, in contrast to ethicospiritual bodhicitta, which is, beyond doubt, the oldest type. (2) Originally it seems to have
been conceived as having two components, namely, psychical and physiological ones, but
later, as a result of a shift in preference for a certain soteriological model, a gnoseological
component entered in too. In order to understand the psychical component, it is useful to
consider passion (riiga), particularly sexual passion, within the Buddhist soteriological
context; and in order to understand the physiological component, to consider the treatment of
'metaphysiology'-particularly the role offluids of virility and fertility, and also the bodymind relationship-in Indian sources. (3) It is, in several respects, conceived parallel to
ethico-spiritual bodhicitta, and often the te= bodhicitta is consciously employed as a double
entendre, denoting simultaneously both ethico-spiritual and psycho-physiological bodhicitta.
(4) Its function is soteriological and its goal, like that of ethico-spiritual bodhicifta, is always
gnoseological bodhicitta (i.e. a buddha's gnosis). Thus psychical and physiological elements
and sexual experiences that are of no soteriological relevance have nothing to do with it.
(c) Probable Motives for the Conception of Psycho-Physiological Bodhicitta
The theory of psycho-physiological bodhicitta is intricately linked with the sexual-yogic
practices prevalent in certain fo=s ofVajrayana Buddhism. My concern, however, is not the
issue regarding the origin of sexual-yogic practices, but rather questions such as why and with
what doctrinal justification such practices could gain admission into the existing Buddhist
theories and practices. The most intriguing questions in this regard are why and how the male
and female fluids of virility and fertility came to be designated as bodhicitta. In this case, as
dbus lugs pa rnams ni I kun la khyab pa 'i spa ri sha zhes bya ste I Ius kyi 'dus te reg pa 'i rkyen gyis tshar ba la
sbyar bar bya ba yin la I de [da A] yang gtsa bar gyur pa thabs dang shes rab gnyis su med par sbyar ba 'i byang
chub kyi sems bde ba chen po nyams su myang ba nyid yin no zhes gsung nga II yangs ni 'di Ita bu dag ni gang
Itar sbyar yang [hag par 'gal ba rna mthong ngo II.
102 Klong-chen-pa has, in a similar manner, attempted to resolve the apparent problem in the context of ethicospiritual badhicitta by stating that there is no contradiction, since secondary mental elements always arise in
association with a principal one.
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in the history of Buddhist ideas in general, multiple and complex factors must have been
involved, and hence forming a plausible picture of the course of events would require
intensive study on various fronts. What I intend to do here is merely to consider some of the
possible motives for the introduction of sexual-yogic practices, along with some of the nontantric Mahayana doctrinal foundations that could have served as justification for doing so.
In attempting to understand the conception and development of psycho-physiological
bodhicitta, or any Buddhist idea for that matter, it is always valuable to keep in mind that
Buddhism is, in the first place, a religion which sets nirval1a-regardless of how it is
defined-as its primary soteriological goal, which in any case involves shaking off the
shackles of sarrzsara so as to be no longer subjected to it. The immediate problem facing a
Buddhist concerns intellectual-emotional defilements (such as ignorance, hatred, and desire)
that seethe from within and the pain and discontent that one experiences and sees around
oneself. In other words, Buddhism sees sarrzsara as a problem and nirval1a as the solution.
What sarrzsara basically consists of are kldas and karmas, and their undesirable
consequences, including pain and discontent. Practising the teachings given by the historical
Buddha would by itself have sufficed to solve one's problems. Why, then, did certain
Buddhists at a certain point in history adopt or resort to sexual-yogic practices? One
explanation, in my view, lies in the tendency of human beings to attempt to gain the same old
objective by newer, quicker, easier, and more effective means. The problems of Vajrayana
practitioners and the soteriological goal remained the same as in non-tantric Mahayana. It was
only their outlook and approaches that were now dramatically augmented or otherwise
modified. This fact is expressly confirmed by authors within the tradition of tantric
Buddhism. In addition, it has been pointed out that the development of ethico-spiritual
bodhicitta can be explained as one of the attempts made by Buddhists themselves to bolster
the staying power of the Three Jewels. In a similar way, the idea of psycho-physiological
bodhicitta may have been introduced as one of several measures taken by innovative
Buddhists to speed up the process of accomplishing the goal set by ethico-spiritual bodhicitta.
One of the questions that comes to mind in this regard is: To what extent were
innovative Buddhists able to absorb or adapt practices that had their origin in non-Buddhist
traditions and yet retain their Buddhist identity or character? The answer seems to be that as
long as one abided by the Mahayana guidelines of insight (prajiia) and compassion (karul1a),
there were no restrictions on the employment of one's mental, verbal, or physical impulses as
means of attaining the soteriological goal. 103 In other words, all means, n,gardless of whether
they are in origin Buddhist or non-Buddhist, are, in principle, acceptable to Mahayana
followers as long as they can contribute to the attainment of the soteriological goal. Precisely
such an attitude seems to have paved the way for the theory and practice of psychophysiological bodhicitta.
(d) The Problems of Physicality and Sexuality in Buddhism

In general, the conservative Buddhist traditions consider the psycho-physical complexes
(skandha) of a person as impure, impermanent, painful, and non-substantial. Mistakenly

holding on to the impure as pure, the impermanent as permanent, the painful as pleasurable,
and the non-self as self has been considered to be the root cause of sarrzsara. In particular,
passion and pleasure, especially those types associated with physicality or sexuality, are
considered a problem-a hindrance to spiritual progress-and are to be combatted by

103 See, for example, the mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 245bl-2; B, p. 357.9-11): sangs rgyas thams cad kyi lam gcig po ni
shes rab dang snying rje yin te I gzhan du ius dang ngag dang yid kyi 'du byed thams cad fa 'di fa mi brten du mi
rung ngo zhes ris su chad pa med do II.
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adopting a negative or at least a neutral stance towards them. 104 A bodhisattva who happens to
be an ordained monk could combat desire in general and sexual desire in particular by
distancing himself physically from the objects of desire. But the problem of physicality or
sexuality threatened to become acute in the case of lay bodhisattvas. Can a lay bodhisattva
indulge in sexual passion and yet at the same time pursue his soteriological goal? Or is it
possible to engage in sexual acts without sexual desire? From the point of view of Buddhist
spirituality, this seems to be a serious problem. However, historically speaking, precisely such
difficulties may have given an impetus to the development of new Mahayana soteriological
theories, thus enabling the innovators to look at the psycho-physical complexes (skandha)
from a new perspective.
How can one best make use of the psycho-physical resources that one has at one's
disposal? Already in the context of non-tantric bodhisattva practices, one finds traces of the
wish to extract an essence (siira: snying po) from one's essenceless body. lOS In some
Mahayana sutras the five skandhas are called the five tathiigatas, and the five kle.§as the
progenitors of the tathiigatas. 106 In particular, passion, like compassion, is seen not any longer
as a hindrance but rather as being indispensable for guaranteeing the physical presence of a
bodhisattva. It is said that just as a lotus grows only in a marshy land full of waste material, so
tathagatas grow from a heap of kleias. From a tantric point of view, however, the treatment
of klesas as soteriologically positive has been merely theorised in the non-tantric Mahayana
systems, and it is only in the tantric Mahayana that the practical aspects of such belief are
taught. Thus, from a tantric perspective, one could argue that the employment of kleias for
soteriological purposes is not only doctrinally justifiable but also historically inevitable. Such
a change of attitude or perspective seems to have enabled a bodhisattva (a) to. find solutions in
the problems themselves, (b) to break the spiritual taboos associated with dualistic concepts
such as those pertaining to purity and impurity,107 and (c) to experiment with one's
physicality and sexuality in such a way that they can be used for soteriological purposes.
Perhaps it should be stated unambiguously that I neither contend nor wish to imply
that sexual-yogic practice is an organic inner-Buddhist development. Some scholars have
maintained that anticipations of sexual-yogic practices can be found already in non-tantric
Mahayana sources such as NairatmyapariprcchiJ 11 and Mahiiyiinasutriilal'J1kara 9.46, a
position which I do not share. It has been already pointed out that the expression
svargamahiJsukha in NairiitmyapariprcchiJ 11 is not identified with sexual bliss but rather
juxtaposed to it and that Mahiiy[masutrtilal'J1kiira 9.46 does not speak about sexual practice,
but rather about the bodhisattva's self-extrication from such a practice. 108 ,
104
Abhidharmakosabhii$ya (p. 452.7-9): asubhopek$ayo/1 kamaragapratipak$atve ko vise$al; 1
varQaragasyasubha maithunaragasyopek$eti vaibhi'i$ika/1 1 eva"., tu yujyate 1 maithunaragasyasubhii
miitiipitrputrajfiiitiragasyopek$eti I. See also SCHMlTHAUSEN 1982: 62, 66.

105 Cf. Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 26.2; V AlDYA, p. 18.26): asarat kayat saram adatukamo .... See also ibid.
(BENDALL, p. 200.17; V AIDYA, p. 111.5-6): labha me sulabdha yasya me 'sarat kayat saram adatta"., bhavi$yati

I,

106 See, for example, the Vimalakfrtinirdesasiitra 7.§2 (pp. 77.23-78,7), See also the mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 241a35; B, p. 352,5-9); dKon mchog 'grel (A, fo1. 52a2-b6; B, p. 82,1-23); Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fols. 106a2-4,
106b3-5; B, pp, 531.12-17,532.5-10); WANGCHUK 2002: 280-282,

107 See ISAACSON 1998: 27, n, 10, where it has been pointed out that sexual-yogic practices were meant 'to get
rid of the ordinary concept of impure and pure,'
108 For a discussion of the expression svargamahasukha in Nairatmyapariprccha II and Mahayanasutrala".,kara
9.46, see SCHMITHAUSEN 1980: 444, Cf. SNELLGROVE 1988: 1373; DASGUPTA 1962: 17-19, For Tibetan
scholars such as Mi-pham, the component of great bliss was taught in Vajrayana in order to combat the clinging
to emptiness, See the Nges shes sgron me (p. 90.1):
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(e) Psycho-Physiological Bodhicitta in Yogic Practices

In order to understand the rationale behind the employment of psycho-physiological
bodhicitta in yogic practices, it is ,perhaps useful to take a look at how such practices are
conceived. Vajrayana practices may with justification be subsumed under what is known as
two phases or stages (krama: rim pa), namely, a generation phase (utpattikrama: bskyed pa 'i
rim pa) and completion phase (utpannakramalni$pannakrama: rdzogs pa'i rim pa).I09 This
scheme of two phases is obviously based on the two-truth model of the non-tantric
Madhyamaka tradition. II 0 This would perhaps explain why utpattikrama is referred to as
possessing provisional meaning (neyartha) and ni$pannakrama as possessing definitive
meaning (nirartha).111 In content and function, however, the two are very probably meant to
denote quietude (samatha) and superior insight (vipasyana), respectively. The question as to
whether the yogic practice of utpattikrama is sufficient in and of itself (i.e. independently of
ni$pannakrama) for bringing about soteriological attainments may be answered positively or
negatively depending on how the two phases are understood and defined in the first place. As
a justification for the practices of utpattikrama, which involve various kinds of visualisations
and the like, it is maintained that manifold or discursive proliferation wrapafica) can be
eliminated or pacified by making use of it, so to speak, homeopathically. I 2 This and similar
ideas suggest the soteriological self-efficacy of the utpattikrama practices. For scholars like
Mi-pham, however, the practice of utpattikrama, like that of samatha, is not capable of
autonomously bringing about salvation.1I3 Obvious attempts were also made to link the two
stages with the two accumulations (sal!lbhara), namely; the accumulation of beneficial
resources (pwJyasal!lbhara) and the accumulation of gnosis (jfianasal!lbhara), both
indispensable prerequisites for the attainment of Buddhahood. The practices of Five Phases
(paficakrama) of the Guhyasamajatantra tradition and those of the Six-Limb Yoga
($a4angayoga) of the Katacakratantra tradition (and also found in the
Guhyasami'ijatantra),114 are ni$pannakrama practices. rDzogs-chen practices are regarded by
stong par zhen pa bzlog phyir du II
sngags las bde ba ehen po bstan II.
For an English translation, see PETTIT 1999: 209. Mi-pham, however, rejects the interpretation of great bliss as
mere sexual bliss.
109 Guhya;amiijatantra 18.84; Hevajratantra 1.8.24cd-25ab. For improve'd ;eadings of the pertinent verses and a
discussion of Ratnakarasanti's understanding of the two phases, see ISAACSON 200 I: 467-472, See also the
Yogaratnamiilii (pp. 104.16-18,20-21); Muktitilaka (P, fol. 62bl-2; D, fol. 52al-2; S, vol. 21, p. 973.19-21);
Rim pa gnyis pa (P, fol. 21 Oa4-5; S, vol. 44, p. 481.1-2); Pancakrama 1.2; cf. ibid. 5.20.

110 That the two phases are in a way analogous to the two truths propounded in Mulamadyamakakiirikii 24.8 has
been pointed out and discussed in ISAACSON 2001: 469, particularly, n. 92.
III See, for example, the bKa' brgyad rnam bshad (p. 94.2): drang don bskyed rim dang I nges don rdzogs pa'i
rim par sbyar ba 'i tshu! gyis bzhed pa 'dra min yod pa shes par bya zhing ....

112

Hevajratantra 2.2.29:
ulpattikramayogena prapaneaTf/ bhiivayed vralll
prapaneaTf/ svapnavat krtvii prapaneair ni/lprapaneayet II.

113 'Od gsal snying po (p. 44.5-{i): ... bskyed rim rkyang pas 'og min gyi bar gyi 'jig rten pa 'i dngos grub kun
sgrub nus kyi 'das lam mngon du bya mi nus .... See also ibid. (p. 221.2-4): ... bskyed rim rkyang pa rags pa
dang phraba'i gsa! snang mthar phyin pa'i Ishe na sngags dang phyag rgya la sags pa grogs suldan pa'i sgo
nas 'og min gyi bar gyi 'jig rlen pa'i dngos grub mtha' dag 'grub nus so II.
114

Vima!aprabhii ad 4.112 (vol. 2, p. 207.5-{i):
pratyiihiiras tathii dhyiinaTf/ priilJiiyiimas ea dhiiralJii
anusmrti/l samiidhiS ca ~adaizgo yoga isyate II.

I
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rNying-ma scholars as signless (nirnimittaianimitta: mtshan ma med pa) ni$pannakrama
practices. The so-called Yoga of Seminal Drops ~binduyoga: thig le'i mal 'byor) and Subtle
Yoga (sii1~mayoga: phra mo '[ mal 'byor) 11 can be regarded as special kinds of
ni$pannakrama practices that directly deal with psycho-physiological bodhicitta.
In the rNying-ma tantric tradition there is another way of looking at the various
Vajrayana methods, namely, (1) the thabs lam ('Way of Efficient Strategy~ and (2) the grol
lam ('Way of Release'). Such a convention has yet to be traced in Indian sources. The thabs
lam uses special yogic techniques called 'striking at the core' (marmaprahiira: gnad du bsnun
pa) 116 of the physical bases (iidhiira: rten), namely, the channels (niit;/f: rtsa), vital winds
(viiyu: rlung), and seminal drops (bindu: thig Ie), as a result of which the gnosis 'to be
kindled' (iidheya: brten pa) emerges inevitably (ha!hena: btsan thabs su). The alchemic
procedure of transforming iron into gold instantly by the efficient manipulation of a mineral
called miik$ika l17 is given by analogy with the thabs lam technique. The latter is subdivided
into two parts, namely, one involving (a) the upper ar.erture (urdhvadviira: steng gi sgo) and
one (b) the lower aperture (adhodviira: 'og gi sgo).l 8 These are also called that which uses
one's own body as an efficient strategy (svadehopiiyasar(lyukta: rang Ius thabs Idan) and that
which uses the body of others as an efficient strategy (*paradehopiiyasar(lyukta: gzhan Ius
thabs ldan), respectively. 119 The grollam, on the other hand, uses special yogic techniques to

See also Guhyasamiijatantra 18.141, which reads slightly differently. This verse is cited in TSD, s.v. sbyar ba
yon lag drug. The Six-Limb Yoga is explained also in Rong-zom-pa's Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fols. 120al122a6; B, pp. 547.3-549.22).
115 Vimalaprabhii ad 4.110 (va!. 2, p. 204.18-19): badhicittabinduni,pattir binduyagab I sukracyavaniit
sukhapalabdhib siik,mayagab I. This is cited in TSD, s.vv.phra ma'i rnal 'byar, thig le'i mal 'byar, thig Ie, mal
'byor, and dmigs pa.

116

TSD, s.v.

117

MW,s.v.

The te!TIlS iirdhvadviira and adhodviira are attested in Sanskrit sources, for example, in KlOQacarya's
Vasantatilakii (p. 22.4) and Vanaratna's commentary on it, the Rahasyadfpikii (pp. 23.10). However,
iirdhvadviira and adhodviira in the tantric context do not seem to mean the 'gate opening into heaven' and the
'anus' (as in MW, s.v.), but rather the openings of two of the three principal channels (pradhiinii: gtso mo gsum),
namely, rasanii (ra rna) and lalanii (brkyang rna), respectively; the third and the middle channel is avadhiitl (kun
'dar rna). See the Hevajratantra 1.1.13 (cited also in TSD, s.v. gtsa rna): tiisii", madhye tisra nii¢yab pradhiiniib
I; see also TSD, s.vv. rtsa, kun 'dar rna, ra rna, and brkyang ma. The expressions steng sga and 'ag sga can be
found in several rNying-ma tantric sources, for example, in the sGyu 'phrul rgya mtsha (pp. 10.7-11.1; also
cited in the Phyags bcu 'i mun se!, p. 453.2):
bye brag rlung las gyur pa ni II
ye shes 'byung ba steng 'ag sga II.
See also the 'PrajiiiipraveSa (P, fa!. 413.5; S, va!. 43, p. 836.12-13):
thabs dang shes rab lam gnyis kyis II
nges byed sngon [sdon P]la steng 'ag thabs II.
See also the bSam gtan mig sgran (p. 15.5-6): steng 'ag gi sga'i man ngag.... ; ibid. (p. 220.2): mdar steng 'ag gi
rlung 'jug giphye ba'a II; ibid, (p. 210.3): 'og gi sga la rtenpa ni I; ibid. (p. 222.5): rten can ni steng 'ag gi
gnyis te I steng gi sga la brten po ni I; Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fa!. 122a4; B, p. 549.18). Cf. also the sGyu 'phrul
rgya mtsha (p. 25.6):
steng 'ag rlung fa dbang thab nos II
bar ma'i rkyen gyis bslu ba med II.
Cf. also the Dam tshig gsal bkra (P, fo1. 577a7-8; S, va!. 43, p. 1196.17-18):
thabs kyi Ius la brten shes na II
yon tan brfad las 'das pas [sic?] gsungs II.
liB

I J9 The expression svadehapiiyasa",yukta can be found, for example, in the Guhyasiddhi (pp. 22.19-20, 23.7-8),
but I have not been able to trace its counterpart ·paradehopiiyasa",yukta.
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strike directly at the core of the gnosis to be kindled so that the innate gnosis inevitably
emerges without having to depend on the Iliiljf, viiyu, or bindu. The alchemic procedure of
transforming iron into gold gradually by efficiently manipUlating a jewel called kaustubha 120
is given by analogy with the grol lam technique. The main distinction between thabs lam and
grol lam is their elnphasis on upiiya and prajfiii, respectively. However, it is maintained that
each path is endowed with both upiiya and prajfiii, and is self-sufficient. It is also said that in
general those who practise the thabs lam achieve swifter results than those who practise the
grol lam, but a simultaneist engaged in the grol lam is said to be even swifter than a
simultaneist engaged in the thabs lam.
The sexual-yogic technique, which involves a skilful manipulation of psychophysiological bodhicitta, is thus relevant only for those who practise a specific kind of thabs
lam. For those tantric traditions that endorse such options, sexual-yogic practices are neither
indispensable nor are they meant to be interpreted only symbolically. It is also
comprehensible why sexual-yogic practices, although in principle permissible even for fully
ordained monks, may in practice be extremely difficult, simply owing to the great risks
involved. For the Dwags-po bKa'-brgyud tradition in Tibet, the Six Teachings of Naropa (na
ro'i chos drug) 121 make use of the thabs lam technique, and Mahamudra the grol lam
technique. 122 In sum, all yogic techniques mentioned here seem to be, in one way or another,
concerned with causing gnoseological bodhicitta to emerge.
7. Semeiological Bodhicitta

As stated above, I take semeiological bodhicitta to be a visual, verbal, or visional
representation or symbol of the other four types of bodhicitta. Not being a specialist in Indian
or Buddhist symbolism, I have relied on Adrian Snodgrass's The Symbolism of the Stupa for
some general understanding of this field. The primary aim of this discussion is to supplement
our understanding of the concept of bodhicitta and not of symbolism per se.
(a) General Features of Bodhicitta Symbolism

Adrian Snodgrass remarks that in the Indian view, "the symbol has a horizontal reference that
is indefinitely extended and a vertical reference that is truly infinite.,,123 That is to say, a
symbol can have more than one referent, and a single referent can be represented by a number
of different symbols, arid itself have a plurality of meanings. Snodgrass also states that
symbols can produce interlocking and inter-reflecting patterns. All of this seems to be true, in
particular, of the symbolism of bodhicitta. A single symbol, such as a vajra, can have more
than one referent, including bodhicitta. Similarly, the single referent bodhicitta can be
represented by a number of symbols-a lotus, the moon, and so forth. It is also true that
bodhicitta symbolism ranges over the visual (or physical), verbal (or vocal), and visional (or
mental). In what seems to be typically tantric, a single symbol can have a single referent, but
that referent will have at least three dimensions, namely, outer (Phyi), inner (nang), and secret
(gsang ba), and the secret dimension, in tum, may yield other multidimensional patterns. A

120 MW,
121

s.v.

For a list of the Six Teachings ofNaropa, see, for example, Tshig mdzod chenmo, s.v. nii ro cltos drug.

122 Sites bya'i mdzod (p. 832.4): thabs lam chos drug I grol lam phyag rgya chen po 'i gdams pa '0
833.24): ... thabs lam nii ro chos drug tu grags pa ....

123

SNODGRASS 1985: 8.

II; ibid.

(p.
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symbol of bodhicitta, then, does not exist in isolation but is connected with other symbols and
referents. Moreover, which symbol represents which theme depends on given roles of
importance in the given context. One may also assume that new symbols can be superimposed
on an existing referent such as bodhicitta, and an existing symbol can be reinterpreted as
representing one or more types of bodhicitta.
(b) Putting Symbolism in a Buddhist Philosophical Context

One question that comes to mind is how the primary sources designate symbolical or
semeiological bodhicitta and what they mean by it. In this regard, it is interesting to note how
such primary sources approach the distinction between that which expresses (abhidhii: rjod
byed) and that which is expressed (abhidheya: brjod bya), that which signifies (lak$mJa:
mtshon byed) and that which is signified (lak$ya: mtshon bya), and so forth, corresponding,
one might say, to imitation (or replication) and the genuine (or actual), respectively. When the
symbols are verbal, the former always takes the form of 'words' (vyafijana: tshig) and the
latter that of 'meaning' (artha: don). For example, in the Abhidharmakosa, Abhidharma itself
is subdivided into 'designatory' (siifJ1ketika: brdar btags pa) and 'actual' (piiramiirthika: don
dam pa), which can be equated with 'form' and 'content' or with 'signifier' and 'signified.'
This method is later on extended to explain madhyamaka, prajfiiipiiramitii, and tantra. For
example, Ratniikarasanti, in his commentary on the Mahiimiiyiitantra called the GWJavatl,
clearly uses the expressions 'causal tantra' (hetutantra: rgyu'i rgyud), 'resultant tantra'
(phaZatantra: 'bras bu'i rgyud), and 'tantra of means (or ways)' (upiiyatantra: thabs kyi
rgyud), clearly based on the Guhyasamiijatantra. 124 Such a scheme can be.found also in the
YogaratnamiiZii. 125 In the rNying-ma tantric exegeses, tantra is divided into two: (a) 'the
expressed meaning' (brjod bya don) and (b) 'the words that express' (rjod byed tshig). The
former is subdivided into basis (gzhi), path (lam), and goal ('bras bu), and the latter also into
three, namely, 'verbal appearance' (sgrar snang ba), 'verbal resonance' (sgrar grags pa), and
their 'symbols' (brdar gyur pa).126 Apparently, these three correlate with the visional, verbal,
and visual symbols of tantra, respectively. In a similar way, it is clear that of the five types,
semeiological bodhicitta is merely designatory, or the signifier, while the remaining four are
the signified or the designated, and can be subsumed under bodhicitta as it figures on the
basis, path, and goal levels of a bodhisattva.
One particular underlying Buddhist philosophical idea seems to be relevant to the
understanding of Buddhist symbolism in general and semeiological bodhicitta in particular.
On the whole, it is assumed that the thing-in-itself, or rather reality-in-itself, is always and by
nature independent of our conceptions, perceptions, and designations, and that there is in fact
no connection between the designation and the designated. Nonetheless, communication is
possible because of conceptual thought, which establishes a false but still effective association
between the designation and the designated, thereby enabling mental, verbal, and physical
communication to occur. Hence, from a Buddhist philosophical point of view, the connection
between semeiological bodhicitta and its referents may be a rather arbitrary but nonetheless
useful means of gaining access to actual bodhicitta. Genuine bodhicitta cannot be expressed
or represented adequately or correctly by means of concepts, words, or images. But it is

124 GUlJavatf (p. 2.11-12): trividha/'fl tantram-hetutantram, phalatantram, upiiyatantraql ca I; ibid. (p. 3.4-5):
... hetutantra/'fl phalatantram upiiyatantra/'fl vii 1 tad etat trividha/'fl tantra/'fl prabha~ye I. See
Guhyasamiijatantra 18.34-35.
125 Yogaratnamiilii (p. 105.20-23): tantram iti prabandhal;1
upiiyatantran ca I.

126

'Odgsalsnyingpo(pp.15.1-17.5).

1

tac ca tridhii, hetutantra/'fl phalatantra/'fl
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perhaps precisely because of this limitation that Buddhists dealing with the bodhicitta idea
have attempted to symbolise it in various ways.
(c) Three Kinds of Semeiological Bodhicitta: Visual, Verbal, and Visional

Sometimes bodhicitta is symbolised by such objects as the full moon,127 or-to express its
two components, upiiya and prajnii-the sun and moon. 128 In the context of sexual-yogic
practices, a female is prajnii and the male upiiya,129 and in meditative practices involving the
visualisation of deities, the sun is the seat of efficient strategy (upiiyiisana) and the moon the
seat of insight (prajniisana).130 Bodhicitta is also symbolised by a flamingjewe1,jewel banner
(ratnaketu), lotus, and water in a vase. 131 The ritual sceptre (vajra), too, is said to symbolise
bodhicitta, in this case, as efficient strategy (upiiya), along with a bell (ghalJ!ii), which
represents insight (prajnii).132 In the Buddhasamiiyogatantra, the tantric deity Snneruka is
represented as wearing a crown (dbu rgyan) representing bodhicitta. In fact, jewel crowns of
tantric buddhas are generally taken to be symbols (rtags) of bodhicitta. 133 According to a
recent Tibetan source, the parasol (gdugs: chatra), which is one of the so-called EiWt
Symbols of Auspiciousness (bkra shis rtags brgyad), is supposed to symbolise bodhicitta. l 4 I
have not, however, been able to trace this idea in Indian sources.

127 Dhyanottarapalala!ika (P, fols. 18b8-19a1; D, fol. 16a6; S, vol. 36, p. 38.8-9): sems zhes bya ba ni byang
chub kyi sems kyi mtshan nyid zla ba'i dkyil 'khor gyi mam pa'o II; GuhyasamajamalJ<!olavidhi!ika (P, fol.
420a8; D, fol. 113b3; S, vol. 22, p. 281.18): zla bo ni byang chub kyi sems so II.

128 dKon mchog 'gre! (A, fol. 67b5; B, p. 98.18-19): nyi zla ni thabs dang shes rab rang bzhin gyis 'od gsal ba'i
phyagrgya'o II.
129

Hevajratantra 1.8.28ab (also cited in TSD, s.v. thobs):
YO$it tavad bhavet prajiia upayab puru$ab smrtabl.

130 Vimalaprabha ad 3,60 (vol. 2, p. 61.21-22): upayasanaT(l suryablprajiiasanaT(l candrabl. This is also cited
in TSD, s.v. Ihabs kyi gdan.
131

SNODGRASS 1985: 173,204,349,

JJ2 DurgalipariSodhanalanlra (p. 286.23): yad bodhicittaT(l lad vajraT(l prajiia ghalJla iii smrla
Vajrasikharalanlra, as cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 211a2-3; B, pp. 316.23-317.1):
rdo rje drU bu phyag rgya yang II
blo gros chen po khyod kyis gzung II
byang chub sems gang de rdo rje II
shes rab dra bu zhes su brjod II.
See also the citation in ibid. (A, fa!. 219b5-6; B, p. 327.4--5).

II.

See also the

133 mNyam sbyor 'grel pa (A, fa!. 104a6-bl; B, p. 574.5-7): dpal he ru ka la ni byang chub sems ky! dbu rgyan
gsungs Ie [ta A] I de bas na Ishig 'di dag kyang 'og nas sian pa 'i dbu rgyan don gyi byang chub sems ky! rang,
bzhin bslan pa'o II; ibid. (A, fol. 105al-2; B, p. 574.20-22): de la Ihod pa'i dbu rgyan ni I byang chub kyi sems
glsar [gtso bar A] bslan pa 'i phyir Ie I dbu rgyan /run kyang byang chub kyi sems kyi rtags yin mod kyi gang du
gang glsor gsungs po de khyad par du sbyar bar rigs so II; ibid. (A, fa!. 101a3-5; B, p. 570.17-23): dbu rgyan
gyi don gsungs pa I «chos kyi rgyal srid rab bsgrub po II rin chen chas las Ihag pa med II de bas Iheg chen byang
chub sems II rgyal ba rin chen rdo rje can II» zhes bya ba sle I 'dir rgyal srid kyi mchog kyang chas kyi rgyal
srid yin la I rin po che'i mchag kyang chas rin po che yin Ie I de bas no Iheg pa chen po 'i chas bla na med pa 'i
byang chub kyi sems kyis brgyan pa la mnga' brnyes pa'iphy!r rin [rim B] po che'i dbu rgyan.rda rje phyedpas
mlshan pas dbu brgyan 10 II zhes bya ba 'i don to II.
134 Ri ma spyi'i mam gzhag (p. 454.5-8): "As for what these symbols (i.e. the Eight Symbols of Auspiciousness)
represent, there are several different positions among the various schools. However, the commonly accepted
position is that what is symbolised by the parasol is badhicitta, characterised by [the thought of] benefiting
others (parahlla). [It is] white in colour, [its] handle is made of gold, [and it is] adorned with soaring, fluttering
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The syllables man and tra in the word mantra are said to' represent the oneness of
sunyatii and karulJii, and hence bodhicitta. 135 The vowel a, which is called the supreme letter,
is also said to represent bodhicitta. 1:M Sometimes the vowels U and u are said to stand for
bodhicitta. 137 At other times, the syllable hUTfl is presented as the essence of bodhioitta. 138 The
anusviira sign, too, is at times considered the seed of bodhicitta. 139 The letterfca, fmally, is
.
said to stand for either karulJii or bodhicitta. 140
Sometimes bodhicitta is visualised as a ball of light, 141 in what seems to be a case of
visional symbolism. More often it is personified (either in its gnoseological or ontological
sense) as deities such as Samantabhadra,142 Vajrasattva,143 Vajradhara,l44 MaftjusrI,145
silk streamers of different [colours] and with a jewel top" C'di'i mtshon byed la grub mtha' so so'i 'dod pa mi
mthun pa 'ga' re snang yang I thun mong gi 'dod pa ni I gdugs kyi mtshon bya ni gzhan phan byang chub kyi
sems te I kha dog dkar po yu ba gser las grub pa I dar sna tshogs 'phur Iding rtsen zhing rin po che'i tog gis
brgyan pa can no II).
135

dBangyon tan rim pa, as cited in the sDe dge bstan dkar Cp. 194.8-11):
ma ni stong pa mtshan ma bralll
rdo rje sems dpa'i dbugs dbyung ba II
shes rab chen po bdag gis bshad II
tra ni skyob par byed pa 'i don II
de bzhin bshegs pa 'i dbugs dbyung ba II
stong pa dang ni snying rye nyid II
gnyis su med dang gnyis kyi tshuili.

136 mTshan brjod 'grel pa CA, fol. 293a4; B, p. 284.10): de ni dam pa'iyi ge'o II byang chub kyi sems so II; dKon
mchog 'grel CA, fol. 118b2; B, p. 151.22-23): a zhes brjod pas byang chub sems kyi rang bzhin a dkar por gsal
bar bya'o II; ibid. CA, fol. 118b3-4; B, p. 152.1-3): ... byang chub kyi sems a las zla ba'i dkyi/ 'khor gyi steng
du I mtshan bzang po 'i sa bon sgra yig bcu drug gi phreng ba rim pa gnyis su bskor ba a 'i snying po can bsam
parbya'oll·
137 mTshan brjod 'grel pa CA, fol. 298a4-5; B, p. 289.21-22): u ii ni byang chub kyi sems kun tu bzang po ste
sems nyid sems dpa' chen po 'i rang bzhin no II.
.

I

138 Muktikfivali CP, fol. 283a8-bl; 0, fol. 238b7; S, vol. 2, p. 1351.17-18); mTshan brjod 'grel pa CA, fol.
283a4-5; B, p. 273.5-6); dKon mchog 'grel CA, fol. 125b5; B, p. 159.18); GOVINDA 1956: 218.

139 dKon mchog 'grel CA, fol. 124b5; B, p. 158.1,6-17): klad kor mams ni byang chub sems kyi thig Ie ste sa bon
gyi don no II.
.

140 dKon mchog 'grel CA, fol. 109b6; B, p. 142.11-12): ka ni thugs rye chen po '/ sgo ste I snying rje byang chub
sems kyi mam par thar pa'o II.
.
141 dKon mchog 'grel CA, fol. 121a3-4; B, p. 154.18-19): dkyil 'khor gyi dbus kyi gdan steng na byang chub
sems kyi rang bzhin 'od kyi gong bu tsam zhig dmigs pa ....
142 dKon mchog 'grel CA, fol. 120b2-4; B, p. 154.2-7); mTshan brjod 'grel pa CA, fols. 283a4-5, 297al-2; B,
pp. 273.5-6, 288.11-15).
143

144

Bodhicittavivara1)a I:
byang chub sems kyi bdag nyid dngos
dpaLLdan rdo rye mams btud de II
byang chub sems kyi bsgom pa ni If
srid pa 'jig de bdag gis bshad II.

II

MiiyfivatfCP, fol. 218a6; 0, fol. 176a6; S, vol. 13, p. 482.14):
byang chub sems ni rdo rye 'chang II.

145 Bodhicittabhfivaniinirdesa (P, fol. 56a5-8; 0, fol. 42b2-5; S, vol. 33, pp. 182.16-183.6): de La de bzhin
gshegs pa mams byung yang rung ma byung yang rung I chos mams kyi chos nyid ni ye nas gnas pa'i chos kun
gyi snying por gyur'pa ni I 'jam dpal gzhon nu zhes bya ste I ci 'i phyir 'jam zhe na I zug mgu med pa 'i phyir
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Kii.lacakra,146 Hevajra, Vajrayoginl, and Vajra4akil).I.147 As such, it is associated with all kinds
of colours and features, both peaceful and wrathful forms, and the male and female gender.
The reason why such types of bodhicitta have been symbolised in the forms of wrathful,
demonical deities seems to lie ill the gradually emerging notion among some Buddhist
traditions that passive and peaceful means are not always effective enough when it comes to
engaging in the activities of a buddha and that it is necessary to resort to more aggressive
means. The Buddhasamiiyogatantra explicitly states that those who are extremely malignant
(dwj{a: gdug pa) and ferocious (cm:ufa: gtum po) cannot be benefited by resorting to peaceful
means, and hence when necessary all the tathiifatas assume the forms of wrathful deities
endowed with insight and efficient strategies. 14 It goes on to state that if an ill-tempered
individual can fly into a rage and burn down Tripura, then of course all buddhas, by doing the
same, can burn down Tridhatu. 149 According to the Tattvasarrzgrahasiitra (which is actually
classified as a tantra), although buddhas are peaceful, they assume wrathful or unruly forms
as part of their great efficient strategies. ISO The iconography of peaceful and wrathful deities
'jam pa dang I de rtogs na sems can kun gyi dpal du gyur pa dang I gzhon [gzhom DC] pa ni gtsal1g ba 'i don te I
sAyon dang dri mas rna gos pa 'i phyir ro II snying po gong [gang N] du bstan pa nyid chos mams kyi snying po
yin pa 'i phyir ro II 'jam dpal zhes bya ba I byang chub kyi sems kyi mtshan nyid rna nor bar rtogs pa ni I sangs
rgyas rna Ius pa 'i 'byung gnas yin pa 'i phyir I bder gshegs rna Ius yum du gyur pa rgyal ba kun gyi lam gcig go II
zhes smos te I lam 'di rna rtogs [gtogs NJ par lam gzhan gyis 'tshang mi rgya ba'; phyir ro II; mTshan brjod
'grel pa (A, fols. 268bl-269a2; B, p. 257.2-9).

1958: 65.

146

DASGUPTA

147

Miiyavatf(P, fol. 211b2-3; D, fol. 170b6; S, vol. 13, p. 469.15-16):
byang chub sems ni rdo rye nyid II
rdo rye mkha' 'gro zhe gsungs so II.

Buddhasamayogatantra-I (T, fol. 273a5; D, fol. 176al):
shin tu gdug cing drag po Ia II
zhi bas phan par mi 'gyur te II
shes rab thabs kyi sbyor ba ni II
mam par rgyal phyir rob tu drag II.
See ibid. (T, fol. 249a2; D, fol. 157b3-4):
shin tu gdug par gtum po 10 II
zhi bas phon par mi 'gyur te II
shes rab thabs kyi ngo bo yi II
khro bor de bzhin gshegs kun mdzad II.
See also the mNyam sbyor 'grel po (A, fols. 66b2-3, 81a6--b1, 104a4; B, pp, 532.4--6, 548.20-22, 573.24574.1).
148

Buddhasamayogatantra-I (T, fol. 249a2-3; D, fol. 157b4--5):
khro bo'i tshul can khros pas kyang II
'jig rten gsum dag sreg byed na II
sangs rgyas thams cad khros pa yis II
khams gsum rna Ius smos ci dgos II.
lt is very clear that the author of the text is alluding to the legend of Siva (or Mahadeva) burning down, with fire
shot from a bow and arrow, the mythical city of Tripura built of gold, silver, and iron by Maya for the Asuras in
the sky, air, and earth (MW, s.v. tripura). All the buddhas, when enraged, cau similarly burn down the Three
Spheres (tridhatu or traidhatuka: khams gsum) of saf!1sara with their arrow of insight. Such a comparisou is
made also in the non-tantric context. See, for example, Udbha!asiddhisvamin's Vise~astava 4 (in SCHNEIDER
1993: 52-53; NAGA 1998: 53,62,71, n. 5). For the Tibetan text and a German translation of Prajiiavarman's
commentary on the verse, see SCHNEIDER 1993: 88-89. See also id. 1995.
149

ISO

Tattvasaf!1grahasiitra (T, fol. 3 19b2; D, fol. 17b3):
e rna'0 bdag ni sangs rgyas mams II
thugs Ije can gyi thabs chen te II
zhi yang sems can don du ni II
rna rungs par ni ston par 'gyur II.
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may well have been influenced by the theory of Indian dramaturgical aesthetics (riisa:
nyarns).
The Tattvasarrzgrahasiitra states that buddhas assume the form of a woman for the
benefit of aspirants. 151 Such an idea is not foreign to the non-tantric Mahayana systems either.
For example, in the Virnalakirtinirddasutra, buddhas are said to deliberately 1llanifest as
prostitutes in order to lead men with the hook of passion (riigiirikusa: 'dod ehags kyi leags
kyu) to the gnosis of a buddha. 152 One may wonder how the semeiological bodhicitta
manifesting as male and female deities in union came into being? There are ample references
where the efficient strategy (upiiya: thabs) and discriminating insight (prajiiii: shes rab) have
been allegorically designated as respectively 'father' and 'mother'-for example, in the
DrurnakinnarariijaparipTeehiisiitra. 15 Similarly, the Virnalakirtinirdesasiitra states that
prajiiiipiirarnitii is the mother of the bodhisattvas and upiiyakausalya their father, and that the
buddhas are born from them. 154 The same kinship metaphor can be found in the
Gm:u;!avyiihasiitra. 155 According to Ratnakarasanti, some scholars considered upiiya and
karUlJii, again equated with father and mother, to be the progenitors of the Three Jewels. 156 In
the so-called 'subsequent tantra' of the Buddhasarniiyogatantra too, prajiiiipiirarnitii and
upiiyakausalya are referred to as mother and father. 157 Kamalasila cites the Pararniidyatantra
where prajiiiipiirarnitii is designated as mother and upiiyakausalya as father. 158 In the dGongs

lSI

Tattvasaf}1grahasutra (T, fol. 342b5-6; D, fol. 35b5):
e ma '0 gang phyir byang chub sems II
sems can kun la phan bzhed pa II
'dul ba'i dbang gis dpa' bo gang II
bud med gzugs su [snang TJ mdzad par 'gyur [gyur DJII.

VimalakirtinirdeSasutra 7.32 (p. 82.13-14):
saf}1cintya gO/JiM Monti purnsiim iikarsalJiiya te I
riigiiilkusena lobhetvii buddhajiiiine sthapenti te II.
'
See also STUDY GROUP 2004: 33. Cf. the Siksiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 326.1-2; VAlDYA, p. 173.19-20), where
the verse is cited. For an English translation, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 291.
1S2

1S3

Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisutra (p. 165.8):
ma ni shes rab pha ni thabs II.

VimalaklrtinirdeSasutra 7.1 (p. 79.20-21):
prajiiiipiiramitii rniitii bodhisattviina miirisa I
pitii copiiyakausalyaf}1 yato jiiyanti niiyakii/:lli.
Cited also in the *(Mahiiyiina)siitriilaf}1kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi, fol. 63b2-3; D, vol. mi, fol. 57a4; S, vol. 71, p.
1038.14-16).
1S4

1S5 GWlljavyiihasutra (p. 526.2-3): prajiiiipiirarnitii kulaputra bodhisattviiniif}1 miitii, upiiyakausalyaf}1 pitii....
See also MARTIN 1987: 191.

156

Ratniilokiilaf}1kiira (P, fols. 280b7-28Ia1; D, fol. 239bl-3; S, vol. 64, pp. 674.18-675.5),

Buddhasamiiyagatantra-2 (T, fol. 315a6; D, fol. 208a5):
rna ni shes rab pha 1'01 phyin II
pha ni thabs la mkhas pa ste II.
See also the mNyam sbyar 'grel pa (A, fols. 10b4-11a6; B, pp. 468.23-469.17).

157

158 See the Second Bhiivaniikrama (pp. 106.16-107.1): 'phags pa dpal mchog dang po las kyang I <<shes rob kyi
pha ral tu phyin pa ni ma yin no II thabs la mkhas pa ni pha yin no II» zhes bka' stsal to II. See the 'Sanskrit
restoration' in NAMDOL 1985, pp. 216.25-217.1: *iiryasrfparaparamiidye 'pi uktam-<<prajiiiipiiramitii tu miitii
asti, upiiyakausalyaf}1 ca pitii asti I. The Sanskrit original, however, probably did not have asti. The line has been
cited by Tsong-kha-pa in his Lam rim chen mo (fol. 224a2), apparently from the Second Bhiivaniikrama (as
suggested in LAMRIM TRANSLATION COMMmEE 2002: 89-90, 262, n. 157). However, as pointed out in
NAMDOL 1985: 106, n, 10, it carmot be traced in the Paramiidyatantra found in the bKa'-'gyur.
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pa 'dus pa'i mdo, one of the main tantras of the Anuyoga class of the rNying-ma school,
Vajrasattva identifies his father as the 'unfathomable supreme upiiya' and his mother as the
'inexpressible prajilii.' 159
The VajrapcilJyabhi!jekatantra clearly states that one should not only realise the
indivisibility of one's own body, speech, and mind but also those of the deity, the uniting
(samayoga: mnyam par sbyor ba) of one's triad with the deity's triad being called the
mantrin's meditative absorption. When this happens, all bodily movements and verbal
expressions reveal themselves as mudriis and mantras, respectively.160 Under such doctrinal
presumptions, the gap between visual, verbal, and visional semeiological bodhicitta is bound
to close, with semeiological bodhicitta no longer being seen as mere symbolisation of the
other four types of bodhicitta, but rather as their visually, verbally, and visionally expressive
dynamism.
(d) Vajrayana Symbolism and Literalism

In connection with semeiological bodhicitta and the father-mother metaphor mentioned
above, a few words may be devoted to an interpretation of Vajrayana. There is a tendency to
approach Vajrayana by swinging from the one extreme of literalism to the other extreme of
symbolism. This is true of both modem and traditional students of tantric Buddhism. The
harsh judgement passed on the Buddhist tantras by scholars of the nineteenth century,
described by John Newman in his doctoral dissertation,161 seems to have been the result of a
too literal interpretation of tantric texts. Nowadays, most modem scholars who orient
themselves to the dGe-Iugs-pa tantric tradition tend, by contrast, to overemphasise the
symbolic interpretation oftantric Buddhism.
Seyfort Ruegg, in discussing the imagery ofyab yum ('male' and 'female,' or 'father'
and 'mother') as a symbol of the union of karUiJa (or upaya) and prajilii, has pointed out the
need to distinguish between 'an iconic sign and a symbolic or conventional sign,162 and
between the 'form and content' of the image of the union ofyab yum in Vajrayana Buddhism,
saying that a failure to do so inevitably leads "to confusion and to missing the dimensions,
philosophical as well as psychological etc., in the culture in which it was created and used."

dGongs pa 'dus pa'i mdo (P, fol. 87a6; 0, fol. 92a7):
pha ni thabs mchog dpag tu med II
ma ni shes rab brjod las 'das II.
Cf. Klong-chen-pa, Man ngag mdzod (fol. 44b2):
pha yi dam par chos dbyings 'gyur med tsholll
ma yi dam par rang byung ye shes tshoili.
159

160 VajrapiilJyabhiJekatantra (T, fol. 175a4-b3; 0, fols. 117b6-118a3): 'jam dpaf de la rigs kyi bu'am I rigs kyi
bu mo dkyil 'khor mthong ba I byang chub tu sems bskyed pa I yid snying rje dang fdan pa I thabs la mkhas pa I
gsang sngags kyi sgo yi ge 'i tshul bstan pa la mkhas pas 'di snyam du ngag ma gtogs par yid med I yid ma gtogs
par ngag med I yid ma gtogs par Iha'i gzugs med de I yid nyid ngag yin la ngag nyid yid yin 'no II' [zhing OJ
Iha'i gzugs nyid kyangyidyin la I ngag nyid kyang Iha'i gzugsyin no snyam du bsampar bya'o II de Itar tha dad
du bya ba med par mos na I sngags pas yid mam par dag pa thob bo II yid mam par dag pa dang Idan pa de
gang gi tshe I mampa thams cad du rtagpar bdag gi Ius dang Iha'i gzugs su I bdag gi ngag dang Iha'i ngag tu I
bdag gi yid dang Iha 'i yid du mtshungs par mthong ba de'i tshe mnyam par gzhag pa yin no II gang tshe kun lu
[du OJ thams cad du II sngags pa mnyam par bzhag [gzhagJ gyur pa [na OJII de'itshe Ius fa sogs pa yi [yis TJII
mnyam nyid gnas la zhugs par 'gyur [gyur TJII mnyam nyid gnas la gnas pa yi [yin TJII yan lag bskyod paji
snyed dang II tshig tu brjod pa ji snyed pa II de snyed'sngags dang' [gsang sngags OJ phyag rgya yin II. Cf. the
citation in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 202al-bl; B, p. 306.7-22) and Rab gnas bshad sbyar (A, fol. 292b4-6; B, p.
162.8-11).
161

See NEWMAN 1987: 29-32.

162

Note that he here employs the terms 'iconic' and 'symbolic' in a semeiological sense.
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While not ruling out the historical possibility that such images were derived from preBuddhist or non-Buddhist images, he argues that the interpretation of a 'symbolic' yab yum
image (which actually stands for a deeper lying 'content,' i.e. the syzygy of karUlJa!upaya and
prajna) as 'iconic'-as having a sexual referent with a material 'form'-would be
misguided. 163 And indeed, by taking literally what is meant to be understood symbolically, we
risk distorting the intent of the tantric texts, and this would have undesirable practical
implications for the tantric traditions themselves.
While there are certainly some tantric elements which are meant to be understood
symbolically, there are plenty of instances where a practice is meant to be taken literally-for
example, the consumption of substances which we normally find repulsive. Interpreting such
an idea symbolically would again mean distorting the purport of tantric texts. In my view, it is
completely legitimate for a tradition to interpret symbolically. Such interpretation, however,
should be seen as a pragmatic expedient adopted by a fully ordained monk in order to deal
with the problems and risks faced when attempting to combine both tantric and non-tantric
practices. The most we can do is to try to find out why a certain tantric text or tradition
proposes or prescribes an unusual theory or practice.
8. A Concluding Assessment of the Five Types of Bodhicitta
The five types of bodhicitta are certainly of varying antiquity and may have first been
formulated under varying circumstances and milieus. In terms of relative chronology, it is
beyond doubt that the idea of ethico-spiritual bodhicitta is the oldest, while the concept of
psycho-physiological bodhicitta is very probably the most recent one. The concept of
gnoseological bodhicitta is probably older than that of ontological bodhicitta. This is based on
the supposition that in the history of Buddhist ideas the formation of the concept of nirvana
(or bodhi) as a spiritual event normally precedes that of the concept of nirvana as a
metaphysical entity, and not vice versa. In the case of bodhicitta, it can be assumed, then, that
gnoseological bodhicitta, which is a spiritual event in the career of a bodhisattva or a buddha,
should have surfaced historically prior to ontological bodhicitta, which is considered a
metaphysical entity or reality. As for the relative chronology of the idea of semeiological
bodhicitta, it would be reasonable to assume that the use of a sign or symbol such as a lotus to
signifY ethico-spiritual bodhicitta could not have preceded the idea of ethico-spiritual
bodhicitta itself. Since semeiological bodhicitta is the signifier of the other four types, any
determination of its relative chronology would depend on the individual signs or symbols that
stand for a certain type of bodhicitta.
The proposed relative chronology of these five types of bodhicitta does not mean that
the older types are replaced by the more recent ones. The older types are in fact never
relinquished as the newer types come into their own. Hence it is important to note that ethicospiritual bodhicitta, which is the most archaic, remains an indispensable core throughout all
phases in the history of the bodhicitta concept. Thus to expound the tantric concept of
bodhicitta without taking all five types into consideration would be misleading, for although
psycho-physiological bodhicitta is uniquely tantric, the concept of bodhicitta found in tantric
Buddhism reflects the entire spectrum of ideas pertaining to bodhicitta.
All five types are set in a Mahayana soteriological framework, and are always
soteriological in their nature and function. Ethico-spiritual bodhicitta is the resolve to attain
the Mahayana soteriological goal, namely, Buddhahood, for the benefit of oneself and others.
It is through gnoseological bodhicitta, that is, liberating insight, that a buddha or bodhisattva
experiences ontological bodhicitta as a spiritual event. Gnoseological bodhicitta is, as it were,

,OJ

SEYFORT RUEGG 1976: 26-27.
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the very heart of Mahayana soteriology. Psycho-physiological and semeiological bodhicitta
can be seen as additional means and resources acquired to increase, enhance, facilitate, and
accelerate the soteriological process, and hence the designation supra-bodhicitta
(*adhibodhicitta: [hag pa 'i byang chub kyi sems) seems to be quite apt. Of the five types, it is
also clear that ontological bodhicitta is seen as providing the space where the crucial event of
Mahayana soteriology takes place. Although ontological bodhicitta is independent of the
other four types of bodhicitta, it is of utmost soteriological relevance and value, for it is only
by penetrating through to it by means of meditative insight that one becomes a buddha. The
generation or revelation of gnoseological bodhicitta is the objective of ethico-spiritual,
psycho-physiological, and semeiological forms of bodhicitta. There is a striking parallelism
between ethico-spiritual and psycho-physiological bodhicitta, with primarily psychical
elements being employed to generate gnoseological bodhicitta in the former case, and
psycho-physiological elements being skilfully directed towards the same end in the latter.
Furthermore, it is philosophically interesting that, according to certain strands of thought, the
boundary between ontological and gnoseological bodhicitta seems to evaporate, with
gnoseological bodhicitta coming to enjoy an ontological status, in which case it could rather
be described as onto-gnoseological. Likewise, if psycho-physiological bodhicitta is
understood in the sense of a type of gnosis characterised by great bliss (*mahiisukhajiiiina:
bde ba chen po 'i ye shes), it in tum may be seen as special kind of gnoseological bodhicitta.
Within certain Buddhist traditions that presuppose the revelation model of soteriology, there
seems to be a tendency to attribute an ontological status not only to gnoseological bodhicitta
but also to ethico-spiritual and psycho-physiological bodhicitta, thereby leading to the notion
of what one might call primordial bodhicitta, a Universal basis for both sa1'[lsiira and nirviifla.
In short, one could say that a tantric or non-tantric Mahayana aspirant gains direct insight into
ontological bodhicitta by means of gnoseological bodhicitta, which has been attained through
the practice of ethico-spiritual or psycho-physiological bodhicitta with the assistance of
semeiological bodhicitta.

Chapter Eight

Traditional Classifications of Bodhicitta

A perfect buddha, a source of benefit and well-being,
Is born from a Son of the Victorious One;
A Son of the Victorious One is born from bodhicitta,
Which is characterised by compassion and [insight into1emptiness.
- Sa-skya Pal)i,lita Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan (1182-1251), Thub pa dgongs gsal!

1. Introductory Remarks

Indian and Tibetan scholars have classified bodhicitta in a number of ways. One of the
favourite ~ractices has been to classify bodhicitta in an ascending numerical order beginning
with one. This is clearly an attempt to systematise all possible classifications under one
umbreIIa. In this chapter, an attempt wiIl be made to approach the idea of bodhicitta by
considering the numerous ways of classifying it.
2. Bodhicitta as a Fusion of SiinyatiilPrajfiii and KaruIJiilUpiiya
Bodhicitta is often perceived as a single entity, namely, a synthesis or fusion of siinyatii
('emptiness') and karu/')ii ('compassion') or of prajiiii ('discerning insight') and upiiya

('efficient strategy')-a perception that is prevalent in both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
Buddhism. Often, too, sunyatii is equated withprajiiii, and upiiya with karu/,)ii, as in KiiQha's
Yogaratnamiilii. 3 The term sunyatii in such a context does not seem to refer to sunyatii per se

!

Thub pa dgongs gsal (p. 3.1):
phan bde'i 'byung gnas rdzogs pa yi II
sangs rgyas rgyal ba 'i sras las 'khrungs II
rgyal sras stong nyid snying rje yi II
bdag nyid byang chub sems las 'khrungs II.

2

Such a practice can be witnessed, for example, in the Yogiiciirabhiimi (pp. 62.9ff.).

3

Yogaratnamiilii (p. 117.13-14): sarvadharmasiinyatii prajiiii, upiiyo mahiikarUJJii I.
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but rather to prajiiii, which cognises sunyatii. The idea of the fusion of sunyatiilprajiiii and
karuIJiilupiiya may differ from system to system, but for all systems it always seems to mean
a certain type of bodhicitta. In the following few paragraphs, we shall consider the key
expressions, such as sunyatiikaruIJiigarbha and sunyatiikaruIJiibhinna, and finally also the role
of prajfiii and karuIJii as conceived in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana Bud~ism.

(a) The Term SiinyatiikarU/;tiigarbha
When bodhicitta is classified as one, it is equated with the union or synthesis of insight
(prajiiii: shes rab) and either compassion (karuIJii: snying rje) or efficient strategies (upiiya:
thabs), a union often expressed by the key term sunyatiikaruIJiigarbha. We may begin by
examining some of the non-tantric and tantric sources where this expression occurs. Perhaps
one of the earliest popular sources in which the expression sunyatiikaruIJiigarbha occurs is
NagaIjuna's Ratniivalf: 4
[To some he teaches Dharma] not based on duality;
To some [he teaches] a profound [Dharma] terrifying to the fearful;
To others the means of awakening that has emptiness and compassion as its essence. s
Santideva employs the expression in two of the verses (kiirikii) of his Sik$iisamuccaya: 6
Know that the purity of prosperity
Is [brought about] by purifying right livelihood;
The purification of beneficial resources is [brought about] by a course of action (or manner
oflife)
That has [the cognition of] emptiness and compassion as [its] essence.
The next verse of the Sik$iisamuccaya that contains the expression sunyatiikaruIJiigarbha is as
follows: 7
What [can bring about] the increase of one's welfare?
An increase of vigour and non-lassitude [can].
The increase of prosperity is caused by an act of giving
That has [the cognition of] emptiness and compassion as [its] essence.
Siintideva's employment of the expression in these two verses suggests that the bodhisattva's
ethico-spiritual practices are always necessarily accompanied by conative, cognitive, and
emotive factors. The conative vigour will lend him impetus, the cognitive knowledge of

4 Ratniivali 4.96:

dvayiinisritam eke~iif!'/ gambhfraf!'/ bhfrubhf$Wlam I
siinyatiikarw:ziigarbham eke~iif!'/' bodhisiidhanam II. 'kesiilJ1 LINDTNER 1997: 329.
Cf. ibid. 3.98, 4.78, 5.37b-d.
5 The English translation is according to LINDTNER 1997: 329. Cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 2000b: 445, n. 54:
siinyatiikarUlJiigarbham ... bodhisiidhanam "[der Weg,] mittels dessen man das Erwachen (d.h. die
Buddhaschaft) erreicht, Leerheit und Mitleid umfasst." See also rGyal-tshab-Ije's sNying po'i don gsal (pp.

276.10-277.3).
Sik$iisamuccayakiil'ikii 21 (BENDALL, p. xlv):
bhogasuddhif!'/ ca jiinfyiit samyagiijfvasodhiiniit I
siinyatiikarUl:ziigarbhace~!itiit pUl:zyasodhanam II.
The first twopiidas are cited in the Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 262.11; VAIDYA, p. 143.3), and the last two
peldas in ibid. (BENDALL, p. 270.8; VAIDYA, p. 144.9). Cf. the English translation in BENDALL (p. xlv) and
BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 245, 247.

6

Siksiisamuccayakiirikii 23 (BENDALL, p. xlvi):
iitmabhiivasya kii vrddhir baliiniilasya vardhanaf!'/ I
simyatiikarUl:ziigarbhiid diiniid bhogasya vardhanaf!'/ II.
The first two piidas are cited in the Sik~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 273.16; VAIDYA, p. 146.5), and the last two
piidas in ibid. (BENDALL, p. 275.10; VAIDYA, p. 146.25). Cf. the English translation in BENDALL, p. xlvi, and
BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 251-253.
7
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siinyatii will keep him emotionally detached from the whole process of spiritual practices, and
the emotive component will help him not to lose sight of his objective. Without the conative
component, a bodhisattva would not have the will to carry on with his practices; without the
cognitive component, he would risk getting carried away by emotions, such as passion and
pride; and without the emotive component of karuflii, the very status of a bodhisattva would
be called into question. Thus even when a bodhisattva is practising the perfection of giving
(diinapiiramitii) purely out of karuflii, he should view all factors involved in the process, such
as the giver, recipient, object, action, and motive, as being empty, as if it were all taking place
in a dream. Thus an ethico-spiritual practice of a bodhisattva that unfolds in this way can,
according to Siintideva, be described as being characterised by siinyatiikarufliigarbha.
The expression siinyatiikarufliigarbha occurs in both the First and Third
Bhiivaniikrama by Kamalasila. 8 The given context seems to make it quite clear that a
bodhisattva, after meditating, should in the post-meditative state exert himself towards a
pUflyasa/"flbhiira (,accumulation of beneficial resources') that has the combined cognition of
siinyatii and karuflii as its garbha ('essence'). That is to say, even as a bodhisattva practises
generosity, he should see to it that his motive is compassion, and all the while make himself
aware of the fact that all phenomena are empty and illusory, like a dream. In principle, any
ethico-spiritual practice or aspect of a bodhisattva could be said to be characterised by
siinyatiikarufliigarbha. It is thus not astonishing to find that bodhicitta is also described as
being characterised by siinyatiikarufliigarbha, for example, in Haribhadra's
Abhisamayiila/'flkiiriiloka9 and in his RatnaguflaSa/'flcayapaiijikii. to The idea of
siinyatiikarufliigarbha is explained by Dharmamitra in his Prasphutapadii as follows: II
The reason for mentioning bodhicitta is the following: It has been mentioned in order to
demonstrate that since [the bodhisattva practices], commencing from the beginner's stage to the
buddha's stage, are never [performed] without bodhicitta, either in [its] causal or resultant form,
the piiramitiis, such as that of giving, are also endowed with it (i.e. bodhicitta). If [the piiramitii
practices] such as glvmg were not hallowed by bodhicitta characterised by
sunyatiikarUlJiigarbha, [they] would not be practices that [lead to] attaining [the desired
obj ectives]. [It is] primarily for this reason that [bodhicitta] has been mentioned.

See
the
First
Bhiivaniikrama
(p.
221.3--4):
tatab
siinyatiikarw;iigarbha
eva
sakaladiiniidipUlJyaUiiiina]sambhiiropiiljane pravartate I; Third Bhiivaniikrama (p. 13.13-14): tata/:l
siinyatiikarwJiigarbhiinut~arasambodhiparilJiimitasakaladiiniidipUlJyasambhiiropiirjaniibhiyukto bhavet I.

Abhisamayiilaf!lkiiriiloka
(p.
24.4):
gotriidisiimarthyena
bodhisattvasamvarasamiidiiniidinii
HmyatiikarUlJiigarbham bodhicittam utpiidya .... See also CONZE 1975: 2; SCHMITHAUSEN 2000b: 445, n. 54.
Note that the expression siinyatiikarUl;iigarbha occurs in the Abhisamayiilamkiiriiloka on several occasions (see
KEIRA & UEDA 1998: 1057).
10 Ratnagu/Jasamcayapaiijikii (P, fol. 6bJ-3; D, fol. 5al-2; S, vol. 52, p. 11.18-20): ... mam pa thams cad
mkhyen pa nyid thob par 'dod pas I thog mar byang chub kyi sems stong pa nyid dang I snying Ije'i snying po
can bskyed par bya bayin pas .... ; ibid. (P, fol. 7b4; D, fol. 5b7; S, vol. 52, p. 14.1-2): stongpa nyid dang snying
Ije 'i snying po can gyi byang chub kyi sems bskyed de I; ibid. (P, fol. 35b3; D, fol. 29b3--4; S, vol. 52, p. 70.11):
... byang chub kyi sems stong pa nyid dang snying rje'i snying po can .... ; ibid. (P, fol. 36al; D, fols. 29b7-30al;
S, vol. 52, p. 71.4): byang chub kyi sems stong pa nyid dang snying rje'i snying po can .... ; cf. ibid. (P, fol. 45a2;
D, fol. 37bl; S, vol. 52, p. 89.11): stong pa nyid kyi mam pa'i snyingpo canye shes kyi rang bzhin ....
II Prasphu/apadii (P, fol. 28a6-8; D, fol. 25a2--4; S, vol. 52, pp. 762.17-763.2): byang chub kyi sems smos pa ni
las dang 'po pa 'i' [po'i PN] sa nas sangs rgyas kyi sa 'i bar du rgyu dang 'bras bu 'i ngo bas byang chub kyi sems
dang nam yang mi 'bral bas na sbyin pa 'i pha rol tu phyin pa la sags pa [add. dag la D; bdag la C] yang de dang
Idan par bstan pa 'i phyir smos te I stong pa nyid dang snying rje'i snying po can gyi byang chub kyi sems des
byin gyis ma brlabs par gyur na sbyin pa la sags pa yang 'bsgrub pa 'i' [am. PN] spyod par mi 'gyur ba 'i phyir
de gtso bar smos so II.
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The idea of bodhicitta as a fusion of prajFza and upiiya is reconfirmed in the discussion found
in Abhaylikaragupta's MunimataialJ'lkara: 12
Regarding bodhicitta, it should be generated [in such a way that it has1prajna and upiiya as [its1
very nature. Of these, prajfiii is the realisation that all phenomena are devoid of manifold ness
(nioprapafica). As to upiiya, [it] is the Venerable Mother (bhagavati), great compassion
(mahiikarUlJii).

After briefly explaining the three kinds of karUlJa, namely, one that has sentient beings as its
object (sattvalambana), one that has phenomena as its object (dharmalambana), and one that
has no object (analambana), Abhayakaragupta goes on to say that the fusion of prajfia and
karUlJa is possible only in the meditative state of compassion without object (analambana
karUl;a), during whichprajFza and upaya are meditated upon simultaneously, and that the two
are of one nature, any possible distinction between them being made only on the basis of
exclusion. 13 For Ratnlikaraslinti, Sfmyata and karufla are the spiritual disposition of the Three
Jewels. 14 For Tibetan scholars, too, such as Rong-zom-pa, bodhicitta is the union of Sfmyata
and karu/Ja. 15

(b) The Term SilnyatiikarUl;liibhinna
The term sunyatakaruflabhinna seems to be preferred in the tantric sources, although it is
virtually semantically identical with Sfmyatakaruflagarbha. The Guhyasamajatantra and the
Hevajratantra both describe bodhicitta as sunyatakaru/Jabhinna. 16 The Sekoddesatfka also
identifies bodhicitta with sunyatakaru/Jabhinna. 17 Altruistic inclination (adhyasaya), all but a
synonym of bodhicitta, is said to be endowed with the indivisibility of sunyata and karufla. 18

12 MunimatalaTflkara (P, fol. 205a2-b6; D, fol. 162a3-b3; S, vol. 63, pp. 1278.8-1279.12): byang chub kyi sems
de'ang [de yang DJ shes rob 'dang thabs' [am. PJ' kyi [kyis PNJ rang bzhin kho na bskYed par bya'o lib de la
chos thorns cad spros pa med po nyid du rtogs po ni shes rob bo II ... thabs ni bcam ldan 'das ma snying rie
chen po'o II; cf. ibid. (P, fol. 236b5-7; D, fol. I 82b3-5; S, vol. 63, pp. 1333.20-1334.3). 'gloss (mchan) in P:
kyi thabs; b gloss in PN: de kho na nyid la 'jug par.

\3 MunimatalaTflkara (P, fols. 205b8-206a3; D, fol. 162b4-5; S, vol. 63, pp. 1279.18-1280.2): de 10 dmigs pa
med pa 'i snying rie sgam pa'i gnas skabs na I Ihabs dang shes rob dog de'i ['di DC] bdag nyid du sgom 10
snying rie'i cig shas' sgam pa'i gnas skabs no ni ma yin Ie I deb ni dngos pa 'i rang bzhin du dmigs po' nyid kyis
spras po med po n{id med pa'i phyir shes rob kyi rang bzhin du skye ba med pa'i phyir ra II de'i phyir de'i [am.
DC] bdag nyid du sgam [bsgoms PNJ pas no lhan cig sgam [bsgom PNJ pa kho no sle' shes rab dang Ihabs kyi
Iha snyad Iha dad po ni ldog pas [pa DC] byas pa 'af II. For the notion of objectless compassion, see BSTEH
2000: 477-478 .• gloss in PN: sems can 1a dmigs pa dang chos la dmigs pa; b gloss in PN: dag ni; , gloss in PN:
rtogs pa; d gloss in PN: te bdag gcig tu;·' gloss in PN: de la; f gloss in PN: zhes so.
14 RalniilakiilaTflkara (P, fol. 280b5; D, fol. 239a7; S, vol. 64, p. 674.14-15): dkon mchag gsum kyi [gyi PJ rigs ni
slang pa nyid dang snying rie'a II.
15 ITa 'grel (A, fol. 233b2; B, p. 314.2): byang chub kyi [kyi AJ sems ni mdar bsdu' no shes rob dang snying rie
zung du 'brei ba'a II. See also the Theg chen Ishul 'jug (A, fol. 77a4-5; B, p. 500.16-17), cited in chapter five, n.
258.

16 Guhyasamiiialanira 18.38; Hevairalantra 1.10.42cd: sunyalakaruflabhinnaTfl badhicittam iti smrlam I. Cited
also in Indrabhilti's Jiianasiddhi (p. 134.10-11); TSD, s.v. phya rgya; DASGUPTA 1958: 90, n. 2 & 92, n. 4;
BHATTACHARYYA 1932: 99; BOORD 2002: xxxi. Cf. Badhicittavivarafla 103; LlNDTNER 1997: 67 (English
translation).

17

SekaddeSa!fka (cited in DASGUPTA 1958: 68. n. 4):
sunyaliikaruflabhinnaTfl badhiciltaTfl yad ak§aram I
tena sekena me natha prasadaTfl kuru siiTflpratam II.
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In the Kalacakra commentary entitled Vimalaprabha, true gnosis is one in which sftnyatii and
karUlJii are undivided:!9
For the accomplishing of
One's own objective and that of others,
There is no gnosis other than' the lord ofthe Three Spheres,
[In whom1sunyatii and karwJii are undivided.

Even tantric deities have been identified with sunyatiikarUlJiibhinna. The Sekoddesatfkii
associates it with Kalacakra,2o while according to the AbhisamayamaFijarf of SUbhakaragupta,
Vajrayoginf is conceived of as having the nature of sftnyatii and karUlJii.2! Similarly,
Vajrasattva also stands for the nonduality of upiiya and prajFiii. 22 The Yogaratnamiilii for its
part defines mantra in terms of the non-duality of sunyatii and karUlJii. 23 In the tantric context,
yoga is primarily defined as the union of upiiya and prajFiii, as has been made very explicit in
the Vimalaprabhii?4
(c) The Importance of Upiiya and Prajiiii

Mahayana literature is full of references to the importance of upiiya and prajFiii. A few
selected passages are presented here to demonstrate the indispensability of the two
components of bodhicitta. The role of upaya and prajFiii has been accentuated in the
RatnagUiJasarrzcaya, one of the earliest works ofPrajfiaparamita literature?5 One well-known
statement from the Vimalakfrtinirdeiasutra, often cited by Indian authors, runs as follows: 26
J8 Ratnalokfilmpkfira (P, fol. 267b4; D, fol. 227b5-{i; S, vol. 64, p. 646.3-4): stong pa nyid dang snying rje mi
phyedpa [om. PNj dang ldan 'pa nilhag' [om. PNjpa'i bsampa'0 II.

Vimalaprabhfi ad 3.120 (vol. 2, p. 107.19-20):
ala!; paralaralJ1 nfisti jfifinalJ1lraidhfilukeSvaram I
sunyalfikarw;zfibhinnam svaparfirlhaprasiddhaye II.
This verse is cited in TSD, s.v. slang nyid snying rje dbyer med pa.
\9

20

See the introductory part of the Vimalaprabhfi (vol. I, p. 8.7-8):

karulJfisiinyalfimurli!; kala!; salJ1VrtirupilJfi
siinyala cakram ity uklam kalacakro' dvayo mata!; II.
This verse is cited and translated in NEWMAN 1987: 2. Cf. the SekoddeSa!ika (cited in DASGUPTA 1958: 68. n. I):

karulJasiinyatamiirli!; kala!; sOlJ1vrtiriipilJfi
siinyala cakram ity uktalJ1 kalacakro' dvayo 'k.yara/:z II.
2\

Abhisamayamafijari(p. 1.2-3):
namo 'slu vajrayoginyai sunyalakarulJalmane I
bibharli miirlivaicilryalJ1 yo jagadbhavabhedala!; II.

12

According to a citation in the Buddhasamiiyoga!ikfi (P, fol. 350a3.,.4; D, fol. 312a3; S, vol. 13, p. 1656.1-2):
Ihabs dang shes rab gnyis med pa 'i II
dpalldan rdo rje sems dpa 'i sku II.

23
Yogaralnamala (p. 109.14.15): mantram
sunyalakarulJadvayasvabhavalJ1 bodhicillalJ1 I.

eva

tattvalJ1

I

mananal

IralJanfic

ca

mantrab

I

Vimalilprabha ad 5.9 (vol. 3, p. 7.8-9; TSD, s.v. mal 'byor):
yogo nopiiyakiiyena naikaya prajfiiiyfi bhavell
prajnopiiyasamfipallir yoga uklas lathagalai!; II.
See also Vimalaprabha ad 2.97 (vol. 1, p. 222.4-5; TSD, s.v. mal 'byor ldan pa): yoga!; sunyalakarulJabhinnalJ1
visuddhalaltvalJ1 visuddhacittam I tena ukta iii yogayukla!; I.
24

25

RalnagulJasalJ1caya 16.5,20.13-14.

VimalakirlinirdeSasiilra 4.§16 (p. 51.20-22): anupiiyasalJ1grhita prajnfi bandha!;, upiiyasalJ1grhitfi prajfia
mok.yab I prajnayfi salJ1grhila upiiyo bandhanalJ1, prajfifisalJ1grhita upiiyo mok.ya!; I. Cf. the citation in the First

26
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Prajiia not embraced by upaya is bondage; prajiia embraced by upaya is release. Upaya not
embraced by prajiia is bondage; upaya embraced by prajM is release.

In the Anavataptaniigariijapariprcchiisutra, it is said that resorting to prajiiii devoid of upiiya
and upiiya devoid ofprajiiii is a deed ofMara: 27
Furthermore, there are two [kinds of deeds typical of Mara]. What are the two? The two are [the
acts of resorting to] prajiia devoid of upaya and upaya devoid of prajM. Of these, [the act of
resorting to]prajiia devoid ofupaya is as follows: considering [striving after] the unconditioned
phenomenon (i.e. probably nirvar;a) while disregarding [the plight of] all sentient beings. Upaya
devoid of prajiia is as fonows: [employing] the four articles of attracting [sentient beings]
(safJ1grahavastu),28 being steeped in a view [obsessed with] objective support. 29 These two are
the deeds of Mara, and they should be abandoned by a bodhisattva.
The Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisutra also professes that a bodhisattva views sentient
beings by means of his upiiya, recognises them (and other phenomena) to be empty (sunya)
by means of his prajiiii, and brings them to maturity by means of his compassion (karu/Jii).3o
The role of upiiya and prajfiii has been underscored also in the Gayiislr$asiitra. 31 Following
the Gaganagafijapariprcchiisiitra, a bodhisattva's abandonment of the intellectual-emotional
defilements of sentient beings is possible through the gnosis of prajfiii (prajfiiijiiiina) and the
non-abandonment of sentient beings through the gnosis of upiiya (upiiyajiiiina).32 The
indispensability of prajiiii and upiiya and the need for a fusion of the two have been
emphasised in the Suvikriintacintapariprcchiisutra33 and several other siitras. 34 The Brhaftfkii
attributed to one DaIll~trasena states: 35

Bhiivaniikrama (p. 194.6-11); the Third Bhiivaniikrama (p. 22.10-14); Advayavajra's Kudminirghiilana
(STUDY GROUP 2004: 38). See also the Lam rim chen mo (fo1. 223b3-6); LAMRIM TRANSLATION COMMITTEE

2002: 89.
21 Anavalaplaniigariiiapariprcchiisiilra (T, fo1. 257al-3; D, fo1. 228b3-5): gzhan yang gnyis Ie I gnyis gang zhe
na I Ihabs dang bral ba 'i shes rab dang I shes rab dang bral ba 'i Ihabs Ie gnyis po de dag go II de la Ihabs dang
bral ba 'i shes rab ni 'di Iia sle I sems can Ihams cad la mi Ita zhing [bar T] 'dus ma byas pa 'i chos la rlog pa '0 II
shes rab dang bral ba'i Ihabs ni 'di Iia sle I dmigs par [= pa'i]lla bar Ihung ba'i bsdu ba'i dngos po bzhi'o II
gnyis po de dag ni bdud kyi las Ie I de dag byang chub sems dpas yongs su spang bar bya'o II.
28

For a discussion of the term sarrzgrahavaslu, see BHSD, S.v.

29 Cf. the expression upalambhadrs!ika, which occurs in the Riistrapiilapariprcchiisiilra (pp. 18.18-19.1; TSD,
s.v. dmigs pa Iia ba can): upalambhadrs!iko ra#rapiila [add. pudgalo TSD] bodhisaltvena na sevilavya/:1.

30

Drumakinnarariiiapariprcchiisiilra (p. 167.13-16):
shes rab kyisni slong par rlogs II
Ihabs kyis sems can rnams la Ita II
snying ries yongs su smin par byed II
des ni mya ngan 'daspar 'gro II.

Gayiifir$asiilra (T, fols. 103b7-104bl; D, fols. 288b6-289a4). See also the First Bhiivaniikrama (Skt. p.
I «dviiv imau bodhisaltviiniirrz samksiptau margau I dviibhyiim miirgiibhyiim
samanviigalii bodhisattvii mahiisaltvii/:1 ksipram anutlariim samyaksambodhim abhisambodholsyante I katamau
dvau I upiiyas ca praiiiii cm) I iii I (see also Tib. p. 239.4-9). Cf. Tsong-kha-pa's Lam rim chen mo (fo1. 224al2); LAMRIM TRANSLATION COMMmEE 2002: 89. Cf. also Klong-chen-pa, Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (vol. wam, fo1.
138b5-6): ga ya go [= mgo] ri'i mdo las I thabs dang bral ba'i shes rab ni gol sa '0 II shes rab dang bra! ba 'j
thabs ni gol sa '0 zhes pa dang I. This citation as it stands is, however, not to be found in the GayiiSfrsasiitra.

31

194.11-15): iiryagayiifirse coklam

See also the Gaganagaiiiapariprcchiisiitra cited in the Siksiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 271.1-2; VAIDYA, p.
144.21): praiiiiiiiiiinena ca sarvasattvakleiaparityaga/:1 I upiiyaiiiiinena ca sattviiparityiiga/:1 I. Cf. BENDALL &
ROUSE 1922: 247. Cf. the citation in the gSung rab Fin po che (P, fo1. 148a4-5; D, fo1. 243b2-3, S, vol. 115, p.
662.10-12: shes rab kyi ye shes kyis ni sems can thams cad kyi nyon mongs pa thams cad yongs su 'dor I thabs
kyi ye shes kyis ni sems can thams cad mi gtong [btang PN] ba sle I.

32

33

Suvikriintacinlapariprcchiisiitra (T, fo1. 409a2-4; D, fo1. 133a4-5):
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KarUlJii produces conduct that causes the full maturation of sentient beings. Prajfiii produces
conduct that causes the full maturation of the qual ities of a buddha.

And: 36
A bodhisattva, having first performed all activities with karUlJii, purifies [them] later with his
prajfiii. Thus [he] accomplishes'[what is to be accomplished] by means of karuIJii; [he] purifies
[the 'same] by means of prajfiii. [He] purifies [his] attitude [or altruistic inclination] (iisaya) by
means of karuIJii; [he] purifies [his] actions (prayoga) by means of prajfiii. [He] o'perates by
means of karuIJii while on the conventional level; [he] purifies by means of prajfiii while on the
absolute level. KaruIJii is included in the accumulation of beneficial resources (pu;;yasafTlbhiira),
for all activities performed [by means of it] are [performed] for the sake of all sentient beings.
Prajiiii is included in the accumulation of gnosis (jiiiinasafTlbhiira), for [all activities performed
by means of it] are performed for the sake of awakening (bodhi).
The Bodhisattvabhumi makes it clear that without both accumulations a bodhisattva would
not become a buddha. 37 The two accumulations are, according to Sthiramati, contained in
prajFiii and karu(lii, the two essential components of bodhicitta. 38 In the
BodhicittavivaralJafikii, the realisation of sun?atii is said to be for one's own sake (sviirtha),
and karu(lii for the sake of others (pariirtha).3 Sthiramati states: 40
Bodhisattvas, being endowed with prajiiii and karuIJii, do not fully abandon safTlsiira, out of
karuIJii; and although [they] abide in safTlsiira, [they] ensure by means of prajfiii that [they] are

not tainted with intellectual-emotional defilements. For example, although a lotus grows in mud,
thabs dang mi fdan shes rab kyis II
rna byung 'byung bar 'gyur ba med II
shes rab med pa'i thabs kyis ni II
mkhas pa rab tu zhi mi 'gyur II
shes rab dang ni thabs shes pa II
de gnyis kun tu 'dres gyur cing II
gnyis ka zung du 'jug 'gyur na II
de ni dam pa rtogs par 'gyur II.
See the Siitrasamuccaya (pp. 182.15-187.3), where passages from the Virnafakfrtinirddasiitra,
Miiradamanasiitra, and Ak1ayamatinirdesasiitra dealing with praiiiii and upiiya are cited.

34

35 Brha!!fkii (P, fols. 46b8--47al; D, fol. 42b4-5; S, vol. 55, p. 741.12-14): sriying ries ni sems can yongs su smin
par byed pa'i spyod pa 'grub po II shes rab kyis ni sangs rgyas kyi chos yongs su smin par byed pa'i spyod pa
'grub po II.
36 Brhafffkii (P, fols. 47b7--48a2; D, fol. 43b2--4; S, vol. 55, p. 743.10-18): byang chub sems dpa' ni dang por
snying rjes las thams cad byas nas I phyis shes rab kyis yongs su sbyong ngo II de bas na snying ries ni sgnlb
par byed do II shes rab kyis ni dag par byed do II snying ries ni bsam pa dag par byed do II shes rab kyis ni sbyor
ba dag par byed do II snying ries ni kun rdzob fa gnas nas sgrub par byed do II shes rab kyis ni don dam pa la
gnas te sbyong [sbyor DC] bar byed do II snying ries ni las thams cad sems can gyi don du byas pa 'i phyir bsod
nams kyi tshogs su bgrang ngo II shes rab kyis ni byang chub kyi don gyi phyir 'byas pas' [am. DC] ye shes kyi
tshogs su bgrang ngo II.

37 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.3 (WOGIHARA, p. 35.3-5; DUTT, p. 23.23-24): puwaiiiiinatadanyataravaikalyiid ayaf!l
bodhisattvo 'nuttariif!1 samyaksaf!1bodhif!1 niidhigacchet I.
38

See n. 162.

39 BodhicittavivarQlJa!fkii (P, fol. 483a3-4; D, fol. 141b3; S, vol. 18, p. 1143.7-9): nyon mongs pa spangs pa'i
rang bzhin can stong pa nyid kyi ye shes rang don no II snying ries [rje'i P] gzhan sdug bsngaflas thar bar [par
P] byed pa ni gzhan don no II.
40 *(Mahiiyiina)siitriifaf!1kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. tsi, fol. 252b4-<i; D, vol. tsi, fol. 218a6-b 1; S, vol. 72, p. 525.4-8):
byang chub sems dpa' mams ni shes rab dang snying rje dang ldan pas I snying ries 'khor ba yongs su mi gtong
fa I shes rab kyis ni 'khor bar gnas kyang 'khor ba 'i nyon mongs pas mi gos par byed de I dper na padmo 'dam
las skyes kyang 'dam gyi nyes pas mi gos pa bzhin du gnas pas na thabs mkhas pa che'0 zhes bya' 0 II.
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[it is] not tainted with mud stains. Because [bodhisattvas] abide [in sarrzsara] in a similar way,
[they are] said to be highly efficient in [canying out] strategies.
According to CandrakIrti, it is onI.?; when one's view of siinyata is saturated with karUl)ii that
.
one is bound to become a buddha. 1
In the Bodhisattvabhiimi, it is said that a bodhisattva roams around un~ullied in sarrzsiira
for the sake of sentient beings without giving up his in~lination for nirvii/Ja. 42 The
Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiira states that the accumulation of gnosis (jfiiinasarrzbhiira) enables a
bodhisattva to transcend sarrzsiira, while the accumulation of beneficial resources
(pu/JyasaTJ'lbhiira) enables him to remain immersed in it without being sullied by intellectualemotional defilements (klesa).43 The aim of a bodhisattva is hence to strike a balaitce, by
means of prajfiii and karu/Jii, between being a normal sentient being, who is trapped in
sarrzsiira, and a sriivaka saint, who is trapped in nirvii/Ja. 44 It is only on the basis of upiiya and
prajfiii that unconventional or problematic practices of a bodhisattva-for example, indulging
in the five objects of desire-have been justified, in both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
sources. 45 Such practices, however, are said to be suitable only for bodhisattvas who are fully
ordained monks or nuns. 46 The notion that meditating only on siinyatii leads one to the
sriivakanirvii/Ja is found also in the tantric context. 47 The concept of the union ofupiiya and
prajfiii, too, is' reflected in tantric sources, such as the Paficakrama,48 and in the yogic
hymns.49 It has also been recognised by Tibetan scholars such as Rong-zom-pa: so
[One whose] prajiiii does not generate karUlJii
Is in a state of [dogmatic views.
Similarly, Klong-chen-pa states: 1

1

Madhyamakiivatiirabhii~a (po 79.10-11): stong pa nyid kyi Ita ba snying ryes yongs su zin pa ni sangs rgyas
nyid 'dren par byed pa yin gyi gzhan du ni ma yin no zhes snying rje brten par byed do II.

41

42 Bodhisattvabhiimi 2.3 (WOGIHARA, p. 315.4-6; DUlT, p. 216.3-5): tattviirthiidhyiisayeniisaTflkli$/iis ca
saTflsiire sattvahetob saTflsaraTflti I avinirmuktanirviilJiidhyiiSayiis ca bhavanti I.

43 MahiiyiinasiitriiiaTflkiira 18.38:
saTflbhiiro bodhisattviiniiTfl pUlJ)lajiiiinamayo 'samab I
saTflsiire 'bhyudayiiyaikab anyo 'saTflkli$!asaTflsrtau II.
44··(Mahiiyiina)sutriiJaTflkiiravyakhya (P, vol. lsi, fo1. 36b6-7; D, vol. tsi, fol. 31b5; S, vol. 72, p. 77.1-3): shes
pas zin pa ni 'khor bar ma lhung [Itung DC] ba'iphyir so so'i [so PN] skye bo bzhin du mi zad do II snying rye
chen pos zin pas na nyan thos bzhin du mya ngan las 'das pa 'i dbyings su mi zad de I.
RatnalokalaTflkiira (P, fol. 279a8-b2; D, fol. 238a5-6; S, vol. 64, p. 671.15-21): stong pa nyid dang snying
rje'i khyad par gyis sangs rgyas dang sems can la dmigs pa 'i bsam pa mi phyed pa dcing ldan pa ni 'dod pa lnga
spyod du zin kyang I spyod pa mam par dag pa 'i tshul khrims can yin pas bsngags pa ni dbul yang bkur I'D zhes
bya ste I ji skad du I gal te byang chub sems dpa' 'dod yon lnga spyod kyang II sangs rgyas chos dang 'phags
pa'i dge 'dun skyabs song ste II sangs rgyas 'grub bya snyam du' kun mkhyen yid byed na II mkhas pa tshul
khrims pha rol phyin gnas rig [rigs PN]par bya II zhes bstanpa Ita bu'o II.
45

46 RatniilokalaTflkiira (P, fols. 279b4-5, 279b6-280a3; D, fols. 238bl, 238b2-6; S, vol. 64, pp. 672.7-8, 672.12673.6).

47

Yogaratnamiila (p. 122.35-36): kevalaya siinyatiibhiivanayii kadiicic chriivakiidinirviilJena nirvrtib syiit

48

Paiicakrama 5.8.

49

See SCHMlTIiAUSEN 2000b: 445, n. 51.

so mDo rgyas (A, fol. 272al; B, p. 388.3):
snying rye bskyed par mi byed pa 'i II
shes rab de yang blta [= Ita] gnas nyid II.
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Upiiya with prajiiii will cause one to be released,
Just as poison charmed by a mantra [causes one to be detoxified].
Upiiya without prajiiii will cause one to be bound,
Just as medicine that has become poisonous [will cause one to] suffer.

Cd) Tension Between the Two Poles of Emptiness and Compassion
A discussion of the tension between the two complementary poles of siinyatii and karw:zii is
unavoidable when dealing with the idea of bodhicitta, particularly since the primary sources
emphatically maintain that bodhicitta is a union of both. This issue, culminating in the need to
strike a balance between the two, in both non-Mahayana and Mahayana Buddhism, is a
fascinating and complex matter. It has been treated with all due exactitude by Lambert
Schmithausen in the two separate articles 52 to which I referred earlier. 53 His first article,
entitled "Gleichmut und Mitgefiihl: Zu Spiritualitiit und Heilszie1 des iilteren Buddhismus,"
deals with upekyii ('spiritual state of equanimity') and the care and concern for others
expressed by the term karwJii from the standpoint of early (or non-Mahayana) Buddhism,
while his second article, entitled "Mitgefiihl und Leerheit: Zu Spiritualiltiit und Heilsziel des
Mahayana," deals primarily with the tension between the two complementary poles of
siinyatii and karw:zii in Mahayana, a topic of direct relevance to our discussion. It is in order to
put the Mahayana notion of the two poles of spirituality into historical context that these
articles are consulted together.
In the non-Mahayana tradition, there is an allusion to the tension between the salvific
state characterised by disengagement, on the one hand, and being dedicated to the welfare of
others, on the other. A similar tensioll is said to exist, at least in a latent form, between
upekyii, characterised by detachment from the world, ~d concern for the world. This tension
is conceived differently depending on how upekyii and karwJii are understood. The tension
between the two poles is fully relieved if upekyii is taken in the sense of impartiality. Even in
this case, though, the tension is released by balancing the two. This happens, for instance,
when upekyii is explained as a neutral acceptance of the fact that an attitude such as karwJii
has no practical influence on the happiness or misery of a sentient being, since these are
dependent on an individual's own karma; or when it is said that the Buddha teaches all
sriivakas out of compassion but remains unaffected by their positive or negative reactions.
The tension becomes acute when upekyii is understood as a state of total release, which is
beyond the reach of any form of pain, and karwJii as an equally strong emotional grasp of
someone else's pain. From this standpoint, even the Buddha, while capable of actualising both
upekyii and karUlJii in their supreme forms, does not actualise them simultaneously but only
successively, given the enormous tension between them. From a Mahayana standpoint, too,
karuf/ii is not an automatic outcome of the experience of siinyatii. They represent two poles
which, on the one hand, are indispensable for the attainment of Buddhahood, and ort the other
give rise to tension that needs to be balanced out, yielding a kind of coincidentia
oppositorurn. 54

51

Sems nyid ngal gsa (p. 73.4-5):
shes rab ldan pa Ihabs kyis grol 'gyur Ie II
ji liar dug la sngags kyis blab pa bzhin II
shes rab med na Illabs kyis 'ching 'gyur Ie II
sman nyid nad du song bas gdung ba bzhin II.

52 SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a; 2000b. Unless specified otherwise, the presentation that follows is based on these two
articles.
53

See chapter three on the historical and doctrinal background of badhicilla.
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It has often been maintained that karUlJii is an inevitable outcome of the experience of
s{inyatii (or nairiitmya 'non-substantiality,).55 Schmithausen has shown that in neither nonMahayana nor Mahayana contexts, and for neither the Buddha, a bodhisattva, nor a sriivaka,
is the direct experience of siinyatii (or any experience of awakening) conceived ~f as entailing
an automatic outflow of karUlJii. This is, of course, not to imply that the experience of siinyatii
can have no such effect. For a sriivaka, such an experience would destroy the roots of certain
egoistic emotions, but not automatically trigger off positive altruistic feelings or impulses. For
a bodhisattva, too, such an experience would remove any form of clinging to worldly
phenomena and the fear of sal?1siira. The actual emergence of karWlii from the experience of
siinyatii presupposes that karUlJii has been present or practised for a long period of time, and
thus disposed to continue during the experience of siinyatii as objectless. At least some of the
texts that intimate that karUlJii is a spontaneous outflow of the experience of siinyatii may be
interpreted in this way. 56 It cannot be ruled out that some texts indeed intended to allow
karUlJii as an outcome of the experience of siinyatii, not, however, exclusively so, for that
would contradict the assertion that karuz:zii accompanies the bodhisattva path from the very
beginning; rather, the experience of siinyatii provides karuz:zii with a new and deeper
foundation. Such a possibility would unfold only if siinyatii is not understood in the sense of
the nullity or insignificance of appearance but rather, as in the Tathagatagarbha tradition and
some Yogaciira texts, as the true nature (i.e. Buddha Nature) or true self (iitman) of all
sentient beings, and thus all sentient beings deserve equal respect and the great benevolence
(mahiimaitri) that makes no distinction between oneself and others. 57
Beside these explanations offered by Schmithausen, there is perhaps also another way
to elucidate how karUlJii may ensue from siinyatii: positive emotional elements such as karuz:zii
and sraddhii ('faith') may arise from the experience (or even a correct theoretical
understanding) of siinyatii, not, however, as a direct and automatic reflex of such an
experience or conviction, but rather as an indirect result of reflecting on how a person can be
released from sal?1siira by experiencing siinyatii (or ontological bodhicitta) as a spiritual
event, and how others who cannot or do not do so remain bound in sal?1siira and suffer. In
such a case, karuz:zii would arise in view of those who have not realised siinyatii or those who
are indis~osed to it; sraddhii, in view of those who have realised or taught the doctrine of
sunyatii. Such an explanation, however, neither implies that sunyatii is a necessary

54 See Schmithausen's comments in BSTEH 2000: 475--476, 503-504. Cf. EB, s.v. mystIcIsm: "Mystical
experience is flanked witjl a communication hazard, a 'polar identity.' The linguistic liberties and extravagances
are part of the logical impossibility of having to describe one order of experience in terms of another. Hence, the
rhetoric of mysticism is largely one of symbols and paradoxes. The most striking of the strategies, as the
medieval Christian scholar Nicholas of Cusa put it, is coincidentia oppositorum ('union of opposites'). Since the
opposites coincide without ceasing to be themselves, this also becomes an acceptable definition of God, or the
nature of the Ground. God, said Heracleitus, is day and night, summer and winter, war and peace, and satiety and
hunger-all opposites." See also HWP, S.V. Coincidentia oppositorum.

55 See SCHMITHAUSEN 2000a: 127, n. 40 and 2000b: 444, n. 48, where a number of proponents of such a stance
are mentioned.
56 Such texts include the Bodhicittavivarana ascribed to NiigiiIjuna, the Ratnakarant;iakodghiita by Atisa, and the
SamvrtibodhicittabhiivanopadeSavarnasamgraha ascribed to Asvagho~a. For the references and translations of
the pertinent verses, see SCHMITHAUSEN 2000b: 449, no. 69-70.
57 Perhaps the ontological status of karunii as proposed in rDzogs-chen literature can be explained in a similar
manner.
58 This explanation is inspired by Siintaralc;ita's Madhyamakiilamkiira 96-97 (ICHIGO 1989: 222~223). The
context is made clear in his Madhyamakiilamkiiravrtti CP, foIs. 83b8-84a3; D, fo!. 83a4-6; S, va!' 62, p. 973.714, cited in chapter five, n. 141), where he proposes two possible ways of launching the career of a bodhisattva,
namely, one for 'those who follow the path of reason (or logic)' (nyiiyiinusiirin) and one for 'those who follow
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ontological condition for the outflow of karurtii, nor does it propose that the experience of
sunyatii is a necessary and a direct epistemic cause ofthe emergence of karwJii.

(e) The Union of Emptiness and Compassion: A Tibetan Controversy
There are many points of controversy surrounding sunyatiikarurtiigarbha in Tibet, to treat all
of which would be beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, as a representative case, I
shall present a passage from Klong-chen-pa's Yid bzhin rndzod 'grel, where the union of
sunyatii and karurtii is thematised. The discussion occurs in the context of explaining the socalled 'Three Excellent Ones' (darn pa gsurn), which are said to be implemented in any given
bodhisattva practice, namely, excellent cittotpiida in the preparatory phase (sbyor ba 'serns
bskyed darn pa), excellent (abiding in the state of) objectlessness or imperceptible (reality) in
the main phase (dngos gzhi drnigs rned darn pa), and excellent dedicatory transfer
(parirtiirnanii) in the concluding phase (rnjug bsngo ba darn pa).59 Klong-chen-pa states: 60
In this [context], upiiya [or] karurtii, which is present at the time any wholesome deeds
whatsoever are performed, andprajfiii [or] sunyatii operate in union [or unite] simultaneously,
and hence there is no temporal distinction [between the two]. Some maintain that it is on the
occasion of meditating upon reality (dharmatii) that karUlJii of the preparatory phase and
[Sunyata or dharmata of] the main phase [of meditation] unite. This is simply a
misunderstanding. Maintaining the union of a past non-entity and a present entity is laughable.
[1] maintain that the mental entity (bio rzdas) that has attained cittotpiida and not disintegrated is
karul}a, [while its] essence [or nature], which is nowhere to be attested, is sunyata. These two,
which are one [in being] mental entities and separate [in being] facets [of the larger union],
unite. Because imperceptible [reality], which is sunyata, and karul}a, which is objectless, are of
one taste (ekarasa), they are called a 'union without separate natures.' This is a crucial point.
It should be added that in general, for Klong-chen-pa (and perhaps for all Tibetan Buddhist
scholars), it is sunyatiikarurtiigarbha that distinguishes Mahayana from non-Mahayana.
(f) Three Positions on the Fusion of SiinyafiilPrajiiii and KarulJiilUpiiya
In sum, there seems to be at least three more or less varying understandings of the fusion of
siinyatiilprajnii and karurtiilupiiya in common Indo-Tibetan Mahayana Buddhism. The first
position is that the prajnii present in the meditative state and the karwJii present in the premeditative (or post-meditative) state should be merged. This seems to be proposed by
Kamalasila. in his First and Third Bhiivaniikrarna. This position has been rejected by some

the path of faith' (sraddhiinusiirin). In the case of the former, karUlJii arises only after the correct view of sunyatii
has been gained. However, the decisive word skye ('arise') as found in Madhyamakiilmpkiira 96d (i.e. s/lying lje
nyid ni rah tu skye II) has bskyed (,generate') as a varia lectio. In the occurrence of the verse in the
Madhyamakiilaf(1kiiravrtti (P, fol. 82b6; D, fol. 82a6; S, vol. 62, p. 971.3), P and N have bskyed. But equally
importantly, Siintaralc;ita's commentary (ibid., P, fol. 83al; D, fol. 82a7; S, vol. 62, p. 971.9) has s!.ye, and this,
in my view, is also supported by the fact that skye is used in reference to sraddha (Madhyamakiifaf(1kiira 97d),
which is clearly juxtaposed to karUlJii.
.
Yid bzhin mdzod (fol. 33bl-2). Cf. the Ratniilokiilaf(1kiira (P, fol. 354a4; D, fol. 304a6; S, vol. 64, p. 838.4-6),
where a similar convention is used: sbyor ba snying rje dang fdan pa dang I dngos gzlli pha 1'01 tu phyin pa drug

59

gis zin pa dang Iljes bsngo ba yongs su bsngo ba mi dmigs pa'i l'gyas btab par ....
60 Yid bzhin mdzod 'gl'e! (p. 773.1-4): 'dir Ihabs snying rje ni dge ba gang byed de'i dus na yod pa de dang I
shes rab stong pa nyid mynam du zung du 'jug pas snga phyi med do II kha Gig ni chos nyid bsgom dus sbyor
ba 'i snying lje dang I dngos gzhi'i stong [add. nyid] gzung [~zung] 'jug tu 'dod pa ni I phyogs rna go bar zad de
I 'das pa dngos med dang I da Ita ba dngos po zung du 'jug pa ni bzhad gad kyi gnas so II de yang sems bskyed
thob la ma nyams pa 'i blo rdzas ni snying rje I ngo bo gang du yang mi drnigs pa ni stong pa I de gnyis blo rdzas
ngo bo gcig pa la Idog pa so soba zung 'jug gam I dmigs med de nyid stong pa yin fa I dmigs pa med pa 'i snying
rjer gyUl' pa gnyis 1'0 gGig pas ngo bo tha dad med pa 'i zung 'jug ces 'dod pa yin no II 'di ni gnad gal po che '0 II.
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Tibetan scholars as ridiculous, who argue that a past entity could not possibly fuse with a
present entity. In all fairness, this position seems to be merely calling for the combining of the
practices associated with the two kinds of accumulations, namely, pUlJyasa/'flbhiira and
jfiiinasa/'flbhiira (corresponding to karUlJii and prajfiii, respectively). Most importantly, no
temporal simultaneity is presupposed here. The second position is that a karu~ii-driven
spiritual practice is constantly accompanied by prajfiii, which ensures that all factors involved
are viewed as siinya or dream-like so that practitioners do not get carried away by their
intellectual-emotional defilements (kleSa). The fusion in this case takes place in the postmeditative state, and a strict temporal simultaneity does not seem to be assumed; that is,
prajfiii and karu~ii may be actualised alternately or in quick succession but need not
simultaneously. Such a position seems to be represented in Siintideva's Sik$iisarnuccaya.
According to the third position, the fusion of prajfiii and karUl:zii takes place in the meditative
state, karUl:zii in this case not being any arbitrary kind of karu~ii but only the type that has no
objective support. Perhaps here a strict temporal simultaneity can be presupposed. This is
clearly the position of Abhayiikaragupta. Klong-chen-pa's position in this regard seems to be
similar to that of Abhayiikaragupta. There may, of course, be many more explanations of the
fusion of siinyatiilprajfiii and karu~iilupiiya.

3. Subclassifying Bodhicitta into PralJidhicitta and Prasthiinacitta
One of several ways of classif'ying bodhicitta is to subdivide it into bodhiprm:zidhicitta and
bodhiprasthiinacitta.61 In dealing with this topic, I shall (a) present the locus classicus for the
subclassification of bodhicitta into pra~idhi and prasthiina, and (b) discuss the possible
historical process that may have led to the development of this classification, (c) consider why
this classification can be found in some sources and not in others, and (d) analyse the
distinction between the two types of bodhicitta and the various interpretations and
controversies associated with it.

(a) The Locus Classicus of the Classification
The terms pra~idhi and prasthiina employed in the non-Mahayana sources are non-technical
and thus are of no immediate concern to us here. 62 What primarily concerns us is the use of
these terms in the context of the classification of bodhicitta in the sense of bodhipra~idhicitta
and bodhiprasthiinacitta. Thus whenever I speak of pra~idhi and prasthiina (or pra~idhicitta
and prasthiinacitta), I mean bodhipra~idhicitta and bodhiprasthiinacitta, respectively. The
locus classicus for this classification is the Bodhicaryiivatiira: 63
This bodhicitta, in short,
Should be known to be of two types:
The resolve to aspire to awakening
And [the resolve to actually1set out towards awakening.

61 Cf. SEYFORT RUEGG 1981: 82, where pral'lidhi and prasthana have been described as the 'Bodhisattva's
preliminary resolution' and his 'realisation' (of the resolution), respectively, the latter 'through the perfections
on the Bodhisattva's path proper.' See also DAYAL 1932: 62.

For the terms pral'lidhi and prasthana, see PW and MW, s.v. See also BHSD, s.w. pral'lidhi and pranidhana.
For the corresponding Piili terms, see PED, s.w. pa/Jidhana and pal'lidhi.

62

Bodhicaryavatara 1.15:
tad bodhicittaf!1 dvividhaf!1 vijnatavyaf!1 samasata!; I
bodhipral'lidhicittaf!1 ca bodhiprasthanam eva ca II.
See also JOSHI 1971: 73; EIMER 1976: 110, n. 72; TSD, s.v. byang chub 'jug pa; BRASSARD 2000: 41, 157, n. 53.
For an English translation of the verse, see also CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 6.
63
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An almost identical expression is found in the Sikyiisamuccaya: 64
Bodhicitta is of two kinds: the resolve to aspire to awakening and the resolve to set out towards
awakening.

Such a classification of bodhicitta was perhaps inspired by the following statement of the
GmJq.avyuhasutra, also cited by Siiniideva: 65

o

son of a noble family, sentient beings who aspire to the highest perfect awakening are rare in
the world of sentient beings. Even rarer than they are those sentient beings who have set out
towards the highest perfect awakening.

Although the subclassification of bodhicitta is not found in the context in which the idea here
occurs, nor is the technical term bodhicitta used, the passage seems to presuppose the two
stages of aspiration and setting out. This passage has been cited, perhaps following Santideva,
by a number oflater Indian authors. 66 The fact that Siintideva used this classification does not
mean that he did not know other classifications. Faced with the expression 'in short'
(samiisatal:z), Prajiiiikaramati explains that the given one is an abbreviated classification and
that other fuller ones are possible as well. 67
It is quite conceivable that the popularity of Santideva's works, which seemed to have
served as sources for many Indian scholars who wrote or commented on bodhicitta,68
promoted the wider acceptance and standardisation of these terms. I have not yet been able to
locate any source that predates Siintideva and which explicitly subclassifies bodhicitta into
prmJidhicitta and prasthiinacitta. However, although Siintideva's influence was great, he was
perhaps not the only one who adopted this classification. Jiiiinagarbha~who with all
probability also flourished in the first half of the eighth century and who was a pupil of
SIigupta and a teacher of Siintarak~ita69-apparently used the same classification in his
Yogabhiivaniimiirga. 70

Sik>iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 8.15-16; VAIDYA, p. 8.19): tac ca bodhicittam dvividham
bodhipralJidhicittam ca bodhiprasthiinacittam ca I. Cf. the English translation in BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 9.

64

I

GalJdavyiihasiitra, as cited in the Sik>iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 8.16-18; VAIDYA p. 8.21-22): dur/abhii/:!
kulaputra te sattvii/:! sattvaloke ye 'nuttarasyiim samyaksambodhau cittam pralJidadhati I tato 'pi durlabhatamiis
[= durlabhatariis] te sattvii ye 'nuttarii m samyaksambodhim abhiprasthiteti II. Cf. the GalJdavyuhasiitra (pp.
492.24-293.1); BRASSARD 2000: 157, n. 52. For an English translation, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 9.

65

The passage from the GalJdavyuhasutra is often cited as the scriptural source for the subclassification of
bodhicitta into pralJidhi and prasthiina; for examples, see SfuJtideva's Sik>iisamuccaya, Prajiiakaramati's
Bodhicaryiivatiirapanjikii (p. 12.1-2), Kamalaslla's First Bhiivaniikrama (pp. 192.19-193.1), Atisa's
Bodhimiirgapradfpapanjikii (P, fol. 297al-2; D, fol. 257b3-4; S, vol. 64, p. 1690.7-10; SHERBURNE 2000: 104105), and Abhayiikaragupta's Munimatiilamkiira (p, fo1s. 204b8-205a2; D, fol. 162a3-3; S, vol. 63, p. 1278.38).
66

67 Bodhicalyiivatiirapanjikii (p. 11.22-23): "Although other types [of classification] are possible, this one is
stated by way of an epitome [of those comprising] two categories" (aparaprakiirasambhave 'pi samk>epata/:!
ida/JI dvividham ucyate I).
68 See, for examples, the First Bhiivaniikrama (p. 192.17-19): tac ca bodhicittam dvividham pralJidhicittGl!1
prasthiinacittam ca I); Bodhicalyiivatiirapanjikii (p. 11.23-24): bodhipralJidhicittam ityekam I bodhiprasthiinam
ity dvitfyam I); Bodhimiirgapradfpapanjikii (P, fol. 297a2-5; D, fol. 257b4-6; S, vol. 64, p. 1690.10-18;
SHERBURNE 2000: 104-105).
69

SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 68-69.

Yogabhiivaniimiirga (P, fol. 5a7-8; D, fol. 4b6-7; S, vol. 64, p. 12.6-10): de'i phyir rang gi sems stong pa
nyid kyi ngo bo nyid yin pa de bzhin du I chos thams cad kyang de Ita bu yin naji /tar de sngon du btang ba'i
smon pa 'i byang chub kyi sems don dam pa 'i ngo bo nyid la spyod pa 'i mtshan nyid shes rab dang mtshungs par
ldan pa ni 'jug pa 'i sems zhes bya ste I de kho na nges pa la 'jug pa 'i thabs yin pa 'i phyir 1'0 II. The exact
meaning of the passage is, however, not quite clear.
70
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(b) The Possible Historical Development of the Subclassification. .

The subclassification of bodhicitta into pra~idhicitta and prasthanacitta is obviously a result
of systematisation. In other words, we cannot assume that such a subclassification existed
from the very beginning. The question is: How did such a subclassificatiori come into
existence? The systematised classification gives the impression that there was originally one
general concept, bodhicitta, which was later subdivided into pra~idhicitta and prasthiinacitta.
Historically, however, this does not seem to be the case. One may say that bodhicitta
originally covered the semantic range of only pra~idhicitta, but later on also assumed and
synthesised the stage of prasthiinacitta. This historical process may become more
comprehensible if we recall the role the idea of pra~idhi played in the development of the
bodhicitta concept.
On the basis of several Mahayana sources, it is clear that the relation between iiSaya
(or adhyiisaya) and prayoga is similar to the relation between pra~idhicitta and
prasthiinacitta. That is to say, iiSaya and pra~idhi apply to the stage of mental resolve or
aspiration, which is originally nothing other than bodhicitta itself, while prayoga and
prasthiina refer to the stage of practical application, such as the practice of the six perfections
(piiramitii). In other words, iisaya and pra~idhi express the theoretical or mental resolve to
become a buddha, and prayoga and prasthiina the actual practices essential for attaining the
envisioned soteriological goal. Some exegetes may have felt the need to load a single
convenient term, namely, bodhicitta, with the sem'antic weight of both the theoretical resolve
and actual practices. Also, on a practical level, the difficulty of maintaining mot~vation during
the actual practices may have given rise to the need to combine iiSaya or pra~idhi with
prayoga or prasthiina under the unified concept of bodhicitta. This process can be seen as a
process of crystallisation that made bodhicitta richer in meaning-and made it assume an
ever-increasing role until it became the be-all and end-all of Mahayana spirituality. The
potential multivalence of the compound bodhicitta would not have stood in the way of such a
development. The subclassification of bodhicitta into pra~idhicitta and prasthiinacitta,
moreover, must certainly be more archaic than that into conventional and absolute. And if the
Gaf.l4avyiihasutra is the scriptural authority for this classification, as tradition would have it,
then it may be considered the oldest soUrce. 71

(c) The Pervasiveness oftheClassification
One of the questions we might ask is: Does the subclassification of bodhicitta into
praf.lidhicitta and prasthiinacitta occur in all Mahayana sources that undertake to further
particularise bodhicitta, and if not, why not? Just as the classification perhaps originated only
in a certain textual milieu, so too it is prevalent only in certain groups of texts. (This
statement, of course, is not meant to undermine the fact that· attempts were made by later
exegetes to gather and systematise the various classifications.) The Bodhisattvapitakasutra,
for example, does not explicitly mention the terms .bodhipra~idhicitta and
bodhiprasthiinacitta.72 This particular classification is not found in various other texts either,
such as the Bodhisattvabhumi and the Mahiiyiinasutriilarrzkiira.
Tendentially, texts that represent a more archaic or conservative idea of bodhicitta do
not contain this particular classification, because bodhicitta in the conservative Mahayana
texts primarily means the initial resolve to become a buddha and not the actual practice. The

71

For a discussion of the dates of the GalJ¢avyiihasiitra, see NAKAMURA 1980: 194-/96.

However, Ulrich Pagel states that the Bodhisattvapifakasiitra 'by implication' recognises the division of
bodhicilta into bodhipralJidhicitta and bodhiprasthiinacitta (PAGEL 1995: 130).
72
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details of the practice of a bodhisattva are usually treated in their case outside the framework
of the bodhicitta concept. This seems to be the main reason why such a classification is not
found in the Bodhisattvabhiimi, and the same perhaps applies to the Bodhisattvapitakasiitra. 73
However, an author could have, for practical reasons, chosen to adopt an alternative
classification, even though others were known to him. This may be the case with the
Mahiiyiinasiitriila7!lkiira.

(d) Distinctions, Interpretations, and Controversies
The distinction between pra/Jidhicitta and prasthiinacitta was a topic of much debate among
late Indian scholars and their· Tibetan successors. Santideva, whom many later scholars
followed, illustrated the difference with an analogy: 74
Just as the difference between
One who desires to travel and one who is travelling is understood,
So should the difference between the two [kinds of bodhicitta]
Be understood by the wise accordingly.75
For Santideva, the theoretical resolve to strive for awakening is pra/Jidhi, and the practical
course of action is prasthiina. Explanations of the terms pra/Jidhicitta and prasthiinacitta are
also given by Prajiiiikaramati. 76 In any case, the terms provided much room for conflicting
interpretations. The following passage by the eleventh-century Indian scholar Ratniikarasanti
offers a remarkable glimpse into the dissent surrounding the issue of pra/Jidhi and prasthiina
current in India during his time: 77
[I] Bodhicitta is of two kinds: one prm:zidhicitta and one prasthiinacitta. Why is this so?
Because [these are] said to be desire for the result and for the cause, [respectively]. How so?
Desiring the sublime result is prm}idhicitta, whereas striving for the cause of it is prasthiinacitta.
[2] Some claim that prasthiinacitta is absolute bodhicitta, directed towards emptiness (sunyatii),
whereas pralJidhicitta is conventional bodhicitta, with compassion as [its] priority. [3] Some
also claim that prasthiinacitta is [bodhicitta] which consolidates wholesome [attitudes and
actions], whereas pralJidhicitta does not. [4] Some claim that pralJidhicitta is pure altruistic
inclination (iisaya), since it is an aspirational wish (pralJidhiina), and that prasthiinacitta is

73 The Bodhisattvabhumi does subclassify cittotpiida into two kinds, namely, one leading to the goal (nailyiirika)
. and the other not leading to it (anairyiirika), but it should be noted that the basis for this classification is only the
generation of the initial (prathama) resolve to strive for awakening. See the Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§2.1.0).

Bodhicaryiivatiira 1.16:
gantukiiriwsya gantus ca yathii bhedab pratfyate I
tathii bhedo 'nayor jiieyo yathiisa",khyena palJditaib
Cf. Bodhicaryiivatiirapaiijikii (p. 12.3-10).

74

75

II.

Cf. the English translation in CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 6; cf. STEINKELLNER 1981: 24.

76 Bodhicmyiivatiirapaiijikii (p. 11.24-25): bodhau prmJidhib I tad eva citta", tatra vii cittam I yac citta",
praridhiiniid utpanna", bhavali diiniidipravrttivikala", ca I tat praridhicittam I ladyathiisarvajagalparUriilJiiya buddha bhaveyam iii pralhamatara", priirthaniikiirii celanii I; ibid. (p. 11.26-28):
praslhiine ciltalJ1, prasthiinam eva vii ciltam ciltasya latsvabhiivatviil I piirvakamanaskiirapurabsaram eva yalab
prabhrti sa/'flvaragrahalJapiirvakaf(l sa",bhiire~u pravarlale, tal praslhiinacittam I.

77 Ralniilokiila/'flkiira (P, fols. 275b6-276a2; D, fol. 235a3-6; S, vol. 64, pp. 663.19-664.9): [1) byang chub kyi
sems ni rnam pa gnyis Ie I smon pa dang 'jug pa 'i bdag nyid [kid P) do II de ci 'i phyir zhe na I 'bras bu dang
rgyu la 'dod ces pa 'i phyir ro II de [= ji?) liar zhe na I 'bras bu 'i dam pa 'dod pa ni smon pa yin la I de'i rgyu la
'bad pa ni 'jug pa yin no II [2)la la na re don dam pa 'i byang chub kyi sems stong pa nyid la dmigs pa ni 'jug pa
yin la I kun rdzob kyi byang chub kyi sems snying rje glsor [gtsar P, gtso bor DC) gyur pa ni smon pa yin no zhes
zer ro II [3)la la na re dge ba'i rtsa ba mngon par 'du byed pa ni 'jug pa yin la I 'du mi byed pa ni smon pa yin
no zhes kyang zer ro II [4)la Ta na re bsam pa rnam par dag pa ni smon par 'dod'de I' [do II DC) smon lam yin
pa 'iphyir ro II sbyor ba phun sum tshogs pa ni 'jug par 'dod de nyams su len pa 'i phyir ro zhes zer 1"0 II·
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superior practical application (prayoga), since it is the putting into practice [of theoretical
aspiration].
Ratniikarasiinti presents four different positions including his own. Although a tone of
scepticism can be felt regarding the three other positions, he does not criticise them but places
them on the same level with his own position. Ratniikarasiinti's own position agrees with that
of Atisa, for whom prm:zidhi is a thought which takes the resultant aspects of the perfect
awakening as its supporting object and focuses on them, whereas prasthiina is a thought
which takes aspects of the path as its supporting object and focuses on them. 78
The second position paraphrased by Ratniikarasiinti seems to be Buddhasnjiiiina's,
which is mentioned also by Dharmamitra in his Prasphutapadii: 79
According to Acarya Buddhasnjfianapada, all resolutions [to become a buddha] at the stage of
an ordinary being (Prthagjana) are generated in the form of bodhiprmJidhicitta. Beginning with
the stage (bhumi) of 'Utter Joy' (pramudita), however, [the resolution], which is [now]
characterised by gnosis and is in exact concord with dharmadhatu, is explained as
bodhiprasthiinacitta.
According to this interpretation, pral)idhi is mundane and conventional, whereas prasthiina is
supramundane and absolute.
The third position presented by Ratniikarasiinti is apparently that of Dharmamitra.
According to the latter's Prasphutapadii, bodhipral)idhicitta is generated through ritual, while
bodhiprasthiinacitta is generated through meditation: 80
The [term] prm;zidhi means mere aspiration that has not been fully accepted [but nevertheless
formalised] through the bodhicittoipiida ritual procedure after accumulating a mass of
[beneficial resources (pul1ya)]. The [term] prasthiina, on the other hand, means the conduct
[leading to] attainment included [within the framework of the bodhisattva stages], beginning
with the generation of the resolve [to become a buddha]-which has come about by the full
acceptance [of the bodhisattva vow] after pleasing one's spiritual teacher (kalyiinamitra)-up, to
[the stage of] the path that is immediately followed [by the actual result] (iinantaryamiirga). I
According to this interpretation, pral)idhi is a mere aspiration that has not definitively
assumed the form of a commitment, and so is not accompanied by practical deeds. By
contrast, prasthiina is seen as involving practical application from the very first generation of
resolve onwards.
The initial resolve to become a buddha, which, according to some other positions, may
be pral)idhi, is here considered to be prasthiina. According to Snjiiiinaklrti,82 the first three of

78 BodhimiirgapradfpapaiiJikii (P, fol. 297a5-7; D, fol. 257b6-7; S, vol. 64, pp. 1690.18-1691.1): ... 'bras bu
rdzogs pa 'i byang chub yul du byed cing dmigs pa ni smon pa 'i sems yin Ie I ... lam gyi eIlos yul du byed cing
dmigs pa ni 'jug pa 'i sems yin Ie I. See also SHERBURNE 2000: 106-107.

Prasphu!apadii (P, fol. 44b3-4; D, fol. 39al-2; S, vol. 52, p. 794.10-14): slob dpon dpal sangs rgyas ye shes
[add. zhabs DC] kyi zhal snga nas ni I so so 'i skye 'bo 'i sa 'i' [bos pa'i P, sa pa'i N] sems can Ihams cad ni smon
pa byang chub kyi sems nyid du bskyed [brjod DC] la I sa rab lu dga' ba nas brlsams Ie [add. ni DC] ye shes kyi
khyad par cltos kyi dbyings ji Ita ba bzhin la )'ug pa ni [om. DC] byang chub kyi sems so zhes bslan 10 II.
79

Prasphu!apadii (P, fol. 44a8-bl; D, fol. 38b5-7; S, vol. 52, p. 794.2-5): smon pa zhes pa ni smon pa Isam sle
[te DC] Ishogs bsags pas sems [add. de PN] bskyed pa'i cho gas blang ba yang rna byas pa'o II 'jug pa zhes pa

80

ni dge ba 'i bshes gnyen mnyes par byas Ie yang dag par blangs pa las byung ba 'i sems bskyed pa nas brlsams Ie
I bar chad med pa 'i lam gyi bar du glogs pa'i sgrub pa'i spyodpa'o II.
SI

82

Namely, the diamond-like concentration (vajropamasamiidhl).
Piiramiliiyiinabhiivanii (P, fol. 79b4; D, fol. 73bl-2; S, vol. 64, p. 212.7-9):
'dunpa 'i gnas skabs sags [stsogs DC] dbye bas II
smon pa 'i sems ni mam pa gsum II
'jug pa zhes ni bya ba 'i sems II
rnampa bcu dgu dag tu 'dod II.
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twenty-two kinds of cittotpada are prmJidhicitta, whereas the remammg nineteen are
prasthanacitta. Dharmamitra also mentions a position according to which the distinction
between prmJidhicitta and prasthtinacitta is made on the basis of the reversibility or
irreversibility of the state a bodhisattva has attained. s3 For Tibetan scholars such as Tsongkha-pa, most of these proponents have ndt understood the matter properly, having misread the
intent of the Garu;lavyilhasutra and of Santideva. 84
4. Subclassifying Bodhicitta into Conventional and Absolute

The idea of conventional and absolute truths in Buddhism, particularly in the Madhyamaka
system-where all phenomena are expressed according to these two modes-is well known.
What is perhaps less known is the tendency of Buddhist systematists to extend this twofold
classification to very particular areas of thought. 85 For example, even in relatively
conservative Buddhist literature such as Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosabhti$ya, abhidharma
itself is divided into paramarthika ('true' or 'pertaining to the absolute') and sa/!lketika
('designatory'
or
'pertaining
to
convention
or
transactions'). 86
In
the
Sa/!ls/q'tasa/!ls/q'taviniscaya, each of the Three Jewels is also classified according to the
paramiirthika-sa/!lketika divide. 87 It comes as no surprise, then, that cittotpiida (or bodhicitta)
has been similarly subclassified in both Indian and Tibetan traditions. 88 The following sets of
terms are used to describe the subclassification of bodhicitta into conventional and absolute:
(a) samadanasii/!lketika and dharmatapratilambhika,89 (b) sa/!lketikacittotpada (or
samiidiinasa/!lketika)
and
paramarthikacittotpiida,90
(c)
sa/!lvrtibodhicitta
and

8J See the Prasphu!apadii (P, fol. 44b4-7; D, fa!. 39a2-5; S, vol. 52, pp. 794.14--795.2), particularly the
statement: ... phyir mi Idog pa'i sar gnas po dang I de ma Ihob pa las smon pa dang 'jug par Cpa PN] bzhag sle

I·
See the gSer phreng (p. 197.3-4): de Itar na cho gas blangs ma blangs dang I gzhan yang phyir mi ldog Ihob
ma Ihob dang I 'bras bu dang rgyu la dam beas pa la 'dod pa yod de de dag gis ni legs par ma rlogs te I sdong
po bkad pa'i mdo dang de'i dgongs pa 'grel pa'i shiinta de ba'i lugs las phyi ral lu gyur pa'i phyir ra II.
84

" We find expressions such as piiramiirihikapramiii;za (TSD, s.v. don dam pal; piiramiirihikajiiiina and
samvrlijiiiina (TSD, s.vv. don dam pa'i ye shes and kun rdzob shes pal; paramiirlhakiiya and samvrlikiiya (TSD,
s.v. don dam sku); paramiirlhasramGlJa (TSD, s.v. don dam pa'i dge sbyong); and paramiirlhayoga (TSD, s.v.
don dam pa'i mal 'byor). See also Bodhisattvabhumi 1.17 (WOGIHARA, p. 260.16-17; DUTT, p. 177.19-20):
piiramiirlhikasiimkelikajiiiinapurvamgamal; piiramiirihikasiimkelikajiiiinaphalam .. ..
86

Abhidharmakosabhiisya (p. 2.5): esa liival piiramiirlhiko 'bhidharmal; I samkelikas lu ....

87 Dasabalasrrmitra, SamSkrliisamskrlaviniScaya (P, fol. 76b8; D, fol. 168a2; S, vol. 63, p. 441.19-20): de la
sangs rgyas gnyis ni 'di Iia sle I don dam pa pa [am. PN] dang I brdar blags [brtags PN] pa'a II; ibid. (P, fol.
77a7; D, fol. I 68a6-7; S, vol. 63, p. 442.15-16): chas ni gnyis yin Ie [am. PN]I 'dilla sle I don dam pa pa dang I
brdar blags [brtags PN] pa pa'o II; ibid. (P, fol. 77bl-2; D, fol. 168bl-2; S, vol. 63, p. 443.1-2): dge 'dun la
gnyis ni 'di Iia sle I don dam pa pa dang I brdar blags [brtags PN] pa '0 II.

" The classification, as we shall see, is attested in several Indian sources, and is not a Tibetan invention, as
BRASSARD 2000: 58 seems to suggest.
89 For the terms samiidiinasamkelika and dharmaliipratilambhika, see TSD, s.vv. yang dag par blangs pa brda
las byung ba, chos nyid kyi rnyed pa, and chos nyid kyis 'Ihob pa. The negation asiimkelika seems to be used in
apposition to dharmaliipralilambhika in the Mahiiyanasulralamkarabhasya (p. 9.19): asamkelikam
dharmalapratilambhikam .... It is clear that dharmalapralilambhika in general conveys a meaning opposite to
what results from causes and conditions. See, for example, the Badhisaltvabhumivyiikhyii (P, fa!. 26b5; D, fa!.
23al-2; S, vol. 75, p. 660.14-15): rigs ni chas nyid kyis thab payin gyi [gyis PN]I rgyu dang rkyen gyis mngan
par 'dus byas pa ni mayin no II.
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piiramiirthikabodhicitta 91 (or paramiirthabodhicitta 92 ),
(*vaivrtiriipaka and *sarrzvrtiriipaka).93

and

(d)

vaivrtisarrzvrtiriipaka

There may also be other terms used within this classification. I shall, for pragmatic
reasons, therefore use 'conventional' and 'absolute' to refer to the first three pairs of terms.
The last pair, however, seems to be applied only in the context of psycho-physiological
bodhicitta, and the terms sarrzvrti and vivrti should perhaps not be understood as conventional
and absolute, as suggested by the Tibetan translation (i.e. kun rdzob and don dam), but rather
as 'closure' (or 'concealing') and 'exposure' (or 'revealing'), respectively,94 which seem to
make better sense in the context of sexual-yogic practices associated with a skilful
manipulation of psycho-physiological bodhicitta. The classification of psycho-physiological
bodhicitta into *vaivrtiriipaka and *sarrzvrtiriipaka will, however, not be discussed here.
Instead the following few paragraphs will be devoted to the subclassification of bodhicitta
into absolute and conventional modes in general, and to a few related issues.
(a) Two Strands of the Conventional-Absolute Classification
As already shown, an examination .of the conventional-absolute categories of classification
seems to indicate that there once existed two strands of the bodhicitta concept: Strand Arepresented by texts such as the Bodhisattvabhiimi, Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiira, and'
Abhisamayiilarrzkiira-which conspicuously employs terms such as piiramiirthikacittotpiida
and siirrzketikaciftotpiida; and Strand B-represlmted by the Prajiiaparamita and Madhyamaka
literature---which rather employs terms such as piiramiirthikabodhicitta and-sarrzvrtibodhicitta
to designate the particular subcategories. These two strands, mentioned in the chapter on the
two cittotpiida traditions, correspond, though perhaps not exactly, to what I have referred to
as the Maitreya-Asailga and Maiijusii-Nagarjuna traditions. Although they seem to have
conceived the mode of classification differently from the very beginning, in some later texts
the two strands may have converged, or the distinctions between them at least became less
pronounced.
In general, then, Strand A principally, if not exclusively, used the term cittotpiida,
while Strand B preferred the term bodhicitta: Strand A tends to expressions such as
samiidiinasiirrzketika and dharmatiipratilambhika, samiidiina/siirrzketikacittotpiida and
piiramiirthikacittotpiida; Strand B favours sarrzvrtibodhicitta and piiramiirthikabodhicitta (or

The Mahiiyiinasiitriilaff/kiira itself employs none of the compounds used to designate absolute or conventional
bodhicitta. The Mahiiyiinasiitriilaff/kiirabhii»la, however, uses piiramiirthikacittotpiida and siiff/ketikacitlotpiida.
90

" The term piiramiirthikabodhicitta is attested, for example, in Vanaratna's Rahasyacffpikii (p. 63.9-IO)-in a
longer compound-and in the Yogaratnamiilii (p. 111.11).
The terms saff/vrtibodhicitta and paramiirthabodhicitta occur in the titles of two works, namely, the
Saff/vrtibodhicittabhiivanii (P 5307, 5432; D 3911, 4519; S 3140, vol. 64) and the Paramiil1habodhicittabhiivanii
(P 5308, 5431; D 3912, 4518; S 3141, vol. 64) both of which are attributed to ASvagho~a (SEYFORT RUEGG
1981: 120-121) and are extant only in Tibetan translation. The authenticity of these titles is, of course, doubtful.
I have not yet been able to trace the compound paramiirthabodhicitta. However, the compound
saff/vrtibodhicitta is found in Guhyasiddhi 2.12cd (p. 21.5): siiff/bhogikaff/ kiiyasukhasvabhiivaff/ tad bhal:ryate
saff/vrtibodhicitlam II. See also TSD, s.v. kun rdzob byang chub kyi sems.
92

93 The compound vaivrtisaff/vrtiriipaka is used in the Hevajratantra as an attnbute of bodhicitla. See
Hev<yratantra 2.4.29:
matl¢alacakriidyupiiyena sviidh~thanakrametla ca I
badhicittam utpiidayed vaivrtisaff/vrtiriipakam II.
See also TSD, s.v. kun rdzob don dam gzugs can; Shing rta mam dag (p. 60.3) .

.. MW, s.vv. vivrti and saff/vrti.
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paramiirthabodhicitta). In due course, as the two strands converged, the tenninology of
Strand B became the more popu1ar one.

(b) Textual Sources of the Conventional-Absolute Classification
In the following few paragraphs, I shall present some textual sources that reflect the above
development, whenever possible chronologically. There are no formal criteria for sorting out
the material into either of the two strands. Nonetheless, one can more or less form two distinct
groups of textual sources on the basis of their ideas and terminologies. One notices, however,
a growing tendency of assimilation of terminologies, especially in the context of explaining
the various ideas.
I have not been able to trace any Mahayana sutra that explicitly mentions the
classification under discussion. 95 The SaJ?1dhinirmocanasutra is sometimes, but mistakenly,
given as a scriptural source of this classification by both Tibetan and modern scholars. 96 The
Mahiiparinirvii/Jasutra is also given by some traditional Tibetan scholars as a source; I have
not been, however, able to locate or verifY the relevant verse. 97 Nonetheless, we do find some
Mahayana sutras, such as the DharmasaJ?1gltisutra,98 which describe bodhicitta clearly on
two levels theoretically interpretable as conventional and absolute bodhicitta.
So far, then, the classification has been found only in the siistra or commentarial
literature. The Bodhisattvabhumi, which is quite likely one of the earliest pieces of literature
that represent Strand A, does not mention such a classification. It does, however, subclassifY
cittotpiida into two types, namely, one leading to the goal (nairyii/Jika) and the other not
(anairyii/Jika),99 but this classification shou1d be equated neither with the pra/Jidhi-prasthiina
subclassification nor with the conventional-absolute one, for it is explicitly stated that the
classification is of initial (prathama) cittotpiida. The fact that the Bodhisattvabhumi does not
subdivide cittotpiida into dharmatiipratilambhika and samiidiinasiiJ?1ketika does not
necessarily mean that this classification postdates the Bodhisattvabhumi. loo It may have been

One could look into the Avataf/lsaka, but I have not been able to do so, given time constraints.

9,

96 See the Dwags po thar rgyan (p. 138.7-10). The alleged citation from the Saf/ldhinirmocanasiitra is in fact
from Kamalasila's Second Bhiivanakrama. The wrong attribution of the source of this quotation appears to be a
result of confusion. The pertinent passage in the Second Bhavanakrama is KamaIaSila's own statement and not a
citation from the Saf/ldhinirmocanasiitra. However, immediately thereafter, he cites the Saf/ldhinirmocanasiitra
to show that absolute bodhicitta is the result of the meditation of calmness and higher insight. The occurrence of
the title Saf/ldhinirmocanasiitra in the vicinity must have led sGam-po-pa (or some other secondary source upon
whom he relied) astray. See also Guenther's translation of the Dwags po thar rgyan; WILLIAMS 1989: 203;
BRASSARD 2000: 15.

See, for example, the Grub mtha' mdzod (p. 192.2): ... mya ngan las 'das la [= pallas I <<kun rdzob don dam
dbye ba yis II byang chub sems de mam gnyis te II 'sen dha pa" yi sgra bzhin no II» zhes so II. A somewhat
similar verse can be found in Maiijusriki:rti's Vajrayanamiilapattitfka (p, fol. 261a5-6; D, fol. 21Ia4-6; S, vol.
27, p. 787.5-7): de ltar yang I «rang bzhin gzhi mthun byang chub sems II sgra gcig gis ni dngos mams brjod II
kun rdzob la sogs dbye ba yis II 'senta pa yi' [sen ta pa'i P] sgra bzhin no II».• For this term, see MW, s.v.
saindhava.
97

The passage on bodhicitta is cited in both the Siitrasam,uccaya

98

(pp. 24.19-25.9) and the

Madhyamakavatarabha~a (pp. 6.13-7.6). However, although the passage seems to be identical, the former

quotes. it under the title Chos yang dag parsdud pa 'i mdo (Dharmasaf/lgftisiitra), whereas the latter under the
title 'Phags pa chos kun bgro ba'i mdo.
99

Seen. 73.

100

Note, however, the expression samketasaf/lvrti within a compound found in Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.4
p. 37.8-9; DUlT, p. 25.5-6).

(WOGIHARA,
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either overlooked or not discovered during the compilation of the Bodhisattvabhiimi, but at
any rate it was included during the com~ilation of the Viniscayasarrzgrahavz, or to be more
precise, the Bodhisattvabhiimiviniscaya. l 1 The latter lists and explains ten kinds of cittotpiida
(to which we shall return). The ten are actually five pairs of cittotpiidas, the first pair being
dharmatiipratilambhika and samiidiinasiirrzketika. 102 GUl).aprabha's Bodhisattvabhiimivrtti, be
it noted, does not mention such a classification.
The next relatively early source that draws a distinction between absolute and
conventional cittotpiida is the Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiira. These are referred to there as the 'one
[obtained] through the suggestion of others' (pariikhyiina) and the 'one which is supreme'
(parama), 103 though the te=s siirrzketika and piiramiirthika are not employed. The
Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiirabhii$ya ascribed to Vasubandhu (but probably not br Vasubandhu the
Kosakiira)104 uses the te=s samiidiinasiirrzketika and piiramiirthika. lo In addition, a
discussion of absolute and conventional cittotpiida or bodhicitta can be found in several
tantric and non-tantric sources, such as Sthiramati's *(Mahiiyiina)siitriilarrzkiiravyiikhyii, 106
Siigaramegha's Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii, 107 *Asvabhiiva' s (Mahiiyiina )siitriilarrzkrira(ikii,
Kamalasila's Second Bhiivaniikrama,108 Vimalamitra's (fl. end of the eighth century)109 Rim
gyis 'jug pa'i sgom don, 110 Atisa's Ratnakaravgoghiita,lll Anangavajra,piida's
Prajiiopiiyaviniscayasiddhi,112 Ratniikarasanti's Ratniilokiilarrzkiira,l13 Guvavatz,11
and

101 After the explanation of each of the ten cittotpiMas, the Viniscayasaf!lgraha/Jl (P, vol. zi, fol. 300b8; D, vol.
ziti, fol. 285b7; S, vol. 74, p. 691.8-10) states: "Of the ten cittotpiidas, how many are defiled ones and how many
are not defiled ones? Treatises that carry out [this] and similar analyses have not appeared" (sems bskyed [skyed
PN] pa bcu po de dag las du ni nyon mongs pa can yin I du ni nyon mongs pa can ma yin pa dang I de Ita bu la
sogs pa 'i mam par gtan ta [pa DC] dbab pa 'i gzhung ni mi snang ngo II).
102

See n. 147.

10J

Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf!lkiira 4.7-8.

104

SCHMITHAUSEN 1987: 262-263, n. 101.

105 Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf!lkiirabhii$ya (p. 15.6-22): piiramarthikacittotpiide sapta slokii/:ll siipiisitasaqlbuddhe [ ...
verses 4.8-14 ... ] prathamena slokenopaddapratipattyadhigamavise$ai/:l piiramiilthikatvaql cittotpiidasya
darsayati I.
106 *(Mahiiyiina)siitriilaf!lkiiravyiikhyii (P, vo!' mi, fols. 59b8-60al; D, vol. mi, fol. 54a5; S, vol. 71, p. 1031.67): byang chub tu sems bskyed pa mam pa gnyis yod de [do I DC] brda'i dam bca' bar sems bskyed pa dang I
don dam pa'i byang chub kyi sems so II; ibid. (P, vol. mi, fols. 60alff.; D, vol. mi, fols. 54a5ff.; S, vol. 71, pp.
1031.7ff.).
107 Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (P, fol. 23a4-6; D, fol. 19b5-6; S, vol. 75, pp. 652.16-653.1): brda dang tha snyad
kyi tshul [tshal P] gyis zhes bya ba ni ming du btags pa 'i tha snyad kyis byang chub sems dpa' zhes bya ste I bl'da
las byung ba 'i sems bskyed pa'o II bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub tu don dam pa zag pa
med pa 'i sems bskyed pa ni so dang po rab tu rtogs po 'i dus su '0 [so DC II byang chub sems dpa 'i nges po la
yang 'jug pal' 'gyur 1'0 II de bzhin gshegs pa 'i rigs su skyes po yin no II don dam pa 'i byang chub sems dpa' zltes
bya'o II.
10'

See n. 121.

109

See SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 107.

110

Rim gyis 'jugpa 'i sgom don (P, fol. 400a8-b8; D, fa!. 343a2-bl; S, vol. 64, pp. 961.15-962.16).

III

Seen. 125.

112

Prajiiopiiyaviniscayasiddhi 2.29 (p. 72.19-20):
nityaf!l prabhiisvaraf!l §uddhaf!l bodhicittaf!l jiniilayam
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Guhyasamiijamm:u;lalavidhi{ikii,115
Trisarrzvaraprabhiimiilii.l17

Indrabhiiti' s

Guhyasiddhi,116
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(c) The Relative Chronology of the Conventional-Absolute Classification
In the face of several uncertainties, establishing the relative chronology of the ideas and
tenninologies under discussion will prove quite difficult if not impossible. Nonetheless, I
shall propose one conceivable relative chronology, keeping in mind the two strands of
bodhicitta and the internal and external relationships between the pertinent ideas and
categories.
In general, the conventional-absolute classification in Strand A seems to be more
archaic and conservative than the corresponding one in Strand B. The
Bodhisattvabhiimiviniscaya, representing Strand A, alludes to the classification by means of
tenns such as *samiidiinasiirrzketika and *dharmatiipratilambhika. The corresponding
classification in Strand B, as far as I can see, does not predate or even go back as far as the
compilation of the ViniscayasarrzgrahmJI. Strand A is seen to be relatively down-to-earth, with
hardly any touch of the transcendence characteristic of Strand B. Indeed the conventionalabsolute classification in Strand A seems to be more archaic and conservative not only than
the corresponding classification in Strand B, but also than the prmJidhi-prasthiina dichotomy,
which in my view is a characteristic of Strand B.
Furthennore, the actual concepts of conventional and absolute and the tenninologies
used to convey them in strands A and B do not seem to be of the same antiquity. The notion
of bodhicitta that retrospectively came to be designated as conventional bodhicitta in both
strands A and B is certainly older than that of absolute bodhicitta. However, the tenn
'absolute bodhicitta' seems to have been used earlier in both strands, and is thus older than its
counterpart. This can be easily explained. As in the case of the prm:zidhi-prasthiina
dichotomy-concerning which I have tried to show that the concept of and tenninology for
bodhiprasthiinacitta was a later extension of the existing concept of bodhicitta, which
primarily meant prm:zidhi, thereby resulting in a new pair of categories-the concept of and
tenninology for absolute bodhicitta can be seen as an extension of the existing concept of
bodhicitta, which retrospectively came to be called conventional bodhicitta, no doubt for the

sarvadharmamaya1!l divya1!l nikhiliispadakiiralJam II.
See also ibid. 3.11 (p. 75.1-2);
sa1!lbuddhii bodhisattviis ca tvatta/:l piiramitiigulJii/:ll
sG/.nbhavanti sadii niitha bodhicitta namo 'stu te II.
113 Ratniilokiila1!lkiira (p, fa!. 319bl; D, fa!. 273a2; S, va!. 64, p. 760.6-7); byang chub kyi sems ni kun rdzob
dang don [den D] dampa'o II.

II<

GUiJavatz(p, 15,13);piiramiithika1!l tu bodhicittam niSprapancajniiniitmakam Iprapanco bhriintib I,

115

See n, 123.

116

See n, 92,

117

Trisa1!lvaraprabhiimiilii (P, fa!. 266a4-5; D, fols. 54b7-55al; S, va!. 41, p, 721.10-14);
smon dang 'jug po 'i bdag nyid can II
Ius ngag yid gsum rang don dang II
gzhan don thabs rna yin las sdom II
kun rdzob byang chub sems [sams D] kyi' 0 II
de nyid snang la rang bzhin med II
'jigs ['jig PN] sogs bzhin du goms [sgams N] pa las II
yul dang yul can gnyis las grol II
don dam byang chub sems yin no II,
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sake of symmetry. In other words, after the development of the later.idea and term 'absolute
bodhicitta,' it became necessary to rename the existing older idea 'conventional bodhicitta.'
The relative chronology of the concepts of conventional and absolute bodhicitta can

also be attempted from a different angle. In which strand is the concept of conventional
bodhicitta older? I am inclined to believe that the concept ofconventional bodhicitta in Strand
A is not only older than the corresponding concept in Strand B, but may even be the original
concept. (The use of the term conventional may be confusing, and should be understood as
merely a label added retrospectively). In both strands the concept of conventional bodhicitta
may ultimately be traceable back to the idea of praT:zidhi (or praT:zidhiina), as the first step to
becoming a buddha, which is perhaps the primordial meaning of bodhicitta. The next
question is: In which strand is the concept of absolute bodhicitta older? Here I propose that
the concept of absolute bodhicitta in Strand B is older than the corresponding idea in Strand
A. My view is, of course, based on the assumption that the doctrine of emptiness (and perhaps
also the attendant notion of the two truths), as given contour in texts such as the
Prajfiaparamita scriptures, contributed to the development of the notion of absolute bodhicitta.
(d) Two Different Perceptions of Conventional and Absolute Bodhicitta
How conventional and absolute forms of bodhicitta are perceived in the two strands depends
on how the terms 'conventional' and 'absolute' truths are understood by them. There are,
however, more than one two-truth models presupposed in Indian Mahayana Buddhism; and
an assessment of conventional and absolute bodhicitta without considering them would result
in a mix-up of categories. The separate ideas of ontological and gnoseological bodhicitta,
discussed in chapter six, become relevant here. The question they give rise to is whether, in
terms of the conventional-absolute classification, ontological and gnoseological bodhicitta
(descriptions of which are found also in traditional sources) should be subsumed under
conventional or under absolute bodhicitta? In other words, is the idea of ontological and
gnoseological bodhicitta related to the idea of conventional and absolute bodhicitta, and if so,
how?
Strand A makes a distinction between conventional and absolute bodhicitta primarily
on the basis of the attainment or non-attainment of non-conceptual gnosis. Conventional
bodhicitta is cultivated by means such as ritual rather than meditation, and is attributed to a
bodhisattva who is still a prthagjana. Absolute bodhicitta, on the other hand, is born of
meditation and is attributed to a bodhisattva who has attained the first stage (bhiimi) or
beyond; it is identical with what has been referred to as gnoseological bodhicitta. For this
strand, only gnosis in which true reality appears as it actually is counts as absolute bodhicitta.
Apparently, true reality itself is not designated as bodhicitta. This way of understanding
absolute bodhicitta appears to be very prevalent in Indian and Tibetan Buddhism. For
example, Candrakirti in his commentary on Aryadeva's Catul;!Sataka, in discussing about
when a person can first be called a bodhisattva, speaks of the following two kinds of
bodhicitta: 118
In this [context], there are two kinds of bodhicitta 1l9 The first one is the [bodhicitta of] desire
(abhilii.a or abhipriiya).120 The second one is absolute [bodhicitta]. As to the [bodhicitta of]

118 Catu(lSataka!lkii (p, fol. 103a8-b2; D, fol. 94b3-5; S, vol. 60, pp. 1157.21-1159.5): 'dir byang chub 'kyi
sems' [sems dpa' PN] ni rnam pa gnyis te I gcig ni mngon par 'dod pa'o II gnyis po ni don dam pa'a II de 10
mngan par 'dod pa [add. pa PN] ni bla na med po yang dog par rdzags po 'i byang chub 'dod pa nos bzung sle I
sa sa'i skye ba 'i gnas skabs na yang yad do II don dam po ni mom po beur 'gyur Ie I so rob lu dga' ba sems
bskyed pa dang po nos [add. sa DC] ehas kyi sprin sems bskyed pa beu pa 'i bar 1'0 II.

119

Note that the reading in P and N is bodhisattva not bodhicitta.
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desire, it is existent even in the state of an ordinary person, from the time [one] desires the
highest perfect awakening. As to the absolute [bodhicitta], it is often kinds, beginning with the
cittotpiida of the first stage (bhumi) [of a bodhisattva, called] pramuditii, up to the cittotpiida of
the tenth stage, [called] dharmameghii.
KamalasIla describes conventional and absolute bodhicitta in his Second Bhavanakrama as
follows: 121
Bodhicitta is of two kinds: a conventional one and an absolute one. Of these, the conventional
one is the generation of an initial resolve representing the desire for the highest perfect
awakening, after making a commitment out of compassion to rescue all sentierit beings, to the
effect: "May [I] become a buddha in order to benefit sentient beings." ... Absolute bodhicitta is
supramundane, free from all manifoldness, very luminously clear, a domain of the absolute,
immaculate, unwavering [and] unflickering, like the flame of an oil lamp in the absence of wind.
Jayananda in his Madhyamakiivataratfka states: 122
In this [context], bodhicitta is of two kinds: conventional (siimketika) and absolute
(piiramiirthika). Of these, the conventional kind is the one that is characterised by pral;idhi and
prasthiina [and is found at] the level of an ordinary person. The absolute kind is the one that is
attained in virtue of [having realised] the primordial reality of phenomena
(dharmatiipratilambhika).
According to Ratnakarasanti, bodhicitta is samketika as long as siinyata is not realised
directly, and paramarthika once it is. 123
The position of Strand B is not quite clear, but it seems to be that the identifying trait
of bodhicitta, regardless of whether it is that of a bodhisattva who is stilI an ordinary person
or of a saint, is siinyatakarUlJagarbha. If siinyata in this compound is understood in the sense
of true reality or freedom from manifoldness, the result would be identical with ontological
bodhicitta. On the other hand, if what is referred to as siinyata is the insight (prajfza) or gnosis
(jfzana) which cognises siinyata, it would be gnoseological bodhicitta. KarulJa is apparently
considered to be conventional bodhicitta. I have not been able to trace a detailed explanation
of such a distinction in Indian sources. 124 Nonetheless, according to Atisa's
RatnakaralJ(;iodghtita, absolute bodhicitta is practised during the meditative state, and

120

TSD,

S.v.

mngonpar 'dodpa.

121 Second Bhiivaniikrama (P, fol. 4Sa2-5; D, fol. 44a2-5; S, vol. 64, pp. 124.16-125.7; cf. NAMDOL 19S5, pp.
79 .11-S0.5): byang chub kyi sems de ni mom po gnyis te I kun rdzob dang I don dam po '0 II de /0 kun rdzob po
ni snyingrjes sems can mtha' dog mngonpar 'don par dam bcas nos 'gro ba 10 phon gdags [am. PN] pa'i phyir
songs rgyas su gyur cig snyam du bla no med po yang' dog par rdzogs pa'i byang chub [add. tu PN] 'dod pa'i
[add. mam pas DC] sems dang po bskyed pa'o II ... don dam pa'i byang chub kyi sems de ni 'jig rten las 'das po
spros po mlha' dog dang bral ba I shin tu gsal ba I don dam po 'i spyod yull dri ma med po I mi g.yo ba I rlung
med pa'i mar me'i rgyun Itar mi 'g.yo ba'o' [g.yos pa'o PN]II. See also Vimalamitra's Rim gyis 'jug pa'i sgom
don (P, fol. 400a8-bS; D, fol. 343a2-bl; S, vol. 64, pp. 961.15-962.16).
122 Madhyamakiivaliira!fkii (P, fa!. Sla8-bl; D, fol. 68a4-5; S, vol. 61, p. 163.16-19): 'dir byang chub kyi sems
ni gnyis te I brda las byung ba dang I don dam pa 'i '0 II dela brda las byung ba ni so so 'i skye bo 'i so 'i smon po
dang 'jug po 'i rang bzhin can no II don dam po ni dang po 'i chos nyid kyis [kyi PN] thob po'a II.

Guhyasamiijamwu;ialavidhiffkii (P, fol. 360b4-5; D, fa!. 69bl; S, vol. 22, p. 175.3-6): byang chub kyi sems
'di yang)i srid stong pa nyid 10 Ihag par mas par byed kyi mngon sum du mi byed po de srid kyi bar du ni brdar
btags po nyidyin 10 I yang gang gi tshe mngon sum du byedpa de'i tshe ni don dam po yin par shes par bya'o II·
123

124 The only explicit reference to such an explanation is by Rong-zom-pa; see the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols.
95b6-96al; B, p. 127.IS-20); "The generation of absolute and conventional bodhicitta is considered in tenns of
freedom from manifoldness and benefiting sentient beings, [respectively]" (don dam po dang kun rdzob kyi
byang chub kyi sems bskyed po zhes bya ba ni I spros po [am. B] dang bral ba'i don dang 'gro ba'i don gyi
dbang du byas pa'o II). Cf. also ibid. (A, fol. 95a3-b3; B, pp. 126.24-127.11): da ni kun rdzob byang chub kyi
sems bskyed po bstan par 'dod pa las I... de bas no chos thams cad ye nos songs rgyas pa'i don yin pas thams
cad dbyer med na'ang de ma rtogs pa'i dbang gis 'gro ba Inga'i ris bsam gyis mi khyab par smin po 10 I thugs
rje chen po skyes so zhes sbyar ro II.
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conventional bodhicitta during the post-meditative state, and in this way the two types of
bodhicitta, which is then characterised by siinyatiikarufliigarbha, can be stabilised. '25
Following Atisa, one could say that a bodhisattva (from the first bhiimi onwards) experiences
ontological bodhicitta as a spiritual event by means of gnoseological bodhicitta in the
meditative state, while the ethico-spiritual bodhicitta becomes manifest in the post-meditative
state.
These two different perceptions of bodhicitta (attributed to strands A and B) have not
been discussed in any of the Indian and Tibetan sources that I have consulted. The only
exception is perhaps Klong-chen-pa, who seems to have come to a similar conclusion,
without, of course, making a distinction between two distinct currents. He states: 126
Furthermore, [the distinction between] conventional and absolute ciltotpiida is made on the basis
of two [kinds of] cittotpiida pertaining to ordinary persons (prthagjana) and saints (iirya),
[respectively]; or on the basis of two [kinds of objects, namely,] appropriating sentient beings as
external [objects] and appropriating [the nature] of mind itself as an internal [object].

(e) Can Absolute Bodhicitta Be Generated Ritually? A Tibetan Controversy
As I have already mentioned in chapter five, one of the issues raised by Sa-paJ:.1 in connection
with bodhicittotpiida rites is whether absolute bodhicitta can be generated by means of a
ritual. Ever since, three positions have prevailed in Tibetan Buddhism: one position which
rejects the ¥ossibility of generating absolute bodhicitta through ritual, a second one that
accepts it,12 and a third one that attempts to harmonise the two opposing standpoints. The
group that rejects the possibility of generating absolute bodhicitta through ritual is identified
by Kong-sprul as including Sa-paI). (and naturall? his followers) and the followers ofmNga'ris PaJ:.1-chen (meaning most rNying-ma-pas).'2 One of the persons Kong-sprul names as
accepting the generation of absolute bodhicitta through ritual is 'Bri-gung ,Jig-rten-gsummgon (1143-1217).'29 Kong-sprul himself belongs to the third group, which seeks to
harmonise the two opposing positions.
Let us now briefly examine the first of the three positions, represented by Sa-paI). and
mNga'-ris PaJ:.1-chen. Sa-paJ:.1 made his case in his sDom gsum rab dbye and Thub pa dgongs
gsal. '30 In the sDom gsum rab dbye, Sa-paI). categorically rejects the possibility of generating
absolute bodhicitta through ritual. He argues that if it were to be generated through ritual, it
would be conventional cittotpiida and not the absolute form. The Buddha did not teach any
ritual for the generation of absolute cUtotpiida, nor has any wise person performed such a rite.

125 Ratnakarart;lodghiita (P, fol. 108b3-4; D, fo1. 97b6-7; S, vol. 64, pp. 290.20-291.2): de ltar mal 'byor pa
des nang du mnyam par bzhag [gzhag D] pa na I don dam byang chub kyi sems bsgoms la I de las langs pa na
kun rdzob byang chub kyi sems bsgoms [bsgom P] pas slang pa snying rje chen po 'i snying po can gyi byang
chub kyi sems gnyis [gnyid N] po brtan par bya'a II.

126 Shing ria chen po (pp. 532.6-533.1): de 'ang so so'i skye bo dang 'phags pa 'i sems bskyed pa gnyis sam I
phyi rol sems can la dmigs pa dang I nang sems nyid la dmigs pa gnyis kyis kun rdzob dang don dam pa 'i sems
bskyed ces bya ste I.

127

Kong-sprul, Shes bya mdzod (p. 28.10): cho gas skye dang mi skye bzhed srol gnyis

II.

128 Shes bya mdzod (p. 366.23-27): sa skya pm; chen gyis I don dam sems bskyed sgom po 'j stabs las skye 'j cho
gas mi skye I gal te skye na brda byung du 'gyur bas mi 'thad I don dam sems bskyed bya '0 zhes gsungs pa yod
srid kyang dam bca' tsam yin gyi cho ga rna yin par gsungs pas de dang I mnga' ris par chen gyj rjes 'brang
mams kyang sems bskyed 'di ni cho ga las mi skye bar bzhed pa sle srol gnyis su snang ngo II.
12'

See below, n. l36.

130 RHOTON 2002: 92-93, n. 6.
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Even if someone were to perform such a rite, it would not meet the criteria of a ritual. Sa-pal).
thus describes such practices as mere shadows of the Buddha's doctrine. The most a farmer
can do is provide his field with. water, manure, seeds, and so forth, but the sprout, stem, bud,
and the rest must arise from the field, not from him. Accordingly, one is able to generate
conventional bodhicitta by means of ritual, but not absolute bodhicitta, which must arise·
naturally as a result of meditation. This position of his, he states, can be found in all sf/tras
and siistras, together with logical justification. Even if it is possible, one time in a hundred, to
find references to statements such as: "The absolute bodhicitta should be generated," such
statements merely represent a pledge (dam bea) and not a ritual.!3!
mNga'-ris PaI).-chen's view on the issue is expressed in his sDom gsum rnam nges,
although he provided no arguments. Sa-pal).'s influence on his position is urunistakable. It
may prima facie even seem that he followed Sa-pal). verbatim. In fact, he makes it explicit in
his coloBhon that he availed himself of the writings of several scholars and accomplished
masters. 32 Let us, however, take a closer look at the pertinent verse: 133
The attainment of absolute [bodhi]cittatpiida by acquiring [it] through ritual
[Accords with] the tantric method; although [something similar] may possibly be taught in
sutras,
It would involve a mere pledge, [so that absolute badhicitta] could arise [only] by the power
of meditation.

mNga' -ris PaI).-chen seems to deviate from Sa-pal). in one essential point. He does not reject
the notion of generating absolute bodhieitta through ritual per se, but makes a distinction
between the sf/tra and tantra contexts. Absolute bodhicitta carmot be generated by means of
ritual prescribed in the sf/fra system, and if a sf/tra happens to allude to such an idea, it is to
be interpreted as a mere oath to set the stage for it to arise one day through meditative
practices. It is, however, according to him, possible to generate absolute bodhicitta through a
tantric ritual. mKhan-po Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho, commenting on these statements, identifies the
sf/tra that professes the ability to generate absolute bodhicitta through ritual as the dPang
skong phyag brgya pa, !34 and tanfras or tantric texts that do so as including the
Miiyiijiilatantra, Vairocaniibhisarrzbodhitantra, and Paficakrama.!35

131

sDom gsum rob dbye 2.27ef:
dam bca'i Ishig Isam nyid yin gyi II
cha ga'i sga nos bskyed po min II.

IJ2

sDam gsum mom nges (p. 37.1):
'di ni mkhas grub du ma'i legs bshad las II
sgrin po 'i bla yis phyogs gcig dog lu bkod II.

I3J

sDam gsum mom nges (p. 21.4-5):
don dam sems bskyed cha gas blangs Ihob po II
gsang sngags lugs yin mdo las bshad srid no II
dam bea' nyidyin sgom pa'i slobs las skye II.

134 Rig 'dzin jug ngogs (p. 129.10-14): gal Ie spang skong phyag brgya par I don dam pa'i byang chub kyi
mchog lu sems bskyed par bya'o zhes gsungs pa liar mdo las bshad po srid na'ang I de'dra dam bea' Isam nyid
du 'dod po yin gyi mlshan nyid pa ni sngar bshad po liar Ishogs sbyor du zhi Ihag gi mal 'byor yang yang
bsgoms pa'i Slobs las mlhong lam du skya [= skye] ba yin no II. See the pertinent passage in the dPang skong
phyag brgya po CP, fol. 5a5-7; D, fol. 5a3-4): ji liar no dus gsum gyi songs rgyas dang I byang chub sems dpa'
'dngos po' [yod pa P] Ihams cad dang bra! ba I 'phung po' [dngos po P] dang I khams [sems P] dang I skye
mehed kyis ma zin pa'i chos bdag med po dang mnyam po I Ihog ma nos ma skyes po I slang po nyid kyi rang
bzhin gyis byang chub kyi sems bskyed po liar bdag ming 'di zhes bgyi bas kyang I dus 'di nos nom byang chub
kyi snying po 10 mchis kyi bar du byang chub lu sems bskyed par bgyi '0 II. Note that the title of this work is spelt
in several ways. For more information, see MARTIN 2006, s.v.
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Such a distinction is not made by Sa-paJ)., at least not in his discussion of the issue
within the non-tantric context. In other words, for Sa-pal} the calling up of absolute bodhicitta
through ritual is simply impossible, whereas for mNga' -ris PaJ).-chen it is possible, but only by
tantric methods. Whether Sa-paJ:l would allow such a concession in the tantric context is
another matter. Therefore, although mNga'-ris PaJ:l-chen fonnally belongs to the first group,
his subtle interpretation seems to have laid the foundation for the thIrd approach, namely, that
of harmonisation.
For the second position, which holds the generation of absolute bodhicitta through
ritual to be possible, let us now tum to the arguments recorded by Kong-sprul: 136
As for absolute cittotpiida, the Lord of Doctrine 'Jig-rten-gsum-mgon and others have, based on
authoritative tantra and sutra scriptures, maintained that [it] arises by [relying on] ritual. If it
(i.e. absolute bodhicitta), as taught in tantras, arises by [relying on] ritual, then [the absolute
bodhicitta] taught in sutras must also arise [by relying on ritual], just as [in the case of] the ritual
of the priitimo10a VOWS.137 The generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] in an absolute
[sense] occurs in the tantric system, and the terminological conventions relating to it are also
explicated [there], for the 'generation of moon-diamond resolve' C*candrcrvajracittotpiida) is
known as the generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] in an absolute [sense].
Objection: [No, such practices] do not deserve the terminological convention relating to it'
(i.e. the generation of the absolute bodhicitta by relying on ritual), since [they] involve a [mere]
semblance of the [actual] path (mam pa lam byed), and therefore only a likeness (rjes mthun) of
[absolute bodhicitta], nothing genuine, [has been caused to] arise.
Response: That would also be true in the case of prasthiinacittotpiida and so forth. It was
with such [arguments] in mind that [the ritual of generating absolute bodhicitta] was practised
[by 'Jig-rten-gsum-mgon and others]. For example, it is maintained that a mere [initial] (i.e.
almost implying false)priitimo10a vow will become a genuine [priitimok$a] vow once it is later
on permeated by [a genuine sense] of renunciation. In the case of the bodhi[sattva] vows, too, it
is maintained that initially a thought characterised by wholesomeness arises, but [it is only]
when [a bodhisattva] actually enters the path of accumulation (sal'flbhiiramiirga) that the entire
mind and the mental factors will assume a votive nature and take on authentic forms of
prar;idhi[citta] and prasthiina[citta]. The case here (i.e. regarding absolute bodhicitta) is similar:
the mental continuum-which appropriates non-conceptual gnosis (nirvikalpajiliina) as a mental
object by means of ritual-later on directly cognises it, as a result of the ripening of wholesome
virtues (kusalamula).

The rNying-ma scholar Lha-btsun Nam-mkha'-'jigs-med (1597-1650), disregarding mNga'ris PaJ:l-chen's position completely, simply prescribes the ritual taught in the dPang skong
phyag rgya pa 'i mdo for the generation of absolute bodhicitta, arguing that it had also been
among the practices of Nagarjuna, as one can see in the collection of Indian texts, important
IJ5 Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 129.7-9): ... cho ga'i sgo nas blangs Ie Ihob pa'i Ishul sgyu 'phrul dra ba dang
mam snang mngon byang dang 1 rim pa lnga pa sogs las bshad pa ni gsang sngags kyi lugs yin Ie I.

1

136 Shes bya mdzod (p. 366.13-23): don dam sems bskyed de nyid chos rje 'jig rlen gsum mgon la sogs pa mams
ni rgyud dang mdo 'i lung la brlen Ie cho gas skye bar bzhed de I rgyud las bshad pa de cho gas skye na mdo las
bshad pa de 'ang skye sle so Ihar gyi sdom chog bzhin I sngags su don dam du sems bskyed pa yod la de'i Iha
snyad rna bshad pa'ang yin [= min]' Ie I zla ba rdo rje'i sems bskyed la don dam du sems bskyed pa yongs su
grags pa'i phyir I de dag mam pa lam byed kyi phyir rjes mthun Isam las dngos mi skye bas de'i tha snyad mi
'Ihob ce na 1 'jug pa sems bskyed la 'ang de dang mlshungs pa sogs kyi dgongs pas phyag len du mdzad de I dper
na I so Ihar sdom pa rkyang Isam phyis nges 'byung gis zin na sdom pa mtshan nyid par 'gyur bar bzhed pa
dang I byang sdom yang Ihag mar sems dge ba 'i nga bo Isam skyes pa de tshogs lam dngos la zhugs pa na sems
sems byung rit gyis sdom pa'i ngo bor 'gro bas smon 'jug mlshan nyid par 'gyur bar bzhed pa dang 1 'dir cho
ga 'i stobs las mam par mi rlog pa 'i ye shes blo yul du byas pa 'i rgyun phyis dge rlsa smin pas mngan sum du
rlogs pa cha mlshungs pa'o II. 'The reading yin, which is also found in the xylograph edition, must be an error.

A negation in my view is not only necessary here for semantic reasons, but for syntactic ones as well, owing to
the preceding particle 'ang.
137 That is, the priitimolqa vows is valid regardless of where the priitimolqa ritual is taught (be it in a tantric or
non-tantric scripture).
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for the bKa' -gdams-pa tradition, called the Jo bo'i chos chung. 138 This mild critique is
probably directed against the view held by scholars such as Sa-pal). and mNga'-ris PaI).-chen.
The case for the generation of absolute bodhicitta was also made by other masters, such as
'Brug-pa Padma-dkar-po and gSer-mdog PaI).-chen Shakya-mchog-ldan (1428-1507),139 both
of whom allude to the Bodhicittavivararza. The difficulty is that only some fragments of the
Sanskrit text have survive.d, while the Tibetan translation seems to have undergone numerous
revisions, and the very sentence that concerns the generation of absolute bodhiciita contains
some dubious corrections. Kong-sprul harmonises the two positions in. the following
manner: 140
These [two] are not contradictory, for the intended meaning is that for the first [position] a
semblance [of absolute bodhicitta] can be generated through ritual, and for the second
[position], a genuine [absolute bodhicitta] cannot be [so] generated. Thus it is not tenable for
followers [of later generations] to decide once and for all that [it] cannot be generated through
ritual, given that the logical reasoning and the [scriptural] proof shown for the arising of the
gnosis of the fourth empowerment merely by means of words and for the generation of absolute
bodhicitta through ritual are similar.
Recapitulating, we may speak of three different positions regarding the generation of
absolute bodhicitta through ritual: (a) The first position, put forward by Sa-pal)., categorically
rejects the idea of generating absolute bodhicitta through ritual. Whether it is possible or
permissible under certain circumstances is not made explicit. The position which is proposed
by mNga' -ris PaI).-chen and his followers is less categorical. The proponents of this theory
concede that the ritual of generating absolute bodhicitta is possible by employing special
tantric methods but not by employing the usual sutra techniques. (b) According to the second
position, proposed by 'Bri-gung 'Jig-rten-gsum-mgon and others including some rNying-mapas, absolute bodhicitta can be generated even by following ritual procedures prescribed in
the sutra system. (c) Kong-sprul harmonises these two positions by stating that according to
the first one the generation of a semblance of absolute bodhicitta is still possible, and
according to the second the generation of genuine absolute bodhicitta is not possible.
5. Leading to the Goal and Not Leading to the Goal

Two twofold subclassifications of cittotpiida are found in the Cittotpiidapata1a of the
Bodhisattvabhumi, namely, leading to the goal (nairyiirzika) and not leading to the goal
(anairyiirzika) alongside a stable (drtfha). form and an unstable (adrtfha) form. These
classifications are considered synonymous by Sagaramegha. He may be right, but I shall
nevertheless discuss them separately here. The Cittotpiidapata1a of the Bodhisattvabhumi first
discusses the characteristics of cittotpiida, and only then the subdivisions (prabheda) ofit: 141

138 sDom gsum bstan snying (p. 87.2-5): gnyis po don dam po 'i sems bskyed len po ni spang skong phyag rgya 'i
mdo las gsungs shing 'phags po klu sgrub kyis phyag len du sgrig po jo bo'i ehos chung brgya rtsa no yang
bzhugs po las I thog mar sdig bshags de nos bsod noms 10 rjes su yi rang ba dang Ius 'bul sngon du song nos I
dngos gzhi skyabs 'gro dang sems bskyed I ryes bsod noms bsngo ba moms yang dog po 'i sgo nos bya ba sle I
phal eher gyis rna rtogs po 'i khyad ehos so II.
139

See RHOTON 2002: 92-93, n. 6.

140 Shes bya mdzod (p. 366.26-30): de dag kyang 'gal ba rna yin Ie snga ma'i ryes mthun tsam elza gas Ayang
bskyednus po dang I phyi mas mlshan nyid po bskyed mi nus po 10 dgongs po '0 II des no ljes 'brang dog mllza'
geig lu eho gas mi skye bar kha Ishon gead po ni rigs po rna yin Ie I dbang bzhi po 'i ye shes Ishig tsam gyis sAye
ba dang I don dam sems bskyed clzo gas skye bar bshad po gnyis rig [= rigs] po dang sgrub byed mlshungs po 'i
phyir ro II.
141

Bodhisaltvabhiimi 1.2. (§2.1.0.). This classification is mentioned briefly in DAYAL 1932: 62.
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Moreover, this initial generation of the resolve [to become a .buddha] of a bodhisattva is, in
short, of two types: leading to the goal and not leading to the goal. Of [these two], [the one]
leading to the goal [is cittotpiida that], once having come about, maintains [its] course until
completion and does not relapse. By contrast, [the type] not leading to the goal is [cittotpiida]
that, once having come about, does not maintain [its] course until completion and in the end
relapses.
.
As I have already mentioned, the twofold classifications occurring in the Cittotpiidapatala of
the Bodhisattvabhiimi do not correspond to either the prarzidhi-prasthiina or conventionalabsolute Classifications. The basis of classification is explicitly said to be the initial
(prathama) cittotpiida. The fact that the expression 'in short' (samiisena) is used here may
indicate that the Bodhisattvabhiimi also knew of other (perhaps more elaborate)
classifications.

6. A Stable One and an Unstable One
When summarising the causes of and conditions for the arising of the resolve to become a
buddha, the Cittotpiidapatala of the Bodhisattvabhiimi indirectly mentions an additional
twofold subclassification of cittotpiida, namely, a stable (drrf.ha) and an unstable (adrrf.ha)
fOrID. It states: 142
Amongst [them], on the basis of the four conditions [and] the four (pre)requisites relating to a
bodhisattva collectively [or] separately, if the resolve [to become a buddha] arises by relying on
the two strengths, [namely], personal strength (adhyiitmabala) and the strength of the
[pre]requisites (hetubala) collectively, then it (i.e. cittotpiida) arises [in a] stable (drrf.ha), solid
(siira), and unwavering (niscala) [form].143 However, if the resolve [to become a buddha] has
come forth by relying on the strength of others and the strength of exertion [in the present life],
it should be known as having arisen with an unstable [nature] (adrc!ha).
This twofold classification is also found in the Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiira, where it is considered
to be a subdivision of what can be called conventional cittotpiida. l44 The
Mahiiyiinasiitriilarrzkiirabhii$Ya explains: 145
Furthermore, it should be known that the arising [of the] unstable [resolve to become a buddha]
is on account of [having relied on] the strength of a [spiritual] friend. The arising [of the resolve
to become a buddha] with a stable [nature] is on account of [having relied on] the strength of
causes and so forth.

142

Bodhisaltvabhiimi 1.2 (§3.1.0.).

14' These tetms-drtfha, siira, and niscala-have been explained in the following manner by Sagaramegba in his
Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (p, fol. 3Ibl-5; D, fol. 27b2-4; S, vol. 75, p. 671.11-19): " ... [it will] be stable ...

because [it cannot] be shaken by [the influence of] a bad companion, solid because there is no regress on account
of the dwindling of compassion, [and] unwavering because there is no fear and wavering on account of suffering.
Another way [of explaining this] is: Because there is no regress on account of the suffering of sa17lSiira, [it is]
sfable, because there is no regress on account of injury inflicted by sentient beings, [it is] solid; [and] because
there is no regress on account of undergoing hardships, [it is] unwavering ( ... brlan [bstan PN] par 'gyur Ie I ...

mi dge ba'i grogs pos mi g.yo ba 'i phyir ro II snying por gyur pa ni snying rje dman par gyur pas idog pa med
pa 'i phyir ro II mi g.yo bar gyur pa ni sdug bsngai gyis 'jigs shing g.yo ba med pa 'i phyir ro II mam grangs
gzhan yang [om. PN] 'khor ba'i sdug bsngal gyis mi ldog pas na brIan pa'0 II sems can gnod pa byed pas idog
par mi 'gyur bas na snying por gyur pa'o II dka' ba spyodpa'i sdug bsngal gyis mi Idog pas na mi g.yo bar
'gyur ro ID. Cf. the BodlJisaltvabhiimivrtti (P, fols. 185b5ff.; D, fols. 148a2ff.; S, vol. 75, pp. 405.14ff.).
144

See Mahiiyiinasiitriila",kiira 4.7cd.

145 Mahiiyiinasiitriila",kiirabhii~a (p. 15.5-6): sa punar milrabaliid adrtfhodayo veditavyatl
drtfhodayatl I,

I hetviidibalad
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Sagaramegha not only equates stable and unstable cittotpiida with the nairyii/Jika and
anairyii/Jika form, respectively, but also provides two more pairs of synonyms, namely,
definite (iityantilaj and temporary (aniityantilaj forms and irreversible and reversible ones. 146

7. Twofold Classifications of Clttotpiida in the Viniscayasalpgrahallf
As I have briefly mentioned earlier, the Bodhisattvabhumiviniscaya of the
ViniscayasafTlgraha/Jzlists ten types of cittotpiida: 147
Cittotpiida is of ten kinds, namely, [I] one that is [attained in] an act of reception [or] arises
. from a [ritual] signal (samiidiinasiilJ1ketika), [2] one that is attained [through the realisation of]
true reality (dharmatiipratilambhika), [3] one that is uncertain, [4] one that is certain, [5] one
that is impure, [6] one that is pure, [7] one that is weak, [8] one that is strong, [9] one that has
not [yet] yielded the [ultimate] result, and [10] one that has yielded the [ultimate] result.
It is clear that the ten types of cittotpiida are grouped into five distinct pairs. For this reason,
they will be discussed here as twofold categories.

(a) Samiidiinasii'1'ketika and Dharmatiipratilamhhika
Let us examine how the first pair of cittotpiida, samiidiinasiimketika and
dharmatiipratilambhika, is explained in the ViniscayasalJ1graha/Jz itself: 148
The samiidiinasiilJ1ketika is [the cittotpiida] of all those bodhisattvas who have not yet entered
[the path of those] bound for perfection (samyaktvaniyata). The dharmatapratilambhika is [the
cittotpiida] of all those bodhisattvas who have entered [the path of those] bound for perfection
and of those sravakas who have changed [their course] towards the [supreme] awakening.
Some Buddhist sources mention three categories (riisi) of (human) beings, namely, those bent
on falsity (mithyiitvaniyata), those- bound for perfection (samyaktvaniyata), and the
undetermined (aniyata).149 Although it is not quite clear whether and, if so, how exactly the
three types of bodhisattvas described as the bearers of the two types of cittotpiida are related
to the three groups of sentient beings, it looks as though the following three types of
bodhisattvas are presupposed by the ViniscayasafTlgraha/Jz, if I may use the terminology of
the Tibetan exegetes: (1) a bodhisattva whose spiritual disposition is fixed (rigs nges byang
chub sems dpa ,), but who is still an ordinary person (Prthagjana), (2) a bodhisattva whose
spiritual disposition is fixed, and who has already become a saint (iirya), and (3) a bodhisattva
who has a lesser path behind him (dman lam sngon song gi byang chub sems dpa '), thatis, a
bodhisattva who was formerly a sriivaka saint. Both the first and second types of bodhisattva
can be placed in the samyaktvaniyata category, and the third type in the aniyata category, but

146 Bodhisattvabhiimivyakhya (P, fol. 24a3; D, fol. 20b2-3; S, vol. 75, p. 654.16-18): gtan du ba dang I gtan du
ba ma yin pa dang I brtan pa dang I mi brtan pa dang I phyir mi ldog pa dang Iphyir ldog pa zhes bya ba ni de'i
mam grangs so II.
147 Viniscayasaf/1grahOlJI (P, vol. zi, fol. 300a7-8; D, vol. zhi, fol. 285a6-7; S, vol. 74, p. 690.2-6): sems bskyed
[skyed PN] pa ni rnam pa bcu sle I 'di lla sle [I] yang dag par blang ba brda las byung ba dang I [2] chos nyid
kyis Ihob pa dang I [3] ma nges pa dang I [4] nges pa dang I [5] yongs su ma dag pa dang I [6] yongs su dag pa
dang I [7] stabs chung ba dang I [8] Slobs dang ldan pa dang I [9] 'bras bu yongs su ma grub pa dang I [10]
'bras bu yongs su grub pa'0 II.

148 Viniscayasaf/1grahOlJI (P, vol. zi, fol. 300a8-bl; D, vol. zhi, fol. 285a7-bl; S, vol. 74, p. 690.6-10): de la
yang dag par blang ba brda las byung ba ni byang chub sems dpa 'i [dpa' N] yang dag pa nyid du skyon med pa
la yang [am. PN] ma zhugs pa Ihams cad kyi'0 II de la chas nyid kyis Ihob pa ni byang chub sems dpa' yang dag
pa nyid du skyon med pa la zhugs pa rnams dang I nyan Ihos byang chub tu yongs su 'gyur ba pa [am. DC]
rnams kyi 'a [kyi DC] II.
149

See BHSD, s. v. rasi, where these three groups are explained in detail with several references.
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no bodhisattva would be said to belong to the mithyiitvaniyata category. Moreover,
samiidiinasii7J1ketikacittotpiida can be coupled with the first kind of bodhisattva, and
dharmatiipratilambhikacittotpiida with the second and third kinds. We cannot know for
certain if the position of the twofold category of samiidiinasii7J1ketika and
dharmatiipratilambhika in the list has any historical or doctrinal significance. However, it is
relatively clear that this pair has prevailed over the other four in later exegeses. It should be
noted that this pair also occurs in the Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf!lkiira.

(b) The One That Is Uncertain and the One That Is Certain
The Viniscayasa7J1grahafll goes on to explain the second pair of cittotpiidas: 150
The one that is uncertain is [the cittotpiida] of those who do not possess the spiritual disposition
of [a bodhisattva] and of those who are likely to relapse from [their] cittotpiida. Cittotpiida that
is certain should be understood as its opposite (etadviparyayelJa)151
Two kinds of persons whose cittotpiida is uncertain are defined here. First, there is the person
who lacks the spiritual disposition of a bodhisattva and yet makes the resolution to become a
buddha. Such a person will not be able to adhere to the resolve and become a buddha, for the
spiritual disposition he or she possesses is not compatible with that of a bodhisattva. Second,
there is the person who does possess the spiritual disposition of a bodhisattva and resolves to
become a buddha, but for whatever reason gives up the idea. This does not, of course, rule out
the possibility that such a person can renew the resolution after numerous lifetimes, oblivious
of all previous attempts and the abandonment of bodhicitta. It is also conceivable that the
intended persons here are those with an undetermined spiritual disposition (aniyatagotraka),
including those who give up bodhicitta and rush to enter nirviifla (in a conservative sense of
the word). The question from which point on cittotpiida becomes inevitably certain will be
discussed briefly in chapter eleven.

(c) The One That Is Impure and the One That Is Pure
The Viniscayasaf!lgrahafll explains the third pair of cittotpiidas in the following manner: 152
The one that is impure is the generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] on the part of some
without having considered [the matter] clearly (nges par rna brtags) [and] without having
considered [it] completely (yongs su rna brtags), but rashly (siihasa),153 [1] either because they
follow others, or [2] for fear of kings, for fear of robbers, for fear of demons (griiha),154 or for

150 Viniscayasaf!lgrahm;i'i(P, vol. zi, fol. 300bI-2; D, vol. zhi, fol. 285bl-2; S, vol. 74, p. 690.10-12): rna nges
pa ni de'i 'rigs can' [am. DC] rna yin pa mams dang I de'i rigs can sems bskyed [skyed PN] pa las phyir Idag
pa 'i chos can mams kyi gang yin pa '0 II sems bskyed [skyed PN] pa nges pa ni de las bzlag pa las rig par bya'a

II
151

Skt. eladvipmyayelJa is according to YOKOYAMA & H1ROSAWA 1997: 551,

152 Viniscayasaf!lgrahalJf(P, vol. zi, fol. 300b2-5; D, vol. zhi, fol. 285b2-4; S, vol. 74, p. 690.12-20): de la
yangs su rna dag pa 'di liar 'di na [I)la la gzhan gyi Ijes su zhugs pa 'am I [2) rgyal pas 'jigs pa 'am I rkun pas
'jigs pa 'am I 'dzin khris ['khris P, mkhris N) 'jigs pa 'am I chu klung gis 'jigspa 'am I [3) 'Isha ba 'i pltyir ram I
rnyed pa dang bkur sli 'i phyir ram I kha gsag dang I 'gzltags slang gi' [gzhog slangs kyi PN) phyir nges par rna
brlags I yangs su rna brlags I gzu lurns su serns skyed par byed pa dang I de Iia bu dang rnlhun par serns skyed
par byed pa gang yin pa de ni yangs su rna dag pa [am. P) yin par rig par bya '0 II yangs su dag pa ni de las
bzlag pa las rig par bya'a II.
15.1 The Tibetan translation clearly takes nges par rna brlags, yangs su rna brlags, and gzu lurns su adverbially,
that is, as the manner in which such a resolution is made and not as motives for making it. The Chinese
translation, however, I have been informed, gives these as the second motive for making an impure resolution.
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fear of rivers,l55 or [3] for the sake of livelihood, for the sake of profit and veneration
(labhasatkara), or on account of vain mouthings (lapana) or hypocrisy (kuhana).'56 Such and
similar generation of resolve [to become a buddha] should be understood to be completely
impure. The one that is pure, on the other hand, should be understood as the opposite of it.
The motives for generating impure resolve may all be divided into three groups (as numbered
in the translated passage), namely, the influence of others, fear of various kinds, and worldly
concerns or wrong ways of making a living. The context seems to suggest that the category of
impure cittotpada, which is actually mere pseudo-cittotpada, applies only to the cittotpada of
bodhisattvas who are beginners or people who are no bodhisattvas at all.

(d) The One That Is Weak and the One That Is Strong

The fourth of the cittotpada pairs is explained thus in the ViniscayasarrzgrahGl:Zi': 157
The one that is weak is as follows: [It concerns, for example,] bodhisattvas who, after generating
resolve [to become a buddha], are overpowered by overt outbursts (paryavasthana)158 of desire
(raga), aversion (dve$a), and disorientation (maha), and who, having fallen from correct
practices, engage in wrong practices. The one that is strong should be understood as the opposite
of this.
Cittotpada seems to be dichotomised here on the basis of bodhisattvas who are still ordinary
beings and those who have become saints, the dividing line usually being the path of seeing
(darsanamarga). Weak cittotpada seems to refer to relative beginners or very inexperienced
bodhisattvas who, although endowed with compassion, are still under the strong influence of
passion and other intellectual-emotional defilements.
(e) The One That Has Yielded the Ultimate Result and the One That Has Not Yet
The ViniscayasarrzgrahGl:zf explains the fifth pair of cittotpadas as follows: 159

154 HIRAKAWA 1973, s.v. griiha (chu srin 'dzin khrr); MW, s.v. griiha: "a rapacious animal living in fresh or sea
water, any large fish or marine animal."
155 For the various kinds of fear or danger (bhaya), see TSD, S.v. 'jigs pa, where five kinds of bhaya (as found in
the Badhisattvabhuml) are listed. See also Dharmasamgraha, no. 61.

156 For an explanation of the five wrong ways of making a living (mithyiijlva), see RatniivaIl5.13-15:

kuhanii liibhasatkiirahetar indriyasamvaral; I
lapanii liibhasatkiirahetas ciifupuraskriyii II
naimiffikatvam tatpriiptyai paradravyaprasamsanam I
naiwe$ikatvam liibhiirtham samak$am parapamsanam II
liibhena !ipsii liibhiiniim purvalabdhaprasamsanam I
si/igub prakopitasyiinyais tat tad yad anusiiijanam II.
See BHSD, s.v. mithyiijlva, where sources are given. See also the eight worldly concerns (lokadharma) given in
TSD, s.v. 'jig rten gyi chas, according to the Bodhisattvabhumi and Mahiivyutpatti; and in the same connection,
Dharmasamgraha, no. 61; Suhrllekha, verse no. 29.

15' ViniScayasamgrahOlJ/(P, vol. zi, fol. 300b5-7; 0, vol. zhi, fol. 285b4-5; S, vol. 74, pp. 690.20-691.3): de fa
stabs chung ba ni 'di ftar 'di no byang chub sems dpa' fa la sems bskyed pa las 'dod chags dang zhe sdang dang
I gti mug gis [gi PN] kun nas dkris pa dag gis zif gyis gnan par [pa N] byed cing I yang dog pa'i sgrub po las rob
tu nyams par byas nas I log po 'i sgrub pa 10 kun tu [du 0] sbyar bar byed pa 'a II stabs dang fdan pa ni de fda 0]
las bzlag [zlog PN] po las rig par bya 'a II.
158

That is, as opposed to latent tendencies (anusaya) to intellectual-emotional defilements (kleSa).

159 ViniscayasamgrahGlJI(P, vol. zi, fol. 300b6-8; 0, vol. zhi, fol. 285b5-7; S, vol. 74, p. 691.3-8): de fa 'bras
bu yangs su ma grub po ni mas pas spyad pa'i so nas bzung ste I sa bcu pa'i bar gyi'a II de 10 'bras bu yangs su
grub po 10 [ni PN] de bzhin gshegs po 'i so 10 ste I beam Idan 'das kyis nga ni dka' ba spyad pa de las thar cing I
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The one that has not [yet] yielded the [ultimate] result is [the hallmark] of [those bodhisattvas on
the stages] beginning from the stage of believing confidence (adhimukticaryiibhiimi) [all the
way] up to the tenth stage. The one that has yielded the [ultimate] result is [the hallmark] of one
at the stage of a tathiigata, for the Bhagavan declares: "I am free from the undergoing of
hardships. [I] have also [fulfilled] the proper aspirations [and] attained the excellent awakening."
Here we gain a clear sense of how the two different types of cittotpiida range throughout all
the stages of a bodhisattva including the final stage of a buddha. Adhimukticaryiibhiimi
traditionally comprises both the path of accumulation (sa/l1bhiiramiirga) and the path of
preparation (prayogamiirga). This fifth category, which is apparently a late one, is relevant to
the issue whether there is cittow,iida at the stage of a buddha-an issue that is quite often
addressed by Tibetan exegetes. 60 The Viniscayasa/l1grahQ/;1 in any case seems to take for
granted that a buddha possesses cittotpiida. It would, of course, all depend on what one means
by a buddha's cittotpiida or bodhicitta.

8. Undistinguished and Distinguished Cittotpiida
The Abhidharmasamuccayabhii$ya explains two further types of cittotpiida, namely,
undistinguished (avisi$ta) and distinguished (visi${a), apparently interpreting them against the
background of prQ/Jidhicitta and prasthiinacitta, without actually employing these terms:!6!
There are two ways of generating the resolve [to become a buddha]: one undistinguished and
one distinguished. The undistinguished one [involves repeating the aspirational wish] "Oh, may
I be perfectly awakened in the state of the highest perfect awakening." The distinguished one
[involves repeating the aspirational wish that runs] from "May [I] perfect the perfection of
giving (diinapiiramitii)" up to [the wish to perfect] the perfection of insight (prajiiiipiiramitii). It
should be known that the distinguished generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] includes
the [six or ten] perfections, for [it] is their cause.
This passage, in my view, exemplifies how one form of classification may be interpreted
according to another form of classification.

9. The One Characterised by KarulJii and the One Characterised by Prajiiii
In his *(Mahiiyiina)siitriilafJIkiiravyiikhyii, Sthiramati subcategorises bodhicitta into two
forms, and explains them as follows:!62
Bodhicitta is of two kinds: one characterised by karulJii and one characterised by prajiiii. Of
these [two], the one characterised by karulJii is a state of mind resting in the thought: "Mayall
sentient beings [attain] nirviilJa!" It has [the tendency to accumulate] beneficial resources
(pulJya) as its nature. The one characterised by prajiiii is a state of mind resting in the thought:

bdag nyid kyi yang dag pa'i smon lam dang
gsungs pa Ita bu '0 II.

I byang chub

dam pa [par N] yang thob pa yin no zhes ji skad

160 See, for example, the Shing rta chen po (pp. 537.4-538.2); Yid bzhin mdzod 'grel (va!. 2, p. 822.2-4); Grub
mtha' mdzod (pp. 193.6--194.2). Cf. dBu ma rgyan 'grel (pp. 347.5-348.5); mDo sde rgyan 'grel (p. 61.2-5).
161 Abhidha/masamuccayabhii~ya (po 110.3-7): dvividho hi cittotpiida[l I avisi~!o viSi~!as ca I tatriivisi$!o 'ho
vatiiham anutlariim samyaksambodhiin abhisambudhyeyeti I visi$!a evam diinapiiramitiim paripiirayeyam yiivat
prajiiiipiiramitam iti I tad anena viSi$!ena citlotpiidena piiramitiiniim samgraho veditavya[l, tiisiim kiiraJ;abhiiviit

I·
162

*(Mahiiyiina)siitriilamkiiravyiikhyii (P, va!. mi, fa!. 59a7-bl; D, va!. mi, fa!. 53b4--6; S, va!. 71, pp. 1029.21-

1030.5): byang chub kyi sems ni rnam pa gnyis te I snying rje 'i mtshan nyid dang I shes rab kyi mlshan nyid do

II

de la snying rje'i mtshan nyid ni [am. PN] sems can thams cad mya ngan las 'da'o [zlo PN] snyam [snyim P] du
sems pa ste I de ni bsod nams kyi rang bzhin no II shes rab kyi mtshan nyid ni chos thams cad stong pa yin pas
sems can gang yang mya ngan las 'das pa med do snyam du sems pa ste I de ni ye shes kyi rang bzhin no II.
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"Because all phenomena are empty (Silnya), there is no sentient being who [attains] nirviiIJa." It
has [the tendency to accumulate] gnosis (jiiiina) as its nature.
What is worth noting here is that the bipolar components of bodhicitta, namely, compassion
(karU/Jii) and discerning insight (prajfiii), are employed to classify it into two types and are
clearly associated with the two' kinds of accumulations (sa/}'lbhiira). These two kinds of
bodhicitta to a certain extent also resemble the subclassification into conventional and
absolute bodhicitta.
10. Ongoing and Non-Ongoing Cittotpiida
Another subclassification of cittotpiida is proposed by Sthiramati in the
Kiisyapaparivarta(ikii, namely, ongoing ('byung blil) and non-ongoing (mi 'byung ba).'63 It
should be noted that the classification is only of the initial form of cittotpiida and not of
cittotpiida in general. Although the terms used (at least on the basis of the Tibetan translation)
are not identical with those used in the Bodhisattvabhumi in its subclassification of bodhicitta
into one leading to the goal (nairyiilJika) and one not leading to the goal (anairyiilJika), the
explanation suggests that this classification has been inspired by it. Ongoing Cittotpiida is
explained as continuing without interruption after once arising, which is reminiscent of the
explanation given in the Bodhisattvabhumi. No explanation of non-ongoing cittotpiida is
provided. '64 There may, of course, be several other ways of classifying bodhicitta or
cittotpiida according to a twofold scheme of which I am not aware.
11. A Threefold Classification: King-like, Boatman-like, and Herdsman-like
There is also at least one threefold subclassification of bodhisattvas or cittotpiida, namely,
king-like (rgyal po Ita bu), boatman-like (mnyan pa Ita bu), and herdsman-like (rdzi bo Ita
bu). Although some sources treat these as categories strictly of bodhisattvas, we shall treat
them here as ones of cittotpiida as well, since such a classification of bodhisattva is made
exclusively according to the difference in magnanimity of a bodhisattva's resolve. Traditional
Tibetan and modern scholars have often alluded to this classification, but most of them
provide no Indian sources. Makransky takes up the issue in the context of the postponement
of nirviilJa, where he refers to the fact that in Tibet the bodhisattva Mafijusrl is given as an
example of herdsman-like bodhicitta, and assumes this to be a native Tibetan notion probably
drawn from the Mafijusr;:buddha~etrligUlJavyuhasutra.'65 His suggestion is based on the fact
that this sutra contains a remnant of an earlier 'postponement' model. The three types of
cittotpiida, however, cannot be traced in this sutra. Nor have I been able to identify any
Indian or Tibetan scholar prior to Klong-chen-pa who mentions and discusses these three
types of cittotpiida. Klong-chen-pa named the RatnakUtasutra as his source, but I have not
been able to it. Nevertheless, what I have been able to do is to find some precursors of this
classification in other Indian sources.

163 Kiisyapaparivartatfkii (P, fo1. 255b4-5; D, fo1. 208a7; S, vol. 67, p. 556.8-10): dang po byang chub !..yi sems
bskyed pa de yang mdor ['dar PN] bsdu na I 'byung ba dang I mi 'byung ba dang I 'byung ba ni gang skyes nas
rgyunmi 'chadpanjessu 'jugpayinpa'o II.
164 It is not clear whether the author did not comment on it because it is clear from the context, or whether the
line containing the explanation of it was lost in the course of textual transmission.

165 MAKRANSKY

1997: 338-339.
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(a) Some Indian Precursors ofthe Classification

In the Gatl¢avyuhasutra, bodhicitta is indeed compared to a palaka ('protector'),166 but there
is a certain ambiguity whether the comparison is to a king or herdsman (or rather their
attitudes), for palaka (or piila) can mean both. 167 The point of the comparison expressed in the
sutra seems to suggest that palaka is meant as a king, but the Tibetan translators rendered
pa/aka as rdzi (bo), a herdsman. In any case, such comparisons were obviously meant to show
the king's sense of responsibility towards his subject or the herdsman's towards his herd; and
not necessarily the placing of one's well-being over others' or vice versa, which is the crux of
the threefold subclassification of cittotpada (or cittotpiidika).
Two out of the three types of cittotpada (or cittotpiidika) seem to be discussed by
Ratnakarasanti in his Ratnalokalal'!lkara in the context of establishing the ultimate result of a
bodhisattva. Nevertheless, the exact meaning of the passage is not clear to me. He states: 168
The result can be sorted into two kinds. [First,] one who has generated king-like resolve is said
to be distinguished on account of conduct (caryii) and aspirational wish (prmJidhana). As to
conduct, [it is of] the two [kinds] mentioned before. The aspirational wish is as follows: 169
May the objectives of the aspirants
Become manifest in reliance on meIn whatever manner
[Required] for them to be fulfilled.
[A bodhisattva] acts for the benefit [of sentient beings] by first (?) becoming awakened and so
forth as a result of aspirational wish. [In regard to the second,] the herdsman-like [cittotpiidika],
who forever abides at the Stage of Youth (kumiirabhumi)170 (i.e. the eighth bhflmi), [the
aspirational wish] is as follows:
So long as there is any sentient being
Somewhere not [yet] released,
May [I] abide [in the eighth bhuml] for its sake,
Despite [the prospect of] attaining the highest state of awakening.
Although the boatman-like bodhisattva is not mentioned here, the passage does clearly refer
to the king-like and herdsman-like bodhisattva, and specifies that the latter is a bodhisattva
who decides not to go beyond the eif.l?h bhUmi. Interestingly, a commentary on the
Lankavatarasutra by a certain Jfianavajra 71 entitled Tathiigatahrdayalal'!lkara also alludes to
three kinds of bodhisattvas, the third type of which, called the icchantika, seems to be

166 See the GG/:II;!avyuhasutra (pp. 494.1-496.11; also cited in TSD, s.v. rdzi Ita bu): bodhicitta/l1 hi kulaputra ...
paJakabhiita/l1 sarvalokiinupiilanatayii I.
167

See, for example, MW,

S.vv.

piila and piilaka.

16. Ratniilokiila/l1kiira (P, fo1. 351 a8-b3; D, fols. 30 I b6-302al; S, vol. 64, p. 832.4-12): 'bras bu rnam par dbye
ba ni rnam pa gnyis te I rgyal po Ita bur sems bskyed pa ni spyod pa'i smon lam gyis khyad par du gyur pa zhes
smos te I spyod pa ni sngar bstan pa gnyis so II smon lam gyis khyad par du gyur pa. ni I «ei Ita ci Itar gdul bya
yi [ yin DC ] II don rnams yongs su rdzogs 'gyur ba II de Ita de Ita'i snang ba'ang II bdag la brten te [de PN]
'byung gyur cig II» ces dang po smon pa 'i stabs kyis 'tshang rgya ba la sags pas don byed pa '0 II phyugs rdzi Ita
bu ni rtag tu gzhon nu 'i sa la gnas pa ni I «ei srid sems can 'ga' zhig kyang II gang du rna grol de srid du II de
phyir bla na med pa yi [yis DC] II byang chub thob kyang gnas gyur cig II» ces sems smon pas na kun tu [du D]
bzang po 'i spyod pa'i smon lam rna [me D]II; see also ibid. (P, fo1. 284a7; D, fo1. 242bl; S, vol. 64, p. 682.8-9):
... mas shing spro ba med ces bya ba ni I phyugs rdzi Ita bur sems bskyed pa 'i phyir ro II.
169

This and the next citation have not been identified.

170 See the Dasabhumikasutra (p. 71.11-14; also cited in TSD, s.y. gzhon nu'i sa): iya/l1 bho jinaputra
bodhisattvasya a~famrjfiiinabhiimir acalety ucyate 'sa/l1hiiryatviit ... kumiirabhiimir ity ucyate anavadyatviit I.
171

Described in the colophon as a rgya'i mkhan po ('Chinese preceptor (upiidhyaya)').
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identical with the herdsman-like bodhisattva. ln The notion of a bodhisattva giving priority to
the Buddhahood of others can be found in the Dharmasarrzgltisutracited by Santideva. 173

(b) Assessments by Some Tibetan Scholars
These categories must have been quite important for Klong-chen-pa, for he included them in
both the basic verse text of his Sems nyid ngal gso andthe autocommentary in prose.1 74 The
actual context, however, is a discussion about the three kinds of bodhisattvas, and not about
cittotpiida. Let us first look at how Klonfchen-pa explains these three types of bodhisattvas
with their respective kinds of cittotpiida: 1 5
The [first kind] is called a bodhisattva whose cittotpiida is characterised by great desire, that is,
one who [wishes to] liberate sentient beings after first becoming a buddha himself. For example,
it is like a king who wishes to place his subjects in [a state of] well-being after obtaining the
throne. It is said to be a type of cittotpiida like that of the Noble Maitreya in several siltras.
Desiring liberation for oneself and [other] sentient beings together is called cittotpiida
characterised by excellent gnosis. It is like boatmen desiring that [their] boat passengers and
they themselves reach the shore of the river together. The desire to become free [only] after first
liberating [other] sentient beings is called cittotpiida without comparison. The herdsmen of
goats, sheep, and cows-upon seeing a narrow, dreadful area such as a footpath along a
precipice or something [similar]-place them (i.e. the cattle) ahead of themselves and proceed
[only] after ensuring that not even one is left behind. [The last two] are like the cittotpiida of
Maiijusrl and that of Sakyamuni, respectively. Of these [three types of bodhisattvas with three
types of cittotpiida], those of dull faculty (i.e. of the first type) will become awakened in the

172 Tathiigatahrdayiila1?1kiira (P, fol. 325b3-4; D, fol. 27<1a5-6; S, vol. 70, p. 676.9-12): byang chub sems dpa'
mam pa gsum II zhes pa ni byang chub dman pa sngon du btang nos dus ring mo zhig nas songs 'rgyas par'
[rgya bar PN] 'gyur ba dang I dbang po man po de 'dra ba sngon du ma song bar myur du tshogs rdzogs par
byas nas I 'tshang [sangs PN] rgya ba dang I 'dod chen pa dang gsum du 'gyur ba'o II.

173 Dharmasa1?1gltisutra, as cited in the Silfoiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 145.16-17; VAIDYA, p. 81.4-5): ...
bodhisattva/:1 sarvasattviinii1?1 prathamatarOl?1 bodhim icchati, niitmana/:1 I; ibid. (BENDALL, p. 146.10-11;
V AIDYA, p. 81.17): katamii bodhisattviinii1?1 mohiikarUlJii I yat piirvatara1?1 sattviinii1?1 bodhim icchanli, niitmaneti

II
Sems nyid ngal gsa (p. 68.1-3):
rgyal sras de yang mam pa gsum nyid de II
rang nyid grol nas 'gro ba sgroi 'dod po II
rgyal po Ita bu'i byang chub sems dpa' dang II
rang dang 'gro ba mnyam du thar 'dod pa II
gru pa Ita bu 'i byang chub sems dpa' dang II
'gro ba bsgral nas rang nyid zhi 'dod pa II
rdzi bo Ita bu 'i byang chub sems dpa' gsum II
rim bzhin grangs med sum cu rtsa gsum dang II
bdun dang gsum gyis grol ba thob pa ni II
dbang po'i rim pa lags par mdo las gsungs II.
See also the Yon tan mdzod (p. 54.1-7).
174

175

Shing rta chen po (p. 637.1-6): de'ang byang chub sems dpa' 'dod chen pa 'i [= po'i] sems bskyed ces bya ste

I rang nyid thog mar sangs rgyas nas phyis 'gro ba sgroi ba ni I dper na rgyal pos rgyal srid thob nas rgyal
'bangs bde ba la 'god par 'dod pa sle I 'phags pa byams pa Ita bu'i sems bskyed du mdo du ma las bshad do II
rang dang 'gro ba mnyam du grol bar 'dod pa ni ye shes dam pa 'i sems bs"-yed ces bya ste I mnyen [= rnnyan]
po dog gru'i 'grub [= 'grull po dang rang nyid mnyam du chu bo 'i pha rol tu phyin par 'dod pa'o II thog mar
sems can bsgral nas gdod rang nyid grol bar 'dod pa dpe med pa 'i sems bskyed ces bya ste I ra lug dang ba lang
gi rdzi bo dag gis 'phrang 10 sags po dog cing nyam nga ba'i gnas mthong ngam I gzhan du 'ang rang gi mdun
du de dog bcug nas I gcig kyang phyi la ma Ius par byas Ie 'gro ba ni jam dpal dang shiikya thub po Ita bu 'i
sems bskyed yin no II de dag kyang dbang po rtul po mams kyis grangs med sum cu rlsa gsum dang I 'bring pos
bdun dang I mon pas gsum gyis bla na med pa 'i byang chub tu 'tshang rgya ba ste I·
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highest [state of] awakening in thirty-three countless [aeons], those of mediocre [faculty] (i.e. of
the second type) in seven countless [aeons], and those of sharp [faculty] (i.e. of the third type) in
three countless [aeons].
In order to authenticate his statement, Klong-chen-pa cites the following passage from the
Ratnakiitasiitra: 176
Oithese, one who has generated the resolve [to become a buddha] characterised by great desire
will be freed from sa7J1siira in thirty-three countless [aeons]. One who has generated the resolve
[to become a buddha] characterised by excellent gnosis will accomplish [his goal] in seven
countless [aeons]. One who has generated the resolve [to become a buddha] without comparison
will become perfectly awakened in three countless [aeons]. Why is it so? [It is] on account of
[their] small, medium, and great mental capacity, [respectively]. These, if illustrated with
analogies, are [respectively] like a universal ruler (cakravartin), a steerer (siirathi) of a boat, and
a herdsman (piilaka).
The actual context in which these three kinds of cittotpiida are treated in the sutra seems to be
the duration of time taken by the three different kinds of bodhisattvas to become a buddha. Of
greater interest to us here is the three different degrees of what we may call the 'magnanimity'
of a bodhisattva. However, the context makes it clear that the kind of cittotpiida is what really
makes one a particular kind of bodhisattva. Klong-chen-pa provides one case for each of
these kinds of bodhisattvas. According to him, Siikyamuni Buddha was a herdsman-like
bodhisattva, Mafijusrl is a boatman-like bodhisattva, and Maitreya is a king-like bodhisattva.
Whether this configuration was Klong-chen-pa's own or whether it was based on an early
Indian or Tibetan source is unclear. In any case, such a concept seems to have other doctrinal
implications. It would mean that the outcome does not necessarily correspond to the
resolution made by a bodhisattva. In order words, Siikyamuni, who according to Klong-chenpa wished to become a buddha last, was in reality one of the first to become one. 177
It is obvious that this concept of cittotpiida merely reflects the forcefulness of attitude
and has no bearing on the actual course of events relating to a bodhisattva. The trouble arose
once it began to be overinterpreted, as Tsong-kha-pa's discussion of the issue
demonstrates: 178
The desire to become a buddha oneself [only] after placing all sentient beings in the state of
Buddha[hood] is the herdsman-like [type of cittotpiida]. The desire that oneself and all others
become buddhas together is the boatman-like [type of cittotpiida]. The desire that others be
released [only] after one has become a buddha oneself is the king-like [cittotpiida]. Thus it has

176 Ratnaku{asiitra, as cited in the Shing rta chen po (pp. 637.6-638.3): de la 'dod chen po 'i sems bskyed pas ni
grangs med pa sum cu rtsa gsum gyis 'khor ba las Ihar ba yin no II ye shes dam po 'i sems bskyed pas ni grangs
med bdun gyis tshar [= mthar] phyin po yin no II dpe med po 'i sems bskyed pas ni grangs med po gsum gyis
mngon par rdzogs par byang chub po yin no II de ci 'i phyir zhe na I sems stabs chung ngu dang I 'bring dang I
chen par gyur po 'i phyir Ie I 'di dog dper bya no I 'khor los sgyur ba'i rgyal po dang I gru'i kha 10 pa dang I
s!cyong byed 110 bu '0.

177 Such an idea begs the question as to whether spiritual practices such as aspirational wishes (pralJidhiina) and
those involving the exchange of happiness and sufferings actually affect persons other than the practitioner.
178 gSer phreng (pp. 203.6-204.5): sems can thams cad songs rgyas la bkod nos rang nyid songs rgya bar 'dod
po phyugs rdzi Ita bu dang I bdag gzhan thams cad dus mnyam du sangs rgya bar 'dod po mnyan pa Ita bu dang
I rang nyid songs rgyas nas gzhan grol bar 'dod po rgyal po Ita bu 'i sems bskyed dang gsum yod ces 'chad do II
don 'di 10 beam Idan po ni I snga rna gnyis Itar no de dog gis mi srid po dam bcas po dang blo log shes su 'gyur
te I sems can thams cad rang gi sngar dang dus mnyam du sangs rgya ba mi srid po 'i phyir 1'0 II sems can thams
cad songs rgyas no rang nyid songs rgya ba la dgos pa med de Iskra bregs nas tshes grangs rlog pa bzhin no II
des no rgyal po Ita bu'i sems bskyed 'di nyid gzhung las bshad pas 'di kho na'o zhes gsung yang byang chub
sems dpa'i thugs sbyong ba 10 mi srid pa du rna yod po dang I smon lam 'debs pa yang mi 'grub po 'i smon lam
du rna snang ba'i phyir dgag po de dog mi rigs so II des na rgyal po 110 bu 'di gzhung lugs moms su mang bar
gsungs kyang byang sems kyi thugs sbyong Ishul bsam gyis mi khyab pas srid do II.
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been explained. On this point, bCom-ldan-pa states: 179 "In the first two cases, [it would
illogically follow that] they (i.e. the bodhisattvas) had vowed [to do] the impossible and that
[theirs] is [thus] an erroneous perception, since it is not possible for all sentient beings to
become buddhas before or together with oneself. If all sentient beings become buddhas [ahead
of oneself], there is no point limy more] in oneself becoming a buddha, just as [there is no point
in] examining the date once one has cut one's hair. ISO Therefore, since it is the king-like
cittotpiida that is taught in the scriptural treatises, it is the only [authentic] cittotpiida." IS 1
Nonetheless, these critiques are unwarranted since many [kinds of] resolve (thugs) on the part of
bodhisattvas are impossible on the practical level, and also in regard to the making of
aspirations, many unachievable aspirations can be seen. Thus, although [it is true that] the kinglike [cittotpiida] is what has been mainly taught in the scriptural traditions, [the other two] are
[also] possible since the methods the bodhisattvas J82 use to train their minds are inconceivably
[manifold].

Tsong-kha-pa does not indicate any Indian source. Nevertheless, he documents an interesting
piece of criticism and his own attempt to resolve the doctrinal problems regarding these three
kinds of cittotpiida. 183 There are also some other interesting reflections made by later Tibetan
scholars, which cannot be discussed here in detail. 184
12. A Fourfold Classification
The Mahayiinasutriila1JZkiira subclassifies cittotpiida into four types: 185
The cittotpiida on the stages [ofa bodhisattva]

179 Tsong-kha-pa probably means bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i-ral-gri (b. thirteenth century), a bKa' -gdams-pa master
from sNar-thang Monastery.
180 According to Tibetan (and perhaps also Indian or Chinese) astrology, certain days of the week or of the
month of the lunar calendar are unfavourable for cutting one's hair.

•

lSI A somewhat different critique is presented by Bod-sprul mDo-sngags-bstan-pa'i-nyi-ma (1895/1900-1959) in
his fTa grub shan 'byed rtsa 'gref (pp. 104.4-105.10), without any author or text being named. The passage
containing the critique is introduced with the expression mkhas dbang fa fa dag. He then goes on to defend all
three types of cittotpiida as genuine.
182 Note that the term byang sems here is an abbreviation of byang chub sems dpa' (bodhisattva) and not of
byang chub kyi sems (bodhicitta). It seems to be a widely accepted abbreviation in prose, particularly in later
Tibetan literature, such as Tsong-kha-pa's writings. In translated literature, too, the word bodhisattva has been
occasionally rendered not as byang chub sems dpa' but as byang chub sems, obviously metri causa. See, for
example, Ratnagw;asafJ1caya I .11 a and 1.24a; Bodhicaryiivatiira 2.25.
18J The explanation of the three kinds of cittotpiida given here by Tsong-kha-pa need not necessarily be the
'official' position of the dOe-lugs school on the issue. [t is said that Tsong-kha-pa's gSer phreng was composed
before he reached his intellectual maturity and that some of the positions presented there were modified over the
years.

184 mKhan-po Ngag-dbang-dpal-bzang (or Ngag-dga') (1879-1941) has stated that the three types of cittotpiida
differ with regard not to the first aspect of cittotpiida, that is, fixing on sentient beings with compassion (snying
rje'i sems can fa dmigs pal, but to the second, that is, aiming with discriminating insight at perfect awakening
(shes rab kyis rdzogs byang fa dmigs pal. He explains that a bodhisattva drawn towards the herdsman-like
cittotpiida does not really care whether he himself becomes a buddha or not. In other words, the herdsman-like
cittotpada is conceived as a total denial of thought for one's own benefit (rang donyid byed), such thought being
described by him as a demon ('gong po) that must be subdued (btu!) by bodhicitta. See the Zhaffung zin bris
(fol. 108a3-b3).
ISS

MahiiyiinasiitriilafJ1kara 4.2:
cittotpiido 'dhimo~o 'sau suddhiidhyiisayiko 'para/:l I
vaipiikyo bhiimi~u matas tathiivaralJavarjita/:l II.
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Is conunonly taken to be [of four kinds]: one [characterised by] confidence, [and]
Another [by] pure altruistic inclination;
One [characterised by] ripening [and] likewise one [by] abandonment of obstructions.
The Mahiiyiinasiitriilal)'lkiirabhii~ya comments: 186
The cittotpiida of a bodhisattva is of four kinds: [1] The one characterised by confidence is
found at the stage [where the spiritual] practice [is carried out by.exerting] confidence. [2] The
one characterised by pure altruistic inclination is found at the [first] seven stages. [3] The one
characterised by ripening is found at the eighth and later (i.e. the eighth to the tenth) [stages].
The one characterised by lack of obstructions is found at the stage of a buddha.
According to this commentary, the four kinds of bodhicitta explicated in the
Mahiiyiinasiitriilal)'lkiira are distributed among the different stages of a bodhisattva and the
stage of a buddha in the manner shown in the following chart:
cif!otpl}-,!"..
anay,a~~alJika

vaipiikika
4.
7

! bhavaniimiirga

suddhiidhyiisayika

iidhimak."ika

i

adhimukticmyiibhumi

Sthiramati cites the GayiiSfr~asiitra, apparently to authenticate the Mahiiyiinasiitriilal)'lkiira's
fourfold classification of bodhicitta. However, the four kinds of cittotpiida cited therein are
not specified by name, merely by ordinal number ('the first cittotpiida' and so forth).18? The
Mahiiyiinasiitriilal)'lkiira's fourfold classification of cittotpiida seems to be the only one of its
kind, and it has often been alluded to by later Indian scholars, such as Abhayiikaragupta. 188
The pertinent verse from the Mahiiyiinasiitriilal)'lkiira has also been cited in tantric
commentaries including Vanaratna's Rahasyadfpikii, a commentary on Kr~l).iiciirya's
Vasantatilakii. 189 Another fourfold mode of classification of cittotpiida can be found in the

Mahayiinasutriilaf!1kiirabhii$Ya (p. 14.7-9): caturvidho badhisattviinii", cittolpiida/:l
'dhimukticaryiibhumau I §uddhadhyii§ayika/:l saplasu bhumi~u I vaipiikiko '#amyiidi~u
buddhabhumau I.
186

iidhimak."ika
aniivaral)iko

187 *(Mahiiyiina)sutriilaf!1kiiravyiikhyii (P, va!. mi, fa!. 58a5-7; D, va!. mi, fa!. 52b6-7; S, vor. 71, p. 1027.1520): de bas na 'phags pa 'go yo 'i' ['ga' yi'i PN] rise ma 'i mda [add. mdo Pl/as kyang Ilha 'i bu gzhan yang sems
bskyed pa dang po ni rgyu las yang dag par 'byung' ba '0 II sems bskyed po gnyis pa ni ye shes las yang dag par
'byung' ba 'a II sems bskyed pa gsum pa ni spong ba las yang dag par 'byung' ba 'a II sems bskyed pa bzhi pa ni
'bras bu las yang dag par 'byung' ba '0 zhes gsungs so II. '[byung PN].
188 Munimatiilaf!1kiira (P, fa!. 283a3-5; D, fo1. 216a3-5; S, va!. 63, pp. 1418.18-1419.1): mdo sde rgyan du m"
byang chub sems dpa' mams kyi sems bskyed pa ni mam po bzhi ste mos pa [pas DC] spyod pa'i sa la Ihag
[sfyod DC] par mas po las byung ba '0 II so bdun moms la Ihagpa'i bsam po mam par dog papa'a II brgyad pa
la sags po mams la mam par smin pa pa '0 II songs rgyas kyi sa ta sgrib pa med pa [am. DC] pa '0 zhes rtags
par mdzad do II. ' gloss in PN: sems bskyed de ni sa mams 1. mas pa dang Ilhag bsam dag pa dang mam par
smin pa gzhan du 'dod I de bzhin sgrib pa [am. PDl spangs pa'o zhes pa'i 'grel par; b gloss in PN: rgya mtshor
btang ba'i gru bo che ltar Ilhun gyis grub pas rang gi ngang gis 'byung bas.

I" Rahasyadfpikii (p. 3.15-16).
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Bodhisattva,bhumi;190 it does not seem, however, to be as popular as the one found in the
Mahiiyiinasutriilarrzkiira.

13. Subclassifying Bodhicitta into Ten Types
The ten bhUmis, as presented in Candraklrti's Madhyamakiivatiira and in its commentaries,
are also referred to as ten kinds of cittotpiida. 191 Another tenfold classification is found in the
Kun 'dus rig pa'i mdo, which is one of the primary rNying-ma tantras belonging to the
Anuyoga class. The ten types mentioned in it are bodhicitta characterised by: (1) movement
(g.yo ba), (2) aspiration (smon pa), (3) soaring (ldang ba), (4) preparation (sbyor ba), (5)
setting out ('jug pa), (6) efficiency (dge ba), (7) not changin~ (mi 'gyur ba), (8) cognition (rig
pa), (9) abiding (gnas pa), and (10) perfection (rdzogs pa).19 I have not been able to trace this
tenfold classification in sources outside the rNying-ma tantric literature. Four of these
categories, namely, movement (g.yo ba), aspiration (smon pa), soaring (ldang ba), and setting
out ('jug pa), are also found in other rNying-ma tantric sources (such as the
*Guhyagarbhatantra). Noteworthy, too, is the fact that the more archaic categories of
pral;idhicitta and prasthiinacitta are included in both of these ten- and fourfold
classifications. I have not been able to find definitions of these ten categories. The ambiguity
of some of the terms seems to be intended, suggesting that they apply to psycho-physiological
bodhicitta.
14. Twenty-Two Kinds ofCittotpiida
It is well known that cittotpiida is subdivided in some sources into twenty-two kinds. A
comprehensive treatment of this classification is not possible here, simply owing to the mass
of material. What will be attempted is to look at the loci classici of'the scheme that underlies
this classification and at some aspects of its conception and development.
(a) Sources of the Twenty-Two Kinds of Cittotpiida
The loci classici setting forth the twenty-twofold classification of cittotpiida are
Mahiiyiinasutriilarrzkiira 4.15-20 and Abhisamayiilarrzkiira 1.19-20. It may, however, be
assumed that the key terms of the twenty-two types of cittotpiida were compiled from earlier

190 Bodhisattvabhumi 2.4 (WOGIHARA, p.
326.3-11; DUTT, p. 223.9-13): punar etat suviniscitafJI
bodhisattvapraf./idhiinafJI cittotpiida ity ucyate I sa punar e$a cittotpiido bodhisattvasya samiisatas 'caturbhir
iikiirair veditavyab I katamaib caturbhib I iidita eva tavat kldrsiiniifJI bodhisattviiniifJI tac cittam utpadyate I kifJI
c' iilafJIbyotpiidyate I kidrsafJI ca kifJIfak$af./afJI ken' iitmanii utpadyate I utpanne ca tasmifJIs citte ko 'nusafJIso
bhavati I ity ebhiS caturbhir iikiiraib sacittotpiido veditavyab I.
191 Madhyamakavatiiralikii (P, fo!. 20b5-7; D, fo!' 17a7-bl; S, vo!' 61, p. 40.17-19): byang chub kyi sems kyi
dbye ba mam pa bcu zhes pa ni sa rab tll dga' ba fa sogs pa sa bcu 'i dbye bas byang chub kyi sems [add. pa P]
mam pa bcu bstan par 'dod pas so II.

192

Kun 'dus rigpa'i mdo (P, fo!' 23a6-7; D, fo!' 23b6-7):
byang chub sems ni gang zhe na II
'di yi grangs kyang mam pa bcu II
[I] g.yo ba byang chub sems nyid dang II
[2] de bzhin smon pa byang chub sems II
[3]fdang ba byang chub chen po'i sems II
[4] de bzhin sbyor ba byang chub sems II
[5] 'jug pa 'i sems dang [6] dge ba 'i sems II
[7] mi 'gyur ba dang [8] rig po dang II
[9] gnas po dang ni [10] rdzogs pa'o II.
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Mahayana sources. In fact, the Abhisamayiila7Jlkiira explicitly Iltates that cittotpiida is
presented in it, both in short and in detail, in accordance with the sutras. 193 Haribhadra
identifies the Paficavi7Jlsatisiihasrikii as the source of this classification. 194 Likewise,
Abhayiikaragupta states in his Munimatiila7Jlkiira that the twenty-twofold classification has
been taught in the Satasiihasrikii and the Pancavi7Jlsatisiihasrikii. 195 I have so far, however,
been unable to explore these huge works.
(b) A Historical Sketch

It is conceivable that the twenty-two kinds of cittotpiida as we know them today were
systematised for the first time in texts that belong to Strand A, such as the
Mahiiyiinasutriila7Jlkiira and the Abhisamayiila7Jlkiira. If the Mahiiyiinasutriila7Jlkiira is older
than the Abhisamayiila7Jlkiira, it is also conceivable that the classification in the latter was
based On the former, and perhaps also on its own source if it had one. It is interesting that the
Bodhisattvabhumi, despite its undeniable similarity of structure and content with the
Mahiiyiinasutriila7Jlkiira, does not contain the twenty-two kinds of cittotpiida. This would
suggest that this classification had not yet been conceived or was not yet known during the
final redaction of the Bodhisattvabhflmi. Also, the fact that such a scheme cannot be found in
very old Prajfiiipiiramita texts, such as the A~tasiihasrikii and RatnagU1:zasaTf/caya, indicates
that the same applies to them. Although it is possible that the classification was formalised in
texts belonging to Strand A, it is likely that the list of twenty-two similes had originally been
a collection of picturesque illustrations of bodhicitta found in various texts belonging to
Strand B, such as the Gavq,avyuhasutra.196
Since its conception, the scheme of twenty-two kinds of cittotpiida seems to have
undergone at least two phases of development at the hand of commentators or interpreters.
During the first phase, the twenty-two were commented upon and interpreted in the light of
various factors pertaining to the bodhisattva paths and results. In other words, attempts were
made to relate each of the twenty-two kinds of cittotpiida with a certain factor. It is doubtful
whether such an interpretation was actually intended by the Mahiiyiinasutriila7Jlkiira and
Abhisamayiila7Jlkiira themselves. The similes do not disclose a clear hierarchal sequence, nor
have I found any explanation as to why the number of similes, or kinds of cittotpiida, was
fixed at twenty-two. At any rate, the Mahiiyiinasutriila7Jlkiirabh~a seemS to be one of the
first commentaries to undertake the task of establishing a connection between the twenty-two
kinds of cittotpiida and the various factors pertaining to the practices of a bodhisattva. 197 Such

193

Abhisamayiila",kiira 1.l8cd: samiisavyiisata/:1 sii cayathiisutra", sa cocyate II.

19. Abhisamayiila",kiiriiioka

(p. 35.5-7).

195 Munimatiiia",kiira (P, fols. 223b8-224al; D, fol. 173b6; S, vol. 63, p. 1310.13-14): sems bskyedpa de'ang
[de yang DJ dbye na rry,' shu rtsa grryis SUb bcom idan 'das rna stong phrag rryi shu inga pa dang 'bum par yang
gsungs so II .• gloss in PN: 'dun Idan chos skus dang Idan pa'i bar; b gloss in PN: slob dpon chos kyi bshes
'gnyes kyi Ii ka' [= gnyen gyi II kiiJ ru I 'dir sems bskyed pa kha cig ni sems bskyed pa dngos gtsor ston pa ste
'dun pa la sogs pa'o II kha cig ni sems bskyed pa 'phel bar byed pa'i grogs la der gdags te sbyin pa la sogs pa'o II
kha cig na re I sems bskyed pa'i 'bras bu la der btags te 'gro ba gcig pa'i lam la sags pa'o II zhes gsungs so II.
1% Tibetan scholars often allude to the 230 similes employed in the Gar,lI;iavyUhasutra (pp. 494.1-496.14) to
describe bodhicitta. See the Dwags po thar rgyan (p. 180. 13-14); Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs (p. 137.7-9). See also
the Buddhiivata",saka (T, vol.. cha, fols. 240b3-244b2; D, vol. a, fols. 309b 1-312a3), where bodhicitta is
described in a series of 120 similes.

197

Mahiiyiinasutriiia",kiirabhiiwa (pp. 16.17-17.3).
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an interpretation was influenced by the concept of the inexhaustibles (ak"aya) found in the
A~ayamatinirdesasutra, as stated explicitly by the commentary itself: 198
This cittotpiida characterised by twenty-two similes, it should be known, accord with the
[eighty] inexhaustibles that occur in the Aryiikeayamatisutra.'99

It is important to note that the commentary does not state that this scheme of twenty-two can
be found in the A~ayamatinirdeSasutra. The MahiiyiinasutriilalJ1kiirabhii"ya does not
correlate the twenty-two kinds of cittotpiida with the various stages of the bodhisattva path

explicitly, although a hierarchical sequence seems to be presupposed. Sthiramati does not
propose any similar scheme either, but he does take some clear steps in that direction. For
instance, he situates the first type of cittotpada between the beginner's stage and the end
phase of prayogamarga, that is, within salJ1bharamarga and prayogamarga (or collectively
adhimukticaryabhumi).200
The second phase of development is marked by the actual allocation of the twenty-two
kinds of cittotpada to all stages of a bodhisattva and to the resultant stage, and by a wide
variety of positions pertaining to it, as is evident in Haribhadra's AbhisamayiilalJ1karavivrti.2ol
A comparison of the MahayanasutriilalJ1ktirabha"ya and AbhisamayalalJ1karavivrti reveals
that they not only differ in the way the factors associated with the twenty-two kinds of
cittotpada are assigned to the stages, but also in the factors themselves. The attempt to
combine
the
so-called
eighty
inexhaustibles,
the
subject-matter
of the
Ak"ayamatinirde§asutra, with the twenty-two kinds of cittotpada may be seen as the
culmination of the classification of bodhicitta-an attempt perhaps first made br
Vasubandhu, the author of the MahayanasutralalJ1ktirabha"ya, and later continued in Tibet. 2o
15. Concluding Remarks

Hopefully I have been able to demonstrate in this chapter that the idea of bodhicitta, which
probably began as the initial resolve to become a buddha, became ever more comprehensive
in scope, until the entire doctrine of Mahayana contained in the eighty inexhaustibles was
expressed in terms of bodhicitta. It is part and parcel of the theory, the practice and path, and
finally the goal, of a bodhisattva, and is hence the sine qua non of Mahayana, or the
bodhisattva doctrine.

Mahiiyiinasulriilaf!1kiirabhii$ya (p. 17.8-9): e$a ca dviivif!1satyupamas citiOlpiida iiryiik$ayamalisutre
'k$aga[= 'k~ayaJliinusiireriinugantavyab I. See also *Asvabhava's Mahiiyiinasulriilaf!1kiira!lkii (P, fol. 63a3-7;
D, fol. 56al-4; S, vol. 71, p. 140.10-2]).
198

'99 Note that according to the Tibetan translation of the Mahiiyiinasutriiiaf!1kiirabhii$ya (P, fol. 150a8; D, fol.
141b6; S, vol. 70, p. 1163.6), the title of the sutra referred to here should read Aryiik$ayamatinirdeiasfttra
(,Phags po bio gros mi zad pas bstan pa'i mdo).

*(Mahiiyiina)sutriilaf!1kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi, fols. 64b7-69a6; D, vol. mi, fols. 58a5-61 b7; S, vol. 71, pp.
1041.11-1050.13).

200

Abhisamayiilaf!1kiiravivrti (p. 12.23-28): tatriidyiim [= °dyaJ11J trayo mrdumadhyiidhimiitratayii
iidikarmikabhumisaf!1grhltiib 1 tatas prathamabhumipraveiamiirgasaf!1grhfla ekab 1 lata
dasa
pramuditiididasabhumisaf!1grhftii darsanabhiivaniimiirgagocariib 1 toto vise$amiirgaSaf!lgrhfliib panca 1 1010
buddhabhumisaf!lgrhfliib Irayacitlolpiidiib prayogamauiapmhadviirelJety iidikarmikabhumim iirabhya yiivad
buddhabhumisaf!1grhflii iii citiOlpiidaprabhedab I.
20'

202
See KAWAMURA 1981 where Mi-pham's treatment of the eighty 'inexhaustibles' of the
Ak$ayamatinirdeiasulra is discussed. Kawamura goes into Mi-pham's distribution of the eighty inexhaustibles
among the four levels of citiOlpiida, but not among the twenty-two types of cittotpada.

Chapter Nine

Causes and Conditions pertaining to Bodhicitta

If, as also taught in the Silraf!1gama[samiidhi]siltra, even bodhicitta that is generated
with recourse to deception is a cause of Buddhahood, then how much more
[bodhicitta that is generated] by committing a few wholesome deeds!
- Siintideva, Sik~iisamuccayal

1. Introductory Remarks

We all know that most Buddhist tenets including those of karma, the four noble truths
(aryasatya), and dependent origination (pratftyasamutpada) are thought of in one way or
another as being in accordance with the principle of cause and effect. According to this
principle, a given conditioned phenomenon 'x' is a result of multiple and complex factors.
Mono-causality, or the self-sufficiency of a single cause, is basically not accepted in
Buddhism. 2 Bodhicitta, particularly in its ethico-spiritual sense, is, of course, a conditioned
entity, and its arising presupposes a host of necessary causes and conditions. The multiplicity
and complexity of these factors imply that bodhicitta is not something that can be generated
easily and quickly but rather demands much time, patience, and skill. In this chapter, I shall
attempt to determine how the causes and conditions pertaining to bodhicitta are conceived in
various Mahayana sutras and sastras.

2. Causes and Conditions pertaining to Bodhicitta in the Siitra Sources
Mahayana sutras are, generally speaking, not the right place to look for a systematic
presentation of the causes and conditions relating to bodhicitta. Nonetheless, I should like to
I Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 8.19-20; VAIDYA, p. 8.24-25): siiraf(1gamasiitre 'pi I sii!hyotpiiditasyiipi
bodhicittasya buddhatvahetutviibhidhiiniit I ka/:l punaI' viida/:l kif(1cid eva kusalaf(1 krtvii I. The siitra is also cited
by sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs in his gSung rab rin po ehe (P, fa!. 27lb6-7; D, fa!. 357b7; S, vol. 115, p. 929.14-17).
Cf. the English translation in BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 9. See also chapter three, n. 49.

For example, see Bodhicaryiivatiira 9.13: naikasya sarvasiimarthyaf(1 pratyayasyiisti kutracit
translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 116.

2

I. For an English
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present a few passages from some Mahayana siitras in which the matter is dealt with. The
Dasadharmakasiitra mentions four possible causes (kiiraIJa) of bodhicitta, as follows: 3

o son of a noble family, the bodhisattva who abides in [his] spiritual disposition [and] who has
not [yet] generated bodhicitta, having been encouraged, moved, and caused to take [it] upon
[himself] by either a tathiigata or a sriivaka of a tathiigata, generates bodhicitta, [that is, the
resolve to strive] for the highest, perfect awakening. This is the. first cause of the generation of
bodhicitta. 4 Having heard praise of either perfect awakening or bodhicitta being sung, [he]
generates the resolve [to strive] for the highest, perfect awakening. This is the second cause.
Having seen sentient beings with no guide, [no protection], and no place of refuge, [and] having
placed [himself] in a compassion[ate frame of mind] ... (yiivat) he generates the resolve [to
strive] for the highest, perfect awakening. This is the third cause of the generation of bodhicitta.
Having seen the fulfilment of all types of excellence of a tathiigata, [and] having generated
delight, he generates the resolve [to strive] for the highest, perfect awakening. This is the fourth
cause.'
The four possible causes of bodhicitta mentioned in the Dasadharmakasiitra may be thus
summarised as follows: (I) an initiative on the part of a tathiigata or a sriivaka, (2) hearing
the advantages of bodhi and bodhicitta, (3) compassion towards needy and defenceless
sentient beings, and (4) delight upon seeing the perfection of a tathiigata. The
Tathiigatajfiiinamudriisamiidhisiitra states that a bodhisattva generates resolve to become a
buddha in seven ways. These seven ways are actually seven different causes or occasions,
which may be summarised as: 6 (I) an initiative on the part of a buddha, (2) the thought of
protecting the doctrine from disappearing, (3) great compassion (mahiikaruIJii), (4) an
initiative on the part of a bodhisattva, (5) an occasion of paying respect and making offering,
(6) witnessing bodhicitta being generated, and (7) hearing about the qualities of a buddha.
'Dasadharmakasiitra, as cited in the Si~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 8.8-15; VAIDYA, p. 8.13-18): iha kulaputra
bodhisattva gatrastha/:1 [°tvagotra' VAIDYA] sann anutpiiditabadhicittaJ:z tathiigatena vii tathiigatasriivakelJa vii
saJl1cadyamiina/:l sa'l1vedyamiinaJ:z samiidiipyamiina 'nuttariiyii'l1 samyaksa'l1ba[ dhau] badhicittam 'utpiidayati I
ida'l1' ['yatldaI]1 BENDALL] prathama'l1 kiiralJaJl' badhicittotpiidiiya I sa'l1badher vii bodhicittasya vii varlJa'l1
[avaO Vaidya] bhii'f)'amiiIJa'l1 srutvii anuttariiyii'l1 samyaksa'l1bodhau cittam 'utpiidayati I ida'l1' [OyatldaI]1
BENDALL] dvitlya'l1 kiiralJam I sa 'sattviin aniithii[n atriilJiin] asaralJiin' [sattv•... nasao BENDALL] adv'ipiin dr,(Vii
kiirulJyacittam upasthiipya yiivad anuttariiyii'l1 samyaksa'l1badhau cittam 'utpiidayati I ida'l1' [OyatldaI]1
BENDALL] trtlyam kiiralJam bodhicittatpiidiiya I sa tathiigatasya sarvakiiraparipiirlJatii'l1 d,.,(Vii prltim utpiidya
anuttariiyii'l1 samyaksa'l1badhau cittam 'utpiidayati I ida'l1' [OyatldaI]1 BENDALL] caturtha'l1 kiiralJam .... See the
Tibetan translation of the Sik,iisamuccaya (P, fol. 8a3-8; D, fol. 7al-5; S, vol. 64, pp. 1018.15-1019.7). The
passage is also cited by Prajiiiikaramati in his commentary on Bodhicaryiivatiira 3.22-23, but the original
Sanskrit text of the commentary containing the passage is lost (BadhicaJyiivatiirapaiijikii, p. 42.29, n. 2). See
also Srikumara'sBadhisattvacaryiivatiirasa'l1skiira (P, fol. 6al-6; D, fols. 4b4-5al; S, vol. 62, pp. 10.14-11.5).

Cf. the Tibetan translation (P, fol. 8a5; D, fol. 7a2; S, vol. 64. p. 1018.19-20), which reads 'di ni byang chub
kyi sems fa mas pa'i rgyu dang po'0, as if the Sanskrit read *ida'l1 prathama'l1 kiiralJa'l1 badhicittiidhimok,iiya or

4

something similar.
5

Cf. the translation in BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 8-9.

6 Tathiigatajiiiinamudriisamiidhisiitra (T, fol. 56a2-bl; D, fol. 240a7-b4): byams pa rnam pa bdun gyis byang
chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bs~yed [skyed T] do II bdun gang zhe na I 'di Ita ste I [I] sangs rgyas bcom
fdan 'das rnams kyis byang chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed pa dang I [2] dam pa 'i chos rnam par
'jig pa 'i dus na dam pa 'i chos yongs su bsrung ba 'i phyir byang chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed pa
dang I [3] sdug bsngal sna tshogs kyis yongs su gzir ba'i sems can gyi khams mthong nas snying rje chen po
skyes te byang chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed pa dang I [4] byang chub sems dpas byang chub sems
dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed pa dang I [5] bsti stang du byas te sbyin pa bzang po yid du 'ang ba byin nas I
byang chub sems dpa' bdag nyid byang chub tu sems bskyed pa dang I [6] gzhan yang [om. T] byang chub tu
sems bskyed pa mthong nas byang chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed pa dang I [7] de bzhin gshegs pa 'i
sku'i [sku T] mtshan dang dpe byad bzang po 'i rgyan sna tshogs kyi yon tan bsngags pa yongs su rdzogs pa [par
T] thos nas byang chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed pa ste I byams pa rnam pa bdun po de dag gis
byang chub sems dpa' byang chub tu sems bskyed do II.
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The Buddhiivata1J1sakasutra for its part mentions ten kinds of conditions or factors
pertaining to the generation of bodhicitta: 7
o son of the Victorious One, these ten are conditions under which bodhisattvas generate
bodhicitta. What are the ten? They are: [1] the condition leading to the ripening and taming of
the realm of sentient beings' is a condition conducive to bodhicitta, [2] the condition leading to
the removal of the mass of sufferings (dufllchaskandha) of all sentient beings is a condition
conducive to bodhicitta, [3] the condition leading to all sentient beings' acquiring a provision of
happiness is a condition conducive to bodhicitta, [4] the condition leading to the elimination of
the ignorance of all sentient beings is a condition conducive to bodhicitta; [5] the condition
leading to all sentient beings' attaining a buddha's gnosis is a condition conducive to bodhicitta,
[6] the condition leading to paying respect and rendering service to all buddhas is a condition
conducive to bodhicitta, [7] the condition leading to pleasing all tathiigatas is a condition
conducive to bodhicitta, [8] the condition leading to the complete revelation of all buddhas'
physical bodies with [their thirty-two] major marks and [eighty] minor marks is a condition
conducive to bodhicitta, [9] the condition leading to access to the gnosis of all buddhas is a
condition conducive to bodhicitta, [and 10] the condition leading to the complete revelation of
all forms of strength (bala) and fearlessness of a buddha is a condition conducive to bodhicitta.
Lastly, I refer to a verse from the Ratnolkiidhiiraflz which is often cited by Tibetan scholars M
scriptural authority in the context of the cause of absolute bodhicitta: 8
Putting clear faith in the Victorious Ones and the doctrines of the Victorious Ones,
[He] puts clear faith in the conduct ofa buddha's sons.
Given [his] clear faith in the unsurpassable awakening (bodhi),
The resolve (cWa) of the Great Persons arises [in him].

3. Causes and Conditions pertaining to Bodhicitta in the Bodhisattvabhiimi
The Bodhisattvabhumi associates cittotpiida with four conditions (pratyaya), four
(pre)requisites (hetu), and four strengths (bala).9 It maybe recalled here that cittotpiida in the
Bodhisattvabhiimi primarily means the generation of the initial resolve (prathamacittotpiida),
and hence that the causes and conditions discussed there are to be understood purely as causes
and conditions governing the initial resolve, which can be subsumed under what is later called

Buddhiivataf!7sakasiitra (T, vol. nga, fol. 205a6-b6; D, vol. ga, fol. 155a5-b3): Icye rgyal ba'i sras bcu po 'di
dag ni byang chub sems dpa' mams [add. kyi T] rlcyen gang gis byang chub tu sems 'bslcyed par' [skye bar T]
'gyur ba'i byangchub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen mams Ie I bcu gang zhe na 'di ltar [1] sems can gyi khams yongs su
smin par bya ba dang I mam par gdul bar bya ba'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen to II [2] sems can
thams cad Icyi sdug bsngal gyi phung po mam par bzlog pa 'i [par T] rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen to II
[3] sems can thams cad la bde ba 'i yo byad 'lcyis sdutf [kyi bstud T] pa 'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen
to II [4] sems can thams cad Icyi mi shes pa bsal [= bstsal D] ba'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen to II [5]
sems can thams cad la sangs rgyas Icyi ye shes nye bar bsgrub pa 'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems kyi rlcyen to II
[6] sangs rgyas thams cad mchod cing rim gro [gror D] bya ba'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen to II [7]
de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad mnyes par bya ba'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen to II [8] sangs rgyas
thams cad Icyi sku gzugs dang mtshan dang dpe byad bzang po yongs su bstan pa 'i rlcyen ni byang chublcyi sems
Icyi rlcyen to II [9] sangs rgyas thams cad Icyiye shes la 'jug cing khong du chudpar'byedpa'j' [bya ba'i T] rlcyen
ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi [am. T] rlcyen to II [10] sangs rgyas Icyi stabs dang mi bsnyengs pa thams cad yongs
su bstan [stan T]pa'i rlcyen ni byang chub Icyi sems Icyi rlcyen to II.
7

8 Ratnolkiidhiiral)f,

as cited in the Silqiisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 2.16-17; VAIDYA, p. 4.22-23):
sraddhayamiinu jiniinjinadharmiin sraddhayate cari buddhasutiiniim I
bodhi anuttara sraddhayamiino jiiyati citta mahiipurllJiilJiim II.
Cf. DE JONG 1981: 240; cf. also Mahiiyiinasiitriilaf!7kiira 4.8.
A critical edition of the Sanskrit and Tibetan texts of Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 is found in the Appendix. All
references to passages from Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 translated in the following discussion refer to the edition
found there.
9
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'conventional' cittotpiida. First, the Bodhisattvabhumi explains. the four occasions or motives
in the following manner: 10
What are the four motives? [I] There [is] a son of a noble family, or a daughter of a noble
family, [who] sees or hears from a trustworthy person about the inconceivable and amazing,
extraordinary manifestation [and] power of a tathiigata or of a bodhisattva. Having seen or
heard [about these things], he falls to thinking thus: "Oh, of great power is this [state of]
awakening, [since] such an extraordinary manifestation or such an ability on the part of those
abiding and engaging in it is seen and heard!" He, on account of just such seeing or hearing
about the power, is strongly inclined towards the great awakening and generates the resolve [to
strive] for the great awakening. This is the first motive occasioning the arising of the resolve [to
become a buddha]. [2] He neither sees nor hears about the power at all. Rather, [he] listens to
the Sublime Doctrine, which tells ofthe highest, perfect awakening being preached, namely, [in]
the Bodhisattvapiraka. And then, after listening [to it, he] conceives faith. After conceiving faith
[and] becoming strongly inclined towards the gnosis of the tathiigata from having listened to the
Sublime Doctrine, [he] generates the resolve [to become a buddha] in order to attain the gnosis
of a tathiigata. This is the second motive occasioning the arising of the resolve [to become a
buddha]. [3] He does not hear the [Sublime] Doctrine at all. Rather, [he] sees that the
disappearance of the Sublime Doctrine ofthe bodhisattva is at hand and is imminent. And again,
after seeing [the precarious state of the bodhisattvasaddharma], he falls to thinking thus: "Alas,
the endurance of the Sublime Doctrine of the bodhisattva serves to dispel the suffering of an
infinite number of sentient beings. Suppose I generate the resolve [to become a buddha] so that
the Sublime Doctrine of the bodhisattva [can] endure for a long time, in order to eradicate the
suffering of these same sentient beings." He, on account of the sheer [wish] to uphold the
Sublime Doctrine, is strongly inclined towards the gnosis of the tathiigata and generates the
resolve [to become a buddha that is needed] for attaining the gnosis of a tathiigata. This is the
third motive occasioning the arising of the resolve [to become a buddha]. [4] He does not see the
impending disappearance of the Sublime Doctrine at all. Rather, in the final age, during the final
time, [he] sees the basis of sentient beings' [personal existence]-those who are inferior [and] of
the last age-as being defiled by the following ten defilements: [they are] [i] full of confusion,
[ii] full of shamelessness and lack of embarrassment, [iii] full of jealousy and envy, [iv] full of
suffering, [v] full of baseness, [vi] full of defilements, [vii] full of bad conduct, [viii] full of
carelessness, [ix] full of laziness, and [x] full of faithlessness. And again, having seen that, he
falls to thinking thus: "Alas, this long, grave time of degeneration has dawned. During this time,
which is defiled in this way, the generation of the resolve [to strive] even for the lesser
awakening of the sriivakas and the pratyekabuddhas is in itself not at all easy to come across,
and how much less so the highest, perfect awakening! Suppose I myself generate the resolve [to
become a buddha]; [ihe~] hopefully others too, foilowing my lead, may generate [bodhicitta]."
He, being bent on [attaining] the great awakening in spite of the difficulty in generating the
resolve [to become a buddha] in the [mal time, generates the resolve [to strive] for the great
awakening. This is the fourth motive occasioning the arising of the resolve [to become a
buddha].
The four pratyayas may be summarised as follows: (1) being awestruck by the power of
buddhas or bodhisattvas, (2) being inspired by the sublime teachings (of the Mahayana), and
thus inclined towards the gnosis of the tathiigata, (3) having a sense of responsibility for

preserving the Sublime Doctrine, and (4) reflecting upon the rarity of the generation of
bodhicitta in the time of degeneration. Hence one may say that while the first two conditions
pertain to the power and knowledge of a buddha, the last two mediate concern for the fast
disappearance of the Buddhist doctrine (which was meant to make up for the .loss of the
historical Buddha). The latter are particularly noteworthy because, as I have already tried to
show, from a historical point of view it may have been just such a concern that motivated
people to introduce the theory of bodhicitta as a measure to guarantee the continued existence

10

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (§3.1.1).
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of the 1bree Jewels. The Bodhisattvabhumi then goes on to explain the four (pre)requisites
(hetu):ll

What are the four (pre)requisites? [1] Excellence of the spiritual basis is the first (pre)requisite
for the arising bf the resolve' [to become a buddha] within a bodhisattva. [2] Being under the
care of buddhas, bodhisattvas;and spiritual friends is the second (pre)requisite for the arising of
the resolve [to become a buddha] within a bodhisattva. [3] Compassion towards living beings is
the third (pre)requisite for the arising of the resolve [to become a buddha] within a bodhisattva.
[4] Being unafraid of even the long-lasting, manifold, intense, [and] unceasing suffering
[characteristic] of sa.",siira, and of the suffering of the practice of hardships, is the fourth
(pre)requisite for the arising of the resolve [to become a buddha] within a bodhisattva.
The first (pre)requisite, the excellency of sriritual disposition (gotrasampat), is not earned by
hard work but rather said to be inherent. l The text does not comment much on this fOint,
since it has been dealt with in a separate chapter (parala) of the Bodhisattvabhumi. l The
second (pre)requisite, the excellence of the spiritual friend (mitrasampat), is explained by
subclassifying it into four types: l4
The excellence of the spiritual friend of a bodhisattva should be known to be of four types: [i]
The spiritual friend of a bodhisattva proves right from the beginning not to be stupid [or] dull by
nature, [but] learned and wise, and [one who has] not fallen into bad views. This is the first
excellence of a spiritual friend. [ii] Moreover, [the spiritual friend] neither causes him [to
display] carelessness nor provides him an occasion for doing so. This is the second excellence of
a spiritual friend. [iii] Further, [the spiritual friend] neither causes him [to engage] in bad
conduct nor provides him an occasion for doing so. This is the third excellence of a spiritual
friend. [iv] And [lastly, the spiritual friend] does not persuade him to display inferior qualities of
faith, devotion, right undertaking, perseverance, [and] efficient strategy by dissuading [him]
from [displaying] superior qualities of faith, devotion, right undertaking, perseverance, [and]
efficient strategy~for instance, [persuading him to follow] the Sriivakayana or the
Pratyekabuddhayana by dissuading [him] from [following] the Mahayana; or [to strive after]
contemplation-born [insight] by dissuading [him] from [striving after] meditation-born [insight];
[to strive after] learning-born [insight] by dissuading [him] from [striving after] contemplationborn [insight]; [to engage] in doing [physical] service [in the monastery or temple] by
dissuading [him] from [striving after] learning-born [insight]; [to engage] in the [meritorious
activity] of generosity by dissuading [him] from [engaging in the merit] accruing from ethicalmoral discipline. Thus [he] does not persuade [sentient beings to engage] in one or the other
inferior virtuous [activities] by dissuading [them] from [engaging in] one or the other superior
virtuous [activities]. This is the fourth excellence ofa spiritual friend.
As to the third (pre)requisite, that is, compassion, the text mentions four reasons why a'
bodhisattva is full of compassion: l5
A bodhisattva proves to be full of compassion towards sentient beings for four reasons: [i] There
do [indeed] exist world spheres, among the endless unbounded [systems of] world spheres in the
ten directions, in which no suffering is perceived. However, this bodhisattva has taken birth in a
[world] sphere containing suffering, [that is,] where suffering is perceived, [and]not in [a place
where there is] no suffering. [ii] [The bodhisattva] sees'iliat another [sentient being] is affected,

II

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2. (§3.1.2).

12 Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2. (§3.1.2): "Amongst [these], it should be known that the excellent spiritual basis of the
bodhisattva has been attained by nature" (tatra gotrasal'!lpad bodhisattvasya dharmatiipratilabdhaiva veditavyii
I).
13

See Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.1 (the Gotrapatala).

14 Bodhisattvabhiimi

IS

1.2. (§3.1.2).

Bodhisattvabhiimi 112. (§3.1.2).
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tormented, [and] overwhelmed by a certain [kind of] suffering. [iii] And [that] he himself
becomes affected, tormented, and overwhelmed by a certain [kind] of suffering. [iv] Moreover,
[the bodhisattva] sees another or himself or both being affected, tormented, [and] overwhelmed
by long-lasting, manifold, intense, and unceasing suffering. Owing to these four [obj ective]
supports [or] bases, compassion-[first] mild, [then] moderate, [and later] intense--originatesand-continues in this bodhisattva on account of his spiritual disposition, [that is,] because he is
benevolent by nature, [and this even] without repeated practice [in his lifetime].
Regarding .the fourth (pre)requisite, the Bodhisattvabhiimi explains why a bodhisattva is not
deterred by the long, intense, and varying difficulties faced by him in salJlsiira: 16
Having set compassion towards the sentient beings as [his] priority, a bodhisattva, on account of
the [following] four reasons, neither dreads nor is afraid of even the long-lasting, manifold,
intense, and unceasing sufferings [characteristic] of sa7!1sara, much less oflesser ones: [i] He is
by nature daring, steadfast, and vigorous. This is the first reason. [ii] He is learned, having a
disposition towards proper reflection and possessing a capacity for critical analysis. This is the
second reason. [iii] He is endowed with an intense inclination towards the highest, perfect
awakening. This is the third reason. [iv] He is endowed with intense compassion towards
sentient beings. This is the fourth reason.
The four hetus are thus: (1) having an ideal spiritual disposition, (2) having virtuous spiritual
friends, (3) being compassionate, and (4) not being deterred by the suffering endemic to
salJlsiira. Furthermore, the Bodhisattvabhiimi speaks of four strengths (bala) that give rise to
cittotpiida: 17
What are the four strengths? [i] Personal strength (adhyatmabala), [ii] the strength of others
(parabala), [iii] the strength of the (pre)requisites (hetubala) [attained during past lives], and
[iv] the strength of exertion (prayogabala) [in the present life].
The four are explained thus: 18
[i] Among these, the passion for the highest, perfect awakening that has arisen in virtue of one's
power is called the personal strength of a bodhisattva [conducive] to the arising of the resolve
[to become a buddha]. [ii] On the other hand, the passion for the highest, perfect awakening
[that] has been aroused by the power of someone else is, consequentially, called a bodhisattva's
strength of others [conducive] to the arising of the resolve [to become a buddha]. [iii] The
previous habitual pursuit of the Mahayana-related wholesome factors of a bodhisattva, [having
the effect] that the resolve [to become a buddha] arises swiftly in this [present life] as a result of
merely seeing buddhas and bodhisattvas or of merely hearing praise [of them]-and how much
more so of seeing [their] power or hearing the sublime teachings [taught by them]! [This] is
called the strength of (pre)requisites of a bodhisattva [conducive] to the arising of the resolve [to
become a-buddha]. [iv] The long-term habitual pursuit of wholesome factors in the present life,
such as relying on noble persons and listening to [and] reflecting upon sublime teachings, is
called the strength of the exertion ofa bodhisattva [conducive] to the arising of the resolve [to
become a buddha].
The four balas may be summarised as follows: (1) personal strength, (2) the strength of
others, (3) the strength of the (pre)requisites, and (4) the strength of exertion. Although
Sthiramati does not name the Bodhisattvabhiimi as his source, his summary of the four
conditions (pratyaya), four prerequisites (hetu), and four strengths (bala) of cittotpiida in the
Kiisyapaparivartafikii is evidently based on the pertinent passage ofthe Bodhisattvabhiimi. 19

16

Bodhisattvabhumi 1.2. (§3.1.2).

17

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2. (§3.1.3).

" Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2. (§3.1.3).
19

Kiisyapaparivartafikii (P, fols. 255b6-256bl; D, fols. 208bl-209al; S, vol. 67, pp. 556.13-557.17).
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4. Causes and Conditions pertaining to Bodhicitta in the Mahiiyiinasiitriilalflkiira

The MahiiyiinasiitriilalJl/dira not only reformulated the four conditions (pratyaya), four
prerequisites (heiu), and four strengths (bala) found in the Bodhisattvabhiimi-turning, for
example, the four into five strengths (the fifth, however, is not designated specifically as a
'strength')-but also introduced the concept of 'absolute' cittotpiida and explored its causes,
neither of which topics is found in the Bodhisattvabhiimi. Siigaramegha's attempt to relate the
four pratyayas and the four hetus with the four balas of the Bodhisattvabhiimi may have been
influenced by this new scheme in the MahiiyiinasiitriilalJlkiira.2o It must be made clear,
however, that the actual context in which these five strengths occur in the
MahiiyiinasiitriilalJl/dira is the five kinds of conventional cittotpiida given rise to by various
extrinsic causes and not the causes and conditions pertaining to cittotpiida as such. The five
strengths that conduce to conventional cittotpiida, as specified there, are: 21 (a) the strength of
friends (mitrabala), (b) the strength of causes (hetubala), (c) the strength of basic [wholesome
virtues] (miilabala), (d) the strength of learning or study (srutabala), and (e) the strength of
repeated practice of wholesome virtues (subhiibhyiisa) or repeated learning (srutiibhyiisa).22
There are some textual problems with the basic text. Nonetheless, the five strengths
(bala) listed in it are clarified by the MahiiyiinasiitriilalJlkiirabhiisya attributed to one
Vasubandhu and by Sthiramati's *(Mahiiyiina)siitriilalJlkiiravyiikhyii. Sthiramati's
sub commentary naturally provides more details, for it not only comments on the verses but
occasionally also on prose portions of the MahiiyiinasiitriilalJlkiirabhiisya. *Asvabhiiva's
MahiiyiinasiitriilalJlkiirarikii, on the other hand, does not contribute anything helpful in the
present case. The explanation of the five strengths can be summarised thus: (a) Bodhicitta
may be generated on the initiative of one's spiritual friends (kalyii]Jamitra) , preceptors
(upiidhyiiya), or masters (iiciirya)?3 (b) It may be generated bl a cause (hetu) that lies within
oneself, that is, one's inherent spiritual disposition (gotra)? (c) Bodhicitta may arise as a
result of the waxing of the spiritual disposition (rif rgyas pa) following the accumulation of
basic wholesome virtues (kusalamiila) in the past. 5 (d) Bodhicitta may arise in this life as a

20 Bodhlsaltvabhiimlvyiikhyii (P, fol. 24bl-2; D, fols. 20b7-21al; S, vol. 75, p. 655.15-16): "The first two helus
are two balas, and also the first tWo pratyayas are two balas" (dang po 'I rgyu gnyls nyld slobs gnyis yin zhing I
dang po'i [po PN] rkyen gnyis kyang slobs gnyis yin no II).
21

Mahiiyiinastltriila",kiira 4.7ab.

22 The alternative reading *sruliibhyiisa is according to Sthiramati's *(Mahiiyiina)siilriila",kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol.
mi, fa!. 60b4-7; D, vol. mi, fols. 54b6-55al; S, vol. 71, pp, 1032.15-1033.1), where the expression Ihos pa goms
pa'i Slobs occurs twice.
"
23 Mahiiyiinasiilriila",kiirabhii0'a (p. 15.2): sa punaI' mUrabaliid vii bhavall kalyii(lOmilriinurodhiil I;
*(Mahiiyiina)siilriila",kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi, fol. 60a5-7; D, vol. mi, fol. 54bl-3; S, vol. 71, pp. 1031.191032.3): grogs Slobs zhes bya ba'i Ishig dang I sems bskyed gzhan gyis bslan pa zhes bya ba'i Ishig gnyls su
sbyar Ie I sems bskyed pa gang mkhan po 'am slob dpon nam I dge ba'i bshes gnyen la 10 zhig gis «byang chub IU
[du P] sems bskyed na phan pa dang legs pa rgya chen po 'byung bas sems [sams P] bskyed pa 'i rigs so» zhes
bya ba'i chos bslan pa las byang chub lu. sems bskyed pa ni grogs kyi Slobs kyis [kyi PN] sems bskyed pa zhes
bya'o II.

Mahiiyiinasiilriila",kiirabhii~ya (p. 15.2): helubaliid vii gOlrasiimarlhyiil I; *(Mahiiyiina)siilriilaJ!1kiiravyiikhy(/
(P, vol. mi, fol. 60a8; D, vol. mi, fol. 54b3; S, vol. 71, p. 1032.3-5): byang chub sems dpa'i rigs yod pas rigs kyi
mlhus shugs kyls bskul nas byang chub lu [du P] sems bskyed pa nl rgyu'l Slobs kyls sems [am. PN] bskyed pa
zhes bya'a II rgyu dang rigs dag nl don gcig go II·
24

Mahiiyiinasiilriilalf/kiirabhii~ya (p. 15.3): kusalamiiliid viitltapu~tila/:1l; according to the Tibetan translation (P,
fol. 148a6; D, fol. 140al; S, vol. 70, p. 1158.16), which reads: dge ba'i rlsa ba 'I slobs las Ie I de'l rigs rgyas pa 'I
sgo nas .... : kusalamUiabaliid vii ladgolrapu~tila/:1. See also the *(Mahiiyiina)siilriilalf/kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi,

25

-----_._-----------
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result of having studied, contemplated, and meditated on the bodhisattva theories and
practices during I?revio~s .liv~s.26 2~e) It I?~y also arise as a r~s~l~ ?f habitua! s~dy and
contemplation durmg this hfetlme. Bodhzcztta generated on the mlttatlve of one s fnends or
teachers is said to be unstable and prone to relapse. (The relapse of bodhicitta, however, will
be discussed elsewhere.)
We shall now move on to the causes of absolute cittotpiida presented in the
Mahiiyiinasutriilarrzkiira and its commentaries. In this case, too, it must be noted_ that these
causes are brought up only parenthetically within the context of absolute cittotpiida. We have
already seen that, according to the Mahiiyiinasutriila7J1kiira and its commentaries, bodhicitta
is considered absolute or supreme if it fulfils three criteria. One of the criteria is its
gnoseological quality, namely, its being a non-conceptual fonn of gnosis (nirvikalpajfziina).
The other two criteria are connected with the causes that give rise to such a gnosis: absolute
bodhicitta arises as a result of one's having duly approached (supiisita) the Fully Awakened
Ones (sa7J1buddha) and of having duly gathered (susa7J1bhrta) the accumulations of gnosis and
beneficial resources (jfziinapwJyasa7J1bhiira). The causes of absolute bodhicitta mentioned in
Mahiiyiinasutriila7J1kiira 4.8 must be compared with the verse cited and discussed above. The
two causes mentioned there are explained in the Mahiiyiinasutriila7J1kiirabhii$ya as pertaining
to instructions (upadda) and practice (pratipatti).28 Sthiramati designates the two as 'supreme
instruction' (lung dam pa) and 'supreme cause' (rgyu dam pa), respectively. Non-conceptual
gnosis itself is called the 'supreme nature' (rang bzhin dam pa). Sthiramati also makes it clear
that the causes of absolute bodhicitta discussed here are attended to by a bodhisattva while
still on the adhimukticaryiibhumi for one countless aeon. The attainment of the darianamiirga
or first bhumi is thus identical with the attainment of absolute bodhicitta,z9
5. Causes and Conditions pertaining to Bodhicitta as Discussed Elsewhere

The Gw:ziiparyantastofraffkii attributed to Dignaga cites a verse which alludes t6 four causes
of bodhicitta. It states: 30

fol. 60a8-b2; D, vol. mi, fol. 54b3-4; S, vol. 71, p_ 1032_6-9): tshe rabs snga rna 10 theg pa chen po 'i chos [am.
PN] don zab cing rgya che ba rtogs par 'gyur ba dang I byang chub tu sems bslcyed par 'gyur ba 'i dge ba 'i rlsa
ba dang I bsod noms Icyi tshogs bsags pas rigs brtas [rtas PN] par gyur nas byang chub tll sems bslcyed [am. PN]
pa ni rlsa ba 'i stabs Icyis sems [am. PN] bslcyed pa zhes bya'o II.
Mahiiyiinasutriilamkiirabhii~ya (p. 15.3-4): srlltabaliid vii talra tatra dharmaparyiiye bhii$YamiiIJe bahiiniim
bodhicittOlpiidiit I; *(Mahiiyiina)sutriilamkiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi, fol. 60b2-4; D, vol. mi, fol. 54b4-6; S, vol.
71, p. 1032.9-15): tshe-rabs snga rna la theg pa chen po'i chos nyan pa dang I bsam [bsams PN] pa dang I
bsgom [bsgoms PN] pa 'bya ste' [= byas te]1 ye shes [add. kyi DC] tshogs bsags pas tshe 'dir byang chub tll sems
bslcyed pa ni thos pa 'i stobs Icyis sems bslcyed pa zhes bya ste I yang na de bzhin gshegs pas lang kar gshegs pa
la sags pa 'i mdo sde de dang de dag bshad pa na Iha dang mi la sags pa 'i 'gro ba mang po byang chub tll sems
bslcyed po ni thos pa'i stabs Icyis sems bslcyed pa zhes bya'o II.
26

27

Mahiiyiinasutriilamkiirabhii$Ya
(p.
15.4-5):
sllbhiibhyiisiid
vii
dma
iva
dharme
satatasravaIJodgrahalJadhiiralJiidibhib I; *(Mahiiyiina)sutriilamkiiravyiikhyCi (P, vol. mi, fol. 60b4-5; D, vol. mi,
fol. 54b6; S, vol. 71, p. 1032.15-18): tshe 'di la dge ba'i bshes gnyen mang po las chos thos pa yang Ian grangs
mang du mnyan [mnyen P] te chos dang don shes [shas PN] Icyis mthong nas sems bslcyed pa ni thos pa [pas PN]
goms pa'i stabs Icyis sems bslcyed pa zhes bya'o II.
2B
Mahiiyiinasutriilamkiirabhiisya (p. 15.21):
pCiramCirthikatvam cittotpiidasya darsayati I.

prathamena

Slokenopade§apratipattyadhigamavise~aib

*(MahiiyCina)siitriilamkiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi, fol. 6IaS-b5; D, vol. mi, fol. 55a5-b4: S, vol. 71, pp. 1033.171034.19).
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Bodhicitta arises-and-continues
On account of these four causes and conditions:
Spiritual disposition (gotra), a spiritual friend (kalyiilJamitra),
Compassion (karwJii), arid not being deterred by suffering.
Ratnakarasiinti, too, discusses the causes of bodhicitta and presents for his part five causes
and one condition: 31
What are the causes of cittotpiida? What are the conditions? ... The causes are of five kinds: [1]
Seeing the suffering of sentient beings [by] repeated practice of the four immeasurables
(apramiilJa), [2] knowing the nature [of one's objective, i.e. the Three Jewels] from having taken
refuge (SaralJagamana) [in them],'2 [3] purifying the mental continuum by gathering the [two]
accumulations (sambhiira), [4] the mind becoming serene upon encountering the supports [of
the Buddha's body, speech, and mind, such as statues, scriptures, and stiipas?], and [5]
repeatedly practising compassion (karulJii). As for the conditions, they are [onel: being under
the influence of a good spiritual friend (kalyiilJamitra).
Furthennore, the A~ayamatinirde.§asiitra lists forty-five ways in which bodhicitta is said to
arise. These, however, carmot be discussed here. 33

6. Compassion as the Root Cause of Bodhicitta
The relation between karulJii and bodhicitta is somewhat complex. Sometimes one gets the
impression that karulJii, alongside prajiiii, is seen as the basic constituent of bodhicitta. At
other times, karwJii, prajiiii, and bodhicitta are spoken of as co-factors in the emergence of a
bodhisattva. 34 Some sources also speak of karulJii as an outcome of insight into true reality or
of awakening itself. Nevertheless, karwJii is often seen not only as a cause of bodhicitta but as
its root cause, and it is this relation between karulJii and bodhicitta that I shall look at here.
Although we have seen in the preceding paragraphs that compassion does not always occur as
a cause or condition pertaining to bodhicitta, both the Bodhisattvabhiimi and the
Mahiiyiinasiitriila/'f1kiira, which present the most detailed discussions of such causes and
conditions, do restate the role of karu'(lii in this regard and explicitly name it as a cause of
bodhicitta.
According to the Bodhisattvabhiimi, the generation of the resolve to become a buddha is
the natural outcome (ni:;yanda) of compassion: 35
Furthermore, a bodhisattva who is compassionate (kiirulJika) towards afflicted sentient beings
[and who harbours] the intention of completely rescuing [them], generates the resolve. [to
become a buddha]. Therefore, the generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] is the natural
outcome of compassion (karulJiinieyanda).

30 GUlJiiparyantastotratikii (P, foIs. 234b8-235aI; D, fol. 20Ia2-3; S, vol. I, p. 590.15-17): byang chub Icy; smon
lam de'i rgyu [add. yang PN] bzhi ste I <<rigs dang dge bshes snying /]e dang II sdug bsngal rnams Icyis mi fdag
pa II rgyu bzhi rlcyen ni 'di dag gis II byang chub sems ni rab tu 'jug II» ces gsungs pa dag ste I.
JI RatniifokiifaJ?1kiira (P, fol. 282a2-4; D, fal. 240bl-3; S, vol. 64, p. 677.10-16): byang chub tu sems bslcyed
pa'i rgyu ni gang I rlcyen ni gang I... rgyu ni rnampa lnga sle I [I] Ishad medpa goms pa [= pas] sems can gyi
sdug bsngal mthong ba dang I [2] slcyabs su song bas bdag nyid shes pa dang I [3] Ishogs bsags pas rgyud rnam
par dag pa dang I [4] rlen mngon du gyur pas rgyud dang bar gyurpa dang I [5] snying /]e gams pa 'a II rl.yen ni
dge ba'i bshes gnyen dbang du gyur pa '0 II.
32 Cf. the RalniilokiilaJ?1kiira (P, fol. 282bl; D, fol. 240b6; S, vol. 64, p. 678.7-8): "Taking refuge in the Buddha,
Dhanna, and SalJ1gha with the desire to obtain them ... " (sangs rgyas dang chos dang dge 'dun fa de nyid thab
par 'dod pas slcyabs su 'gro .... ).
]J

For details, see the Akeayamatinirdersasutra (T, foIs. 19a3-20b6; D, foIs. 90a2-9Ib5).

34 Madhyamakiivatiira

35

1.1. See also SEYFORTRUEGG 2004: 7.

Badhisaltvabhiimi 1.2 (§1.2.3).
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GUJ}.aprabha, too, makes it clear that cittotpiida is the result of .compassion.36 And again,
Sagaramegha, while accepting both insight (prajiiii) and compassion (karU1Jii) as the principal
causes of awakening (bodhl), states that it is compassion which causes bodhicitta: 37
The two, [namely,] insight and compassion, are the principal causes of awakening. Of these
[two], does the resolve [to strive] for awakening arise from insight or does it arise from
compassion? [It is] for this reason [that the Bodhisattvi:Jbhftmil says: "[being compassionate]
towards tormented sentient beings" (dubkhite$u ca sattve$u) and so on. If [bodhicifta] were to
arise from insight, [this] would be the principal [cause oj] attaining awakening. However,
[bodhicitta] does not arise on account of it (i.e. insight). Whence [bodhicittaJ. arises from
compassion, and hence it should be known that cittotplida is·the natural outcome of compassion.
A bodhisattva, having first generated the resolve to protect sentient beings resolutely and
unwaveringly, afterwards seeks ways of efficiently protecting sentient beings, and seeing no
[means] other than Buddhahood, generates the resolve [to strive] for the highest, perfect
awakening. Hence, it is compassion that protects tormented sentient beings. Thus should the
meaning of this [passage] be understood. The mother whose son has fallen into a well should be
taken here as an example [of being compassionate].
The Mahiiyiinasutrlilarrzklira states that the root of all four kinds of cittotplida outlined in it is
compassion. 38 The Mahayiinasutriilarrzklirabhli$Ya makes this point even more explicitly:39
[Question:] What is the root of the four kinds of cittotplida of the bodhisattvas? ... Answer:
Great compassion (mahlikarw;zli) is the root.
Sthiramati more or less states the same thing except that he provides a reason why bodhicitta
should be ro.oted in compassion: 4o
[Mahiiylinasfttrlila",klira 4.3a has been formulated] as an answer to the question "What is the
root of the four kinds of bodhicitta?" For it is maintained [there] that the root of the four kinds
of bodhlcitta is compassion, that is, an impulse reflecting the will (cetanii) to eliminate the pain
[or suffering] of sentient beings out of compassion. The latter endures in virtue of taking in all
sentient beings. If compassion were not at the root [of bodhicitta],41 bodhicitta would not be

Bodhisaltvabhumivrlli (p, fol. 184a4; D, fol. 146b6-7; S, vol. 75, p. 402.15): gang gi 'bras bu yin zhe na
smras pa I snying rje'i rgyu mlhun pa zhes bya'o II.

36

I

Bodhisaltvabhumivyiikhyii (P, fol. 23a8-b5; D, fol. 20al-5; S, vol. 75, p. 653.8-21): ... shes rab dang snying
rje gnyis ni byang chub Icyi rgyu 'i glso ~o yin no II de fda P] dag las Icyang ci byang chub Icyi sems de shes rab
las 'byung bar 'gyur ram I 'on Ie snying rje las 'byung bar 'gyut zhe na I de lla bas na «sems can sdug bsngal
ba mams la» zhes bya ba la sogs pa la I shes rab las kun tu [du D] 'byung ba yin na ni byang chub Ihob pa glso
bor 'gyur zhing I de'i dbang gis byung [= 'byung] bar mi 'gyur ro II de'i phyir snying rje las kun tu [du D] byung
ba yin pas I de lla bas na sems bslcyed pa de ni snying rje'i rgyu mlhun pa yin no zhes bya bar rig par bya'o II
byang chub sems dpa' ni sngar sems can yongs su bslcyab pa 'i bsam pa brian po mi g.yo ba bslcyed nas I de'i
rjes la yongs su bslcyab pa'i Ihabs Icyi lam Ishol bar byed pa na I sangs rgyas nyid las gzhan rna mlhong nas bla
na med payang dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub tu sems slcyed [bskyed PN] par byed do II de Ita bas na sdug
bsngal ba'i se'l's can mams yongs su bslcyab pa ni snying rje [add. chen po N] yin no zhes 'di'i don rig par
bya'o II 'dir khKon pa'i nang du bu Ihung ba'i rna dper bya'o II.
.
37

38

MahiiyiinasulriilaTf/kiira 4.3a: karufJamula i$(o 'sau ....

3. MahiiyiinasutriilOltlkiirabhii$ya (p. 14.18-20): kiTf/mula e$a calurvidho bodhisaltviiniilfl cillolpiida/l ... iiha I
karufJiimula/ll·
40 *(Mahiiyiina)sulriilaTf/kiiravyiikhyii (P, vol. mi, fol. 58bl-3; D, vol. mi, fol. 53al-3; S, vol. 71, p. 1028.5-11):
byang chub Icyi sems mam pa bzhi'i rlsa ba gang zhe na zhes dris [dres P] pa dang I de 'j Ian du byang chllb Icyi
sems mam pa bzhi'i rlsa ba ni snying rje yin par 'dod pa'i phyir ro zhes snying rjes sems can gyi sdug bsngal
bsal bar bya'o snyam du sems pa sle I des sems can Ihams cad bsdus nas gnas so II galle snying rje rlsa bar
gyur pa med na ni sems can mams Icyi don du byang chub Icyi sems mams Icyang [kyi PN] mi slcyed Icyi nyan Ihos
bzhin du mya ngan las 'das par 'jug par 'gyur Ie I de bas na rlsa ba ni snying rje'o II.

41

Or "If [bodhicitta] were not rooted in compassion."
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generated for the sake of sentient beings, and [the bodhisattvas] would enter into nirvalJa [in a
traditional sense], like sravakas. Therefore, the root [of bodhicitta] is compassion.
*Asvabhiiva adds that great compassion 'embraces' Ckhyiui) all sentient beings, and without
it as a root, a bodhisattva would never generate the resolve to strive for the highest awakening
but, like the sriivakas, enter into nirviilJa without considering the needs of sentient beings. 42
The Salrzvrtibodhicittabhiivanii attributed to one A§vagho~a presents what appears to
be practical guidance for the generation of bodhicitta. It states that the 'sprout' of bodhicitta

arises from the 'seed' of compassion, and goes on to exhort that one should first of all dwell
in a secluded place, where one can detach oneself from meaningless and deceptive worldly
concerns. 43 Mind, it notes, is itself a place of seclusion since it is primordially unborn.
Beginners, however, should first of all abide in a secluded place without, and only afterwards
seek the place of seclusion within. This place of seclusion is described as the 'seed' (bija) that
is the very 'seat of awakening' (bodhimwuja), perhaps meaning 'spiritual disposition' (gotra)
or even the tathiigatagarbha itself.44 rvve should perhaps distinguish this 'seed' from the
'seed of compassion' also mentioned in this context.) Thus, having sought and secured the
outer and inner 'seats of awakening,' one engages in the contemplative practices of the socalled 'four immeasurables' (apramiilJa). The well-prepared field of equanimity (upe~ii) is
watered or moistened with the water of benevolence (maUri), and a practitioner endowed with
a sense of joyousness (muditii) plants the seed of compassion (karulJii). Room for insightful
view having thus been provided, the sprout of bodhicitta is brought forth by efficient
strategies (upiiya).45
Several other authors have referred to compassion as the root of bodhicitta. The
BodhicittavivaralJa states: 46

42 Mahiiyiinasutriilal/1kiira{lkii (p, fol. 60b6-7; D, fol. 53b5-6; S, vol. 71, p. 135.10-15): snying /je chen po ni
sems bskyed pa'i rtsa ba'o zhes bya ba ni I de ni 'gro ba 'khyud de 'dug pa yin no II gal te snying rje chen po
rtsa ba yin par rna gyur na I byang chub sems dpa' mams nam yang bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i
byang chub tu sems bskyed par mi 'gyur gyi [gyis PN] I sems can la mi Ita bas nyan thos dagbzhin du mya ngan
las 'daspa lagzhol bar 'gyurro II.
43

Sal/1vrtibodhicittabhiivanii (P, fol. 15b7-8; D, fol. 14a2; S, vol. 64, p. 39.5-7):
de yang thog mar 'di Ita ste II
don med rnam par bslu ba yin [= yi?JII
'jig rten chos la rna chags par II
nags tshalla sags dben par bsdad II.

44

Sal/1vrtibadhicittabhiivanii (P, fols. 15b8-16a1; D, fol. 14a2-3; S, vol. 64, p. 39.7-11):
sems nyid gdad nas rna skyes pa II
rang 'byung [byung PN] dgon pa yin mod kyi II
las dang po pa 'i sems can gyis II
phyi ral dgan pa thog mar bsten [bston DJII
de [de'i PN] 'og sems nyid dgon pa btsalll
byang chub snying po 'i sa bon la II
brten nas don chen 'di Itar sgrub [bsgrub PNJII.

45

Sal/1vrtibodhicittabhiivanii (P, fol. 16al-2; D, fol. 14a3-4; S, vol. 64, p. 39.11-14):
de yang thog mar tshad med blo II
btang snyoms sa gzhi legs bdalla II
byams pa 'i chu bas mam bcus la II
rab tu dga' ba 'i mal 'byor pas II
snying /je 'i sa bon legs par gdab II
Ita ba'i nam mkha' go phye [phya DJla II
byang sems myu gu thabs kyis bskyed II,

46

BodhicittavivaralJa 85:
snying rjes brtan pa 'i rtsa ba can

II
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The Sons of the Victorious Ones strive for awakening (bodhz),.
Which has the benefit of others as [its] single objective,
And which comes forth from the sprout of bodhicitta,
Which [in turn] has steadfast compassion as [its] roOt. 47
Furthermore, Aciirya SUra is quoted as having stated the following: 48
All good qualities depend on bodhicitta;
Excellent bodhicitta arises from compassion.
.
Candraklrti also emphasised the role of compassion,49 as did later Indian scholars such as
KamaiaSila50 and Atisa. The latter states: 51
It is because the sentiment of compassion (karwJiicitta) arises out of the sentiment of
benevolence (maitricitta), and bodhicitta arises out of the sentiment of compassion that I have
stated here: "Having been preceded b~ the sentiment ofbenevolence...."s2
Likewise, his Samiidhisa",bhiira states:
Strengthen the resolve [to strive] for perfect awakening (sal'J'lbodhicitta),
Once it has arisen by the power of initial compassion.
According to Ratn8k:araiiiinti, compassion not only causes bodhicitta to arise but also to
subsist and attain completion. 54 The importance of great compassion as the root or seed of
bodhicitta is also echoed in Vajrayiina Buddhism. For example, in the
Vairocanabhisa",bodhifanfra, the bodhisattva Vajrapfu;ri, having extolled the qualities of
omniscient gnosis (sarvajiiajiiiina), asks the Buddha what its cause (hetu) is and what its root
(mula) and completion are. Thereupon the Buddha answers: 55

byang sems myu gu las byung ba II
gzhan don gcig 'bras byang chub ni II
rgyal ba'i sras mams sgom par byed II.
47 Note that my translation of the verse slightly differs from the English translation provided in LINDTNER 1997:
61.

Ratniilokiila",kiira (P, fol. 285a7-8; D, fol. 243a7; S, vol. 64, p. 684.14-16): slob dpon dpa' bos I yon tan ma
Ius byang chub sems la brten II byang chub mchog sems snying de'i rgyu las 'byung II zhes 'chad do II.
Ratniikarasiintl is apparently referring to Siira's Piiramitiisamiisa. Cf. Piiramitiisamiisa 2.57bc:
sa",bodhicitte ca gu1)ii/l samagrii/l II
abhyasyate lac ca krpiigu1)ena I.
For an English translation of the verse, see MEADOWS 1986: 191.
48

.9 Catu/lsatakatikii (p, fol. 61a2-3; D, fol. 56b4-5; S, vol. 60, p. 1068.9-10): bla na medpayang dagpar rdzogs
pa'i byang chub kyj sems snying de chen po 'i rgyu can I.
so See SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 96.
51 Bodhimiirgapradipapafijikii (p, fol. 287al-2; D, fol. 249a2-3; S, vol. 64, p. 1669.16-18): byams pa'i sems las
snying de'i sems 'byung la snying rje'i sems las byang chub kyi sems 'byung bas na bdag [dag P] gis 'dir I
byams pa'i sems ni sngon 'gro bas II zhes smras so II. For the text and a translation, see SHERBURNE 2000: 7071.

Cf. the translation in SHERBURNE 2000: 71. Atisa is here explainiog Bodhipathapradipa lOa. See EIMER 1978:
108-109; SHERBURNE 2000: 6-7.

52

53

Samiidhisa",bhiira 1 (p, fol. 169a2-3; D, fol. 134b6; S, vol. 21, p. 542.4):
dang po 'i [po PN] snying de 'j stobs las byung II
rdzogs pa'i byang chub sems brtan bya II.

5. Ratniilokiila",kiira (P, fol. 285a8; D, fol. 243a7-bl; S, vol. 64, p. 684.16-17): ... snying rje brtan [bstan PN]
pas byang chub kyi sems brtan par 'gyur te skye ba na [dang PN] gnas pa dang mthar thug pa 'i rgyu yin pa 'i
phyirl·
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This omniscient gnosis has bodhicitta as [its] cause, compassion as [its] root, and efficient
strategy as [its] completion.
Similarly, Rong-zom-pa states: 56
The generation of the resolve [to strive] for omniscient gnosis in order to liberate all sentient
beings from the ocean of saTflsiira is the main part of the commitment (saTflvara). Without
attaining this omniscient gnosis one cannot act for the bllnefit of sentient beings. Hence, if one
attains it, [its] cause will have been bodhicitta. [Its] root is great compassion. [Itsr completion is
[dependent on] efficient strategies. One cannot do without any of these three.
Although compassion is not directly viewed here as the root of bodhicitta but rather of
omniscient gnosis, it can be still argued that compassion is indirectly considered to be the root
of bodhicitta, which is the cause of omniscient gnosis. Candraklrti. employed logical
reasoning and authoritative scriptures to demonstrate that sriivakas and pratyekabuddhas arise
from tathiigatas, tathiigatas from bodhisattvas, and bodhisattvas from compassion, non-dual
insight, and bodhicitta; and that non-dual insight and bodhicitta are rooted in compassion. 57
Finally, it needs to be pointed out that mahiikarulJii is not just conceived of as the root cause
of bodhicitta, but occasionally, as in the DharmasaTflgi"tisiitra, also described as the single
most important dharma to be practised by a bodhisattva. 58
7. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I have attempted to present a systematic and exhaustive treatment of the
causes and conditions pertaining to ethico-spiritual bodhicitta as found in relatively early
sources, such as the Bodhisattvabhiimi and the MahiiyiinasiitriilaTflkiira, and some later
treatises. It may be said that even though the causes and conditions pertaining to bodhicitta
are multiple, they can be subsumed under what one may call 'inner cause' and 'external
conditions'-the 'inner cause' being the spiritual disposition (gotra) and the 'external
conditions' being good spiritual friends or teachers (kalyiilJamitra). Furthennore, of all causes
and conditions pertaining to bodhicitta, compassion stands out as the' seed or the root of
bodhicitta, and indirectly even of Buddhahood itself. This is an important point in Mahayana
Buddhism because, doctrinally, it is compassion that makes the appearance and activities of a
buddha possible.

55 Vairocaniibhisa",bodhitantra, as cited in the First Bhiivaniikrama {p. 196.20-21):"tad etad sarvajiJajiiiinal'{l
karUl;liimiilal'{l bodhicittahetukam upiiyaparyavasiinam I; cf. the Vairocaniibhisal'{lbodhitantra (T, foL 104b5; D,
foL 153a5): rgyu ni byang chub kyi sems so II rtsa ba ni snying rye chen po '01/ mthar thug pa ni thabs so /I. This
passage is also cited in the Piiramitiiyiinabhiivanii (p, foL 83b7-8; D, foL 77a4-5; S, voL 64, p. 221. 10-13) and
in the mDo rgyas (A, foL 154a4-bl; B, p. 250.10-15). A further citation is found in Tsong-kha-pa's Lam rim
chen mo (foL 185a3-bl); see the corresponding English translation in LAMRIM TRANSLATION COMMmEE 2002:
17. See also SEYFORTRUEGG 1981: 98; TsUDA 1978: 183; WAYMAN 1991: 55; HODGE 2003: 54-55, 544, n. II.
56

ITa 'grel (A, foL 264a2-5; B, p. 348.14-19): sems can thams cad 'khor ba'i rgyamtsho' las bsgral ba'iphyir

I thams cad mkhyen pa 'i ye shes kyi sems bskyed pa ni I sdom pa 'i dngos gzhi yin la I thams cad mkhyen pa 'i ye
shes de ma thobs [= thob] par sems can gyi don byed kyang mi nus pas I de thob par bya na rgyu ni byang chub
kyi sems I rtsa ba ni snying rye chen po '0 /I mthard 'phyin pa ni thabs la mkhas pa ste I 'di gsum ni mi tshang du
mi rung ngo /I.
57

Madhyamakiivatiirabhiiwa (pp. 1.12-11.12).

58 See the Dharmasal'{lgftisiitra, as cited in the Si~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 286.7-287.5; VAIDYA, p. 151.1425). For an English translation, see BENDALL ~ ROUSE 1922: 261. See also the Dharmasal'{lgftisiitra (T, fa!.
314al-bl; D, fa!. 84a5-b3).
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Chapter Ten

The Mahayana Observances and the Maintenance of Bodhicitta

In sum, apart from striving [to observe] the discipline
Of guarding [one's] mind on all fronts,
Why strive [to maintain] other disciplines!
- Rang-zorn Chos-kyi-bzang-po (11th century), mDo rgyas I

1. Introductory Remarks
In this chapter I should like to present the fundamentals of the tantric and non-tantric
Mahayana ethical-moral codes and offences,2 with particular reference to how they are linked
with the maintenance of bodhicitta. Given the heterogeneity of the materials and systems,
there is no uniform scheme of primary and secondary precepts and offences. Each system, and
sometimes even each treatise, seems to have its own scheme. For example, the total number
of cardinal (or mortal) transgressions (mulapatti) provided by the Saf!lvarasaf!lgraha
(probably falsely attributed to Atisa) is eighty,3 namely, four common cardinar transgressions,
twelve according to the Paramitayana, thirteen according to the Kriya tantric system, fourteen
according to Carya tantric system, fourteen according to the Yoga tantric system, fourteen
according to the mahayoga tantric system, and an additional fwe and four cardinal
transgressions which are not specified. And as for the secondary transgressions, they are too

mDa rgyas (A, fol. I49a6-bl ; B, p. 244.19-20):
mdar no mom po thorns cad du II
sems bsrung sdam brtsan rna gtags po II
sdam po gzhon brtsan ci zhig dgas II.
This is obviously influenced by Badhicaryiivatara 5.18cd: cittara"-iivrataf(l muktva bahubhib kif(l mama vralai/:l
II. One wonders if the Tibetan translation does not yield here a better sense than the English translation in
CROSBV & SKILTON 1995: 35.
I

2 For Tsong-kha-pa's discourse on tantric ethical-moral discipline (gsong sngags kyi tshu! khrims), see SPARHAM
2005.
J

Note that the total number of mulfipattis specified in the text is seventy (see the following footnote).
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numerous to be counted. 4 I shall focus here on the primary precepts and offences, particularly
on those that are somehow connected with the maintenance of bodhicitta. I shall begin with
what seems to be the most conservative Mahayana tradition and conclude with the Atiyoga or
rDzogs-chen system. In most cases, I shall avail myself of the wntings of Rong-zom-pa,
particularly his mDo rgyas, which is, to my knowledge, the most comprehensive and
sophisticated treatise that deals exclusively with both tantric and non-tantric Mahayana
observances. It is evident that the mDo rgyas in turn was inspired by the Salf/varasalf/graha.
Perhaps' it is worthwhile first to consider some of the relevant terms. Rong-zom-pa
employs and explains nine closely related terms which are said to occur in the kriyiitantras
and yogatantras. These are: 5 (1) vows (salf/vara: sdom pa), 6 (2) pledges (samaya: dam tshig),
(3) ethical_moral discipline (sila: tshul khrims), (4) austerities (tapas: dka' thub), (5) austere
practices (duScara: dka' spyod), (6) ascetic precepts (vrata: brtul zhugs)/ (7) monastic codes
(vinaya: 'dul ba), (8) course of conduct (caryii: spyod pa),8 and (9) mode of dealings or
interactions (gocara: spyod yul).9 In addition, he also frequently employs terms such as
precepts (si~ii: bslabpa) or code of precepts (si~iipada: bslab pa'i gzhz), transgressions
(iipatti: ltung ba),10 cardinal transgressions (mUliipatti: rtsa ba'i ltung ba), and serious
offences (piiriijika: phas pham pa), the last of these entailing expulsion from the Order.
2. The Model of the Four Cardinal Transgressions (miiliipatt/)
In chapter six I presented an outline of the various bodhisattva-related precepts and
transgressions in a purely non-tantric context. What I should like to.recall here is the four
miiliipattis found in both bodhicittotpiida traditions, though not in an identical form. The
scheme of four miiliipattis can be found also in Vajrayana sources such as the
Vairocaniibhisalf/bodhitantra. Following Rong-zom-pa, II it may be assumed that the scheme
of four miiliipattis found in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana systems was modelled on the
historically and doctrinally conservative Vinaya scheme of the four piiriijika offences,
offences entailing expUlsion from the Order. 12 Although the term piiriijika or piiriijayika is

4 SaTflvarasaTflgraha-{p, fol. 255a3-6; D, fol. 45a3-5; S, vol. 41, p. 693.7-14}: de la rkang grangs ni Ihun mong
gi rlsa ba'i llung ba bzhi dang pha rol tu phyin pa'i rtsa ba'i Ilung ba bcu gnyis dang kr ya 'i rgyud kyi rlsa ba'i
llung ba bcu gsum dang I spyod pa 'i rgyud kyi rtsa ba'i Itung ba bcu bzhi dang I mal 'byor.gyi rgyud kyi rlsa
ba'i llung ba bcu bzhi dang I mal 'byor chen po 'i rgyud kyi rtsa ba'i ltung ba bcu bzhi dang I yang Inga dang
yang bzhi dang I rlsa ba'i llung ba bdun cu [bcu PN] thampa'o II de layan lag gi dam Ishig mams ni 'di mams
sozhes bgrang barmi nus Ie I mdosdedangmngonpa dang 'dul ba dang rgyud sde rnamssu bila barbya'o II.

S mDo rgyas (A, fols. 150al-152a5; B, pp. 245.9-248.2). See also the SaTflvarasaTflgraha (p, fol. 255a3; D, fol.
45a3; S, vol. 41, p. 693.5-7): de la ming gi mam grangs ni dam tshig dang sdom pa dang brtul zhugs dang·
spyodyul dangdka' spyad dangspyodpa dangshfla la sogspa'o II.
6 BHSD,
7

s.v. saTflvara.

Cf. BHSD, s.v. vrata-pada.

8 BHSD,

s.v. caryd.

• BHSD, s.v. gocara.
10

CPD, BHSD, s.v. dpatti.

11 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 159a6-bl; B, p. 256.11-13): ... 'dir ni so sor thar pa las gsungs pa'i phas pham pa bzhi
dang I byang chub sems pa 'i [= dpa'iJ pham pa bzhi tshul bstun nas bshad pa yin te .... Cf. the Shes bya mdzod
(p. 358.28:"29): ... byang sa'i don bsdus sdom pa nyi shu par gsungs pa nyan Ihos kyi pham pa dang 'dra ba'i
rlsa ba 'i Itung ba bzhi ste I.
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used occasionally also in tantric and non-tantric Mahayana contexts,13 the preferred term
seems to be mUliipatti. 14 The term piiriijika must have been originally employed in the
bodhisattva context only as a point of comparison. For example, according to
Ratnagu/JasaTf/caya 31.5, a bodhisattva who generated the resolve to become an arhat (i.e. a
sriivaka saint) or a pratyekabuddha would commit an offence far more serious than a piiriijika
offence. Also the Bodhisattvabhiimi and its commentaries seem to refer to the. four cardinal
transgressions of the bodhisattva vow as piiriijika-like offences and not as piiriijikas. 15
A question we may ask is: Why has the list of four cardinal transgressions been
changed in the tantric and non-tantric Mahayana systems, whereas the scheme itself has been
retained? Jinaputra, in his Sllaparivartatzkii, asserts that the four cardinal transgressions of
both the priitimok.ya and bodhisattva vows can be committed only when one or the other of
the three fundamental intellectual-emotional defilements (klda)-namely, desire (riiga),
hatred (dve~a), and disorientation (moha)-are present. That is to say, without these
intellectual-emotional defilements, the concept of the four cardinal transgressions in both
Mahayana and non-Mahayana systems would be rendered meaningless. It may be worthwhile
here to pause over Jinaputra's comparison of the four cardinal transgressions of the Mahayana
and non-Mahayana systems: 16
[I] Just as a sriivaka renders himself unfortunate (i.e. commits apiiriijika offence) by abusing
himself and others through [the gratification of his] sexual desire, so would a bodhisattva
commit the piiriijika [offence] if [he] were to abuse himself and others through [his] craving for
[material] gain and reputation. [2] A sriivaka would commit a piiriijika [offence] if [he] were to
steal property of other [people] out of craving. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, would commit
a piiriijika [offence] if, out of greed for material wealth, [heI were not to give to desperate
persons who ask for [material help], even though [he] is in possession of wealth; or if [he] were
not to share [his knowledge of] the doctrine (dharma) [with them]. [3] A sriivaka would commit
a piiriijika [offence] if [he] were to kill a human being. A bodhisattva, on the other hand, would

J2 Edgerton notes that the four piiriijayikas (~ piiriijikas) are described in the Bodhisattvabhiimi "but bear no
resemblance to the four piiriijika[s] of monks, being evidently a recent invention patterned on that ancient
category" (BHSD, s.v. piiriijayika).

" See, for example, the Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 66.16; VAIDYA, p. 41.2): ratnatrayasvaharat/iid iipal
piiriijikii matii I; and the Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.10 (DUlT, p. 108.11-12): evan. ca HfasGl?1varavyavaslhitasya
badhisattvasya catviirab piiriijayikasthiinfyadharmii bhavanti I (cf. WOGIHARA, p. 158.2-'). For Ihe tenns
piiriijika and piiriijayika, see BHSD, s.w. For the occurrence of the tenn piiriijika (ph as pham pa) in the
Vqjrasikharatantra, see the citation in n. 90. Rong-zom~pa considers the four piiriijikas relating to ti,e
bodhisattva vow to be uncommon or special (Ihun mong ma yin pa). See the Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fol. 76a6b2; B, p. 499.19-23). Cf., however, the dKon mchag 'gref (A, fol. 159al; B, p. 218.3), where the four milfiipattis
are described as 'piiriijika-like' (phas pham pa dang 'dra bal.
14 In the tanlric context, Rong-zom-pa tends to use the expression 'great' as an attribute of the miiIiipattis, for
example, in his Theg chen Ishul 'jug (A, fols. 76b6-77al; B, p. 500.7-10). This is perhaps intended to set the
tantric miiliipattis apart from those used in ilie non-tanlric context.
15

Sffaparivartatlkii (P, fols. 256b8-257a5; D, fol. 204a4-7; S, vA!. 75, p. 558.10-20).

Sffaparivartatfkii (P, fa!. 257a5-b3; D, fol. 204a7-b5; S, vol. 75, pp. 558.21-559.14): [I] nyan thasji Itar
'khrig pa 'i 'dod chags kyis bdag dang gzhan sun phyung bas skal ba med par 'gyur ba de bzhin du byang chub
sems dpa' yang rnyed pa dang bkur sti fa brkam pas bdag dang gzhan sun phyung na pham par 'gyur 1'0 II ... [2]
nyan Ihas ni brkam [bskam PN] chags kyis gzhan gyi [gyis PN] nor brkus na pham par 'gyur /a I byang chub
sems dpa' ni bdag fa nor yad bzhin du zang zing fa ser sna byed pas slang ba po nyam thag pa fa ma byin nam
chos kyi bgo bsha' ma byas na pham par 'gyur 1'0 II [3] nyan thas ni mi [rna PN] bsadpas pham par'gyur la I
byang chub sems dpa' ni sems can thams cad /a kun nas mnar sems kyi sems bskyed nas lag pa'am bong ba la
sogs pas gnad pa bskyed. nas gnod pa byed byed [am. PN] pas gnad pa 'i nyes pa shad kyis [kyi PN] sbyangs
shing nyes pa [am. PN] bshags pa las kyang mi nyan napham par 'gyur ra II [4] nyan Ihos ni med bzhin du thob
pa'i chos bsgrags pas pham par 'gyur fa I byang chub sems dpa' ni yad pa mi stan pa dang I dam pa 'i chos la
skur ba [add. mi PN] 'debs pa dang I dam pa'i chos mayin pa stan pas pham par 'gyur ro II.
16
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commit a piiriijika [offence] if [he] were to generate malicious thought (iighiita) against all
sentient beings, inflict injury with his hands, with clods of soil, or the like, and continue the act
of injury relentlessly despite courteous pleas [to consider] the negative consequences of injury
and [despite] an acknowledgement offaul!. [4] A sriivaka would commit apiiriijika [offence] if
[he] were to proclaim the non-existent qualities of [spiritual] attainments. A bodhisattva, on the
other hand, would commit a piiriijika [offence] if [he] were not to teach [despite his] actual
[ability to do so], disparage the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma), and teach [what is] not the
Sublime Doctrine.
It is clear that desire (raga) is involved in the first two cardinal transgressions, hatred (dve$a)
in the third, and disorientation (moha) in the fourth.
The motive mentioned in the Vairocanabhismrlbodhitantra, as explained by Rongzom-pa, was to induce (gzud) the sravakas to enter into the Vajrayana system by offering a
scheme that they already knew. 17 Such a justification may sound polemical, and hence one not
to be taken seriously. Nonetheless, greater reflection suggests that the reason for not retaining
the old list of four parajika offences (i.e. killing, stealing, lying, and engaging in sexual
misconduct) in the tantric and non-tantric Mahayana ethical-moral context is that these basic
offences can; tinder exceptional circumstances, be committed in the course of applying
efficient strategies (upaya) and insight (prajiia), and thus be condoned, thereby creating room
for equivocality. In other words, the unequivocalness of the four parajika offences, taken for
granted in the non-Mahayana system, no longer holds in Mahayana. For example, if a bhik$u
living according to the non-Mahayana system commits one of the four parajika offences, he
would automatically lose his bhik$u status, but if a bodhisattva commits one of these same
four deeds under the Mahayana system, the consequence is no longer straightforward. The
possibility that a bodhisattva could commit one of the four deeds and yet retain his
bodhisattva status renders the old scheme inapplicable. We thus understand why the four
miilapattis of the bodhisattva or the tantric yogin had to be reassigned to include only
offences that can never be condoned-such as abandoning the saddharma and bodhicitta or
nourishing thoughts of greediness and cruelty.
As we have already seen in chapter six, Candragomin's Sarrzvaravirrzsaka is often cited
as a scriptural ~ut~ority. on the four cardinal t:ansgressions of the Maitreya-~s~f:a tra~itio~.
The Sarrzvaravlrrzsaka IS said to be based III tum on the Bodhisattvabhuml, 8 which IS
representative of what is perhaps the most conservative Mahayana tradition. The four cardinal
transgressions outlined in the Sarrzvaravirrzsaka are: 19 (1) praising oneself and disparaging
others out of attachment to gain or respect, .(2) not administering dharma and wealth to the
deprived and defenceless out of greediness, (3) assaulting others out of rage despite their
acknowledging their faults, and (4) abandoning the Mahayana doctrine and propagating a
pseudo-saddharma. When it comes to a scriptural authority on the four cardinal
transgressions of a bodhisattva according to the Mafijusn-Nagarjuna tradition, the
Sik$asamuccaya is often cited, which is said to be based in tum on the Upayakausalyasiitra?O

17 See the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 159b5-160b5; B, pp. 256.23-258.3), where the pertinent passages from the
Vairocaniibhisaf!/bodhitantra are cited and discussed. See also the Caryiimeliipakapradfpa (p. 78 .16-17):
upiiyarahitaf!/ jiiiinaf!/ sil0ii ciipi hi deSitii I
sriivakiiIJiilJ1 mahiiv,ra avatiiraya' te$u vai II. ' varia lectio: avadhiiraya.
For the verse cited in the Tattvasiddhi (ascribed to Santara~ita), see MORIGUCHI1993: 184.
18 Bodhisattvabhumi 1.10 (WOGIHARA, pp. 158.2-160.9; DUTI, pp. 108.11-109.20); Shes bya mdzod (p.
358.28); SOBISCH 2002: 51,91.

19

See chapter six, n. 113.

20

For example, see the Shes bya mdzod (p. 356.8-12).
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The four cardinal transgressions given in the Sik$iisamuccaya are: 21 (1) abandoning
bodhicitta, (2) not giving, out of greediness and covetousness, (3) beating others in wrath or
out of intolerance, and (4) giving false teachings under the influence of defilements or as a
result of following others. Although the abandonment of bodhicitta is not mentioned in the
SaTJ1varaviTJ1saka as one of the four mu!iipattis, Rong-zom-pa states that abstaining from the
mu!iipattis mentioned in it is a means of securing bodhicitta, whereas committing them
contributes to the abandonment of bodhicitta. In particular, the four mu!iipattis mentioned in
the SaTJ1varaviTJ1saka are equated by Rong-zom-pa with those listed in the Sik$iisamuccaya,
namely, with abandoning bodhicitta, being greedy, being cruel, and abandoning the
saddharma, respectively. He also links these four respectively with the acts of desire, stealing,
killing, and lying, which correlate with the four piiriijikas of the Vinaya tradition. 22
Rong-zom-pa, without indicating his source, also discusses the four mu!iipattis
according to the Vajrayiina: 23 (1) blatantly disparaging one's tantric teacher (vajriiciirya), (2)
abandoning bodhicitta for good, (3) refuting doctrines that teach equality (i.e. of saTJ1siira and
nirviiIJa), and (4) scorning fellow tantric practitioners. These four mu!iipattis, however, are
neither identical with the four taught in the VairocaniibhisaTJ1bodhitantra24 nor do they
correspond with the four basic pledges (samaya) taught in Jiiiiniikara's Mantriivatiira. 25
3. Pledges and the Maintenance of Bodhicitta in the Kriyiitantras

We shall first consider the pledges (samaya) relating to bodhicitta in the so-called
kriyiitantras. One may argue about which tantras belong to this category,26 but for practical
reasons I shall follow here Rong-zom-pa's system of tantric c1assification,27 which considers,

21

Sii<eiisamuccaya (BENDALL,p. 67.15-18; VAIDYA, p. 41.20-23):
bodhicittaparityagad yacakayapradanalabl
Izvramalsaryalobhiibhyaf!1 krodhiid va saltvaliirjanal II
prasiidyamiino yalnena saltve~u no litii<eole I
kldiil pariinuvrttyii vii saddharmiibhiisoval'lJaniil II.

For an English translation of these verses, see BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 71.
22

See the mDo rgyos (A, fol. 159al-6; B, pp. 255.22-256.11).

23 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 247b5-6; B, p. 360.1-4): tshul de dog bsrung bar bya ba 10 rlsa ba'i Ilung bo chen po
bzhir grags po ni I [I] snying nos rda rje slob dpan gyi sku smad po dang I [2] byang chub kyi sems gtan spangs
po I [3] mnyam po nyid kyi chas sun phyung ba I [4] rda rje mched 10 'khus po sle I 'di dag ni mi bzad pa chen
pa'i las zhes grogs so II; Rwa ba brgyad (A, fols. 279b5-280al; B, p. 398.4-7): gsang sngags rda rje theg pa las
khyad par du gsungs pa 'i rlsa ba'i !tung ba bzhi ni I 'dip/ta sle I [I] snying nos rda rje slob dpan gyi sku la dmad
po dang I [2] rda rje byang chub kyi sems glan du glang ba dang I [3] mnyam po nyid kyi chas sun 'byin pa dang
I [4] rda Ije mched 10 'khu ba mams Ie I 'di dog ni mlshams medpa'i las kyis kyang nye bar mi 'gro bo'i Ilung
ba mi bzadpayin no II.
24

Cf. n. 36.

Monlravatiira (P, fol. 22Ia6-7; D, fol. 196a2-3; S, Yol. 41, p. 533.8-11):
de la gzhi yi dam Ishig ni II
rnam po bzhir ni shes bya sle II
yang dag Ila dang Idan pa dang II
dkan mchag gsum po mi spong dang II
byang chub sems dang Idan po dang II
dbang bskur yang dog mi spong ba '0 II.
Cf. the verses cited in the Shes bya mdzad (pp. 372.33-373.2).
25

26

For a general discussion of the classifications of Buddhist lanlras, see ENGLISH 2002: 2-6.
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among other tantras, the Vairocaniibhisal'J1bodhitantra,28 Guhyatantra,29 Susiddhikaratantra,
and Subiihupariprcchiitantra to be kriyiitantras. 30 He remarks, however, that some earlier
teachers (piirviiciirya) considered the Vairocaniibhisal'J1bodhitantra also to be a caryiitantra or
an ubhayatantra. 31
(a) The Vairocaniibhisalflbodhitantra

Let us, then, first turn to how the pledges relating to and the maintenance of bodhicitta are
conceived in the Vairocaniibhisal'J1bodhitantra. According to Rong-zom-pa, the
Vairocaniibhisal'J1bodhitantra prescribes the following ethical-moral discipline for the lay
bodhisattva: the bodhisattva should abide by the precepts pertaining to ten wholesome
(kusala) attitudes or actions characterised by efficient strategies (upiiya) and discriminating
insight (prajiiii), observe the code of precepts (si~iipada) comprising five basic ethical-moral
disciplines, gather sentient beings into the dharma by means of four gathering techniques
(sal'J1grahavastu), and make sure that the four miiliipattis are not committed, even at the cost
of one's life.32 The five si~iipadas are: 33 (1) avoiding killing, (2) avoiding stealing, (3)

For Rong-zom-pa's tantric classification, see the dKan mchag 'grel (A, fols. 31a3-32b2; B, pp. 59.6-60.20)
and the Theg chen tshul 'jug (A, fa!. 76al; B, p. 499.7-8). Cf. the ITa 'grel (A, fols. 247a3-255bl; B, pp. 329.4338.15). See also n. 114.

27

mDa rgyas (A, fo!' 152b3-4; B, p. 249.16-19): ... thabs dang shes rab zab ma'i tshul nye bar bstan pa lias
dang bya ba la mam par smad pa I byang chub kyi sems gtsa bar gyur pa I bya ba bye brag gi rgyud du grags
pa I mam par snang mdzad mngan par byang chub pa 'i rgyud las I; ibid. (A, fo!' 227bl-2; B, p. 336.6-10): bya
ba'i rgyud du 'ang ... rnam par snang mdzad mngan par byang chub pa 'i rgyud Ita bu ni bya ba bye brag gi
rgyud de zab ma'i tshul stan pa'a zhes grags so II. If the Vairacaniibhisaf!1badhitantra is a kriyiitantra, one may
wonder why it is described by Rong-zom-pa as one that 'disparages activities and actions' (las dang bya ba la
rnam par smad pal. Addressing this doubt, Rong-zom-pa adds (ibid., A, fo!. 227b2-3; B, p. 336.9-10):
"Because of this, some early teachers have considered [it] a caryiitantra or an ubhayatantra" (de nyid kyi dbang
las sngan gyi slob dpon kha cig gis spyad pa 'i rgyud dang gnyi ga'i rgyud du 'ang bshad do ID.
28

20 The Guhyatantra is cited by Rong-zom-pa as a kriyiitantra in the mDa rgyas (A, fo!' 154b5-6; B, p. 251.1-4):
spyir bya ba'i rgyud mams su bsgrub cing nyams su blang bar bya ba'i rtsa ba'i dam tshig ni bcu gsum du
grags te I de yang 'di ltar beam ldan 'das kyis rigs gsum gyi dkyil 'khar gyi bye brag tu gyur pa I dkyil 'khar sum
.stong lnga brgya snyed gsungs pa thams cad kyi spyi 'i cha ga bstan pa gsang ba 'j rgyud las I.

'0

Rong-zoin-pa regarded the Subiihupariprcchiitantra as a kriyiitantra. See the mDa rgyas (A, fol. 227bl-2; B,
p. 336.6-9): bya ba'i rgyud du 'ang 'plzags pa dpung bzang gis zlzus pa Ita bu ni spyi'i tshull ... stan pa '0 zhes
grags sO II; cf. ibid. (A, fo!' 156b1; B, p. 252.23-24): de yang rgyud thams cad kyi spyi'i bsgrub pa 'i clza ga
rgyas par bstan pa dpung bzang gis zhus pa las I; ibid. (A, fo!' 185a2-3; B, p. 286.18-19): 'di Itar rgyud thams
cad kyi spyi'i sgrub pa 'i cha ga rgyas par stan pa dpung bzang gis zhus pa las I. According to the Nyang ral
chas 'byung (pp. 308.20-309.5), both the Subiihupariprcchiitantra and the Susiddhikaratantra are counted
among the six general tantras (spyi'i rgyud drug) of the Kriyii class. For an English translation of the
Susiddhikaratantra from the Chinese translation (Taish6, vol. 18, no. 893) by Subhiikarasil]1ha (637-735), see
GIEBEL 2001: 109-325.
" See ENGLISH 2002: 3, where the Vairacaniibhisaf!1badhitantra is said to be the root text of the caryiitantras. It
was Buddhaguhya who most prominently took the Vairacaniibhisaf!1badhitantra to be an ubhayatantra (HODGE
2003: 23, 43). Perhaps for Rong-zom-pa the Vairacaniibhisaf!1badhitantra is indeed a kriyiitantra, but by no
means is it an ordinary kriyiitantra; rather, an exclusive one (bye brag gi rgyud) in emphasising badhicitta and
the profundity (zab mo 'i tshu!) of the tantric doctrine.
" Vairocaniibhisaf!1badhitantra (T, fols. 208b3-209a4; D, fo!' 220b2-7). The pertinent passage from this tantra
has been paraphrased in the mDo rgyas (A, fo!' 153b4-6; B, p. 249.18-23) as follows: rnam par snang mdzad
mngon par byang chub pa 'i rgyud las I 'di ltar gsang sngags kyi sgor zhugs pa 'i byang chub sems dpa' khyim pa
rnams kyis thabs dang shes rab kyis yongs su zin pa 'i dge ba bcu'i las kyi lam yang dag par blangs te I bslab
pa 'i gzhi lnga gzung nas bsdu ba 'i dngos po bzhis sems can mams sdud cing Itung ba 'i rtsa ba bzlzi srog gi phyir
yang yongs su mi gtang ba bar gsungs te .... See also ibid. (A, fols. 159b4-160b5; B, pp. 256.22-258.3).
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avoiding illicit sexual conduct, (4) avoiding telling lies, and (5) avoiding false views. What is
perhaps remarkable is that these si~?adas are for the most part identical with those laid
down for the lay Buddhist followers/ except that the last one, 'avoiding alcoholic drinks,'
has been replaced by 'avoidingfalse views.' This is, however, not the case with all tantras.
As we shall see, 'avoiding alcoholic drinks' is included in the si~iipadas taught in other
kriyiitantras, such as the Susiddhikaratantra and the Subiihupariprcchiitantra, along with
some yogatantras, such as the Vajrasikharatantra and Durgatiparisodhanatantra. 35
The miiliipattis, which are reminiscent of the four miiliipattis that we know from the
non-tantric Mahayana system, are: 36 (1) abandoning the saddharma, (2) abandoning
bodhicitta, (3) greediness (miitsarya), and (4) cruelty (vyiipiida). My primary interest,
however, is not the si~iipadas and miiliipattis as such but rather their relationship to the
maintenance or abandonment of bodhicitta, which is explained by Rong-zom-pa as follows: 37
[Question:] How is bodhicitta adopted-and-maintained by means of these vows (salJ1Vara)?
[Answer:] The [first] four silqiipadas, nameiy, avoiding killing and so forth, invoive the ethicaimoral discipline of [observing] vows (sa/flvaraSfla), [and thus are] the foundation of bodhicitta.
A faise view (mithyiidr#il is a hindrance to the arising of bodhicitta, since if one is present, it
ieaves no room for the arising of bodhicitta. If one has abandoned it and has a correct view
(samyagdr#i), bodhicitta has room to arise. Thus given that this code of five [precepts] is the
foundation for the arising of bodhicitta, the sik$iipadas are these five specific ones.
In treating the relation of the four miiliipattis to the abandonment of bodhicitta, Rong-zom-pa
first refers to the passage in the Vairocaniibhisa/flbodhitantra (which we have already seen),
where bodhicitta is identified as the cause of the gnosis of the Omniscient One (or of
omniscience), great compassion as its root, and efficient strategy as the cause of its
completion, and then states: 38

33 VairocaniibhisalJ7bodhitantra (T, fols. 208b6-209al; D, fol. 220b4-6): de la srog gcod pa dang I ma byin par
len pa dang I 'dod pas log par g.yem pa dang I brdzun du smra ba dang I log par Ita ba rob tu spangs pa yin te I
byang chub sems dpa' khyim pas bslab pa 'i gzhi de Inga bzung nas I bslab pa ji skad bstan pa mams la slob cing
dad pas I sngon gyi de bzhin gshegs pa mams kyi rjes su bslab par bya '0 II. This passage is also cited in the mDo
rgyas (A, fol. 160a5-bl; B, p. 257.13-17). See also ibid. (A, fol. 153b6; B, pp. 249.23-250.1): de la bslabpa'i
gzhi Inga ni I srog gcod pa spong ba dang I ma byin par len pa spong ba dang I 'dod pas log par g.yem pa spong
ba dang I rdzun du smra ba spong ba dang I log par Ita ba spong ba'o II; Rwa ba brgyad (A, fol. 275a3-4; B, p.
393.11-16).

34

See NYANATILOKA 1989, s.v. sikkhiipada; BHSD, s.v. sil0iipada.
~

See the respective sil0iipadas outlined in the Susiddhikaratantra, Subiihupariprcchiitantra,
Vqjrasikharatantra, and DurgatipariSodhanatantra, and also Rong-zorn-pa's remark in nn. 62 & 63.

15

VairocaniibhisalJ7bodhitantra (T, fol. 209a3-4; D, fol. 220b6-7): Itung ba'; rtsa ba bzhi ni srog giphyir [add.
yang T] yongs su nyams par mi bya'o II bzhi gang zhe na I 'di Ita ste I dam pa'i chos spong ba dang I byang
chub kyi sems gtong ba dang I ser sna byed pa dang I sems can la gnod pa [par T] byed pa'a II. This is cited in
the mDo rgyas (A,fol. 160b2-3; B, p. 257.19-22). See also HODGE 2003: 512; WAYMAN 1992: 139.
36

J7 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 154al-4; B, p. 250.2-9): sdom pa 'di dag gis byang chub kyi sems ji Itar 'dzin par 'gyur
zhe na I srog gcod po spong ba 10 sags pa bslab pa 'i gzhi bzhi ni I sdom po 'i tshul khrims kyi bdag nyid byang
chub kyi sems kyi gzhir gyurpa'o II log par/ta ba ni byang chub kyi sems sT,:ye ba 'i gegs su gyur pa ste I gang de
yod na byang chub kyi sems skye ba 'i go skabs mi 'byed do II de spangs shing yang dag po 'i Ita ba dang Idan na
I byang chub kyi sems skye ba'i go skabs 'byed par 'gyur bas I de bas na gzhi de Inga ni byang chub kyi sems
skyeba 'i gzhir gyur pa'i phyir bslab po 'i gzhi ni 'di lnga kho no yin no II.
38 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 154bl-3; B, p. 250.15-20): ... 'dir byang chub kyi sems spangs pas ni thams cad mkhyen
pa 'i ye shes de'i rgyu spangs par 'gyur ro II de bzhin du ser sna byed pa dang gnod sems kyis ni de'i rtsa ba
snying rje chen po spangs par 'gyur ro II dam pa-'i chos spong bas ni I de'i mthar thug po thabs 10 mkhas pa
spangs par 'gyur te I de Ita no thams cad mkhyen po 'i ye shes de thams cad du spangs par 'gyur ba 'i phyi,. I 'di
moms ni Itung ba '; rtsa ba chen por gsungs po yin no II.
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The abandonment of bodhicitta (i.e. the second mUlapatti) would cause the abandonment of the
cause ofthe gnosis of omniscience (or ofthe Omniscient One). Similarly, greediness (matsarya)
and thoughts of cruelty (vyapada) (i.e. the third and fourth mUlapattis, respectively) will cause
the abandonment of great compassion, which is its root (i.e. the root of the gnosis of
omniscience, and the abandonment ofthe Sublime Doctrine (i.e. the first mil/apatfi) would cause
the abandonment of [the means of] bringing it to completion-[namely,] the efficient strategy.
In such cases, the gnosis of omniscience will be wholly abandoned, and hence these are taught
as being the great millapattis.

(b) The Gullyatantra
The Saf!2varasaf!2graha states that there are thirteen cardinal transgressions (muliipatti)
according to the kriyiitantras. 39 It is probably referring to the Guhyatantra, which proposes
thirteen basic pledges (rtsa ba'i dam tshig), as follows: 4o (1) placing firm confidence
(sraddha) in the Three Jewels, bodhisattvas, tantric knowledge (vidyii), and tantric formulas
(mantra), (2) putting constant trust in the 'great seal' (mahamudrii), (3) showing confidence
in those who have taken pledges, in friends, and in teachers, (4) harbouring no aversion
towards any deity, (5) making occasional offerings to the deities, (6) not showing reverence to

39 Salf/varasalf/graha (P, fol. 2SSa4; D, fol. 4Sa4; S, vol. 41, p. 693.8-9): ... kr ya'i rgyud kyi rtsa ba'i Ilung ba
bcu gsum ....

Guhyalanlra (T, fo,ls. 311b4-312a2; D, fols. 163b7-I64a4):
de nas bla mas [rna T] slob ma mams II
ma yengs legs par bkod nas su II
shes rab pha rol phyin bklags Ie II
dam Ishig 'di la bsgo bar bya II
[I] de ring phyin chad khyed mams kyis II
sangs rgyas chos dang dge 'dun dang II
byang chub sems dpa' mams dang ni II
rig sngags gsang sngags Ishogs mams la II
dad pas [pa T] rab tu brten [brtan T] par bya II
[2] rlag par phyag rgya chen po la II
khyad par du ni mas par bya II
[3] dam tshig can dang mdza' bo dang II
bla ma la yang gus par bya II
[4]lha mams kun la sdang mi bya II
[S] dus mlshams ['tshams T] dag tu mchod par bya II
[6] slonpa gzhan gyi gzhungmi mchodll
[7] rlag tu glo [blo T] bur mgron ['gran T] mchod bya II
[8] srog chags mams la byams pa 'i sems II
rab tu brtan pa nye bar gzhag II
[9] Ihegpa la ni dga' mams kyis [kyi D]II
bsod nams dag la nan Ian bskyed II
[10] bzlas brjod byed la 'bad pa yis [kyi T]II
gsang sngags spyod la brlson par bya II
[II] gsang sngags rgyud las bstan pa yi II
dam Ishig mams kyang bsrung bar bya II
[12] dam Ishig medpa mams la ni II
sngags dang phyag rgya mi sbyin no II
[13] gsang sngags rgyud ni legs bsrung [snmg T] zhing II
de yang bdag gis rlogs par bya II.
See the mDo rgyas (A, fols. lS4b6-ISSa6; B, p. 2S1.S-17), where these verses are cited. See ibid. (A, fol.
IS4bS-{); B, p. 2S1.1-S), where, as an introduction to the citation, Rong-zorn-pa states: spyir bya ba'i rgyud
mams su bsgrub cing nyams su blang bar bya ba'i rtsa ba'i dam Ishig ni bcu gsum du grags Ie I de yang 'di liar
beam ldan 'das kyis rigs gsum gyi dkyil 'khor gyi bye brag tu gyur pa I dkyil 'khor sum stong lnga brgya snyed
gsungs pa Ihams cad kyi spyi'i cho ga bstan pa gsang ba'i rgyud las spyi'i rlsa ba'i dam Ishig gsungs Ie I. Cf.
Buddhaguhya's Tanlriirlhiivaliira (P, fol. 12a3-7; D, fol. I Oa4-b I ; S, vol. 27, p. 100S.2-14).
40
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treatises of non-Buddhist teachers, (7) showing hospitality to unexpected guests, (8)
cultivating unflagging benevolence towards sentient beings, (9) making an earnest effort to
generate beneficial resources (puflya)-effort, that is, on the part of those who take delight in
the vehicle (perhaps Mahayana)" (10) being industrious in tantric conduct by diligently
reciting mantras, (11) keeping all the pledges taught in the tantras, (12) not bestowing
mantras and mudriis on those who have taken no pledges, and (13) protecting tantras and
being oneself proficient in them. Rong-zom-pa then demonstrates how each of these thirteen
basic pledges, in one way or another, concerns the maintenance of bodhicitta. He does not,
however, strictly follow the sequence of thirteen pledges as they occur in the verses, but
rather deals with related pledges together: 41
These thirteen basic pledges include [those relating to1the four muliipattis explained above, and
[also] encompass bodhicitta [in one way or another]. How so? The placing of firm confidtmce in
the Three Jewels is the cause of [generating] bodhicitta. 42 Constantly putting trust (adhimukti) in
the mahiimudrii maintains the defining characteristics of bodhicitta. Placing firm confidence in
deities of vidyii and mantra forms a foundation for the characteristics of bodhicitta. Showing
respect to tantric masters [concerns the maintenance of bodhicitta, for they are] the providers of
bodhicitta. Showing respect to those bound by pledges and to the friends of those bound by
pledges [is justified, for they] are friends who are conducive to bodhicitta. Being industrious in
tantric conduct by diligently reciting mantras can accelerate the attainment of bodhicitta. Not
bestowing mantras and mudriis upon those not bound by pledges can prevent the destruction of
bodhicitta. Not showing reverence to treatises of non-Buddhist teachers is to avoid what is not
the cause of [generating] bodhicitta. Harbouring no aversion to any deity is to eliminate factors
that hinder bodhicitta. Making an earnest effort to generate beneficial resources (pwJya) is an
accessory factor conducive to bodhicitta. Cultivating unflagging benevolence towards sentient
beings is to abandon thoughts of cruelty (vyiipiida), and making occasional offerings (puja) to
one's deity, tutelary deity,.3 and guru,and offerings and donations (diina) to non-Buddhists
(biihyaka) and visitors who are non-partisan (udiisfna), will eliminate greediness (miitsarya).
These will also remove factors opposed to bodhicitta and stabilise the root of great compassion
(mahiikaruIJii). Protecting tantric scriptures and being oneself proficient in them is to uphold the

41 mDa rgyas (A, fols. 155a6-156a5; B; pp. 251.17-252.18): rtsa ba'i dam tshig bcu gsum po 'di dog gis kyang
gong du bstan pa 'i ftung ba'i rtsa ba bzhi yang bsdus po yin 10 I byang chub kyi sems yangs su bzung bar yang
gyur ba [= pa] nyid yin no II ji Ita zhe no I dkan mchog gsum 10 dad pa brtan par bya ba ni I byang chub kyi sems
kyi rgyu mtshan no II rtag tu phyag rgya chen po 10 Ihag par mas par bya ba ni I byang chub kyi sems kyi mtshan
nyid bzung ba yin no II rig sngags dang gsang sngags kyi Iha 10 dad pa brtan par bya ba ni I de bzhin du byang
chub kyi sems kyi mtshan gzhi'o II bla rna la gus par bya ba ni I byang chub kyi sems sbyin par byedpa'a II dam
tshig can dang dam tshig can gyi 'dza' [= rodza'] bo rnams la gus par bya ba ni I byang chub kyi sems dang
mlhun po 'i grogs so II bzlas brjod la 'bad pa~ gsang sngags kyi spyod pa la brlson par bya ba ni I byang chub
~J'i sems myur du sgrub pa'a II dam tshig med po la rnams la sngags dang phyag rgya mi sbyin pa ni I byang
chub kyi sems chud mi gsan pa'a II ston pa gzhan gyi gzhung mi mchod pa ni I byang chub kyi sems kyi rgyu
mtshan rna yin pa spang ba '0 Illha thams cad 10 sdang bar mi bya' ba ni I byang chub kyi sems kyi gegs bsal
ba'a II bsad noms kyi tshags la nan tan bskyedpa ni I byang chub kyi sems dang mthunpa'iyan lag go II srag
chags mams 10 byams pa 'i sems nye bar bzhag pa ni I gnad sems spong ba dang I rang gi lha dang Ilhag pa 'i
Iha dang I bla rna 10 dus mtshams kyi mchad pa bya ba dang I phyi ral po dang Iha mal pa 'i gla bur 'ba dag'
[bdag B]la mchod po dang I sbyin po byed pas ni I ser sna byed po spong bar 'gyur Ie I 'di dag kyang byang
chub kyi sems kyi mi mthun pa bsal nas rtsa ba snying rje chen po brtan par byed po '0 II gsang sngags kyi rgyud
moms kyi glegs bam bsrung zhing I de yang bdag gis rtags par bya ba ni dam pa 'i chas yangs su gzung ba sle I
byang chub kyi sems kyi Ihabs la mkhas po yangs su 'dzin par byed pa ste I de bas no rtsa ba'i dam tshig bcu
gsum po 'dis kyang dam tshig thams cad bsdus par shes par bya sle I gang dag 'dir rna gsungs pa rnams kyang I
gsang sngags rgyud las bstan po yi II dam tshig mams kyang bsrung bar bya II zhes gsungs po 'dir 'dus te I de
bas na 'di dog ni thams cad kyi thun mong du bsrung bar bya ba yin la I gzhan las gsungs po 'i dam tshig rgyas
po mams kyang bsrung bar gsungs po yin no II,

42

See also the dKan mcllOg 'grel (A, fol. 6bl; B, p, 33.1): dkon cog gsum gyi rang bzhin byang chub sems II.

4' It is not clear what the difference between 'one's deity' (rang gi Iha) and 'special deity' (lhag po 'i Iha) is,
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Sublime Doctrine and to uphold efficient strategy regarding bodhicitta. Thus one should know
that all pledges are included in these thirteen basic pledges, and' ones not taught here are
included in them as well, as stated:
One should also keep
The pledges taught in the [other] tantras of the Mantra[yana].
Therefore these [thirteen pledges] are to be observed in common by all, and the detailed pledges
.
taught elsewhere as well. So it is said.

In sum, what Rong-zom-pa is attempting to do here is to demonstrate how the thirteen basic
pledges taught in the Guhyatantra, a kriyiitantra according to him, are bound up with the
maintenance of bodhicitta. He is, however, aware that there are also other sets of basic
pledges and si~iipadas taught elsewhere, but he asserts that in essence they can all be
subsumed under the basic pledges presented here. 44
(c) The Susiddhikaratantra

The Susiddhikaratantra presents the abandonment of various kinds of 'baseness' (dau!ithulya)
of body, speech, and mind,45 together with the four miiliipattis in great detail. We shall here
concentrate on its understanding of the miiliipattis and on how they figure in in other Buddhist
spiritual practices, particularly that of bodhicitta. The following precepts are mentioned in the
Susiddhikaratantra: 46 (1) take refuge three times daily, (2) confess negative deeds three times

mDa rgyas CA, fo1. 156.5-bl; B, p. 252.21-23): rgyud gzhan du eha ga zhib rna bstan po dog las I bslab pa'i
gzhi mang du gsungs po dang I dam tshig gi sdam po mang du rgyas par bshad po moms kyang rtsa ba 'di dog
tsam du shes par bya 'a II.

44

45

Ibid. CA, fols. 156b6-157a2; B, p. 253.12-17).

46

Susiddhikaratantra CT, fa!. 328a6-b4; D, fa!. 174a7-b4):
[I] sgrub po po ni blo can gyis II
dus gsum du yang skyabs su 'gro II
[2] dus gsum du ni [yang D] sdig pa bshags II
[3] dus gsum byang chub sems kyang bskyed II
[4] rgyud mthong eho ga shes pa yis II
dus gsum du yang sman lam gdab II
[?] eho gar spyad po de dang de II
ji Itar 'dod par ei nus bya II
[5] rtag tu gtang la brtson po dang II
[6] jungs bral ['bral T] [7] snying /]e Idanpa dang II
[8] rtag tu bzad eing [9] byams par Idan II
[10] rtag tu brtson 'grus Idan par bya II
[11] des su dran pa drug mams kyang II
bsam pa des [nges D] pas rtag tu bsgam II
[12] mam po sna tshogs ehas mnyan nas II
[13] mas pa mam par spyad par bya II
[14] gsang sngags eha ga zhib bklag eing II
[15] sngags dangphyag rgya moms kyang mehod II
[16] eho ga las ni 'byung ba bzhin II
bla dang Idan pas dkyi/ 'khor bri II
[17] yang dog Ita ba nges gyur eing II
byang chub sems ni brtan byas la II
dge slang la sogs 'khor bzhi mams II
mkhas pas rtag tu gzung bar bya II
[18] dam tshig phyag rgya beings nas su II
rang gi'gsang sngags rgyud mams bstan II
[19] mkhas pas gsang sngags lung gi mams II
thorns cad yang dog rgyas par bya II.
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daily, (3) generate bodhicitta three times daily, (4) make aspirational wish (prarzidhana) three
times daily on the strength of having studied the tantras and being knowledgeable about ritual
procedures, (5) constantly make an earnest effort to practise giving (dana), (6) be free from
greediness (matsarya),47 (7) be .constantly endowed with compassion (karurza), (8) be
constantly endowed with patience or receptivity (k$anti), (9) be constantly endowed with
benevolence (maitrl), (10) be constantly endowed with diligence (vfrya), (II) constantly
practise the six kinds of recollection (anusmrti) with great suppleness (des pa) of mind, (12)
listen to the various teachings (dharma), (13) analyse them with devotion (adhimukti), (14)
recite detailed tantric ritual procedures (vidhi),48 (15) make offerings of tantric formulas
(mantra) and tantric gestures (mudra), (16) draw marzqalas in accordance with the stipulated
procedures,49 (17) initiate the 'four retinues,50 who have a correct view (samyagdr$ti) and
firm bodhicitta, (18) expound tantras to those who abide by their pledges, and (19) propagate
tantric scriptural transmissions.
The total number of precepts is not specified in the Susiddhikaratantra verses cited by
Rong-zom-pa. The figure nineteen is according to Rong-zom-pa, who arranged the precepts
into six groups with varying numbers of precepts (4 + 3 + 2 + I + I + 8).51 A group which
contains more than one precept is considered by him to contain 'limbs' or 'ancillaries' (yan
lag). The enumeration of these precepts is, however, not certain. For example, Rong-zom-pa
seems to ignore the precept between numbers 4 and 5. 52 Let us take a closer look at how
Rong-zom-;l?a attempts to interpret these precepts as they pertain to the maintenance of
bodhicitta:
The milliipatti that involves the abandonment of bodhicitta cannot possibly occur to one who
maintains bodhicitta by means of the four limbs, namely, taking refuge three times [daily],
confessing negative deeds, generating bodhicitta, and making aspirational wish. The milliipatti
that involves [succumbing to] greediness cannot possibly occur to one who is endowed with the
three limbs, namely, constantly making an earnest effort to give, being free from greediness, and
being endowed with compassion. The milliipatti that involves [harbouring] thoughts of cruelty
(vyiipiida) cannot possibly occur to one who is endowed with two limbs, namely, constant
possession of patience or receptivity (k,iinti) and of benevolence (maitri).
For an English translation of the Chinese translation, see GIEBEL 2001: 150. Cf. the citation in the mDo rgyas (A,
fol. I 57a3-b2; B, pp. 253.18-254.5); ibid. (A, fo!' I 78a3-b2; B, pp. 278.23-279.9). Cf. the
Kr$[wyamiiritantrapaiijikii (P, fol. 199a6-b6; D, foL 166a5-h4; S, vo!' 23, p. 1139.4-21).
The Tibetan word employed for miitsarya is 'jungs pa, which is recorded in the Tshig mdzod chen mo (s.v.) as
an archaic word with the meaning of ser sna.

47

In the quoted text of the Susiddhikaralantrct"{see n. 46), nos. 14 and 15 are counted as one, for good syntactic
reasons, but Rong-zom-pa (see n. 54) counts them separately.

48

49

For Rong-zom-pa's interpretation of this precept, see precept no. 7 in n. 54.

That is, (I) bhik$us, (2) bhik$WlIS, (3) upiisakas, and (4) upiisikiis (Tshig mdzod chen mo, s.v. 'khor rnam
bzhi).

50

51 According to some, however, the Susiddhikaratanlra teaches thirty pledges. See the Shes bya mdzod (p.
373.6-14).
52 See the precept marked with [?] in n. 46. The verse seems to mean: "Whatever ritual procedure [a practitioner
engages in] should be carried out as practicability dictates and to the best of [his or her] ability."

53 mDo rgyas (A, foL 157b2-5; B, p. 254.5-12): de la dus gsum du skyabs su 'gro ba dang [deng A]I sdig pa
bshags pa dang I byang chub kyi sems bskyed pa dang I smon lam gdab pa ste I 'di ltar yan lag bzhi 'i sgo nas
byang chub kyi sems 'dzin pa la ni I!tung ba'i rlsa ba byang chub kyi sems spong ba 'byung ba'j gnas med do II
rtag tu glong ba la brtson pa dang I lungs pa dang bra! ba dang I snyjng rjer ldan pa sle I yan lag gsum dang
ldan pa la nj ltung ba 'j rlsa ba ser sna 'byung ba 'j gnas med do II rtag lu bzod pa dang byams par fdan pa ste
yan fag gnyis dang ldan pa fa ni Iftung ba'i rlsa ba gnod sems 'byung ba 'j gnas med do II·
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So much for these three muliipattis. Concerning the muliipatti that involves the abandonment
of the saddharma, the following explanation is given: 54
The milliipatti that involves the abandonment of the saddharma cannot possibly occur to one
who upholds (or maintains) the saddharma by virtue of possessing the eight limbs, as follows:
[1] listening to the various teachings (dharma), [2] analysing [them] with devotion (adhimukti),
[3] reading detailed tantric ritual procedures (vidhi), [4] making offerings (pilja), that is, making
two offerings, [one] external and [one] internal, consisting [each of] tantric formulas (mantra)
and tantric gestures (mudrii), [5] bestowing empowerments (abhi:jeka) and pledges upon
disciples in a malJejala in accordance with (lit. without contravening) the ritual procedures
(vidhi), [6] initiating the four kinds of followers-bhik/jus and so forth-who are firm in [their]
bodhicitta,s5 [7] expounding tantras of the Mantra[yana] to those disciples, all the while abiding
by the' seal' (mudrii) of [one's] pledges, 56 and [8] propagating tantric scriptural transmissions.
To summarise, four of these precepts (nos. 1-4) are supposed to prevent one from committing
the muliipatti of abandoning bodhicitta; three precepts (nos. 5-7), from committing the
muliipatti of succumbing to greediness; two precepts (nos. 8-9), from committing the
muliipatti of harbouring thoughts of cruelty (vyiipiida); and eight precepts (nos. 12-19), from
committing the muliipatti of abandoning the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma). In addition,
precept no. 10, the constant possession of diligence, is said to be compatible with all other
precepts, 57 and precept no. 11, consisting of the ~ractice of the six kinds of mindfulness
(anusmrti), to be an antidote for all four muliipattis. 8 The Susiddhikaratantra passage quoted
by Rong-zom-pa mentions, to be sure, six anusmrtis but does not list them. The six anusmrtis
as recorded, for example, in the Mahiivyutpatti,59 are buddhiinusmrti, dharmiinusmrti,
smrzghiinusmrti, Hliinusmrti, tyiigiinusmrti, and devatiinusmrti. Instead of filiinusmrti, Rongzom-pa has iiniipiiniinusmrti (,mindfulness ofbreathing,).6o He states: 61
Also, [amongst] the six kinds of anusmrtis, the anusmrtis pertaining to the Three Jewels (i.e.
buddhiinusmrti, dharmiinusmrti, and saf!1ghiinusmrti) are what causes bodhicitta to arise and the
efficacy of strategies (upiiyakausalya) to be maintained. Two, namely, tyiigiinusmrti

54 mDa rgyas (A, fo1. 158a2-4; B, pp. 254.18-255.1): [1] dam pa'; chas sna tshags nyan pa dang I [2] mas pas
dpyad pa dang I [3] cha ga zhib mo klag pa dang I [4] sngags dang phyag rgya phyi nang gi mchad pa gnyis kyis
mchad pa dang I [5] cha ga rna nyams par dkyil 'khar du slob rna 10 dbang dang dam tshig sbyin pa dang I [6]
byang chub kyi sems brtan pa 'i dge slang la sags 'khar mam bzhi gzud pa dang I [7] dam tshig gi phyag rgya
dang Idan pas [= pa'i?J slob rna moms la gsang sngags kyi rgyud bshad padang I [8] gsallg sngags kyi lung
mams rgyas par bya ba ste I de ltar yon lag brgyad dang ldall pas dam pa 'i chas 'dzin par byed pa la !tung ba 'i
rtsa ba dam po 'i chas spang ba 'byung ba 'i gnas med do II.
Note that the pertinent verse in the Susiddhikaratantra has also the ascertainment of the correct view
(samyagdrs!i), which is omitted by Rong-zom-pa.

55

56 Or, perhaps: "expounding tantras of the Mantra[yiina] to those disciples who abide by the 'seal' (mudrii) of
pledges."

57 mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 157b5; B, p. 254.12): brtson 'grus ni kun gyi grogs so II.
58

Seen. 61.

" Mahiivyulpatti, nos. 1148-1154; BHSD, s.v. anusmrti.
60

See BHSD, s.yy. anusmrti and iiniipiina.

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 157b5-158a2; B, p. 254.12-18): ries su dran po drug kyang dkan mchog gsum Ijes su
dran pa gsum ni I byang chub kyi sems 'byung ba'i rgyu dang thabs la mkhas pa 'dzin pa 'i rgyu '0 II gtong ba
Ijes su dran pa dang Ilha ries su dran pa gnyis ni I rgyu dang 'bras bu gnyis kyi sgo nas ser sna dang gnod sems
kyi gnyen po '0 II dbugs [dbug B] phyi nang du rgyu ba rjes su dran pa ni mam par rna zhi ba 'i gnyen po ste I de
dag kyang bsam po des pas bsgom pas ni khengs pa dang dregs rgyags kyi gnyen por 'gyur te I de bas na ries su
dran pa drug po 'di nyid kyis kyang ltung ba 'i rtsa ba bzhi 'i gnyen por 'gyur 1'0 II.

61
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(,mindfulness of giving') and devatiinusmrti ('mindfulness of deities'), are, in terms of cause
and result, antidotes for greediness (miitsarya) and cruelty (vyiipiida), [respectively]. The
iiniipiiniinusmrti is an antidote for restlessness (or unruliness). The practice of these with a
gentle attitude (sauratya) will be an antidote for haughtiness (unnati) and arrogance (mada).
Therefore, the six anusmrtis, too, can [serve as] antidotes for the four miiliipattis.
Rong-zom-pa concludes his discussion of the precepts presented in the Susiddhikaratantra
with the following remarks: 62
.
In some treatises there is also the statement that there are five [Si~iipadas], namely, the four
si~iipadas pertaining to [the abandonment of] the four miilii[pattis], and the abandonment of
meat and alcohol as the fifth. Of the latter, the abandonment of meat is [associated with] the
maintenance of great compassion. Cruelty (vyiipiida) and greediness (miitsarya) will recede
from one who possesses it (i.e. great compassion). Therefore, all the vows (sa/71vara) taught in
Mahayana are supplementary elements in the maintenance of bodhicitta.
(d) The Subiihupariprcchiitantra

Finally, let us look at how the sik$iipadas, the pledges, and the maintenance of bodhicitta are
dealt with in another kriyiitantra, namely, the Subiihupariprcchiitantra. The
Subiihupariprcchiitantra devises an ethical-spiritual code of nine precepts: 63 (1) avoiding
greediness (miitsarya), (2) avoiding conceit (*darpa),64 (3) avoiding arrogance (*mada), (4)
avoiding causing harm (*apakiira), (5) avoiding alcoholic consumption,65 (6) avoiding harsh
words (piiru~ya), (7) avoiding vain words (praliipa), (8) avoiding slanderous words
(paisunya), and (9) avoiding false views (mithyiidNti). The first four sik~iipadas involve not
committing the four miiliipattis, which are, however, not identical with what we have seen
thus far. 66 Obviously, the sik$iipadas associated with the mind or with attitude are here
considered to be more important. The correct view (samyagdNti) is given a prominent status,
the abandonment of false views (mithyiidr~ti) being considered the root of the sik$iipadas. The
tantra compares a mind overcome by false views to a burnt seed, which is incapable of giving
rise to any wholesome virtue. 67

62 mDa rgyas (A, fol. 158a4-6; B, p. 255.1-5): gzhung la las ni bslab pa'i gzhi rtsa ba bzhi dang sha chang
spang ba ste Ingar gsungs pa yang yad na I de la sha spang ba ni snying rye chen po 'dzin pa yin la I gang de
yod na gnod sems dang ser sna yang ldog par 'gyur te I de bas na theg pa chen par gsungs pa'i sdam pa thams
cad kyang byang chub kyi sems gzung ba 'i yan lag yin no II.

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 156bl-2; B, pp. 252.23-253.2): de yang rgyud thams cad kyi spyi'i bsgl'ub pa'i cha ga
rgyas par bstan pa dpung bzang gis zhus pa las ni bslab pa 'i gzhi dgu gsungs te I 'di ltal' I I'tsa ba bzhi I chang
dad [dang B] byed pa dang I tsh;g rtsub ma dang I kyal pa dang Iphra ma smra ba dang I log par Ita ba spang
ba dang dgu gsungs so II; ibid. (A, fol. 158a6-bl; B, p. 255.5-7): 'phags pa dpung bzang gis zh"s pa las ni I
gong du bstan pa bzhin du I ser sna dang dregs rgyags dang gnodsems spang pa 'ang gsungs la .... See also the
citation in ibid. (A, fol. I 85a4-6; B, pp. 286.22-287.2). Cf. the Subiihupariprcchiitantra (T, fol. 390a6-bl; D,
6J

fol. 118b2-4).
64

TSD, s.v. rgyags pa.

Note that the xylographic edition of the text (A) reads chang dad byed pa, which must mean something like
'craving for alcohol' (see Jiischke, s.v. dad pa: secondary form of 'dod pal, whereas the modern edition (B)
reads chang dang byed pa, which makes no sense.
65

mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 156b5; B, p. 253.9-10): ltung ba'i rlsa ba 'ang I ser sna dang I dregs pa dang I rgyags pa
dang I gnod par byed pa spang bar gsungs te I·

66

67

Subiihupariprcchatantra (T, fa!. 390bl-3; D, fol. 118b4-5):
dper na sa dang chu dang dus ldan yang II
sa bon tshig pa myu gu mi skye ltar II
de bzhin mi shes log ltas bcom pa yi II
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The Subiihupariprcchiitantra also deals with the characteristic Mahayana ethicalmoral discipline including the generation of bodhicitta out of faith (sraddhii).68 According to
it, just as a king endowed with the 'seven limbs,69 can conquer the world without difficulty,
so too can a tantric practitioner (miintrin) endowed with the seven limbs specified below
conquer evil deeds (piipa). The seven limbs pertaining to the maintenance of bodhicitta are,
according to the Subiihupariprcchiitantra, the following: 70 (1) ethical-moral discipline (Sfla),
(2) diligence (vfrya), (3) endurance or receptivity (~iinti), (4) faith (sraddhii), (5) bodhicitta,
(6) mantra, and (7) absence oflaziness (kauSfdya). Rong-zom-pa briefly explains the seven as
follows: 7l
[1] The ethical-moral discipline consisting in vows (sa1J1varaSfla) is the basis and the root of
bodhicitta. [2] Diligence (vfrya) is the impetus [behind it]. [3] Endurance (keiinti) is the
acceptance [of bodhicitta]. [4] Faith (SraddhCi) is [its] cause. [6] Mantras are a quick [means of]
attaining [it]. [7] Learning [is characterised by] the absence of laziness (kauSfdya). [These six
and bodhicitta (i.e. no. 5)] embody the nature of the seven limbs of awakening (bodhya/iga). [5]
The nature of bodhicitta itself is here [seen to be] the power (bala) of pralJidhicitta. If one
possesses it, one is able to keep all vows (sa1J1vara), and there are no broken and [seemingly]
irreparable prCitimokea vows that cannot be restored if renewed by the power of this [bodhicitta].
Rong-zom-pa also states that in both Kriya and Yoga tantric systems the application of one's
body, speech, and mind to the yogic practices pertaining to deities in reliance upon bodhicitta
constitutes the principal part of all pledges (samaya).72

sems la [las T] dge ba'i chos rnams mi skye '0 II
de phyirlog par fta ba mom spangs fa II
yang dog Ita ba 10 ni rten [bsten T] par gyis II.
See also the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 156b3-4, 185bl-2; B, pp. 253.5-8, 287.4-7).
SubahupariprcchCitantra (T, fol. 390a5-6; D, fol. 118b2-3):
de yis bde bar gshegs fa dad bskyed nas II
de bzhin du ni byang chub sems kyang bskyed II
ser sna dregs dang rgyags pa mam [mams T] spangs te II
dkon mchog gsum 10 dad 'pas bsnyen bkur' [pa bsten par T] bya II.
See also the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 185a4-5; B, p. 286.21-23); ibid. (A, fol. 156bl-6; B, pp. 252.23-253.11): ...
dpung bzang gis zhus pa las ni ... gzhan yang dad pas byang chub kyi sems bskyed po dang I dkon mchog gsum
la dad pas brten par bya ba fa sogs pa yang gsungs so II.·
68

69 Cf. the term saplagara 'consisting of 7 [units of] troops' (MW, s.v. sapia), and also the term cauraliga
(Mahiivyulpatti, nos. 3638-3641).

Subahupariprcchiilanlra (T, fol. 417bl-2; D, fol. 138b4--5):
sngags kyi rlsa ba dang po Ishul khrims Ie II
de nas brlson 'grus dang ni bzod pa dang II
rgyaf ba 10 ni dad [bzod T] dang byang chub sems II
gsang sngags dang ni Ie 10 med po'0 II
ji [de T]llar mi dbang yon lag bdun Idan pa II
skyo ba med par skye dgu 'dul bar byed II.
See the citation in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 158a6--b3; B, p. 255.5-12), where the text corresponds with the
reading in D. The verses are also cited in ibid. (A, fol. 197a3-4; B, p. 300.15-19).

70

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 158b3-5; B, p. 255.12-18): de la sdom pa'i Ishul khrims ni byang chub kyi sems kyi gzhi
dang rlsa ba'o II brlson 'grus ni bskul ba'o II bzodpa ni 'dzinpa'o II dadpa ni rgyu'o II gsang sngags ni myur
du bsgrub po '0 II Ihos po ni Ie 10 med po sle byang chub yon lag bdun gyi rang bzhin no II byang chub kyi sems
;:yi rang gi ngo bo ni I 'dir smon po 'i sems stobs Ie I 'di yod no sdom po kun kyang 'dzin par nus shing I so so
thaI' pa 'i sdom po zhig cing gsor mi rung bar gyur po mams kyang 'di'i stobs fa brten nas bfangs na mi 'thob pa
med do zhes so II.
71

n mDo rgyas (A, fol. 20Ia5-6; B, p. 305.13-17): mdor na byang chub kyi sems la brten nas rang gi Ius ngag yid
gsum Iha 'i rnal 'byor du bya ba 'di ni dam tshig thams cad kyi dngos gzhir gyur pa bya 'i rgyud dang rnaf 'byor
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4. Pledges and the Maintenance of Bodhicitta in the Yogatantras

We shall now examine the pledges and the maintenance of bodhicitta as presented in the
yogatantras (rnal 'byor gyi rgywi). As noted by Kong-sprul, there are too many pledges and
transgressions (iipatti) in the yogatantras to be summarised along consistent lines. 73 I use the
term yogatantra here in a narrow sense of the word to refer to only what is occasionally called
'outer yoga' (rna I 'byor phyi pa)/4 which excludes all 'inner tantras' (nang rgyud) or
mahiiyogatantras (rnal 'byor chen po'i rgyud), which in tum should be differentiated from
tantras belonging to the Mahayoga class, to which we shall return later. For Rong-zom-pa,
tantras such as the Durgatiparisodhanatantra, Vajrasikharatantra/ 5 SrfparamiidY(ltantra,76
and Tattvasarrzgrahasiitra77 are yogatantras.
(a) The Durgatiparisodhanatantra

Again we may begin by considering the various schemes of si~ii,!adas and pledges. The
Durgatiparisodhanatantra mentions the following seven si~iipadas: 8 (1) not killing, (2) not
stealing, (3) not telling lies, (4) not committing sexual misconduct, (5) not consuming alcohol,
(6) not eating meat or the like/9 and (7) never injuring sentient beings. 8o As for the basic
gyi rgyud gnyis gar [= kar)lhun mong du grags par gyur pa [ba B) yin Ie I man ngag dang lung dang rig [= rigs)
pas grub po '0 zhes lung nyid las gsungs pa'a II.
73 Shes bya mdzad (p. 377.20-21): spyil' mal 'byar rgyud las dam Ishig dang llung ba'i rnam grangs bshadpa ni
shin lu mang.bas mlha' gcig lu bsdu mi nus so II.
74

For references, see n. 27.

The Vajrasikharalantra (or Vajrasekharalanlra) is designated by Rong-zom-pa as ayogalantra (mal 'byor gyi
rgyud) and as an 'outer lanlra' (Phyi'i rgyud). See the mDa rgyas (A, fols. 152b6-153al; B, p. 248.18-21): Ishul
'di ni bya ba 'i rgyud 'ba' zhig lu ma zad [thad B) kyi I rnal 'byor gyi rgyud du yang de bzhin du gsungs Ie I mal
'byor gyi rgyud Ihams cad kyi dgongs pa dang cha ga slon pa phyi'i rgyud rdo rje rise mo las .... ); ibid. (A, fo1.
227b3; B, p. 336.10-11): mal 'byor gyi rgyud du'ang rdo rje rise ma lla bu ni spyi'i Ishul bslanpa I. See also
the Nyang ral chas 'byung (p. 309.19), where it is tr<;ated as one of the four outer yogalanlras. Cf. the title
Vajrasekhara in HODGE 2003: II, 12. For an English translation of the Vajrasikharalanlra from the Chinese
translation (Taish6, vol. 18, no. 865) by Amoghavajra (705-774), see GIEBEL2001: 1-107.
75

76 The Srfparamiidyalanlra is also considered to be ayogalanlra in the Nyang ral das 'byung (p. 309.19). For
some details on the Tibetan translation of this lanlra, see DE JONG 1979: 635.
77 Note that while the Taltvasamgrahasiilra is, according to some, a yogalanlra, according to others it is a
mahiiyagalanlra. See the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 227b3; B, p. 336.10-12): mal 'byor gyi rgyud du'ang ... la twa
sang gra ha lla bu ni zab mo 'i Ishul bstan pa '0 zhes grags so II de nyid kyis [= kyi) dbang gis ta twa sang gra ha
ni mal 'byor chen po 'i rgyud yin no zhes kyang zer 1'0 II. It is also classified as a yogatanlra in the Nyang rat
chos 'byung (p. 309.18).

The Durgaliparisodhanatanlra, as cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 20904-5; B, p. 314.19-22):
khyod kyis srog chags bsad mi bya II
ma byin par yang blang mi bya II
rdzun dang 'dod pa spyod pa rnams II
dngos grub 'dod pas bya ba min II
chang ni btung bar mi bya zhing II
sha la sags pa bza' mi bya II
sems can gnad par sbyor ba ni II
nam [nams B) yang bya ba ma yin no II.
Cf. the Durgaliparisodhanatantra (Tib. A, p. 316.27-31).
7B

79

The phrase 'or the like' here is probably intended to include fish.
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pledges (rtsa ba'i dam tshig), Rong-zom-pa states that, in most cases (phal eher), there are
seven basic pled~es according to the Durgatiparisodhanatantra. IfI understand him correctly,
these seven are: 8 (1) not abandoning the Three Jewels, (2) not abandoning bodhicitta, (3) not
abandoning hrdayas, mantras, and mudriis, (4) not abandoning devatiis, (5) not abandoning
one's guru (or vajriieiirya), (6) not insulting one's Vajra brothers (vajrabhriitr), Vajra sisters
(vajrabhagini), or Vajra consorts (vajrii),82 and (7) not revealing tantric secrets. It is to be
noted, however, that these seven are, in Rong-zom-pa's own words, not found 'in one cluster'
(tshoms gcig tu) in the Durgatiparisodhanatantra and are, in fact, not specified as seven. The
first five are found together in one passage, the fifth is mentioned again together with the
sixth in another passage, and the seventh is mentioned separately in yet another passage.
Theoretically, one could enumerate the non-abandonment of the Three Jewels as three, the
non-abandonment of hrdayas, mantras, and mudriis as three, and so forth. But, as far as I can
see, Rong-zom-pa counted the basic pledges as I have indicated above. That the nonabandonment of mantras and mudriis could be treated as one was, in any case, known to
Rong-zom-pa from the *Guhyagarbhatantra, where the non-abandonment of the two is listed
as one of five basic pledges.
He also justifies why these seven pledges, although scattered in different places in the
Durgatiparisodhanatantra, can still be considered basic pledges. That only five (and not all
seven) basic pledges are taught in one cluster can, according to him, be explained by the fact
that the yogatantras do not emphasise group practice in a malJcjala (tshogs kyi dkyil 'khor gyi
sgrub pa), there being hence no need to stress the sixth and seventh basic pledges, which are
connected with fellow tantric practitioners and with the disclosure of secret tantric activities. 83

Durgatiparisodhanatantra (p. 216.22-23):
priiJJinas co no safJ1ghiityii adattafJ1 naiva ciiharet II
mr~ii naiva co bhii~eta niicaret tatparastriyam II.
See also ibid. (Tib. A, p. 35l.24-25) and the citation in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 209b2-3; B, p. 315.5-6):
srag chags rnams ni bsad ml bya II
ma byin par yang mi blang zhlng II
rdzun du smra ba bya ba min II
pha 1'01 bud med spyad mi bya II.

80

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 209b3-210a2; B, p. 315.7-19): rtsa ba'i dam tshig ni phal cher bdun du grogs te I 'diltar
dpal ngan song sbyong ba las I rtsa ba'i dkyil 'kher chen pOl' dam bsgrags pa'i skabs su gsungs.pa I «[1) dkon
mchog gsum ni yongs mi spang II [2) dus kun du ni byang chub sems II [3) snying po sngags dang phyag rgya
dang II [4)lha dang [5) bla ma de bzhin no II»' zhes gsungs nas I de nyid kyi bka' bsgo ba'i skabs nas yang
gsungs po I (<songs rgyas kun dang bla mar mnyam II rdo rje slob dpon brnyas na ni II rtag tu sdug bsngal thob
'gyur bas II cung zad tsam yang brnyas ml bya II [6) rdo rje spun dang sring mo dang II rdo Ije ma rnams nyid 10
nl II rnal 'byor can gyls brnyas mi bya II rtag tu 'khon [rnkhon B) dang bcug [bcugs A) mi bya II»' zltes gsungs
so II [7) gsang ba mi bstan pa yang skabs 'dlr ma gsungs kyang I rigs bzhi 'khor 10 sgyur ba'i dkyil' 'khor gyl
skabs nas dam bsgrog pa'i skabs su gsungs pa I «gang khyod kyis su 'ang rung ba la smras na phyag no rdo Ije
nyid ~)lis rdo rje rab tu 'bar bas khyod kyl mgo 'gas par 'gyur ra»' zhes gsungs te I de Itar no rtsa ba'i dam tshig
nl bdun du gsungs so II. ' Durgatiparisodhanatantra (Skt., p. 238.5-6): ... tyiijyafJ1 ratnatrayafJ1 na co II
bodlticittahrnmudrii lu gurudeviis lalhaiva ca II; cf. ibid. (Tib. B, p. 239.6-9). ' Cf. the
Durgaliparisodhanatanlra (Tib. A, p. 317.30-34); Ibid. (Skt., p. 238.30-33): sarvabuddhasamafJ1 gurufJ1
vajriiciilyanindayii II nltyadu/:lkhiiviiplir iii iiciiryafJ1 na nindayet II vajrabhiilrbhaginfmiilii yogi na nindayel II
upaniihafJ1 co no kuryiil II; ibid. (Tib. B, p. 239.36-39). 'This citation has not been located in the versions of the
Durgaliparisodhanalantra consulted by me.
81

The term rdo Ije ma seems to refer here to female consorts rather than to female tantric' deities (cf. TSD, S.v.
rdo I}e mal.

82

8J mDo rgyas (A, fo!. 210a2-6; B, pp. 315.19-316.3): gang dag 'di skad du 'di dag tshoms gcig tu gril nos ma
gsungs pas rlsa bar 'gyur bar nges po med do zhes bsam par mi bya sle I 'di liar tshe dpag med ~yl d~yil 'khor
du dbang bskur ba rgyas par gsungs po I rlsa ba'i dkyil 'khor 10 sogs pa gzhan du sbyar du ml rung ba med po
bzhln no II 'di dag tshoms gclg tu ma gsungs po 'i dgongs pa 'di yin par dgongs Ie [ste B)I rnal 'byor gyl rgyud
'di dag tu tshogs kyi dkyil 'khor gyl sgrub po glsor ma bslan pas I de'l phyir rdo I}e mched kyi dam tsltlg dang
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Thus only the first five out of the seven are regarded as princ!pal basic pledges. These recur in
the Durgatiparisodhanatantra in slightly different wording. 8 Rong-zom-pa has made it clear
that the Yoga tantric system follows the scheme of fourteen muliipattis. 85 Nevertheless, it
seems that these fourteen miiliipattis are not found in the Durgatiparisodhanatantra.
(b) The Vajrasikharatantra

We shall now examine what the next yogatantra, namely, the Vajrasikharatantra, has to say
about the sik$iipadas, basic pledges, and muliipattis. The sik$iipadas taught in the
Vajrasikharatantra,86 according to Rong-zom-pa, involve adopting ten courses of wholesome

gsang ba'i spyod pa mi bstan cing mi smra ba'i dam tshig 10 yang I yang dang yang nan tan bskyed mi dgos te
gtsor nan tan bskyed po ni rnam pa Inga yin par dgongs te I de 'i phyir rtsa ba'i dkyil 'khor du 'ang tshoms gcig
tu Inga po gtsor bstan la I.
Durgatiparisodhanatantra, as cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fo!' 210a6-b2; B, p. 316.4-8):
dkon mchog gsum dang byang chub sems II
bla rna dam po moms mi spang II
bla ma smad po mi bya ste II
de yi grib ma 'gom mi bya II
slob dpon mayin mi gzung 10 II
rdo lje slob dpon mtshan mi bljod II
sngags dang phyag rgya mi smad de II
Iha rnams la Ita smos ci dgos II
ci ste glen pas smad no ni II
nad kyis ngespar 'chi bar 'gyur II.
Cf. Durgatiparisodhanatantra (Skt., p. 216.21-27); ibid. (Tib. B, p. 217.24-31); ibid. (Tib. A, p. 351.23-29).
84

85

See n. 94.

Vajrasikharatantra, as cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 209a5-b1; B, pp. 314.22-315.2):
khyod kyis srog chags bsad mi bya II
rna byin par yang blang mi bya II
rdzun po 'i tshig nyid smra mi bya II
nyes pa kun gyi rtsa ba yin [= yi]11
myos byed btung ba mam [rnams B]par spang II
bya ba rna yin spang ba nyid II
mal 'byorpa la bsnyen bkurbya II
Ius kyi las ni mom gsum dang II
ngag gi yang ni mam pa bzhi II
yid kyi mam pa gsum dag ni II
rtag tu spang zhing bsrung bar bya II.
Cf. Vajrasikharatantra (D, fo!' 156b4-6):
khyod kyis srog chags gsad mi bya II
ma byin pa yang blang mi bya II
'dod pas log par g.yem mi bya II
brdzun du yang ni smra mi bya II
nyes pa kun gyi rtsa ba yi I
chang dog 'thung ba spang bar bya II
bya ba ma yin thams cad dol' II
mchog tu sems can gdul bar bya II
dam pa mams la rim gro dang II
mal 'byor pa mams bsnyen bkur bya II
mal 'byor rig pa bsgrub pa 'i phyir II
mkhas po rnams 10 bsten par bya II
Ius kyi las ni mom gsum dang II
ngag gi yang ni mom po bzhi II
yid kyi rnam pa gsum dag kyang II
ci nus par ni bsrung bar bya II.
86
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attitude or action (dasakusalakarmapathasamiidiina) in general,87 and of avoiding the four
miiliipattis (such as homicide) and lesser failings (such as consumption of intoxicating drinks)
in particular. 88 The details of the sik/iiipadas taught in the two yogatantras, the
Vajrasikharatantra and the Durgatiparisodhanatantra, however, differ slightly. For example,
while the consumption of alcoholic drinks is mentioned in both, the consumption of meat is
mentioned only in the Durgatiparisodhanatantra. We have seen above that Rong-zom-pa put
together seven basic pledges of the Durgatiparisodhanatantra, of which five are principal
ones. These five main pledges are also mentioned in the Vajrasikharatantra, as follows: 89 (1)
adopting the Three Jewels, (2) adopting a 'chief (gtso bo), (3) not abandoning bodhicitta, (4)
not abandoning devatiis, and (5) not abandoning mantras and mudriis. Minor differences are
noticeable in the sequence and the terminology employed. It is, however, possible that the'
sequence varies due to the Tibetan translation. Presumably, the term 'chief should be
understood to be referring to the tantric master or guru.
The Vajrasikharatantra, unlike the Durgatiparisodhanatantra, proposes a scheme of
fourteen miiliipattis, or, when positively formulated, fourteen basic precepts. 90 Rong-zom-pa

Cf. also the readings in T (fa I. 58bl-3), which deviate from those in D. Apparently Amoghavajra's Chinese
translation of the Vajrasikharalanlra does not contain these verses.
87

For the term dasakusalakarmapalhasamadana, see BHSD, s.v. karmapalha.

" mDo rgyas (A, fol. 209al-2; B, p. 314.14-16): 'dir yang bslab pa'i gzhi ni I dge ba bcu'i las kyi lam yang dag
par blang ba dang I khyad par du'ang srog gcod pa la sags pa rlsa ba bzhi yan lag dang bcas par spang bar
gsungs Ie I.
Vajrasikharalanlra (T, fol. 96al-3; D, fol. 211b3-5):
sangs rgyas chos dang dge 'dun dang II
glso bo da [= de] dag Ihur blang bya II
'Isho ba 'i srog gi phyir yang ni II
byang sems nges par dol' mi bya II
Iha mams la ni smad mi bya II
sngags dang phyag rgya nam yang min II.
See the citation in the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 210b2-3, 222a3-4; B, pp. 316. 8-10,329.17-19).

&9

90

Vajrasikharalanlra, as cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 211al-5; B, pp. 316.20-317.9):
sangs rgyas mal 'byor sdom pa la II
sdom pa yi ni Ishul khrims dang II
dge ba 'i chos ni bsdu ba dang II
sems can don bya Ishul khrims gsum II
de dag brian pOI' gzung bar bya II
sangs rgyas chos dang dge 'dun Ie II
bla na med pa 'i dkon mchog gsum II
deng nas brlsams Ie gzung bar bya II
rdo rje rigs mchog chen po yi II
rdo rje dril bu phyag rgya yang II
blo gros chen po khyod kyis gzung II
byang chub sems gang de rdo rje II
shes rab dril bu zhes su brjod II
slob dpon yang ni bzung bya sle II
bla rna sangs rgyas kun dang mnyam II
rin chen rigs mchog chen po yi II
dam Ishig yid du 'ong ba la II
nyin re bzhin du Ian drug lu II
zang zing byams dang mi 'jigs chos II
sbyin pa rnam bzhi rlag Iu sbyin II
pad ma 'i rigs mchog dag pa la II
phyi nang [= dang]' gsang ba'i Ihegpagsum II
dam pa 'i chos ni rab lu gzung II
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conveniently enumerates the fourteen basic precepts by sorting them out according to the socalled 'five families' (paficakula):91 (1) four limbs for the Tathagata family, namely, holding
fast to three kinds of slla, which are counted as three, and holding fast to the Three Jewels,
counted as one, (2) two limbs for the Vajra family, namely, holding fast to bodhicitta and
adhering to a vajriiciirya, (3) four limbs for the Ratna family, namely, making gifts of
material things (iimi$a), benevolence (maitrf), security or protection (abhaya), and doctrine
(dharma),92 (4) two limbs for the Padma family, namely, holding fast to the saddharma of
three outer and three inner vehicles,93 and (5) two limbs for the Karma family, namely, paying
homage to noble beings (e.g. a bodhisattva of the first bhumi and higher) and acting for the
benefit of sentient beings.
Rong-zom-pa notes that the generation of bodhicitta is common to all fourteen limbs.
According to him, the Kriya tantric system mainly follows the pattern of four basic
muliipattis, whereas the Yoga tantric system follows the model of fourteen muliipattis. He
adds that the four muliipattis found in the non-tantric and conservative Mahayana and in the
Kriya system of the Vajrayana can be accommodated within the fourteen muliipattis of the
Yoga system. 94 This is done by employing the positive term 'pledge' (samaya) and not the
las kyi rigs mchog chen po yi II
sdom pa Ihams cad Idan par ni II
sems can kun don bya ba dang II
mchod pa 'i las rnams ci nus bya II
phas pham zhes bya de dag ni II
bcu bzhi dag lu 'dod pa gzhan II
dor ba mi bya smad mi bya II
rlsa ba'i Ilung ba zhes byar bshad II
nyin dang mlshan [tshan B] mo Ian gsum du II
nyin re bzhin ni bzlas par bya II
gal Ie mal 'byar nyams gyur no II
rlsa ba'i llung bagyur payin II.
See also the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 21Ob6; B, p. 316.18-19): de yang 'di liar dpal rdo rje rise mo 'i rgyud las I/ha
khyad par gyi sdom pa'i dbang du byas nas rlsa ba'i Ilung ba bcu bzhi gsungs Ie I. Cf., however, the set of.
pledges in the VajraSikharalanlra (T, fols. 58a2-59a7; D, fols. 183a7-184a7). The translation of the
Vajrasikharalantra used by Rong-zom-pa seems to have differed considerably from the one found in the bKa''gyur. ' The Sanskrit text of this rather popular verse is extant (see, for example, TSD, s.v. gsang ba) and the
reading nang is certainly a mistake. The orthographic similarity between dang and nang, and .the perfect sense
pi,yi nang gsang .ba 'j Iheg pa makes to a Tibetan scholar (phyi nang gsang gsum being a quite common
expression), can explain this rather inevitable mistake. That Rong-zom-pa himself read dang can be deduced
from the fact that, based on this verse, he counted one outer vehicle and three secret vehicles. See the passage
dealing with four vehicles in chapter five.
mDo rgyas (A, fol. 211b2-5; B, p. 317.13-20): 'dir yan lag bcu bzhir bgrang ba ni byang chub kyi sems
bskyed pa spyir blang sle I de bzhin gshegs pa 'i rigs la Ishul khrims mam pa gsum gzung ba dang I dkon me/lOg
gsum bzung ba sle yan lag bzhi rdo rje 'i rigs la byang chub kyi sems gzung ba dang rdo rje slob dpon gzung ba
sle yan lag gnyis I rin po che 'i rigs la sbyln pa mam [mams B] pa bzhi gzung ba sle yan lag bzhi Ipad rna 'i rigs
la phyi 'i Iheg pa gsum gzung ba dang I gsang ba'i Iheg pa gsum gzung ba sle yan lag gnyis I las kyi rigs la
'phags pa mchod po dang sems can gyi don bya ba sle yan lag gnyis Ie I de Itar beu bzhi ni phas pham pa zhes
bya sle rlsa ba'i Ilung ba beu bzhi zhes grogs so II.
9]

92 Three kinds of dana are commonly known (DAYAL 1932: 173; TSD, s.v. zang zing gi sbyin pal, namely,

making gifts of material things (ami~a), security or protection (abhaya), and doctrine (dharma). The conferring
of benevolence (maitri) is, hence, somewhat unusual.
For the three outer vehicles (phyi'i Iheg pa gsum) and three secret vehicles (gsang ba'i Iheg pa gsum), see
Rong-zom-pa's explanation of the four-vehicle model in chapter five.

03

94 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 2IOb5-6; B, p. 316.15-18): gzhan yang bya ba'i rgyud las ni rlsa ba'i Ilung ba bzhi glsor
gzhag la I mal 'byor gyi rgyud du ni rlsa ba'i Ilung ba beu bzhi zhes bslan Ie I des ni snga ma'i rtsa ba'i llung
ba bzhi'ang 'dus la de bas lhagpa'ang rlsa ba'i llung barbslan 10 II·
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negative term 'transgression' (iipatti). That is to say, the non-abandonment of the Sublime
Doctrine (saddharma) is included in the pledge pertaining to the Padma family, the nonabandonment of bodhicitta is included in the pledge pertaining to the Vajra family, not
nourishing greediness (miitsarya) is included in the pledge pertaining to the Ratna family, not
inflicting injury to sentient beings is included in the pledge pertaining to the Tathagata family,
and all activities associated with the precepts (sa/flvara) are included in the pledge pertaining
to the Karma family.95
Let us now consider the relevance of the maintenance of bodhicitta within the
framework of these fourteen basic precepts. Rong-zom-pa states: 96
As for how bodhicitta can be maintained on the basis of these explanations of the sik$iipadas,
basic [precepts], and muiapattis, this should be known as explained above in the context of the
Kriya tantric [system]. Here, too, in the context of the [fourteen] basic precepts, [it is] therefore
[explained as follows:] Holding fast to the three filas is the foundation of bodhicitta. Likewise,
holding fast to the Three Jewels is the cause of bodhicitta. Holding fast to bodhicitta is its actual
essence. The vajracarya is the conferrer of bodhicitta. The four kinds of giving (dana) are the
antidotes for the factors opposing it (i.e. bodhicitta). Upholding the saddharma is to hold fast to
the efficient strategies [necessary for salvific activities]. Paying homage to the noble ones and
acting for the benefit of sentient beings is to accomplish the activities natural to it. In this way,
[refraining from committing] all these fourteen muiapattis (i.e. keeping the fourteen basic
precepts) is seen to be ancillary to the maintenance of bodhicitta.
(e) The Srfparamiidyatantra

The Srfparamadyatantra, also belonging to the Yoga class, mentions seven pledges, all of
which, according to Rong-zom-pa, serve to maintain bodhicitta. 97 Interestingly, forty-two
original Sanskrit verses of the Srfparamiidyatantra containing the seven pledges have been a
subject of several publications among specialists in Old Javanese literature, beginning from as
early as 1910. These Sanskrit verses became known to the specialists when the Old Javanese
was translated and commented. Several scholars-principally J. Kats, J. S. Speyer, K. Wulff,
H. von Glasenapp, Unrai Wogihara, Sakai Shiro, and J. W. de Jong-have contributed in
different ways to the study of these verses. 98 Rong-zom-pa cites nine and a half verses
(roughly corresponding to the vefses numbered 28-36 in de long's edition).99 According to

95 mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 21Ia6--b2; B, p. 317.9-13): de Itar na gong gi rlsa ba'i Ilung ba bzhi'ang I 'dus Ie I dam
pa 'i chos mi spang ba ni pad ma 'i rigs I byang chub kyi sems mi glang ba ni rda rje'i rigs I ser sna mi bya ba ni
rin po che 'i rigs I sems can la gnod pa mi bya ba ni de bzhin gshegs pa 'i rigs I sdam pa Ihams cad kyi las ni las
kyi rigs sa II.

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 211b5-212a3; B, pp. 317.20-318.6): de liar bslab pa'i gzhi dang rlsa ba dang rlsa ba'i
Ilung ba bshad pa de dag gis kyang byang chub kyi sems yangs su 'dzin pa ji liar 'gyur ba ni I gong du bya ba'i
rgyud kyi skabs suji liar bSlanpa bzhin du 'dir yang shes par bya'a II de bas na rlsa ba'i skabs 'dir ['dar A]
yang I tshul khrims gsum gzung ba ni byang chub kyi sems kyi gzhi'a II de bzhin du dkan mchag gsum gzung ba
ni de'i rgyu mlshan na II bYC,flg chub kyi [kyis BJ sems gzung ba ni rang gi ngo bo 'a II rdo rje slob dpon ni de
sbyin par byed pa'o II sbyin pa rnam pa bzhi ni I de'i mi mlhun pa'i phyogs kyi gnyenpa'o II dam pa'i chas
yongs su bzung ba ni de'i Ihabs la mkhC{s pa 'dzin par byed pa'o II 'phags pa mchod pa dang sems can gyi don
bya ba ni I de'i 'phrin las yongs su sgrub pa ste I de liar na rlsa ba'i Itung ba bcu bzhi po 'di dag gis kyang
byang chub kyi sems yongs su gzungba'i yan lag lu gyur pa '0 II.
%

mDo rgyas CA, fo1. 212a3-4; B, p. 318.6--8): gzhan yang dpal mchog dang po las Ilha Ihun mong gi sdom pa 'i
dbang du gsungs pa I rtsa ba'i ltung bar gyur pa I byang chub kyi sems yongs su gzung ba 'i yan lag lu gyur pa I
dam tshig bdun gsungs te I.
97

For an account of these scholars' study of the Sanskrit verses of the Srfparamiidyatantra, see DE JONG 1979:
619-622.

98
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him, the Sripararniidyatantra in general teaches how to abide by the directives (iijiiii) of the
buddhas: In particular, it has laid down seven pledges, which can be grouped into 'six kinds
of things that should not be done' (bya ba rna yin pa rnarn pa drug), and 'three which should
' .
100
always be done' (rtag tu bya bagsurn), the latter being counted as one: (I) not abandoning
bodhicitta,IOI (2) not abandoning the rnudrii of bodhicitta,102 (3) not abandoning the
saddharrna,103 which is the efficient strategy necessary for salvific activities motivated by
bodhicitta, (4) not revealing 'great methods' out of ignorance or confusion, so that bodhicitta
is not destroyed in the mental continuum of others, 104 (5) not tormentinf oneself (embodying
as one does bodhicitta and a future buddha) with austerities (tapas),10 so that bodhicitta is
not destroyed in one's mental continuum, (6) not disparaging the iiciirya,106 the giver of

99 For the Sanskrit and Tibetan texts of the Srfparamadyatantra dealing with the seven pledges, see DE JONG

1979: 627-629 (verse nos. 28-36). The verses found there, however, do not correspond exactly with those cited
in the mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 212a4-b5; B, p. 318.9-24). For instance, verse 32ab in DE JONG 1979: 628 has no
parallel in the mDo rgyas.
100 mDo rgyas (A, fols. 212b5-213a3; B, pp. 318.24-319.8): de yang 'di ltar bde bar gshegs pa 'i bka' bzhin
bsrung ba dang I rtag tu dam tshig bsrung bar gsungs pa ni spyir bstan pa ste I bye brag tu gsungs pa ni I [I)
byang chub kyi sems mi gtang ba dang I [2) de'i phyag rgya mi spang ba dang I [3) de'i thabs lamkhas pa 'dzin
pa dam pa 'i chos mi spang ba dang I [4) de gzhan gyi rgyud ta chud mi gsan pa 'i mlshan nyid mi shes pa dang I
rmongs pas Ishul chen mi bslan pa dang I [5) de bdag gi rgyud la chud mi gsan pa 'i mlshan nyid I byang chub
kyi sems kyi rang bzhin I rang gi lha 'i bdag nyid du gnas par bya ba spangs Ie I dka' Ihub kyis gdung bar mi bya
ba dang I [6) de sbyin par byed pa rdo rje slob dpon la bmyas par mi bya ba sle I de liar bya ba ma yin pa mam
pa drug spang ba dang I [7) rlag lu bya ba gsum bstan pa sle de liar mam pa bdun du grags so II.
101 Srfparamiidyatanlra (according to the edition in DEJONG 1979: 627-628, verse no. 29):

bodhicittaf!l taviityiijyaf!l' yad vajram iti mudrayii I
yasyotpiidaikamiitrelJab buddha eva na saf!lsayai) II.
The Tibetan translation:
gang zhig skyed pa tsam gyis ni II
sangs rgyas nyid du dogs med pa 'i II
byang chub sems ni glang mi bya II
phyag rgya rdo rje gang yin pa II.
The Tibetan text cited by Rong-zom-pa (mDo rgyas, A, fo!' 212a5-6; B, p. 318.10-11) varies slightly:
byang chub sems ni gtang mi bya II
phyag rgya rdo rje gang yin pa '0 II
gang ni bsA.yed pa tsam gyis su II
sangs rgyas nyid du dogs pa med II.
, According to de Jong, Wulff changes tava' to tvaya' without indicating the MS reading, but his emendation is
unnecessary. b De Jong notes that the Tibetan does not translate eka and that one perhaps should read
yaryotpadanamiitrelJa.
102 Probably by mudrii Rong-zom-pa means the sceptre (vajra) and bell (ghalJlii). See the Srfparamiidyatantra
(DE JONG 1979: 628, verse no. 32ab): vajraf!l ghalJliiii ca mudraii ca na samtyajya kadacana I. Tibetan

translation:
rdo rje dril bu phyag rgyas [= rgya) mams II
namyang yongssu spangmi bya II.
This pada, however, is missing from the group of verses cited in the mDo rgyas.
103 Srfparamadyalantra (DE rONG 1979: 628, verse no. 30ab): saddharmo na prati10epyab na tyajyas ca
kadacana I. Tibetan translation:
dam pa 'i chos ni mi smod cing II
nam yang btang bar mi bya '0 II.

104 Cf. ibid., verse no. 30cd.
105 See ibid., verse no. 31.
106 See ibid., verse nos. 32cd-34.
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bodhicitta, and (7) doing the 'three things which should always be done.' The 'three things
which should always be done' are: I07 (1) always keeping the pledges, (2) always paying
homage to the tathagatas, and (3) always making offering to one's guru. It is also stated that
meditating on Vajrasattva, who is characterised by bodhicitta, is supposed to automatically
entail the observance of all pledges. lOS
(d) The Tattvasa1]'lgrahasiitra

The Tattvasa7}1grahasiitra, yet another yogatantra, is said to emphasise the practice of
bodhicitta and, in addition, to propose a set of five pledges. 109 The five pledges,
corresponding to the five kinds of deities (lha mam pa lnga) associated with the four
families (rigs bzhi), are: (1) the pledge pertaining to the tathagatas, (2) the pledge
pertaining to the Tathagata family, (3) the pledge pertaining to the Vajra family, (4) the
pledge pertaining to the Padma family, and (5) the pledge pertaining to the Ratna family. I 10
The essence of the five pledges may be summarised as follows: (1) uniting with desire
(raga), explained as uniting with the practice of bodhicitta, is the pledge pertaining to the
tathagatas; (2) not becoming tired of desire, explained as the consolidation of bodhicitta, is
the pledge pertaining to the Tathagata family; (3) threatening malevolent people and those
engaged in harming others and being benevolent to sentient beings constitute the' pledge
pertaining to the Vajra family; (4) not being attached to any activity, in virtue of knowing

Srfparamiidyatantra (DEJONG 1979: 629, verse no. 35):
nityafJ1 svasamayab siidhyo nityafJ1 pujyas tathiigatab' I
nityan ea guruvedeyafJ1b sarvabuddhasamo hy asa" II.
Tibetan translation:
rtag tu rang gi dam tshig bsrung II
rtag tu de bzhin gshegs pa mehod II
rtag tu bla rna la yang dbul ['bul Plil
'di ni sangs rgyas kun dang 'dra II.
Cf. the verses cited in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 212b3-4; B, p. 318.20-22):
rtag tu bdag gis dam tshig bsrung II
rtag tu de bzhin gshegs pa mehod II
rlag lu bla rna /a yang dbu/ II
'di ni sangs rgyas kun dang 'dra II.
, De Jong notes the reading in Speyer (pujyiis tathiigaliib) and adds that the Tibetan translation has no plural
particle but that this is often omitted. b De Jong notes the reading in Speyer (guruvaidheyyafJ1) and adds that the
Tibetan has gurave deyafJ1, which is undoubtedly the correct reading.
107

109 mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 213a3-4; B, p. 319.9-13): gzhan yang mdor bsdus na byang chub sems kyi rang bzhin
beom Idan'das rdo rje sems dpa' 'ba' zhig bsgoms pas kyang dam tshig thams cad'dus par gsungs sle rgyud de
nyid (i.e. Srfparamiidyalantra) las 'di Itar I «bcom Idan 'das dpal rdo rje sems dpa' srid pa mam par dag pa 'i
thabs kyi mehog rtog pa Ihams cad kyi gsang ba chen po dam tshig tu bsgom par bya '0 II» zhes gsungs so II·
109 mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 213a4-6; B, p. 319.13-18): dpa/ ta twa sang gra ha las ni I bsrung ba'i dam tshig mang
du rna gsungs Ie I der yang byang chub kyi sems sgrub pa glso bor bslan nas /ha khyad par gyi dam tshig gi
dbang du byas te dam tshig rnam pa Inga zhig gsungs so II gang gi phyir rgyud der ni Iha mam pa Inga gsungs
pa 'i phyir te I 'di liar de bzhin gshegs pa mams dang I de dag gi rigs dang I rdo rje dang I pad rna dang I rin po
ehe las byung ba'i rigs Ie I de liar mam pa Ingar grags te I; cf. the Tantriirthiivatiira (P, fa!. 13a5-7; D, fa!.
Ila6-7; S, vol. 27, p. 1007.14-19).
110 Rong-zom-pa explains why the Karma family is not mentioned separately in the TattvasafJ1grahasutra (mDo
rgyas, A, fol. 213a6-bl; B, p. 319.18-20): "It is well known that in that tantra, in consideration of the trainees,
the Karma family is not taught separately, since agent and action are not thought of as being different" (rgyud
der ni 'du/ ba'i dbang gis las kyi rigs gud du rna bstan te I byed pa po dang las tha mi dad par dgongs pa 'i phyir
ro zhes grags so Ill. His expression 'it is known' evidently means 'as known in the Tantriirthiivatiira' (P, fa!.
I3b5-7; D, fols. lIb6-12al; S, voL 27, pp: 1008.18-1009.3).
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the pure nature of all phenomena, and being attached to the activities that benefit sentient
beings constitute the pledge pertaining to the Padma family; and (5) practising generosity is
the pledge pertaining to the Ratna family. Rong-zom-pa explicitly refers to Buddhaguhya's
Tantriirthiivatiira only while explaining the first of these five pledges, but it is evident that
the remaining explanations are also virtually verbatim extracts from that work. I I I
5. Pledges and the Maintenance of Bodhicitta in the Mahiiyoga System
considered, either explicitly or implicitly, tantras such as the
Guhyendutilakatantra,112
Guhyasarniijatantra,
Buddhasarniiyogatantra,
and
Vairocanarniiyiijiila as belonging to the rnahiiyoga class. l13 Much confusion can be avoided if
the terms 'rnahiiyoga' and 'Mahayoga' .,jire distinguished from the very outset, particularly
when dealing with both 'old' and 'new' tantras. The word 'rnahiiyoga' is used as a generic
term to designate all that is known as the inner or higher yogas (niruttarayoga). In the
rNying-ma tradition, however, there are also the so-called 'three classes of inner tantras'
(nang rgyud sde gsurn), namely, Mahayoga, Anuyoga, and Atiyoga, all of which are
considered rnahiiyogas. For Rong-zom-pa, Mahayoga, Anuyoga, and Atiyoga are
distinguished on the basis of the mental capacity of the yo gins (mal 'byor pa rnarns kyi bio
rtsal) to assume bodhicittavajra, which is the bodhicitta par excellence (sarnantabhadra1J1
bodhicittarn): 114
Rong-zom-pa

On account of the difference in the mental capacity of yogins to realise the equality of
phenomena in order to acquire bodhicittavajra, [which is the bodhicitta] par excellence, the
[greater] yoga ([rnahiilYoga) is divided into three, namely, Mahiiyoga, Anuyoga, and Atiyoga.
These are also known as the yogas of Generation (bskyed pal, Perfection (rdzogs pal, and Great
Perfection (rdzogs pa chen po); all, it should be known, are merely particularisations of the
greater yoga (mahiiyoga).
In later rNying-ma sources, we can find subclassifications of the three classes into nine
classes, beginning with the Mahayoga of the Mahayoga (rna hii'i rna hii), the Mahayoga of the
Anuyoga (rna hii'i a nu), and the like, and ending with the Atiyoga of the Atiyoga (a ti'i a
ti).115 When this classification was introduced for the first time is yet to be determined. In any

III Cf. the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 213b4-215a2; B, pp. 320.2-321.17) and the Tantriirthiivatiira (P, fols. 14a216a3; D, fols. 12b4-14a4; S, vol. 27, pp. 1010.14-1014.2).

112 In the introductory passage on mahiiyoga pledges, the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 222bl-2; B, p. 330.3-5) states: la
la las ni sku gsung thugs kyiphyag rgya bsgom pa 10 sogs pa sgrub pa'i dam tshig gi phyogs nas bstan to II. An
annotation correctly identifies 'some [tantras]' (la la) as the Guhyendutilakatantra. Later on the
Guhyendutilakatantra is explicitly mentioned by name. See ibid. (A, fo1. 236b5-6; B, p. 347.6-7): sgrub po 'i
dam tshig ni I dpal zla gsang thig Ie las I byang chub snying por bgrod pa 'i yan lag drug gsungs te I.
113 mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 227b4-6; B, p. 336.13-17): de bzhin du mal 'byor chen po 'i tshu! du 'ang dpal rnam par
snang mdzad sgyu 'phrul drwa ba dang I dpal sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor Ita bu ni thabs dang shes rob spyi'i
tshul bstan pa I dpal gsang ba 'dus pa Ita bu ni thabs dang shes rob zab mo 'i tshul bstan pa '0 zhes grags so II de
nyid kyi dbang gis sgyu 'phrul d,wa ba dang sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor ni mal 'byor chen po 'i rgyud rna yin no
zhes kyang zer ro II.

114 mDo rgyas (A, fo1. 252a5-b I; B, p. 365.3-8): kun tu bzang po rdo lje byang chub kyi sems 'dzin par byed pa
la I chos mnyam pa nyid du rtogs pa'i mal 'byor pa rnams kyi blo rlsal gyi khyad par las I mal 'byor mam pa
gsum du phye ste I mal 'byor chen po dang Iljes su mthun pa 'i mal 'byor dang I shin lu mal 'byo,. ro II de nyid
10 bskyed po dang I rdzogs pa dang I rdzogs pa chen po 'i mal 'byor zhes kyang grags te I de dag thams cad
kyang mal 'byor chen po nyid kyi bye brag tsam du shes par bya'o II.
lIS Interestingly, the three bodies (kiiya) of the Buddha have been subclassified in a similar way, that is, into the
Dhannakaya of Dhannakaya (chos sku'i chos sku) and so forth. Perhaps such a subclassification was inspired by
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case, what should be made clear is that the tantric system we are .concemed with here is the
general mahiiyoga class and not the more specific Mahiiyoga.
Before Rong-zom-pa goes on to discuss the actual pledges within these tantras, he
makes some general introductory remarks about the different types of pledges taught in them.
These introductory remarks are clearly meant to serve as a kind of outline for his presentation
of the pledges according to the mahiiyoga class, which clearly fall into the following five
categories: (1) pledges pertaining to refrainment (srung ba 'i / bsrung bar bya'i dam tshig),116
(2) pledges pertaining to practices (sgrub pa 'j / bsgrub par bya ba'i dam tshig), 117 (3) pledges
pertaining to indulgence (spyod pa'i / spyad par bya ba'i dam tshig), (4) primary and
ancillary pledges (rtsa ba dang yan lag gi dam tshig),118 and (5) general, specific, and
additional pledges (spyi dang khyad par lhag pa'i dam tshig).11 The contents and the
scriptural or personal authority of the five categories of pledges may be presented as follows:
I.

Pledges Pertaining to Refrainment
(srung ba'i dam tshig)

Scriptural or Personal Authority

the common practice of subdividing mild (mrdu), middling (madhya), and excessive (adhimiitra) into the mild of
mild (mrdumrdu), etc.
116 mDa rgyas (A, fo!' 222a6-bl; B, p. 330.1-3): de yang rgyud la la las ni srag mi bead pa dang I sems can fa
gnad po mi bya ba la sags pa bslab pa 'i gzhi dang I Itung ba'i rtsa ba Ita bu bsrung bar bya ba 'i phyags nas
bstan to II. That the bsrung bar bya 'i dam tshig are understood in the sense of 'pledges pertaining to refrainment'
is evident from a passage in the mDo rgyas (A, fo!' 228a2; B, p. 336.22-23): ... rtsa ba'i !tung ba Ita bu bya ba
ma yIn pa las Idog pa 'I mtshan nyid bsrung bar bya ba'i dam tshig gi phyogs nas bstan pa'ang I. Such 'pledges
pertaining to refrainment' can be found, for example, in the Buddhasamiiyogatantra.

"' See above, n. 112.
"' mDa rgyas (A, fo!' 222b3-4; B, p. 330.7-10): la la las ni I rtsa ba dang yan lag tu phye nas sgrub cing
bsrung ba 'i dam tshig dang I mi spang ba dang I dang du blang ba dang I spyad par bya ba dang I shes par bya
ba dang I grub par bya ba rnams Icyl phyogs nas bstan to II. The annotation mentions here the
*Guhyagarbhatantra.
II. mDa rgyas (A, fo!' 222b4; B, p. 330.10-11): la la las ni spyl dang khyad par dang Ihag pa 'I dam tshig gi sgo
nas rgya che bar bstan te I. The locus classIcus for the expression seems to be the Kun 'dus rig pa 'i mda (P, fo!'
62a8; D, fol. 63b3) belonging to the Anuyoga class. The pertinent lines are cited also in the mDa rgyas (A, fols.
247b6-248a4; B, p. 360.4-11).

120 It should be noted that the sIk$iipadas found in the Miiyiijiilatantra have been designated as 'pledges
pertaining to .the adamantine body' (sku rda rje'i dam tshig), 'pledges pertaining to adamantine speech' (ngag
rdo rje'l dam tshig) and 'pledges pertaining to adamantine mind' (sems rdo rje'l dam tshIg). See the mDo rgyas
(A, fols. 228b5-229a6; B, pp. 337.21-338.12).

121

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 229a6-236b5; B, pp. 338.12-347.6).
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(i)

!

Pledges Pertaining to Practices
(sgrub pa 'i dam tshig)
'practices-endo;-ed.;Ithsh'riffibs----·---' (yan lag drug dang ldan pal .
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Scriptural or Persoii"iAuthority

i

TGukye;,du;iiCik'di-;;~t~-;;rn-------!

, -(;0--lp~~cti-;:es-offue-;~fs-ofbody:~p~-;;~h, ,;;;X~~d-----tGuhy~-;;;j;;iilakat~i;;i;;,&~-~------! (sku gsung thugs kyi phyag rgya)
I *Mahiiyiiniibhisamaya 123

Pledges Pertaining to Indulgence
(spyod pa 'i dam tshig)

3.

Scriptural or Personal
Authority

"" 1""'G'~j;y;;;~;;;aJ~t~~t~a, ~e-tc.l24

killing, stealing, etc.

4. ----r------------Primary -~;;:(i Afl,;-;ll,;ry-i,-ledges------~---------------S;;~ipt;;-i~T()r P-;'~sonaC'(rtsa ba dang yan lag gi dam tshig)

(i)

(ii)

Authority

a.! 5 primary pledges (tsa ba'i dam tshig)
,i-. b-:- -rlo-a;;;-ijjary Pi-;'dges 7Y;~-iag g;d-;;;;;--i~h;g): fiv-eJ,Teclges -j
*Guhyagarbhatantra
"
,
(or Vajrasattvamiiyiijiila)'25
; pertaining to non-abandonment (mi spang ba 'i dam tshig) +
; 5 pledges pertaining to adoption (dang du blang ba'i dam
Jt.s.hig2_____ ____ .___ __ ______ ______________ _________. ;_.
a.: 3 primary pledges (rtsa ba'i dam tshig): pledges pertaining
i to body (sku'i dam tshig) + pledges pertaining to speech
! (gsung gi dam tshig) + pledges pertaining to mind (thugs kyi

L__.~Il.q"'Jefzjgj
b.

i 25

_ ~~_~

ancillary pledges (yan lag gi dam tshig): 5 pledges

! Aciirya Padmasambhava '26

i pertaining to non-abandonment (mi spang ba '; dam tshig) + I

: 5 pledges pertaining to adoption (dang du blang ba'i dam

i tshig) + 5 pledges pertaining to indulgence (spyod pa 'i dam

I

! tshig) +

5 pledges pertaining to what should be cognised
, (shes par bya ba'i dam tshig) + 5 pledges pertaining to

(iii)

1- pi~d~~~!~~;;e-~:~~~[:r;~:n:st;~unib'd;Td-;;;;;t~hig)"~-on;moii ---l'Rong~zom~paT27

__L___~!!;_~~.:.>_!!()tl~t1:!'!g_tl1ej',,-ur miiliip'!!~g£cllf~____ J.._____ ___

122

m

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 236b5-237a6; B, p. 347.6-22).

123 Both the Guhyendutilakatantra and the *Mahiiyiiniibhisamaya are said to teach, in a similar way, the
attainment of the 'seals of body, speech and mind' discussed in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 237a6-b5; B, pp.
347.22-348.8). The *Mahiiyiiniibhisamaya mentioned by Rong-zorn-pa seems to be identical with the
TattvaSalJlgrahasiitra, but I have not been able to locate the verses cited by him.
124

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 237b5-238b2; B, pp. 348.9-349.6).

125 For the fifteen pledges according to the *Guhyagarbhatantra, see the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 238b2-240a4; B,
pp. 349.6-351.3). Note that the *Guhyagarbhatantra is often cited under the title Vajrasattvamiiyiijiila.

126 For the twenty-eight pledges, see the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 240a4-247b5; B, pp. 351.2-360.1). Rong-zorn-pa,
however, does not specity any text but merely states (ibid., A, fol. 240a4-5; B, p. 351.3-5): slob dpon padma
'byung gnas kyi zhal snga nas dam tshig nyi shu rtsa brgyad kyi dbye ba mdzad pa dag dang mthun par tshoms
gcig tu dril Ie bstan par bya'o II.
127 This seems to be Rong-zorn-pa's own attempt to condense the preceding twenty-five or twenty-eight pledges
into four main pledges (mDo rgyas, A, fol. 247b5-6; B, p. 360.1-4). For details, see n. 23.
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. ------,-- .,---- ._-

5 .-r--------------G-e;ieral, Sp~~ifi~:aii.d-Additi~;:;alPI~ciges--(spyi dang khyad par Ihag pa 'i dam tshig)'"
. +-----,-,---_.. _ - - - - - - -

------.-----.-~---

.. -, .. --.. -.--------

general pledges (spyi'i dam tshig);
23 pledges pertaining to austerities (brtul zhugs kyi dam tshig)'29 +
28 pledges pertaining to indulgence (spyad pa 'i dam tshig) +
pledges binding at all times (rgyun gyi dam tshig)
(ii)

-(iii)

Scriptural or Personal
Authority

····1····
t

--l----· .-.-~.---~----.-.,.-. -..--..--,.--.. ---------------~-~-~--------.--.-. .- -._.,..
additional pledges (Ihag pa 'i dam tshig)

*Vajravyiihatantra '30

-·--r--25sp~cifi~-pTedges-(khy-;;rp~~-gyida-;;tshii5m-orlo ple-d-g-es--i
,

[corresponding to] the aptitudinal niveau
(rtsal 'phang gi dam tshig)'32

'

In particular, each tantric system, whether Yoga, Mahayoga, Anuyoga or Atiyoga, is said to
have its own ten specific pledges (khyad par gyi dam tshig) or pledges [corresponding to] the
aptitudinal niveau (rtsal 'phang gi dam tshig). They may be presented as follows: 133

128 The general, specific, and additional pledges (spyi dang khyad par Ihag pa'i dam tshig) are explained in
great detail in the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 247b6-257b4; B, pp. 361.17-371.11).
129 Cf. the Theg pa'i bye brag (A, fo!' 174b4-5; B, p. 43.1-4; without the gloss); nyams nga ba med pas brtul
zhugs kyi dam tshig nyishu rtsagsumyang rdzogs pa yin no II.

The rDo /j'e bkod pa 'i rgyud (*Vajravyiihatantra) referred to here by Rong-zom-pa is clearly the dGongs pa
'dus pa'i mdo of the Anuyoga class.

130

131 The total number twenty"five is according to the Theg pa 'i bye brag, which states (A, fo!' 174b4; B, pp.
42.24-43.1); gnyis su mi 'byed pas khyad par gyi dam tshig nyi shu rtsa Inga yang rdzogs pa yin nO II. We do
not know whether Rong-zom-pa explicitly equated the so-called 'pledges [corresponding to] aptitudinallevel'
(rtsal 'phang gi dam tshig) with the 'specific pledges' (khyad par gyi dam tshig), given that the introductory text
dealing with these pledges is missing in the mDo rgyas (see n. 138), but we do know from the given context that
he at least virtually equated them. This means that the pledges taught in these three tantric classes· bear
distinctive or specific features that reflect differences in the mental calibre of the yogins (rnal 'byor rnams kyi
blo rtsal gyi khyad par). See, for example, the mDo rgyas (A, fo!' 252a3-4; B, pp. 364.24-365.1). Cf. the use of
the term rtsal 'phang in the dGongs pa 'dus pa 'i mdo (P, fo!' 233bl-2; D, fo!. 245b3);
rtsal [btsal P] 'phang mtho dman rnal 'byor pas II
mtho dman go 'phang sa bgrod bya II.

m Cf. the Theg pa'i bye brag (A, fols. 174b6-175al; B, p. 43.5-'-7); lam thams ead dbang du 'dus pas rtsal
'phags kyi dam tshig beu yang rdzogs pa yin no II.
133

Pledges explicitly associated with bodhicitta are marked with 'x.'
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(khyad par gyi dam tshig bcu)
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134 The maintenance of bodhici/ta in connection with the pledges pertaining to refrainment in the context of the
Yoga system is mentioned in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 250b6; B, p. 363.14).
135 The connection between the pledges pertaining to refrainment and bodhici/ta in the context of Anuyoga is
made in the mDo rgyas as follows (A, fol. 254b4; B, p. 368.1-2): gnyis su medpa'i rigpa byangchub kyi sems
nyid bsrung ba'i dam Ishig lu 'dod do II.
136 The term kun tu bzang po byang chub kyi sems is mentioned in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 253a2; B, p. 366.2-3)
in connection with the pledges pertaining to the view in the Mahayoga system.
ll7 The connection between the pledges pertaining to view and bodhicil/a in the context of Anuyoga is made in
the mDo rgyas as follows (A, fo!' 255al; B, p. 368.7-8): snod bcud 'du byed dang bcas pa yab yum gnyis su med
pa 'i byang chub kyi sems su blta '0 II.
138 Regrettably, the passage dealing with the first five pledges of the Kriyii class, i.e., from bsrung ba 'i dam Ishig
to ye shes kyi dam Ishig (probably one folio), is missing in the mDo rgyas. The last few lines of the passage
dealing withye shes kyi dam tshig have, however, survived. See ibid. (A, fol. 250a3-5; B, p. 362.19-21). Several
folios seem to be missing also at the end of the mDo rgyas (just before the concluding verses), for an anonymous
annotation states (ibid., B, p. 387.23): "[1] am convinced that much is missing from here onwards. [The missing
text] should be inserted if a better copy arrives" Cdi nas mang po zhig chad song nges bsam dpe khungs dag Ion
na 'dzud dgos I). This annotation is not found in the xylograph edition (cf. A, fol. 27Ib5---6).

139 The connection between bodhicilta and the pledges pertaining to accumulations in the context of Atiyoga is
made in the mDo rgyas as follows (A, fol. 257al; B, p. 370.15-16): byang chub kyi sems yid bzhin gyi nor bu rin
po che yin pas I [add. I B] tshogs rang bzhin gyis rdzogs so II.

140 The connection with bodhicil/a and the pledges pertaining to the stage of a buddha are made by Rong-zom·pa
in his mDo rgyas as follows (A, fol. 250bl; B, p. 363.2-3): 'dir byang chub kyi sems rnam par dag pa sangs
rgyas kyi sar Ita sle I grub pa'i sang rgyas kyi sa ni ma yin no II 'og ma rnams layang de bzhin du sbyar ro II·
141 The connection between bodhicitta and the pledges pertaining to the stage of a buddha in the context of the
Yoga system is made by Rong·zom·pa in his mDo rgyas as follows (A, fol. 25Ib3--4; B, p. 364.9-11): rang
bzhin rnam par dag pa dang I kun lu bzang po byang chub sems kyi byin gyi brlabs [brlab B] kyis I g.yo ba dang
mi g.yo ba'i dngos po thams cad la khyab ste I chos Ihams cad rang bzhin gyi dkyi/ 'khor ro zhes grags so II.
142 The connection between bodhici/ta and the pledges pertaining to the stage of a buddha in the context of the
Mahayoga is found in the mDo rgyas (A, fol. 253bl-6; B, pp. 366.13-367.2).
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Rong-zom-pa is well aware of the dangerous implications of the 'pledges of indulgence.' He
states that the common yo gins (mal 'byor pa spyi) should observe all pledges appropriately
('tsham par) by imbuing them with efficient strategies. If I understand him correctly, he
argues that if a person who engages in ordinary conduct (tha mal pa 'i spyod pa) and who has
not obtained the strength of great prajiiii, samiidhi, and karUlJii is not blemished as a result of
reckless attitudes and actions such as passion (riiga) and kiIIing, this would imply that even
wicked (rna rabs) sentient beings have already been released from salllsiira, and hence there
would be no need for the buddhas to show the path of salvation. But this is obviously not the
case. On the other hand, he argues, if such daring practices or conduct (spyod pa rlabs po che)
encompassed by the pledges pertaining to indulgence were meant only for those who possess
the strength of great prajiiii, samiidhi, and karUlJii, or if they were to be interpreted as being of
provisional meaning (neyiirtha), it makes no sense for the tantras to address the risks of false
tantric practices (gsang sngags log par spyod pa) and their consequences, and the risks of the
so-caned 'nine doors of transgression' (ltung ba'i sgo dgu). According to him, even a person
who has not obtained the strength of great prajfiii, samiidhi, and karUlJii can in principle
engage in daring tantric practices out of mere faith (mas pa tsam), by relying on the great
instructions of the Three Jewels, and without being tamished with karmic obscurations (las
kyi sgrib pa). Thus, for Rong-zom-pa, daring tantric practices are meant to be neither
practised recklessly by anybody nor indiscriminately prohibited.!43 This point, in my view, is
representative of the rNying-ma stance on the issue of tantric practices of the so-caned
'union' (sbyor ba) and 'liberation' (sgroI ba) in general. Rong-zom-pa also goes into the
extremely problematic question of pledges involvin~ such things as kiIIing and stealing, as
dealt with, for example, in the Guhyasamiijatantra.! 4 Why is it that tantric practices such as
killing are proclaimed as pledges in the Guhyasamiijatantra and other tantras in the first
place? Rong-zom-pa's detailed answer to this question contains some of the most stimulating
reflections upon what we might can 'tantric ethical philosophy,' which he places within a
wider Buddhist context.!45

14J mDo rgyas (A, fols. 222b5-223a5; B, pp. 330.12-331.4): spyir rnal 'byor pa [ba B] rnams kyis bsrung zhing
nyams su blang bar bya ba na I gcig la gcig 'du dgos par snang ste I gang gi phyir bsrung ba 'i dam tshig la gnas
pa rnams kyis kyang sgrub pa 'i dam tshig kyang bsrung dgos la I spyod pa 'ang bkag pa ma yin no II spyod pa
brlabs po ehe bstan pa rnams kyang bsrung ba 'j dam tshig dang Idan pa bya dgos te gang gi phyir shesrab
dang ling nge 'dzin dang snying rje chen po 'i stobs ma rnyed bzhin du 'dod ehags fa sogs pa 'i dbang gi [= gis]
tha mal pa 'i spyod par gnas bzhin du I srog bead pa la sags pa yang nyes par mi 'gyur ba zhig na I de Ita na ni
'gro ba ma rab [= rabs] rnams la thaI' pa 'i lam rang ehas su yod pas sngon nyid du grol zin te I rgyal ba rnams
kyis thaI' pa 'i lam bsten [= bstan] mi dgos par 'gyur ba zhig na I de Ita yang ma yin la I gal te gsang sngags kyi
tshul zab mo'i sgor zhugs te I dkon mehog gi bka' ehe ba la brten nas mas pa tsam gyis spyod pa brlab po ehe
spyad na I shes rob dang ting nge 'dzin dang snying rje chen po 'i stabs dang mi Idan yang las kyi sgrib pas gas
par mi 'gyur ba zhig no ni I rgyud rnams las sngon gsang sngags log par spyad po las Itung ba chen po byung
ste I mthar yang ru tra [= dra] chen par gyur po dang I gzhan yang rnal 'byor chen po 'i rgyud las I spyad nyes
pa'i mtshan nyid Itung ba 'i sgo dgu gsungs po Ita bu'ang mi 'byung ba zhig na I de Ita yang ma yin pas de bas
na rnal 'byor pa spyi rnams kyis thabs kyis zin par bya ste thams cad 'tsham par bsrung dgos so II.

144 Note, however, that while the Guhyasamajatantra itself mentions the pledges of killing, stealing, and the like,
the Guhyasamajatantra ritual texts of empowerment, such as the one composed by Acarya Nas-gling-pa, do not
mention such daring practices or conduct (spyod po rlabs po ehe), only fourteen mUiapattis and eight gross (but
venial) transgressions (sthii/apalli). The explanatory tantra (bshad pa'i rgyud) of the Guhyasamajatantra
considers pledges relating to killing and stealing as words (denoting) intention (dgongs pa'i tshig), that is, as
containing a provisional sense (neyartha), which is not to be taken literally. In Rong-zom-pa's opinion, such
pledges are not mentioned in the explanatory tantra and in the empowerment rites of the Guhyasamiijatantra out
of consideration for general yogins and ordinary individuals. Similarly, he refers to a certain gSang ba'i dmigs
pa bstan po, which teaches that profound views (Ita ba zab mo) and daring conduct are to be kept secret, and
hence are not meant for common practice. See the mDo rgyas (A, fo!' 223a5-b5; B, p. 331.4-17).
145

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 223b5-228al; B, pp. 331.17-336.21).
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(a) The Buddhasamiiyogatantra
We shall now discuss the actual pledges of the mahiiyoga tantric system, The siklJiipadas and
muliipattis found in the Buddhasamiiyogatantra are presented in the fonn of ethical-moral
don'ts, The four don'ts mentioned there are: 146 (1) do not kill, (2) do not abandon the Three
Jewels, (3) do not abandon bodhicitta, and (4) do not abandon the [tantric] teacher (iiciirya) of
one's fortune, Of the four, Rong-zom-pa considers the first to be a sik/;iipada, and the
remaining three to be the major root pledges (rtsa ba'i dam tshig),147 In his commentary to the
Buddhasamiiyogatantra, these four are explained in the following manner: 148
These four vows consisting in pledges are the gist of the general and specific basic vows of the
Secret Vehicle, Furthennore, those who abide in the-> Secret Vehicle should observe the
priitimok$a vows and the bodhisattva vows in general, and their own [tantric] vows should be
observed specifically, And in the context of the priitimok$a vows, the muliipattis are the four
piiriijikas, Amongst them, killing is an extremely severe [offence). Therefore, it is the
quintessence of the sik$iipadas common to [all Buddhist] vehicles, This being the case, it (i,e,
abandonment of killing) is taught [here in the BuddhasamiiyogatantraJ. Two [precepts, namely],
non-abandonment of the Three Jewels and non-desertion of bodhicitta, are the quintessence of
what has been taught as the muliipattis common to all Mahayana systems, For this reason, they
are taught [here in the Buddhasamiiyogatantra1, Among what has been taught as the muliipattis
of specific pledges of the Mantra[yana or tantric systems1, the non-abandonment of the [tantric1
teacher (iiciirya) of one's fortune is the quintessence, Therefore, [the four precepts) are taught as
the quintessence of the roots of the general and the specific pledges,
To recapitulate, Rong-zom-pa sees the abandonment of killing as the quintessence of
Buddhist ethical-spiritual morality, the non-abandonment of the Three Jewels and of
bodhicitta as the quintessence of Mahayana ethical-spiritual morality, and the nonabandonment of one's tantric master as the quintessence oftantric ethical-spiritual morality,

Buddhasamiiyogatantra-I (T, fo1. 258a6-7; D, fo1. 164b3):
srog chags gsad par mi bya zhing II
dkon mchog gsum ni yang [= yongs) mi spang II
byang chub sems ni mi gtang sle II
slab dpan skal bzang yang [= yongs) mi glang II,
See the citation in the mDa rgyas (A, fo1. 228a2-3; B, pp, 33624-337,1), See also the mNyam sbyar 'grel pa (A,
fo1. 87a5-6; B, p, 555,9-10) and the Buddhasamiiyagatlkii (P, fo1. 385al-7; D, fols, 340b6-341a3; S, vol. 13,
146

pp,I726,9-1727,3),
147 mDa rgyas (A, fo1. 228a3--4; B, p, 337,1-3): de yang 'di Itar srag mi geod pa ni bslab pa'i gzhi Ilhag ma
gsum ni rtsa ba'i dam tshig gi gtsar [= gtso) ba mdor bsdus pa ste I,

148 mNyam sbyar 'grelpa (A, fo1. 87a6-b5; B, p, 555,10-21): dam tshig gi sdam pa 'di bzhi ni gsang ba'; theg
[thig A) pa spyi dang khyad par gyi rtsa ba 'i sdam pa mdar bsdus pa sle I de yang gsang ba 'i theg pa la gnas pa

rnams kyis so sar thar pa 'i sdam pa dang byang chub sems dpa 'i sdam pa spyir byas nas rang gi sdom po khyad
par du bsrung bar bya ba yin pa las sa sar thar pa 'i sdam pa 'i skabs rtsa ba 'i ftung ba phas pham po bzhi yin pa
las I de las shin tu lei ba ni srag gead pa yin te I de bas no 'di theg po thun mang gi bslabs pa 'i gzhi rnams kyi
snying po yin pas de bstan to II dkan mehog gsum mi spang ba dang byang chub kyi sems mi blang ba gnyis ni
theg pa chen po thams cad kyi thun mong du rtsa ba'i Itung bar gsungs pa thams cad kyi snying po yin pas de
bstan to II slab dpon skal bzang mi btang ba ni gsang sngags kyi khyad par gyi dam tshig tu rtsa ba'i llung ba
gsungs pa rnams kyi nang na'ang snying po yin Ie I de bas na spyi dang khyad par gyi dam tshig mams kyi rtsa
ba rnams kyi snying par gsungs pa'a II,
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(b) The Kr!jl}ayamiiritantra and Guhyasamiijiibhi!jekavidhi
There seem to be several sources for the fourteen miiliipattis (or, if expressed positively,
fourteen basic pre«eptsl' among which are the KNl}ayamiiritantra,149 the
Guhyasamiijamal}qalavidhi, 50 the Guhyasamiijiibhi$ekavidhi by Aciirya Nas-gling-pa
(*Yavadvlpa?),151 the Vajrayiinamiiliipatti and Vajrayiinamiiliipattisa7J1graha (both ascribed
to one Asvagho~a), 152 and the Kriyiisa7J1graha.153 The fourteen miiliipattis are: (1) disparaging
one's tantric master (iicarya), (2) violating the directives (ajiiil) of the Well-gone Ones
(sugata), (3) venting anger on 'Vajra brothers' (vajrabhriitr), (4) abandoning great
benevolence (mahiimaitrf), (5) abandoning bodhicitta, (6) disparaging the Dharma (of the
three vehicles), (7) disclosing secret teachings to immature individuals, (8) disparaging the
five skandhas, which are of the nature of a tathiigata, (9) having doubt about the purity of
phenomena, (10) being affectionate to the hostile or wicked (du$ta), (II) holding phenomena
to fall under the two extremes, (12) offending the faithful, (13) not consuming pledge-related
substances when one obtains them, and (14) disparaging women, who are the embodiment of
discriminating insight (prajiiii). Rong-zom-pa compares these fourteen miiliipattis with the
fourteen occurring in the Kiilacakratantra. He notes that the Kalacakratantra has as the
second miiliipatti 'ignoring the instructions of the guru' instead of 'ignoring the instructions
of the sugata.' Moreover, the sixth miiliipatti in the Kiilacakratantra is 'not disparaging
extraordinary individuals' instead of 'not disparaging the three vehicles.' Rong-zom-pa also
remarks that he observed slight differences in the fourteen miilapattis as found in various
other sources, but does not regard these differences as contradictions, for these miiliipattis are,

149 rnDo rgyas (A, fol. 230a4---6; B, p. 339.11-17). See also the Km.layarniirilanlrapaiijikii
196a8; D, fols. 160b2-163b4; S, vol. 23, pp. 1125.10-1132.18).
150

(P,

fols. 192b5-

GuhyasarniijarnG(ujallIVidhi (P, fo1. 34a4---bl; D, fols. 30b5-31a2; S, vol. 18, p. 80.1-14).

151 rnDo rgyas (A, fo1. 223a6-b2; B, p. 331.7-11): rgyud de nyid kyi dbang bskur ba'i cho ga slob dpon nas
gling pa la sogs pa'i zhaf snga nas rndzad pa dag fas I ... rlsa ba'i flung ba bcu bzhi dang sbom [sporn B] po 'i
flung ba brgyad Ita bu fa brlen nas rdo rje sfob dpon du dbang bskur ba rdo rye 'chang chen po 'i go 'phang gi
rnlshan nyid sbyinpagsungs Ie I. See also ibid. (A, fa\, 229a6-b6; B, pp. 338.12-339.3).
152 Vajrayiinamuliipalti (P, fo1. 221b8-222b3; S, vol. 27, pp. 694.1-695.14); Vajrayiinamiiliipaltisal]1graha (P,
fols. 219b7-220b3; D, fol. 179a6-b5; S, va\. 27, pp. 682.1-683.16). The Sanskrit text of the latter (with the title
MUliipaltisal]1graha) with a few lacunae can be found in LEVI 1929: 266. See also LESSING & WAYMAN 1968:
328-329, n. 14; DAVIDSON 2002: 322-325.

153 Kriyiisal]1graha (Alexis Sanderson's unpublished edition, as cited by Harunaga Isaacson in his "Meditation
and Ritual in Late Indian Buddhism: Texts of the Hevajra-cycle, Handout 4.1 (5 May 2006). Notes on the
Hevajrasekaprakriyi?' (p. 1)):
miiliipa/ti/,z prathamoklii sadguror apamiinala/,z I
dvitfyii kalhiliipalti/:l sugaliijiiiivilmighaniil II
Irlfyii vqjrabhriilflJiil]1 kopiid do~apraki:isane
mailrityiigiic ca saltve~u caturthl gaditii jinai/,z II
bodhiciltal]1 dharmamiilal]1 tasya tyiigiic ca paiicarnil
~a~fhl sve paraklye vii siddhiinte dharmanindaniil II
aparipiicitasaltve~u guhyiikhyiiniic ca saptamil
paiicabuddhiilrnakii/,z skandhiis le~iim avajiiayii#amill
svabhiivasuddhadharme~u nlIVami vicikilsayii I
du~!amailri sadii tyiijyii dasamilatlqtau matii II
iidyanlarahile dharme ekiidaSilalkalpaniil I
dviidaSi sriiddhasaltve~u proktii ci/lapradii~alJam II
samayiiniil]1 yalhiiliibham asevanallrayodaHI
slrilJal]1 prajiiiisvabhaviiniil]1 jugupsayii calurdaHII
iii miifiipatli/,z II.

r
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according to him, not taught as 'specific' or 'additional' pledges, but rather as 'general'
pledges. 154
Rong-zom-paexplains that these fourteen rnultipattis' are also applicable to the Kriya
and Yoga systems and, to a great extent, even to the general Mahayana. Thus the fourteen
rnultipattis are discussed in the rnDo rgyas on two occasions: once when they are treated as
'those that may be common [to other systems]' (thun rnong du 'gyur du rung ba), and once, in
the rnahtiyoga context, as uncommon (thun rnong rna yin pa), that is, not applicable to other
systems. In discussing the fourteen common rnultipattis, Rong-zom-pa alludes to the various
types of bodhicitta, and explains some of them with the aid of citations from the sutras and
tantras. What is of particular interest, though, is his treatment of the fourteen uncommon
rnultipattis, for it is in this connection that the maintenance of bodhicittavajra is discussed in
detail. 155
Let us first of all look at how Rong-zom-pa describes the link between the.
maintenance of bodhicittavajra and the first of the fourteen rnUltipattis, namely, disparaging
one's tantric master (tictirya): 156
In this context of presenting [the fourteen mUliipattis] in the form of special vows, all of them
should be treated as ancillary to the maintenancs of bodhicittavajra. 15 As for not disparaging
one's vajracarya, this [should be viewed] the way it is taught in [scriptures] such as the
Srfguhyasamaja[tantra] and the Miiyajala[lantra].158 The way it is taught [first in the

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 230b 1--4; B, pp. 339.17-340.1): dpal dus kyi 'khor 10 las ni «dpalldan ri bong 'dzin pa yi
bla ma'i thugs ni 'khrug pa dang II de yi bka' 'da' de las gzhan II» zhes gsungs te I gnyis pa bde bar gshegs
pa'i bka' las 'da' bar ma bshad de I bla ma 'i thugs 'dkrugs pa ni dang po I bla ma 'i bka' las 'das po ni gnyis par
bshad do II gzhan yang I «drug pa grub pa dag la smod IllI B]»' ces pas gang zag khyad par can 10 mi smad par
gsungs te I dam pa'i chos la smad par ma gsungs so II de bzhin du ngo bo cung zad mi 'dra ba bshad pa dag
snang ste I 'on kyang spyir bsrung ba'i dam tshig tu gsungs kyi khyad par gyi dam tshig dang Ihag pa 'i dam
tshig Ita bur gsungs pa ni ma yin pas I gang 10 yang nyes skyon ma mthong ngo II .• The Sanskrit text and the
canonical version of the Tibetan translation read: $a${hfsiddhiintanindii! drug pa grub pa'i mtha' la smod pa.
Rong-zom-pa's understanding of the sixth mitliipatti of the Kiilacakratantra was obviously based on a different
reading, probably something like *"a#hf siddhanindii. For the explanations of the fourteen mitliipattis according
to the system of the Kiilacakratantra, see the Vimalaprabhii ad 2.102-103 (vol. 2, pp. 97.1-98.10).
154

II

155

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 230b4--233bl; B, pp. :i40.1-343.9).

156 mDo rgyas (A, fols.233bl-234a3; B, pp" 343.9-344.2): 'on kyang thun mong ma yin pa'i sdom par bstan
pa'i skabs 'dir ni thams cad kyang rdo rje byang chub kyi sems 'dzin pa'i yan lag tu sbyar te I 'di Itar rdo rje
slob dpon brnyas par mi bya ba yang I ji Itar dpal gsang ba 'dus pa dang sgyu 'phrul drwa ba Ita bu las I «sku
gsung thugs rdo rje gsang bas bsdus pas mngon par dbang bskur ba 'i slob dpon la de bzhin gshegs pa thorns cad
dang byang chub sems dpa' thams cad kyis rdo rje byang chub kyi sems bzhin du blta bar bya'o II de d'i phyir
zhe na I slob dpon de ni byang chub kyi sems dang mi gnyis shing mam pa gnyis su dbyer med do>} zhes gsungs
pa dang I yang de nyid las I <<phyogs bcu 'i sangs rgyas thams cad kyi rdo rje bsod nams kyi phung po bas kyang
slob dpon gyi ba spu 'i bu ga 'phags so II ci 'i phyir zhe na I rigs kyi bu byang chub kyi sems ni I sangs rgyas kyi
ye shes kyi snying par gyur po '0 II skye ba 'i gnas su gyur pa nos thams cad mkhyen pa 'i ye shes kyi 'byung gnas
yin po 'i bar du '0 II» zhes gsungs po Ita bu ste I rdo rje byang chub kyi sems sbyin par byed cing byin gyis rlob
par byed po de ni I rdo rje byang chub kyi sems nyid du blla ba yin 10 I de la ni mngon par rdzogs par sangs
rgyas pa mams kyi [= kyis] dus gsum du byon nas mchod pa byed par gsungs na bmyas par bya ba 'i gnas Ita ga
fa yin te I de fa brnyas par gyur na rdo rje byang chub kyi sems nyid gtan spangs par 'gyur ro II de bas na 'di ni
rdo rje byang chub kyi sems 'dzin pa'i mtshan nyid du thun mong mayin par bshad pa ste 'og ma kun la yang de
bzhin du sbyar ro II.
157 Note that Rong-zom-pa fluctuates between positive and negative formulations, i.e., between the mit/iipattis
and their respective vows-for example, between 'disparaging one's vajrGciirya,' which is a cardinal
transgression (mit/iipattz), and not disparaging one's vajriiciirya, which is the corresponding basic vow (rtsa ba'i
sdom pa) or basic pledge (rtsa ba'i dam tshig).
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Guhyasamiijatantra]: "The iiciirya who has been empowered for or. initiated into the [ma~4ala]
of the [deity] Guhyasamiija, comprising the adamantine body, speech and mind, should be
regarded by all tathiigatas and all bodhisattvas in the same way [they perceive] bodhicittavajra.
Why is this so? [It is because] the iiciirya and bodhicitta are not dual and not separable into
twO.,,159 And as stated [in the Miiyiijiilatantra]: "A pore of the iiciirya's body hair surpasses the
adamantine mass of beneficial resources of all buddhas of the ten directions. Why is this so? 0
son of a noble family, [it is because] bodhicitta is the quintessence of a buddha's gnosis, [itsJ
place of origin:, and so forth, up to being the source of a buddha's gnosis of omniscience.,,16
One who bestows and empowers bodhicittavajra should thus be considered bodhicittavajra
itself. And if [the vajriiciirya] is said to be visited and honoured by the perfectly awakened ones
in the three times, how can [he] be an object of disparagement (or ridicule)! And indeed,
disparaging him would cause one to lose one's bodhicittavajra once and for all. Therefore, this
[first mUiiipatti] is explained in the form of a special [vow] whose characteristic feature is the
maintenance of bodhicittavajra. This should similarly be applied to all [the rest of the milliipattis
that] follow.
The argument given in the passage cited by Rong-zom-pa as to why one should not disparage
one's vajriiciirya is not exactly identical with his own argument. The citations virtually
represent the vajriiciirya as the embodiment of bodhicittavajra; to disparage him would be to
disparage bodhicittavajra, and so amount to abandoning it. Rong-zom-pa simply asserts that
the vajriiciirya is the bestower of bodhicittavajra, though the consequences of disparaging
him are, to be sure, the same.
In regard to the second of the fourteen miiliipattis, namely, violating the directives
(iijiiii) of the sugatas, and its relation to the maintenance of bodhicittavajra, Rong-zom-pa
states: 161
The second [ofthe fourteen milliipattis, namely,] violating the directives (iijiiii) [of the sugatas]:
The directives may be those of the sugatas or those explained by [one's] guru. If the directives.
of a great teacher-a vajradhiira, [who is] the lord of pledges-are violated, bodhicittavajra
would be undermined since it would have been empowered [in the form of directives].
Similarly, while commenting on the third miliiipatti, namely, nourishing ill will against Vajra
brothers, he states that one would undemrine bodhicittavajra as a result of this bias and
malevolence shown to them: 162

158 The passages of the Guhyasamiijatantra and the Miiyiijiilatantra quoted by Rong-zom-pa deviate from those
transmitted in the bKa'-'gyur. Compare the citations in n. 156 with those in nn. 159 & 160. Perhaps Rong-zompa used the not yet revised translations of the Guhyasamiijatantra and Miiyiijiilatantra.
159 Cf. the Guhyasamiijatantra (p. 104:15-19): atha khalu maitreya bodhisattva mahiisattva/l sarvalalhiigatiin
praIJipatyaivam iiha I sarvatathiigatakiiyaviikcittavajraguhyasamiijiibhi$ikto bhagaviin vajriiciilya!:t
sarvatathiigatai/l sarvabodhisattvais ca katha", dra~/avya/l I sarvatathiigatii/l priihu/l I bodhicitto vajra iva
kulaputra sarvatathiigatai/l sarvabodhisattvaiS ca dra~favya/l I tat kasmiid dheto/l I bodhicitlas ciiciilyai
ciidvyam etad advaidhikiiram I.
\60 Cf. the Miiyiijiiltitantra (T, fol. 70a3-5; D, fol. 133a5-6): ... phyogs bcu na bzhugs pa 'i bar de dag gis sangs
rgyas bcom Idan 'das mams kyi rdo rye'i sku dang gsungdang thugs kyi bsod nams kyiphungpo bas ni rdo rje
slob dpon de'i spu 'i khung bu gcig gi bsod nams kyi phung po ches khyad par du 'phags so II de ci 'i phyir zhe na
I rigs kyi bu byang chub kyi sems ni sangs rgyas thams cad kyi ye shes kyi snying pOI' gyur pa 'i bar nas thams
cad mkhyen pa 'i ye shes kyi 'byung gnas yin no II.

161 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 234a3-4; B,' p. 344.2-5): gnyis pa bka' las mi 'da' ba ni bde bar gshegs pa 'i bka' yang
rung I bla ma'i bkar bshad kyang rung ste I ston pa rdo rye 'chang chen po dam tshig gi bdag po de'i bka' ni
'das par gyur na rdo rye byang chub kyi sems nyid bshig par gyur pa ste I gang gi phyir de nyid du byin gyis
brlabs pa yin pa de 'i phyir ro II.
162 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 234a4-6; B, p. 344.5-10): gsum pa rdo rje spun la ngan sems mi bya ba ni I gang gi phyir
rnam pa gsum gyis mi phyed pas rdo rye spun te I yul chos nyid du mthun pa dang I sdom pa rdo rye byang chub
kyi sems su gcig pa dang I smon lam mthun'pas Iha dang slob dpon dang Ita spyod gcig par bsdus pa ste I 'di la
gang zhig ris su phye nas ngan sems byed pa ni I rdo rye byang chub kyi sems nyid bshig pa yin no II.
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The third [basic pledge pertaining to the third milliipatti, namely,] not nourishing ill will against
Vajra brothers: [persons 'x' and 'y'] are Vajra brothers because [they] cannot be differentiated,
[and this] in a three-fold sense: [They] are bound by one and the same object, namely, reality
(dharmatii); by one and the same vow (sa1?1vara), namely, the [maintenance of! bodhicittavajra;
and because [they have] the saine aspirational wish (prmJidhiina)--and thus [are bound by] one
and the same deity, iiciirya, view, and conduct. One who is biased and malevolent to this [Vajra
brother] undennines bodhicittavajra. 163
.
Elsewhere, nourishing ill will towards Vajra brothers is described bX Rong-zom-pa as not
speaking of their good qualities but rather of their faults, out of ill will. 64
Likewise, Rong-zom-pa explains how abandoning great benevolence (mahiimaitri)
would cause the abandonment of bodhicittavajra, as follows: 165
The fourth [milliipatti], the abandoning of great benevolence: It is true that benevolence that has
sentient beings as its obj ect, and likewise benevolence that has phenomena as its obj ect and
[benevolence that has] no object, are all common [types of! benevolence. But the special
benevolence here [in this system] is as taught: "Enjoy the comfort of being one in nature, since
you yourself and others [desire or are characterised by] the same awakening (bodld)." Just as
those who [possess] the view of self do not have to make an effort to benefit themselves, so too
those who uphold bodhicittavajra do not have to make an effort to benefit [other] sentient
beings. If one were to have no concern (dayii) for others, one would have abandoned
bodhicittavajra.

The abandonment of bodhicitta itself occurs here as the fifth miiiiipatti, concerning
which Rong-zorn-pa states: 166
As for the fifth [milliipatti, namely,] the abandonment of bodhicitta, [it is] as follows: The nonabandonment of vigour (bal&') in generating the resolve [to strive] for the highest awakening in
order to attain salvation (mo~a) [for] oneself and to cause [other] sentient beings [to attain]
salvation is common [to all Mahayana vows]. However, it (i.e. bodhicitta in the common
system) is considered to be of a different nature at three [different stages], namely, the
[bodhi]citta [during the unexplored phase] of spiritual disposition (gotra), the [bodhi]citta
during the phase of causal [process], and the [bodhicitta in its] resultant form are respectively
comparable to seed, seedling, and fruit. However, bodhicitta par excellence (samantabhadra111
bodhicittam) is not considered to be of a different nature at the three [stages]-the phases of

163

Syntactically, the passage seems to admit of more than one way of being translated.

164 mDo rgyas CA, fo!' 232a3; B, p. 341.17-18): spun la ngan sems Icyis yon tan mi brjod cing slcyon brjod pa
dang I.
165 mDo rgyas CA, fa!. 234a6--b3; B, p. 344.10--16): bzhi pa byams pa chen po spong ba ni 'di ltar sems can la
dmigs pa 'i byams pa dang I de bzhin du chos la dmigs pa dang I mi dmigs pa dag Icyang thun mong gi byams pa
yin mod Icyi I 'dir thun mong rna yin pa ni bdag dang gzhan byang chub mtshungs pa 'i phyir rang bzhin gcig pa 'i
sgo nas nyam bag tu 1'01 zhes gsungs pa Ita bu ste Iji ltar bdag tu Ita ba mams rang la phan pa 'i bsam pa rtsal
mi dgos pa bzhin I rdo rje byang chub Icyi sems 'dzin pa rnams sems can la phan 'dogs pa rtsal mi dgos so II gal
te gzhan fa brtse ba med na rdo rje byang chub Icyi sems spangs par 'gyur 1'0 II.
166 mDo rgyas CA, fols. 234b3-235a3; B, pp. 344.16-345.6): lnga pa byang chub Icyi sems spong ba ni I 'di Itar
bdag nyid thaI' pa [ba B] sgrub pa 'i sems dang I sems can thar bar bya ba 'i phyir bla na med pa 'i byang chub
Icyi sems bslcyed pa 'i stabs mi gtang ba 'ang thun mong du gyur pa yin te I 'on Icyang de ni rigs Icyi sems dang I
rgyu'i gnas skabs Icyi sems dang I 'bras bu 'i ngo bo gsum rang bzhin tha dad par 'dod de Iji Itar sa bon dang I
myu gu dang I 'bras bu Ita bu '0 II kun tu bzang po 'i byang chub Icyi sems ni I rigs dang I rgyu 'i gnas skabs dang
I 'bras bu gsum rang bzhin tha mi dad par 'dod de I ji liar sa khong na yod pa 'j gser khams Icyi rang bzhin du
grags pa dang I mes reg na cung zad ser bar snang bar gyur pa dang I dri rna thams cad dang yongs su bral ba 'i
gser mams rang bzhin bye brag med pa Ita bu'a II de'i tshe dri ma dang bral ma bral ni bye brag tu 'dod do II
rdo rje byang chub Icyi sems ni I chol bzang las gzhong par [bar B] byas te de las sku gzugs su byas na I 'di la ni
dri rna dag pa dang ma dag pa'i bye brag Icyang med de I 'on Icyang dbyibs nang [dang B] yon tan d~igs pa ni
khyad par du snang ngo zhes pa Ita bu'o II de bas na 'dir rdo rje byang chub Icyi sems 'dzin pas byang chub Icyi
sems thams cad gtang bar mi bya '0 II.
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spiritual disposition, causal [process], and result-just as, for instance, there is no distinction in
the nature of gold as known in the elementary form [of it] which exists in ore, [the one in which
it has] turned somewhat golden upon coming into contact with fire, and [the one in which it has
become] completely free from all stains. However, a distinction is stiU made as to whether it is
free from stains or not. As for badhicittavajra, [it is] comparable to the following: If a container
for spit or urine (chol zangs) 167 is made into a bowl or basin (gzhang pal [used for less filthy
purposes], and then turned into a [sacred] statue (e.g. of a buddha), there is no distinction
between being free and not being free from stains. Yet one would say that as far as the
perception of the shape and quality is concerned, these appear to be different. Therefore, here [in
this system] one who upholds badhicittavajra should not abandon any kind of bodhicitta.
The abandonment of bodhicittavajra is not mentioned explicitly in his explanation of
the sixth miiliipatti, namely, the disparagement ofthe three vehicles. He merely states: 168
The non-disparagement of the three vehicles: One who abides in [the view of] the dharma of
equality is said not to deride even the dharma of the sentient beings in hell, let alone refute or
abandon the dharma of the sriivakas. One should view all [dharmas] as equal in that they all
alike have been taught by the Buddha as benefiting sentient beings according to the [different]
calibre of recipients.
Concerning the seventh miiliipatti, the disclosure of secret teachings to immature
individuals, he states: 169
As for not disclosing secret teachings to unworthy [individuals], it is as taught in the following:
[Only] if one carries out activities for the benefit of sentient beings by means of the lower
vehicles, until a mind that cognises such [a tantric view] arises [in them], will the sentient beings
to be tamed not be ruined. Thus Vajrayana is to be kept extremely secret, and hence it is taught
as being a Secret Vehicle.
What is noteworthy is that the issue of secrecy does not really concern the misuse of tantric
teachings per se, but rather the harm that sentient beings might incur as a result of
misunderstanding and misusing these teachings. The abandonment of bodhicitta is not spoken
of here, but Rong-zom-pa had explained elsewhere that not disclosing secret mantras and
mudrii.s to those without pledges is meant to prevent the misuse of bodhicitta. 170 Similarly,
one can understand why not disclosing secret teachings to unworthy individuals would also
prevent misuse.
The non-abandonment of bodhicitta is again not explicitly mentioned in connection
with the eighth miiliipatti, disgaraging the five skandhas, which are of the nature of the
tathiigata. Rong-zom-pa states: 71
[The eighth basic pledge], not abusing [one's] personal constituents (skandhas), which are of the
nature of the Victorious Ones (jina): The skandhas are primordially awakened. Having been

167 The Tshig mdzod chen mo (s.v.) records chol zangs as an archaic word and provides three meanings: (1)
container for spit (mchil snod), (2) container for urine (gcin snod), and (3) basin for washing hands and feet
(rkang lag 'khru snod). See also ibid. (s.v. bzed zha/)o

168 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 235a3-4; B, p. 345.6-10): theg pa gsum la mi smad pa ni I mnyam pa nyid kyi chos [a
gnas pas sems can dmyal ba 'i chos kyang mi bkol bar gsungs na I nyan thos kyi ehos la sun dbyung zhing spang
ba Ita ci smos te I sangs rgyas kyis snod kyi rim pa dang sbyar nas sems can gyi don du 'gyur bar gsungs par
'dra bas thams cad mnyampar blta'o II zhes gsungspa Ita bu'o II.
169 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 235a4-6; B, p. 345.10-13): skal pa med pa la gsang ba mi bstan pa ni I yang 'di Ita bur
rtogs pa'i blo ma skyes kyi bar du theg pa 'og ma nas 'gro ba'i don byas na gdul bya chud mi za bas rab tu
gsang ba 'i phyir gsang ba'i theg pa zhes bka' stsal to zhes gsungs pa Ita bu '0 II.
170

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 155b3-4; B, p. 252.2-3).

171 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 235a6-bl; B, p. 345.13-15): rgyal ba'i bdag nyidphungpo mi smadpa ni I phung po ye
nas sangs rgyas pa yin pa la yin pa nyid du rtogs shing bsgoms [bsgom B] nas rang las mi gzhan pa 'i longs
spyod kyis [kyi B] rtag tu mnyes par bya ba yin na I Ius sun dbyung zhing smad par bya ba Ita ci smos II.
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cognised [and accordingly] meditated upon as such, they are always to be cherished as objects of
enjoyment, which are not separate from oneself, and thus [one's] body is under no
circumstances to be abused and maltreated.
This idea, Rong-zom-pa states,is found in sutras of definitive meaning (nltiirtha), such as the
GaI;r;lavyuhasiitra, as well as in tantras. 172
Doubting the purity of phenomena-the ninth miiliipatti-is expressly said to cause
the abandonment of bodhicittavajra: 173
.
[The ninth basic pledge], not having doubts about the purity of phenomena: If having doubts
about karma and kamtlc consequences hinders [the attainment of] higher destinations [in
sG1psara] and freedom [from salJlsara] (mokoa), then it is, of course, clear that having doubts
about the pure nature of phenomena will cause the abandonment of bodhieittavajra.
The tenth miiliipatti, being affectionate to hostile persons (dulita), is one of the
fourteen miiliipattis where bodhicittavajra is not referred to explicitly. But Rong-zom-pa's
statement that not paying homage to non-Buddhist teachers is one means of avoiding all those
things that are not causes of bodhicitta, 174 may be applicable here, as he states: 175
[The tenth mil/apatti], expressed as 'being benevolent to hostile persons and being free from
desire': 'Being benevolent to hostile persons' [means being affectionate to] enemies of the
[Buddhist] doctrine (dharma), such as non-Buddhists who are opposed to the pledges. By being
benevolent to them, one becomes a mara (i.e. an opponent of the saddharma) oneself. And
'being free from desire' [means] arriving at the state of nirval}a, and thus being tired of [one's]
skandhas and not being interested in constantly working for the benefit of sentient beings.
[Attitudes or actions] such as these, which are not compatible with the great objective [of a
bodhisattva], are not permissible even [according to the ethical principles of] general Mahayana.
[They] are very reproachable in the system of the mahayoga in particular, and [they] undermine
the activities ofa buddha.'76
What is involved here are emotions of hostility and attachment, and the difficulties ensuing
from a total denial of such emotions, from the perspective of mahiiyoga ethical-spiritual
principles. The benevolence directed to those opposed to the Buddhist doctrine is also called
'illusory (or deceptive) benevolence' (sgyu ma'i byams pa).177

172

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 232a6-b2; B, p. 342.1-7).

(73 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 235bl-2; B,'p. 345.15-18): dag pa'i ehos la the tshom mi bya ba ni I gang las dang las
kyi 'bras bu la sags pa la the tshom za ba 'ang [ba dang B] bde 'gro dang thar pa 'i bar du geod pa yin 'no II' [=
na I] ngo bo nyid kyis dag pa 'i ehos la the tshom du gyur na I rdo rje byang chub kyi sems spong ba Ita ci smos I·
Cf. the syntax of the sentence in n. 171.

174 See n. 41 for Rong-zom-pa's explanation (mDo rgyas, A, fol. 155b4-5; B, p. 252.3-4) of the ninth basic
pledge according to the Guhyatantra.
175 mDo rgyas (A, fol. 235b2-5; B, pp. 345.18-346.1): <<sdang la byams dang ehags bral dang» zhes bya ba la I
sdang la byams pa ni dam tshig la sdang ba 'i phyi [phyir B] rol pa la sags ehos dgrar gyur pa ste I de la byams
par byed pa ni bdag nyid bdud du gyur pa yin la I chags pa dang bral ba ni mya ngan las 'das pa la gzhol bas I
phung po la skyo bar byed eing rtag tu sems can gyi don bya ba la spro bar ma gyur pa ste I 'di l/a bu dag gis
don chen po dang mi mthun pa ni theg pa chen po spyir yang ma gnang ba yin na I khyad par du mal 'byor chen
po'i gzhung las shin tu smad pa ste sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa las nyams par byed pa'o II.

176 The idea that snch deeds undermine the activities of a buddha may be based on the notion that a Vajrayana
practitioner does not act like a bodhisattva but rather like a buddha.
177

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 232a5; B, p. 341.22): kha cig nas sgyu ma'i byams par bshad....
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Holding phenomena to be defined by (either of) the two extremes (i.e. of eternalism
and annihilationism),. which is ~he eleventh miiliip~tti, i~ again regarded
Rong-zom-pa as
being mcompatlble WIth the mamtenance of bodhlczttavaJra, for he states:
[The eleventh basic pledge, namely,] not viewing phenomena in terms of the two extremes:
[This pledge] is common to all Buddhist vehicles. Nonetheless, [in this system, viewing
phenomena in terms of the two extremes] would in particular contradict the pledge pertaining to
great equality and would consequently cause the abandonment of bodhicittavajra.
Concerning the twelfth miiliipatti, offending the faithful, Rong-zom-pa first defines as
faithful those who have consolidated their bodhicitta, and then argues that offending them
would lead to the abandonment of bodhicittavajra: 179
[The twelfth miiiiipatti, namely,] offending the faithful: The faithful are those whose thought of
bodhicitta is firm. By offending them, one would show hostility towards bodhicitta and jealous
bias [against it]. Thus [such attitudes and actions] would be incompatible with bodhicittavajra.
According to Rong-zom-pa, this miiliipatti is shared by general Mahayana as well as by the
Kriya and the Yoga systems. ISO
The thirteenth basic pledge, namely, consuming pledge-related substances when
obtained, is considered by him as a means of consolidating bodhicittavajra: 181
[The thirteenth miiiiipatti, namely,] not accepting pledge-related substances when one obtains
[them]: As stated above, substances pertaining to attainments (siddhi), substances pertaining to
offerings (piija), and substances pertaining to ascetic practices (vrata) [involving tantric] deities
and to empowerments (abhi$eka) are [substances] common to the general tantric systems. What
is special here [in this system] is the reliance on substances pertaining to practices carried out
[while maintaining a view] of the equality [of phenomena], with a mind that is free from
concepts [of revulsion and the like]. This will consolidate bodhicittavajra.
It is known that the consumption of substances that are normally held in' revulsion is
mentioned in the mahiiyogatantras. What is perhaps less known is, as Rong-zom-pa has
showed, that this practice can also be found in the relatively conservative kriyiitantras. \82 In
the same context, he identifies the four kinds of so-called pledge-related substances (dam
tshig gi rdzas) as: (1) substances pertaining to attainments (dngos sgrub kyi rzdas), (2)
substances used for empowerments (dbang bskur ba'i rdzas), (3) substances used for offering
(mchod pa'i rdzas), and (4) substances for consumption (bza' ba'i rdzas). Some of the
substances named by him are meat (sha), blood (khrag), alcohol (chang), and extremely
repulsive substances such as human corpses (mi'i ro), said to be used for the 'zombie
attainment' (ro langs kyi sgrub pa) The rationale behind such practices seems to be that they
allow one to test one's view concerning the equality of saf!'lsiira and nirviil)a.

Pis

178 mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 235b5-6; B, p. 346.1-3): chos rnams la mtha' gnyis su mi ita ba ni I sangs rgyas Icyi theg
pa thams cad Icyi thun mong yin mod Icyi khyad par du mnyam pa chen po 'i dam tshig dang 'gal bas rdo /je
byang chub Icyi sems gtong [gtang A) bar byed pa '0 II.

179 mDo rgyas (A, fols. 235b6-236al; B, p. 346.3-6): dad sems can la ngan du brjod pa ni I byang chub Icyi sems
Icyi bsam pa brtan pa ni dad pa can te I de dag la ngan sems slcyes pa ni I byang chub Icyi sems nyid la sdang bar
gyur pa 'i phyir dang I phrag dog gis ris su phye ba'i [bas B) phyir I rdo rje byang chub Icyi sems dang 'gal bar
'gyur 1'0 II.
180

mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 232a5-6; B, pp. 341.24-342.1).

181 mDo rgyas (A, fo!' 236al-3; B, p. 346.6-11): dam rdzas rnyed pa mi len pa ni I gong du bstan pa bzhin
dngos grub Icyi rdzas dang mchod pa 'i rdzas dang lha 'i brtul zhugs dang dbang bskur ba 'i rdzas Ita bu ni gsang
sngags spyi'i yang thun mong du gyur pa yin na I 'dir thun mong rna yin pa ni chos mnyam pa nyid Icyi brtul
zhugs su spyad pa 'i dam rdzas rnams rlog pa dang bral ba 'i sems Icyis bsten pa ste 'dis rdo rje byang chub Icyi
sems brian [brten B) par byed par 'gyur ro II.

"2

mDo rgyas (A, fols. 232bl-233a3; B, p. 342.7-22).
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Regarding the fourteenth and last miiiiipatti, namely, disparagement of women, 183
Rong-zom-pa states that not disparaging women is a means of consolidating bodhicittavajra.
In the context of explaining the uncommon fourteen miiiiipattis, he states: 184
[The fourteenth basic pledge, namely,] not disparaging women, who are the embodiment of
discriminating insight: It is true; as [already] explained above,lss that not disparaging [female]
deities of knowledge (vidyii), symbolic representations (mudrii) [of those deities], semblances
[of those deities) as represented in [physical] forms, or [any animate or inanimate obj ects]
generically similar [to deities] is common to all tanlric [systems]. However, the special
explanation given here is [as follows]: In order to confer the status of a teacher, a great
vajradhiira, [on someone,) one must rely upon his domain of activity, that is, the mahiimudrii,
which is characterised by the prajfiiipiiramitii. Thus relying on a 'female of insight' (shes rab
mal by empowering her as [one's] karmamudrii (i.e. as one's female partner in the tantric praxis
of union) is extraordinary [tantric] conduct. Hence it can be maintained that [all women] are
generically females of insight, and [they] should therefore not be disparaged. This [is a way] to
consolidate bodhicittavajra.
It must be admitted that Rong-zom-pa's explanations as to why women should not be
disparaged, given here as well as in the context of the common fourteen miiiiipattis, are not
easy to understand. The gist of his argument, however, seems to be that, according to the
tantras, deities abide in the form oftantric formulas (mantra) and knowledge (vidyii), and one
is not supposed to disparage either deities or the 'forms' (rnam pa) of deities. Women should
not be disparaged because they generically resemble such deities and their forms. Rong-zompa understands 'forms' in the sense of 'semblances' ('dra ba) and seems to subclassify the
'forms' of deities (lha 'i rnam pa) as follows:
...................__.... __._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _....§.~J>lance~J..:<t!a bal.__. ___._.___._._._.
.
pictorial representations
generic semblances (rigs 'dm ba):
' . . .__...._......... ,Cgz!'%S_SU_fJJl.t1.SR".L....._. __
.-"llin1~t"'.Or:. in"ll!t;late ............. .
ones empowered through:
ones represented
:
ones generically
. ones generically similar to a
in the form of symbols i similar to the [actnal] symbolical representation of
meditative visualisation
(dmigs pas byin gyis
(phyag rgya 'i dbyibs su j deity (lha dang rigs
the deity(lha 'i phyag rgya
.
byas pal
'dra ba)
dang rigs 'dra ba)
brlabs pal

._._.J.______ ___

!

According to Rong-zom-pa, (a) a symbolical representation of a woman that has been
empowered through meditative visualisation (dmigs pas byin gyis briabs pa 'i phyag rgya),
that is, an 'imaginary woman,' (b) the pictorial representation of a woman (de 'i gzugs su byas
pa), and (c) a real woman (bud med dngos) are all generic semblances (rigs 'dra ba) of the
female tantric deities of knowledge (rig sngags kyi iha). Hence from the generic point of view
(rigs kyi sgo nas), no woman should be disparaged. 186 Rong-zom-pa adds that not disparaging
"3 According to some sources, 'disparagement of women' seems to include all forms of physical, verbal, and
mental abuse. See, for example, the Abhisamayamanjarf (p. 30.5-6): yo~ito .na tiiditavyii/:t, na kroddhavyii/1, no
ciivamantavyii/:t. For the Tibetan translation, see ibid. (p. 93.31-32).

"4

mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 236a3-bl; B, p. 346.11-19): shes rab rang bzhin bud med mi smad pa ni I 'di la gong du
bstan pa bzhin du phyag rgya dang I rig sngags kyi Iha dang I de'i mom par gyur pa gzugs su byas po dang I
rigs 'dra ba dag mi smad pa ni gsang sngags spyi'i thun mong yin mod kyi 'dir thun mong ma yin par bstan po
ni I ston po rda lje 'chang chen po 'i go 'phang du byin gyis brlabs pa la I de 'j spyod yul shes rab kyi pha i'ol tu
phyin pa 'i bdag nyid phyag rgya chen pOl' bstan [= bsten] po 'i phyir I las kyi pltyag rgya shes rob mal' byin gyis
brlabs te bsten par bya ba 'di ni thun mong ma yin pa 'i spyod pa ste I de bas na rigs kyi sgo nas shes rob mar
'dod pas smad par mi bya ste rdo rje byang chub kyi sems brtan par byed pa'o II.
ISS

"6

See the following note.

mDo rgyas (A, fa!. 233a3-hl; B, pp. 342.22-343.8): bud med mi smad pa yang gsang sngags kyi rgyud las
Iha rnams ni gsang sngags dang gsang sngags kyi gzugs su bzhugs par bshad la I Iha dang lha 'i rnam pa 'ang mi
smad par gsungs so II de la mam pa zhes bya ba ni 'dra ba'i don te 'di liar gzugs su byas pa dang I gzhan yang
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women, however, does not mean that one should regard them as objects of desire. 187 It should
be noted here that, besides the fourteen miiltipattis, the texts also speak of eight gross (but
venial) transgressions (sthiiltipatti), which are of lesser gravity. These, though, will not be
discussed here. 188
(c) The Guhyendutilakatantra

The pledges in the Guhyendutilakatantra are said to be taught as 'pledges pertaining to
practice' (sgrub pa 'i dam tshig), which are described as 'six limbs for ~ourneying to the seat
of awakening' (byang chub kyi snying por bgrod pa 'i yan lag drug). 89 It is, however, not
easy to understand the verses of the tantra, and hence, I resort to Rong-zom-pa's
commentary. According to him, the six limbs are: 190 (1) realising vast and profound doctrines
which have not arisen in the past, (2) releasing through various means sentient beings that are
tormented by pain and passion, (3) indulging in objects of supreme desire (e.g. bodhicitta) in
accordance with one's devotion, (4) enjoying bliss without being attached to objects of desire
to the extreme, (5) observing the pledges, and (6) being endowed with resolve. He contends
that the first two are meant to free one's views from the two extremes, the third to prevent
sentient beings being undone or ruined, the fourth to free one's conduct from the two
extremes, and the fifth to prevent the abandonment of the precepts. The sixth is said to be the
power that generates bodhicitta.

rigs 'dra ba dag go II de la gzugs su byas pa ni dmigs pas byin gyis brlabs pa yin pa I zas dang gas dang gnas
dag la mdzes par bya ba'i phyir phyag rgya'i dbyibs [= dbyibs su] byas padag go II rigs 'dra ba ni I srag chags
sam gzhan yang rung ste lha 'am lha 'i phyag rgya dang rigs 'dra ba dag go II de bas na bud med mi smad
pa 'ang dmigs pas byin gyis brlabs pa 'i phyag rgya dang I de 'i gzugs su byas pa dang I bud med dngas mams
kyang rig [= rigs A] sngags kyi lha rnams kyi rigs 'dra ba yin te I de 'i phyir rigs kyi sga nas smad du mi rung
ngo II.
187

mDa rgyas (A, fa!. 233b1; B, p. 343.8): chags pa'i gzhi spang ba ni ma gtags so

II.

188 For Nas-gling-pa's verse text on the eight sthUliipattis, see the mDa rgyas (A, fols. 229b6-230a4; B, p.
339.4-10). For Rong-zom-pa's own presentation of them, see ibid. (A, fa!. 236bI-5; B, pp. 346.20-347.6).
189

Guhyendutilakatantra, as cited in the mDa rgyas (A, fols. 236b6-237a2; B, p. 347.8-13):
'das pa 'i dus na ma byung ba II
mtha ' yas chas ni yangs par bstan II
'dod chags mams kyis dleris pa yi II
sdug bsngal gzir ba mtha ' nas dgralll
'dod pa mchag gi longs spyad mams II
mas pas rjes su zhugs shing spyad II
kun tuchags par mi 'gyur zhing II
bde bas longs pa 'i yid dang ldan II
byang chub snying pOI' bgrad pa ni II
dam bcas mams dang sems kyis so II.

190 mDa rgyas. (A, fa!. 237a2-6; B, p. 347.12-22): 'di Itar I [1] sngan chad 'jig rten las 'das pa'i chas lugs las
rna byung ba 'j zab cing rgya che ba'i chas lugs rtogs pa dang I [2] sems can 'dod chags kyis kun nas dleris pa 'i
sdug bsngal gyis gzir ba mams la thabs sna tshags kyis dgral ba dang I 'di gnyis ni Ita ba mtha ' gnyis las gral
ba'a II [3] 'dod pa mchag gi longs spyad mams fa mas pa'i rjes su spyad pa ni I 'di Itar gzugs dang I sgra la
sags pa 'i 'dod pa mams byang chub sems kyi longs spyod du spyad pa ste I 'dis ni sems can chud mi gsan par
gsungs so II [4]kun tu chags par mi 'gyur zhing bde ba la longs spyad pa ni I spyad pa mtha' gnyis las grol ba '0
II [5] dam bcas mams ni I sdampaji Itar naspa mi gtang ba'o [ba'aA] II [6] sems kyisso zhes bya ba ni I byang
chub kyi sems bskyed pa 'i sems stabs te I 'di ltar yan lag drug dang ldan pas byang chub kyi snying po sgrub
pa'a zhes bya ba yin no II.
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(d) The *Guhyagarbhatantra

As noted by Rong-zom-pa, the *Guhyagarbhatantra proposes five primary and ten secondary
pledges. 191 The five primary pledges are: 192 (1) not abandoning the unsurpassable, (2)
respecting one's tantric master, (3) not interrupting mantras and mudriis, (4) being kind to
those who have entered the correct path, and (5) not disclosing 'secrets.' The ten secondary
pledges are the non-abandonment of five kldas and the intake of five 'nectars.' 193 The nonabandonment of bodhicitta is not explicitly mentioned in the *Guhyagarbhatantra itself, but
the expression 'unsurpassable' is interpreted in Viliisavajra's Dam tshig gsal bkra as referring
to the two kinds of bodhicitta, namely, conventional and absolute. 194 Rong-zom-pa, however,
seems to understand 'unsWFassable' as qualitying the Three Jewels, whose nature, to be sure,
is held to be bodhicitta. 19 Each of the five primary pledges are multiplied by thirty-two,
resulting in one hundred sixty, and each of the ten secondary pledges are multiplied by
twenty, resulting in two hundred, which yields a total of three-hundred sixty pledges. There
are, however, numerous other categories of pledges, which cannot be discussed here. 196
(e) Padmasambhava's Categories of Pledges

Rong-zom-pa states that A.ciirya Padmasambhava devised twenty-eight pledges, namely, three
basic and twenty-five secondary pledges, a scheme also found in some mahiiyogatantras. 197
The three basic pledges are: 198 (1) the pledge pertaining to body (sku'i dam tshig), (2) the
pledge pertaining to speech (gsung gi dam tshig), (3) and the pledge pertaining to mind (thugs
kyi dam tshig).
The twenty-five secondary pledges are: (1) five pledges pertaining to nonabandonment, (2) five pledges pertaining to adoption, (3) five pledges pertaining to
engagement, (4) five pledges pertaining to cognition, and (5) five pledges pertaining to
practice. The five pledges pertaining to non-abandonment involve the non-abandonment of
the five kldas. The five pledges pertaining to adoption involve ingesting the five nectars. The

191 mDo rgyas (A, fols. 238b2-239b6; B, pp. 349.6-350.19); dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 37a3-4, 186b4-186a6;
B, pp. 65.20-21,223.9-233.8).
192

*Guhyagarbhatantra (P, fo!' 128a3; D, fo!' 130al-2):
bla med [rna P] mi spong [spang P] bla ma bkur II
sngags dang phyag rgya rgyun mi gcad II
yang dag lam du zhugs fa byams II
gsang ba 'i don nyid [phyir P] smra mi bya II
'di ni rtsa ba fnga mams te II.

193 For a detailed explanation of the ten ancillary pledges of the *Guhyagarbhatantra tradition, see the dKon
mchog 'grel (A, fols. 192a4--196a4; B, pp. 228.23-233.4).
194 Dam tshig gsal bkra (P, fo!' 574b2; S, va!. 43, p. 1191.5): byang sems rnam gnyis slob dpon drug II. The
expressions byang sems mam gnyis and slob dpon drug are circumlocutions, respectively, for the words bla med
and bla ma in the verse of the *Guhyagarbhatantra dealing with the primary pledges.

195 mDo rgyas (A, fols. 238b2-239a3; B, p. 349.6--21); dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 186b4--187b4; B, pp. 223.9224.12); cf. the Phyogs bcu 'i mun sel (pp. 604.2-605.5).
196

dKon mchog 'grel (A, fols. 198al-199a2; B, pp. 234.20-235.23).

197 mDo rgyas (A, fols. 240a4--247b5; B, pp. 351.2-360.1). Cf. the Nyang ralchos 'byung (p. 337.7): dam tshig
nyi shu rtsa brgyad ....

198

Cf. the Theg po'; bye brag (A, fa!. 174a3-bl; B, p. 42.9-17).
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five pledges pertaining to engagement involve the practices of 'union' (sbyor ba), 'liberation'
(sgroI ba), stealing, lying, and rude speech. The five pledges pertaining to cognition entail
cognising the five skandhas as having the nature of the five tathiigatas. And the five pledges
pertaining to practice involve futting the preceding five pledges pertaining to cognition into
practice and perfecting them. 19

6. All Mahayana Precepts Relating to the Maintenance of Bodhicitta
The tantric and non-tantric Mahayana vows or pledges are seemingly limitless in number.
Some rNying-ma sources speak of one hundred milliard (sa ya 'bum) pledges.z° o Nonetheless,
according to Rong-zom-pa, all pledges, which embrace also non-tantric and non-Mahayana
.
precepts, are said to be included in the maintenance of bodhicitta. He states: 201
The vows (st11!lvara)--pledges (samaya) involving engaging in and avoiding things that are
[respectively) wholesome and unwholesome, [and thus respectively) permissible and
impermissible, and that arise in connection with the [Three) Jewels, individuals, the range of
conduct, and the attributes of these, [such pledges being) taught in the kriyii and yogatantras by
the Victorious Ones with the aid of various terms-are as follows: pledges (samaya), vows
(sa1!lvara), ethical-moral discipline (Sfla), austerities (tapas), ascetic discipline (vrata), monastic
rules (vinaya), [codes of] conduct (caryii), range of conduct (gocara), and so forth. All [of these
vows, which are) taught with the aid of various terms, should be known in short as being
subsumed under [the categories of] general, specific, and additional pledges, depending on the
treatises, deities, and individuals. To be even shorter, they involve maintaining bodhicitta. [This)
is summarised here as follows:
.
Whatever existing vows-pledges

199 Note that Rong-zom-pa discusses these twenty-eight pledges also in his gNang bkag yi ge (pp. 409.1-412.13).
For the expression dam tshig nyi shu rtsa Inga, see n. 131.

See, for example, the sDom gsum rnam nges (p. 31.5-6):
mdor na rang Ius rdo rje gsum shes na II
sngags kyi dam tshig saya 'bum sde 'dus II.
See also the Rig 'dzin "jug ngogs (p. 205.6-11); Nyang ral chos 'byung (p. 337.8). Cf. the Dam tshig gsal bkra
(P, fol. 574a8--b I; S, vol. 43, p. 1191.2-4), also cited in the Phyogs bcu 'i mun sel (p. 619.5-6).
200

mDo rgyas (A, fol. 150al-bl; B, p. 245.9-24): rgyal ba rnams kyis bya ba dang rnal 'liyor gyi rgyudrnams
su I dkon mchog dang gang zag rnams dang spyod yul dang de dag gi chos la brten pa las byung ba'i dge ba
dang mi dge ba'i dngos po bya ba dang bya ba rna yin pa la "jug pa dang Idog pa 'i mtshan nyid I dam tshig gi
sdom pa rnams brda sna tshogs kyi sgo nas gsungs pa ni I 'di ltar I dam tshig dang I sdom pa dang I tshul krims
dang I dka' thub dang I brtul zhugs dang I dka' spyod dang I 'dul ba dang I spyod pa dang I spyod yul la sogs
pa'i brda sna tshogs kyis gsungs pa thams cad kyang mdor bsdu na I gzhung dang Iha dang gang zag rnams kyi
dbang las I spyi dang I khyad par dang I Ihag pa 'i dam tshig mams [mam Bl su 'dus par shes par bya ste I de
las kyang kun nas bsdu na ni I byang chub kyi sems yongs su gzung ba 'i mtshan nyid do II 'dir sdom tshig ni I
dkon mchog dang ni gang zag dang II
spyod yul dang ni de chos la II
dmigs shing brten pa las byung ba'i II
dge dang mi dge gang yin pa II
bya dang bya min shes nas ni II
"jug dang [dog par bya ba la II
tshul chen gsang ba'i theg pa las II
dam tshig sdom pa ji snyed cig II
sna tshogs brda yis gsungs pa yang II
gzhuni dang Iha dang gang zag mams II
spyi dang khyad par [hag pa yi II
dam tshig mams su 'dus par 'dod II
kun nas bsdu na byang chub sems II
yongs su gzung ba'i mlshan nyid do [de Alii.
201
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Taught in the great system of the Mantrayana
With the aid of various termsAre, [depending on] the treatises, deities, and individuals,
Considered as general, specific,
And additional pledges
With respect to engaging in and avoiding [things]
After learning what is permissible and impermissible, [namely,]
The wholesome and unwholesome [things]
That arise in view of and in connection with
The Three Jewels, individuals,
The range of conduct, and the attributes of these.
[They], if summarised further,
Involve maintaining bodhicitta.

7. Concluding Remarks
This chapter has dealt with the maintenance of bodhicitta both in the wider context of the
Mahayana and in the more restricted one ofVajrayana ethical-moral codes. As we have seen,
the maintenance of bodhicitta is considered to be the quintessence of all vows, both nontantric and tantric-which are compared to the life force (srog gi dbang po), the breakdown of
which would cause the failure of all other forces 202-and as such is of profound existential
significance.

202 dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 178bl-3; B, p. 215.1-5): bslab pa thams cad kyi gzhi ni dam tshig yin te I dper na
shyes bu'i srog gi dbang po 'gags na dbqng po thorns cad 'gag par 'gyur ba bzhin I mal 'byor dam pa rnams
kyis [= kyi] dam tshig gi bslab pa med par 'gyur na dbang po la sags pa 'i bslab pa thams cad kyang don med
par 'gyur bas I de'iphyir de skad bya'o II; ibid. (A, fo1. 192a3-4; B, p. 228.21-23): spyir rtsa ba'i dam tshig 'di
dag ni I dbang po thorns cad kyi rlsa ba srog gi dbang po yin pa bzhin I dam tshig 'di dog rna nyams no yan lag
nyams po moms rim gyis sor chud par 'gyur ro II; ibid. (A, fo1. 37a4-5; B, p. 65.22-24): 'di ni yid bzhin gyi nor
bu rin po che !tar dgos po thams cad kyi 'byung gnas su gyur pa I bslab pa thams cad kyi gzhi 'dzin pa 'i sa gzhi
Ita bu I dge ba'i dbang po thorns cad kyi srog Ita bur bshad do II. Cf. the rGyud spyi'i dngos po (A, fo1. 224a6;
B, p. 88.22-23): 'di ni legs pa thams cad 'dzin paTlas can te Iyid bzhin gyi nor bu rin po che Ita bu'o II.

Chapter Eleven

The Relapse and Restoration of Bodhicitta

May the excellent precious bodhicitta arise
[In whom] it has not [yet] arisen!
May [it] grow evermore, without dwindling,
[In whom] it has [already] arisen!
- Anonymous'

1. Introductory Remarks

Just as the maintenance of bodhicitta has been considered the crux of all tantric and nontantric Mahayana vows, so too is the abandonment of bodhicitta (bodhicittaparifyiigai
considered one of the severest transgressions. 3 Retaining bodhicitta is approached as a
daunting task full of hurdles. Multiple forces are conceived of as acting against the success of
this endeavour. Ironically, the desire for nirviilJa (in a conservative Buddhist sense) seems to
be one of the most tempting motives for giving up bodhicitta. A bodhisattva thus always runs
the risk of undermining or losing his bodhicitta. At the same time, it is commonly thought that
, Cited by dPal-sprul in his Kun bzang bla ma 'i zhallung (fol. 171a3-4):
byang chub sems mchog rin po che II
ma skyes pa rnams skye gyur cig II
skyes pa nyams pa med par yang II
gong nas gong du 'phel bar shag II.
I have not been able to determine the authorship of this verse. mKhan-po Kun-dpal (sPyad 'jug tshig 'grel, p.
172.6) writes that the verse is 'composed as a synopsis in the Indian treatise' (rgya gzhung du sdam du bkod pal,
or perhaps 'a synopsis of the Indian treatise [BadhicaryiivataraJ' (in which case one should read rgya gzhung du
sdam du bkad pal. mKhan-po Ngag-dga' in his Zhallung zin bris (fol. 94b 1-2) attributes this verse to Santideva.
This is, however, obviously an error, if an understandable one. The Tibetan commentators of Santideva's
Badhicaryiivatara have often used this verse as an outline for commenting it. See, for example, Thub-bstan
Chos-kyi-grags-pa's sPyad 'grel bum bzang (p. 20. I 5-16).
2 Badhicaryiivatara 4.7c; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 25; Si/0asamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 67.15; VAIDYA, p.
41.20).

J

For references, see nn. 66 and 67.
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one can, if one wants, always make amends if this occurs. Given the crucial role bodhicitta
plays in tantric and non-tantric vows, we can well understand why there is no real substitute
for the generation of bodhicitta in the process of restoring broken vows.
A few points that are not always made clear in primary sources require some
comments here. Firstly, the abandonment or non-abandonment of bodhicitta is expressed in
numerous ways: not forgetting bodhicitta (bodhicitttisarrzpramosa),4 not becoming separated
bodhicitta
(bodhicitttivirahita),5
not
destroying
or
losing
bodhicitta
from
(bodhicitttiviprmJtisa), and so forth. We shall see that in the Samayasarrzgraha and the mDo
rgyas, the term 'impairment' (vipra[ltisa: rryams pa) has been used in a broad sense for both
reparable and irreparable damage. Secondly, although it is not always clear whether it is
bodhicitta itself or the bodhisattva vow that is spoken of as being impaired or nullified, we
can perhaps take for granted that it is both of them together. Thirdly, we may ask what kind of
bodhicitta is prone to damage or loss. Primarily, it is the bodhicitta of a bodhisattva who has
not yet attained the path of seeing (darSanamtirga). Fourthly, it is said that even in the case of
complete loss, one can always regenerate bodhicitta or renew the bodhisattva vow. In the case
of damage, one can always restore it.
2. Impairment to or Loss of Bodhicitta
The acquisition of bodhicitta bears no soteriological fruits unless it is maintained and
nourished continually.6 lt is described as never to be let go of or slackened (vimocyam)7 and is
to be held firmly.8 The abandonment of bodhicitta is indeed condemned, whereas the
stabilisation or maintenance of bodhicitta is highly praised as one of the rarest of things. 9
Some of the earliest Mahayana scriptures already talk about the maintenance of bodhicitta in
various contexts. The Bhadraptilasutra states: IO
In order to benefit the world, [a bodhisattva], having generated compassion (karwJti),
Teaches the precious [dharma], the best [of all dharmas].
Although [he] abandons all conditioned [phenomena] (sa7J1skrta),

4

Mahiivyutpatti, no. 2351. Cf. n. 39.

l Bodhicaryavatiira I0.32a; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 141.

Bodhicaryavatiira 4.1:
eva", grhftvii sudrifhafTI bodhicittafTIiiniitma[J I
silqiinatikrame yatnafTI kuryiin nityam ata indrata[J II.
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 25.

6

Bodhicaryavatiira 1.8:
bhavaduMhasatiini tartukiimair api sattvavyasaniini hartukiimai[J I
bahusaukhyasatiini bhoktukiimair na vimocyafTI hi sadaiva bodhicittafTI
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 5.

7

Bodhicaryavatiira 1.10d: sudrifhafTI grhlJata bodhicittasafTIifiafTI
bodhicittaratnafTI I; CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 6.

8

as cited in the Bodhicaryavatiirapafiiikii (p. 5.13-14):
bodhau cittafTI drifhafTI sarvasattviiniim anukampayii I
sarvadu[JkhapraSiintyarthafTI durlabhaniifTI parafTIparii II.

9 GalJifavyuhasutra,

\0

Bhadrapiilasutra (p. 164.5-8):
snying rie bskyed nas 'jig rten kun phan phyir II
chos kyi gtso bo rin chen ston par byed II
'dus byas ma Ius thams cad spong byed kyang II
byang chub sems ni yongs su gtong mi byed II.

I;

II.
ibid.

1.1ld: sudrifhafTI grhlJata
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[He] never gives up [his] bodhicitta.ll
The Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra mentions four qualities which can prevent a
bodhisattva from becoming tired of sa7!lsiira. One of them is not giving up bodhicitta even
during extremely trying situations: 12
o Drumakinnararaja, it should furthermore be known that a bodhisattva does not grow weary of
[sa7!lsiira] if [he is] endowed with four attributes. What are the four? They are: [1] Not giving up
bodhicitta even in extremely trying cases, [2] not desiring [to attain] the [spirituaillevel of a
sriivaka or a pratyekabuddha, [3] protecting the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma) even [if it
means] giving up life and limb, and [4] travelling a thousandyojanas in order to induce others to
properly assume [the bodhisattva's career of] awakening (bodhi). 0 Drumakinnarariija, it should
be known that a bodhisattva does not grow weary of [sa7!lsiira] if [he is] endowed with these
four attributes.
Again in the Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisiitra, the musical instruments which the Buddha
manifested through his magical power sound with the following questions: 13
How does one generate
The resolve [to strive] for the highest awakening, and
[How would] one not forget the resolve for as long as
One is not on the seat of awakening (bodhimwuJa) (i.e. the spot under the Bodhi tree)?
Thereupon the bodhisattvas (who are allegorically called Riipa) answer: 14
[Bodhicitta is generated] by 'all that constitutes altruistic inclination' (*adhyiisayasampad)15
For the sake of all sentient beings.
One who is endowed with great compassion
Will not forget bodhicitta.
Not forgetting bodhicitta is a topic also addressed in the Bodhisattvapitakasiitra, where it is
counted as one of the four powers that increase the accumulation of gnosis

11 Cf. HARRISON 1990: 151. 'Conditioned' (samskrta) and 'non-conditioned' (asamskrta) have often been
equated with samso.ra and nirvo.lJa, respectively. See, for example, Ratnakarasiinti's Ratno.lako.lamko.ra (P, fa!.
377b7; D, fo!' 324b4; S, vol. 64, pp. 888.5-6): 'dus byas ni kun rdzab ste [te P] 'khar ba '0 II 'dus rna byas pa ni
don dam pa ste mya ngan las 'das pa'a II. From an Abhidharma point of view, however, there are certain
conditioned phenomena which are associated with nirvo.lJa. What the last two po.das of the verse seek to convey
is that although badhisattvas have given up the factors responsible for ordinary existence in samso.ra, and hence
have already secured their own salvation, for the sake of others they do not give up badhicitta. Badhicitta thus
strikes a balance between samso.ra and nirvo.(la, making the so-called 'non-stalemated l1irllo.(la'
(aprati~!hitanirvo.(la) possible.
12 Drumakinnararo.japariprccho.sutra (pp. 259.8-261.2): mi 'am ci'i bdag po gzhan yang byang chub sems dpa'
chas bzhi dang Idan na I yangs su mi skya bar rig par bya '0 II bzhi gang zhe l1a I 'di Ita ste I rab IU nyen kyang
byang chub kyi sems mi gtang ba dang I nyan thas dang rang sangs rgyas kyi sa mi 'dod pa dang I Ius dang srog
kyang 'dar zhing dam pa 'i chas srung ba dang I dpag tshad stong du 'gra zhing gzhan dag byang chub yang dag
par 'dzin du 'jug pa ste I mi 'am ci'i bdag po byangchub sems dpa' chas bzhipa 'di dag dang Idan na Iyangs su
mi skya bar rig par bya'a II. See also ibid. (pp. 4.7, 45.7, nil, 126.2, 134.11, 152.7-10, 153.2-5, 161.15-16,

284.4).
13

Drumakinnararo.japariprcchiisutra (p. 152.7-10):
bla na med pa 'i byang chub sems II
ji Ita bu ni bskyed pa dang II
byang chub snying po 'dug bar du II
sems ni brjed pa med par 'gyur II.

14

Drumakinnararajapariprcchiisutra (p. 153.2-6):
sems can kun gyi ched kyi phyir II
Ihag pa 'i bsam pa phun sum tshags II
snying lye che dang Idan pa ni II
byang chub sems brjed mi 'gyur ra II.

IS See WEZLER 2000: 449-450 for a more precise understanding of sampad or °sampad. Sampad here might
have well stood in fine campasiti, that is, as *adhyo.sayasampad.
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(jniinasambhiira).16 One who studies and expounds the Bodhisa(tvapitakasfitra is said to be
never separated from bodhicitta. '7 According to the Ugrapariprcchiisfitra, a bodhisattva who
is a householder can be said to have taken refuge in the Buddha if he is endowed with four
qualities, one of which is the non-abandonment of bodhicittaY
Besides, 0 householder, a bodhisattva who is a householder has taken refuge in the Buddha ifhe
is endowed with four qualities. What are the four? [They are:] not abandoning bodhicitta, not
breaking [one's] commitment, not giving up great compassion (mahiikarUlJii), and not aspiring
to other ways (or vehicles). 0 householder, a bodhisattva who is a householder has taken refuge
in the Buddha ifhe is endowed with these four qualities.

Bodhibhadra, in his SamiidhisalJlbhiira, cites the GaJ:ll;!avyfihasfitra according to which even
endeavours that are rooted in basic wholesome virtues (kusalamfila) but still cause the loss of
bodhicitta are the work of Mara. 19 The Siigaraniigariijapariprcchiisfitra as quoted in the
Sfitrasamuccaya states that a bodhisattva is endowed with faith (sraddhii) ifhe has the power
not to renounce bodhicitta. 20 The safeguarding of bodhicitta is also a theme in the
SalJldhinirmocanasfitra, where it is counted as one of the six si~iipadas of a bodhisattva. 21 In
the Rii$trapiilapariprcchiisfitra, the state of being separated from bodhicitta is listed as one of
the several disadvantages of being in the company of a bad friend (piipamitra),z2 The act of
stabilising bodhicitta is also said to be mentioned in the Srfmiiliidevfsfitra. 23 As I have already
mentioned, the term bodhicitta seldom occurs in the Bodhisattvabhfimi, and hence we cannot
expect the latter to explicitly allude to the maintenance of bodhicitta or stabilisation of
bodhicitta and so forth in an exhortative sense. Nevertheless, in mentioning four advantages

16

PAGEL 1995: 378.

17

PAGEL 1995: 411.

18 Ugrapariprcchiisulra (T, fol. 6bl-3; D, fol. 259b5-6): khyim bdag gzhanyang byang chub sems dpa' khyim
pa chos bzhi dang Idan na sangs rgyas la slcyabs su song ba yin te I bzhi gang zhe na I [1] byarig chub Icyi sems
mi 'dor ba dang I [2] dam bcas pa mi 'jig po dang I [3] snying rie chen po yongs su mi glong ba dang I [4] Iheg
pa gzhan la mi dmigs po sle I khyim bdag byang chub sems dpa' khyim pa chos bzhi po de dog dang Idan no
sangs rgyas 10 slcyabs su song ba yin no II.

19 Samiidhisambhiira 2 (P, fol. 97b5-6; D, fol. 89a2-3; S, vol. 64, p. 256.11-12):ii skad du 'phags po sdongpo
bkod po las I «byang chub Icyi sems nyams par byed pa 'i dge ba 'i rtsa ba rtsom pa thorns cad ni bdud Icyi las so»
zhes gsungs 10 I.

Sutrasamuccaya (p. 14.3-10): klu'i rgyal po rgya mtshos thus po las Icyang I «klu'i bdag po byang chub sems
dpa' chos Inga dang Idan pa dag ni dad po can yin te Iinga gangzhe na I mas pa 'i stabs dang lias Icyi mam par
smin po 10 'jug pa'i stabs dang I byang chub Icyi sems mi 'dar ba'i stabs dang I yi dam la brtan pa'i stabs dang I
mi dge ba'i chos thorns cad spangs te I nyes par byas pa thams cad bzod po 'i stabs dang Idan po '0» zhes gsungs
so II.
20

Samdhinirmocanasutra (pp. 131.29-132.6): beam Idan 'das bslab pa'i gzhi drug po de dag la byang chub
sems dpa' ii Itar bslab par bgyi lags I spyan ras gzigs dbang phyug mam pa Ingas te I pha rol tu phyin pa dang
Idan pa'i dam pa'i chos bstan pa I byang chub sems dpa'! sde snod 10 thog rna kho nor shin tu mas po dang I
de'! 'og tu chos spyad pa bcu po dag gis thos po dang I bsams pa dang I bsgoms pa las byung ba'i shes rob
bsgrub pa dang I byang chub Icyi sems rjes su bsrung ba dang I dge ba'i bshes gnyen la bsten pa dang I rgyun mi
'chad par dge ba'i phyogs 10 sbyor bas bslab par bya'o II.

21

22

Rii~!rapiilapariprcchiisutra (p. 58.10).

See the dKon mchog 'grel (A, fol. 190a5-6; B, p. 227.2--4): dpa/ gyi phreng ['phreng A] ba'i mdo las I byang
chub sems brtan theg chen zhugs la byams II; Phyogs bcu'i mun sel (p. 609.2). Whether the line can indeed be
found in the Srimiiliidevfsutra needs to be confirmed. I have been not able to trace it in the translation of the
sutra in WAYMAN & WAYMAN 1974.
23
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of being dedicated to the cultivation of the four immeasurables (apramiilJal, it does allude to
the fIrmness of the solemn wish (iisaya) to strive for the highest aWakening. 4
3. Causes of the Partial or Total Breach of Vows

In general, four causes of (or 'gates' to) the overstepping or breaching of vows are mentioned
in the Vinaya context: 25 (a) lack of knowledge (mi shes pa), (b) carelessness (pramiida), (c)
abundance of intellectual-emotional defIlements (nyon mongs mang ba), and (d) faithlessness
(asraddhya). These can be applied in particular to the bodhisattva and mantra vows. The
Viniscayasa1!lgraha1:zfrefers to four causes of the breach of the bodhisattva vows, which may
be summarised as: 26 (a) generating a resolve contrary to the one initially assumed (?), (b)
formally giving up the vow in the presence of a person who is capable of understanding, (c)
committing one or more of the four piiriijika-like offences, and (d) committing one or more of
the four piiriijika-like offences coupled with excessive (adhimiitra) fetters (paryavasthiina).
The i)iikinfsa1!lvaratantra increases the above four causes to make six causes relating
to the breach oftantric vows: 27 (a) lack of knowledge, (b) carelessness, (c) possessing (many)
intellectual-emotional defIlements, (d) faithlessness, (e) forgetfulness (mu$itasmrtitii), and (f)
lacking mindfulness (or clarity of mind). The Kun 'dus rig pa 'i mdo mentions 'nine doors of
transgression (or fall)' (ltung ba'i sgo dgu), an expression also employed by Rong-zom-pa,
but one that does not seem to mean what it appears to, referring rather to nine transgressions
that cause one to suffer nine undesirable destinations.28 The Dam tshig gsal bkra lists twenty
causes of samaya impairment,29 but the reading is very uncertain, and prone to more than one
interpretation.
Bodhisattvabhiuni l.l6 (WOGlHARA, p. 249.4-6; Durr, p. 170.13-14): anuttariiyiilfl samyaksaTflbodhiiv
iisayadr¢hatviiya bhavati I; see also MAlTHRlMURTHlI999: 316, 327.

24

VastusalflgrahalJi(P, fols. 2bS-3al; D, fol. 2b3; S, vol. 75, p. 5.2-3):
de yi rgyu yang mam bzhi ste II
mi shes pa dang bag med dang II
rryon mongs mang dang ma gus pa'o II.
For an explanation of each ofthe~four causes, see ibid. (P, fol. 9a5-b6; D, fols. 7b5-Sa4; S, vol. 75, pp. 17.16IS.16). See also the mTsho file (p. 230.9-11).
25

26 ViniScayasaTflgrahalJf(P, vol. 'i, fol. 42a3-4; D, vol. zi, fols. 3Sb6-39al; S, vol. 74, pp. S36.17-S37.2): de
gtong ba ni mdor bsdu na rgyu bzhis 'gyur te I [I] yang dag par len pa'{sems Icyis mi 'dra bar nges pa'i sems
slcyed [bskyed PN] par byedpa dang I [2] mi brdaphrad pa'i drung du 'bul ba dang ldan pa'i tshig rjod [brjod
PN] par byedpa dang I [3] pham pa'i gnas Ita bu'i chos bzhi po 'de dag las thams cad dam I re re'i rryes pa
'byinpa dang I [4] pham pa'i gnas Ita bu'i chos bzhipo' [om. PN] thams cad dam re rela kun nas dkrispa chen
pos rryes pa 'byin par byed na byang chub sems dpa' sdom pa btang bar brjod par bya'o II. One discussion of
the four causes of the loss of the priitimolqa vows may be found in the Shes bya mdzod (p. 344.6-25).

21

I;>iikinfsaTflvaratanlra (T, fol. 35a4-5; D, fol. 243b4):
dang por nyams pa 'i rgyu rryid Icyang II
mi shes pa dang bag med dang II
rryon mongs ldan dang ma gus dang II
brjed ngas dran pa mi gsal ba II
'di drug dam tshig nyams pa 'i rgyu II.

28 Kun '(/us rig pa'i mdo (P, fols. 2IbS-22a2; D, fol. 22b2-4): 'dus pa chen po'itshogs gzhanyang 'dilta ste I
ltung ba'i sgo dgu shes pas Icyang lam 'di la bslab [slab P] par bya ste I de yang gangzhena I [I] bdud chenpo'i
ris su ltung ba'i sgo dang I [2] mu stegs Icyi [ske P] khams su ltung ba'i sgo dang I [3] srin po'i khams su ltung
ba'i sgo dang I [4] gnod sbyin gyi ris su ltung ba'i sgo dang I [5] ru dra chen por [po ri P]ltung ba'i sgo dang I
[6] bgegs chenpor ltung ba'i sgo dang I [7]lha chenpo'i ris su ltung ba'i sgo dang I [S] 'shog ma' [sho gam P]
gcan chen gyi ris su ltungba'i sgo dang I [9] dmyal ba chenpor ltung ba'i sgo'o II.
29

See the Dam tshig gsal bkra (P, fol. 57Sal-3;S, vol. 43, pp. I I 97.2o-i 19S.6):
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4. Causes of Impairment to or Loss of Bodhicitta

There may be many other lists of the causes of bodhicitta being impaired or lost. In the
following paragraphs I shall present those of which I am aware. In the
PUlJyasamuccayasamtidhisiitra, the Buddha tells the bodhisattva Nariiyru;ta that there are four
sets of four qualities that can cause one to forget bodhicitta. The first set of four is stated to be
as follows: 3o

o Narayal)a, a bodhisattva will forget [his] bodhicitta if [he is] possessed of four qualities. What

are the four? They are: [1] great haughtiness (atimiina), [2] lack of respect for the Doctrine
(dharma), [3] disrespectfulness or contemptuousness (adhikJepa) for [one's] spiritual companion
(kalyiilJamitra),31 and [4] mendacity (mithyiiviic). 0 Narayal)a, if a bodhisattva is possessed of
these four qualities, [he] will forget [his] bodhicitta.
The siitradoes not explain why or how these qualities would cause one to forget one's
bodhicitta. The second set of qualities are then listed: 32
o Narayal)a, a bodhisattva will forget [his] bodhicitta if [he is] possessed of four qualities. What
are the four? They are: [1] acquainting himself with practitioners (yogiiciirin) who are the
followers ofthe Sravakayana and Pratyekabuddhayana,33 [2] [acquainting himself with] those who
are [intellectually and emotionally] disposed (adhimukta) to Hlnayana, [3] being hostile to
bodhisattvas and disparaging [them], and [4] being a teacher who is unforthcoming with the
Doctrine. 34 0 Narayal)a, if a bodhisattva is possessed of these four qualities, [he] will forget [his]
bodhicitta.

nyams par gyur pa 'j rgyud dag ni II
mi chos blun po 'i las byed dang II
bdag bstod [stod P] gzhan smod zur 'dzin mkhas II
khe drags nyid kyis 'du ste brnab II
rdzas la chags sems rang phyogs che II
chang dang rang mthong Ita spyod bsnyems [bsnyams S)II
chos la phyogs ris ngoms rkyen dang II
gsang chung Ie 10 glsang ngam che II
sgro bskur [= skur) grogs kyi nyams len dang II
'khor ba 'i rigs rgyud spel 'dod cing II
gcig pur [bur P) mi gnas 'du fa'dga' II
nyi shu nyams pa 'i rgyud 'gyur 1'0 II.
PUlJyasamuccayasamiidhisiitra (T, fo1. 129b5-7; D, fo1. 10Ia4-6): sred med kyi bu byang cnub sems dpa'
chos bzhidang Idan na byang chub kyi sems brjed par 'gyur te I bzhi gang zhe na I 'di Ita ste I [1]lhag pa 'i nga
rgyal dang I [2) chos la ma gus pa dang I [3] dge ba 'i bshes gnyen la khyad du gsod pa dang I [add. gsol ba mi
'debs pa dang T) [4)logpa 'i tshig smra ba ste I sred med kyi bu byang chub sems dpa' chos bzhipo de dag dang
ldan na byang chub kyi sems brjed par 'gyur ro II.

30

31

Note that T adds here 'not paying homage [to them]' (gsol ba mi 'debs pal.

32 PUlJyasamuccayasamiidhisiitra (T, fols. 129b7-130a3; D, fo1. 10Ia6-7): sred med kyi bu gzhan yang byang
chub sems dpa' chos bzhi dang Idan na byang chub kyi sems brjed par 'gyur te I bzhi gang zhe na I 'di Ita sle I
[1) nyan thos dang I rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa pa 'i rnal "byor spyoi!' pa dag dang 'dris par byed pa dang I
[2) theg pa dman pa la mas pa rnams dang I [3] byang chub sems dpa' sdang zhing skuI' pa 'debs pa dang I [4]
chos rnams la slob dpon dpe mkhyud byed pa ste I sred med kyi bu byang chub sems dpa ' chos bzhi po de dag
dang Idan na byang chub kyi sems brjed par 'gyur 1'0 II. 'The sign for the vowel a is not visible in either syllable
inTo

J]

The compound sriivakapratyekabuddhayiinika is attested. See, for example, KEIRA & UEDA 1998, S.V.

J4 According to the Tshig mdzod chen mo (s.v.), mkhyud pa means to 'keep secret' (gsang ba) or 'conceal' (sbed
pal so that dpe mkhyud means 'keeping an instruction secret and not teaching it, out of a sense of parsimony'
(man ngag shes kyang ser snas gsang sle mi sIan pal, and in particular, slob dpon gyi dpe mkhyud.
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In this set of four, it is evident why the first three qualities can cause degradation of
bodhicitta. As for the third set of four, the siitra states: 35
o NiiriiyaI:la, a bodhisattva would further forget [his) bodliicitta if [he is) possessed of four
qualities. What are the four? They.are: [1) being deceitful, [2) associating with (lit. 'relying upon')
sentient beings for perfidious purposes, [3) being double-tongued to [one's) spiritual companions,
and [4] being greatly attached to material gain and a good reputation. 0 Niirayal)a, if a bodhisattva
is possessed of these four qualities, [he] will forget [his] bodhicitta.
The fourth set offour qualities is as fo11ows: 36
o Narayal)a, a bodhisattva will forget [his] bodhicitta if [he is) possessed of four qualities. What
are the four? They are: [i] not recognising the deeds of Miira, [2] being obscured by karmic
obscurations, [3] having weak altruistic inclinations (adhyiisaya), and [4] lack of discriminating
insight (prajfiii) and [efficiency in applying) strategic means (upiiya). 0 Niiriiyal)a, if a bodhisattva
is possessed of these four qualities, [he] will forget [his) bodhicitta.
The PUlJyasamuccayasamiidhisiitra then goes on to narrate the story of how Sudhana, out of
pride, neglected bodhicitta during the time of the Buddha Krakucchanda, and was thus
dispossessed of five things, namely, seeing buddhas, hearing the Doctrine, discussing with
great bodhisattvas matters of the Doctrine, dedicatory transfer (parilJiimanii) of basic
wholesome virtues (kusalamiila), and the stabilisation of bodhicitta. And yet, in virtue of his
previous bodhicitta, he was not reborn in he11. 37
In the chapter on the two bodhicittotpiida traditions, we have seen that manifesting the socalled 'four black practices' (nag po 'i chos bzhi) or not manifesting the 'four white practices'
(dkar po 'j chos bzhi) has been considered to be the four cardinal transgressions (mLlliipatti)
according to the Maitreya-Asailga tradition. According to the Ratnakii{asiitra, as cited in the
Sil{$iisamuccaya, these four negative practices cause one to forget one's bodhicitta: 38
Forgetting bodhicitta is also detrimental, and its causes have been taught in the
Ratnakii!a[siitra]: "0 Kasyapa, the bodhicitta of a bodhisattva will go astray (or be forgotten)39
[if he is) possessed of four qualities. Which four? The following: 40 [I] betraying of [one's)
preceptor, master, and [others) worthy of respect (or offerings), [2] causing regrets (or
misgivings) in others who are without regrets (or misgivings), [3) uttering depreciation, slurs,
disapprobation, or malicious verse against sentient beings who are properly established in the

PUlJyasamuccayasamiidhisutra (T, fo1. l30a3-5; D, fo1. lOIa7~b2): sred med kyi bu gzhan yang byang chub
sems dpa' chos bzhi dang ldan na byang chub kyi sems bljed par 'gyur Ie I bzhi gang zhe na I 'di Ita ste I [1]
sgyu byed pa dang I [2] sems can mams la g.yos sten par byed pa dang I [3] dge ba 'i bshes gnyen rnams la lee
gnyis byed pa dang I [4] rnyed pa dang I bkur sti la lhagpar zhen pa ste I sred med kyi bu byang chub sems dpa'
chos bzhi po de dag dang ldan na byang chub kyi sems brjed par 'gyur ro II.
35

36 PUlJyasamuccayasamiidhisutra (T, fo1. l30a5-bi; D, fo1. IOIb2-4): sred med kyi bu gzhan yang byang chub
sems dpa' chos bzhi dang ldan na byang chub kyi sems brjed par 'gyur te I bzhi gang zhe na 'di Ita ste I [1] bdud
kyi las ma rtogs pa dang I [2) las kyi sgrib pas bsgribs pa dang I [3)lhag pa'i bsam pa stobs chung ba dang I [4)
shes rab dang thabs med pa ste I sred med kyi bu byang chub sems dpa' ehos bzhi po de dag dang ldan na byang
chub kyi sems bljed par 'gyur ro II.
37

PUl;lyasamuccayasamiidhisutra (T, fols. l30bl-l3IbI; D, fols. 10Ib4-102a6).

J8 Sik$iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 52.12-15; VAIDYA, p. 33.13-17): bodhicittasarrzpramo$o 'py anarthaf; I tasya
ca hetur ukto ratnakiite I caturbhif; kiiiyapa dharmai/! samanviigatasya bodhisattvasya bodhicittaq, muhyati I
katamais caturbhif;? [1] iiciiryagurudak$ilJlyavisarrzviidatayii I [2]pare~iim akaukrtye kaukrtyopasarrzharal;latayii
I [3] mahiiyiinasarrzprasthitiiniirrz ca sattviiniim avarl;liiyaso 'kfrty alokanisciiral;latayii' I [4] miiyiiSii{hyena ca
param upacarati niidhyiisayeneti II .• According to the Tibetan translation (tshigs su bead pa ma yin pa 'byin
pal, this should read aslokao, which I have followed in my translation.
J9

Note .that muhyati has been translated into Tibetan as bljed par 'gyur ('will be forgotten') and
as 'forgetting bodhicitta.' Cf. n. 4.

bodhicittasarrzpramo~a
40

The Tibetan translation has 'di Ita ste (tadyaihii), which is not reflected in either Sanskrit edition.
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Mahayana, and [4] approaching others with deceitfulness and dishonesty rather than with
altruistic inclinations.'"

Ratniikarasanti, in his Ratnaloktilarrzktira, has summarised these four causes of forgetting
bodhicitta as follows: 42 (1) deceiving one's teachers and those worthy of offerings, (2)
inappropriately causing regrets in others,43 (3) speaking ill of other bodhisattvas out of
malevolence, and (4) treating sentient beings with deception and dishonesty. The four positive
practices meant to keep bodhicitta thriving are given as follows: 44
The avoiding of this [set of four negative practices] is [also] taught there (i.e. in the

RatnakUrasutra): "0 Kasyapa, the bodhicitta of a bodhisattva who is possessed of four qualities
will exhibit itself immediately after [his] birth in all lifetimes, and will not go astray (or be
forgotten) in between up to the act of sitting down on the seat of awakening. Which are the four
[qualities]? [They are] as follows: [1] [He] does not deliberately utter false speech, not even for
the sake of [his] life or with an eye to amusement." [2] [He] remains close to all sentient beings
thanks to his altruistic inclinations, being free of hypocrisy and dishonesty. [3] [He] generates a
notion of the Teachers (i.e. the buddhas) within all bodhisattvas and proclaims their praise in the
four directions. And [4] [he] causes all those sentient beings whom he brings to maturation to
generate [the resolve to strive for] the highest perfect awakening without the <Iesire [to place them
in] the 'Vehicle of Limited Scope' (i.e. HInayana). These, 0 Kasyapa, are the four.",6 .

These four antidotes are summarised by Ratniikarasanti as follows: 47 (1) not telling lies
deliberately, not even in jest, (2) establishing others in the state of perfect awakening, (3)
regarding other bodhisattvas as if they were the Buddha himself, and (4) harbouring pure
altruistic inclinations towards others.
In the Piin:wpariprcchasiitra, PiifQ.a asks the Buddha what kind of unwholesome
deeds he must have committed that caused the deterioration of his bodhicitta for one aeon.
The Buddha tells him that he had in the past relied upon bad companions and that he did not

For the Tibetan translation of this passage, see the Siksiisamuccaya (P, fa!. 42b2-5; D, fols. 34b6-35al; S, va!.
64, pp. 1085.14-1086.1). Cf. the English translation in BENDALL & ROUSE 1971: 53. See also the Rig 'dzin 'jug
ngogs (p. 13 8.1--{5), where the pertinent passage is cited. Cf. SOBISCH 2002: 54, nn. 168-169.

41

Ralniilokiilalflkiiro (P, fa!. 277b3-5; D, fo!' 236b5--{5; S, va!. 64, pp. 667.20--{)68.3): de la byang chub kyi sems
brjed pa ni rgyu rnam pa bzhi sle I bla ma dang sbyin gnas la [am. PN]log par slu [bslu PN] ba dang I gzhan
gnas ma yin pa la 'gyod po bskyed pa dang I byang chub sems dpa' la zhe sdang bas ngan du brjod pa dang I
sems can la g.yo dang [am. N) sgyus spyod pa '0 II rgyu de bzhi bslan pa ni I rdo rje rin po che chag pa Ita bu '0
42

II·
The fact that the corresponding antidote is given as 'placing others in the [state] of perfect awakeaing' (gzhon
dag rdzogs pa'i byang chub la 'god pal suggests that 'inappropriately causing regrets in others' should be
understood particularly as causing misgivings in others about Mahayana, and thus causing them to abandon
bodhisaltva practices.

43

Siksiisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 52.15-53.4; VAIDYA, p. 33.17-22): asya vivarjanam atroklam I caturbhi/:z
kiiSyapa dharmail; samanviigalasya bodhisaltvasya sarviisujiilisujiilamiitrasya bodhiciltam iimukhfbhavati Ina
ciinlarii muhyati yavad bodhimal;lcjanisadaniil I kalamais calurbhi/:z? yad ula [1] Fvitahelor api salflprajiinan
mrsaviidalfl na prabhiisale, antaso hiisyapreksikayiipi I [2) adhyiisayena ca sarvasaltviiniim antike lisfhaty
apagalamiiyiisiifhyalayii I [3) sarvabodhisaltvesu ca siisirsalfljfiiim ulpiidayali I calurdiSalfl ca lesiilfl vanJalfl
nisciirayali I [4) yiilfls ca saltviin paripiicayali, liin sarviin anullariiyiilfl samyaksalflbodhau samiidiipayali
priide§ikayiiniisprhal;lalayii I ebhil; kiisyapa caturbhir iii II.
44

45

Cf. BHSD, s.v.preksikii, where sukhapreksikayii is translated as 'with regard to pleasure.'

'6 For the Tibetan translation of this passage, see the Siksiisamuccaya (P, fols. 42b5--43al; D, fo!' 35a2--4; S, va!.
64, p. 1086.1-13). Cf. the English translation in BENDALL & ROUSE 1971: 53.
'7

Ratniilokiilalflkiira (P, fo!' 277b5--{5; D, fol. 236b6-7; S, vol. 64, p. 668.3--{5): de'i gnyen po ni rnam pa bzhi ste

I shes bzhin bzhad gad kyi phyir yang brdzun mi brjod pa dang I gzhan dag rdzogs pa 'i byang chub la 'god pa
dang I byang chub sems dpa' la ston pa ltar sems pa [dpa' N] dang I gzhan la bsam pa rnam pa~ dag pa'o II.
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widely propagate the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma).48 The Buddha then goes on to explain
four quaJi ties that cause a bodhisattva's bodhicitta to deteriorate, relegating him to the status
of a sriivaka. 49 The first such factor is explained thus: sO
Because a bodhisattva has relied upon a bad, unwholesome companion, he utterly abandons all
the basic wholesome virtues, and afterwards [his companion] proclaims thus: "Why do you have
to generate the resolve [to strive] for unsurpassable awakening? The extent of Sa1?lSara is
extremely great. You would experience infinite pain (or suffering) while going through the five
destinations [of sa/l1sara]. In other words, encountering a suitable opportunity is extremely rare.
Encountering the appearance of a buddha is also extremely rare. Obtaining an intense pristine
faith is also extremely rare. Even if you happen to encounter a buddha who has appeared [in the
world], going forth from a home to homelessness is exceedingly difficult. Do not waste the
opportunity you have now. You have not obtained a prophecy from the tathagatas that you will
become awakened unto the unsurpassable, correct perfect awakening, nor will you attain
nirva1}a, since [your] basic wholesome virtues have not taken firm shape. And you would
wander around in the five destinations (gati)." The person, on hearing what has been said, would
become mentally depressed and turn back from the path of awakening, and in his torpor lose
confidence [in it]. 0 Piin:Ja, if a bodhisattva is endowed with this first quality, he will revert
from the unsurpassable awakening (i.e. from Mahayana) and resort to Sravakayana.
The second quality causing a bodhisattva's bodhicitta to deteriorate is explained
thus: sl

48 PiinJapariprcchiisiitra (T, fol. 345al-4; D, fol. 185a5-6): beam Idan 'das 10 Ishe dang Idan pa gang pas gsol
pa I beam ldan 'das bdag gis sngon mi dge ba'i las ci zhig bgyis no bskal pa gcig gi bar du bla no med pa yang
dog par rdzogs pa 'i byang chub lu sems bskyed pa las slar Idog [log D) cing nyams par gyur lags I beam Idan
'das kyis bka ' sisal po I gang po khyod kyis mi dge ba 'i grogs po 10 brlen [bsten D) pa 'i phyir dang I gzhan yang
khyod kyis dam po 'i chas rgya cher rna spel ba 'i phyir khyad bla no med po yang dag par rdzags po 'i byang
chub las slar Idog cing nyams par gyur po yin no II.

PiirlJapariprcchiisiilra (T, fol. 345a4; D, fol. 185a6.7): gang po chas bzhi dang Idan no bla no med po yang
dog par rdzags pa 'i byang chub las ldog cing nyams nos nyan Ihas kyi Iheg par 'gyur ra II bzhi gang zhe no I.

49

PiirlJapariprcchasiitra (T, fol. 345a5-b4; D, fol. 185a7-b4): byang chub sems dpa' sdig po mi dge ba'i grogs
[add. po T)la brlen [bsten D) po 'i phyir dge ba'i rlsa ba yongs su spangs nos 'di skad du 'di liar bla no med
[add. pa yang dag par rdzogs T) po 'i byang chub lu sems bskyed ci dgos I 'khar ba'i mlha' ni shin tu thag ring
ste 'gra ba Inga pa moms su kha brgyud cing sdug bsngal tshad med po [am. D) myong bas kham po dang
phrad 'po yang" shin lu dkon I songs rgyas 'byung ba dang phrad 'po yang" shin tu dkon I shin lu dang ba 'i dad
po thob 'po yang" shin tu dkon I songs rgyas 'byung ba dang phrad par gyur 'no yang' [na' ang T) khyim nos
khyim med par rob tu 'byung ba ches shin tu dka' bas deng khyod [khyed D) khom po dang ldan po chud rna
gzan cig I khyod de bzhin gshegs po moms las bla no med po yang dog par rdzogs po 'j byang chub mngan par
rdzogs par 'tshang rgya bar 'gyur bar lung bslan po thob 'po yang" rna yin la I dge ba 'i rtsa bil nges par gyur
'po yang" rna yin pas yangs su mya ngan las 'da' 'ba yang" [ba'ang T) mi thob cing 'gra ba lnga po moms su
'khor bar 'gyur ro zhes smras pas gang zag des de skad smras po thos po 'i dbang gis sems bying nos byang
chub kyi lam las Idog cing Ie los mas par [unclear D) mi 'gyur te I gang po byang chub sems dpa' gang chos
dang po 'di dang Idan par gyur na bla no med po 'i byang chub las sial' ldog [log D) nos nyan thas kyi theg po
bar [par T) 'gyur ro II. 'pa'ang T.
50

51 PiirlJapariprcchiisiitra (T, fo]s. 345b4-346a6; D, fols. 185b4-186a2): [2) gzhan yang gang po byang chub
sems dpa' gang byang chub sems dpa 'i Ijes su mthun' po 'i mdo sde 'di Ita ste I byang chub sems dpa 'i sde snod
kyi mdo dang I byang chub tu sems bSkyed po 'i mdo dang I byang chub sems dpa 'j bya ba yang dog par sdud
pa'i mda dang I pha rollu phyin po drug dang rjes su mthun' po 'i mdo thos par ma gyur no I 'di ltar thos par
rna gyur pa 'i phyir ji skad bslan po bzhin du spyod par mi 'gyur I ji skad bstan po bzhin du yang dog par slob
par mi 'gyur bas des byang chub sems dpas chos gang ni bslen par bya I chos gang ni yongs su spang bar bya I
chos gang ni yang dog par blang bar bya ba'i rigs I chos gang ni yang dog par blang bar bya ba 'i mi rigs I chos
gang ni byang chub sems dpa'i chos yin I chos gang ni nyan Ihas kyi chas yin po dog rob lu mi shes so II 'di ItoI'
mi shes shing rob tu 'b?:ed par mi nus po 'i phyir bsten par bya ba'ib rigs po 'i chas n(sten [bsten D) par mi byed
10 I bslen par bya ba'i mi rigs po 'i chos 10 ni rob tu bsten [sten T) par 'gyur ro II des bslen par bya ba'ib rigs
po 'i ehos ni sten par mi byed 10 I bsten par bya ba 'ib mi rigs po 'i chos la ni rob tu sten par byed po 'i pilyir songs
rgyas moms kyi byang ehub kyi sems las rab tu nyams shing log par gyur pas sems kyang zhum ste lie 10 can du
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Moreover, 0 Piin:la, if a bodhisattva does not happen to hear thosesiitras that are consistent with
[the conduct of] a bodhisattva, namely, the Bodhisattvasiitrapitaka, Bodhicittotpiidasiitra,
Bodhisattvakriyiisa7!lgrahasiitra, and *Satpiiramitiinuvarttisiitra, [he] will not conduct himself
as instructed, because [he] will not have heard them. Because [he] does not properly train
himself as instructed, he will not know clearly what kind of dharma a bodhisattva should rely
upon; what kind of dharma should be abandoned; what kind of dharma is worth adopting; what
kind of dharma is not worth adopting; what kind of dharma the bodhisattva's dharma is; [and]
what kind of dharma the sriivaka's dharma is. Failing to understand and differentiate in this
way, [he] will not rely upon [those] dharmas that are worth relying upon and will rely upon
[those] dharmas that are not worth relying upon. Because he does not rely upon [those] dharmas
that are worth relying upon and relies upon [those] dharmas that are not worth relying upon, [he
will suffer] a complete setback and relapse from the bodhicitta of the buddhas, and will become
disheartened and apathetic, and thus completely renege on the aspirations [he had] before. 0
Piln)a, a bodhisattva who is endowed with this second quality will relapse from [the path] of the
highest awakening and become a sriivakayiinika.
The third quality causing a bodhisattva to allow his bodhicitta to deteriorate and fall back to
~
the status of a sriivaka is explained thuS: 52
Furthermore, 0 Piln)a, suppose that a bodhisattva holds to all phenomena to be existent and
firmly clings to a self (iitman), practises false views, and [even] descends into extreme views.
[And] suppose that] having become incorrigible as a result of being submerged in false [views
and] misdeeds, he opposes profound siitras [whose content is] in harmony with absolute
reality-without the slightest sign of trust despite listening to [them]-and having failed to
realise [their purport] clearly, commits blameworthy [deeds] that cause the destruction of the
right dharma. Given such causes and conditions, he would be born in an unfavourable place, and
thus would not encounter the buddhas [and] would not hear the Sublime Doctrine (saddharma);
would not encounter the instructions of the buddhas; and would not find [spiritually1 favourable
companions (i.e. good teachers and friends). Not [being able to] encounter buddhas, he would
not hear the right dharma. Not hearing the right dharma, [he] would not encounter instructions
taught by the buddhas. Not encountering instructions taught by the buddhas, [he] would not find
[spiritually] favourable companions. Not finding [spiritually] favourable companions, [he]
would be cut off from favourable places and be born in an unfavourable place. Being born in an
unfavourable place, [he] would be separated from [spiritually] favourable companions and
encounter [spiritually] unfavourable companions. Following [spiritually] unfavourable
companions, [he] would forget and lose the resolve [he had] before. Forgetting and losing the
gyur nos sngon gyi smon lam moms kyang yongs su gtong bar 'gyur te I gang po byang chub sems dpa' gang
chos gnyis po 'di dang Idan par gyur no bla no med pa 'i byang chub las sial' log nos nyan thos kyi theg pa bar
'gyur ro II. ' 'thun D; b bar T.
Pun:wpariprcchiisutra (T, fols. 346a6-347a3; D, fa!. 186a2-b2): [3] gzhan yang gang po byang chub sems
dpa' gang chos moms yod po nyid du 'dzin cing bdag tu mngon par zhen po dang I log par Ita ba moms spyod
cing mthar 'dzin po 'i Ita bar Itung ba dang I log po 'i sdig po moms su bying sle drang dka' bar gyur nos mdo
sde zab mo don dam po 'i rjes su mlhun ['thun D] po dog thos par gyur 'no yang' [na'ang T] mngon par yid ches
po 'i rlags cung zad Isam yang med cing 'gal bar byed po dang I mngon par ma rtogs nos yang dag po 'i chos jig
pa'i kha no ma tho ba dog slang bar byed no rgyu dang rkyen des mi khom pa 'i gnas su skyes nas sangs rgyas
mams dang yang phrad par mi 'gyur I dam pa 'i chos kyang Ihos par mi 'gyur I songs rgyas mams ~yis rjes su
bslan pa dag dang yang phrad par mi 'gyur I dge ba'i bshes gnyen yang rnyed par mi 'gyur ro II des sangs rgyas
mams mi mlhong ba 'i phyir yang dog pa 'i chos kyang Ihos par mi 'gyur 1'0 II yang dog po 'i chos ma thos po 'i
phyir songs rgyas moms kyis rjes su bstan po dog dang yang phrad par mi 'gyur ro II songs rgyas moms kyis
rjes su bstan po 'i chos dang phrad par ma gyur po 'i phyir dge ba 'i bshes gnyen myed par mi 'gyur ro II dge ba 'i
bshes gnyen ma rnyed po 'i phyir khom pa 'i gnas dang bral nas mi khom pa 'i gnas su skye bar 'gyur 1'0 II mi
khom po 'i gnas su skyes pa 'f phyir dge ba'i bshes gnyen dang bral nos mi dge ba 'i grogs po dang phrad par
'gyur ro II mf dge ba'i grogs po 'i rjes su 'brangs pa'i phyir sngon gyi yi dam brjed cing star bar 'gyur 1'0 II des
sngon gyi yi dam brjed cing stor bar gyur po 'i phyir byang chub kyi sems kyang spong bar byed I byang chub
sems dpa'i theg 'po yang" spong bar byed pas sial' Idog par 'gyur zhing byang chub kyi bsam 'po yang" gtan du
stor nos 'khor ba 'f chos 'ba' shig spyod cing Iheg po chen po 'i spyodpa'i chos mngon par bsgrub [sgrub D]par
mi 'gyur te I gang po byang chub sems dpa' gang chos gsum po [pa T] 'di dang Idan par gyur na bla na med
pa 'i byang chub las slar log nos nyan thos kyi theg pa bar [par T] 'gyur ro II. 'pa'ang T.
52
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resolve [he had] before, he would also abandon bodhicitta; would also abandon the
Bodhisattvayana; would consequently relapse [from it]; would lose for good the resolve [to
strive for] awakening; would become engaged exclusively in the deeds of sarrzsiira; and would
not be engaged in practising Mahayana. 0 PUIl)a, a bodhisattva who happens to be endowed
with this third quality would relapse from [the path] of the highest awakening and would
become a sriivakayiinika.
The fourth quality causing a bodhisattva's bodhicitta to deteriorate is explained thus: 53
Furthermore, 0 PUIl)a, suppose that a bodhisattva who has heard such siitras does not properly
teach others out of an altruistic inclination (adhyiisaya); in his torpor takes delight in visiting
[and teaching] only one [kind of person]; has no will to teach others, being l!Ilforthcoming with
the Doctrine; and does not gather masses of other [people] by [teaching] the Doctrine. Given
these unwholesome causes and conditions, [he] would seriously damage [his] discriminating
insight (prajfiii) and awareness (smrti). A person who, having damaged [his] discriminating
insight and awareness, does not read and recite sutra scriptures together with other [persons] and
does not conduct himself in harmony with others on the basis of the Doctrine would lose his
bodhicitta immediately after the exchange of [his present] body (i.e. after his death), and would
also forget the bodhisattva's altruistic inclination (iisaya). 0 PUIl)a, a bodhisattva who happens
to be endowed with these four qualities will relapse from the resolve to strive for the highest
awakening and will become a sriivakayiinika.
The four qualities that cause the relapse of bodhicitta have been summarised once again in
verse. 54 The siitra also explains four qualities that can prevent the deterioration of

bodhicitta: 55

53 Piirraparipreehasiitra (T, fa!. 347a3-bl; D, fa!. 186b2-5): [4] gzhan yang gang po byang ehub sems dpa'
gang 'di Ita bu'i mdo sde thos par gyur kyang [yang D]lhag pa 'i bsam pas gzhan dag la yang dag par stan pal'
mi byed cing I sems zhum par gyur nas geig tu 'gro ba la dga' zhing ehos kyi ser sna byas nas gzhan dag fa
bstan pa'i 'dun pa med pa dang I ehos kyis gzhan dag rgya eher yongs su sdud par mi byed na mi dge ba 'i rtsa
ba de'i rgyu dang rkyen gyis shes rab dang dran pa rab tu nyams par 'gyur ro II shes rab dang dran pa nyams
pal' gyur pa 'i dbang gis gzhan [zhen pa T] dag dang Ihan cig mdo sde'i ehos klog cing 'don par mi byed la I
ehos kyis gzhan dag dang mthun ['!hun D] par mi byed pas gang zag de Ius br}es [!jes D] ma thag tu byang ehub
kyi sems kyang star bar 'gyur [gyur T]la byang chub sems dpa'i bsam 'pa yang' [pa'ang T] b/jed par [pa T]
gyur te I gang po byang ehub sems dpa' gang ehos bzhi po de dag [am. T] dang Idan par gyur na bla na med
pa'i byang ehub kyi sems las slar log nas nyan thos kyi theg pa bar par [T] 'gyur 1'0 II.

54

Piirrapariprcehasiitra (T, fols. 347bl-348al; D, fols. 186b6-187a3):
mi dge 'i grogs po sten byed eing II
byang chub la ni mi brtson na II
rgyu dang rkyen ni de yi phyir II
bla med byang ehub sems star 'gyur II
sdig pa 'i bdag Ita rob bskyed nas II
mtha ' dang log Itar gang Ihung ba II
chos 'jig sdig ni bslang [blang T] bas na II
mi khom gnas su skye bar 'gyur II
mi khom gnas su skyes nas kyang II
byang ehub sems ni gcod byed cing II
sngon gyi yi dam star 'gyw bas II
de phyir byang ehub sems kyang nyams II
de yis byang chub sems skye ba 'i II
chos ni thos par yang [yang T] mi 'gyur II
de yi sems ni 'phel gyur na II
byang chub sems ni sgrub [bsgrubs T] par 'gyur II
dam chos rgya chen thos gyur kyang II
ser snas gzhan fa stan mi mas II
rgyu dang rkyen ni de yi phyir II
byang chub lam ni Idog par 'gyur II
byang chub sems dpa' theg chen gnyer II
ehos 'di bzhi ni shes par bya II
ehos 'di bzhi ni shes gyur na II
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o Puma, a bodhisattva who is endowed with four qualities will not revert from [his] bodhicitta,
in keeping with his dedicatory aspiration (parilJiimanii), nor will his basic wholesome virtues
(lrusalamiila) deteriorate, [again] in keeping with his dedicatory aspiration. What are the four?
[They are:] if bodhisattvas adhere to the immaculate ethical-moral discipline (fila) and bring
[their] altruistic zeal (iisaya) to fruition; [if they are] endowed with awareness (smrti) and
properly abide in discriminating insight (prajiiii); [if they] make efforts in a diligent [state of]
mind and are free from laziness; [and if they possess] the excellence of vast learning and
enhanced discriminating insight. 0 Puma, if a bodhisattva is endowed with these four qualities,
[he] will not revert from [his] bodhicitta, in keeping with his dedicatory aspiration
(parilJiimanii), nor will his basic wholesome virtues (kusalamiila) deteriorate either, [again] in
keeping with his dedicatory aspiration.
The Brahmavise$acintipariprcchiisutra mentions four qualities that prevent a bodhisattva
laying waste to his bodhicitta: 56
o Brahma, bodhisattva-mahi'isattvas will not lay waste to [their] bodhicitta if [they] are
endowed with four qualities. What are the four? [They are:] [1] '[focusing their] attention on
recollecting the Buddha' (buddhiinusmrti), [2] [making sure that the practices of] all the basic
wholesome virtues (kusalamiila) are headed by [the practice of] bodhicitta, [3] relying upon
[spiritually] favourable companions (kalyiilJamitra), and [4] properly praising (or appreciating)
Mahayana. These are the four.
The Bodhisattvabhumi mentions four causes (kiira/;a) of the relapse (vyiivrtti) of cittotpiida: 57
There are four causes of the relapse ofthe resolve [to strive for awakening] within a bodhisattva.
What [are] the four? [I] Not being endowed with the spiritual disposition (gotrasampanna) [of a
bodhisattva], [2] being in the grip (or influence) of a bad companion (piipamitraparigrhlta), [3]
being apathetic (mandakarulJa) towards sentient beings, and [4] being afraid (bhfru) of the longtenn, manifold, excruciating, and unceasing suffering of sa1!lsiira-extremely frightened [of it],
terrified and stricken with terror. These four causes of the relapse of the resolve [to strive for
awakening] should be known in detail as being in opposition to the four [pre]requisites for the
arising of the resolve [to strive for awakening, which should be understood] analogously to what
[was explained] before.

byang chub sems ni skye bar 'gyur II
dephyirsdigpa'i chas 'di bzhi II
nan tan gyis ni rob spangs nos II
stang nyid chas ni sgam byed no II
dge ba 'j bshes gnyen sten par 'gyur II
'di Ita'i mda sde thas gyur no II
ser sna dag ni mi bskyed [skyed T] par II
nan tan gzhan 10 bsten par bya II
de las byang chub rob tu skye II.
PiinJapariprcchiisutra (T, fo!' 348a2-6; D, fo!' 187a3-6): gang po byang chub sems dpa' chas bzhi dang Idan
no ii Itar yongs su bsngos po bzhin du byang chub kyi sems las [add. slar T]ldag par mi 'gyur zhing I ii ItoI'
yongs su bsngas po bzhin du dge ba 'i rtsa ba moms yangs su nyams par mi 'gyur ra II bzhi gang zhe no I byang
chub sems dpa' moms tshul khrims mom par dog po yongs su bsrungs nas bsam po moms mngan par grub par
byed pa dang I dran po dang Idan zhing shes rob 10 yang dog par gnas po dang I rob tu brtson po 'i sems kyis
brtson zhing Ie 10 med po dang I mang du thas pa phun sum tshogs shing shes rab 'phel bar gyur po dog yin te I
gang po byang chub sems dpa' gang chos bzhipo 'di dog dang Idan par gyur naii Itar yongs su bsngospa bzhin
du byang chub kyi sems las yangs su Idag par mi 'gyur zhing Iii Itar yangs su bsngas po bzhin du dge ba 'i rtsa
ba moms yangs su nyams par mi 'gyur 1'0 II.
55

56 Brahmavise~acintipariprcchiisutra (T, fa!. I 65b2-4; D, fo!' 3005-6): tshangs pa chas bzhi dang Idan no byang
chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po rnams byang chub kyi sems chud mi gzon te bzhi gang zhe na I songs rgyas
rjes su dran po yid 10 byed po dang I dge ba 'i rtsa ba thorns cad 10 byang chub kyi sems sngan du 'gra ba dang I
dge ba'i bshes gnyen la bsten [sten T] po dang I theg po chen pa 10 yang dog par bsngags pa ste I bzhi po 'di
dog go II.
57

Bodhisattvabhumi 1.2 (§3.2.0).
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The Bodhisattvabhumi in general presupposes the existence of some sentient beings without
any kind of spiritual disposition (gotra). Here, however, it is the lack of the spiritual
disposition of a bodhisattva that is referred to, if not explicitly, as being one of the causes of
the relapse of cittotpiida-and not the lack of gotra as such. The fact that the gotra of a
bodhisattva is in question here has been made explicit elsewhere in the Bodhisattvabhumi. 58
The relapse of cittotpiida caused by the absence of a spiritual disposition is viewed by
Sagaramegha almost in a fatalistic fashion. He states that relapses brought on by three other
causes are not permanent relapses, whereas the lack of an excellent spiritual disposition would
cause permanent relapse. 59 It should be, however, stated here that the agotra theory appears
fatalistic only from a soteriological point of view, not from a worldly perspective. The
BodhisattvabhUmi makes it clear that the welfare of an agotraka is included among the
'ripening' agenda of a bodhisattva. That is to say, even a person without the requisite spiritual
disposition can be ripened in order to attain a good existence. 6o Sagaramegha explains the
expression 'a bad companion' as follows: 61
A bad companion is [one] who causes [a bodhisattva or a potential bodhisattva] to give up [his]
inclination towards the Greater Vehicle and makes [him] aspire to other vehicles; or else [he] is
[one who] instigates [an aspirant] to give up [his] practice on the path of liberation [from
sa1!lsiira], provoking [him] to give up the endeavour. Under such [circumstances] (i.e. under the
influence of a bad companion), his resolve [to become a buddha] will relapse. 62
As to the third cause of the relapse of cittotpiida, Sagaramegha explains that the very
existence of Bodhisattvahood is dependent on compassion towards sentient beings, and thus
by losing this compassion, a bodhisattva automatically forfeits his status as a bodhisattva: 63
Because of his apathy, [a bodhisattva] is no longer regardful of sentient beings. In such a case,
given that [he] is no longer regardful of sentient beings, [his bodhi]citta, [which in the first place

58 Bodhisattvabhumi 2.4 (WOGIHARA, p. 3]9.]-3; DUTT, p. 218.15-17): "And that procedure for abiding in the
spiritual disposition which has been explained in the chapter on spiritual disposition (Le. Bodhisattvabhumi 1.1)
should be known in detail [accordingly), to be that of the bodhisattva's abiding in [bis) spiritual.disposition. This
is called the bodhisattva's abiding in [bis) spiritual disposition" (yas ca vidhir gotrasthasya gotrapafafe nirdis!a!;

I sa gotraviharilJo bodhisattvasya vistarelJa veditavya!; I ity ayam ucyate bodhisattvasya gotravihiira!; I).

Bodhisattvabhumivyiikhyii (P, foL 3Ib7-8; D, fols. 27b7-28al; S, vol. 75, p. 672.12-]3): rgyu gsum po 'di
dag gis fdog pa ni gtan fdog pa rna yin no II rigs phun sum tshogs pa rna yin pa ni gtan !dog par 'gyur ro II.

59

See, for example, Bodhisattvabhumi 1.6 (WOGIHARA, p. 78.23-25; DUTT, p. 55.16): "Even a person with no
spiritual disposition has to be ripened in order that [be) may go to a good existence" (agotrastho 'pi pudgafa!;
sugatigamaniiya paripiicayitavyo bhavati i). See also ibid. 1.6. (WOGIHARA, p. 85.4-<i; DUTT, p. 60.5-<i): "The
ripening towards a good existence on the part of persons with no spiritual disposition is liable to relapse again
and again, and has to be done repeatedly" (tatriigotrasthiiniil!'l pudgaliiniil!'l sugatigamaniiya paripiika!; 'puna!;
puna!;" pratyiivartyo bhavati 'punait punait" karalJijla/:z I).' [Onal)puo WOGIHARA).
60

Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (P, foL 3Ib5-<i; D, foL 27b5-<i; S, vol. 75, p. 672.2-<i): de fa mi dge ba'i bshes
gnyen ni thegpa chen po la mos pa 'dor du 'jug cing I thegpa gzhan fa smonpa byed du 'dzudpa'am I thar pa'i
fam fa sbyor bar byed pa 'dor bar byed cing brtson pa 'dor bar sbyor ba ste I de ltar na de'i sems fdog par 'gyur
ro II.

61

The Ugradattapariprcchiisutra, as quoted in the Siksiisamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 198.1ff.; VAIDYA, pp.
109.31 ff), states that a bodhisattva who abides in a solitary place should ponder upon reasons (Le. the reasons
for the fears he has), One of the many fears referred to is his fear of a bad companion (piipamitrabhayabhlta),
Cf, the Mahiivyutpatti, no, 2508, where piipamitratii is counted as one of the six conditions leading to the
diminishing of wealth,
62

BodhisattvabhumiVYiikhyii (P, foL 31b6-7; D, foL 27b6-7; S, vol. 75, p, 672,6-8): snying rje chung bas sems
can 'fa ltos' [bltos P) pa med par 'gyur ro II de ftar na sems can gyi don gtso bar byas nas byang chub fa dmigs
payin na I sems can mams 'fa ltos' [bltos P) pa med pas byang chub fas sems fdog par 'gyur ro II,
63
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is an aspiration] aimed at awakening, with ,the benefit of the sentient beings as [its] priority, will
relapse.
On this third cause Sagaramegha comments: 64
When he sees the threat posed by the four kinds of suffering (du/:zkha) associated with
conditioned [phenomena], a sense of extreme agony will arise. Thus [he] will desire to quickly
.
pass into parinirviilJa, and [his] cittotpiida will relapse.
In addition, Sagaramegha rightly points out that the opposites of the four causes of the arising
of cittotpiida are the causes of the relapse of cittolpiida: 65
The opposites of the causes of the arising of the resolve [to strive for awakening] should be
known to be the causes of the relapses [of the resolve to strive for awakening]. And [this] should
also be known on the basis of the positive (lit. 'white') components and the negative (lit.
'black') components, and on the basis of the complete presence or incomplete presence [of the
necessary causes]. The positive components and the complete presence of [causes] are the
causes of the arising-and-continuing [of cittotpiida], [whereas] the negative and incomplete
presence [of causes] are the causes of [its] relapse.

5, The Abandonment of Bodhicitta as the Severest Transgression
The abandonment or loss of bodhicitta is considered to be the worst of all transgressions. For
example, the RatnagulJasarrzcaya states that a bodhisattva would impair his ethical-moral
discipline (si/a) should he resolve to become a pratyekabuddha or an arhat (i.e. a sriivaka
saint), and would thereby commit an offence more serious than one of the piiriijikas. 66
Santideva, too, considers the abandonment of bodhicitta to be the most serious offence that a
bodhisattva can commit. 67 Vibhiiticandra's commentary on the Bodhicaryiivatiira states that
the abandonment of bodhicitta is an (outwardly) small but nevertheless serious offence. 68
Why the abandonment or impairment of bodhicitta should be considered such a
serious transgression will become comprehensible if we look at the 'extent of impairment'
(nyams pa 'i tshad) discussed in the tantric context. The following five types of impairment to
a tantric pledge are mentioned in the Samayasarrzp;aha and the mDo rgyas, both of which
were perhaps based on the Kun 'dus rig pa'i mdo: 6 (1) massive impairment (kun tu nyams pa
64 Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (P, fols. 3Ib8-32al; D, fa!. 27b7; S, va!. 75, p. 672.9-11): 'du byed kyi sdug bsngal
gyi rigs bzhi'i 'jigs pa mthong nas drag cing gdung ba'i yid la byed pa skye bar 'gyur ro II des na myur duyongs
su mya ngan las 'da' bar 'gyur bar 'dod cing I sems bskyed pa de ldog par 'gyur ro II.

Bodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (P, fa!. 32al-3; D, fa!. 28al-2; S, vol. 75, p. 672.13-17): sems skye ba'i rgyu las
bzlog pa las ldog pa 'i rgyur rig par bya ste I dkar po 'i phyogs dang I nag po 'i phyogs kyi dbye ba dang ~ tshang
[tsha P] ba dang I ma tshang ba'i dbye bas kyang rig par bya'o II dkar po 'i phyogs dang tshang ba ni 'jug pa'i
rgyuyin no II nag po'i phyogs dang I ma [am. P] tshang ba nildogpa'i [am. PN] rgyuyin no II.

65

66

RatnagUiJasaf!lcaya 31.5 (YUYAMA 1976: 124; cf. OBERMILLER 1937: 116):
yadi kalpako/i dasabhf kusalai/:z pathebhi/:z caramiil1u pratyayarahiil1a sprhiif!l janetfl
lada khal1¢aSfla bhavote api chidraSflo piiriijikiid gurutaro ayu citt'upiido II.

Bodhicaryiivatiira 4.8:
bodhisaltvasya tenaivaf!l sarviipattir garijlasfl
yasmad iipadyamiino 'sau sarvasattviirthahiinikrl II.
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 25. See also DAYAL 1932: 64.

67

68 Vise$adyotanf(P, fa!. 256b2-3; D, fa!. 215a6; S, va!. 62, p. 563.16-18): des 'dila ltung ba chung [add. ba PN]
yang shin tu lei bar 'gyur Ie I gang gi phyir 'di gcig pu la ltung ba byung no sems can thams cad kyi don mi
'grub pa'o II.

69

Kun 'dus rig pa 'i mdo (P, fols. 56b8-57al; D, fa!. 58a3):
kun du nyams pa chen po dang II
rtsa ba nyams dang yan lag nyams II
de bzhin zlas nyams zhar nyams lnga II.
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chen po), (2) fundamental impainnent (rtsa ba nyams pa), (3) secondary impainnent (yan lag
nyams pa), (4) impainnent owing to a companion (zlas nyams pa), and (5) incidental
impainnent (zhar la nyams pa). Both the Samayasamgraha and the mDo rgyas demonstrate in

general that the type of damage done to the pledge is detennined not only by the type as such
but also by the severity of the transgression or offence committed. The Samayasamgraha
explains the five types of impainnent pertaining to the abandonment of bodhicitta in greater
.
detail: 70
[I] The occurrence of multiple fundamental [transgressions] after abandoning bodhicitta is
called 'massive impairment' (kun tu nyams pa chen po). [2] The occurrence of one or more
fundamental lapses, even though it (i.e. bodhicitta) has not been lost, is called 'fundamental
impairment' (rtsa ba nyams pa). [3] The occurrence of other lapses without the fundamental
[pledge] having been breached is called 'secondary impairment' (yan lag nyams pa). [4] If
lapses have occurred on account of [one's] bad masters (guru) or bad friends, [they are] called
'impairment owing to a companion' (zlas nyams pa). [5] The occurrence of offences as a result
of ignorance, lack of respect, carelessness, or the magnitude of intellectual-emotional
defilements (klesa) is called 'incidental impairment' (zhar la nyams pa).
In a similar tone, the mDo rgyas explains: 71
[1] If a breach of most basic [pledges] has occurred (nyes par shor) from having abandoned
bodhicitta once and for all, [this] is called 'massive impairment' (kun tu nyams pa chen po). [2]
If bodhicitta has not been lost, but nevertheless a single or multiple fundamental [pledges] that
have been explained [to one] are breached, [this] is called 'fundamental impairment' (rtsa ba
nyams pa). [3] The occurrence of lapses gradually without the fundamental [pledge] being
breached is called 'secondary impairment' (yan lag nyams pa). [4] Although one is
unwaveringly intent on abiding by [one's pledge], one associates with bad teachers (ilcarya) and
bad friends, and so automatically loses [one's] attentiveness and nahj<rally becomes engaged in
bad conduct, [to the point where] one is not [able to] see even serious offences as serious
offences. Impairment that has occurred [in this way] is called 'impairment owing to a
companion' (zlas nyams pa). [5] Moreover, those lapses that occur during an insufficiently
attentive preoccupation with wholesome or neutral activities, despite the unwavering intention to
abide by [one's pledge], are called 'incidental impairment' (zhar gyis nyams pa).
In sum, the abandonment of bodhicitta is said to cause not only total or massive impainnent
to one's mantra vow but also-as made explicit, for example, in the Mantriivatiiravrttiundennine the foundation of all Mahayana pledges. 72

See also the SamayasalJ1graha (P, fols. 255h8-256al; D, fa!. 45h6-7; S, vol. 41, p. 695.2-3): de 10 nyams po
[am. PN] che chung gi Ishad ni kun du nyams pa chen po dang rlsa ba nyams pa dang I yon lag nyams pa dang
zlas [zlos pa P; zlas pa N] nyams pa dang zhar la nyams pa '0 II; mDa rgyas (A, fa!. 268b4; B, p. 384.7-9): kun
lu nyams pa chen po dang I rlsa ba nyams po dang I yon lag nyams po dang I zlas nyams po dang I zhar gyis
nyamspa dang Inga'a II.
70 SamayasalJ1graha (P, fa!. 256hl-3; D, fa!. 46a7-hl; S, va!. 41, p. 696.6-11): [I] de la byang chub kyi sems
glan spangs Ie rlsa ba mang lu [du D] byung ba ni kun du 'nyan mangs' [= nyams] pa chen po'a II [2] de ma shar
yang rlsa ba'i nyes po gcig gam 'ga' byung ba ni rlsa ba nyams pa '0 II [3] rlsa ba ma shar ba yang nyes pa
gzhan byung ba ni yon lag nyams pa'a II [4] bla ma nganpa dang grogs [glogs P] ngan pas nyes pa byung na ni
zlas [hzlas PN] nyamspa'o 11[4] mi shespa dang ma guspa dang bag medpa dang nyan mongspa [am. P] che
bas nyes po byung ba ni zhar 10 nyams po '0 II.

mDa rgyas (A, fa!. 263h2-6; B, p. 378.6-17): [I] de 10 byang chub kyi sems glan nas spangs Ie I rlsa ba pha!
mo che las nyes par shar no ni I kun lu [du A] nyams po chen po zhes bya '0 II [2] byang chub kyi sems ma shar
yang ji skad du bshad pa'i rlsa ba rnams las gcig gam du ma 'das par gyur no I rlsa ba nyams po zhes bya'a II
[3] rlsa ba ma shor ba las nyes po rim gyis 'byung ba ni I yon lag nyams po zhes bya '0 II [4] bdag 10 bsrung ba 'i
bsam po mi g.yo bar yad bzhin du I [add. I B] slob dpan ngan pa dang 'grogs po dang I grogs po ngan po dang
'grogs pa 'i dbang gis I rang bzhin gyis bag yad po shar zhing I nyes po chen po rnams /0 yang I nyes po chen
par ma mlhang sle I rang bzhin gyi [= gyis] spyod pa ngan po la bslab par gyur Ie I nyams pa gyur pa rnams ni
zlas nyams po [am. B] zhes bya '0 II [5] gzhan yang bdag la bsrung ba'i bsam po mi g.ya bar yad bzhin du dge
ba'i las sam lung du ma bslan po 'i las shig brlsams po 'i zhar /0 bag yad pas ma zin Ie I nyes pa shar ba moms
ni I zhar gyis nyams po zhes bya'a II.
71
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The fact that the abandonment or loss of bodhicitta is perceived as a serious breach of
the bodhisattva's ethical-moral discipline does not mean that someone who has not cultivated
bodhicitta at all automatically has to bear the consequences of not doing so. One could say
that a person who has not made any promise has no promise to keep or break. Thus, for
example, a sriivaka who has not taken the bodhisattva vow has neither any incentive to
maintain bodhicitta nor disincentives to acquiring it. The main argument for considering the
abandonment of bodhicitta as a serious offence of the bodhisattva's ethical-moral discipline is
that, by abandoning or impairing his bodhicitta, he tnms his back on all sentient beings, and
so revokes the commitment that he had made. The idea that his personal integrity is at stake is
often played up to encourage a bodhisattva to keep his bodhicitta alive, for even by worldly
standards a person who cannot keep a commitment is considered umeliable. 73
6. The Types of Setbacks

The fact that bodhicitta is prone to relapse does not mean that all bodhisattvas at some point
invariably suffer setbacks. The ones they do suffer may be of different kinds. The bodhicitta
of some bodhisattvas is said to never suffer any relapse from the beginning to the end of their
career, whereas in other cases the relapse may be irreversible. According to the
Bodhisattvabhumi, there are two types of relapse (vyiivrtti)74 of cittotpiida: 75
Moreover, relapse (vyiivrtti) of the generation of the resolve [to become a buddha] is also of two
types: a defInitive one (iityantiki) and a temporary one (aniityantiki). Of [these two], the
defInitive one [implies] that the resolve [to become a buddha], having relapsed once, does not
arise towards awakening again. The temporary one [implies] that the resolve [to become a
buddha], having relapsed/6 arises towards awakening again and again.
In a similar tone, Sthiramati states in the Kiisyapaparivarta{fkii: 77
Its relapse is of two kinds: irreversible and reversible. Of the [two], the irreversible one is one
[in which bodhicitta] does not arise any more once [it] has relapsed. The reversible one is one
[in which it] arises again even after relapsing.

The intellectnal-emotional receptivity to the fact that phenomena have no origination
(anutpattikadharmalqiinti) 78 shown by bodhisattvas seems to be relevant to the natnre of the

J2 Mantriivatiiravrtti (P, fo1.23Ia7; D, fol. 206a4-5; S,vol. 41, p. 559.17-,19): gang gi tshe des byang chub i9i
sems btang na I de'i tshe theg pa chen po 'i dam tshig Ihams cad rtsa ba nas nyams par brjod par bya '0 II.

For example, see the Trisal'f1varaprabhiimiilii (P, fol. 268al-2; D, fol. 56bl; S, vol. 41, p. 725.9-10):
byang sems nyams na 'gro ba kun II
bslus pas gnod pa shin tu mang II
rgyal dang de sras thams cad dang II
'gro ba kun gyis shin tu khreili.
See also Bodhicaryiivaliira 4.4-6. For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKILTON 1995: 25.

73

For the four reasons for the relapse of citlotpiida, see the Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (*3.2.0). See also
Sagaramegha'sBodhisattvabhiimivyiikhyii (P, fol. 24a4-5; D, fol. 20b3-4; S, voL 75, pp. 654.19-655.2).

74

75

Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2 (*2.2.0). This is noted also in DAYAL 1932: 62.

76

Cf. the Tibetan translation which has 'although having relapsed.'

77 Kiisyapaparivartaflkii (P, fol. 255b5-6; D, fol. 208a7-bl; S, vol. 67, p. 556.10-12): de'i Idogpa yang mam pa
gnyis Ie I rgyun chadpapa [am. PN] dang rgyun mi 'chadpa'o II de la rgyun chadpa ni gang Ian cig log nas
yang mi skye ba '0 II rgyun mi 'chad pa ni gang log kyang yang skye '0 II.

For this difficult expression, see the BHSD (s.vv. k:;iinti and anutpattikadharmak:;iinti), where Edgerton has
translated it as 'intellectual receptivity to truth that states of existence have no origination' and 'receptivity to the
fact that states-of-being have no origination.' My impression is that the term k:;iinti has connotations not only of

78
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relapse of bodhicitta. There are said to be three kinds of anutpattikadharmak$anti, as Mipham explains: 79
In general, the attainment of three kinds of k$anti, namely, mild (mrdu), middling (madhya), and
great (adhimatra), occurs when one is intellectually and emotionally receptive to the fact that
phenomena have no origination (anutpattikadharma): [1] mild k$anti is the k$iinti attained on
the path of preparation (prayogamarga) when one is receptive to unborn reality by virtue of [an
inference based on] the 'universal object,"O [2] the middling kind of k$anti is the one [attained]
on the path of seeing (darSanamarga), [or] the first bhumi, [and] is accompanied by a direct
realisation of the non-origination [of phenomena], and [3] great anutpattikadharmak$anti is
attained by [the bodhisattva on] the eighth bhumi by bringing non-conceptual gnosis to complete
maturation and by not deviating in any way from the true reality of the primordial nonorigination of all phenomena, in either a meditative or post-meditative state. [Those]
bodhisattvas who have irreversibly attained k$anti are prophetically destined [to become]
buddhas. 8l The eighth bhumi is designated in particular as the 'stage of prophecy.' But there are
also cases where, for certain purposes, it has been prophesied that one who abides in the spiritual
disposition (gotra) [of a bodhisattva but has not yet generated the resolve to become a buddha]
or has just generated his resolve [will become] a buddha. The term anutpattikadharmak$anti is
explained primarily as intellectual-emotional receptivity to the fact that all phenomena are
primordially without origination, for there is no phenomenon separate from the sphere of reality
(dharmadhiitu).

'intellectual' but also of 'emotional' receptivity (or readiness to confront and accept reality). In Mahayana
Buddhism, ultimate reality, often equated with emptiness (sunyatif), is said to be profound and frightening, like
the ocean (Madhyamakiivatiirabhii~ya, pp. 407.3-408.12), and hence those who cannot comprehend it
intellectually would likely dread it emotionally, in a kind of horror vacui. On the other hand, an advanced
bodhisattva is not only able to penetrate this profound reality intellectually but also couragl;Ous enough to accept
and confront it emotionally. That some people experience 'emptiness-phobia' seems to be taken for granted. For
example, Rong-zom-pa states: "Nonetheless, one should not be frightened of these [statements about emptiness],
for it is emptiness that dispels all fears, and nobody has been protected or released by clinging to entities .... Thus
emptiness dispels all fears, and one should therefore not be frightened of it" (Theg chen tshul 'jug, A, fol. 99a2b2; B, pp. 523.20-524.10): 'on kyang de dog gis 'jigs ['jig B] par mi bya '0 II gang gi phyir 'jigs pa thams cad
sel ba ni stong pa nyid yin te I dngos pOl' 'dzin pas ni su la yang mi bskyabs shing grol bar ma byas so II ... de'i
phyir no stong pa nyid ni 'jigs pa thams cad sel ba yin gyis 'di la skrag par mi bya '0 II).
79 mDo sde rgyan 'grel (pp. 274.3-275.1): spyir skye ba med pa 'i chos la bzod tshul gyis bzod pa thob pa 'i mam
grangs chung 'bring chen po gsum byung ste I sbyor lam bzod pa thob pa 'i tshe skye med kyi don 10 don spyi'i
tshul gyis bzod po 'i bzod po chung ngu dang I mthong lam so dang por skye med mngon sum rtogs pa 'i bzod pa
'bring gi gnas skabs dang I sa brgyad par mam par mi rtogpa'iye shes yongs su sminpas chos thams cad gdod
nas skye ba med po 'i don las mnyam rjes kun du mi g.yo bas mi skye ba 'i chos la bzod pa chen po thob po'0 [II]
bzod pa thob po phyir mi !tog [= Idog] pa 'i byang sems mams la sangs rgyas su lung ston cing I khyad par sa
brgyad pa la lung bstan pa 'i sa zhes kyang gsungs I 'on kyang dgos pa 'i dbang gis rigs la gnas pa dang I sems
bskyed ma thag pa 10 yang songs rgyas su lung ston po yang yod do II mi skye ba'i chos 10 bzod pa zhes pa chos
kyi dbyings las gzhan du gyur po 'i chos med pas chos thams cad gdod nas skye ba med po 'i don 10 bzod pa la
gtso bor bshad do II.

Each kind of k$iinti seems to harbour a certain type of irreversibility. Even in the non-Mahayana context-for
example, in the Abhidharmakosa-it is said that a person who has attained the k$anti of the prayogamiirga will
not assume any bad forms of existence in the future, at least not on account of karma or klesas. See
Abhidharmakosa 6.23b: k$iintiliibhy anapiiyaga/:ll. On the reason for this, see the Abhidharmakosabhii~ya (p.
348.5): vihiniiyiim api k$iintau na punar apayiin yiiti tadbhumika [= tadgatika] karmakleSadurlkaralJiit I·
80

81

See also, for example, Abhisamayiila",kiira 4.38, 4.45-46.
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The three kinds of anutpattikadharma~iinti can be positioned among the stages of a
bodhisattva as follows:

Mi-pham has stated that the textual source for these three kinds of anutpattikadharma~iinti is
the Samiidhiriijasutra. 82
The question is: if even a bodhisattva of the first bhumi is said to be 'irreversible,'
how is it that in some Prajfiapiiramita siltras even a bodhisattva on the eighth bhilmi is said to
still run the risk of passing into nirviilJa prematurely? Does this mean that bodhicitta can
relapse even at that stage? For scholars such as Mi-pham, who were well aware of the three
kinds of anutpattikadharma~iinti and the corresponding grades of irreversibility, the
statement that a bodhisattva of the eighth bhUmi runs the risk of passing into nirviilJa
prematurely would appear irreconcilable with most Mahayana scriptures. Mi-pham himself
thus held that the risk of highly advanced bodhisattvas such as those on the eighth bhumi to
relapse into the so-called 'one-sided cessation' (zhi ba phyogs gcig pa) was purely
hypothetical. 83 Mi-pham's attempt to resolve this contradiction, however, is a doctrinal rather
than a historiographical one.
The contradiction, which Mi-pham has attempted to' resolve, seems to be a result of
mixing two strands of doctrine, each with different historical backgrounds (specifically in
regard to the notion of nirviilJa) and can be explained accordingly. (1) The Mahayana sutra
which expresses the potential 'reversibility' of the bodhisattva of the eighth bhUmi
presupposes a very old concept of nirviilJa, in which no distinction is made between the
nirupadhise$anirviilJa ('nirviilJa without residue') of a sriivaka saint, a pratyekabuddha, and a
buddha. According to this presupposition, passing into nirviilJa would not be seen as a kind of
regression into a lower status, for it involves the. same kind of nirviilJa into which the Buddha
himself passed. The only disadvantage of a bodhisattva prematurely entering into such a
nirupadhtse$anirviilJa is that he, like the Buddha, can no longer be active and effective
thereafter. In short, this tradition presupposes an identical nirviilJa for a sriivaka saint, a
pratyekabuddha, and a buddha (with the saint becoming ineffective after his death), and

" dBu ma rgyan 'grel (p. 77.2-3): gzhung 'di 'dra ba thas shing thas don bsams la I bsam zhing bsam pas nges
pa rnyed pa 'i don la gams par byas na zab ma'i lam la bzad pa rim gyis skye bar 'gyur te I zla ba sgran me'i
mda las bzad pa gsum gyi skabs su ji skad bshad pa la sags pa bzhin no II.
83

For Mi-pham's detailed discussion of this matter, see his mDo sdud 'grel pa (pp. 139.3-142.5).
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presumably either does not know of or recognise the three kinds of anutpattikadharma~iinti.
(2) For the tradition that professes the 'irreversibility' of the bodhisattva of the eighth bhumi,
Buddhahood is strongly contrasted with the 'sterile' nirviil)a of a sriivaka saint or of a
pratyekabuddha. Given such a presupposition, it is understandable why faIling into the
'sterile' nirviil)a would be a regression from the bodhisattva path, but in reality this is not
possible, because a bodhisattva of the eighth' bhumi is destined to become a buddha and
remain active and effective by abiding in what one might call the 'fertile' nirviil)a of a buddha
or a bodhisattva. Thus the question as to whether a bodhisattva of the eighth bhumi indeed
runs a real risk of passing into nirviil)a, and thereby relapsing from his bodhicitta, is answered
differently by these two strands of thought. According to the former strand, although the risk
of passing into nirviil)a is real for such a bodhisattva, his passing into nirviil)a prematurely
would not be considered a regression or relapse from his bodhicitta, any more than the
Buddha's passing into nirviil)a can be considered a regression or relapse. According to the
latter strand, the answer would depend on how nirviil)a in this context is understood. If it is
understood as the 'sterile' nirviil)a, the risk of passing into such a nirviil)a is not real, as has
been argued by Mi-pham. If nirviil)a in this context is the 'fertile' nirviil)a, it is by definition
not a risk.
7. The Restorability of Bodhicitta
The idea and actual practice of confessing misdeeds (piipaddanii) in Buddhism, particularly
in view of the Buddhist theory of karma, certainly deserve further investigation. Har Dayal's
claims that the practice of confession described by Siintideva 'bears witness to the influence
of the completely developed Hindu doctrine of bhakti (devotion) on Buddhist thought' and
that the 'ideas of self-reliance and personal retribution are discarded, and the bodhisattvas are
invoked to save a sinner from evil consequences of his deeds,84 seem to provide an inaccurate
picture of the bodhisattva doctrine and should be reconsidered. It is, however, beyond the
scope of this study to discuss these issues.
In Tibet it is said that the good quality of misdeeds is that they can be purified through
confession. 8s The stories of Nanda, Ailgulimala, Ajatasatru, and Udayana have often been
used for didactic purposes to illustrate that even those who have negligently committed the
most heinous deeds are capable of reacquiring their circumspection. 86 Breaking one's vows is
no doubt considered negative, with potential negative consequences. UnliKe the priitimo/qa
vow, however, which is said to be irreparable if dama~ed, and hence has often been compared
to a palm tree 87 or an earthenware vessel (rdza be 'u), 8 the bodhisattva and mantra vows are

84 DAYAL

1932: 56-57.

85 See, for example, dPal-spml's Kun bzang bla rna 'i zhallung (fol. 205b4): sngan gyi dam po dag gi zhal nas
spyir sdig pa 10 yon tan med kyang I bshags pas 'dog po sdig po 'i yon tan yin gsungs I·

I

Suhrllekha 14:
gang zhig sngan chad bag med gyur po lags II
phyi nas bag dang ldan par gyur de yang II
zla ba sprin brallta bur mom mdzes te II
dga' ba SOl' phreng mthang ldan bde byed bzhin II.
Cf. TSD, S.V. SOl' phreng. Brief accounts of the past misdeeds of Nanda, Mgulimaia, Ajatasatru, and Udayana
are given in the SuhrllekhatZkii (P, fols. 334a6-335a2; D, fols. 80b6-8Ia7). For an English translation of the
verse and comments, see JAMS PAL 1978: 9. Compare the translation of the v.:orse with Mi-pham's annotation
(mchan) in KAWAMURA 1975: 18, n. 32, where Nanda is erroneously called Ananda. Mi-pham's commentary
itself (bShes spring mchan 'grel, p. 166.2-5) reads gcung dga' ba and not kun dga' boo See also the Dwags po
thor rgyan (pp. 154.12-159.14); Kun bzang bla ma'i zhallung (fols. 205b4-206a3).
86
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said to be, in principle, restorable. To be sure, bodhicitta has an exclusive role to play. If other
parts of the tantric and non-tantric Mahayana vows are broken, they can be repaired with the
help of bodhicitta. But if bodhicitta itself is lost or damaged, nothing else is able to restore it.
In other words, there is no substitute for bodhicitta, Likewise, there are several measures
prescribed for the confession and purification of all kinds of misdeeds. Finding an antidote for
bad deeds more powerful than bodhicitta is said to be impossible.s 9 The fact that broken vows
can be restored is, of course, no excuse to break them again and again, for according to
Siintideva doing so would decelerate the attainment of the stages (bhiimi).90
8. Retaking and Restoring Bodhicitta

We have already considered the process of restoring the bodhisattva vow according to the
Mafijusri-Nagarjuna and Maitreya-Asanga traditions. We shall not go into the method of
retaking or restoring bodhisattva and mantra VOWS 91 in general but focus only on how
bodhicitta is restored by means of bodhicitta. Whether one retakes or merely restores a
bodhicitta vow would, of course, depend on whether it has been completely or only partially
breached. The loss of bodhicitta cannot be compensated by anything other than the reassumption of bodhicitta itself; the same is true with regard to restoring impaired bodhicitta.
Here, we shall look at the reviving or restoring of bodhicitta as discussed in the context of the
mantra vow. Just as the term 'impair' (nyams pa), as has already been mentioned, is used as a
generic term for both 'impairment' and 'loss,' so the term 'restoration' (bskang ba) is
employed as a generic term for the following four procedures: 92 (1) confessing (bshags pa)
offences committed through carelessness, (2) restoring or reconstituting (bskang zhing gso ba)
breached pledges, (3) purifying (sbyang ba) misdeeds (sdig pa), and (4) retaking (slar blang
ba) the vows.
It is stated that according to the kriyiitantras and yogatantras those who have
abandoned bodhicitta and thereby nullified their vow should basically retake the VOW. 93

87 See, for example, the Vinayavastu (T, vol. ka, fol. 89b6-7; D, vol. ka, fol. 59b6-7): 'di Ita ste dper na shing ta
la'i mga bead na sngan par 'gyur du mi rung la 'phel zhing rgyas pa dang 1 yangs par 'gyur du mi rung ba
bzhin no II. See also the mChims chen (p. 378.8-9). Cf. the Sagaramatiparipreehiisiitra (T, fol. 32b7; D, fol.
23a6): shing ta la'i mgo bead [gcad D] pa bzhin du rtsa ba nas chad nas ma 'angs pa na mi skye ba'i ehas can
du 'gyur ra II.

ss Kun bzang bla ma'i zhallung (fols. 217b5-218a2): nyan thas kyi lugs la rtsa Itung skar geig byung na rdza
be 'u ehag po dang 'dra te slar gsa ba'i thabs med par gsungs I byang sdom rin po ehe'i nyer spyad ehag po
dang 'dra ste I dper na rin po ehe'i nyer spyad ehag na mgar ba mkhas pa la brten nas beos su yod pa Itar I
gzhan rkyen dge ba'i bshes gnyen la brten nas gso rung bar gsungs I gsang sngags kyi sdam pa ni rin po ehe'i
nyer spyad eung zad zhom pa dang 'dra ste I rang nyid kyis kyang Iha sngags ting 'dzin 10 brten nas bshags pa
byas kyang Ihag ma med par dag par gsungs po yin I.
89

Bodhiearyavatarapanjika (p. 6.14): na ea sambodhieittatpratipa~o mahiyanaparab sambhavati I.

Bodhiearyavatara 4.11:
evam apattibalato bodhieittabalena ea I
dolayamanab samsare bhiimipraptas eirayate II.
For an English translation, see CROSBY & SKlLTON 1995: 26.
90

91 Perhaps I should point out LOPEZ 1995, where a rite for restoring bodhisattva and mantra vows according to
Tsong-kha-pa's tradition is discussed. The article also includes (pp. 507-512) a plain translation of the sDom po
gong ma gnyis kyi phyir bcos byed tshullje'iphyag len bzhin bkod po (TsSB, vol. kha, pp. 917-928).

mDa rgyas (A, fol. 265al-2; B, p. 379.23-24): do ni nyams po mams bskang ba'i eho ga bshad de de yang
mdor bsdu na rnampa bzhir 'dus te bshags pa dang I gso ba dang I sbyang ba dang I sdompa slar blang ba '0 II·
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According to the mahiiyoga system, the restoration or revival of a mantra vow on the strength
(rtsal) of one's own compassion (karw1ii) and discriminating insight (prajiiii) is particularly
noteworthy. In this regard, Rong-zom-pa states: 94
[Question:] It has been taught that the tantric pledges can be restored by one's own power. If
that is the case, [why is this not discussed here?] Is there not such a method here [in this
system]? [Response]: This method has been taught [with the understanding] that [the mantra
vow] can be restored if [one is] aware of (lit. 'imbued with') the fact that there is (in reality]
nothing to restore.
[Question:] What is that [power]? [Response]: It is the power of [one's] compassion and
the power of [one's] discriminating insight. Of these, the power of [one's] compassion is as
follows: All sentient beings are endowed with the Essence of Awakening (i.e., clearly, the
tathGgatagarbha) and are under the protection of those who have generated bodhicitta.
Likewise, it is taught that even those who have not accumulated the basic wholesome virtues
(kusalamilla) and those whose [mental] continuum has not matured can attain (lit. 'become
causes of) release (mokJa) [from sa7J1sGra] or good destinations (sugati) [in sa7J1sGra]. This
being the case, I myself have not broken [my] pledge and will protect all sentient beings. In this
way, if the great strength of bodhicittotpada is practised for a long time, [an impaired vow] will
be restored. The strength of discriminating insight'is as follows: All phenomena are by nature
pure. If even those that appear in the form of mere illusion are pure and equal within the
configuration (maw/ala) of an [awakened] body, speech, and mind, what impure sentient being
[can] exist? If [this view] is realised and practised for a long time, it is taught that [the impaired
vow] will be restored.
This passage makes it clear that the power of one's compassion and insight, which are two
indispensable components of bodhicitta, can reinvigorate broken mantra vows. We shall now
consider two points, namely, the four means of confession (bshags pa) and the five methods
of restoration (bskang ba) according to the Kun 'dus rig pa 'i mdo, cited by Rong-zom-pa
under its alternative title rDo rje bkod pa (*Vajravyiiha). In these cases, too, emphasis will be
laid on bodhicitta. The four means of confession may be summarised as follows: 95 (1)
confessing by means of the continuum of great insight (she rab chen po 'i rgyud) so that the
latent tendencies (vGsana) are cognised as possessing no self-nature, (2) confessing by means
of the fire of the great meditative absorption (ting nge 'dzin chen po'i me) so that the latent
tendencies are burnt and reduced to nothing, (3) confessing by means of the light rays of
bodhicitta (byang chub sems kyi 'od zer) so that all the darkness of the latent tendencies is

93 mDo rgyas CA, fol. 266a2-3; B, p. 381.6-9): byang chub kyi sems blang zhing sdom pa zhig par gyur pa
rnams la ni dkyi/ 'khor du 'jug cing sdom pa sial' blang ba gtsor gyur pa yin no II 'di ni bya ba'i rgyud las
gsungs pa'i sdom pa nyams pa bskang ba 'i cho ga ste I mal 'byor gyi rgyud du 'ang tshul 'di nyid kyis sbyar bar
bya'o II.

94 mDo rgyas CA, fol. 267a2-b2; B, p. 382.9-22): '0 na gsang sngags kyi dam ts!Jig rnams kyang rang gi rlsal
gyis skongs so zhes gsungs na I 'di 10 Ihabs med dam zhe [zhi A] na 'di ni skong [skang B] du med pa 'i don gyis
zin na bskongs [skongs B] par gsungs te I de gang zhe na I snying rje'i rtsal dang I shes rab kyi rtsallo II de fa
snying rje'i rtsal ni I sems can thams cad ni byang chub kyi snying po can yin 10 I byang chub kyi sems bskyed pa
rnams kyis kyang thorns cad bskyabs [skyabs B] par bya ba yin te I 'di Itar dge ba'i rtsa ba rna bsags pa dang
rgyud rna smin pas kyang I thar pa dang bde 'gro'i rgyur 'gyur bar gsungs pas I bdag gis kyang dam tshig
nyams pa med de I sems can thams cad bskyabs [skyabs B] par bya'o II zhes byang chub tu sems bskyed pa'i
Slobs chen po yun ring du bsgoms na bskongs [skongs B] so II shes rab kyi slobs ni I chos Ihams cad ni rang
bzhin gyis mom par dog po sle I sgyu rna Isam du snang ba rnams kyang I sku gsung Ihugs kyi dkyi/ 'khor du dog
cing mnyam par yin no I rna dag pa 'i sems can gang zhig yod ces de liar rlogs shing yun ring du bsgoms na
bskongs [skongs] so zhes 'byung ngo II.
95 Kun 'dus rig pa'i mdo CP, fo1. 61b2-3; D, fo1. 62b5-6): Ihabs ni rnam pa bzhi yod de I gang zhe na I shes rab
chen po 'i rgyud kyis bag chags Ihams cad rang bzhin med par shes pa dang I ling nge 'dzin chen po 'i mes bag
chags Ihams cad bsregs Ie med par bya ba dang I byang chub sems kyi 'od zer gyis bag chags kyi mun nag Ihams
cad bsal [gsal P]le de dag dag par bya ba dang I spyod pa rlabs po che'i chus bla'u ba'o II· See also the mDo
rgyas CA, fo1s. 267b2-268a2; B, pp. 382.22-383.14), where this passage is cited.
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dispelled and purified, and (4) confessing by means of the water of daring conduct (spyod pa
rlabs po che) so that all the latent tendencies are washed clean.
It should be added that the purification of misdeeds by generating bodhicitta is
included as one form of daring conduct. 96 The five methods of restoration (bskang ba) are: 97
(1) restoring through the performance of (wholesome) activities (spyad pa 'i las kyis bskang
ba), for example, recitation of mantras and minor siitras, building stiipas, rescuing lives (srog
gdon pa), and making prostrations, (2) restoring by means of material resources (rdzas kyis
bskang ba), for example, by making material offerings to the deities and teachers, (3)
restoring on the strength of (having seen) true reality (don gyis bskang ba), for example,
realising the freedom from manifoldness of all phenomena; studying, contemplating, and
meditating on the profound dharma; sponsoring teaching activities; and copying scriptures
and donating them, (4) restoring through meditative concentration (ting nge 'dzin gyis bskang
ba)-three kinds of meditative concentration being discussed, namely, the meditative
concentration that bums up the latent tendencies (bag chags bsreg pa 'i ting nge 'dzin), the
meditative concentration that scatters the latent tendencies (bag chags gtor ba'i ting nge
'dzin), and the meditative concentration that washes the latent tendencies clean (bag chags
bkru ba'i ting nge 'dzin), and (5) restoring by the method of secret instructions (man ngag
gsang ba thabs kyis bskang ba), for example, special meditative practices.
The mDo rgyas goes on to explain the relation between the three vows and the reason
why impaired bodhicittavajra cannot be restored by anything e1se: 98
It is taught that there are methods of restoration.jf the three, namely, the vase empowerment
(kalasiibhieeka) pertaining to body, the secret empowerment (guhyiibhieeka) pertaining to
speech, or the empowerment of the knowledge of insight (prajfiiijfiiiniibhieeka) pertaining to
mind, have been impaired once obtained, but there is no method of purification if the fourth
empowerment (caturthiibhieeka) has been impaired. This is because it has been taught that [of]
the [three] vows, the lower ones rely [for their continuance] on the upper ones successively,
while the upper ones secure (lit. 'hold') and invigorate (lit. 'purify') [the lower ones] with [their]
might. In this way, if the bodhisattva vow is taken on the basis of the priitimo/rea vow,
invalidated priitimokea vows can be retaken on the basis of the bodhisattva vow. Similarly, up
until the mantra vow, upper [vows] are taken successively on the basis of the lower ones, and
the latter are allowed to be restored on the strength of the former. However, if the upper ones
themselves are broken, they cannot be restored by lower methods. Therefore, if the fourth
empowerment, which involves the maintenance of bodhicittavajra, should become impaired, no

96 mDo rgyas (A, foI. 268a2-3; B, p. 383.14-15): de la spyod pa rlabs po ches HTU ba 'ang byang chub kyi sems
bskyed cing sdig pa sbyong ba dang I.

Kun 'dus rigpa'i mdo (P, fa!. 57al; D, foI. 58a3-4):
bskang ba'i Ihabs kyang Ingayod de II
spyadpa'i las [thubs P] kyis bskang ba dang II
rdzas dang don dang ling 'dzin dang II
man ngag gsang ba 'i Ihabs chen no II.
See also the mDo rgyas (A, fols. 268b4-270b4; B, pp. 384.9-386.17).

97

os mDo rgyas (A, fols. 270b5-27Ia4; B, pp. 386.19-387.6): bum pa sku'i dbang dang I gsang ba gsung gi dbang

dang I shes rob ye shes thugs kyi dbang gsum Ihab pa las I nyams par gyur no ni bskang ba'i Ihabs yod ~yi I
dbang bzhi po las nyams na ni dog pa 'i Ihabs med do II zhes gsungs Ie I gang gi phyir sdam po moms ni I mas
yoI' [lar A] rim gyis brlen cing I gong rna 'i mlhus 'dzin cing dog par byed par gsungs Ie I 'di liar so SOl' tharpa 'i
sdom po la brlen nos I byang chub sems dpa'i sdom po blangs pa na I so sal' Ihar po 'i sdom pa zhig pa mams I
byang chub sems dpa 'i sdom pa la brlen nas sial' blang du rung nga II de bzhin du gsang sngags kyi sdom pa 'i
bar du yang rim gyis 'og rna la brlen cing I gong rna blangs po yin la I gong ma 'i mlhu la brlen cing 'ag rna sal'
[= gsor] gzhug sle I gong ma nyid nyams na de la Ihabs 'og mas ma bskongs [skongs B] so II de bas no dbang
bzhi po ni rdo rye byang chub kyi sems 'dzin pa yin 10 I gal Ie de nyid nyams par gyur na I de gsa ba'i Ihabs su
gyur pa I gzhan gyis mi nus Ie I rdo rye rin po che chag pa rtsi gzhan gyis mi 'byor ba bzhin no II·
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other means of restoring it can do so, just as, for example, no other adhesive can fasten together
broken [pieces of] precious diamond.
Although the relationship between the three vows is not his actual theme, this passage shows
Rong-zom-pa's stance on the issue. of the assumption, subsistence, and restoration of the three
vows (in the mental continuum of an individual). First, his position on the assumption of the
three vows is that the higher vows are taken on the basis of the lower ones, that is, the mantra
vow on the basis of the bodhisattva vow, and it in tum on the basis of the priitfmok$a vows.
Second, his position on the continuing validity of the three vows is that the lower vows rely
on the upper ones for their security, so to speak; that is, the upper ones provide the lower ones
with stability and qualitative enhancement. Third, his position on the restoration of the three
vows is that the impaired lower vows can be retaken or otherwise restored on the strength of
the upper ones, but not vice versa. And since Rong-zom-pa does not really tell us how
impaired bodhicittavajra should be restored, I assume that the vow relating to the fourth
empowerment, involving bodhicittavajra, can only be retaken.

9. The Four Strengths
We have already run across the expression 'four strengths' (stobs bzhi) in the chapter on the
two bodhicittotpiida traditions. The exercise of the four strengths seems to be the most
popular method of cleansing oneself of one's past misdeeds. Its popularity is perhaps due to
its supposed effectiveness, for it is maintained that there is no misdeed that cannot be purified
through the four strengths. The locus classicus is perhaps the following passage from the
Caturdharmakasiitra, which is cited in the Sik$iisamuccaya: 99
Furthermore, the washing away of misdeeds has been taught in the Caturdharmakasutra, [as
follows]: "0 Maitreya, a bodhisattva-mahiisattva endowed with four qualities overcomes
misdeeds that have been corrnnitted and [allowed to] collect. Which four? [The following four]:
[1] the proper approach to reproaching [oneself for one's misdeeds], [2] the proper approach to
antidotes, [3] the strength to resist corrnnitting transgressions, and [4] the strength [to seek]
support. [1] As to these [four], the proper approach to reproaching [oneseJffor one's misdeeds]
is to feel great repentance for unwholesome deeds wherever they have been perpetrated; [2] the
proper approach to antidotes is to make energetic efforts to corrnnit wholesome deeds once
unwholesome deeds have been corrnnitted; [3] the strength to resist corrnnitting transgressions
comes from [re]taking a vow of non-action (akaraJ;zaSa7!lVara)lOo; [4] the strength [to seek]
support comes from taking refuge in the Buddha, Dharma, and Sal11gha and from_ the oonabandonment of bodhicitta_ Given the support of the Powerful One,[one] cannot be
overpowered by misdeeds. 0 Maitreya, a bodhisattva-mahiisattva endowed with these four
qualities overpowers misdeeds that have been corrnnitted and [allowed to] collect."IOI
Although in the Tibetan sources, each of these four qualities is referred to as a 'strength'
(stobs: bala), we notice here that only the last tWeJ are referred to as pratyiipattibala and

Sik~iisamuccaya (BENDALL, p. 160.4-11; VAIDYA, pp. 89.28-90.3): tatrapapasodhana caturdharmakasiitre
deSitam I caturbhir maitreya dharmai!; samanvagato bodhisattvo mahiisattva!; krtopacilaf!1 piipam abhibhavati I
katamaii caturbhi!; I yad uta I [1] vidii~al;lasamudiiciirel;la [2] pratipakeasamudacarel;la I [3] pratyapattibalena I
[4] asrayabalena ca II [1] tatra vidii~al;lasamudacaro 'kusalaf!1 karmadhyacarati tall'ai [tatraiva VAIDYA]
tall-aiva co vipratisarabahulo Mavati II [2] latra pratipakeasamudacaral; krtvapy akusalaf!1 karma kusale
karmal;ly atyarthabhiyogaf!1 gata!; II [3] pratyapattibalaf!1 saf!1varasamadanad akaral;laSaf!1varalabha!; II [4]
tatrasrayabalaf!1 buddhadharmasof!1ghasaral;lagamanam anulsr~tabodhicillala co I subalavalSaf!1nisrayel;la no
sakyate papeniibhibhavituf!1 I eMir maitreya caturbhir dharmai!; samanvagalo bodhisattva mahasattva!;
krtopacitaf!1 piipam aMibhavatlti II.
99

100

It is not clear to me what akaral;laSaf!1Vara means.

For the Tibetan translation, see the Sikeasamuccaya (P, fols. 105b5-106al; D, fols. 89b7-90a4; S, vol. 64, pp.
1218.18-1219.10). Cf. the English translation in BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 158-159.
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lisrayabala, the first two being called vidu$al;llisamudliclira and pratipa~asamudliclira. In the
Tarkajvlilli, the above passage from the Caturdharmakasutra has been cited to make the
Mahayana case that even the most serious misdeeds can be neutralised. 102 The passage is
often quoted in the Tibetan sources. sGam-po-pa, for instance, illustrates each of the four
strengths with an'example and refers to the stories of Nanda, Ailgulimala, Ajatasatru, and
.
Udayana as, so to speak, historical cases, as follows: 103

h~ I:i~l~:a~~~~*~ra +MaJcingaPieatO~~~ta;~~:~~ to be exe~~~~-:::r~;~~~i\j~·i
[-~.t.·j. .pra~~~~~~;:_~ca-;;~~.i~~~~~~rfuming a personafter rescuing him ~:~~it.~~".! _(Tdaya~;;'-'-i.
:..3. .Jl!..a./)IEP,!!!ibala
i Changing the course of a devastating flood
i Na.I1.~"-- __l
i 4. asrayabala
I A culprit cIa~ping (i.e. se~k~g pardo~ from) a powerful king or i Ajatasatru :

.

,

. . . mm

'

the detoxIcatIOn or neutralIsatIOn of pOlson through mantras

I

.....__ J

Furthermore, one of the qualities of bodhicitta that has often been eulogised is its ability to
cleanse all misdeeds. I04
10. Concluding Remarks

Let me recapitulate what has been said in this chapter. Firstly, bodhicitta is seen as something
that can be impaired and easily lost. Secondly, impairing or abandoning bodhicitta is
considered a serious offence in the context of both the bodhisattva and mantra vows. Thirdly,
Mahayana Buddhism seems to profess that not only is the impaired or lost bodhicitta
restorable, but in fact all offences or misdeeds, regardless of how grave they may be, can be
atoned for by timely and proper measures. Fourthly, bodhicitta is said to be capable of
mending other broken vows or pledges and purifYing other misdeeds, but if bodhicitta itself is
lost, there is nothing that can serve as a substitute for it. Thus the one and only way to atone
for the loss of bodhicitta is to regain it.

102

Tarkajvata (P, fol. 201a4-b2; D, fols. 184b4-185a2; S, vol. 58, pp. 448.15-449.9).

103

Dwagspotharrgyan(pp. 149.10-159.14).

104 See the Maitreyavimolqasutra, as cited in the Silqasamuccaya (BENDALL, pp. 177.14-178.8; VAIDYA, pp.
98.27-99.6), where bodhicitta is praised for its role in cleansing one's misdeeds. For an English translation, see
BENDALL & ROUSE 1922: 173. See also Bodhicaryavatara 1.6 and the English translation in CROSBY & SKILTON
1995: 5.

Appendix A

A Critical Edition of the Sanskrit Text of Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2

1. Introduction

For the critical edition of the Sanskrit text, I have used two previous editions made by
Wogihara (W) and Dutt (D) together with photocopies of a Nepal MS (N) microfilmed
by the NGMPP and photographs of the Patna MS (p).1 Below I shall first describe the
extant manuscripts and editions briefly. This will be followed bya short discussion of
the stemmatic relationship of the manuscripts to one another. Finally I shall explain the
method employed in the critical edition.

(a) Extant Manuscripts, Critical Editions, and Other Related Studies on the
Bodhisattvabhiimi
In the course of the nineteenth century, numerous Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts from
Nepal found their way to libraries of Asian societies in London and Paris. The
collection of such manuscripts from Nepal was initiated and stimulated by Brian
Houghton Hodgson (1800-1894), who arrived in Kathtnandu as an English resident at
the Court of Nepal in the year 1821. 2 This" activity of collecting manuscripts was
continued by Dr. Daniel~Wright, a brother of the Arabist William Wright of Cambridge
and a long-time English surgeon to the British Residency at Kathmandu. His collection
of manuscripts numbered over four hundred, some of them very old. These manuscripts,
which ended up in the Cambridge University Library, were catalogued by Cecil Bendall
in 1883.3 This catalogue brought the manuscripts of the Cambridge collection to the
attention of interested scholars, thus lending impetus to the study of various Buddhist
Sanskrit texts,4 the Bodhisattvabhiimi being among them.
I I should like to thank Prof. Schmithausen for kindly procuring for me the microfilm of th~ Nepal
manuscript from the Berlin State Library and for lending me his photographs of the Palna manuscript.
2

For bibliographical references to the Hodgson collection of Sanskrit manuscripts, see the appendix in
1992: 16-17.

YUYAMA
3

BENDALL 1883.

Ernst Windisch (184~1918) discussed the discovery of the Sanskrit manuscripts from Nepal and the
boost it gave to the study of what was then known as 'northern Buddhism.' See WINDISCH 1917: 130131.
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Having attracted interest since almost the beginning of Western Indology and
modern Buddhist studies, the Bodhisattvabhiimi has been the subject of a number of
monographs. Unrai Wogihara (1869-1937), a Japanese Sanskritist then in Strassburg,
noticed the title Bodhisattvabhiimi while reading Bendall's catalogue (MS Add. 1702i
in 1904, and in the same year, presuming it to be the Bodhisattvabhiimi from the
Yogiiciirabhiimi collection, went to Cambridge, where he made. two transcripts of the
palm-leafmanuscript. 6 A short article by him on the 'northern' Buddhist terminology in
the Bodhisattvabhiimi appeared in 1904. 7 In 1908 he submitted his dissertation (at the
University of Strassburg), in which he discussed the Bodhisattvabhiimi in general and
some of its lexical terms in particular. 8
When he was compiling the catalogue, Bendall assumed that no other
manuscripts or versions of the Bodhisattvabhiimi existed. 9 However, in 1914, to
Wogihara's surprise, the Japanese scholar Ryiizaburii Sakaki 'brought home from India'
a paper manuscript of the Bodhisattvabhiimi and deposited it in the Kyoto University
(then called the Kyoto Imperial University) Library.lO Wogihara started editing the

5

BENDALL 1883: 191-196.

See WOGIHARA 1904: 34; WOGIHARA 1908: 2 (preface to his dissertation); WOGIHARA 1930--36: i-iv.
Unrai Wogihara, who may be called a pioneer in the study of the Bodhisattvabhiimi, made it possible for
other pioneering scholars such as La Vallee Poussin to do work on the same topic. His edition of the
Sanskrit text of the Bodhisattvabhiimi, general introduction to it, division of the text, and discussion of its
authorship, lexical terms, and the like can still be read with much profit.
6

7

WOGIHARA 1904.

The title of Wogihara's dissertation, as mentioned in LEUMANN 1931: 21, is "AsaIiga's Bodhisattvabhiimi ein dogmatischer Text der Nordbuddhisten nach dem Unikum von Cambridge im allgemeinen und
lexikalisch untersucht (1908)." This dissertation, which he calls 'my little German dissertation'
(WOGIHARA 1930-36: i), is appended to his edition with an independent pagination running from page I
to 43. This dissertation consists of two parts: part one (pp. 4-14) is a general discussion of the
Bodhisattvabhiimi, and part two (pp. 15-43) is about its lexical terms. The original title of the dissertation
does not seem to have been mentioned.
8

9 BENDALL 1883: 191: "No other MS or version of the work seems to exist." Cf. WOGIHARA 1904: 452:
"Weil indessen besagte Handschrift in Europaals Unikum·gilt...." See also WOGIHARA 1930-36: ii: "All
the events as stated above took place in the thirty-third year of Meiji (1904 P. Chr.), when the MS. was
still a unique one in the world." See also the title ofWogihara's dissertation.

10 See WOGIHARA 1930-36: ii. The paper manuscript of the Bodhisattvabhiimi (MS K) is identified as
having the serial number E 263 in GOSHIMA & NOGUCHI 1983: 20-21. The collection to which it belongs
is called the Sakaki Ry6zabur6 Collection; see YUYAMA 1992: 13 (no. 24), 14 (no. 28). Confusion
reigned in regard to the origin of MS K. For instance, Dutt in the introduction to his edition of the
Bodhisattvabhiimi stated that it was 'procured probably from Nepal'; see Dun- 1966: 3. Ernst Leumann
(1859-1931) thought that MS K was brought by Ekai Kawaguchi from Tibet! He gave the following
account of the manuscript: "Zuriick in Japan hat Wogihara spater unter den im Verlaufvon Kawaguchi in
Tibet erworbenen Handschriften noch ein zweites Exemplar der Bodhisattva-bhiimi gefunden, das freilich
auch wieder bedauerlich Liicken aufwies. Aber Wogihara konnte doch den Plan fassen, nunmehr das
Werk herauszugeben, urn so mehr als er im Tibetischen sich soweit vervollkommnete, daB er die
tibetische Ubersetzung der Bodhisattva-bhiimi, die liickenlos erhalten ist, zur Kontrolle und zur
Erganzung der beiden Sanskrithandschriften (C = Cambridge und K = Kawaguchi) heranziehen konnte";
see LEUMANN 1931: 21-22. Probably the siglum K used by Wogihara to designate the manuscript of the
Bodhisattvabhiimi deposited in the Kyoto University Library was falsely associated with the name
Kawaguchi. Although there is a Kawaguchi Ekai Collection of manuscripts kept in the Toyo Bunko
Oriental Library in Tokyo (KANEKO & MATSUNAMI 1979: 151-191), no Sanskrit manuscript of the
Bodhisattvabhiimi brought by Kawaguchi is known of (to me at least). Note that Ernst Leumann's article,
where the description of MSS C and K occurs, was published after his death, and the mistake may be that
of the editor(s) rather than the author himself.
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Bodhisattvabhiimi using the Cambridge and Kyoto manuscripts, comparing them with

the sDe-dge edition of the Tibetan translation and with the Chinese translations by
Hsiian-tsang and *Dharmak~ema.ll His edition appeared in two parts: part one in 1930
and part two in 1936. 12 Johannes Rahder used one of the two transcripts made by
Wogihara in Cambridge for his edition of the Vihiirapatala (Bodhisattvabhiimi 2.4) and
the Bhiimipatala (Bodhisattvabhiimi 3.3).13 After the first volume ofWogihara's edition
was published, a major portion of the Balagotrapata1a (Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.8) was
published again as a specimen by his professor Ernst Leumann. 14
.
The Indian paI.1c;!ita Riihula SiiIilqtyiiyana (1893-1963)15 travelled to Tibet in the
years 1929/30, 1934, 1936, and 1938: Although he heard about the existence of palmleaf manuscripts of Sanskrit texts in Tibetan monasteries, he did not find any during his
first joumey.16 The following trips, however, yielded many palm-leaf Sanskrit
manuscripts, most of them in three Tibetan monasteries situated in gTsang: Sa-skya,
Ngor, and Zha-lu. The manuscripts found in Ngor and Zha-lu, though, were originally
housed in Sa-skya. 17 Some of his finds he copied down,18 but most he had
photographed. 19 In 1938, during the last of his four visits to Tibet, the manuscripts of
the Bodhisattvabhiimi and the Sriivakabhiimi,20 among many others, were discovered at
Zha-lu Monastery.21 On his return to India, SiiIilqtyiiyana wrote a report and made a
catalogue of his finds. 22 The Bodhisattvabhiimi manuscript appears in the latter as

II According to Prof. Schmithausen (personal communication), the Chinese name of the translator should
rather be reconstructed into Sanskrit as *Dharmak!;ema (cf. Hobogirin, S.v. dommusen) and not as
*Dharmarak!;a, as given by Wogihara. See also DE JONG 1987b: 166, where the name of the translator is
given as *Dharmak!;ema.

12 Since the two parts have been now published as one book, it is not clear where the original partition
lay. It should be noted that this publication contains several related studies, such as the 'Synopsis of the
Contents of the Bodhisattvabhiimi' with separate pagination (from I to 23) and Wogihara's dissertation in
German, also with separate pagination (from I to 43).
]3

RAHDER 1926.

14 See LEUMANN 1931. The portion of the text published is basically the same as in Wogibara's edition
(pp. 95-110). There is a difference in the lay-out of the text. A numbered outline has been introduced into
it in order to make the structure of the text 'clearer' (iibersichtlicher). The critical apparatus found in the
footnotes in Wogihara's edition was left out.

is

For the biography ofSiiillqtyiiyana, see BANDURSKI1994: 27, n. 76.

16

SANKB.TYAYANA 1935: 21 (part I).

17

BANDURSKI 1994: 25.

i8

MUCH 1988: 12.

19

BANDURSKI1994: 12-13.

20

For a recent discussion on the origin and date of the Sriivakabhiimi manuscript, see DELEANU 2006:

51-72.
21

SANKB.TYAYANA 1938: 21 (part 4).

22 SANKB.TYAYANA 1938. dGe-'dun-chos-'phel (1903-1951), who accompanied Siiillqtyiiyana, also
describes the same Sriivakabhiimi and Bodhisattvabhiimi manuscripts as having been seen by them in
Zha-lu Monastery. According to him, the Bodhisattvabhiimi manuscript contained 266 short format (dpe
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number forty-one of the Zha-lu corpus (section IX).23 The negatives of the photographs
of the manuscript were deposited in the Bihar Research Society in Patna. 24
The famous Tibetologist Giuseppe Tucci (1894-1984) made many scientific
expeditions to India, Nepal, and Tibet in the 1930s and 1940s. During his expedition to
Tibet in 1939 he was able to photograph more than 1,500 pa~es of Indian palm-leaf
manuscripts that he discovered in various monasteries in Tibet. He also photographed
some of the manuscripts that had already been photograI'hed by Sliil1qtyliyana.26 One
manuscript photographed twice was the Bodhisattvabhiimi?7
From 1968 to 1971, the Department of Indology and Buddhist Studies of the
University of Gottingen was able to make copies from the negative films that were put
at the disposal,of Kashi Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute in Patna by the Bihar
Research Society. This Gottingen collection of Buddhist Sanskrit texts discovered in
Tibet by Sliil1qtyliyana was the theme of Frank Bandurski's M.A. thesis, in which he
catalogued and described each manuscript included in the collection?8 In his catalogue
of the Gottingen collection, the Bodhisattvabhiimi bears the catalogue number 28 (Xc
14/29)?9 The original manuscript of the Bodhisattvabhiimi from Zha-lu Monastery, was
held for a time in the Central Institute of Nationalities (Zhongyang Minzu Xueyuan) in
Beijing,30 and then brought back to Lhasa in 1993?1

thung) folios of good quality (spus legs), with a remark (kha byang) on the cover-leaf: "Offered by Slobdpon 'Od-zer-seng-ge." See his gSer gyi thang ma (p. 26.2-4).
23

SeeSAAKJ1.TYAYNA 1938: 145 (part 4); cf. ROTH 1975176: 166; see also BANDURSKI 1994: 65.

24 The negatives are kept in the Archives of the Kashi Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute, Museum
Buildings, Patna-l. See ROTH 1975176: 166, 174. Whether the negatives are of glass or films is discussed
by BANDURSKI 1994: 13, n. 15. See also MUCH 1988.

as For an informative report on the Sanskrit manuscripts and photos of them in Giuseppe Tucci's
collection, see SFERRA 2000.
Sferra states that while working on his critical edition of the Hevajratantrapi1;u!iirthafikli (forthcoming
in the Serie Orientale Roma), a clear reading of the manuscript was made possible by comparing the
photographic reproductions prepared by Tucci and Smilqtyliyana. In certain cases, such as
Ratnlikarasllnti's Sliratamli, which is a commentary on the A~faslihasrikaprajfilipliramltiiSittra, Tucci's
photographs contained more leaves than Slitilqtyliyana's (SFERRA 2000: 401).
26

The Bodhisattvabhumi occurs thrice in the list of items in Giuseppe Tucci's collection compiled by
Francesco Sferra and Claudio Cicuzza (SFERRA 2000: 409-413). The number of negatives specified are 8,
3, and 10 (totalling 21). The list is a provisional one, and the details offered are minimal. A more detailed
and accurate list will be published in a forthcoming catalogue and accompanying CD-ROMS; see SFERRA
2000: 410. Sferra does not mention the Bodhisattvabhumi as a work photographed by both Siitilqtyliyana
and Tucci. However, Zha-Iu is given as the location where both Tucci and Siitilqtyliyana photographed a
manuscript of the Bodhisattvabhumi, which is perhaps enough to conclude that the object was one and the
same manuscript. I should like to take this opportunity to thank Prof. Francesco Sferra of the University
of Rome for kindly sending me a CD-ROM containing a tentative copy of the BodhisattvabhUmi
manuscript photographed by Tucci. However, as already noted by him (SFERRA 2000: 399, 40 I), the
quality of the photographs is often very poor, and I have not been able to make use of them.
27

2. BANDURSKI 1994.
29

BANDURSKI 1994: 64.

'0 This fact is documented in unpublished lists of Sanskrit palm-leaf manuscripts kept in Beijing (Min-Isu
t'u-shu-kuan-ts'ang jan-wen-pei-yeh-ching mu-lu (Verzeichnis der in der Nationalitiiten Bibliothek
aujbewahrten $anskrit Palmblatt-Sutras), List No. 19. See BANDURSKI 1994: 27 (n. 76), 66, 119.
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In 1966 Nalinaksha Dutt (1893-1973) published a new edition of the
Bodhisattvabhumi32 using the photos taken by Sfulkrtyayana at Zha_Iu33 (with the help
of a copy of the manuscript made by PaIJc;lita Baldeo Mishra of the Kashi Prasad
Jayaswal Research Institute) and Wogihara's edition. 34 Gustav Roth published a new
edition and an annotated English translation of the beginning of the text in 1975/76,
noting a number of wrong readings in Dutt's edition. 35 Recently, yet another palm-leaf
manuscript of the Bodhisattvabhumi was microfilmed by the Nepal-German Manuscript
Preservation Project,36 and thus one more manuscript has been put at our disposal. But
again this manuscript is unfortunately incomplete.
The most recent work concerning the Bodhisattvabhumi is that ofMudagamuwe
Maithrimurthi. The portion of the PujaseviipramiilJapatala (BodhisattvabhUmi 1.16)
dealing with the four immeasurables (apramiirla) has been critically edited, analysed
and translated by him. This fonns a part of his doctoral dissertation on the study of the
history of ideas as it relates to the four immeasurables in Buddhist ethics and
spirituality, beginning from earliest Buddhism to early Yogiiciira. 37 For his edition,
Maithrimurthi has used photographic copies of the palm-leaf manuscripts from Patna
(p)and Nepal (N) and the two editions ofWogihara (W) and Dutt (D). In addition, he
has consulted the Tibetan translation of the Bodhisattvabhumi (Peking and sDe-dge)
along with Sagaramegha's Bodhisattvabhumivyiikhyii, which is extant only in Tibetan.
He did not, however, edit the Tibetan text. He also consulted Hsiian-tsang's Chinese
translation.
It should be mentioned here that Edgerton's dictionary is one of a number of
important contributions to the lexicography of the Bodhisattvabhumi. 38 Another is a
Sanskrit-Chinese index of the Bodhisattvabhumi published by Hakuju Vi (1882-1966).
Further, in 1996 Koitsu Yokoyama and Takayuki Hirosawa brought out an index
(Chinese-Sanskrit-Tibetan) to the Yogiiciirabhumi including the Bodhisattvabhumi. 39
Lastly, there are several other Bodhisattvabhumi-relatedpublications, particularly by
Japanese scholars, which cannot be mentioned here.

31 According to YONEZAWA 1998: 11, n. I, these original Sanskrit palm-leaf manuscripts were brought
back to Lhasa and are now preserved in the Nor-bu-gling-ka (the Summer Palace of the Dalai Lamas).
The Cultural Palace of Nationalities in Beijing possesses microfilms of the original Sanskrit manuscripts.
A recent report on the past and future of Sanskrit manuscripts in Tibet appears in STEINKELLNER 2004.
32

DUTT 1966.

33

BANDURSKI 1994: 66; DUTT 1966: 2 (preface).

34 See my discussion ofDutt's edition in the introduction to the critical edition of the Sanskrit text.
35 See ROTH 1975/76. De Jong made the following comment regarding Dutt's edition: " ... Gustav Roth
has shown convincingly that Dutt's edition is not to be relied upon" (DE JONG 1987a: 73).
36

See n. 42,

31

MAITHRIMURTHI 1999.

38 It is, however, difficult to know if Edgerton had read the entire text or had mainly used Wogihara' s
index to his edition (DE JONG 1987b: 164).
39

See YOKOYAMA & HIROSAWA 1996. For a review of this index, see SILK 2001.
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(b) A Brief Description ofthe Extant Manuscripts and Editions

The following general description of MSS P, C, and K are to a great extent based on
details provided in previous studies, reference to which will be made in the respective
footnotes. Note that any further specific observations made on all manuscripts and
editions are based only on the Cittotptidapatala. Still, I hope that at least some of the
observations I make in the following paragraphs are representative of the manuscripts
and editions of the Bodhisattvabhumi as a whole.
(i) The Patna MS

The Patna MS (P) contains 266 leaves measuring 12 x 2 inches, and represents a
complete text. 40 The text is written in Kutila script with seven lines on each side. 41
There are 30 photo plates reproducing the whole, labelled lA, lB up to l5A, l5B. The
folio numbers occur on the reverse. Sometimes MS P uses a da~4a-like stroke at the
end of lines, seemingly with a hyphen-like function. It also occasionally manifests some
scribal peculiarities-for instance, not combining the consonant of the previous word
with the vowel of the following word (e.g. om UO instead of the common °muO). It
generally (but not always) omits avagraha signs, and it does not use the viri'ima sign at
all. It also contains a few corrections made by the scribe. Compared to MS N, it is in
much better shape and contains no lacunae, as far as I could judge from the
Cittotptidapatala portion.
(ii) The Nepal MS

The Nepal palm-leaf manuscript (N)42 is written in ornamental Nevan script and
contains 108 folios with five lines each. Numerous folios are missing, among them the
first folio and possibly the last series of folios; the text concludes at the end of the third
Yogasthfula. The last folio filmed is numbered 174 which means that at least 66 folios
are missing. The folios, measuring 56 x 6 centimetres, are riddled with holes, and the
margins of several folios have broken off, resulting in damage to numerals. This must
have created a good deal of confusion when the manuscript was photographed. The
Cittotpi'idapatala, for instance, begins on folio 6 recto and ends on 10 recto. Folio 8 is
missing, another folio belonging to another section (its folio number is missing) being
found in its place, that is, between folios 7 and 9, and a further two folios, again
belonging to another section (their folio numbers are missing as well), have been
inserted between folios 9 and 10. MS N generally (but not always) omits avagraha,

40 By a printing mistake, the number of folios is given in SA.NKRTYA.NA 1938: 145 as 226 instead of266.
This was pointed out by ROTH 1975176: 166, 174. The number 266 is confirmed by the report of the
discovery of the manuscript written by dGe-'dun-chos-'phel (gSer gyi thang rna, p. 26.2-3), In the
unpublished lists of Sanskrit palm-leaf manuscripts kept in Beijing, the number of manuscript leaves is
also registered as 266; see BANDURSKI 1994: 66.

41

For details, see SA.NKRTYA.NA 1938: 145 (part 4); BANDURSKJ 1994: 65.

42 The MS no. 3-681 (bauddhadarsana 63), National Archives, Kathmandu, NGMPP-Reel No. A 38/3,
The date of filming is given as 22.9.70, This manuscript has a book-cover illustrated with nine Buddhafigures displaying various hand gestures (mudra).
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signs, and often too the anusvara is either missing or indiscernible. Owing to the
numerous lacunae, MS N has not been of much value for the critical edition.
(iii) The Cambridge MS
The Cambridge palm-leaf manuscript (C) consists of 144 leaves,43 the number of lines
on them ranging from 6 to 8. The size of the leaves is given by Bendall as 12 x2 inches.
The physical condition of the manuscript is described by him as "imperfect and very
shattered at the edges, in particular many of the leaf-numbers being broken off.''''4 In
addition, Wogihara noted the occasional illegibility of letters marred bl stains. 45
Bendall also remarked that the manuscript, which is written in NevlirI script,4 is scribed
in two different hands47 and that one hand is more archaic than that of the palm-leaf
manuscript of the ParameSvaratantra (MS Add. 1049)48 which dates from 875 C.E. He
placed this manuscript of the BodhisattvabhUmi in the ninth century C.E. 49 According to
Wogihara, C was written in the eighth or the beginning of the ninth century.50
(iv) The Kyoto MS
I have been able to obtain a copy of the microfilm of the Kyoto manuscript of the
Bodhisattvabhumi (K) through the library of the Department of the Culture and History
ofIndia and Tibet (University of Hamburg).5 I Unlike the other manuscripts, K is written
on paper. There are 206 folios, the number of lines being regularly 7. The folios are
numbered on the right margin of the verso in DevanagarI numerals, while on the left
margin of the same side appears the syllable bo, obviously an abbreviation of
Bodhisattvabhumi. It seems that the manuscript was provided with a corresponding
pagination on the recto in Arabic numerals before filming. The colophon of K states
that its original was an undated palm-leafmanuscript. 52 Such facts as the absence of the

Originally, the number of leaves ofMS C must have been 151, and thus it now lacks seven leaves; see
WOGIHARA 1930-36: ii (preface).

43

44

BENDALL 1883: 191.

45

See WOGIHARA 1930-36: ii (preface). For a description ofMS C, see WOGIHARA 1904: 34.

For a discussion of palaeographical features of MS C, see the 'Palaeographical Introduction' in
BENDALL 1883: xvii-xxxviii.
46

The end of the first hand and the beginning of the second hand of MS C (Add. 1702, leaf no. 19) is
reproduced in Plate 1.1; see BENDALL 1883: 191-196.

47

48

BENDALL 1883: xxxix-Iv.

Har Dayal, who used the Cambridge palm-leaf manuscript of the Bodhisattvabhumi manuscript for his
dissertation, also dated it to the ninth century. He gives no explanation for his dating, but he probably
relied on Bendall; see DAYAL 1932: 348 (appendix).

49

50

See WOGIHARA 1908: 6; DEJONG 1987b: 165.

I should like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Felix Erb who, in spite of severe financial constraints
faced by the library of the Department, agreed to order the microfilm of the Kyoto manuscript of the
BodhisattvabhUmi (K) from Kyoto, Japan, and Achim Beyer for clearing the order in Japan.

51
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beginning portion of the Gotrapatala and the fourth and last Anukramapata1a, and the
marking of missing lines and letters with dashes, indicate that the palm-leaf manuscript
upon which K was based was in a poor condition. Wogihara held the original ofK to be
older than the original of C. However, he did not venture to estimate the date of MS K.
In de Jong's judgement, MS K is probably a recent copy made in the nineteenth
century. 53 Not being a palaeographer, I am unable to offer any suggestions as to the age
of P and N. MS K seems to be in any case quite recent.
(v) Wogihara's Edition

Wogihara remarked that the manuscripts that he used (C and K) are both incomplete and
abound in clerical errors, which he corrected (wherever possible) on the basis of the
Tibetan translation. Irregular salJ1dhi, though, he left as it stands in the original, except
at the end of a sentence. 54 He took into consideration the Tibetan translation of the sDedge recension and the Chinese translations of Hsiian-tsang and *Dhannak~ema. In cases
of lacunae in his manuscripts, he reconstructed the Sanskrit text based on the Tibetan
and Chinese translations, often successfully. In general, given the quality of the
manuscripts and the amount of work involved, his edition, done with much more care
than Dutt's, is quite reliable.
(vi) Dutt's Edition

As already stated, Dutt used photographs ofMS P for his edition. In addition, he used a
copy of the same manuscript made by Pa.J).Qit Baldeo Mishra of the Kashi Prasad
Jayaswal Research Institute. In this regard the following statement is made by Dutt: 55
I should also thank Par:u;lit Baldeo Mishra of the Institute for preparing a copy from the
photographs, all of which are not legible. As the photographs are not kept in order, the
PaQc;lit's copy also suffered from the same defect. The copy however reduced my labour of
decipherment to a large extent though I had to prepare a fresh copy for the Press.
As is evident from his critical apparatus, Dutt used another version (assigned by him the
siglum J), without, however, identifying it. As most of the variant readings in J recorded
by Dutt in his critical apparatus bear a great deal of similarity with Wogihara's edition,
with the numbers following the siglum J obviously referring to the page numbers in the
latter, J (probably standing for 'Japanese') must be referring to Wogihara'sedition,
concerning which Dutt states: 56
On the basis of the Cambridge and Kyoto InSS., Prof. U. Wogihara published an edition in
Romanised script. A copy of this work came into my hands when I had nearly completed
the edition of the present InS. I found that the readings of the Cambridge ms. agreed with
those in our ms. The present ms. being almost complete, it filled up the lacuna in
Wogihara's edition.
A careful examination reveals, however, that J is not completely identical with W,
which can perhaps only be explained by assuming inaccurate recording on the part of

52 The colophon of MS K (fa!. verso 206.5-6) reads: "[The text] was written after being seen in an old
undated book written on palm leaves in Laiijana/Raiijana-ak,<aras" (tiilapatresu lafijaniiksarair llikhita
samvatsararahite puriitanapustake drs{Vii likhitam II). See also WOGIHARA 1930-1936: ii.
53

DE JONG 1987b: 165. Cf. GOSHIMA & NOGUCHI 1983: iii, 20.

54

See WOGIHARA 1930-36 (no page number), 'General Remarks' in his edition of the Bodhisattvabhiimi.

55

Dun 1966: 2 (Preface).

56

Dun 1966: 3 (Introduction).
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Dutt. Unlike Wogihara, Dutt seems to have consulted neither the TibetanS? nor any
Chinese translation.
The observations made by me in regard to Dutt's edition on the basis of my
critical edition Dfthe CittotPMapatala portion make clear that Dutt's edition abounds in
mistakes and is often imprecise. Several cases demonstrate that he has sometimes
misread his manuscript, creating variants that cannot be confirmed. There are many
instances where D reads the same as W (only occasionally does Dutt indicate, by using
square brackets, that his reading is an emendation) without the variant of P or DJ being
given, although P reads differently. These cases clearly demonstrate that Dutt often did
not faithfully record the readings of his manuscript. In various other cases Dutt, while
not following any of the readings attested, emended the text without marking the
emendation as such. Furthermore, the notes given in his. critical apparatus are
sometimes ambiguous and thus prone to conflicting interpretations. 58 Since Dutt
employs a negative apparatus, one can only assume that in the instances where Dreads
the same as W, with variants recorded for P but not for DJ, and vice versa, he is
following respectively DJ against P and the reverse. There is at least one instance where
D reads the same as W while recording a variant reading in DJ as well as in P. In three
further cases; D reads the same as WK (in one of them he supplies no variant either in P
or in DJ, and in the remaining two he notes a variant in DJ but not in P, but nevertheless
reads against both P and DJ, which reads the same as W). These cases confirm that Dutt
has actually used W without explicitly stating so. It was also de Jong's impression that
Dutt adopted some readings from Wogihara's edition even when his own manuscript
offered a better reading, and that on the whole Dutt's edition was produced with much
less care than Wogihara's.59
(c) Some Observations on the Stemmatic Relationship of the Manuscripts

Given the limited number of manuscripts available and the focus on only a small
portion of the text, there is no firm basis for adequately determining the stemmatic
relationship of the manuscripts to one another. Nevertheless, I should like to present
here some observations based on a statistical evaluation of the different readings of the
manuscripts of this particular portion of the text. In general, the readings in P differ
from the readings in W (which reflects both C and K). BuJ when C and K differ, P is
clearly closer to
The number of cases in which N shows some similarity to P as
opposed to W is approximately equal·to the number of cases in which N and W have
similar readings as opposed to P (note, however, that we have a number of cases in
which P differs from W but where N is lost). Again, when C and K differ, N shows a
greater affinity with K. Hence one ~ay generalise that while C and K show a certain
similarity as opposed to P, both P and N more closely resemble K than C. One may
recall here that the three manuscripts P, N, and K lack the Anukramapafala, which is
found only in C. There are, further, no clear indications as to whether the manuscript(s)
used by the Tibetan translators is or are in anyway related to any of the present
manuscripts, for the Tibetan translation does not predominantly support the readings of
any of them. Note, however, that the Tibetan translation includes the Anukramapata1a,
found also in MS C.

K:

·The few instances where he gives 'Tib: in his critical apparatus may have simply involved copying
from Wogibara's edition. .

51

58

See also my presentation of the methods employed in my critical edition of the Sanskrit text.

" DE JONG 1987b: 164.
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(d) The Methodology and Abbreviations Employed in the Critical Edition of the
Sanskrit Text

A positive apparatus has been followed for the critical edition. I have made an attempt
to record all variants: Those variants that I regard as significant for textual criticism and
for the textual transmission are reproduced in the footnotes (in Roman letters, beginning
anew on each page) and the less significant ones in the endnotes (in Arabic numerals
that run on). The variants regarded by me as less significant are ones largely
palaeographical and stylistic in nature, namely, variants regarding the avagraha sign
(often omitted by both P and N),any variation involving the application of anusvara
versus one of the nasal letters (including cases where the anusvara is missing or
indiscernible, as is often the case in MS N), and variants in punctuation (i.e. the use of
daT;lqas 60 ), along with obvious scribal or printing errors.
The numbering of the text in Arabic numerals (e.g. 3.2.0.) is mine and employed
to mark the main points. When necessary, passages are partitioned further and
numbered in Roman letters within round brackets (e.g. (a». The page or folio numbers
of the manuscripts and editions are given in raised and large angled brackets (e.g. <Pl2rj
where a new .page or folio commences. In cases where I thought it unclear which
portion of text a particular footnote or endnote refers to, I have used small raised angled
brackets (e.g. (ayarp. prathamal;t» to mark the text in question. In addition to the variant
readings in the editions made by Wogihara and Dutt, I have also included all variant
readings marked by them in the notes to their editions. These readings are indicated by
the siglum of the edition followed by a raised siglum for the manuscript (e;g. We for
Wogihara's reading of MS C). I also refer to any remark or observation made by
Wogihara regarding the Tibetan or Chinese translations. The variants given by Dutt in
his critical apparatus are sometimes ambiguous and subject to interpretation. In such
cases, I interpreted Dutt's variants (at times with the help of MS P used by him) and
recorded them in my critical apparatus as he had apparently intended, as opposed to how
he himself recorded them. When I found it necessary to do so, I provided Dutt's exact
formulation, described its ambiguity, and explained my interpretation. In general,
sal!uihi rules' have been adopted if attested in at least one of the manuscripts or editions.
Only in a few cases have I emended the text by applying saTfldhi rules .. The lacunae in
MS N have been marked with lost in N. When illegible, in part or in whole, I have used
'defaced in N. In a few cases; I have alsct recorded the scribal corrections found in MS P
using pac to designate the reading before correction, and ppc the reading after correction.
In cases of uncertainty, I refer to the Tibetan translation in the Sanskrit edition and vice
versa.
As stated above, I have made an attempt to record all variants. Some minor
variants, though, which seem to be mere stylistic peculiarities have not been noted.
These include the omission of the virama sign and the use of the daT;lqa-like short stroke
at the end of a line, both in MS P. Some other scribal peculiarities observed in MS P are
no longer visible when transliterated into Roman script. For instance, both ci ttam u tpa
da ya ti (as in MS P) and the common ci tta mu tpa da ya ti are transcribed as cittam
utpadayati.

60 Note that Wogihara used a full stop for daIJr;las throughout. Hence the variants in W regarding daIJr;las
can be indicated only in cases when these are either omitted or added. Differences in the number of
daIJr;las cannot be determined.
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The following abbreviations are used in the critical edition of the Sanskrit text:

add.
C
Chin.
can).
D
DJ
DP
em.
K
N
am.
P
po

r

Tib.
v
W

we

WK

ante correctum
addendum
Cambridge MS
Chinese translation by Hsiian-tsang (in the critical apparatus of W) .
conjecture
Dult's edition
Dutt's reading ofWogihara's edition
Dult's reading of the Patna MS indicated in his footnotes
emendation
KyotoMS
NepalMS
omit
PatnaMS
post correctum
recto
Tibetan translation
verso
Wogihara's edition
Wogihara's reading of the Cambridge MS indicated in his footnotes
Wogihara's reading of the Kyoto MS indicated in his footnotes
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2. The Text

1.1.1. iha bodhisattvasya prathamas cittotpadal). sarvabodhisattvasamyakpraI).idhananam
adYaJll samyakpraI).idhanaJll' tadanyasamyakpra1J.idhanasaJllgrahakam I I tasma<P8v>t sa
adital:tb samyakpraI).idhanacsvabhaval).1
1.1.2. sa khalu bodhisattvo bodhaya cittaJll praI).idadhad eVaJll2 cittam abhisaJllskaroti
vacayp3 ca bha~ate I aho bataham anuttariiyp samyaksarpbodhim abhisaJllbudhyeyarp4
sarvasattvaniiyp5 carthakaral).6 syam atyantani~the nirva1J.e prati~thapayeyarp7
tathagatajiiane ca I sa 'evam atmanas>d ca bodhirp sattvarthaJll8 ca priirthayamanas cittam
utpadayati I tasmat sa cittotpadal:t prarthanakaral).9 I
1.1.3. tarp khalu bodhirp sattvarthaJlllO calambya ll sa cittotpadal:t12 'priirthayate
nanalambya,e I tasmat sa cittotpado bodhyalambanal). sattvarthalambanas ca I
1.1.4. sa caf cittotpadal). sarvabodhi'pak~a'l1rusa1amulasaJllgrahaya purvaJllgamatvatl3
kusalal).14
'paramakausalyagu1J.ayuktal).,hI5
bhadral).
paramabhadral).
kalyiilJ-al).
'paramakalya1J.al).,1 sarvasattvadhi~thanakayavanmanoduscarita'vairodhikal:t I
1.1.5.
yani
ca,j
'kiinicid,k
anyant
laukikalokottare~v
arthe~u
kusalani
samyakpraI).idhanani 116 te~arp sarve~aml7 agraml etat samyakpraJJ.idhanarp niruttararp
yad uta bodhisattvasya prathamas cittotpadal).1
1.1.0. evam aYaJll prathamas cittotpadal). svabhavato <P9r> 'pi l8 veditavyal). 119 'akarato
'py,m alambanato 'pi2o gu1J.ato "py utkar~ato 'pion paiicalak~aI).o21 veditavyal).1
1.2.1. tasya ca cittasyaO sahotpadad avatln;1.oP bhavati <N6v> bodhisattvo "nuttare
bodhimahayane,q 122 'bodhisattva iti" ca <WI3> saJllkhyiiyp gacchati yad uta
sarpketavyavaharanayena I tasmat sa 'cittotpadal). avatarasaJllgrhltal).,231

'samyakpraQidhanalJ1] PNO (also Tib.), am. WO'
iiditai)] WO; iidita N, iidi P (also Tib.)
'"dhiiO] PWD, stroke of long vowel ii invisible in N
d evam iitmanas] NWN, eviitmanas PDPD'
, "rthayate niinaO] PWD, lost in N
rca] PND, am. WD'
, °pa~aO] NW, °pak~yaO PO
h °kausalyagu!)ayuktai)] PNWD. The Chinese and Tibetan translations seem to have kusala/o instead of
kausalya. The Chinese however has no gu!)ayuktal) whereas Tibetan reads as though gu!)ayuktal)
occurred as the last member of the compound, that is, kusalaparamakuSalabhadraparamabhadrakalyii!)aparamakalya!)aguI)ayuktal). See also the following note and the note to my translation.
i 0kalyii!)al)] PNWO (According to the Tibetan translation "kalya!)aguI)ayuktal). See the previous note and
the note to my translation.)
j °ka!) I yani ca]PWD, lost in N
k kiinicid] NWD' (kii in N only partly visible), kiinicit tad PD (also Tib.)
I agram] WD', agryalJ1 WK, agryamPND
m 0rata 'py] WD, "rata py N, Ora py P
" 'py utkar~ata "Jli] D, py utkar~at~ pi P, 'pi utkar~ata 'pi W, lost in N
"clttasya] PND £also Tlb.), badhiCiltasya WD
.
P avatlfQo] PNW D P, eviivatlrI)o WO, eviitifQo We
q 'nutlare badhimahii"] DW\ 'nuttarabodhimahii" W, nuttare badhimahii" N, 'nuttare badhimahiinao P
(bodhisattva iii] W (also Tib.), badhisattvo bodhisattva iti PND
b
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1.2.2. utpiidya ca bodhisattvas tac cittarp. 'kramel).iinuttariirp. samyaksarp.bodhim>a
abhisarp.budhyateb niinutpiidyaC 124 tasmiid d anuttariiyiil:t samyaksarp.bodhel:t25 sa
cittotpiido miilam Ie
1.2.3. dul;tkhite$u ca sattve$u ~af kiirul).iko bodhisattval:t paritriil),iibhipriiyas 26 tac cittam
utpiidayati I tasmiit sa cittotpiidal:t kafUl).iini$yandal:t I <D9>
1.2.4. tarp.27 ca cittotpiidarp. nisritya prati$thiiya bodhisattvog bodhipak$e$uh dhanne~u
'sattviirthalaiyiiyiirp. ca'i bodhisattvasik~iiyiirp. prayujyate I tasmiit sa cittotpiido
bodhisattvasik$iiyiil;t sarp.nisrayal:t28 I
1.2.0. evam asau gathamas cittotpiidal:t sarp.grahato 'pi 29 miilato 'pi 30 ni$yandato 'pi 31
sarp.nisrayato 32 'pi veditavy~ I
2.1.0. sa ca bodhisattvasya 'prathamas cittotpiidal:t,k34 samiisena dvividhal:t I nairyiil).ikas
'ca anairyiil),ikaS'35ca I 'tatra nairyiil).iko,l yad m utpanno 'tyantam 'anuvartate na,n
pu<P9v>narD vyiivartate I anairyiil).ikal:t punar yadP utpanno niityantam anuvartate36 punar
eva vyiivartate I
2.2.0. tasya ca cittotpiidasya vyiivrttir api 'dvividhii I iityantik1'37 q ciiniityantikl ca I
tatriityantiki' yat salqd vyiivrttarp.38 cittarp. na pOOar utpadyate bodhiiya I aniityantiki'
punal:t39 yad vyiivrttarp. 'cittarp. punal:t" punar utpadyate bodhiiya I
3.1.0. sa' khalu cittasyotpiidas 40 caturbhil:t pratyayais caturbhir hetubhis41 caturbhir
balair42 veditavyal:t I
3.1.1. catviiral:t pratyayiil;t43 katame 144 (a) iha kulaputro vii kuladuhitiit vii tathiigatasya vii
bodhisattvasya 'vii acintyam,45 adbhutarp.u priitihiiryarp. prabhiivarp. pasyati 146
sarp.pratyayitasya vii 'ntikiic chgl.Oti I tasya dr~tvii vii 'srutvii vaivarp.>V bhavati I
mahiinubhiivii bateyarp. <W14> bodhir yasyiirp. sthitasya vii pratipannasya vii <N7p 'yam

, °ralJ1 samyaksalJ1bodhiO] PWD, lost inN (ak:;ara ralJ1 partly visible)
b abhisalJ1budhyate] W (also Tib.),~salJ1budhyate DJ (obviously a scribal or printing error),
adhigacchati NDWK , gacchati P
, °dya I] NWD, °dyate P
d tasmad] NWD, tesmad P (Probably the dat:lI;la that should precede tasmad had erroneously been scribed
as a stroke o/vowel e).
, clam 11 D, °lalJ11 NW, °lal) 1P
f sa] NWD, om. PWKD P
g bodhisattvo] WD (also Tib.), am. PND P
h °palc;e~u] NW, °pak~ye~u PD
i 0ttvarthakriyayalJ1 cal W, °ttviirthakriyayaii ca PD, lost in N (ak:;ara ca partly visible).
j °tavyal)] PND, °tayal) W
k 0mas cittotO] NW, °macittotO pacD, ~mab cittotO ppc
I °lra naiiyal)iko] PWO, lost in N
on yad] PN, ya WD
n °rtate na] WD, °rtate 1na P, lost in N
° punar] PWD, illegible in N
P yad] PN, ya WD
q °ntiki] P'''NWD, °ntili P"
'OttalJ1 pUC] PWO, lost in N (lowermost part visible)
, sa] WDJ , tasya PND
I °duhita] PNW, °druhita D (probably a printing error)
"adbhutalJ1] W (also Tib.), atyadbhutalJ1 PNO, adbhiitalJ1 oj
v srutva vaivalJ1] NW, srutvaivalJ1 W, srutvii caivalJ1 W\ srutvii va evalJ1 PD
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evaxpriipal}. prabhaval}.47 idam evaxpriiPaIll pratihliryaIll c4"syate ca sriiyate ca 148 sa" tad
eva prabhiivabdarsanaIll sravaI).!IIP. viidhipatillllqtva mahiibodhyadhimukto mahabodhau
cittam utpadayati 149 'aYaIll prathamal}.'c pratyayas 50 cittasyotpattaye I (b) sa na haiva
prabhiivaIll paSyati va sII}.oti vad api tv anuttarliql samyaksaIllbodhime lirabhya
saddharmaIll srooti bo<PI Or>dhisattvapitakaIllf desyamlinaIllg I srutva cit punar
lSI
abhiprasannaS
ca saddharmaSrav~ 'adhipatilll lqtva
abhiprasfdati
tathagatajiiliniidhimuktal}.52 tathligatajiilinapratilambhaya53 cittam utpadayati. I aYaIll
dvitfyal}. pratyayas54 cittasyotpa~ayeh I (c) sa na haiva dharmaIll srooty' api tu
bodhisattvasaddharmlintardhfu1iml amukham upagatliql pasyati I dr~tva ca punar
asyaivaIll
bhavati
155
aprameyfu}liqlk
bata
sattvlinliql
dul}khlipagamaya
bodhisattvasaddharmasthitii}.
saIllvartate
I
yan
nv
ahaIll
bodhisattvasaddharmacirasthitaye cittam utpadayeYaIll56 yad uta e~am eva sattvlinliqll
dul).khapakar~w;iayam57
I
San 'saddharmadhlir~
evadhipatilll>O
lqtva
tathagatajiiliniidhimuktas tathagatajiilinapratilambhiiya58 cittam utpadayati I aYaIll59 <DIO>
trtryal}.60 pratyayaS cittaslt0tpattaye I (d) sa na haiva saddharmlintardhlinilllP
pratyupasthitliql paSyati I I api tv antayuge 'ntakiile 'pratyavarlin antayugiklin,q
sattviiSrayan' paSyati62 'yad uta dasabhir upakiesair>S upakli~tlin63 I tadyatha
'mohabahullin lihrrkyanapatrapyabahullin'! rr~yamaUts~abahullin64 dul).khabahullin65
dau~thulyabahullin66 klesabahullin67 <PlOy> duscarita<WI ~ahullin68 pramlidabahullin69
kausfdyabahullin70 iiSraddhyabahulliqls ca 171 c4"~a ca punar asyaivaIll bhavati I mahlin72
bataYaIllv ka~ayakiilal}.W pratyupasthita!t I asminn evam upakli~te kiile na sulabho
'nihrnasravf\ka,y<N7v>pratyekabodhav api tavac cittotplida1}. 173 pral evlinuttarayliql
samyaksaIllbodhau I yan nv aham api tavac cittam utplidayeyam7 apy eva namaz
mamlinuSik~amfu}a anye ' py75 utpadayeyur iti I so 'ntakale 'cittotplidadurlabhatam

• sa] PNWD, !ada WC
b ova PNDWc, 0vasya WDJ
'Oyal]1 prathamaO] PWD, lost in N (lowermost part visible)
d vli] WD, vli I N, vati P
.
'samyaksal]1bodhim] W (also Tib.), bodhim PND
f Note Tib. byang chub kyi sde snod.
• desyamiinal]1] PWD, va desyamanal]1 N
h cittasyoO] PWD", lower part lost in N
~ smoly] PND ("ty in N partly damaged), "moti W
J °ttvasaddhar"] W, °ttval) saddharo PD, "!tval) I saddharo N
k 0meylil)al]1] PDWK (Note that the variant in K recorded by Wogihara reads a-prameyal)° which can also
be interpreted as aprameylil)liniil]1.), °meylil)lim N, °mlil)linlil]1 W
1 0nlil]1] PWD, stroke oflong vowel a lost in N
m °k~al)aya] PO, only °l)aya visible in N (probably N = PD), "kar~aya WD J
R sa] W, [sa] D, om. PND P
° "dharal)am evaO] PD, om evaO lost in N (unclear whether I)a or I)a), °dhiiral)am evao W
p "nil]1] WD, °nIlJ1 N, ani\:! P
q °ran antayugiO] PNW, °rantayugiO D
'sattvasrayan] PD, sattvasrayal]1 W, sattvlin N
, Cad uta daSabhir up"] PWD, lost in N
'olan iihri"] WD,olliniil]1 hri" P (anusviira probably added by mistake), °liihri" or "liinhri"? N
• °ma] P"'NWD, °ma PO'
v k~ayaklilal)] WD, ka~ayakiilal) I P, lost in N
w"yal]1] PWD, partly damaged in N
x °upasthitaQ] PNWD, °avasthital)
Y °naSravaka0] NW, °nal) sravakao PD
Z nama], NW, [nama] D, om. P

we
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I

aya!p.76

3.1.2. catvaro hetaval). katame I (a) gotrasa!p.pad bodhisattvasya prathamo hetus 79
cittasyotpattaye I (b) buddhabodhisattvakalyliI)amitraparigraho 80 dvitIyo hetus
cittasyotpattaye 181 (c) sattve~u klirul)yalll82 'bodhisattvasya tp:lyo,b hetus cittasyotpattaye
I (d) 'sa!p.saradul)khadu~karacaryliduJ.li<hlid,c83 api dlrghakliliklid vicitrlit tlvrlin nirantarlid
abhlrutli caturtho hetus cittasyotpatta~e I (a) tatra gotrasa!p.pad bodhisattvasya
dharmatlipratilabdhaiva veditavyli I <D I> (b) caturbhir likara(P Ir>r bodhisattvasya
mitrasa!p.pad 84 veditavyli I (i) iha 'bodhisattvasya mitram lidita,d evlija<;ia!p. bhavaty
adhandhajlit~allle pal)<;iitalll85 vicak~aI)a!p.f na ca 'kudr~tipatitam I iyalll,86 prathamli
mitrasa!p.pat 7
(ii) na caina!p. pramlide viniyojayati 88 na pramlidasthlinamg
asyopasalllharati I iya!p. dvitlyli mitrasa!p.pat 189 ~ii) na caina!p. duscarite i viniyojayati 90
na duscaritasthlinam 'asyopasarpharati I iya!p.,91 < 16> trtlyli mitrasa!p.pat' I (iv) na cainam
utkr~tatarebhyal).
.sraddhlikcchandasamlidlinavlryopliyagul)ebhyo
vicchandayitvlil
nihlnatare~um sraddhlicchandasamlidlinavlryopliyagUl)e~u samlidlipayati I tadyathli
mahliylinlid vicchandayitvli srlivakayline vli92 pratyekabuddhayline vli93 'bhlivanlimaylid
vicchandayitvli,n cintlimaye 94 cintlimaylid vicchandayitvli srutamaye95 srutamaylid
vicchandayitvliO vaiyliprtYaPkarmal)i96 s(N8)Qlamaylidr vicchandayitvli dlinamaye 197 ity
evalllbhliglyebhya utkr~tatarakebhyoS gUl)ebhyo na vicchandayitvli98 eVa!p.bhliglye~u
nihlnatare~ut gul)e~u 'samlidlipayati I iya!p.,99 caturthI mitrasalllpat I (c) <DII> 'caturbhiJ:!
karal).air'" bodhisattval). karul).libahulo bhavati sattve~u I (i) santi te <PI Iy> dhlitaval).,lOo
ye~u duJ.li<ha!p. nopalabhyate lOl dasasu dik~v anantliRaryante~u lokadhlitu~u I sa ca
bodhisattval). saduJ.li<he lokadhlitauY pratylijlito bhavatV 2 yatra duJ.li<ham upalabhyate/0 3
nliduJ.li<he W I (ii) para!p.104 clinyatamena dul)khena spr~tam upadrutam abhibhiita!p.
pasyati I (iii) litmanli clinyatamena lO5 duJ.li<hena spr~to bhavaty upadruto 'bhibhiitaJ:!106 I

l

•

, cittotplidadurlabhatam adhipatilJl] PD, cittotplidal) du ... (rest lost) N (al0ara t and anUSVGra of last
al0ara tilJl visible), cittotplidadur ... (rest lost) W (Wogihara's conjecture based on Tib.: cittotplidalJl
durlabham adhipatilJl)
b °sattvasya ljifyo] PWD, lost in N
, °dul)khadu~karacarylidul)khlid] PN, °dul)khlid du~karacarylidul)khlid D, °dul)khlid du~karacarylid
dui)khlid W
d 0sya mitram lidita] PWD, lost in N
, °ndhajliO] PWD, lost in N
f vicak~al)alJl] PNW (also Tib.), vilak~al)alJl 0
g °sthlinam] NWD, °sthlidanam P
h 0salJlharati] NWD, °harati P
, °scarite] PWD, illegible in N
j mitrasalJlpat] PWD, upper part lost in N
k 0sraddhli] PWD, sra partly damaged and ddhli lost in N
I vicchandayitvli] PNDWK (all throughout unless indicated othenvise), vicchandya WO J, vicchindya We
(The reading ofPNOW K, being a genuine BHS.jorm, is definitively preferable here.)
m nihfnatare~u] PNOW K (N seems to have an incomplete dOl:uja afier hi), nihfnatarake~u WO J
" °ylid vial PWD, lower part lost in N
° No variant given in W. Either the MSS read so or is a printing error.
p °prtYaO] NW (also Tib.), °prtYeo P, °vrtiO We, °vjttyao D
q Fol. no 8 ofN lost.
, sfiamaylid] WD, sfiamayad va P
'Otarakebhyo] W, °tarebhyo PD
t 0tare'iu] PD, °tarake'iu W
"Obhii) karal)air] WDJ (DUll'S actual record is caturbhil) karal)airbodhi-), °bhir akarair PD. Note that Tib.
reads: rgyu mam pa bzhis na. See note to my translation .
v Iokadhlitau] PD, dhlitau WD J (also Tib.)
w 0khe] WD,okhalJl P
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(iv) punas ea param atmiinarp. va tadubhayarp. va dirghakalikena vieitrel)a tlvrel)a"
nirantarel)a duQkhena sfr~tam upadrutam abhibhiitarp. pasyati I iti tasya bodhisattvasya
svagotrasarp.nisrayel)a 10 prakrtibhadrataya ebhis eaturbhir alambanair!08 adhi~thanail.1
karul)a mrdumadhyadhimatra pravartate l09 anyatrabhyasatal;1 I (d) eaturbhil.1 karaJ)air
bodhisattval;1 sattve~u karul)iirp. sarp.puraskrtya sarp.saraduQkhad dirghakalikad vieitrat
tlvr~ nirantara~ api n~ b~bheti I!O no~trasr:t~ 11\1 prag eva nih~nat I <W17> (i~ prakrt,Ya
sattvlko bhavatl l12 dh,tImarp.113 balavan II Idarp. prathamarp. karaJ)am l15 I (n) pal)qlto
bhavati samyagupanidhyiinasilal;1 pratisarp.khyanabalikal;1 I idarp. dvitiyarp. karaJ)am 116 I
(iii) anuttarayiirp. samyaksarp.bodhav a<P 12r>dhimatraya adhimuktya 117 samanvagato
'bhavati I idarp.,118 trtlyarp. karal)am l19 I (iv) 'sattve~u eadhimatraya,b karul)aya
samanvagato 'bhavati I idarp.,120 eaturtharp. karaJ)am 121 I

3.1.3. (a) eatviiri balani katamiini I adhyatmabalarp.122 parabalarp.123 hetubalarp.124
prayogabalarp.125 ea I (b) (i) tatra svasaktipatita ya rueir anuttarayarp.
samyaksarp.bodhau 126 idam uelate bodhisattvasyadhyatmabalarp.c eittasyotpattaye I
(ii) parasaktisamutpadita tu rueir anuttarayiirp. samyaksarp.bodhau bodhisattvasya
parabalam
ity
ueyate
eittasyotpattaye
I (iii)
piirvako
bodhisattvasya
mahayanapratisarp.yuktakusaladharmabhyasa l27
etarhi
buddhabodhisattvasarp.darsanamatrakel)ao
tadvaTl)asraval)amatrakel)a
va
asu
eittasyotpattaye f128 prag eva 'prabhavadar:§anena va saddharmasravaJ)ena va,gl29
hetubalam ity ueyate eittasyotpattaye
(iv) d,~tadharmiko bodhisattvasya
satpuru~asarp.sevasaddharmasraval)aeintadiko I 0 dirghakalikal.1 131 kusaladharmabhyasal;1
prayogabalam ity ueyate eittasyotpattaye I

1

3.1.0. tatra bodhisattvasya samastavyastiirp.sl32 eatural;1 pratyayarp.s133 eaturo hetiin
agamya saeed adhyatmabalena hetuba<P12v>lena ea samastabhyiirp.h dvabhyiirp.
balabhyiirp. tae eittam utpadyate,134 <DI2> evarp.135 tad drqharp.136 ea sararp.137 ea nisealarp.
<WI8> eotpadyate I parabalaprayogabalabhyiirp. tu tae eittam adrqhodayarp. veditavyam 138

I
3.2.0. eatviiri. bodhisattvasya eittavyav,ttikaraJ)ani I katamiini eatviiri I (a) na
gotrasampanno' bhavati I (b) papamitraparigrruto bhavati I (e) sattve~u mandakarul)o
bhavati I (d) sarp.siiraduQkhae ea dlrghakalikad vieitrat tlvran nirantarad bhlrur bhavati 139
atyartharp. bibhety uttrasyati 140 sarp.trasam apadyate I eatuf1)iirp.141 eittotpattihetiinarp.
viparyayel)a eatvary etiini cittavyavrttikiiraJ)iini vistarel)a piirvavad veditavyiini II
4.1.0. dvav imau dfI;l.haprathamacittotpadikasya bodhisattvasya lokasadhiiraJ)av
asearyadbhutau dharmau I katamau dvau I (a) sarvasattviirp.sl42 ea kaqatrabhavena
parigrh1)ati 1143 (b) na ea punal;1 kaqatraparigrahado~el)a lipyate I tatrayarp.

, tlvrel)a] WD, om. P
b sattve~u ciidhinliitrayii] PD, restored by W based on Tib.
, °syiidhyiitmabalalll] PD, restored by W based on Tib.
d Cf the Tibetan translation which reads: gang yin pa de ni.
, °sallldarsanamiitrakel)a] W (restored based on Tib.), °sandarsanamiitrakel)a D, °sandadarsanalll
matrakel)a D P, °sandadarsanamatrakeQa P
f °ttaye] PWD (IN remarks that his reading is based on C but suggests a different reading based on Tib.:
sems skye bar 'gyur na =? cittasyotpattil)).
g prabhiivadarsanena vii saddhannasraval)ena vii] W, saddhannasravaQena vii prabhiivadarsanena vii PD
h Note that Tib. has tshogs pa'am I so so las as if the MS/S read ·samastavyastiibhyiilll.
I °sampanno] W, °salllpanno PD
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ka<N9r>'<;Iatraparigrahado~al).
I'"
'ka<;latrasyanugrahopaghatabhyal1l
kli~tanurodhavirodhau,b I tau ca bodhisattvasya na vidyete I
4.2.0.
dvav
imau
dr<;lhap,rathamacittotpadikasya'
bodhisattvasya
'sattve~u
kalyal).adhyasayau,d pravartetee 144 (a) 'hitadhyasa<PI3r>yas ca'f (b) sukhadhyasayas ca I
tatra
'hitadhyasayal).
ya
akusalat'g
sthanad
vyutthapya
kusale
sthane
prati~thapanakamata' I sukhadhyasayo ya vighatinam,h anathiinam apratisaral).iinal1li
sattviiniil1l kli~tavarjitanugrahakavastiipasarpharal).akaimata I
4.3.0. dvav imau dr<;lhaprathamacittotpadikasya bodhisattvasya prayogau I (a)
adhyasayaprayogal). (b) 'pratipattiprayogas ca'k I tatriidhyasayaprayogo ya tasyaiva
hitasukhiidhyasayasya 'pratidivasam anubfl1lhal).a,1 I pratipattipra~ogal). pratidivasam
atmanaS ca buddhadharmaparipiikaprayogal;t145 <WI9> sattviiniil1l 46 'ca yathiisakti'ffi
yathiibalam 147 adhyiisayaprayogamn eva nisritya hitasukhoopasarpharaprayogal;tP I
4.4.0.
dye
lme
dr<;lhaprathamacittotpaqdikasya
bodhisattvasya
mahat!
kusaladharmayadvare l48 I (a) 'svarthaprayogas ciinuttarayal;t samyaksal1lbodhel;t"samudagamaya I (b) pariirthaprayogas ca sarvasattviiniil1l sarvadul;tkhanirmok~aya I
yatha dye ayadvare 1149 eval1l dvau mahantau kusaladharmasal1lnicayau150 dvav
'aprameyau' kusaladharmaskandhau,tl51 peyalamu 1152
4.5.0. dye ime prav<P13v>thamacittotpadikasya bodhisattvasya 153 prathamal1l154
cittotpadam
upadaya
<D13>
bodhiiya
kusalaRarigrahavaise~ye
tadanyal1l155
kusalaparigraham upanidhiiyaW I (b) hetuvaise~y~1 6 (b) pha1avaise~y~157 ca I sa
, °rigrahado~al) I] PWD, upper part of a~aras slightly damaged N
b °yanugrahopaghatabhyalJl kli~W] PWD, lost in N
, °dika°] PWD, lost in N (vowel sign i in di visible)
d '~u kaiyaQadbyii'] PWD, lost in N (lower half of a~aras ~u and ka still visible)
, Note that, as already mentioned by Wogihara, Tib. add. gnyis gang zhe na ('katamau dvau).
f 0yas cal PNWD, 'puQya D P (Dull's actual record of the variant which is placed after hitadhyasayas ca is
pUQyasukhao thereby giving the impression that P reads pUQyasukhao instead of hitadhyasayas ca

which is not the case.)
°saya!) ya aO] W, 'sayo ya aO PD, lost in ireextreme left part ofa~ara sa visible)
II ° 1 sukhiidhyasayo ya vighatinaO] PWD, lost in N
; °tisarO] PNWKD, °tisar' W
j 'haraQakaO] PWD, slightly defaced in N
k °tti prayogas cal PWD, lost in N (remains of a~aras tti and ca visible)
I 0divasam anubrmhaQii] PWD, 'divasasarvabrmhaQii D P (Dull's actual record of his reading of MS P
here is divasasarvao, giving the impression that he had not read prati. It is also not clear as to which
a~arasfollow his reading of divasasarvao. However, based on my examination of this passage in MS
P, I assume that he had misread the two a~aras manu as sarva, hence reading
pratidivasasarvabrmhaQii instead of pratidivasam anubrmhaQa), lost in N
on ca yathaO] PWD, slightly defaced in N
n 0prayogam] PND, °prayoyam W
, 'khoO] PWD, only partly visible in N
p °haraprayoO] PWD, lost in N (a~ara yo partly visible)
q °cittotpaO] PWD, lost in N
r 0prayogas ciinuttarayal) saO] WD, °prayogas canuttara sao P, lost in N (lower most part of a~aras
visible); °myaksarpbodhel)] WD, °myaksarpbodhi P, slightly defaced in N
'Omeyau] PWD, slightly damaged in N
I 0meyau kusaladharmaskandhau] PWD, lost in N !first ak$ara ku and last a~ara dhau partly visible)
"peyalam] ND, peyalarp W, peiayalam P
v praO] PWD, damaged in N. Cf Tib. which must have read *dr<;lhaprao as in the preceding and the
g

following paragraphs which compels us to take the Tibetan reading more seriously. See the note to
W

the my translation.
upanidhO] PNWD, upadho We
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khalu bodhisattvasya kusalaparigraho 'nuttariiyiil). 'samyaksal]1bodher hetul:t 158 sii ca
tasya" phalal]1159 Ina tadanyal:tb sarvasriivakapratyekabuddhakusalaparigrahal:t 1160 <N9v>
priigeva tadanye~iil]1 sattviiniil]1 I tasmiid bodhisattviiniil]1 kusalaparigrahas l61
tadanyasmiit sarvakusalaparigrahiid dhetubhiivatal:t phalatas ca prativisi~tal:t I
4.6.0. dviiv imau drc;lhaprathamacittotpiidikasya hodhisattvasya cittotpiidiinusaI]1sauc I ~a)
saha cittotpiidiic ca sarvasattviiniil]1 dak~il.).lyabhuto bhavati gurubhutal:t pUl.).yak~etral]1 62
'pitrkalpal:t prajiiniirh,d (b) avyiihiidhyasya ca l63 pUl.).yasya parigrahal]1164 karoti I tatredam
avyiibiidhYal]11b5
pUl.).yal]1
I
(i)
yena
samanviigato
bodhisattvas l66
cakravartidvigul.).eniirak~el.).iirak~itoe bhavati lrasminn 'asyiirak~e sadii,frratyupasthite na
saknuvanti g suptamattapramattasyiipi vyii~ii vii yak~ii vii 'amanu~yii vii' <PI4r> 'naiviisikii
vii vihethiirp. kartul]1 I parivrttajanmii,i punar ayal]1 bodhisattvas 167 tena <W20>
pUlJ.yaparifJ;ahel.).iilpiibiidho bhavaty 'arogajiitlyal:t
na,j ca dlrgbel.).a kharel.).a 'vii
iibiidhena' 68 sprsyate I (ii) sattviirthe~u ca sattvakara 'l.).lye~u asya vyii,lyacchamiinasyaIU
kiiyena viicii 'dharmal]1 ca desayatal:t,nl69 niityarthal]1 kiiyal:t kliirhyatio l7O na smrtil:t
pramu~yate na cittam 'upahanyate I (iii) prakrtyaiva tiivad gotrastho'P bodhisattvo
mandadau~thulyo
bhavati
1171
utpiiditacittasq
tu
bhuyasyii
miitrayii
'mandataradau~thulyo>f bhavati 1172 yad uta kiiyadau~thulyena viigdau~thulyenaS
cittadau~thulyena ca I (iv) asiddhiiny api ca tadanyasattva'hastagatiini 'sattviiniim
'taddhastagatiini
Ityupa'"dravopasargasal]1samakiint
mantrapadiini
vidyiipadiini
sidhyanti I kal:t'w punar viidal:t siddhiini I (v) adhikena ca k~iintisauratyena samanviigato
bhavati I parataupatTasahal:tXI73 'aparopatiiPl ca I parel.).iipi'Y ca param upatiipyamiinam
upalabhyiityarthal]117
biidhyate
I krodher~yiisiithyarnrak~iidayasZ ciisyopaklesii
hatave<N IOr>gii"" mandiiyamiiniil:t kadiicit samudiicaranty" 175 iisu ca vigacchanti 17 I yatra

l

'osafllboO] PWD, °sambo o N; °dher hetu!) sa ca tasya] PWD, lost in N (last a~ara yapartly visible)
tadanya!)] NWO, tv anya!) P
'cittotpadiinusaTj1°] PWD, lost in N (a~ara cipartly legible)
d °kalpal) prajanam] 0, °kalpal) prajaniiTj1 PNW (lowennost part of a~aras damaged in N)
'OguQenarak,?eQiirakl;ito] PND, °gUl)' arak"el)' arak"ito W, °gUl)' arak"al)e rak"ito We
f asyiirak"e sada] P, asy' arak"e sada W, arak"e sada 0, lost in N (the length of the lacunae suggests that
N might have read like P or W)
• anti] PWD, lower part of a~ara lost in N
h amanu"ya vii] PO (also Tib. & Chin. as noted by Wogihara), manu,?ya vii amanll'?yii vii W, manll'?ya vii
.
amanu!?ya N. See note to my translation.
. ,
'osikii va vihethaTj1 kartuTj11 pariO] PWD, lost in N (first a~ara sipartially visible)
.i °yal) Ina] PWD, defaced in N
k °karaO] PWD, a~ara ka defaced in N
I °Qlye"u asya vyiiO] W, °l)Iye,?v asya vyiio PD, lost in N (l)lpartly visible)
on °yacchamiinasya] WD, °yacchata!) PNWKD P
" dharmafll ca deal W, dharmaii ca deC PO, lost in N (ak~ara nca has survived)
° k1amyati] PNW, kriimyati
P °pahanyate I pralqtyaiva tavad gotrastho] PWD, lost in N (first a~ara pa and last a~ara tho partially
b

°

visible)
°cittas] PNDW K (also Tib. & Chin.), °bodhicittas WDJ
, °ndatara dau'?lhu O] PDW\ °nda dall'?lhuO] WDJ, badly defaced in N (seems, however, to read like
PDWK)
'viigdau,?lhu)yena] WOJ, am. PND (also Chin. & Tib.)
I 0sattvaoJW, 0sattvafllo oj (WD J supported by Tib.), am. PND
" °nam ItyupaO] PWD, lost in N
v 0rgasafllsaO] WO, °rgasafllsao P, °rge dafllsamasakasao WK (Wogihara notes that K is not corroborated
by Tib. & Chin.), °rga dafllsamasakasao N
W taddhastagatani sidhyanti I ka!)] PWO, lost in N (visarga partly visible)
'OrataupaO] PWD, lost in N (a~aras ra and papartly visible)
Y °PI ca I paC] PWD, lost in N
'Osalhyamrak"iiO] PWD, lost in N
"Oga] PNWD, °gaya We
q
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ca <PI4V: ~~ak~etre _~rativasati)177 tasmin l78 bhayabha~~avadurb~ado~iiI79
amanu~yal>tcrtas copadrava 0 anutpannas canotpadyante l81 utpannas ca vyupasamyanti 1
sacet puna!).c Rrathamacittotpiidiko bodhisattva l82 ekadii <014> narake~v apiiyabhiimiiv
upapadyate 1 3 sa bhiiyailyii 'miitrayii iiSutararp.,184 ca mucyate narakebhya!). J
tanutariiqll85 ca 'dul;Ikhiiql vedaniiql,d vedayate 1186 bhp§atararp.187 ca sarp.vegam l8
utpiidayati 189
te~iiqll90
ca
sattviiniim
antike
karUl).iiCittatiim 191
avyiibiidhyapuJ.1yaparigrahahetol;!
1
ity
evarp.bhiigi"yiin 192
bahiin . anuSarp.siin
avviibiidhyapuJ.1yaparigrahiit prathamacittotpiidiko bodhisattva!). pratyanubhavati 1193

<wit>

5i~.!Z!. bodhisattvabhiimiiv iidhiire yogasthiine dvifiyarp. cittotpiidapata1arp.194 samiiptame

II

a

0caraO] PW, °caraO ND
amanW)yiiO] PND, amanu~

'aO W, manW)yii vii amanW)yaO D'
~
'pUl)ai)] WDJ (Dutt, erroneously(?) placing the note before sa, states: J 20 omits it.), pUl)ai) sa PND
d dui)khiir]! vedaniirp] WD, vedaniidui)kham N, vedaniirp dui)kharp P
. . . ~
• samiiptam] WN, am. PDP, [samiiptam] D. Note that P has samiiptam at the end ofthe gotrapalala.
b
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0lambhaya] PND, °larpbhaya W
0yarp] WDN, anusviira not visible in P
60 "yal)] NWD, °yarpl) P
61 °ti 11 PND, 0ly W
62 °ti] WD, °ti I PN
.
63 O~pan] PND, O~tarp W
64 0lan] PD, °Ian I N, °Iarp W
65 °Ian] PD, °lan I N, °larp W
66 0Ian] PD, °lan I N, °larp W
67 0liin] D, °lan lPN, °larp W
68 0lan] D, °lan lPN, clarp W
69 °lan] PND (N erroneously adds dal:uja after
la), °larp W
70 0bahulan] ND, °bahulan I P, °bahularpn W
(obviously printing error)
71 ca I] NWD, ca P
72 Chan] PND, °harp W
73 °dal) 11 PW, °dal) ND
74 0yam] D, °yarpl PN, °yarp W
75 'py] WD, py PN
76 0yarp] PWD, °yaft N
77 0yas] PND, 0yal) W
78 °ye I] NWD, °ye II P
79 hetus] PND, hetu!) W
80 °ho] D, °hal) NW, °hal) I P
81 °ye 11 PWD, °ye II N
82 0yarp] WD, °yam N, anusviira not visible in P
83 0dul)khao ... 0dul)khad] NWD,
°dukkhao ... odukkhad P
84 0sarppad] PD, °sampad NW
85 pa1)<;litarp] PD, pal)<;litam] N, parp<;litarp W
86 0tam I iyarp] WD, °tam iyarp PN
87 0sarppat] PWD, sampat N
88 °yati] W, °yati I PND
89 °sarppat I] PWD, sampat II N
90 °ti] NWD, "Ii I P
91 °harati I iyarp] WD, °haratTyarp PN
92 va] NWD, Va I P
93 va] WD, va I P, va II N
94 0ye] WD, °ye I PN
95 0ye] NWD, °ye I P
96 0l)i] WD, °1)i I P, °l)i II N
97 °ye I] PW, °ye D
98 °tva] WD, °tva I P
99 0ti I iyarp] WD, °tTyafi P
100 0val),] con}., oval) I W, avo PD
101 °te] WD, ate I P
102 °ti,] can}., °ti I PW, °ti D
103 °te,] can}., ate I PNWD
104 0rarp] W, crail PD
105 canyataO
] W, ea 'nyataO PD
106 'bhiO] WD, bhio P
107 sarpnis O] W, sanniso PD
108 alambanair] PD, alarpbanair W
109 °te] WD, ate I P
110 °ti] WD, °ti I P
III 0ti] W, °ti I PD
112 °ti I] W, °ti PD
113 0marp] PW, oman D
114 °lan I WD, °lan P
115 0l)am] D, 01)arp PW
58

59

0kam] D, °karp PNW
0varp] NWD, °vafiP
3 0carp] W, °caft PND
4 0yarp] NWD, ya P
5 0narp] NW, °naft PD
6 carthaO] NWD, ca arthao P
7 0yarp] NWD, °yam I P
8 0rtharp] W, °rthafi PND
9 prarthanlikara!)] PND, prarthan'akara!) W
10 0rtharp] W, °rthafi PND
II calambya] ND, c' alambya W, ca alambya P
12 0da!)] NWD, ada!) I P
13 0varpgamaO] W, °vailgamaO PND
14 0lal)] NWD, °la!) I P
15 °lcta!)] NWD, °lcta!) I P
16 ani I] NWD, ani P
17 O~am] PND, o~arp W
18 'pi] WD, pi PN
19 0yal) I] PN, 0yal) WD
20 'pi] WD, pi PN
21 pancaO] PND, parpcao W
22 one I] WD, one PN
23 0lpado 'vaal em., °lpada!) avaO NWD, °lpadal)1
avaO P
24 °ya I] NWD, "ya P
25 0sarpboO] PND, °samboo W
26 0yas] PND, °ya!) W
27 tarp] W, tafi PND
28 sarpniO] W, sannio PND
29 'pi] WD, pi PN
30 'pi] WD, pi PN
31 'pi] WD, pi PN
32 sarpniO] W, sannio PND
33 'pi] WD, pi PN
34 °da!)] PWD, ada!) IN
35 ca anaiO] WD, canaF PN
36 ate] NWD, "Ie I P
37 °vidhii I alyaO] PWD, °vidhalyao N
38 0tlarp] NWD, °tlan P
39 0na!)] NWD, °nal) I P
40 0padas] N, °pada!) WD, °padal) I P
41 0bhiS] PND, °bhil) W
42 0lair] PND, °lai!) W
43 0ya!)] NWD, ° ya!) I P
44 orne I PWD, °me N
45 va aci°] ND, va 'ci° W, va I aci° P
46 °ti lPN, °ti WD
47 oval)] W, ova PN, O[val)] D
48 ca I] W, ca PND
49 0ti I] WD, 0ly PN
50 0yas] WD, 0yal) N, 0yal) I P
51 0ti I] WD, 0ly PN
52 °tal) WD, eta!) I PN
" °lambhaya] PND, °larpbhaya W
54 pralyayas] PND, pralyaya!) W
55 0ti I] WD, 0ly PN
56 °yarp] NWD, °yarp I P
57 dul)kha O] NWD, dukkhao P
I

2
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0I)am] D, °J).arp PW

adhiO] W, 'dhiO PD
118 °ti I idaIlI] WO, °tfd~ P
119 0Dam] D, e1)am PW
120 °ti I idaljl] WO, °trdaljl P
121 0Qam] D, °l)aljl PW
122 0laljl] WO, °laljll P
123 0laIlI] WD, °laljll P
124 0laljl] WD, 0laljll P
125 0laljl] W, °lan PD
126 °dhau] D, °dhau I W, °dhav P
127 0dharmabhyasa] PD, °dhrmabhyasa
(obviously printing error) W
128 °ye] D, °ye I PW
129 va D, va I PW
130 0cintadiko] PD, °cint 'adiko W
131 °kaI:t] WO, °kal) I P
132 °taIlIs] WD, anusviira missing in P
iJJ 0YliI!Is] PD, °YliI!Is W
134 °te,] coni., °te I PNWO
135 0v~] W, °van PD
136 0<;lh~] W, °<;lhaii PD
iJ7 0r~] W, °ran PD
138 0IJam] D, °I)aIfl PW
IJ9 0ti] WO, °ti I P
140 °ti] WO, °ti I P
141 0naIlI] WD, °Qan P
142 0ltvliIlIs] PD, °ltvaIlIs W
143 °ti I] WD, °ti P
144 °te I NWD, °te P
145 0gal)] PWD, °gal) I N
146 0naIlI] W, °nlift PND
147 0laml'PND, °laIlI W
117

148

149

0nnaO] PND, c nn 'ao W
ore I] PNW, Ore D

150 0sarpnicayau] W, °samnicayau D,
°samnicayau IN, °sannicayau P
°dhau] NW, °dhau I D, °dhau I P
152 °lam Il ND, °laljl I W, °lam I P
153 °asya] NWO, °sya I P
154 °maIlI] PWD, mail N
155 °yaIlI] PWD, anusviira not visible in N
156 °yaIlI] PWD, anusviira not visible in N
157 0y~] W, °yafi PND
158 0tul)] NWD, °tul) P
159 0l~] WD, lam PN
160 °haI:t I] PWO, °hal) N
161 0has] PND, °haI:t W
162 0traIlI] PWD, °tram N
163 cal PWD, ca I N
164 0haIlI] PWD, °ham N
165 °dhyaIlI] PWD, anusviira not visible in N
166 0tvas] PD, °tvaI:t NW
167 0tvas] PND, °tval) W
168 va aha°] PWD, va 'ha° N
169 °tal)] NWD, °tal) I P
170 0ti] NWD, °ti I P
171 0ti I] WD, 0ly P~
172 °ti I] P, °ti NWD
I7J °haI:t] WD, °haI:t I PN
174 0thaIlI] PWD, °tham N
151

377

only] PND, °nti W
0cchanti] PND, cchaIlIti W
177 0ti Il PNW, °ti D
178 0min] PND, °miIlI W
179 O~a] PNDD J , ~al) W
ISO ova PND °vah W
181 0nte] WD, °nt~ I PN
182 0ltva] PN, °ltvaI:t WD
183 °te I] PNW, °te D
184 0ya asutararp] D, °ya asutaraii PN, 0y'
liSutaraIlI W
185 0raljl] W, °ran PND
186 0te Il PN, °te WD
187 0raljl] W, °ran PND
188 saljlO] PWD, sarn° N
189 °ti] WD, °ti I PN
190 O~aIlI] W, o~an PND
191 0tam] PND, °tliIlI W
192 evaljlbhligYyan] PND (anusviira in N missing
or not visible), evaljlbhagfyaIlI W
193 °ti I] WD, °ti 1111 PN
194 ° laIlI] NWD, °lam 111111 P
195 0tam II] D, °tam 1111 N
175
176
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A Critical Edition of the Tibetan Text of Bodhisattvabhiimi 1.2

1. Introduction

The copying of the bsTan-'gyur was less common than that of the bKa'-'gyur (esteemed
as the buddhavacana) and was held to result in fewer beneficial resources (pU/Jya).
Copying the bsTan-'gyur was also an immense and expensive task involving the
reproduction of as many as 225 volumes (as in the case of the Golden bsTan-'~r) in
comparison with the approximately one hundred volumes of the bKa'-'gyur. As a
result, the number of bsTan-'gyur editions transmitted is far smaller than that of the
bKa'-'gyur. Only five bsTan-'gyur recensions are available to modern scholars today,
although other handwritten versions of the bsTan-'gyur are known to have been
produced in sNar-thang, Zha-lu, 'Phyong-rgyas, rTse-thang, rGyal-rtse, and elsewhere. 2
We know more about the history of the bKa' -' gyur than we do about the history of the
bsTan-'gyur, thanks to the work of scholars such as Helmut Eimer.3 A thorough study
of the history of the bsTan-'gyur tradition, however, remains a desideratum. 4 The five
bsTan-'gyur recensions available today are:
(I) the Peking bsTan-'gyur, completed in 1724,5
(2) the sDe-dge bsTan-'gyur, completed in 1744,6
(3) the sNar-thang bsTan-'gyur, completed in 1742,7

I

See SKILLING 1991: 138.

2

SKILLING 1991: 138, n. 11.

3

For the names of some leading scholars in the field, see SCHOENING 1995: 122-123 and ZIMMERMANN

2002: 164.
As already noted in SCHOENING 1995: 124. For a general discussion of the bsTan-'gyur editions, see
SCHOENING 1995: 123-124, 132-134, 141-143; SKILLING 1991: 138. A study on the history of the
bsTan-'gyur transmission based on historical sources is being currently conducted by Oma A1mogi.

4

5 See SCHOENING 1995: 143 (Blockprint Editions, no. 8). According to the Bod yig 'bri tshu! (p. 33), the
original wood blocks of the Peking bsTan-'gyur are no longer extant.

For a brief history of the sDe-dge bsTan-'gyur, see SCHOENING 1995: 142-143 (Blockprint Editions, no.
4) and the Bod yig 'bri tshu! (p. 29). The original wood blocks of the sDe-dge bsTan-'gyur have survived
until this day (Bod yig 'bri tshu!, pp. 29, 33).

6
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(4) the Co-ne bsTan-'gyur, completed in 1772,8 and .
(5) the Golden bsTan-'gyur of the mid-18th century.9
Except for the Golden bsTan-'gyur, which is the first and so far only handwritten
bsTan-'gyur to become accessible to modem scholars, all other recensions are
xylographic editions. Schoening has made an attempt to define the stemmatic tree of the
bsTan-' gyur editions. 1O As shown by him, the sDe-dge bsTan-' gyur (which is an edition
made by collating four different manuscript versions) and the faithful copy of it that
resulted in the Co-ne bsTan-'gyur represent one strand of transmission, and the Peking,
sNar-thang, and the Golden copies, all of which derive from the 'Phying-ba sTag-rtse
recension, comgiled shortly after the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama (reigned 16421682), another. 1 Both of these bsTan-'gyur traditions have descended in turn from the
Zha-lu bsTan-'gyur (early 14th century). The sDe-dge edition in particular is a critical
edition of sorts, and seems to have undergone an unusual degree of editorial scrutiny.
This is probably the reason why it offers the smoothest readings from the point of view
of Tibetan grammar and syntax, although such readings do not necessarily represent the
original ('correct') ones in the Tibetan translation.
For my critical edition, I have used all but thesNar-thang edition. 12 The method
applied here is basically the same as the one applied in the critical edition of the
Sanskrit text. A positive apparatus has been adopted, and the numbers used to segment
the text (corresponding to the numbers in the Sanskrit edition and the translation) are
mine. The folio numbers of each recension are given in raised angled brackets (for
instance, <PIOa> represents folio number 10 recto of the Peking recension). The variants
that I hold to have semantic significance have been recorded in the footnotes (in lettered
sequence, beginning on each page anew). In addition, the few instances where all
Tibetan editions deviate from the Sanskrit text have been noted. Less significant
variants such as the use of strokes (shad), orthographic variants that have resulted from

7 For a description of the sNar-thang bsTan-'gyur, see SCHOENING 1995: 132, 143 (Blockprint Editions,
no. 6). Some of the wood blocks of the sNar-thang bsTan-'gyur are said to have been destroyed during
the Cultural Revolution. Later the wood blocks of the missing texts in the sNar-thang bsTan-'gyur were
recarved based on extant prints from the original wood blocks. However, some corrections were made in
the process. Since the old and new blocks were commingled, it is now difficult to know whether a
particular block belongs to the original·or to the new blocks, and thus whether a certain reading is original
or emended. (I thank Dr. Felix Erb for sharing this information.)·Compare the table (re'u mig) in t1ie Bod
yig 'bri Ishu! (p. 33), which merely states '[wood] blocks destroyed' (par 'jig) as a note to the sNar-thang
bsTan-'gyur.

See SCHOENING 1995: 142 (Blockprint Editions, no. 3) and the Bod yig 'bri Ishu!, pp. 27-28. According
to the Bod yig 'bri Ishu! (pp. 28, 33), the original wood blocks of the Coone bsTan-'gyur were destroyed
during the Cultural Revolution when Coone Monastery was burnt down. I have used a photocopy made
from the microfilm of the xylographic print of the Coone bsTan-'gyur kept in the Iibraly of the University
of Hamburg (Asien-Afrika-Institut, Abteilung fUr Kulturund Geschichte Indiens und Tibets).

8

On the Golden bsTan-'gyur, see SKILLING 1991; MEJOR 1992: 29-30, n. 1; and SCHOENING 1995: 141142 (Manuscript Editions, no. 1).

9

10

See SCHOENING 1995: 133 (Figure 2: Tentative Tanjur stemma).

II See PASADIKA 1989: xviii; SKILLING 1991: 139; MEJOR 1992: 30; SCHOENING 1995: 123-124 (Tanjur
Research).
12 There is a modern print of the Tibetan Bodhisaltvabhiimi published together with the Tibetan
Udiinavarga by the Mi-rigs-dpe-skrun-kbang. See the Byang sa dang Ishoms. The editors (dPe skrun gsa!
bshad, p. 2.12-15) state that they collated the sDe-dge and sNar-thang recensions and, except for serious
mistakes, retained all original readings. However, since this edition has no historical and philological
value, I have itot used it for my critical edition.
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abbreviations, obvious scribal errors, and confusion between pa and ba, have been
recorded in the endnotes (under Arabic numerals). However, I have not recorded scribal
peculiarities (such as the placing of the suffix s below· the preceding letter, commonly
employed in order to save space) or later scribal or editorial corrections. Likewise, no
distinction was made between the common shad and the rin chen spung shad, 13
commonly used for the first shad in the line when it occurs after only one syllable.
Some observations may be made on the basis of the Cittotpadapatala. Although
the Peking and the Golden editions belong to the same tradition, their readings are not
completely identical. The most notable feature of the Golden edition is its profuse use of
orthographic abbreviations (skung yig),14 invariably resulting in simple orthographic
variants (e.g. the readingyongsu instead ofyongs su). Since the abbreViations were not
used consistently throughout, they have been recorded individually. Moreover, the
Golden edition abounds in scribal errors or deliberate 'corrections,' which are less
common in the Peking edition. The Peking version often confuses pa and dpa' (for
example, reading sems pa instead of serns dpa' and vice versa). And although the
readings of Co-ne agree with the readings of sDe-dge to a great extent, these two
editions are by no means identical. Most of the variations in Co-ne, however, seem to
have resulted from scribal error rather than deliberate emendation.
The following sigla are used in the critical edition of the Tibetan text:
P
D
G
C
Skt.

13

Peking (P 5538), Sems tsam, vol. zhi, fols. 8b4-14bl
sDe-dge (D 4037), Sems tsam, vol. wi, fols. 7a6-12a4
Golden bsTan-'gyur, Sems tsam, vol. zhi, fols. IOa6-17a2
Co-ne (Reel nos. 49-50), Sems tsam, vol. wi, fols. 7a7-12a5
Sanskrit (referring to my critical edition)

Lit. 'the stroke [that looks like] a heap of jewels.'

14 Already noted in SKlWNG 1991: 139. dPa'-ris Sangs-rgyas devotes a chapter of his work Bod yig 'bri
tshul (pp. 109-132) to orthographic abbreviations (yig ge skung tshu!). He comments that the tradition of
using abbreviations (skung sro!) is archaic, one found already in the Tun-huang documents (p. 109). The
benefits of skung yig, he states, are speed and the economy of ink and paper (p. 120). In the case of the
Golden bsTan-'gyur, however, the judicious use of gold may have been the prln)ary motive behind the
extensive use of abbreviations.
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2. The Text

1.1.1. 'di la byang chub sems dpa'i dang po'i sems bskyed ga ni byang chub sems dpa'i
yang dag pa'i smon lam thams cad kyi nang na yang dag < 7b> pa'i smon lam ~ dang
po yina te I de las gzhan pa'i yang dag pa'i smon lam mams sdud pa yin no II <GIO >de Ita
bas na de ni yang dag pa'i smon lam dang po'i ngo bo nyid yin no II
1.1.2. byang chub sems dpa' de byang chub tu sems kyis smon lam 'debs pa na I 'di Itar
sems mngon par ' du <D7b> byed cing I tshig , di skad ces kyang smras te I kye rna bdag
bla na med pa yang dag par <rdzogs pa'i byang chub mngon par,b rdzogs par 'tshang
rgya bar gyur cig I sems can thams cad kyi don yang byed cing shin tu mthar thug pa'i
mya ngan las 'das pa dang I de bzhin gshegs pa'i ye shes la 'god par gyur cig ces de de
Itar bdag gi byang chub dang sems can gyi don sgrub pa na I sems skyedC par byed do II
de Ita bas na sems bskyed pa ill <P9a> sgrub pa'i mam pa yin no II
1. 1.3. sems bskyed pa de yang byang chub de dang I sems can gyi don la dmigs nas
sgrub par byed kyi I dmigs pa med par ni rna yin te I de Ita bas na sems bskyed pa de ni
byang chub la dmigs pa dang I sems can gyi don la dmigs pa yin no II
1.1.4. sems bskyed pa de yang byang chub kyi phyogs kyi dlfe ba'i rtsa ba thams cad
sdud pa'i thog mar 'gro ba'i phyir I dge ba dang I mchog tu dge ba dang I bzang ba
dang I mchog tu bzang ba dang I legs pa dang I mchog tu legs pa'i yon tan dang Idan pa
dang I sems can thams cad la brten pa'i Ius dang2 ngag dang3 yid kyi nyes pa spyod pa
dang mi mthun pa yin no II

1.1.5. 'di Ita ste I byang chub sems dpa'i dang po sems bskyed pa de ni de las gzhan pa
'jig rten pa dang I 'jig rten las 'das pa'i don dag la yan¥ dag pa'i <Gila> smon lam dge ba
de dag thams cad kyi nang na yang dag pa'i smon lam gyi mchog bla na med pa yin no

II
1.1.0. de Itar na dang po sems bskyed pa de ill ngo bo nyid las kyang rig par bya I rnam
pa dang I dmigs pa dang I yon tan dang I khyad par du 'phags pa las kyang mtshan nyid
Ingar rig par bya'o II
1.2.1. byang chub sems dpa' ill sems de bskyed rna thag tu S bla na med pa'i byang chub
theg pa chen po la zhugs pa dana I 'di Ita ste I brda dang I tha snyad kyi tshul gyis byang
chub sems dpa' zhes bya ba'i < 8a> <grangs su,6'gro ba yang yin te I de Ita bas na sems
bskyed pa de ni 'jug par bsdus pa yin no II
1.2.2. byang chub sems dpa' sems de bskyed nas rim gyis bla na med pa yang dag par
rdzogs pa'i byang chub mngon par rdzogs par 'tshang rgya bar 'gyur gyi I rna bskyed
par ni rna <08a> yin te I de Ita bas na sems bskyed pad de ni bla na med pa yang dag par
<P9b> rdzogs pa'i byang chub kyi rtsa ba yin no II

, yin] DC, ni PG
rdzogs pa'i byang chub nmgon par] PDC (also Skt.), om. G
, skyed] DC, bskyed PG
d pal DC, om. PG
b
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1.2.3. byang chub sems dpa' sems can sdug bsngal baa roams la snying Ije dang Idan
zhing I 'yongs SU,7 bskyab par sems pa yang sems de skyedb par byed de I de Ita bas na
sems bskyed pa de ni snying Ije'i rgyu mthun pa yin no II

1.2.4. byang chub sems dpa' ill sems bskyed pa de la brtenC cing gnas nas I byang chub
sems dpa'i bslab pa byang chub kyi phyogs kyi chos roams dang I sems can gyj don bya
ba dag la sbyor bar byed de I de Ita bas na sems bskyed pa de ni byang chub sems dpa'i
bslab pa roams kyi rten yin te I
1.2.0. <Glib> de Itar dang po sems bskyed pa de ni bsdu ba dang I rtsa ba dang I rgyu
mthun pa dang I rten du gyur pa las rig par bya'o 118

byang chub sems dpa'i dang po sems bskyed pa de yang mdor na roam pa gnyis
te I nges par 'byin pa dang I nges par 'byin pa rna yin pa'o II 'de la,d nges par 'byin pa ni
gang skyes nas gtan du 'jug la phyir Idog par mi 'gyur ba'o II nges par 'byin pa rna yin
pae def ni gang skyes nas gtan du mi 'jug la phyir Idog par 'gyur ba'o II
2.1.0.

2.2.0. sems bskyed pa de'i ldog pa la yang roam pa gnyis te I gtan du ba dang I gtan du
ba rna yin pa'o II de la gtan du ba ni 'di Itar sems Ian cig log nas phyis byang chub kyi
phyir mi skye ba'o II gtan du ba rna yin pa ni 'di Itar sems log kyang byang chub kyi
phyir yang dang yang skye bar ' gyur ba' 0 II
3.1.0. sems skye ba de yang rkyen bzhi dang I rgyu bzhi dang I stobs bzhis skye bar 'rig
par,g bya'o II
3.1.1. de la rkyen bzhi gang zhe na I (a) 'di la rigs kyi bu'am 19 rigs kyi bu mos de bzhin
gshegs 'pa 'am'tO I byang chub sems dpa'i cho <C8b> 'phrul dang I mthu bsam gyis mi
khyab Ra dang I rmad du byung ba mthong ngam I yid brtan pa las thos kyang rung ste I
des <PI a> mthong ngam thos nas 'di snyam du sems te I kye rna gang la gnas par 'gyur
ba 'ami zhugs par gyur pa'i mthu deh Ita bu de dang I cho 'phrul de Ita bu de mthong ba
dang I thos pa'i byang chub de ni mthu che ba yin no l snyam <D8b>nas I2 de mthu
mthong ba dang thos pa de i njid kyi dbang du byas te I byang chub chen por mos shing
<Gl2a> byang chub 'chen por,I3 sems skyedJ par byed pa 'di ni sems skye ba'i rkyen dang
po'o II (b) desk mthul mthong ba'am thos pa med du zin kyang bla na med pa yang dag
par rdzogs pa'i byang chub las brtsarns te I 'byang chub kyi sde snod,mn ston pa na dam
pa'i chos nyan par byed do II mnyan nas kyang mngon par dad par byed do II mngon par
dad nas kyang dam pa'i chos thos pa'i dbang du byas nas I de bzhin gshegs pa'i ye shes

'ba] DC, am. PG
skyed] DC, bskyed PG
'brten] DC, rten PG
d de la] DC, des PG
'pa] PDG, right vertical stroke ofpa missing in C (Following is a gap measuring approximately the size
b

f

of three ligatures. This space suggests that extra text curved out wrongly into the wooden block were
removed by chipping off the curved outlellers.)
de] DC, am. PG

rig par] PDG, rigsar C
de] PG, 'di DC
; de] PDC, am. G
j skyed] DC, bskyed PG
k des] DC, de PG
I mthu] DC (also Skt.), am. PG
m snod] PDG, snon C
" Note that Skt. has bodhisattvapitaka.
g

h
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la mos shing I de bzhin gshegs pa'i ye shes thob par bya ba'i phyir 114 sems skyeda par
byed pa 'di ni sems b skye ba'i rkyen gnyis pa'o " (c) des chos rna 'thos SU'IS zin kyang
byang chub sems dpa'i dam pa'i chos nub tu cha bar nye bar gyur pa dag mthong ngo "
mthong nas kyang yang de 'di snyam du sems te I kye rna byang chub sems dpa,'i dam
pa'i chos gnas pa ni sems can dpag tu med pa dag gi sdug bsngal sel bar byed pa yin
gyis I bdag gis 'di Ita ste I sems can 'di dag nyid kyi sdug 'bsngal bsal'c ba'i phyir I
byang chub sems dpa'i 'dam pa'i,d chos yun ring du gnas par bya ba'i don du sems
bskyed par bya gor rna chag snyam nas I de dam pa'i chos gzung ba nyid kyi dbang du
byas te I de bzhin gshegs pa'i ye shes la mos shing I de bzhin gshegs pa'i ye shes thob
par bya ba'i-ph~r I sems skyede Far byed pa 'di ni sems skye ba'i rkyen gsum pa'o " (d)
des dam pa'f < lOb> chos nub tu l nye bar gyur pa rna mthong du zin kyang I dus kyi tha
rna dus kyi mjugf tu bab pa'i tshe I <G12b> dus n~an pa'i sems can mams kyi Ius 'di Itar
nye ba'i nyon mongs pa bcu po 'di Ita ste I gti <C a> mug shas che ba dang I ngo tsha med
cing khrel med pa shas che bag dang I phrag dog dang set' sna shas che ba dang I sdug
bsngal shas che ba dang I gnas ngan len shas che ba dang I nyonmongs pa shas che ba
dang I nyes par spyod pa shas che ba dang I bag med pa shas che ba dang lie 10 shas che
ba dangb rna dad pa shas che ba mams kyis nye bar nyon mongs pa mthong ngo "
mthong < 90> nas kyang yang 'di snyam du sems te I kye rna snyigs ma'i dus chen po de
ni byung gis med do" nye ba'i nyon mongs pa can gyi dus 'di'i 'skabs SU'I7 ni nyan thos
dang lS rang sangs rgyas kyi byang chub dman pa la sems bskyed pa yang myed par sla
ba rna yin na I bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub tu Ita ci smos te I re
'Ijes SU,I9 slob cing I
zhig bdag gis sems bskyed pai dang I de dag kyang 'di Itar bdag
gzhan dag gis kyang sems bskyed par "gyur ro,20 snyam nas I dek dus kyi tha ma'i tshe I
sems bskyed pa myed par dka' ba'i dbang du byas te I byang chub chen po la mos shing
byang chub chen por sems skyed1 par byed pam'di ni sems 'skye ba'i>n rkyen bzhi pa'o "

#

3.1.2. de la rgyu bzhi gang zhe na I (a) rigs phun sum tshogs pa ni byang chub sems
dpa'io semsP skye ba'i rgyu dang po'o " (b) sangs rgyas dang I byang chub sems dpa'
dang I dge ba'i bshes gnyen gyis yongs su zin pa ni byang chub sems ~a'i semsq skye
ba'i rgyu gnyis pa'o " (c) sems can mams la snying rje ba ni byang 13a>.chub sems
dpa'i' sems skye ba'i rgyu gsum pa'o " (d) 'khor ba'i sdug bsngal dang I dka' ba spyad
pa'i sdug bsngal <Plla> yun ring po mam pa sua tshogs pa drag pa bar chad med pas
kyang I1li 'jigs pa des ni byang chub sems dpa'i sems skye ba'i rgyu bzhi pa'o " (a) de la.
byang chub sems dpa'i! rigs phun sum tshogs pa ni I chos nyid kyis' thob pa nyid yin par
• skyed] DC, bskyed PG
b sems] PDG, defaced in C
'bsngal bsal] PDC, bsngal bsngal G
d dam pa'i] PDC, om. G
• skyed] DC, bskyed PG
r mjug] DC, 'jug PG
• ba] DCG, om. P
h ser] DPG, sem C
i pal DC, om. PG
j gil DC, gis PG
k de] DC, des PG
I skyed] DC, bskyed PG
on pal DC, om. PG
n skye ba'i] DC (also Sanskrit), bskyed pa'i PG
o dpa'i] DGC, dpa: P
P sems] DGC, om. P
q sems] PGC, sams D
'dpa'i] DC, dpa' PG
'de]PG,'diDC
t dpa'i] DCG, pa'i P
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rig par bya'o II (b) byang chub sems dpa'i bshes gnyen phun' sum tshogs pa ni mam pa
bzhir rig&ar bya ste I (i) 'di la byang chub sems dpa'i b bshes gnyen ni thog rna nas
kyang I < 9b> blun po rna yin zmng I yid brtul c ba'i rang bzhin can rna yin te I mkhas
shing mdzangs la Ita ba ngan pa la21 zhugs pa yang rna yin pa 'di ni bshes gnyen phun
sum tshogs pa dang po'o II (ii) bag med pa la yang de 'jug par mi byed la I bag med pa'i
gnas kyang de la sgrub par mi byed pa 'di ni bshes gnyen phun sum tshogs pa gnyis
pa'o II (iii) nyes par spyod pa la yang de 'jug par mi byed la nyes par spyod pa'i gnas
kyang de la sgrub par <D9b> mi byed pa 'di ill bshes gnyen phun sum tshogs pa gsum
pa'o II (iv) de dad pa dan¥ I ~dun pa dang I yang dag par blang ba dang I brtson 'grus
dang I thabs kyi 'yon tan,2 ches khyad par dUd 'phags pa dag las 'dun pa bzlog la I dad
pa dang I 'dun pa dang I yang dag par blang ba dang I brtson 'grus dang I thabs kyi yon
tan ches dman pa dag la 'jug gar mi byed de I 'di Ita ste I theg pa chen po las 'dun pa
bzlog la I nyan thos kyi theg < 13b> pa 'am I rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa la 'jug par mi
byed pa dang I bsgoms e pa las byung ba las' dun pa bzlog la I bsams f pa las byung ba lag
'jug pa 'am I bsams pa las byung ba las 'dunh pa bzlog la I thosi pa las byung ba la 'jug
'gar byed'J pa 'am I thos pa las byung ba las 'dun pa bzlog la I zhal ta byed pa la ' 'jug par
< 11 b> byed pa 'am,k I tshul khrims las byung ba las 'dun pa blzog la I sbyin pa las byung
ba la 'jug pa 'am I de Itar 'di Ita bu dang mthun pa'i yon tan ches l khyad par du 'phags
pa dag las 'dun pa bzlog la I 'di Ita bu dang mthun pa'i yon tan ches dman pa dag 'dzin
du 'jug par mi byed pa 'di ni bshes gnyen phun sum tshogs pa bzm pa'offi II (c) byang
chub sems dpa' ill rgyu mam pa bzhis na I sems can mams la snying Ije ba'i shas che ba
yin te I (i) phyogs 'bcu'i 'jig rten,23 gyi khams mtha' yas mu med pa dag na 'jig rten gyi
khams gang na sdug bsngal med pa de Ita bu dag kyang yod na I byang chub sems dpa,n
de ni gang na sdug bsngal yod cing24 sdug bsngal dang bcas pa'i 'khams SU,025 skye bar
byed kyi I sdug bsngal med par ni rna yin te I (ii) gzhan sdug bsngal ci yang rung bas
thebs shing gnod par gyur te I 'non pa'P <CWa> mthong ba dang I (iii) bdag kyang sdug
bsngal ci yang rung bas thebs smng gnod par gyur te non pa mthong ba dang I (iv)
gzhan nam bdag gam gnyis ka yang rung ste I sdug bsngal yun ring ba26 mam pa sna
tshogs pa drag po bar chad med pas thebs shing gnod par <GI4.> gyurq te I 27 non pa
mthong na 'di Itar byang chub sems dpa' de ill rang gi rigs <DIO.> la brten cing I rang
bzhin gyis dge bas na goms pa med par yang dmigs pa rten bzhi po ' di dag gis snying
Ije chung ngu dang I 'bring po dang I chen po skye bar 'gyur ro I (d) byang chub sems
dpa' ni sems can mams la snying Ije yang dag par sngonr du btang nas I 28 rgyu bzhi po
'di dag gis 'khor ba'i sdug bsngal yun ring ba mam pa snatshogs pa drag po bar chad
med pas kyang mi 'jigs shing mi skrag na chung ngus Ita ci smos te I (i) rang bzhin gyis

'phun] PDG, am. C
dpa'i] DCG, pa'i P
, brtul] PG, rtul DC
d du] DC, am. PG
'bsgoms] PDG, sgom C
f bsams] DC, bsam PG
g la] DC, las PG
h 'dun] DCG, bdun P
i thos PDG, thas C
j par byed] PG, am. DC
k 'jug par byed pa 'am] PG, 'jug par mi byed pa dang DC
I ches] PDG, chos C
on pa'o] PDG, po'o C
"dpa'] PDG, dpa'i C
o Note that Sanskrit reading by D has lokadhiitau (= *jig rten gyi khams su).
P non pa] DC, non pa tha mar PG
q gyur1DC, 'gyur PG
, sngon] DC, mngon PG
b
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snying stobs che zhing brtan' pa dang ldan <pas stobs ~~~ l~an)bpa yin te I 'di ni rgyu
dang po'o II (ii) mkhas pa dang I yang dag par sems pa'{ 12. ngang tshul can dang I so
sor rtog pa'i stobs dang ldan pa yin te I 'di ni rgyu gnyis pa'o II (iii) bla na med pa yang
dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub la mos pa chen po dang ldan pa yin te I 'di ni rgyu gsum
pa'o II (iv) sems can mams la yang cher snying Ije ba dang ldan pa yin te I 'di ni rgyu
bzhi pa'o II
3.1.3. (a) stobs bzhi gang zhe na I nangd gi stobs dang I gzhan gyi stobs dang I rgyu'i
stobs dang I sbyor ba'i 'stobs SO,29 II (b) (i) de la rang gi mthus bla na med pa yang dag
par rdzogs pa'i byang chub 'dod par gyur pa gang yin pa de ni byang chub sems dpa'i
byang chub tu sems skye ba'i nange gi stobs zhes bya'o II (ii) gzhan gyi mthus bla na
med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub la 'dod pa skyed pa gang yin pa de ni
byang chub sems dpa'i sems skye ba'i gzhan gyi stobs zhes bya'o II (iii) sngon theg pa
chen po dang ldan pa'i dge ba'i chos la <GI4b> goms pas da Itar sangs rgyas dang byang
chub sems dpa' mthong ba tsam mam I de dag gi bsngags £a thos pa tsam gyis kyang
myur du sems skye bar 'gyur na I dam pa'i chos thos pa'am I mthu mthong 'bas Ita crf
smos te I de ni byang chub sems dpa'i sems skye ba'i rgyu'i stobs zhes bya'o II (iv) tsheg
'di nyid la skyes bu dam pa la brten <ClOb> pa dang I dam pa'i chos mnyan pa dang I sems
pa la sogs pa dge ba'i chos yun ring du goms par byas pa gang yin pa de ni byang chub
sems dpa'i sems skye ba'i sbyor ba'i stobs zhes bya'o I
3.1.0. de la byang chub sems dpa'i rkyen bzhi dang I rgyu bzhi po dag tshogs <DlOb>
pa'am3l I so so la brten nas 132 gal te stobs gnyis po nang gi stobs dang I rgyu'i stobs 'di
gnyis tshogs pa'am33 I so so lash sems de skyes na ni des na de brtan pa dang I snying
por gyur pa dang I mi g.yo bar 'gyur ro I gzhan gyi stobs dang I sbyor ba'i stobs gnyis
<PI2b> las skyes pa'i sems de mi brtan par rig par bya'o II
3.2.0. byang chub sems dpa' sems ldog pa'i rgyu ni mam pa bzhi ste I bzhi gang zhe na I
(a) rigs dang mi ldan pa yin I (b) sdig pa'i grogs pos yongs su zin pa yin I (c) sems can
mams la snying Ije chung ba yin I (d) 'khor ba'i sdug bsngal yun ring po mam pa sna
tshogs pa drag po bar chad med pas 'jigs te I shin tu 'jigs shing skrag la dngangs par
'gyur ba yin te I sems ldog par 'gyur ba'i r~ bzhi po 'di dag ni sems skye ba'i rgyu
bzhi po ' di dag bzlog pa las snga rna bzhin < 5.> du rgyas par rig par bya' 0 II
4.1.0. 'di gnyis ni byang chub sems dpa,i dang po sems bskyed pa brtan pa'i ngo mtshar
rmad du byung ba'i chos 'jig rten dang thun mong rna yin pa ste I gnyis gang zhe na I (a)
sems can thams cad chung ma'i tshul du yongs su ' dzin pa dang I (b) chung rna yongs su
'dzin pa'i nyes pas kyang gos p~ "gyur ba rna yin no,k II de la chung rna yongs su 'dzin
pa'i nyes pa ni 'di yin te I chung rna la phan 'dogs pa dang I gnod pa byed pa las mthun
pa dang mi mthun pas nyon mongs pa can du ' gyur ba ste I del gnyis ni byang chub
sems dpa' la med do II
, brtan] DC, brten PG
b pas stobs dang Idan] P, stobs dang Idan DC, om. G
'pa'i] DC, dpa'i PG
d nang] DC, rang PG
, nang] DC, rang PG
r bas Ita ci] DCG, defaced in P
• tshe] DC, byang chub sems dpa' tshe PG
h las] PG, las nges par DC
; dpa'] DGC, pa P
j par] DC, pa PG
k 'gyur ba ma yin no] PG, mi 'gyurba yin no DC
I de] PCG, daD
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4.2.0. 'di gnyis ni byang chub sems dpa' dang po sems bskyed pa brtan pa'i sems can
mams la lhag pa'i bsam pa bz.ang po 'jugEar 'gyur ba yin te I 'gnyis gang zhe na I >a (a)
phan pa bya ba'i lhag pa'i bsam pa dang I 4 (b) bde ba bya ba'i lhag pa'i bsam pa'o II de
la ~han parb bya ba'i lhag pa'i bsam pa ni mi dge ba'i gnas nas bton nas dge ba'i 'gnas
su) 5 'god par 'dod pa gang yin pa'o II bde bare bya ba'i lhag pa'i bsam < IIa> pa ni sems
can phongsd pa dang I mgon med pa dang I rten med pa mams la nyon mongs pae can
spangs te I phan pa'i dngos po sgrob par 'dod pa gang yin <PI3a> pa'o II

J

4.3.0. 'di <DIIa> gnyis ni byang chub sems dpa' dang po sems bskyed pa brtanf pa'i
sbyor ba yin te I (a) lha~ pa'i bsam pa'i 'sbyor ba)g dang I (b~ sgrob pa'i sbyor ba'o II de
la lhag pa'i 'bsam pa'i) sbyor ba ni phan pa bya ba dang I 6 bde ba bya ba'i lhag pa'i
bsam pa de nyid nyin gcig bzhin du yang <GI51» dag par spel ba'o II sgrob pa'i sbyor ba
ni nyin gcii 1>zhin du bdag gis sangs rgyas kyii chos yongs su smin par byed pa'i sbyor
ba dang Ilhag pa'i bsam pa'i sbyor ba nyid la brten nas ci nus ci lcogs kyis sems can
mams lak phan pa dang I bde ba sgrob pa'i sbyor ba'o II
4.4.0. 'di gnyis ni byang chub sems dpa' dang po sems bskyed pal brtan pa'i dge ba'i
chos chen po 'du ba'i sgo yin te I (a) bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub
yang dag par bsgrob pa'i phyir bdag gi don la sbyor ba dang I (b) sems can thams cad
kyi sdug bsngal thams cad 9sal ba'i phyir gzhan gyi don la 'sbyor ba'o)m II 'duba'i sgo
gnyis ji Ita ba bzhin du dge ba'i chos kyi tshogs chen po gnyis dang I dge ba'i chos kyi
phung po dpag tu med pa gnyis kyang de bzhin du sbyar ro II
4.5.0. 'di gnyis ni byang chub 'sems dpa,m dang po sems bskyed pa brtan pa'i sems
bskyed pa nas bzung ste I byang chub kyi phyir dge ban yongs su 'dzin pa ni de las
gzhan pa'i dge ba yongs su 'dzin pa las khyad par du 'phags pa yin te I (a) rgyu khyad
par du 'phags pa dang I (b) 'braso bu khyad par du 'phags pa'o II byang chub sems dpa'i
dge ba yongs su 'dzin pa de ni bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub kyi
rgyu yin te I de yang de'i 'bras bu 'yin no )38 II de las gzhan pa nyan thos dang rang sangs
rgyas thams cad ~ dge ba yongs su 'dzin pa yang de Ita rna yin na I de las gzhan pa'i
sems can mams < I3b> kyiP Ita ci smosJ de Ita bas na byang chub sems dpa' mams ~
dge baq yongs su 'dzin pasr ni de las I6a> gzhan pa'i dge ba yongs su 'dzin pa <ell>
thams cad las rgyu dang 'bras bu'i ngo bos khyad par du 'phagsp!l 'yin no )39 11

a Note

that Sanskrit has no parallel.
par] PG, pa DC
'bar] PG, ba DC
'phongs] DC, 'phongsPG
'pa] PDG, om. or lost C
r brtan] DC, bstan PG
• sbyor ba] PDG, sbyos G
h bsam pa'i] DC, om. PG
; gcig] DC, cig PG
j kyi] DC, kyis PG
k la] PG, la yang DC
'pa].DC, om. PG
m sbyor ba' 0] DC, sbyar bar ro PG
n ba] DC, ba'i PG
o 'bras] PCG, defaced in D
P kyi] PG, kyis DC
q ba] DC, ba'i PG
r pas] DG, pa CP
b
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4.6.0. 'di gnyis ni byang chub sems dpa,a dang po'i sems bskyed pa brtan pa'i sems
bskyed pa'i phan yon yin te I (a) sems bskyed rna thag gis <Dllb> kyang sems can thams
cad kyi yon 'gnas suAO gyur pa dang I bla mar gyur pa dang I bsod nams kyi zhing dang I
skye dgu mams kyi pha dang 'dra bar gyur pa dang I (b) gnodb pa med pa'i bsod nams
yongs su 'dzin par byed do II de las gnod pa med pa'i bsod nams ni (i) gang dang Idan
na byang chub sems dpa' 'khor los sgyur ba kun nas bsrung ba'i nyis ' gyur gyis bsrung
ba yin te I kun nas bsrung ba de dag de la rtag tu nye bar gnas pas I gnyid loge gam I
myos par gyur pa'am4! I bag med par gyur pa na yang I gdug pa'am42 gnod sbyin nam I
mi rna yin pa gnyug mar gnas pa mams kyis gtse bar mi 'nus pa'o,d II tshe brjese pa'i 'og
tu yang byang chub sems dpa' de ni bsod nams yongs su bzung ba des na I gnod pa
nyung zhing rang bzhin gyis 'gnod pa,r med pa yin te I gnod pa yun ring ba dang I drag
pos 'debs par mi "gyur ro A3 II (ii) de Ius dang ngag gis gems can gyig don dang I sems
can gyi bya ba dag la rtsol h ba dang chos ston pa na shas' cher Ius ngal bar mi 'gyur
zhing I brjed ngas par mi 'gyur la I sems nyams par mi 'gyur ro II (iii) byang chub sems
dpa'i rigs la gnas pa ni rang bzhin ~s kyang gnas ngan len shas chung ba yin la I 44
sems bskyed 'na ni,k 'di Ita ste I <G!6 > Ius kyi gnas ngan len dang I 'sems kyi gnas ngan
gnas ngan len'! shin tu chung bar "gyur ro,45 II (iv) gsang sngags kyi tshigiTI dang
len
I 46 < !4a> rig sngags kyi tshig sems can mams kyi yams kyi nad dang I gnod pa dang I
nad 'go ba zhi bar byed pa dag de las gzhan pa'i sems can gyi lag na 'dug pa rna grub pa
mams kyang de'i lag tu 'ongs na 'grub par 'gyur na I grub pa dag Itan ci smos I (v) Ihag
par yang bzod pa dang I nges pa dang Idan te I pha rol gyi gnod pa byas ga bzod pa yin
no II gzhan la yang gnod pa mi byed la I 0 gzhan gyis gzhan la gnod <C 2a> pa byed pa
mthong ngam thos na yang shin tu mi dga' bar "gyur ro,47II de'i nye ba'i nyon48 mongs
pa khong khro ba dang I phragP dog dang I g.yo dang 'chab faa la sogs pa mams kyang
bcom ste ~ nyams smad pas brgya la spyod par gyur na <01 a> yang myur du 'bral bar
"gyur roA II de grong gi gnas 'gang na gnas,q pa de yang 'jigs pa dang I 'jigs par 'gyur
ba dang I mu ge'i nyes pa mams dang I mi r rna yin pas byas pa'i gnod pa rna byung ba
mams ni 'byung bar mi 'gyur la I byung ba mams ni mam par zhi bar "gyur ro,50 II

rn

gal te byang chub sems dpa' dang po sems bskyed pa de Ian 'ga' zhig ngan song gi
sems can dmyal ba 'mams SU,5! 'skyes SU,52 zin kyang de ni gnod pa med pa'i bsod nams
yongs su 'dzin pa'i rgyus shass cher shin tu myur bar thar bar 'gyur la I sdug bsngal gyit

, dpa'] DC, dpa'i PG
b gnod] PDC, bnod G
, log] PDC, logs G
d nus pa'o] DC, nus so P, nuso G
'brjes] DC, nujes PG
r gnod pa] DC, nad PG
, gyi] PG, mams kyi DC
h rtsol] DC, brtsol PG
; shas] PDG, shes C
j par] DGC, bar P
k na nil DC, na PG
I Cf Sansb·it text.
In tshig] PDG, tshigs C
"Ita] DC, am. PG
o la I] DC, la 1gzhan gnod pa byed dam 1PG. DC supported by Sanskrit?
P phrag] DCG, phra P
q gang na gnas] DC (supported by Sanskrit), om. PG
, mil DC, mi dang mi PG
, shas] DC, chas P, ches G
, gyi] PGC, defaced in D
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'tshor ba>a yang shin tu tshabs chung ba myong bar 'gyur te I Skyob ba yang shin tu skye
bar "gyur ro>53 II sems <Gl7a> can de dag laC snying rje'i sems bskyed par "gyur ro>54II de
ltar byang chub sems dpa' dangd po sems bskyed pas iIi gnod pa med pa'i bsod nams
yongs su >dzin pa las 'di Ita bu dang 155 mthun pa'i phan yon mang po 'nyams SU>56
myonge bar "gyur ro>57 II
'

5.0.0. byang chub sems dpa'i sa'i gzhi'i mal 'byor gyi gnas las I 58 sems bskyed pa'i
<PI4b> le'u ste gnyis pa'o 1111

, tshor ba] PG (supported by Sanskrit), tshor ba myong ba DC
b skyo] em., skye PDCG
, la] PDG, la yang C
d dang] PDG, dad C
, myong DG, myod PC
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tu] DCG, du P
dang] PDC, dang I G
3 dang] PDC, dang I G
4 smon] PDG, smen C
5 tu] DGC, du P
6 grangs su] DC, grangsu PG
7 yongs su] PDC, yongsu G
8 bya'o II] DGC, bya'o I P
9 bu'am Il PDC, bu'am G
10 pa 'am] PCG, pa'am D
II no] DCG, no II P
12 nas] PDC, nas I G
13 chen por] PDG, che dper C
14 phyir Il PDG, phyir I C
15 thos su] PDC, thosu G
16 tu] DCG, du P
17 skabs su] PDC, skabsu G
18 dang] PG, dang I DC
19 rjes su] PDC, Ijesu G
20 'gyur ra] PDC, 'gyura G
21 la] DCG, la I P
22 yon tan1PDC, yton G
23 bcu'i 'jig rten] PDC, bcu'ijtien G
24 dng] PG, cing I DC
25 khams su] PDC, khamsu G
26ba] DCG,paP
27 te I] PG, te DC
28 nas I DC, nas PG
29 stobs so] PDC, stobso G
30 pa'am] DC, pa 'am PG
31 pa'am] DC, pa 'amPG
32 nas I] DC, nas PG
33 pa'am] DC, pa 'am PG
34 dang I] PG, dang DC
35 gnas su] PDC, gnasu G
36 dang I] DCG, dang P
J7 gems dpa'] PDC, sel]1da' G
38 yin no] PDC, yino G
39 yin no] PDC, yino G
40 gnas su] PDC, gnasu G
41 pa'am] DC, pa 'am PG
42 pa'am] DC, pa 'am PG
43 'gyur ra] PDC, 'gyura G
44 la I] PG, la DC
45 'gyur ro] PDC, 'gyuro G
46 dang Il DGC, dang I P
47 'gyur ro] PDC, 'gyura G
48 nyon] PDG, nyo rna C
49 'gyur ra] PDC, 'gyura G
50 'gyur ra] PDC, 'gyuro G
51 mams su] PDC, mamsu G
52 skyes su] PDC, skyesu G
53 , gyur ra] PDC, , gyuro G
54 'gyur ra] PDC, 'gyura G
" dang I] DC, dang PG
56 nyams su] PDC, nyamsu G
57 , gyur ro] PDC, ,gyuro G
58 las I] DC, las PG
I
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vol.pa.
!De 'u chos 'byung mKhas-pa IDe'u, rGya bod kyi chos 'byung rgyas pa. Chief
ed. Chab-spel-tshe-brtan-phun-tshogs. Gangs can rig mdzod
3. Lhasa: Bod-Ijongs-mi-rigs-dpe-skrun-khang, 1987.
Legs bshad gser phreng Tsong-kha-pa Blo-bzang-grags-pa, Shes rab kyi pha rol tu
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rgyan 'grel pa dang bcas pa 'i rgya cher bshad pa legs bshad
gser gyi phreng ba. In TsSB, vols. tsa & tsha.
ITa 'grel Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, Man ngag Ita phreng gi 'grel
pa. A: in RS-A, vol. 1, fols. 223-267; B: in RS-B,. vol. 1, pp.
303-35J.

lTaba'ikhyadpar Ye-shes-sde, ITa ba'i khyadpar. P 5847; D 4360; S 3605,
vol. 116.

ITa grub shan 'byed rtsa 'grel Bod-pa-sprul-sku mDo-sngags-bstan-pa'i-nyi~ma. ITa grub
shan 'byed gnad kyi sgron me'i rtsa 'grel. Chengdu: Sikhron-mi-rigs-dpe-skrun-khang, 1996.

ITa phreng Padmasambhava (ascribed), Man ngag Ita ba 'i phreng ba. In
NyK, vol. 23 ('a), pp. 159-175.
Man ngag mdzod Klong-chen-pa Dri-med-'od-zer, Mcm ngag rin po che'i
mdzod. In DzD, vol. ga [separate pagination].
mChims chen mChims ']am-pa'i-dbyangs, Chos 1Iingon pa mdzod kyi tshig
le 'ur byas pa 'i 'grel pa mngon pa 'i rgyan (on cover: mDzod
'grel mngon pa 'i rgyan). Reprint: Delhi: Siddhartha's Intent
Yashodhara Publications, 1992.

mChim.s chung mChims-ston Blo-bzang-grags-pa, Chos mngon pa gsal byed
.. legs par bshad pa 'i rgya mtsho. A Concise Exposition of the
Abhidharmakosa [sic] of Acarya· [sic] Vasubandhu.
Reproduced from a set of prints from the 19th century
xylographic redaction prepared at the behest of ']amdbyangs Mkhyen-brtse'i-dbail-po. Sakya Students' Union.
Samath: CIHTS, 1996.
mChod bsgral rnam bshad Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, gSang sngags lugs kyi mchod
pa dang I bsgral ba'i rnam bshad mdor bsdus pa. A: in RSA, vol. 2, fols, 183-185; B: in RS-B, vol. 2, pp. 50-53.
mDo rgyas Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, gSang sngags kyi dam sdom
spyi dang khyad par lhag pa 'i dam tshig tu phye ste mdo
rgyas su bstan pa. A: in RS-A, ·vol. 3, fols. 147-273. B:
under the title Dam tshig mdo rgyas chen mo, in RS-B, vol.
2, pp. 241-389.
mDo sde rgyan 'grel Mi-pham rNam-rgyal-rgya-mtsho, Theg pa chen po mdo

mDo sdud 'grel pa
mKhas 'jug
mKhas 'jug sdom byang
mNgon brjod tshig mdzod

sde'i rgyan gyi dgongs don rnam par bshad pa theg mchog
bdud rtsi'i dga' ston. InMS, vol 2 (a), pp. 1-760.
ld., Yon tan rin chen sdud pa 'i 'grel pa rgyal ba'i yum gyi
dgongs don Ia phyin ci ma log par 'jug pa 'i legs bshad. In
MS, vol. 24, pp. 1-223.
ld., mKhas pa'i tshul la 'jug pa'i sgo zhes bya ba'i bstan
bcos. InMS, vol. 22, pp. 1-327.
ld., mKhas 'jug gi sdom byang. In MS, vol. 22, pp. 329-380.
Bu-chung, comp., mNgon brjod tshig mdzod. Lhasa: BodIjongs-mi-dmangs-dpe-skrun-khang, 1997.
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mNgon rtogs rgyan 'grel Mi-pham rNam-rgyal-rgya-mtsho, Sher phyin mngon rtogs
rgyan gyi mchan 'grel pU/:u;la ri ka'i do shal. In MS, vol. 4
(pa), pp. 1-347.
mNyam sbyor 'grel pa Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, Sangs rgyas thams cad dang
mnyam par sbyor ba mkha "gro rna sgyu rna bde ba'i mchog
ces bya ba'i rgyud kyi dka' 'grel. A: in RS-A, vol. 3, fols. 1146; B: in RS-B, vol. 2, pp. 457-620.
mTshan brjod 'grel pa Id., 'Phags pa 'jam dpal gyi mtshan yang dag par brjod pa 'i
'grel pa rnam gsum bshad pa. A: in RS-A, vol. 1, fols. 268299; B: in RS-B, vol. 1, pp. 255-290.
mTsho tlk mTsho-sna-ba Shes-rab-bzang-po, 'Dul tlk nyi ma'i 'ad zer
legs bshad lung gi rgya mtsho. Zi-ling: Krung-go'i-bod-kyishes-rig-dpe-skrun-khang, 1993.
Nges shes sgron me Mi-pham rNam-rgyal-rgya-mtsho, Nges shes rin po che'i
sgron me. In MS, vol. 9 (shrf), pp. 71-123.
Nyang ral chos 'byung Nyang-ral Nyi-ma-'od-zer, Chos 'byung me tog snying po
sbrang rtsi'i bcud. Lhasa: Bod-ljongs-mi-dmang-dpe-skrunkhang, 1988.
'Od gsal snying po Mi-pham rNam-rgyal-rgya-mtsho, gSang 'grel phyogs bcu
mun sel gyi spyi don 'ad gsal snying po. In MS, vol. 19, pp.
1-271.
'Phang thang rna dKar chag 'phang thang rna. In dKar chag 'phang thang mal
sgra 'byor bam po gnyis pa. Beijing: Mi-rigs-dpe-skrunkhang,2003,pp.I-67.
Phyogs bcu 'j mun sel Klong-chen-pa Dri-med-' od-zer, dPal gsang ba snying po de
kho na nyid nges pa'i rgyud kyi 'gre! pa phyogs bcu'i mun
pa thams cad sel ba. NyK, vol. 26 (la).
Rab gnas bshad sbyar Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, bDe bar gshegs pa'i sku
gsung thugs kyi rten la rab tu gnas paji ltar bya ba 'i gzhung
gi bshad sbyar. A: in RS-A, vol. 2, fols. 269-299; B: in RSB, vol. 2, pp. 135-169.
rGyab chos pad dkar Mi-pham rNam-rgyal-rgya-mtsho, Thub chog byin rlabs gter
mdzod kyi rgyab chos padma dkar po. In MS, vol. 15 (cha),
pp.9-1004.
rGyud sde spyi rnam bSod-nams-rtse-mo, gNas lnga rig pa'i palJ{ii fa chen po
zhes yongs su grags pa 'i slob dpon rin po che bsod nams rtse
rna 'i gsung rab glegs bam dang po las rgyud sde spyi'i rnam
par gzhag pa. In SKB, vol. 3 (ga), pp. 1-147.
rGyud spyi 'i dngos po Rong-zom Chos-kyi-bzang-po, rGyud spyi'i dngos po gsa!
bar byed pa 'i yi ge. A: in RS-A, vol. 2, fols. 222-239; B: in
RS-B, vol. 2, pp. 87-104.
Ri rna spyi 'i rnam gzhag brTson-'grus-rab-rgyas & rDo-rje-rin-chen, Bod kyi ri rna
spyi'i rnam gzhag blo gsal 'jug sgo. Beijing: Mi-rigs-dpeskrun-khang, 2001.
Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs mKhan-po Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho alias Y on-dga', sDom gsum
rnam par nges pa'i mchan 'grel rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs.
Nyingma Students Welfare Committee. Samath: CIHTS,
1986.
Rim gyis 'jug pa 'i sgom don Vimalamitra, Rim gyis 'jug pa 'i sgom don. P 5334; D 3938,
S 3168, vol. 64.
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179
Asano, Morinobu, 68
iisaya, 81, 139, 141, 145-147, 154, 197,
248,249,337,343,344
Asoka, 121, 130,n. 142
AsokadattavyiikaralJasu~a, 139
aspirational prayer, 107, n. 1; see also
prm:zidhiina & pralJidhi
aspirational wish, 25, 91, 148, 157, 249,
266, 268, 270, 301, 323; see also
prm,lidhiina & pralJidhi
A$tamahiisthiinacaityastotra, 93
a$fiiizgapo$adha, 130
A$tasiihasrikii, 35, n. 61, 60, 62, 64, 67,
121, 122, 131, n. 152, 133, n. 167, 144,
148,149,151,207,274
A$tasiihasrikiiprajiliipiiramitiisutra, 360, n.
26
asura, 183
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Atisa, 36, 45, 68,165,171-177, 179, 180,
182
Atiyoga, 118,292,313,316,317, n. 139
iitman, 127,244, 342; see also self
Atyayajiiiinasutra, 29
Atyayajiiiinasutravyiikhyiina, 29, n. 33
Avadiina, 87,95, 100
Avalokitesvara, 99, 135
[Avalokite.§varagUlJa]kiirwu;!avyuhasutra,
94, n .. 12
iivaralJa, 31
avidyii, 211, 212; -nidrii, 24
awakening, 21, 24, 30, 39, n. 80,41, n. 89,
66,83,91,93,94,95,96,98,101,127,
131-133, 135, 142, 146, 155, n. 276,
157,172,178,184,185,187,196,206,
236,241,249, n. 73, 323, 335; - being,
131; - mind, 70; - of a buddha, 123;
Buddha's -, 77, 84; complete -, 30,
155, n. 274; desire for -, 70;
experience of -, 244; great -, 93;
highest (perfect) -, 91, 147, 180, 183,
278,280,282,283,323,335,337,340;
highest state of -, 195; path of -, 341;
perfect (complete) -, 30, 93, 140, 271,
n. 184, 340; resolve for -, 70; seat of -,
48, 93, 130, 328, 335, 340; seven limbs
of -, 304; thought of -, 70; time &
place
of
Buddha's
,
102;
unsurpassable (correct perfect) -, 279,
341
axiology, 22, 31, 45-56
iiyatana, 27, 220

B
Bahudhiitukasutra, 89, n. 92
Bait;lurya ser po, 95, nn. 18 & 19,96, n. 25
bala, 137, 147, 279; adhyiitma~, 262;
adhyiitma~, 282; iisraya-, 193, n. 120,
156; five -, 283; four~, 279, 282, 283;
hetu~, 98, 262, 282, 283; mitra~, 98,
283; mula-, 98, 283; para-, 282;
pratipatti~, 193, n. 120, 255-256;
pratyiipatti~, 355, 356; prayoga-, 282;
sruta~, 98, 283; ten-, 26
Balagotrapatala,359
bandha,44
bandhu, 162-163,n.319
Bandurski, Frank, 360
Basham, Arthur L., 121, n. 84, 135,n. 181
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bDen gnyis 'jog tshul, 44, n. 103
Be 'u 'bum dmar po, 171, n. 10
becoming a buddha, 21-23, 29-31, 36, 3839, 41--42, 45, 56, 70, 77, 78, 91, 93,
100, 101, 156,204,208,211,256,269,
241; prerequisites for - in early
Buddhism, 86-87
Bendall, Cecil, 67, 69,357,358,363
Beyer, Stephan, 179, n. 48
.
BhadracaryiipralJidhiina, 123
Bhadrakalpikasutra, 91, 94, n. 14, 97, 98,
165, 166,n.339, 177
Bhadrapiilasutra, 26, 205, 207, 334
Bhai$ajyavastu, 95, 98
bhiijanaloka, 31,126,211
bhava,211
bhavacakra, 44
Bhiivaniikrama, First ~, 62, 68, 166, n.
341, 237, 245, 289, n. 55; Second ~,
68,230, n. 158,254,257; Third~, 124,
125, n. 115,237,245
bhiivaniimaya, 200
bhaya, five kinds of ~, 265, n. 155
bhik$u, 122, 134, 138, 139, 179,294, 301,
n. 50, 302; ~ par excellence, 179,313
bhik$ulJf, 138, 139,301, n. 50
bhumi(s), 48, 66, 250, 350; adhimuktica~ii~, 266, 272, 275, 284, 350;
buddha~, 48, 272, 350; eighth~, 102,
349; first -, 100, n. 46, 127, 151, 152,
349; kumiira~, 268; ten -, 66, 67, 272,
273; tenth~, 93, 99, 103; twelve~, 48,
n. 124
Bhumipatala, 359
bhuta, 126
bhutakoti, 28, 196, 214
bindu, 224, 225
binduyoga, 224
bKa' brgyad rnam bshad, 204
bKa' yang dag pa 'i tshad rna, 25
bKa'-dgams-pa(s), 171,172, 176,271, n.
179
bliss, 62, 69,196,203,205-206,218-219,
222-223,328; three types of~, 219, n.
97
blood, 196,218,326
boat, 53,110,119,270
boatman-like, 99-100, 267-271
Bod yig 'bri tshul, 379, nn. 5 & 6, 380, nn.
7 & 8, 381, n. 14
Bodh-Gaya, 103
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Bodhi tree (Ficus religiosa), 21, 48, 75, n.
10,93,102,104
bodhi, 24, 64, 70,127, 130, 133, 138, 151,
156, 167, 205, 206, 214, 278;
abhisarrz~, 30; buddha~, 37;pratyeka~,
37; sarrz~, 30; samyaksarrz~, 30, 37,
138; sravaka~, 37; three kinds of ~,
149,205; see also awakening
Bodhibhadra, 173, 174, n. 19, 176, 181,
192,336
Bodhicaryavatiira, 36, n. 65, 40, n. 83, 44,
n. 107,55,59,60,62,67,71,83, n. 57,
88, n. 87, 100, 127, nn. 130-132, 136,
n. 191, 156, n. 283, 162, nn. 317 &
318,163, n. 325,164, n. 331,170,173,
177, 179, 180, 182,246,249, n. 74,
271, n. 182,277, n. 2, 278, n. 3, 291, n.
1,346,333, nn. 1-2,334, nn. 5-8,346,
n. 67, 348,n. 73, 352, n. 90, 356, n.
104
Bodhicaryavatarapafijika, 44, n. 107, 45,
n. 109, 130, n. 148, 180, n. 55,211, n.
65, 214, n. 76,247, nn. 66-68,278, n.
3, 334, n. 9, 352, n. 89
bodhicitta, 21, 22, 57; ~ as causa sine qua
non of becoming a buddha, 36; ~ as
characterised by upaya (or karwJii) &
prajfiii, 37; ~ as creme de la creme of
84,000 salvific means, 36; ~ as lifeforce of bodhisattva, 107; ~ as one
factor of Mahayana, 108; ~ as seed for
procreating a buddha, 107; ~ as seed of
Buddhahood, 153, 154; ~asarrz
pramO$a, 334; ~aviprG/Jiisa, 334;
~avirahita,
334; ~bhiivana, 66;
~grahalJa, 180; ~nidhiina, 74, n. 5;
~parityaga,
333; ~pralJasa, 218;
~vajra, 47, 48, 167, 313, 321-327,
354-355; ~vega, 159; abandonment of
~ as the severest transgression, 346ff.;
absolute ~, 40, n. 83, 63, 68, 98, 169,
180,249,251-261,267,279,284,329;
*adhi~, 197,233; benefits & functions
of ~, 160ff.; causes & conditions
pertaining to ~, 277ff.; Chinese
translations of~, 60; compound ~, 205,
248; conventional ~, 40, n. 83, 63, 98,
105, 143, 180, 197,249,250,251-261,
262, 267, 329; definition of~, 144ff.;
doctrine of ~, 36; early Western
knowledge of ~, 58ff.; eUlogies

(praises) of·~, 62, 67, 68, 154; five
types of~, 70, 71, 196, 197, 232; five
typologies of ~, 58, 61; four-fold
classifications of~, 27Iff.; impairment
to or loss of~, 334ff.; indispensability
of~, 154ff.; maintenance of~, 29lff.;
notion of ~ as quintessence of
Mahayana Buddhism, 57; oldest type
of ~, 220; paramarthika~, 252;
primordial -, 233; proto--, 73-74;
relapse & restoration of -, 333ff.;
remarkable definition of -, 68; sarrz-,
60, 206, 288; samantabhadrarrz -m,
143, 313, 323; sarrzvrti-, 251, 252;
similes for -, 62, 66, 154, 274-275;
studies relating to -, 57ff.; study of - a
desideratum, 70; synonyms of -, 81,
146,151,238; ten types of-, 151; term
-, 59, 60, 61, 64, n. 21, 66, 69, n. 79,
70,71,73,77,81,89,109, 144ff., 197,
198, 205, 220, 247, 252, 336; theory of
-, 58; three-fold classifications of -,
267ff; traditional classification of -,
26, 235ff.; translating the term -, 69ff.;
two kinds/types of -, 68, 105, 246,
247, 258, 249, 256, 262, 329; two-fold
classifications of -, 246ff.; typology
(typologies) of ~, 29, 43, 58, 61,
196ff.; whether
is citta or
caitta/caitasika, 63, 154, 197, cf. 219;
word -, 58; see also bodhicittotpada,
cittotpada, concept of -, ethicospiritual -, generating -, generation of
-, gnoseologiCal -, idea of -,
ontological -, psycho-physiological -,
resolve to become a buddha &
semeiological Bodhicittabhiivana, 166, n. 341, 201, n. 16,
215
Bodhicittabhiivananirdda, 143,217, n. 89,
228,n.145
BodhicittavivaralJa, 23, n. 4, 43, 44, ll.
102, 55, 108, 133, ll. 139, 156, 165,
166, ll. 341, 214, 228, ll. 143, 238, ll.
16,261,287
BodhicittavivaralJaffkii, 198, 214, 215, ll.
80, 241, 244,n. 56
bodhicittotpiida, 41, ll. 89, 57, 65, ll. 29,
100, 136, 149-153, 169, 353; manual(s), 177; - rites, 176, n. 33, 258;
- ritual, 172, 175, 176; - ritual
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procedure(s), 81, n. 42,171, n. 12, 173,
n. 16, 174, 250; ~ tradition(s), 136,
170-194, 292, 339, 355; absolute ~,
149, 151;conventional~,64, 149, 151;
pseudo-~, 100; ultimate ~, 64; see also
generation of bodhicitta
Bodhicittotpiidasamadiinavidhi, 176, n. 33,
177
Bodhicittotpiidasiistra, 62, 64, 65, 67
Bodhicittotpiidasutra, 345
Bodhicittotpiidavidhi, 176, n. 31, 177
bodhicittotpiidavidhi, 178
bodhima~4a,48,93, 130,287,335
Bodhimiirgapradfpapafijikii, 81, n. 43,
174, 181,n. 60, 247, nn. 66&68,250,
n.78,288,n.51
Bodhipathapradfpa, 36, 173, 177, 182, 183
bodhipra~idhicitta, 246, 248, 250
bodhiprasthiinacitta, 246, 248, 250, 255
bodhisattva vow, see vow(s)
bodhisattva(s): ~ contrasted with sravakas,
140-142; historical ~, 99-100;
plurality of ~ in early Buddhism, 7980; synonyms of -, 133-134; term -,
129-133; types of~, 99, 100, 140, n;
204,134-139,263,268,269
Bodhisattvabhumi, 60, n. 14,66, 81, n. 47,
83, n. 56, 113, 114, nn. 42-43, 124, n.
109, 133, 134, 138, 139, n. 109, 144,
148, 150, 151, n. 255, 152, 155, 156,
160, n. 300, 161, nn. 307-309, 162, n.
316,163, n. 320,165, n. 334, 171-172,
177,179-181,185, nn. 82 & 83,186,
187, n. 90, 191, n. 112, 183, n. 124,
216, 210, n. 61,241,242, n. 42, 248,
249, n. 73, 251, n. 85, 253, 261, 262,
265,n. 156,267,273,n. 190,279-283,
285, 286, 289, 293, 294, 337, n. 24,
344,n.57,344,345,348,357-365
Bodhisattvabhumivrtti, 152, 254, 286, n.
36
Bodhisattvabhumivyiikhyii, 123, n. 102,
152,254,262, n. 143,263, n. 146,283,
n. 20, 286, n. 37, 345-346, nn. 59-65,
348, n. 74, 361
Bodhisattvacaryiivatiirasarrzskiira, 138, n.
199,278,n.3
Bodhisattvahood, 40, n. 83, 138, 345
Bodhisattvakriyiisarrzgrahasutra, 342
Bodhisattvapitakasutra, 97, 107, 133, n.
162,206,248,249,335,336
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Bodhisattvasarrzvaragraha~avidhi,

176, n.
35
Bodhisattvasarrzvaravidhi, 176, n. 32
bodhisattvasikyiisamiidiina, 180
Bodhisattvasutrapitaka, 342
Bodhisattviivadiinakalpalatii, 93, 95, n. 20
Bod-sprul, 271, n. 181
.
Bon, 29, n. 31, 117,n. 60
Braarvig, Jens, 65
Brahma,137
Brahma Sahampati, 83
*Brahmadeva, 98
Brahmavise$acintipariprcchiisutra,
129,
344
Brassard, Francis, 59, 60, 61, 69-71
Brhattfkii,240-241
bridge(s), 28, 11 0
'Brom-ston, 171
bSam gtan mig sgron, 69, 224, n. 118
bSam-yas debate, 129, n. 139
bShad thabs lam bzang, 37, n. 68
bShes spring mchan 'grel, 351, n. 86
bSod-nams-rtse-mo, 37
bsTan rim chen mo, 34, n. 55, 174
Bu-ston, 95, n. 19
Bu ston chos 'byung, 31, n. 41, 32, n. 43,
95, nn. 17 & 18, 96, n. 25, 102, n. 56,
103, nn. 65, 67 & 68,104, nn. 69 & 71
Buddha, historical, 21-24, 26-29, 41, 73;
- as one of many & yet one of a kind,
92; altruism of -, 82-84; compensating
for the loss of -, 74-77; three events
marking the career of -, 92-104; see
also Sakyamuni & Siddhiirtha
buddha(s), as discoverer & proc1aimer of
the true reality, 77-78; plurality of ~ in
early Buddhism, 79-80; term ~, 24;
types of -, 25-30; samyaksarrz-, 24,
51,52,137;svayarrzbhu-,215
buddhabhii$ita, 120
Buddhacarita, 81, n. 44
Buddhadharmakosiikyara, 80, n. 35
buddhadhiitu, 60
Buddhaguhya, 296, n. 31,313
Buddhahood, 22, 29, 30, 36, 41, 46, 48, n.
124, 59, 81, 82, 86, 87, 99, 101, 110,
111,112,125,137,153,155-157,165,
n. 334, 166, 185, 190,223,232,243,
269,270,277,286,289,351
Buddhajfianapada, 103
buddhaputra, 40
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Buddhasamiiyogatantra, 227, 229, 230,
313,314,319
Buddhasamiiyoga!fkii, 239, n. 22, 319, n.
146
buddhasiisana, 31
buddhiitmaja, 40
buddhavacana,32
Buddhava~sa, 79,n.30, 81, 87
Buddhiivata~sakasutra, 25, 26,105,279
Buddhism, 21-23, 30, 31, 33, 34, 41, 43,
58,61,62,77,78,88, n. 90, 95, n. 18,
104,109,110,120,126,127,128,129,
n. 142, 136, 137, 157, 178, 205, 208,
221, 251, 277, 288, 289, 351; bodhioriented & citta-oriented religion, 205;
Chinese -, 39, n. 80, 110, n. 17;
conservative -, 74, 81, 84, 89, 109;
discipline of salvation, 30-31; doctrine
of salvation, 31, n. 38; early -, 77, 79,
83-88,109,135, n. 184,178; Indian-,
59,110,320, n. 153,256; Indo-Tibetan
-, 39, 245; Japanese -, 110, n. 17;
Mahayana -,22,46,57,59,65,70,71,
73, 74, 77, 79, 80, 85, n. 67, 86, 92,
109,110,121,122,126,136,155,156,
157, n. 286, 170, 178,208,211,213, n.
74, 216, 217, 243, 289, 356; Nirvfu,lamysticism, 31, n. 38; Pure Land-, 110,
n. 17; religion of the mind, 33; religion
which sets nirviifla as its primary
soteriological goal, 221; sentientcentric religion, 136; Theravada -, 77,
n. 19, 79, n. 30, 109; Tibetan -, 39, n.
80, 59, n. 8, 63, 80, 92, 11 0, 112, 179,
n. 48, 256, 258; Zen -, 38, n. 73, 178,
n.46
Buddhologist(s), 30, 31, 110, n. 17, 121
Buddhology, 22-24, 31, 209; study of
traditional-, 23, n. 6
Burnouf, Eugene, 59
Byang-chub-sems-dpa' -gcig-pur-smra-ba,
37
Byang chub tu sems bskyed pa, 177, n. 37
Byang sa dang tshoms, 380, n. 12
Byang sems.bstod pa, 21, 57, 73

c
cakravartin, 28, n. 27, 163, 137,270
Candragomin, 176, 177, 191,294

Candraldrti, 24, 32,37, 40, nn. 83 &86,
42, n. 95, 108, 11, 112, 123, 151, 211,
242,256,273,288,289
Cariyiipitaka, 87, n. 82
caryii, 292, 330
Caryiigftikosa, 68 .
Caryiimeliipakapradfpa, 76, n. 15, 78, n.
24, 143, n. 226, 200, nn. 11 & 13,202,
205, n. 35, 214, 294, n. 17
caryiitantra(s), 115, 143
CatulJsataka, 32, n. 46, 33, n. 51,42, nn.
95 & 97, 43, nn. 99 & 100,44, n. 106,
56,n.150,256
Catu(lSatakatfkii, 28, n. 29, 42, n. 95, 56, n.
150, 116, n. 54,256, n. 118,288, n. 49
Caturangadharmacaryii, 177, n. 38
Caturangasiidhanatfkii, 199, n. 6
caturasftisahasradharmaskandha, 35, 116
Caturdevfpariprcchiitantra, 200, 203
Chag Lo-tsa-baiChag-lo, 139, n. 203, 171,
176, nn. 33 & 35
Chaglo'izhuba,171,n.11
Chag 10 'i zhus lan, 171, n. 11
chanda, 70, 137, 197
Chos dbyings mdzod, 215, n. 79
citta, 26, 42, 60, 63, 64, 67, 68, 109, 119,
127, 133, 144, 148, 151, 167, 174, n.
20,205-206
cittaguhya, 210
Cittamatra, 150, 170-173, 175
cittaprakrti, 67
cittasambhava, 153
cittotpiida, 57, 58, 61, 63-65, 74,105,148,
197; -lak.$aflG, 152; -mahattva, 124;
absolute -, 283, 284; causes &
conditions of -, 277ff.; conventional-,
280, 283; dharmatiipratilambhika-,
264; dream-based - rite, 169; excellent
-, 245; five pairs of -s, 254; four types
of -, 271-273; four-fold classification
of -, 271-273; piiramiirthika-, ISO,
251, 252; prasthiina-, 180, 181, 260;
prathama-, 80, 279; pseudo--, 265;
relapse of -, 244-346; samiidiina/
sii~ketika-,
252;
samiidiinasii~
ketika-, 264; sii~ketika-, 150, 251,
252; definitions of -, 151-154; ten
kinds/types of -, 67, 263, 273; term -,
149-151; three types of non-Mahayana
-, 150; three typeslkinds of -, 267271; three-fold classification of -,267-
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271; twenty-two kinds of -,251,273275; two types of -, 253, 266-267;
two-fold classifications of -, 261-267;
see also bodhicitta .
Cittotptidapatala, 362, 365
*cittotpadaratna, 147
Cittotptidasarrz/qiptavidhi, 177, n. 37
Cittotptidasarrzvaravidhi, 165, n. 336, 176,
n. 34
Cittotptidavidhi, 177, n.136
cittupptida, 149
Co ne bstan dkar, 31, n. 41, 95, n. 18
Cohen, Richard S., 122
compassion, 41, n. 89,47,48, 51, 55, 58,
n. 4, 62, 70, 82-88, 92, 95, 96, 100, n.
46, 104, 105, 124, 129, 133, 153, 154,
157, 158, 165, 174, n. 20, 183, 196,
197,204,221,222,235-238,240,243,
245,249,257,265,267,278,281,282,
285-289, 297-299, 301, 303, 345,
353-356; see also karw:Zii
concept of bodhicitta, 22, 58~' 59, 60, 67,
73, 77,n. 19,84, 87-89,126,127,144,
148,153,179,195,196,225,248,255;
- current in tantric Buddhism, 71; found in tantric Buddhism, 232; - in
Hevajratantra, 68, n. 65; - in its
deepest
sense,
196;
historical
development of -, 62; rDzogs-chen
'gnoseo-ontological' -, 69; tantric -,
232
cosmogony, 31
cosmology, 31
Cousins, L. S., 121
Csoma de Karas, Alexander, 59

D
!jakinf, 51
i)akinfsarrzvaratantra, 337
i)akinfvajrapanjaratantra, 32
Dam tshig gsal bkra, 128,224, n. 118,329,
330,n.200,337
Damamukanidanasutra, 95, n. 20
*Damamukasutra, 95, 96, n. 25
D 'Amato, Mario, 112, n. 33
dana, 124, 192, 299, 301; amisa-, 86;
dharma-, 86; four kinds of -, 310
diisa,162-163,n.319
Dasabalasrlmitra, 26, 97, 101
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Dasabhflmikasfltra, 60, 65,210, n. 59, 268,
n.170
Dasadharmakasutra, 108,278
dasakusalakarmapathasamadana, 308
dau$thulya, 300; citta-, kiiya-, vag-, 164
Dayal, Har, 69,121,130,351,363, n. 49
dBa' bzhed, 139
dBu ma rgyan 'grel, 266, n. 160,350, n. 82
Demieville, Paul, 66
.
Desideri, Ippolito Jesuit, 58
dGe-'dun-chos-'phel, 359, n. 22, 362, n. 40
dGe-Iugs-pa, 63, 99,100,172,231,271, n.
183
dGongs pa 'dus pa'i mdo, 76, n. 15,78, n.
24, 114, 195, 198, n. 4, 231, n. 159,
316, nn. 130 & 131
Dhammapada, 31, n. 40
dhiirm:zf, 60,158,164, n. 331
dharma,23,26,28, 34,35,42,45,62, 7476, 195, 236, 285,n. 32,289,293,294,
296,301,309,320,324,325,334,338,
342, 354, 355; adhigama-, 33;
anutpattika-, 349; de§ana-, 32;
gambhfrodara-,
174,
n.
20;
laukikagra-, 350; loka-, 265, n. 56;
pseudo-sad-, 294; sad-, 31-34, 36,
294,295,297,302,310,311,325,335,
341,342
dharmadhiitu, 25, 28,196,203,250,349
Dharmadhatustava, 202
Dharmaklrti, 44, 199
*Dharmak~ema, 359, 364
dharmamahattva, 49, n. 129, 124
dharmamegha,350
Dharmamitra, 102,237,250,251
dharmanusarin, 128
Dharmapada, 31
Dharmasarrzgftisfltra, 24, n. 7, 25, 34, 124,
n. 111, 162, n. 318,195,253,269,289
Dharmasarrzgraha, 62, 265, nn. 155 & 156
dharmata, 28, 61, 179, 216, 245, 323;
paura/Jasthiti-, 62; see also tathatii &
. true reality
dharmatapratilambhika, 251-255, 257,
263,264
dhiirmika, 134
dhfma(n)t, 133
Dhutagu/Janirde§a, 190, nn. 107 & 108
dhyana, 102, 124, 192
Dhyanottarapatalatfka, 227, n. 127
Dfghanikaya, 85
Dignaga, 123,284
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Dfpaqli<ara, 28, 101
dkar po gcig thub, 35, n. 62, 157, n. 286
dkar po'i chos bzhi, 191-192,339-340
dKon mchog 'grel, 24, n. 11,29, n. 30,40,
n. 83, 41, nn. 89 & 92, 45, 48, 49, n.
127,50, n. 134,51-54, 80, n. 36, 105,
n. 78, 110, n. 19, 112, nn. 30 & 31,
113, n. 35, 114, n. 48, 115, n. 51, 116,
n. 56, 117, n. 59, 118, nn. 67 & 70,
119, 121, n. 84, 128, n. 136, 131, 143,
n.225, 159,n.294, 191,n. 113, 196,n.
3, 212, n. 68, 213, n. 70, 219, n. 101,
222, n. 106,227, n. 128,228, nn. 136
& 138-142, 257, n. 124, 293, n. 13,
296, n. 27, 299, n. 42, 329, nn. 191,
193,195 & 196, 331, n. 202, 336, n. 23
Dohiigfti, 30, n. 35
Dorjee, Chhog, 68
dPa' -bo gTsug-Iag-'phreng-ba, 173
dPa'-ris Sangs-rgyas, 380, n. 14
dPag bsam !jon bzang, 96, n. 25, 98, n. 40,
99,n.44
dPal-sprul, 34, 35, 107, 157
dPang skong phyag brgya paC 'i mdo), 259,
n. 134,260
dPe skrun gsal bshad, 380, n. 12
dream, 53,169, 193,237,246
Drin Ian bsab pa 'i mdo, 96, 98
dr${i, 107, 157; mahiitma-, 127; mithyii-,
297,303;samyag-,297,301, 303
Drumakinnarariijapariprcchiisutra, 75, n.
6,144-147,207,230,240,335
du/:lkha, 31, 286; -skandha, 279; four
kinds of -,346; sarva-nirmok$a, 161
Du/:lSflanigrahasutra, 97, 98
'Dul ba gzhi, see Vinayavastu
'Dul ba lung, see Vinayiigama
duraligamii, 350
Durgatiparisodhanatantra, 114, n. 44,
227,n.132,297,305-308
duscara, 292
dU$krta, 188, 192, 193
Dutt, Nalinaksha, 66, 357, 361, 364-366
Dviidasakiiranayastotra, 93
dve$a,35,265,293
Dwags po thar rgyan, 57, n. 2, 174, 183, n.
73,253, n. 96, 274, n. 196,351, n. 86,
356,n.103
Dwags-po bKa' -brgyud(-pa), 176,225

E
earthenware, 351
Edgerton, Franklin, 66, 113, 149, 293, n.
12,348,361
Eimer, Helmut, 66, 379
emptiness, 32, 42, 44, 45, 59, 60, 62, 123,
129, 151, 174, n. 20, 185, 190, 195,
197, 210, 218, 222, n. 108, 235, 236,
242, 245, 249, 256, 348-349, n. 78;
intrinsic & extrinsic -, 39, 175; see
also sunyatii
epistemology, 22, 31, 43
eschatology, 31
ethic(s), altruistic -, 85; egocentric,
altruistic, hybrid or mixed -, 84, n. 64;
egoistic or exclusivistic -, 85;
environmental-, 126; normative -, 85,
n. 71
ethical-moral discipline, see §fla
etbico-spiritual bodhicitta, 58, 60, 70, 71,
197-198,201,206,210,217,219,220,
221, 232, 233, 277, 289, 258;
defInition of -, 196; see also bodhicitta

F
family, - of the Buddha, 136; - of the
Three Jewels, 74; Karma, Padma,
Ratna, Tathagata & Vajra -,309-313
fertility, 195, 218, 220
footprints, 26, 28, 75, n. 10,206
Franco, Eli, 207
Frauwallner, Erich, 69
Funahashi, Naoya, 67

G
Gaganaganjapariprcchiisutra, 81, n. 43,
240
Ga/Jr!avyuhasutra, 60, 62, 66, 68, 177,
230,247,248,251,268,274,325,336,
334
GayiiSfr$asutra, 124,240, 272
generating bodhicitta, 21, 129, 136,301;
act of -, 181; amount of merit acquired
by -, 166; formally -, 178; idea of-,
22; method of -, 180; not -, 159;
process of -, 41; purifIcation of
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misdeeds by -, 354; women portrayed
as-, 139,n. 199
generation of bodhicitta, 36, 41, 59, 65, 66,
105,147,148,153,155,156,158,166,
169, 178, 179, n. 48, 180, 183; 278280, 287, 304, 309, 334; - as a
revelatory condition of (reality, 41, n.
89; - as one of the criteria for entry
into Sukhavatl, 157, 158; - by the
historical Buddha, 93, 97; first -, 66;
ten kinds of conditions for -, 279
Germano, David, 69
GIang chen rab 'bog, 215, n. 81
von Glasenapp, H., 310
Glo-bo-mkhan-chen,37
gnoseological bodhicitta, 58, 196; bearer
of -, 201-202; definition of -, 196,
198; salient features of -, 199-200;
synonyms of -, 198-199
gnoseology, 22, 31, 43
gnosis, 22, 23, n. 6, 29, 39, 43, 48, 49, 61,
93, 103, 111, 118, 123;'124, 139, 153,
154, n. 272, 195, 199, 202-205, 213,
215-217,219,220,223,224,230,233,
239,240,242,250,256,257,260,261,
267,269,270,279,280,284,288,289,
297, 298, 299, 301, 303, 317, 322,
334-336,345, 349, 353; see also jfiiina
Gnosticism, 22, n. 2
gocara, 292,330
Golden Rule, 87-88, 127
Gombrich, Richard, 79, 122
Gomez, Luis 0., 70
gotra, 41, n. 89, 51, 98, 139, 141, 155,
180,185-187,283,285,287,289,323,
345, 349; -sampad, 281; -sampanna,
156, 344; -stha, 164; bodhisattva-,
156; eka-, 185; tathiigata-, 128
Gotrapafala, 66, n. 44, 165, n. 335,281, n.
13,364
gradualism, 38, n. 73, 39
Gradualists, 129, n. 139
Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, 171, n. 12
grollam, 224, 225
Gro-lung-pa, 174
Grub mtha' mdzod, 140, n. 204,183, n. 74,
184, nn. 77 & 78, 187, n. 87, 253, n.
97, 266,n. 160
gSer gyi thang ma, 360, n. 22, 362, n. 40
gSung rab rin po che, 35, n. 59, 36, n. 64,
81, n. 43,108, n. 11,116, n. 55,123,
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nn. 100 & 101, 139, n. 202, 240, n. 32,
277,n.l
Guenther, Herbert, 68, 69
guhya,115
*Guhyagarbhatantra, 30, 35, 41, 50, 51,
76,n.15, 80,n. 36,105,116, 119,n.
75,121, n. 83, 128, 196,213,215,219,
273,306,314, n. 118,315,329
*Guhyagarbhaffkii, 215, n. 81
Guhyasamaja, 103,322
Guhyasamiijiibhi$ekavidhi, 314, 320
Guhyasamiijamm:ujalavidhi,320
GuhyasamiijamalJdalavidhiffkii, 206, 227,
n.127,255
Guhyasamiijatantra, 62, 68, 213, 223, 226,
238, 313, 315, 318, 322; see also
Srfguhyasamiija[tantra]
Guhyasiddhi, 125,203,224, n. 119,252, n.
92,255, 257,n. 123
Guhyatantra, 296, 298-300, 325, n. 174
Guhyendutilakatantra, 313, 315, 328
*GUlJakiiralJdavyuhasutra, 94
GUlJiiparyantastotraffkii, 284
GUlJavatf, 143, n. 222, 226, 254, 255, n.
114
Gur bkra chos 'byung, 95, n. 18
gZhan-gyis-mi-thub-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan, 97

H
Haimavata, 102
Haribhadra, 63, 111,237,274,275
Harrison, Paul, 122, 134, 145
Harvey, Peter, 67
Heruka'igalpo, 115,n. 53
herdsman-like, 24,99-100,267-271
Hev~ra,42, 195,229, 320,n. 153
HevajrapilJdiirthaffkii, 120
Hevajrasekaprakriyii, 320, n. 153
Hevajratantra, 29, 62, 68, 103, 134, n.
172, 143, n. 224, 199,200, n. 12,202,
203,223, nn. 109 & 112,224, n. 118,
227,n.129,238,252,n.93
HevajratantrapilJdiirthaffkii, 360, n. 26
Hlnayana, 21, 61, 109, 110, n. 17, 111, n.
21, 112, 118, 154,338,340; see also
non-Mahayana & yiina
Hinduism, 79
Hirakawa, Akira, 122
Hirosawa, Takayuki, 361
hitiidhyiisaya, 160
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Hodgson, Brian Houghton, 59, 357
Hsiian-tsang, 359, 361, 364
hunters, 28

I
iconography, 229
idea of bodhicitta, 21, 59, 68, n. 67, 69, 71,
74, 77, 121, 147, 148, 155, 157, 196,
235, 243; - as a fusion of prajilti &
uptiya, 238; archaic or conservative -,
248; conservative -, 151; 'highly
philosophical & absolutistic' -, 62;
Santideva's -,71
inanimate, 25, 28, 327
Indra, 137, 145
Indrabhilti, 62, 125,255
*Indradhvajamuni,IOI
insight, 22, 37, 41, n. 89, 43, 46, 48, 53,
55, 56, 61-63, 70, 78, 81, 88, 123-124,
126,133,136,139,141,142,147,152,
154,167, 195-197, 199,200,204,206,
209,212,215,219,221,223,227,229,
230, 232, 233, 235, 236, 253, n. 96,
257, 266, 267, 271, n. 184, 281, 285,
286,289,294,296,320,327,339,343,
344,353,354; see also prajilti &jiltina
intellectualism, 33
Isaacson, Harunaga, 320, n. 153
islands, 28
Isoda, Hirofumi, 67
fsvara,134
Ito, Kyosen, 67

J
Jainism, 129, n. 142
,Jam-dbyangs-bzhad-pa, 63
Jataka,87
JatakamaIti, 95
Jatakamtiltivadtinasiitra, 95, un. 17 & 20
Jatakanidtinakathii, 84
Jtitakastava, 95, n. 20
Javanese, Old, 310
Jayananda,108,257
Jesus, 75, n. 11
Jetfu"i, 176, 177
, Jig-rten-gsum-!llgon, 258, 260, 261
'Jig rten snang byed, 45

'Jigs-med-gling-pa, 63, 99, 181
jigs skyob kyi sdom pa, 46
jigs skyob kyi tshul khrims, 46
jinadhiira, 133
jinajananf, 40,
jintinkura, 40, 133
Jinaputra, 293
jinaputra,40, 133
jinaurasa, 40
jfva, 126
jiltina, 22, 23, n. 6, 43, 78, 93, 123, 139,
147,153,154,196,197,198,257,267;
- abiding in the body, 202-203;
-mahattva, 49; advaya-, 28; buddha-,
214; five -s, 48, n. 124; *mahiisukha-,
233; nirvikalpa-, 28, 123, 198, 260,
284; prajilti-, 240; pT$!halabdha-,
198; samyag-, 123; sarvajila-, 288;
svayarrzbhii-, 199, 205, 214; three
modes of emergence open to -, 204205; uptiya-, 240; vajra-, 214; see
also gnosis, insight & prajilti
Jiltintiloktilarrzktirasiitra, 78, n. 24, 207
Jiltinaprasthiina, 60, 71, 81
*Jiianaraj a, 97
jiltinasattva, 143
Jiltinasiddhi, 62,125,219, n. 98,238, n. 16
Jiianavajra, 268
de Jong, J. W., 310
Jotipala,80-81

K
Kalacakra, 42,195,229,239,
KaIacakratantra, 223, 320, 321, n. 154
ktilamahattva, 124
KalpantimalJcjitikii, 95, n. 20
kalyiilJamitra, 85, 92, 250, 283, 285, 289,
338,344
KamalasIia, 68, 112, 124, 170, 172, 230,
237,245,254,257,288
Kaneko, Tesshii, 67
KtiralJaprajiltipti, 137, n. 193, 138
karma, 23, 25, 209, 211-213, 221, 243,
277, 325, 349, n. 80, 351; -mahattva,
49
Karma-pa Rang-byung-rdo-rje, 95
Karmay, Samten, 69, 117
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karUlJii, 37, 41, n. 89, 48, 55, 56, 62, 70,
71, 82-85, 108, 124, 129, 133, 153,
158,197,221,228,230-232,235,238,
246,257, 266-267,285-287, 30i,318,
334; -citta, 165, 288; -ni$)'anda, 285;
mahii-, 83, 238, 278, 286, 289, 299,
336,353
KarulJiipUl:ujarikasfttra, 97, 98
KlismIra-Vaibhli~ika, 101
Klisyapa, 73, 80, 81,101
Kiiiyapaparivarta, 60
Kiiiyapaparivarta/ikii, 267, 282,348
Kats, J., 310
kaustubha, 225
Kawaguchi, Ekai, 358, n. 10
kiiya, 23, 39, 47, 75, 210, 219, 313, n. 115;
bodhisattva-, 26; dharma-, 25, 26, 39,
77, n. 18, 94, 209, 214, 313, n. 115;
jfiiina-, 103; nirmiilJa-, 25, 26, 29;
paramiirtha-, 251, n. 81; pjiti-, 209;
rftpa-, 25, 39, 53, 94; sa~bhoga-, 25,
26, 103; sa~vrti-, 251, n. 81; vipiika-,
103
kiiyaguhya, 210
Kiiyatrayavatiiramukha, 25
Kayatrayavrtti, 25
kiiyendriya,219
Khri-srong-lde'u-btsan, 139, n. 203
Khu-nu Bla-ma, 21, 57
Khuddakanikiiya, 87
king(s), 28, 95-97, 116, 137, 145, 147,
163,190,214,264,268,269,304,356;
--like, 24, 99-100, 267-271
klefa(s), 27, 35, 43, 44, 56, 65, 92, 116,
136,165,202,204,208,211,212,219,
221, 222, 242, 246, 265, n. 158, 293,
347,349, n. 80; five -, 222, 329; sa~-,
213
Klong-chen-pa, 69, 99, 105, 172, 181, 182,
184,245,246,258,267,269,270
Kong-sprul, 50, -94, 101, 180, 181, 187,
188,258,260,261,305
Kosalaza~kiira, 205
Krakucchanda, 339
kriyiitantra(s), 115, 119, n. 75, 143, 292,
295-298,300,303,326,352
Krodhariijasarvamantraguhyatantra, 206,
n.41
krpiilu, 134
~~Dliclirya,224,n. 118,272
~~Daplida, 115

Kr$lJayamiiritantrapafijika, 78, n. 24, 301,
n.46,320,n.149
krtapralJidhiina, 180
k$iinti, 192, 301, 304, 349; anutpattikadharma-,348-351
K~emendra, 93
k$etra, 162, n. 318
~itigarbhasfttra, 115
Kuddlilaplida, 204
KumlirajIva, 38, n. 73, 145
Kun 'dus rig pa'i mdo, 273, 314, n. 119,
337, 346, 353,354,n. 97
kun byed rgyal po, 214
Kun byed rgyal po, 35, 69, 214-215
Kun bzang bla rna 'i zhallung, 34, nn. 57 &
58, 35, n. 62, 36, n. 63, 333, n. 1,351,
nn. 85 & 86, 352, n. 88
Kurukulliikalpa, 30, n. 35, 38, nn. 74 & 75
kusala,
98,
296;
-dharma,
161;
-dharmasa~graha,
192; -dharmaskandha, 161; -parigraha, 161, 162;
-parigrahavaise$ya, 161
kusalamula, 146, 260, 283, 336, 339, 344,
353; mok$abhagfya-, 81-82, n. 48; nirvedhabhiigfya-,81-82,n.48
Kusalamulasa~parigrahasutra, 36

L
La Vallee Poussin, Louis de, 30, 65, 213,
n.74,358,n.6
Llil, BanlirasI, 68
LalitavistarasUtra, 66, 74, 97
Lam rim chen mo, 33, n. 52, 36, 58, 59,
158,n. 289, 230, n. 158, 240,nn. 26 &
31,289,n.55
Lam rim, 171, 173
LaJ1kiivatarasutra, 28, n. 29, 62, 78, n. 24,
103, 111, n. 22, 113, n. 38, 116, 118,
119,n. 76,122, 170,n. 7,268
LaJikiivatiiravrtti, 78, n. 24
laukika, 120
.
laukikiigratii, 60, 71, 81
IDe'u, mKhas-pa, 96
IDe 'u chos 'byung, 94, n. 15,96, nn. 25 &
27, 97,n. 32
Legs bshad gser phreng, 63
legs smon gyi sdom pa, 46
legs smon gyi tshul khrims, 46
Leumann, Ernst, 358, n. 10,359
Levi, Sylvain, 67
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Lha-btsun Nam-mkha' -'jigs-med, 260
Lhasa, 360,361,n.31
literalism, 231-232
lokajye:tfha, 51
Lokiitftastava, 125
lokottara, 120
Lokottaraparivarta, 25

Lokottaravadin, 102, n. 60
ITa 'grel, 27, 31, n. 40, 48, 132, nn. 159 &
160, 150, n. 254, 213, n. 73, 219, n.
100,238,n. 15,289,n. 56,296,n.27
ITa ba'i khyad par, 110, 112, 113, n. 39,
124, n. 107
ITa grub shan 'byed, 271, n. 181
ITa phreng, 31, n. 40, 69, 113, n. 35, 117,
132,213,n.73,219,220

M
madhya, 350
madhyama pratipat, 123, 199,215

Madhyamaka,32, 37, 40, 110-112, 139,
140, 150-153, 156, n. 112, 169-175,
176, n. 33, 177, n. 41, 215, n. 79, 223,
251,252
Aladhyamakahrdaya, 133,n. 169, 153, 154
AladhyamakalalJlkiira, 169, 170,244, n. 58
AladhyamakiilalJlkarapafzjikii, 170, n. 7
AladhyamakiilalJlkaravrtti, 129, 170, n. 7,
244,n.58
Aladhyamakiiloka, 112, 113, n. 39
Aladhyamakapradfpa, 102, n. 56,199,201,
n.17,216
Aladhyamakiivatiira, 40, n. 83, 51, n. 138,
67,78, n. 24, 108, 125, n. 120, 154, n.
271, 157, 211, nn. 65 & 66, 273, 285,
n.34
Aladhyamakavatiirabhii:tya, 24, n. 10, 35,
n. 59,40, n. 86, 51, n. 138,78, n. 24,
97, n. 33,111, n. 25,123, n .. 104, 151,
201, n. 17,242, n. 41, 253, n. 98,289,
n. 57, 349,n. 78
Aladhyamakiivatiiraffkii, 81, n. 43, 108, n.
10,257,273, n. 191
Madhyamika, 111, 172, 189,216
Alahajjiitatakamiilii, 95, nn. 17 & 20
Mahakaru~ika, 97
Alahiimiiyiitantra, 226
Alahiimiiyilrfffkii, 68
Alahiimok:tasiltra, 80, n. 35

Mahlirnudra, 214-215, n. 79, 225, 298,
299,327
mahiipUlJya, l34
*Mahlislikyamuni, 97
Mahasarp.ghika(s), 207, 209
mahiisattva, 130, n.146, 131, n. 152, 133,
134, 344, 355
*Mahaskandha,97
Alahiivagga, 83,n.59
mahiivaipulya, 124
Alahiivastu, 60, 66, 79, n. 29, 81, 96, 97,

113
Alahiivibhii:tiisiistra, 60

Mahavlra, 79, n. 30
Mahayana, content of -, 122-125;
definition of -, 109-110; dissent on the
origin of -, 121-122; professed
indispensability of -, 125-126; seven
kinds of greatness of -,49-50, 124
Alahiiyiinameliipakapradfpa, 115, n. 50
AlahiiyiinasalJlgraha, 153
Alahiiyiinasraddhotpiida, 62
AlahiiyiinasiltriilalJlkiira, 49, nn. 128 &

130, 50, 60, 62, 66, 67, 71, 98, 103, n.
64, 112, l33, 134, 150, 152, 161, n.
308, 162, n. 319, 198,222,242,248,
249,252,254,262,264,271-274,279,
n.8,283-286,289
AlahiiyiinasiltriilalJlkarabhii:tya, 87, n. 80,
112, l33, n. 166, 152, 153, 251, n. 89,
252, n. 90, 254, 262, 272, 274, 275,
283,284,286
MahayanasiltriilalJlkaraffka, 153, n. 264,
275,n.198,283,287,n.42
*(Alahiiyana)siltriilalJlkaravyakhya, 24, n.
7, 124, n. 114, 153, 199, n. 10,230, n.
154, 241, n. 40, 242, n. 44, 254, 266,
272, n. 187, 275, n. 200, 283, nn. 2225,284,nn.26,27&29,286,n.40
AlahiiyanavilJlsika, 42, n. 96, 125
mahiiyasas, 134

Mahayoga, 27, 28, 143, 291, 305, 3l3,
314,316,319,321,325,353
mahayogatantra(s), 305, 326, 329
MahISasaka, 86, n. 79
Maithrimurthi, Mudagamuwe, 84, 85, 361
Maitreya, 63, 76, 79, 80, 92, 97, 110, n. 17,
135,174-176,179,269,270,355
Maitreya-Asanga, l36, 169-194 passim,
252,294,339,352
Alaitreyapariprcchiisutra, 92
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Maitreyavimo~asutra, 356, n. 104
MaitreyavyakarGlJa, 31, n. 41
maitrf, 68, 70, 85, n. 71, 153, 164, n. 331,
199, 287, 301, 309; maha~, 244, 320,
323
.
Makransky, John J., 267
mana, 211
(
mwujala, 27, 28, 51, 54, 158, 186, 301,
302,306,322, 353; tri~, 154
Manichaeism, 22, n. 2
Mafijusrf, 97-99, 135, 136, 139, 158, 175,
212, 228, 267, 269, 270; see also
Mafijusrf-Nagarjuna
Manjusrfbuddha~etragulJavyuhasutra,

267
Mafijusnmitra, 37, 126, 143, 177, n. 36,
202
Mafijusrf-Nagarjuna, 136, 169-194 passim,
252,294,352
Manjusrfnamasarrzgfti, 115, 118, n. 69
Manjusrfnamasarrzgftitfka, 25
mantra vow, see vow(s)
mantra(s), 28, 36, 38, 136, 158, 159, 163,
n. 321, 228, 231, 239, 243, 298, 299,
301, 302, 304, 306, 308,324, 327, 329,
354,356
Mantranaya, 53, 114; see also naya &
yana
mantrapada, 164
Mantravatara, 295
Mantrtivataravrtti,347
Mara, 66,93, 137, 165,240,325,336,339;
klesa~, 165
marga, 102, 155, 272, 350; anantarya~,
250; asai~a~, 103, 272, 350;
bhavana~, 103, 272, 350; darsana~,
40, 102, 103, 188,201,265,272,284,
334, 349, 350; prayoga~, 103, 266,
272, 275, 349, 350; sai~a~, 272;
sarrzbhara~, 63, 260, 266, 272, 275,
350
Marmakalikapanjika, 200, n. 12
marmaprahara, 224
masochist, 88
matr, 162-163, n. 319
matrka,51
Mayajalatantra, 127, n. 133,259,314,322
Mayavatf, 228, n. 144,229, n. 147
mched, four kinds of~, 128
mChims chen, 33, n. 52, 91, n. 1,92, n. 5,
95, n. 18, 96, n. 24, 97, nn. 32, 35 &
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36, 101, nn. 49, 50 & 52, 102, n. 60,
134,n. 177,352,n. 87
mChims chung, 101, nn. 49 & 50
mChod bsgral rnam bshad, 218, n. 93
mDo rgyas, 127, n. 133, 139, n. 201, 158,
nn. 288-291, 159,nn.292-294, 191,n.
113, 221, n. 103, 222, n. 106,227, n.
132, 231, nn. 159 & 160, 242, n. 50,
289, n. 55, 291-331 passim, 334, 346,
347, 349, n. "79, 352, n. 92, 353, nn.
93-95,354
mDo sde rgyan 'grel, 266, n. 160
mDo sdud 'grel pa, 350, n. 83
metaphysio1ogy, 218
Mi-1a-ras-pa, 57
Mi-pham, 63, 74, n. 5, 95, 96, n. 98, 99,
204,223,349-351
Mi -thub-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan, 97
minister(s), 189, 190
Mishra, Baldeo, 361, 364
mitra, 162-163, n. 319; ~sampad, 281
Miyazaki, Izumi, 68
mKhas 'jug, 74, n. 5
mKhas 'jug sdom~byang, 74, n. 5
mNga' -ris PaI).-chen, 172, 176, 258, 259,
260,261
mNyam sbyor 'grel pa, 39, n. 77, 159, n.
299,206, n. 42, 214,nn. 77 & 78, 227,
n. 133,229, n. 148,230, n. 157,319,
nn. '146 & 148
moha, 35, 43, 55, 265, 293, 294; ~nidra,
24
mok$a, 30, 43, 44
monastic elitism, 121
Mono-causality, 277
mrdu,350
mTshan brjod 'grel pa, 228, nn. 136-138
& 142,229, n. 145
mTsho tfk, 46, nn. 117 & 118, 47 n. 122,
337,n.25
mudita, 287
mudra, 136, 158, 197,231,299,301,302,
306, 309, 311, 324, 327, 329; karma~,
327; see also Mahamudra
Muhammad, 75,n. 11
mukti, 30, 44
Muktikavali, 228, n. 138
Muktitilaka, 103,223, n. 109
Mulamadhyamakakarika, 164, n. 331,217,
n.90
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muliipatti(s), 89, 179, 188, 189,218,291-

303, 314, 315, 318, n. 144, 339;
fourteen-, 307-310, 319-328
Mulasarvastivada, 95
MftlasarviistiviidisriimalJerakiiriki'i, 32
Munimati'ila17lki'ira, 68, 108, n. 10, 238,
247,n. 66, 272, n. 188,274
murdhan,350
Mus, Paul, 122
mysticism, 31, n. 38, 33
mythology, 31 .

N
ni'it;lf,224
nagpo'i chos bzhi, 191-192,339-340
ni'iga,68, 71,137,139,171,183

Nagamitra, 25
Nagarjuna, 34, 39, 44, 55, 62, 93, 108,
110, n. 17, 111, 123-125, 156, 170,
172, 174-177, 202, 236, 244, n. 56,
260; see also Maiijusrr-Nagarjuna
Nagarjuna-Naropa, 171, n. 12
Nairafijana, 103, 104
nairi'itmya, 32, n. 44, 37, 42, 123, 127,244;
dharma-, 49, 123, 140, 199, 201;
pudgala-, 123, 140
Nairi'itmyapariprcchi'isufra, 62
naivi'isika, 163
Namai, Chisho, 66
Namdol, Acarya Gyaltsen, 68
Nanda, 351, 356
Naropa, 171-172, n. 12,207,225
naya, 117, 169, 170; see also Mantranaya,
Paramitanaya & yi'ina
negative-intellectualist, 42, 170,213,216
Neumaier-Dargyay, Eva, 69
Newman, John, 231
Ngag-dga', mKhan-po, 271, n. 184
nges 'byung gi tshul khrims, 46
nges 'byung gi sdom pa, 46
Nges shes sgron me, 222, n. 108
Ngor,359
Niki'iya, 83,101
Niki'iyabhedavibhmigavyi'ikhyi'ina, 86, n.
79, 102,n. 60
Niki'iyabhedopadesanasa17lgraha, 102, n.
60
ninth consciousness, 67
nirmi'ilJa, 76

nirodha,30
nirvi'ilJa, 30, 32, 1:1. 44, 37, 42, 43, 46-49,

53, 61, 75, 108, 111, 142, 186, 187,
188, n. 97, 206, 209, 211-214, 217,
221, 232, 233, 240, 242, 264;
aprati$thita-, ·61, 335, n.
11;
nirupadhise$a-, 48, 75, 209, 350;
pari-, 75, 113, 154, 346; sopadhiselfa-, 48; sri'ivaka-, 242
ni$pannakrama, 28, 223, 224
nilfprapafica, 238
non-Mahayana, 21, 22, 24, 29, 33, 59-62,
71, 73, 74, n. 2, 77, n. 19,78,79, 81,
87, 89, 91, 93-95, 99, 100, n. 46, 102,
109, 113, 120, 124, n. 112, 128, 135,
137,138,149,150,169,190,198,202,
207-209, 211, 213, n. 74, 215, 243246, 293, 294, 349, n. 80; see also
Hlnayana & Theravada
nurture & nature, 30, 39, 156
Nyang ral chos 'byung, 46, n. 114, 94, n.
13,129, n. 139,137, n. 198,296, n. 30,
305, nn. 75-77, 329, n. 197, 330, n.
200
Nyang-ral Nyi-ma-'od-zer, 94

o
ocean, 125,289,349
'Od gsal snying po, 128, n. 136,206, n. 39,
218,n. 97, 223, n. 113, 226, n. 126
'Od-ldan, 95, n. 17
'ad zer chen po 'i dbang, 103
omniscience, 147,204,206,209,297,298,
322
omniscient, 118,288,289,297,298
ontological bodhicitta, 41, 42, 58, 60, 69,
142, 196-198,200,2002, 205ff., 232,
233, 244, 257, 258; conception of -,
206ff.; definition of -, 196; salient
features of -, 217; synonyms of -,
214ff.; two perceptions of -, 216-217;
two types of -,216
ontology, 22, 31, 41-42, 196, n. 2
Otsuka, Nobuo, 68
Ozawa, K., 66

Index

p
Padma-dkar-po, 173,261
Padmasambhava, 31, n. 40, 139, n.. 203,
176, 213, n. 73, 214-215, n. 79, 219,
315,329
Pagel, Ulrich, 65, 248, n. 72
palaka (or pala), 268, 27ff
Pali, 45, n. 109, 62, 77, 79-81, 83, 85, 88,
118, 135, 149,207
palm tree, 351
Pancakrama,223,n.l09,242,259
Pancavilflsatisahasrika, 65,105, n. 74, 274
palJidhiinaipalJidhi, 246, n. 62
papamitra, 336, 345, n. 62
papamitraparigrhfta, 344
*paradehopayasalflyukta, 224
parajika,47, 179,292-295,319,346
parajika-like, 293, 337
Paramiidyatfkii, 132, n. 159
Paramlirtha, 67
Paramarthabodhicittabhiivana, 252, n. 92
piiramarthikapramalJa, 251, n. 85
paramarya,133
ParameSvaratantra, 363
paramita(s), 63, 67, 87, 123, 127, 145,
190, 197,237,248; dana-, 100,237,
266;sfla-,87
Pliramitlinaya, 114
Paramitasamasa, 288, n. 48
Paramitayiinabhiivana, 250, n. 82, 289, n.
55
paratmasamata, 65
parilJamana, 245,339
parivara, 302
paryavasthiina, 193, n. 124
Patisambhidamagga, 83
patthana, 81
della Penna, Francesco Orazio, 58
'Phang thang ma, 177, n. 37
Phyag-sor-ba, 169
'Phying-ba sTag-rtse, 380
Phyogs bcu'i mun sel, 101, n. 52, 103, n.
66, 224, n. 118, 329, n. 195, 330, n.
200, 336, n. 23
'Phyong-rgyas,379
physicality, 203, 221-222
physiology, 31
pita bodhisattvaniim, 40
Pitaputrasamagamanasiitra, 103
pledgees), 54, 184,294-296,301-304; five
-,312-313; five categories of -,314-
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318; five main -, 308; five primary &
ten secondary -, 329; five types of
impairment to -, 346-347; four -related susbtances, 326; four basic -,
295; major root -, 319; one hundred
milliard - included in the maintenance
of bodhicitta, 330-331; seven~, 310312; seven basic - 305-307 308'
thirteen basic -, 298~300; thre~ basi~
& twenty-five secondary -, 329
PO$adhavastu, 179
positive-mystical, 42, 170,213,216,217
Po-to-ba, 171
prabhiikarf, 350
Prabhasa, 95, 97
Prabhiivatf, 32
prajna, 37, 41, n. 89, 44, 48, 55, 56, 62,
70, 71, 108, 113, 124, 125, 128, 129,
133,139,144,154, 192, 196, 197,216,
219, 221, 225, 227, 230, 231, 232,
235-249,257,266-267,285-286,294,
296, 318, 320, 339, 343, 344, 353;
adhi-, 32, n. 45, 46
Prajfilikaramati, 180, 247, 249
Prajfiapliramita, 37, 40, 59, n. 10, 63-65,
109,110,112, 132, 14~ 144, 150, 151,
156,199,201,214,226,230,239,252,
256,266,274,327,350
PrajnaparamitapilJljartha, 28, n. 28
*Prajniipravesa, 224, n. 118
Prajnaptisastra, 60
prajnaptisavadya, 47, n. 123
Prajfiasamudra, 29, n. 33
Prajfiavarman, 33-34, n. 52 ...
Prajnopayaviniscayasiddhi, 254
Prakasikavyakhyiitfkii, 218, n. 96
prakrtiprabhiisvara, 207
prakrtis cittasya prabhasvara, 64
prakrtisiivadya, 47, n. 123
pramalJa, 200
PramalJavarttika, 199, nn. 9 & 10,208
pramudita, 350
priilJa, 126
pralJidhiina, 81, 91, 107, n. 1, 147, 148,
180, 249, 256, 268, 270, n. 177, 301,
323
PralJidhiinarthasalflgraha, 123, n. 105
pralJidhi, 81, 107, n. 1, 246, 247, n. 66,
248-250, 253, 255-257, 262; -carya,
66; -cittotpiida, 180, 181
pralJin, 126
prapanca, 223
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prarthana, 81
Prasailgika-Madhyamaka, 37,211
Prasangika-Madhyamika, 111
Prasphutapada, 237, 250, 251, n. 83
prasthiina, 246, 247, n. 66, 248-250, 253,
255,257,262; -citta; 63, 98, 179, 180,
185-189,191, 193, 197,246-251,260,
266,273,304
pratigha, 211
pratikriya, 179
prati~epm:zasavadya, 47, n. 123
pratimo~a vow(s), seven kind of -, 184;
see also vow(s)
Pratimo~asutra, 31
pratipattimahattva, 49
pratisarmJa, 43
pratftyasamutpada, 42, 277
Pratftyasamutpadahrdaya, 200, n. 11
Pratftyasamutpadahrdayavyakhyana, 200,
n.11
pratyekabuddha(s), 24, 28, 37, 38, 40, 82,
86, 87, 102, 108, 114, 126, 137, 138,
142, 149,150, 156, 162, 179, 182, 198,
201,202,215,216,280,289,293,335,
346,347,350,351
prayoga, 141, 145, 161; adhyasaya-,
buddhadharmaparipaka-,
hilasukhopasarrzhara-, parartha-, pratipatti-,
svartha-,
161;
bodhisattvacarya-, 155
Primordial Buddha, 42; see also adibuddha
&Ur-Buddha
prostitutes, 28, 230
prthagjana, 63, 100, n. 46, 102, 159, 188,
250,256,258,263
psychology, 31
psycho-physiological bodhicitta, 58, 69,
196, 197, 198,202,203,211, 217ff.,
232-233, 252, 273; - in yogic pratices,
223ff.; - referred to as 'white' & 'red'
bodhicitta, 196, 218; definition of-,
196, 218ff.; probable motives for the
conceptions of -, 220ff.; salient
features of -, 220; three factors for the
arising of -, 219; whether - is citta or
caitta/caitasika, 219
PfijasevapramalJapatala,361
PUlJyaprabhasavadana,93
PUlJyasamuccayasamadhisutra, 338, 339
PUIJ.yasrI, 176
PunJapariprcchiisutra, 340-344

Piin).avardhana, 101 -

Q
quiescence, 32, n. 44, 34
quietude, 200, 223

R
Rab gnas bshad sbyar, 231, n. 160
Rab-gragslRab-gsallRab-snang, 95, n. 17
raga, 35,265, 293
ragalikusa,230
Rahasyadfpika, 203, nn. 24 & 25, 224, n.
118,252,n.91,272
Rahder, Johannes, 359
Rahula, Walpola, 58, n. 4
Rajavavadakasutra, 177
rakta, 196,218'
rasa, 230
Ra~trapala, 10 1
Ra:;trapalapariprcchiisutra, 136, n. 192,
240,n.29,336
Ratnagarbha, 97
Ratnagotravibhiiga, 40, n. 88, 67, 103,
104,111, n. 26,199,212,213
Ratnagotravibhiigavyakhya, 32
RatnagulJasarrzcaya, 64, 144, 149, 202, n.
19, 212, 239, 271, n, 182, 274, 293,
346
.
RatnagulJasarrzcayapafijika,237
RatnakaralJt;iodghiita, 68, 244, n. 56, 254,
257, 258, n. 125
Ratnakarasanti, 84, n. 63, 108, 112, n. 30,
114, 118, 123, 124, nn. 108 & 109,
139, n. 203, 170, n. 7, 188,200, n. 14,
206, 223, n. 109, 226, 230, 238, 249,
25~ 25~ 25~ 268, 285, 288, 33~ ~
11,340, 360, n. 26
RatnakUta(sutra), 99, 165, 177, 189, 192,
267,270,339,340
Ratniilokalarrzkara, 76, n. 15,78, n. 24, 84,
n. 63, 108,n. 9, 119,n. 72, 123,n. 107,
133, n. 166, 134, n. 73, 139, n. 203,
170, n. 7,188,200, n. 14,230, n. 156,
238, n. 14, 239, n. 18, 242, nn. 45 &
46, 245, n. 59, 249, n. 77, 254, 255, n.
113,268,285, nn. 31 & 32, 288, nn. 48
&54, 335,n. 11,340

Index

Ratnamiilii, 200, n. 11
Ratnasikhin, 100
ratnatraya/triratna, see Three Jewels
Ratniivalf, 31, n. 41, 32, n. 46, 39,n. 81,
55, nn. 148 & 149, 80, n. 38, 103, n.
64, 108, 111, 123, n. 103, 124, n. 108,
156, 163, n. 325, 174, n. 20, 236, 265,
n. 156
Ratniivalfpanjikii, 133, n. 169, 143, n. 222
Ratnavr~a, 41, n. 92
Rawlinson, Andrew, 122
Ray, Reginald, 122
rDo-grub, 99
rdzas, 326
rDzogs-chen, 29, 35, 43, 69, 70, n. 80, 84,
n. 63, 117, 118, 205, 213, 214, 223,
224,n.57,292
reality-in-itself, 226
relic(s), 26, 28, 76, 122, n. 89
resolve to become a buddha, 21-23, 70,
73, 74, nn. 4 & 6, 77, 80, 89, 91, 149,
150, 151, 156-158, 163, n. 323, 181,
182,195-197,248,250,262,275,278,
285, 349; Buddha's initial -, 93-99,
104-105
rgya chen spyod pa 'i srol, 172, 173
rGyab chos pad dkar, 80, n. 35, 91, n. 1,
92, n. 4, 95, nn. 17-19, 96, n. 25, 97,
nn. 32 & 34, 99, n. 42
rGyal-rtse, 379
rgyu 'bras man ngag bdun, 65
rGyud sde spyi rnam, 37
rGyud spyi'i dngos po, 331, n. 202
Ri mo spyi'irnam gzhdg, 227, n. 134
Rig 'dzin 'jug ngogs, 88, n. 89, 89, n. 93,
115, n. 49, 175-194 passim, 259, n.
134, 260, n. 135, 274, n. 196, 330, n.
200,340,n.41
Rig pa 'i khu byug, 69
rigs bzhi, 312
Rim gyis 'jug pa'i sgom don, 166, n. 341,
254,257,n.121
Rim pa gnyis pa, 223, n. 109
Rin chen bkod pa 'j rgyud, 200, n. 11
Rin-chen-bzang-po, 103
river, 53,103,104,110,119,265,269
rNam bshadpad dkar, 215, n. 79
rNying-ma(-pa), 29, 30, 45, 63, 80, 103,
114, 115, 117, 118, n. 66, 120, 172,
175,176,198,204,214,224,226,231,
258,260,261,273,313,318,330
robber(s), 165,264
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Robinson, Richard, 122
Rong-zom-pa, 24, 27, 37, 40, 41, 44, 45,
50-52, 69, 78, n. 24, 115, 118, 119,
121, n. 83, 127, 131, 143, 150, n. 254,
158, 196, 197,206, 213, n. 73,219,
220,224, n. 116,238,242, 257,n. 124,
289,292,294-297,299-310,313-315,
318-330,337,353,355
Roth, Gustav, 361
Rouse, W. H. D., 67, 69
rTse-thang, 379
Rwa ba brgyad, 295, n. 23, 297, n. 33

s
Sa-skya, 359
Sa-skya-pa(s), 172, 175, 176, 180
Sa-skya PaI.lJ;iitalSa-PaIf, 37, 118, 150,
169-177,185,258-261,235
"Sacittotpadadharmacakrapravartin, 105, n.
76
$adaizgayoga, 223
SaddharmapulJdarfkasutra, 38, 59, 60, 65,
78, n. 24,103,104,111, n. 22, 137
*Sadhukarin, 101
siidhumatf, 350
sadist, 88
Sligaramati, 108
Siigaramatipariprcchiisutra, 74, n. 6, 108,
124, 166,n.340,206,352,n. 87
Sligaramegha, 361
saint(s), 21, 24, 40, 81, 86-88, 126, 134,
140, n. 204, 149, 150, 156, 188, 189,
198,201,202,242,257,258,263,265,
293,346,350,351
Sakai, Shinten, 67
Sakaki, Ry6zabur6, 358
sakalabandhana, 102
Slikyamitra, 103
Slikyamuni, 28, 29, 75, 89, 91, 93, 96, 97,
100, 101, 135, n. 184, 157, 269, 270;
see also Buddha
Sakyaprabha,32
SakyasrIbhadra, 171, 176
Siilistambakakiirikii, 78, n. 24
Siilistambasutra, 45, n. 109
sa1vific privatism (Heilsprivatismus), 85,
n. 67
samiidhi, 28, 38, 136, 144, 146, 147, 164,
n. 326, 318, 354; adhi-, 46;
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vajroparna~,65, 105, n. 74,216,250,
n. 81
Sarnadhirajasfltra, 184, n. 75, 209, n. 57,
210,n.58,350
Sarnadhisaf!lbhara, 288, 336
sarnadhisattva, 143
Samantabhadra, 29, 42, 50, 51, 53, 105,
228
sarnantaprabha, 204, 350
sarnatha, 200, 223
sarnaya, see pledgees)
Sarnayabhedoparacanacakra, 86,n. 79
Sarnayasaf!lgraha, 143, n. 226, 334, 346,
347
sarnayasattva, 143
saf!lbhara, 123, 154,n.270,223,267,285;
~rnahattva, 124; jiiana~, 36, 39, 223,
241, 242, 246, 336;jiianapu~ya~, 284;
pu~ya~, 36, 39, 223, 237, 241, 242,
246,260
Saf!ldhinirrnocanasfltra, 37, 78, n. 24,253,
336
Saf!ldhinirrnocanasfltravyakhyana,
104,
124, n. 107,131, n. 153
saf!lgha, 26, 28, 62, 74,285,n. 32, 355
Sarpgharak~a, 66
saf!lgrahavastu, 240, 296
saf!ljiia,64
Sfupmitfya, 101
saf!lSara, 30,36, 37,42,44,49, 53, 61, 75,
78, 82, 84, 88, 93, 95, 99, 110, 114,
120, 125, 154, 156, 186, 187, 190, 199,

200,206,209,211~213,217,221,229,

n. 149,233,241,242, 244,262,n. 143,
270,281,282,289,295,318,325,326,
335,341,343-345,353
Saf!lskrtasaf!lskrtaviniscaya, 26, 97, 101,
nn. 51 & 53, 251
sarnudagarnarnahattva, 49, 124
SamudrareJ:;tu, 97, 98
saf!lvara, 46, 51, 80, 289, 292, 297, 303,
304, 310, 323, 330; akara~a~, 335;
anasrava~,
46; bodhisattva~, 178;
dhyana~, 46; kaya~, 46; rnanal:z~, 46;
pratirno~a~, 46; §fla~, 179, 180; tri~,
45;vak~,46

Saf!lvarasaf!lgraha, 45, 47, 48, n. 124,291,
292,298
Saf!lvaravif!lsaka, 177, 191, 192, 194,294,
295

Saf!lvaravif!lsakapanjika, 191, n. 113, 192,
n.117
Saf!lvaravif!lsakavrtti, 191, nn. 112 & 113
saf!lvega, 59, 165
Saf!lvrtibodhicittabhavana, 252, n. 92, 287
Saf!lvrtibodhicittabh!ivanopade§avar~a-

saf!lgraha, 244, n.56
Saf!lyuktagarna, 46, n. 115
Saf!lyuttanikaya, 78, n. 24, 207
Sanderson, Alexis, 320, n. 153
Sangharakshita, 60, 61, 69, n. 79
Sangs rgyas kyi sa, 78, n. 24
Siiillqtyayana, Rahula, 359-361
Santarak~ita, 129, 139, n. 203, 169, 170,
191, n. 112,244-245, n. 58,247,294,
n.17
Santi Bhiksu, Bhadanta, 67
Santideva, 36, 40, n. 83,44,59,65,67,71,
88, 100, 127, 136, 159, 173, 174, 176,
177,180,189,236,237,246,247,249,
251,269,277, 333,n. 1,346,351,352
*Saprabhasa, 95, n. 17
Sfuamati, 67
sara~agarnana, 74
Saratarna, 360, n. 26
Sariputra, 108, 137,206
sarthavaha, 134
sarvasravakapratyekabuddhakusalaparigraha,162,n.315
Sarvastivada, 101
Satasahasrika, 105, n. 74
*Safpararnitanuvarttisfltra, 342
sattva(s), bodhisattva's dependence on ~,
127-128; concepts of ~, 126-127;
types of~, 128-129
sattvaloka, 31, 126,211
satyadariana, 44
Sautrantika, 119, n. 75
Sautrantika-Madhyamaka, 119, n. 75
savadya, 47, n. 123
sBas pa 'i rgurn chung, 69
Schlagintweit, Emil, 59
Schmithausen, Lambert, 68, 70, 75, 76, 82,
84, 104, 120, 126, 127, 130, 133, 144,
213,n. 74, 243,244, 359,n. 11
sDe dge bstan dkar, 95, n. 18,228, n. 135
sDorn gsurn bstan snying, 261, n. 138
sDorn gsurn rab dbye, 88, n. 89, 118, nn.
65 & 66, 150, n. 253, 169, n. 3, 170, n.
5, 171, 175, n. 25, 177, nn. 40 & 41,
258, 259, n. 131

Index

sDom gsum rgyan, 173, nn. 17 & 18
sDom gsum rgyan 'grel, 173, n. 17
sDom gsum rnam nges, 173, n. 18, 176, n.
29, 181, n. 60, 183, nn. 72 & 74, 184,
n. 77, 186, nn. 84 & 85,191, n: 115,
259, 330,n. 200
sDom gsum snying po, 173, rin. 17 & 18
sDom pa gong rna gnyis kyi phyir bcos
byed tshul rje'i phyag len bzhin bkod
pa, 352, n. 91
self, 32, n. 44, 37, 44, 123, 127, 128, 140,
221,244,323,342; see also atman
semeiological bodhicitta, 58, 196, 197,
225, 226, 230-233; definition of -,
196, 225; general features of -, 223;
three kinds of -, 227ff.
semen virile, 218
semiotics, 196
Sems nyid ngal gsa, 182, n. 67,243, n. 51,
269
Senart, Emile, 104, n. 72
sentient-centrism, 126, 136
seven limbs, 75, n. 7, 186,304
sexuality, 221-222
sexual-yogic practice(s), 218, 220, 221225,227
j
Seyfort Ruegg, David, 39, 65-68, 113,
213,n.74,231
Sferra, Francesco, 360, nn. 26 & 27
sGam-po-pa, 34, 57, 173, 174, 253, n. 96,
356
sGra sbyor bam gnyis, 24, n. 9, 131
sgroI ba, 318, 330
sGyu 'phrul bla rna, 103
sGyu 'phrul rgya mtsho, 224, n. 118
sgyu ma'i byams pa, 325
Sha-ra-ba, 171-173, 175
Shakya-mchog-ldan, 261
Shes bya mdzod, 50, n. 132,51, n. 136,94104 passim, 172-191 passim, 258, nn.
127 & 128, 260, n. 136, 261, n. 140,
292, n. 11, 294, nn. 18 & 20, 295, n.
25,301,n.51,305,n.73,337,n.26
Shes rab ral gri, 74, n. 5
Shes rab ral gri'i mchan, 74, n. 5
Shing rta chen po, 34, n. 53, 99, n. 43, 182,
n. 67, 184,nn. 77-80, 258,n. 126,266,
n. 160,269,n. 175, 270,n. 176
Shing rta rnam dag, 215, n. 79,252, n. 93
ship, 53
Shiro, Sakai, 310
Siddhartha (Siddhattha), 75, n. 7
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sik$apada(s), five -, 296-297, 303; seven
-,305
Sik$asamuccaya, 62, 66, 67, 74, n. 6, 121,
n. 83, 124, n. 111, 159, nn. 296-298,
162, n. 318, 164, nn. 329 & 331, 165,
n. 337, 166, n. 340, 177, 183, n. 74,
188, 189, 190, nn. 106-109, 191, 192,
193, n. 120, 222, n. 105, 230, n. 152,
236, 240, n. 32, 246, 247, 277, 278, n.
3, 279,n. 8, 289, n. 58,293,n. 13,294,
295, 333, n. 2, 339, 340, nn. 41 & 46,
345,n. 62, 355
Sik$asamuccayakiirika, 236, nn. 6 & 7
sik$atraya, 32
Sfla, 46, 87, 124, 144, 145, 187, 192, 292,
304, 309, 310, 330, 344, 346; adhi-,
32, n. 45, 46; kusaladharmasarrzgrahaka-, 46, 87; sarrzvara-, 46, 87,
297; sattvarthakriya-, 46, 67
Sflaparivartatfkii, 236, nn. 6 & 7
Sflapatala, 129, n. 139, 172, 181, n. 61,
191, n. 112
simultaneism, 38, n. 73,39
Simultaneists, 129, n. 139
Siva (or Mahlideva), 229, n. 149
sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs, see gSung rab rin po
che
skandha,27, 221,222,320, 324, 325,330
Skilling, Peter, 80
sKyabs sems cho ga, 171, n. 12
skyes bu gsum, 36
sKyes rabs brgya pa, 95, n. 21
sMan gyi gzhi, see Bhai-$ajyavastu
smith,54
sNar-thang, 379
Snellgrove, David, 68, 109, n. 14, 117, n.
60
Snodgrass, Adrian, 225
sNying po 'i don gsal, 236, n. 5
soceyya, 96
Soma, K., 66
sOflita, 196, 218
soteriological, - affect (or impact), 78,
200; - breakthrough, 86, 127, 199,
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